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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

DEVELOPING USABLE KNOWLEDGE ABOUT TEAM EFFECTIVENESS;

REQUIREMENTS FOR THEORY AND METHOD

Dr. J. Richard Hackman

(Yale University)

J. Richard Hackman is Professor of Organizational Behavior
and of Psychology at Yale University. He received his
undergraduate degree in mathematics from MacMurray College in

1962, and his doctorate in social psychology from the University
of Illinois in 1966. He has been at Yale since then.

Professor Hackman conducts research on a variety of topics
in social and organizational psychology, including the design of
work, the task effectiveness of work groups, and social

influences on individual behavior. He is on the editorial board
of several professional journals, and has consulted with a number
of organizations on quality of worklife issues.

He is the author or editor of five books (the most recent

being Work Redesign, co-authored with Greg R. Oldham and
published in 1980 by Addison-Wesley) and over 50 chapters and
articles. Professor Hackman was winner of the Sixth Annual AIR
Creative Talent Award in the field of "Measurement and
Evaluation: Individual and Group Behavior," and co-winner of the
1972 Cattell Award of the American Psychological Association. He
is a Fellow of that association in the Division of Industrial and

Organizational Psychology, and in the Division of Personality and

Social Psychology.

Dr. Hackman's address at the Ninth Biennial Psychology in

the DOD Symposioum on 18 April 1984 is titled "Developing Usable
Knowledge About Team Effectiveness: Requirements for Theory and
Method." A summary of Professor Hackman's address follows.
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DEVELOPING USABLE KNOWLEDGE ABOUT TEAM EFFECTIVENESS:
REQUIREMENTS FOR THEORY AND METHOD

Dr. J. Richard Hackman

Yale University

This paper explores the present state of knowledge about work
team effectiveness, and proposes some possible new directions for
theory and method in small group research. It is suggested that t

descriptive models of group behavior that emphasize the role of
group interaction process in mediating between "input" and
"output" states may have misguided research and theory on the
topic. As an alternative, a case is made for attending more
carefully to certain aspects of group structure (particularly the
authority structure, group composition, and group task design) in
group performance research, and for developing theory that
illuminates the relationship between a team and the
organizational context in which it operates. Regarding
methodology, questions are raised about the usefulness of both
experimental and survey studies of group effectiveness, in some ..

non-traditional methods for learning about the determinants of
group performance are suggested.
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Environments for Evaluating Performance of

(V) I Systems

0 Dr. Elizabeth J. Kirk, The MITRE Corporation

fl,- Abstract

Some envonments and methods which have been used
0-" to evaluate CLIsystems are outlined. A series of specific

controlled tests that were conducted during recent (1982-83)
developmental tests of Joint Service message standards are
also described. This type of test may be seen as a cost-
effective method to evaluate certain system capabilities in
addition to or in place of large-scale field tests.

I. Introduction
While the test and evaluation processes that must take place during the

development and acquisition of materiel, including command, control,
communications, and intelligence (C3 1) systems, are clearly outlined in military
documents (e.g., Army regulation 70-10, 71-3), the environments in which testing
takes place, and the testing methods to be used are often left to the discretion of
developers and military testing agencies. Often system tests are piggy-backed onto
operational exercises rather than designed to meet the specific needs of the system
function being tested. The purpose of this paper is twofold:

o To familiarize symposium participants with some of the more common Test
and Evaluation (T&E) environments and methods that have been employed
during the system acquisition cycle. Other papers presented on the T&E
panel will use one or more of these environments or methods.

o To report on some controlled tests that were conducted as part of Army
developmental testing of Joint Service message standards. The purpose of
the controlled tests was to determine the difference between various
message preparation modes and procedures.

II. Test and Evaluation

A. The Acquisition Cycle

The current Army Materiel Acquisition process includes four phases:
conceptual, validation, full-scale development, and production with testing taking
place during the last three phases in the form of Developmental Tests (DT) and

"r" Operational Tests (OT). According to Army regulations, DT is conducted "to

6 -'-" demonstrate that the engineering design and development process is complete, that
design risks have been minimized, and that the system will meet specifications; and to
estimate the system's military utility when it is introduced." The tests are planned,
conducted, and monitored by the developer.

OT, on the other hand, is conducted to estimate a prospective system's military
utility, operational effectiveness, operational suitability, and the need for
modifications. OT also provides information on organizational, manpower, doctrinal,

-7- and tactical requirements. OT tests are executed by personnel who would be expected
to use and support the system when deployed. OT tests are to be conducted in "as
realisti an operational environment as possible."

C I systems present challenges to the T&E process for systems acquisition which
was originally designed for weapons systems and other materiel. The proliferation of
command nets between and among services and the use of computers in command
centers pose very new and complex problems for evaluating system functional
capabilities relating to compatibility, interoperability, software design, and man-
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machine interfaces. With many of these systems, the human becomes an integral part
of overall system performance. Not only must individual human performance
capabilities be ascertained in these areas, but small group or team performance, and
even organizational performance must be tested. The means to find suitable ways to
identify areas to be tested, the environments to test them in, and test designs and
methods are not clearly defined, leaving both developers and testers to generate their
own T&E procedures. The new demands placed on T&E because of the complexity of
systems raises two very important issues:

o What future tests can be designed and conducted to cost-effectively
evaluate a system's capability to perform certain functions at the
individual, team, and organizational levels? Answering this question
takes much forethought and planning since many types of test methods
may have to be used to test thoroughly all of the system's capabilities at
each stage of development and at each level.

o What can be done to use the current set of test environments and cycles
more fruitfully? Can a series of system tests, using various methods, be
imposed on a Command Post Exercise (CPX), for example?

B. T&E Methods
CPXs, FTXs, laboratories, proving grounds and factories where the C31 system is

being developed can all provide test environments. Each provides its own set of
strengths and weaknesses in terms of control over test conditions, the pool of
"1subjects," data collection capabilities, and cost. Some or all of the methods outlined
below can be used in such environments.

1. Case Studies. Many system T&E reports are based on performance during a
particular exercise (i.e., how system X performed during Solid Shield '83).
Recommendations for changes are made on the basis of these reports and, if possible,
checks on improvements made are followed up in future tests. However, these checks
are often overlooked because the lessons learned from one previous exercise are not
carried over to the next. New testers may not read old reports; exercise goals can

* change test conditions to the point that it is impossible to replicate previous tests.
Thus, case study evaluations based on one test or exercise may not provide the
continuity, reliability, and replicability to thoroughly exercise all system functions and
evaluate its capabilities.

Efforts can be made to assure that the information collected during one
exercise is consistent (that is, the same measures were used and the same questions
asked across various users, elements, and time periods) and that the same types of

* data are collected over a series of exercises. Efforts also should be made to ensure
that one is able to state which capabilities were affected by the test environment and
which by system performance.

2. Controlled tests. When specific system functions must be evaluated and
require either many repetitions of tasks or repititions under strictly controlled
conditions, then controlled tests can be conducted. The system being tested must be
in some way isolatable from the rest of the systems or personnel by either controlling
for (statistically or in the test design) or holding constant those influences not being
examined for the specific function under evaluation. Controlled tests can include a
few individuals using one system or a whole network of systems and personnel
performing assigned functions.

3. Expert review. Teams of "experts" (operational or technical) can be used at
the early stages of system development to define and refine functional requirements.
They can also be used at later stages to evaiuate a system's ability to meet
engineering design and operational requirements. For example, one "expert" might S
say: "Because of the introduction of system X in the field, the user of system Y must
now also receive, store, retrieve, and display information collected from system X.
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Does it have this capability?" In this way, a system's functional capabilities can be
evaluated in the operational realm, in part, without conducting large scale exercises

.. and tests.

4. Modeling and Simulation. Modeling system capabilities before the actual
development of a prototype can alert developers to problems within the system. This
is especially useful during developmental testing in the early stage of acquisition.
Simulation can also be used to simulate the larger environment into which a system is
to be placed. In this case, simulation can provide a cost-effective approach to testing
system capabilities in a larger context without requiring all the manpower and
equipment needed for a large-scale exercise.

In all stages of DT and OT test and evaluation, the following issues should be
considered.

1. What functions of the system must be tested? Which functions involve a
one-human-one-machine, small group, or large organizational context?

2. What operational exercises or tests currently exist to evaluate machine and
human components of system effectiveness? How can these operational exercises or
tests be exploited to collect good data efficiently?

3. What additional tests must be planned to assure complete test and
evaluation of the system.

While these questions may seem obvious, the planning of tests in conjunction
with the develoment timetable becomes very complex when developer, tester, and
operational forces exercise timetable must be coordinated.

Ill. The Use of Controlled Tests to Assess Message Preparation Processes.
This final section briefly describes a series of controlled tests that were

conducted as part of a set of larger developmental tests. While message standards
tests may not be the same as other system tests, the point I want to make here is the
usefulness of controlled tests that have been piggybacked on top of other tests which
were not designed to answer some very specific questions. This type of method can be
easily adapted to a large-scale test with careful planning and sponsor suport.

The larger test, as part of the Joint Interoperability of Tactical Command and
Control Systems (JINTACCS) program, were conducted to determine the compatibility
and interoperability of standardized messages exchanged betweeno services. The
JINTACCS program objective is to establish and test tactical C data exchange
standards that are adequate for joint service operations and usable for both current
manual interfaces and future automated interfaces. Tests must be conducted to
determine if:

o standard formats can be established that are readable and writeable and are
usable for data transmission;

o the standardized messages contain sufficient information to conduct
military operations; and

o standards can be established for use in man-man, man-machine, and
machine-machine interfaces.

A series of joint developmental tests was conducted in which all of the services
involved in intelligence, air, operations control, and fire support operations exchanged

. messages. In addition to the jointly sponsored tests, the Army's Test Management
Division of the Center for Systems Engineering Integration (CENSEI) supported a
series of controlled tests, oftentimes run concurrently with the Joint Tests, to answer
issues germane to Army-specific interests. The results of these controlled tests are
quite preliminary and more testing must be done to confirm the findings. However,
the utility of using such controlled tests to answer specific questions is supported by
the findings.

For each of the tests a test design was prepared. Each design attempted to

control for differences between subject, stimuli, and schedule of events. In the cases
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where the number of subjects was insufficient to provide definitive results using
statistical techniques, the results provided evidence for suggesting system or
standards improvement. Three tests conducted yielding the most conclusive results
are outlined below:

A. Tactical Computer Terminals (TCT) Tests (Turner, et al, 1982)
1. Test Question: Can messages be prepared as rapidly and accurately using

the TCT as they can manually?
2. Purpose: To compare manual preparation processes with automated (TCT)

preparation processes.
3. Background: The TCT is a militarized computer terminal with 96 K of

WO memory. The Army is considering it as an interim system to be used for automated
JINTACCS message preparation. JINTACCS message formats, codes, and preparation
instructions are coded in the software and can be used to directly prepare and
transmit JINTACCS messages. In the test, four military personnel were asked to
prepare two messages each using both the manual and automated (i.e., TCT) methods
of preparation. Message preparation times and errors and participant comments were
recorded.

4. Results:
- Manual and automated (TCT) preparation and transmission took about

the same time.
- The subjects made about the same number of errors using either mode.
- Software and editing changes on the TCT could improve TCT message

preparation time and accuracy. Recommendations were made.
5. Discussion: This kind of test provided valuable insight into the kinds of

software changes that are desirable to automate JINTACCS standards and message
preparation. Such tests did not require that automated systems be plugged into a
larger network, although for questions of compatibility and interoperability with other
Army and Service systems, this would be desirable at some later date.

B. Automated Reference Test (Kirk, Plotkin, 1983)
1. Test Question: Can the material in the Army JINTACCS User Handbook be

accessed as fast or faster using an automated system as the hard copy Handbook?
2. Purpose: To compare standard hard copy access rates to an automated

access rate.
3. Background: The Electronic Media System (EMS) consists of an Apple II

computer, a videodisk, a videodisk player, and a monitor. It was used as a computer-
aided access to look up material in an automated version of the Army JINTACCS User
Handbook. This handbook provides the soldier with standard message format,
instructions for their use, and, when needed, standardized entry codes for pieces of
information. The handbook was automated so that the user could quickly "flip
through" pages of the handbook. Two civilian personnel were given a series of tests to
access different sections of the User Handbook using both the EMS and hard copy
material. Access times were recorded.

4. Results:
Access to the manual (hard copy) and automated (EMS) materials was
equally fast.

- Software improvements on the EMS could possibly improve access
speeds.

- The EMS could have broader applications as a JINTACCS training or
briefing device.

5. Discussion: This test indicated that, at least in this application, automation
is not always "better" than manual methods. Further examination of the EMS

* concluded that its strengths could be exploited for other purposes in the JINTACCS
program.
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C. Standardized Message Format Test (Kirk et al, 1983)
1. Test Question: Can messages be prepared as rapidly and accurately using

blank forms as pre-printed structured ones?
2. Purpose: To determine the necessity of pre-printed standardized forms for

preparing short messages.
3. Background: All JINTACCS messages currently prepared by the Army use

pre-printed forms. The current procedure requires user elements to maintain a
constant supply of these forms. Two soldiers were asked to prepare a series of Fire
Support messages using both the pre-printed and blank forms. Timing and error data
were recorded.

4. Results:
- Blank forms and pre-printed message forms took the same amount of

time to prepare.
- There were no significant differences in the number of errors committed

using the two forms.
- For short, linear messages, it may be possible to eliminate pre-printed

forms. More tests should be run on all message types to verify these
findings.

5. Discussion: This test raised the larger issue of the "paper flow" problem in
preparing large numbers of structured written messages and distributing them to
appropriate destinations in a timely fashion. These preliminary results suggest that
some of the problem can be alleviated. However, the logistics of assuring that proper
forms are distributed effectively are subject to test in a larger exercise environment.

* IV. Conclusions
The current systems acquisition process allows for a number of developmentil

and operational tests to be conducted throughout all stages of development. C I
systems place new demands and challenges for test and evaluation of the machines and
men operating them. While case study and field exercises have been the method and
environment used extensively to test systems, a wide range of methods and
environments exist to test and evaluate systems during all phases. The method and
environment should fit the particular function of the system being tested rather than
the test being fit into a particular T&E environment that is available.

As described above, controlled tests can provide a fertile yet relatively
inexpensive environment to test selected aspects of system and user performance.
They can also be included as part of a larger exercise with careful forethought and
planning and sponsor support.
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A Sociotechnical Communications Model

". for

Command and Control

(V) Dennis K. Leedom
* . (J Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense

(Communications, Command, Control and Intelligence)

Abstract
SlUs ing m iIi ta ry command and con trolI sy stems a s the -

" setting, this paper examines the problem of effectively
communicating perceptions and mental concepts from one
organizational element to another. A model is proposed All
which identifies and links the important aspects of this
process: problem formulation, language development and
usage, and transmission media. Using this model, the
paper outlines tradeoffs among these various factors and
suggests ways in which command and control processes
might be improved through both technical and non-
technical means. ."

Introduction

An essential ingredient for any organization is the development of
effective communications among its various components. Often, as in the

. case of distributed command and control systems, our concern focuses on the
technical means of transmitting voice or data messages from one point to
another. Yet, as pointed out by the Defense Science Board (1978) and the
Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association (1982), technology
is not the limiting factor in developing effective command and control
systems. In contrast, we must begin to look not only at how we communicate, 1
but also at what we communicate. This latter issue, however, moves us
beyond questions of technology and into the cognitive processes of the
military decisionmakers --into the culture and language of combat.

Several aspects of combat operations suggests the need to examine the
entire process of how perceptions and mental concepts are communicated among .
different staffs within a command and control system. First, battlestaffs
face a number of real-world considerations which preclude a precise,
structured approach to the planning and execution of military operations.
Hence, a significant portion of the command and control process involves
definition of the combat problems to be solved and the decisions to be made.
Second, these staffs do not generally deal directly with the battlefield;
rather, they deal with perceptions of the battlefield which have been
developed through the eyes and ears of subordinates. If a distributed
command and control system Is to respond in a coordinated and consistent
manner, then each of its constituent parts must share a common perception of
the battlefield, the combat operations which unfold upon the battlefield,
and the strategies and tactics which shape these operations. O

In the following paper, I develop a conceptual model for addressing the
problem of shared perceptions within a command and control system. By
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" necessity, such a model must consider the cognitive aspects of expert
knowledge and problem solving, the psycholinguistic aspects of communicating
ideas from one culture to another, and the sociotechnical aspects of 0
transmitting these communications.

A Conceptual Model of Organizational Communication

A sociotechnical model for examining organizational communications is

outlined in Figure 1. It is through such a model that we can relate the
various cognitive, psycholinguistic and technological factors which
influence the nature and effectiveness of such communications.

TASK ENVIRONMENT

PERCEPTION PERCEPTION
OF REALITY 2 ' Of REALITY /

MENTAL Interpret Interpret MENTAL
MODELS MOD D LS

S.'Structure Stucur
A 5TA I

STAFF A Vrbmual/Nonba STAFF B8 tutr

Formlate Comprehend ,,
TRAINING 4 A TRAINING
EXPERIENCE / EXPERIENCE

(LA NGUAGE "\LANGUAGEMODELS MODELS

Figure 1 A Sociotechnical Model of Organizational Communications

Imagine that two staffs must develop a shared perception of some common .I
task environment in order to effectively coordinate their operations. These
staffs might represent Army and Air Force target analysts located at two
different headquarters. Their common task might be the development of
battlefield interdiction targets to be struck by either long-range surface-
to-surface missiles or tactical fighter-bomber aircraft.

The communication process begins with "Staff A" sampling the task
environment, extracting salient cues or other information, and codifying
this information into a meaningful perception of the situation. As i
emphasized by Weick (1969), this process serves to resolve environmental
uncertainty (or equivocality) --to establish a workable level of
informational certainty. For our interdiction example, the structuring and
interpretation of battlefield reports into meaningful patterns and events
are essential steps in the operational planning process. ." -

-40

As indicated in the figure, the structuring and interpretation of
information is guided by the application of mental models which have been
developed through past training and experience. Here, both generative and
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interpretive processes are postulated to occur. Examples of generative

processes are described by Simon and Chase's (1973) concept of information J
chunking and Druzhinin and Kontorov's (1972) concept of axiomatic thought.
In the former case, we use "chunks" of meaningful information to overcome
our apparent limitations in short-term memory and comprehension. In the
latter case, axiomatic (or rule-based) thought permits us to reach rather
sophisticated levels of reasoning through the hierarchical application of
simple rules or relationships.

Examples of interpretive processes are illustrated by Minsky's (1975)
theory of frames and scripts, Simon and Hayes' (1976 and 1977) model of
isomorphic problem solving, and Gick and Holyoak's (1980) concept of
analogical reasoning. In each case, we organize our observations from the
real world according to a set of standardized expectations and beliefs.
These more holistic mental models assist us in focusing our attention and
efficiently processing informational inputs; but, at the same time, they can
dangeroLsly mislead us if we erroneously adopt stereotypical beliefs about
an actal situation.

An important aspect of mental models is that they are the products of
our unique learning experiences. That is, our interpretation of events and
situations surrounding us is largely shaped by our individual knowledge,
experiences and positions of responsibility. Given the loosely-coupled
nature of decisionmaking processes within a command and control sys-tem, it
is important for each staff to employ consistent mental models in developing
their interpretations and responses. For the interdiction example, this
consistency would be reflected in a cohesive and well-coordinated attack
against the enemy's second-echelon forces. Such consistency may be achieved

.. in several ways: through the development of common doctrine and tactics,
through prior training and joint exercises, through the use of jointly
developed decision aids, or through effective communications. However, each
approach depends upon the language we use to shape and express our ideas.

From Vygotsky (1934), we know that "thought is not merely expressed in
words; it comes into existence through them." This notion is expressed more
formally in the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis (Sapir,1929 & Whorf,1956) which holds
that we interpret reality through the particular language used by our
cultural group. Within organizations, language differences are seen to
emerge whenever one subunit develops an area of operational expertise and, .6
hence, moves beyond other subunits in its conceptualization of a problem
(Hall,1982). In contrast with this notion, Chomsky (1965) argues that all
languages are comparable since they share common principles of grammar and
syntax. Combining these two points of view, we see the importance of
developing common languages. That is, common languages permit the efficient
communication of understandings across cultural divisions.

Such divisions might exist between Army and Air Force battlestaffs which
perceive and speak of the battlefield according to different terms, concepts
and interests. Lacking a common language of combat, battlestaffs from each
Service might be required to engage in considerable dialogue or message

S0. exchange in order to clarify target priorities, attack strategies and so
forth. As will be seen in a moment, communication efficiency has

. significant implications for the types of message transmission systems
.- required for command and control systems.
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The connection between language and thought is further reflected in the
general trend of current psycholinguistic research. As reported by Danks
and Glucksberg (1980), researchers have shifted their focus from a word-
based, associative model of language comprehension to a knowledge-driven,
cognitive model. Hence, many of the same semantic constructs used for
codifying expert knowledge are now seen as the mechanisms underlying
language comprehesion. Fisher (1981), in his analysis of organizational
communications, provides further support for this model in defining typical
misuses of language. From such misuses, we know that communication failures
result when we disrupt the recipient's process of interpreting our message
within a familiar conceptual framework.

So far, we have seen that communication processes are inextricably
related to the mental models held by the sender and recipient. Further, we
note that considerable dialogue is often required for achieving
comprehension when the communicators do not share a common language. It is
at this point where we must address the technical means by which we
communicate.

Linkage of the cognitive and technical aspects of communications is
provided through Daft and Lengel's (1984) concept of information richness.
Within this concept, information richness is defined as the potential
information carrying capacity of data. In turn, the richness of a
particular transmission media is defined by the availability of immediate
feedback, the number of verbal or nonverbal communications channels used,
the source of the communication and the type of the language used. Face-to-
face communications provide a high richness media while computer-generated :,Ap
numerical data reports represent a low richness media.

The significance of Daft and Lengel's work lies in the requirement to
match the richness of the communications media to the complexity of the
supported decision process. Within most organizations, decision complexity
is seen to be a function of subunit differentiation (differing frames of
reference) and subunit interdependence (level of information exchange " -

required). A mismatch can occur in either of two directions: over-
complication (too many cues, noise, ambiguity) or oversimplification (too
few cues, impersonal, no feedback).

Sociotechnical Improvements for Command and Control

In applying the concept of information richness to military command and
control systems, it is important to note that practical limits may be
imposed on the level of richness available. These limitations might arise

*O due to enemy countermeasures, physical separation of command posts or the S
* exigencies of combat. As a result, we may face situations in which the

available richness of the communications media does not match that level
required by the complexity of the supported decision process. It is at this
point where the sociotechnical model suggests a number of improvements.

*O As the name sociotechnical implies, we must look at both technical and
non-technical options for improving our command and control capabilities.
Technical options generally fall under the category of improved
communications media (eg, higher bandwidth transmission channels, higher
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quality secure voice and anti-jam media). However, a number of non-
technical options also exist which have generally received less attention:

Joint doctrine development: building agreement over combat O
objectives, priorities and basic strategies --all essential
ingredients to the mental models used by each battlestaff

Joint training schools: refinement of joint doctrine into
mutually understood concepts of operation and language of combat

Joint training exercises: further refinement of concepts and
development of efficient languages for communication

Jointly-developed decision aides: development of "corporate
memory" and standard cognitive constructs.

Through the above options, it will be possible to develop a common set
of mental models and operational language. Together with our technical
advances in communications technology, these options represent a total-
systems approach to improving our command and control systems.

Summary

In summary, the sociotechnical model of communications provides us with
a broad conceptual framework for addressing military command and control
systems. The approach is interdisciplinary and, as a result, this increases
resistance to its adoption. For the future, such resistance should be
overcome in our research and development efforts as we better understand
both the technical and social nature of command and control systems.
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EVALUATION OF C3 SYSTEMS USING COMMAND POST EXERCISESj

2:orton Barov
The MITRE Corporation

Evaluation of command and control (C2) systems is a topic of
increasing concern within the defense community. Particularly when
systems are acquired using an evolutionary rather than traditional '
development approach, methods are needed to gain meaningful feedback
from C2 system users early in the development process.

This paper discusses the use of the Command Post Exercise (GPX)
environment to generate user input to the evolutionary development of
command and control systems. This evaluation approach was developed
and implemented over a five-year period based on experience with Army
participation in CPXs in Europe. In the approach, prototype command
and control subsystems were placed in the hands of the system users
during regularly scheduled CPXs; user experiences with prototype system
capabilities were used to guide evolutionary development.

The key points made in this paper concerning the evaluation of C2
systems can be summarized as follows:

* * User involvement at all stages of system development-- from
the definition of objectives to operational testing of
system components-- is key to the evolutionary development
of C2 system development and would equally benefit C2 system
development which follows a more traditional approach.

*Command Post Exercises (CPXs) provide a valuable opportunity
to obtain needed user feedback to C2 system development.

e Successful use of CPXs as an evaluation tool depends upon
substantial front-end planning, both to ascertain what
aspects of systems can reasonably be evaluated in a given
CPX and to develop applicable methods of data collection
and analysis.

* Ideally use of CPXs would be implemented as one part of a
systems approach to test and evaluation in which a mix of

S evaluation approaches would be employed to address changing
evaluation needs through the development process.

* Finally, evaluation of C2 systems, if it is to contribute to
the development of effective C2 capabilities, must address
issues of both system performance and system utility. While
it is necessary to have systems which perform in accordance
with stated performance requirements to be sufficient, C2
systems must support real user needs.
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Military Deception: A Clinical Psychological Analysis

Richard W. BloomCnArmed Forces Medical Intelligence Center gi
-V) Ft. Detrick, Frederick, MD 21701

Abstract

o This paper describes four clinical psychological contributions to
the study and practice of military deception. First, inferential

-- techniques yield five generic factors of deception: intention,
behavior, perception, teleology, and systems. Second, reliability
studies and causal modeling techniques applied to these factors are
slowly leading to the development of a prescriptive, deception data
base. Third, characteristics of those who deceive well versus those
susceptible to deception are being identified through modified task

" analyses. Fourth, inferences are being made as to the reliability,
validity, and deception potential of foreign research in behavioral
sciences. The above have relevance for the selection, training, and
performance of military deception planners and analysts.

Military deception. Sun Tzu (400 B.C.) terms it the supreme martial art,
a means to the greatest gain with the least effort. From Thucydides (350
B.C.) we infer it as the optimal achievement of warfare, as mind over mind
instead of mind over matter. On the other hand, Clausewitz (1831) downplays
military deception, probably because it violates the heroic ethic and
military virtues.

In our era we can at least agree that military deception has worked and
has worked well. Examples abound from the Chinese Civil War through
Operation Peace for Galilee, from the turmoil of battle to detente, from the
tactical to the strategic (e.g., Stuart & Tow, 1982).

However, there have been few attempts to systematize what deception is
and how it works. Classics such as the Chan-kuo Ts'e (50 A.D.) and the
Mugaddimah (1370) are merely anecdotal. Modern works comprise either theory
without empirical grounding (Daniel & Herbig, 1982) or dust-bowl empiricism
with "bean counts" that may include apples and oranges (Whaley, 1969).
However, all sources agree that military deception involves the assessment
and subsequent influence of a target. This terrain is shared with a host of
other pursuits--advertising, sales, and clinical psychology.

. . This paper describes four contributions to the study and practice of
military deception based on theory, experiment, and observation from clinical
psychology. While contributions from advertising and sales may be as -
valuable, they would certainly not be as popular with an audience of
psychologists.

1. Generic Factors of Military Deception. What is military deception? S
I've applied a systematic, inferential technique to historical accounts of
military deception from different cultures, societies, conflicts, and eras.
Following Levy (1963) I used a three-step semantic stage and a one-step
propositional stage. The first semantic step used congruence and dissonance
as permissable criteria. The second used structure, function, effect,

S affect, sequence, frequency, intensity, and pervasiveness as interpretive 0.
perspectives. The third used contextual consistency and my own bias for
parsimony to support the potential validity of the interpretive perspectives
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in step two. The one propositional step used subsumption and understanding
as generalization criteria.

This inferential procedure yielded five generic factors: intention,
perception, behavior, teleology, and systems.

Intention ThFe initiator of a deception takes an action or nonaction
intended to direct the target away from the truth as the initiator perceives
it. In a successful deception, the action or nonaction must be accurately
received, analyzed, and disseminated by the target. The intention, on the
other hand, must not be.

Perception. The initiator's action or nonaction leads to the target
misperceiving reality. This misperception can involve cognition and affect,
any psychic process or product.

Behavior. The target's misperception must have a significant influence

on target behavior--proximal or distal. In military deception there are at
least 108 classes of behavior that can be influenced. These involve the
combination of three military areas (operations, intelligence, research and
development), three properties of these areas (structure, function, and
process), three resource classes (money, materiel, personnel), and four
resource properties (time, place, type, quantity/intensity).

Teleology. The target's behavior must have an ultimate end or purpose
that satisfies a need of the initiator. This need can be satisfied by
directly improving the initiator's lot, worsening that of the target, or
improving the initiator's position relative to the target.

Systems. Military deception occurs in a system of initiator, primary
target, secondary target, and a context wherein multiple deceptions are
ongoing. The secondary target may be an intermediary one, merely an observer
of ongoing deception, a future primary target, or a moderator influencing
another target otherwise immune to deception. The context consists of

*" politico-military, economic, sociocultural, biomedical, and physical (e.g.,
geographic) information with local, regional, and global implications.

That military deception includes an initiator, primary target, and
secondary target links it with triadic, influence techniques in family
therapy (e.g., Haley, 1977).

2. Military Deception Data Base. A data base should cogently describe
what has worked and suggest what will work in military deception. Two
approaches in these endeavors are the formal and the contextual.

In the former, categories and accompanying Likert rating scales are being
developed and standardized for each of the five generic factors. An initial
category pool was obtained by the author making up labels for specific
instances of the five factors as the latter seemed to appear in deception
accounts. Then subjects rated the applicability of each of the category
labels for each deception account.

Likert rating means have been in the "applicable" direction for at least

some category labels for each factor for each deception account. Split-half
and internal measures of reliability for category ratings within factors have

. been lower than clascical psychometric standards dictate as acceptable.
Temporal measures of reliability have approached these standards. Factor
analyses of the intercorrelational matrices of all category ratings among
factors have varied significantly in output. We would hope to extract, of
course, some semblance of what was inferred from the initial derivation of
the five generic factors of military deception.

These reliability problems have three saving graces. First, even by
classical psychometric standards, reliability does not necessarily limit
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predictive validity (Karon, 1968). And prediction is the sine qua non of
military applications of psychology. Second, although construct validity may
be threatened, the five generic factors have proven valuable as planning
format aids. Here "valuable" is measured by the self-report of military
deceivers (Bloom, in press). Third, the validity of the five generic factors
and their associated categories may be supported by structural equation
models with latent variables.

This last possibility may be accomplished by assuming the five generic
factors are unmeasurable, hypothetical constructs. We then assume that they
are related in, let's say, a unidirectional, linear, and sequential manner.
Following this, we relate the five generic factors to the list of
categories--the latter are measureable. When all relationships are specified
in mathematical form, we have a model with a certain structure and unknown

S- parameters. We can then accept or reject the model depending on how well it
explains the statistical properties of the measured variables in terms of the
hypothesized latent variables.

To my knowledge, this has not yet been accomplished. Difficulties
include the sparse documentation of too many deception accounts and the

" frequent inadequacies of split-half, internal, and temporal reliabilities for
the more abstract categories of the systems factor. The latter is also a
problem in personality research (Kenrick & Springfield, 1980). '^V

As opposed to the above formal approach, I've also been working with a
contextual approach. This involves what Sarbin (1982) terms "emplotment,"
the attempt to delineate the target's ongoing narrative or script, and what
story the initiator must weave to enter the target's plot with a certain
effect. This process of emplotment has turned out to be easier when applied
to deceptions that have already occurred than to ongoing, fluid situations.
It is also more a test of clinical acumen, than a didactic legacy.

In any case, the contextual approach will always have a place--even when
a formal system has significant empirical support. This is because the
formal approach excels mainly with bounded problems of inference that harbor

-. known contingencies and discrete, dichotomous behavioral criteria (Levy,
1963). On the other hand, the contextual approach excels mainly with

. . unbounded problems that contain unspecified or unknowable contingencies and
continuous behavioral criteria. In fact, as far as each military deception
is unique, the contextual approach may be the only way to predict whether a

. deception plan will work.

3. Military Deception Task Analysis. Even with a data base, psychological
factors will affect how well deception planners do their job. Will they .6
deceive or be deceived in the attempt? What ability, personality, and
motivation characteristics are relevant to this question?

A pure task analysis which will generate behavioral criteria to which
psychological information is associated cannot be performed. Unfortunately,
implementation of a planned deception may be a low frequency event,

0@: confirmation of success or failure may often be lacking or far in the future, "
and planning behavior may be a product of bureaucratic politics more than

" past deception success. Thus, evaluating the predictive or postdictive
validity of psychological information is problematic.

This leaves verbal effectiveness reports from peers and supervisors and
data from nonmilitary, experimental deception tasks to which psychological
information can be associated. Yet verbal reports are subject to political, -
personal, and knowledge biases, while experimental tasks have problems of
ecological validity.
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* As an intellectual compromise, the following procedure has been used. A
list of "important" deception tasks was obtained from the verbal reports of
military deception planners. Experimental deception studies were abstracted
which dealt with similar tasks. Personality characteristics associated with
success in these tasks were abstracted from these studies. (Only studies
with subjects having demograhic characteristics similar to military deception
planners were used). Military deception planners were rated on these

-. characteristics through the use of standardized tests with norms previously
derived from samples of deception planners. Test scores were then correlated
with task ratings per subject by peers and supervisors.

This admittedly crude and flawed procedure yielded four personality
constructs positively associated with successful deception planning behavior.
These were field independence as measured by the Group Embedded Figures Test
(Witkin et al, 1971), integrative complexity as measured by the Individual
Topical Inventory-Form A (Tuckman, 1966), Machiavellianism as measured by the
Mach V (Christie, 1970), and empathy as measured by the Hogan Empathy Scale
(Hogan, 1969).

In any official selection procedure, I would also include quick measures
of intelligence, global psychopathology, and interpersonal style, as well as
an interview and a relevant job history.

To my knowledge, no work has been done linking ability and motivation
characteristics to military deception planning.

4. Foreign Deception in Psychological Research. Besides, generic
factors, a data base, and profiles of successful planners, clinical

psychology can be valuable in assessing the psychological research and
development efforts of other nation-states. This assessment can include the
issues of reliability, validity, and deception potential.

For example, there have been open-source reports of advances in voice
stress analysis (One word's enough, 1982) and in "mind control" (Bloom, in
press). The clinical psychologist's tolerance for ambiguity, analytic

* . skills, knowledge in general psychology, and continuous awareness of
conscious and unconscious deception can be virtues in avoiding the blinders
of the true believer and the chronic skeptic.

For voice analysis, the lack of relidbility and validity for the
Psychological Stress Evaluator, the complexity of psychophysiological stress
indices, subject control over acoustic parameters of the voice, and the
dearth of replicable analyses of anatomical and physiological vocal
parameters render claims of an operational and independent voice stress
evaluator suspect (Horvath, 1978; Scherer, 1981).

For mind control, the clinical psychologist may hesitate less before
suspicions arise--despite the often extraordinary psychotherapeutic feats of
the likes of Milton Erickson. An analysis of similar concepts such as
reflexology, spreading fields of activation, subliminal perception, and
neurolinguistic programming renders an operational capability for mind
control an opiate for the mindless (e.g., Bloom, 1983).

S. Conclusions. Let's close with a look at the status of each of the four
clinical psychological contributions to military deception.

The five qeneric factors do not measure up to classical standards of
reliability, but have been helpful as format aids to deception planners. The
deception data base is still in the pilot study stages, but possesses
tremendous import for the upgrading of military deception capabilities. The
modified task analysis has yielded a selection procedure that is as close to
operational as may be expected from the unique characteristics of military
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deception planning. Evaluating the deception potential of behaviorally '
oriented research and development is an operational capabitit-'.

Hopefully, this brief paper will whet the appetites of others to dlvc
into a complex, frustrating area--one that is intellectually stimulating :ld
beneficial to national security.
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Thought Control

From Parenting, to Behavior Mod, to Cults, to "Brainwashing" .

CD Edna J. Hunter
United States International University

Ronald E. HestandSt. Joseph State Hospital

Abstract

As long ago as 1957 Albert Biderman described the measures methodi-

cally used by the Chinese Communists in North Korea to induce compliance
and "confessor" behavior in prisoners held by them. Biderman outlined
a complex teaching procedure, gave illustrations of specific steps in
the process and delineated the effects these measures had on the victim.
Analyzing the procedures, it becomes evident that similarities run
through a variety of situations where one faction makes a deliberate,
intensive attempt to shape the attitudes and behaviors of another person
under his or her absolute control. Whether it be the "all-powerful"
parent, the abusive spouse, the intimidating military drill instructor,

the Hell-fire-damnation religious fundamentalist, the terroristic kid-
napper, or the POW interrogator, the techniques for inducing attitudinal

and behavioral change ("brainwashing") and the victim's attempts to
cope with these variations in stressors appear to be an analogous pro-
cess.

Biderman's Eight Methods for Inducing Compliance

In a paper published by Biderman in 1957 on Chinese Communists' attempts N'
to elicit false confessions from U.S. Air Force prisoners of war during the
Korean conflict, eight coercive methods for eliciting individual compliance

were enumerated. Biderman noted that the methods used by these captors were -
also commonly practiced by our own police and intelligence interrogators.

Most people equate "brainwashing" with actual severe physical torture,
but such is not the case. For, as Biderman noted, "inflicting physical pain
is not a particularly effective method." In fact, treating captives kindly, _ -
after first threatening death or physical harm, can be much more effective
in eliciting subsequent compliant or cooperative behavior.

The eight techniques in the thought control process mentioned by Bider-
man included: (I) isolation of the captive. (2) monopolization of perception;.
(3) induced debilitation or exhaustion; (4) threats; (5) occasional indulgen-
ces; (6) demonstrating "omnipotence" or "omniscience" of the captor; (7) degra-
dation; and (8) enforcing trivial demands.

The present. report will examine this process in terms of how it- is con-

sciously or unconsciously applied to induce compliance in a variety of situa-
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tions in our own culture today. For example, a similar process is employed
in parenting, certain therapy groups, religious cults, and military training,
as well as in more violent types of terroristic encounters.0

Coercive Methods Within Families

Even the family is a source of coercive tactics, in many instances,
which take place during the socialization period of the child and beyond. '
For example, almost from birth, the child is conditioned to respond quickly--
to the word "No." Not only do children learn "No," they are also quickly condi-
tioned to believe they "can't do" this or that, regardless of whether or not
the task in question is within their abilities. In most families, children
are isolated from others until they reach school age, and even then, their-
associates are chosen carefully; there is monopolization of perception.

Children are often repeatedly told they are "bad" until they come to
- .~' believe it. They are sometimes continuously bombarded with threats: ''If you

don't clean up your room, you're going to get it when your Dad gets home!"
* Although children have extremely short attention spans, they may be expected

to perform far beyond their maturational abilities; thus, parents induce debil-
-~ itation and exhaustion. For some children, there are long lists of chores

that must be done, long periods of time spent in homework, or hours of prac-
tice at the piano, under threat of dire consequences if task performance does
not meet parental standards. Certainly, from the child's viewpoint parents
seem always to know what children are up to. Comedian Bill Cosby's monologues
illustrate children's belief that parents have "eyes in back of their heads."0

p . It is not difficult to understand why children perceive parents as omnipotent
and omniscient, just as the terroristic captor is viewed as all powerful by
his captive.

How often parents scold children with words which imply the children
are incompetent or unable to do even the simplest task without some form of -

aid. This type degredation is not far removed from that which Chinese Commun-
ists used in Korea to induce compliance.

The abusive family deserves special mention. Whether the abuse is physi-
cal, emotional, sexual abuse, or neglect, the same type techniques used in
normal families are there, but in an extreme form. Abusing parents make trivial

* demands, expecting dnd promoting submissive behavior, are degrading, and have
* - been shown to alternate between lenient and overly strict enforcement. It

indeed sounds like "brainwashing."

* . Without elaboration, it. bears mentioning that educational institutions,
mental health activities, religious retreats, and even some therapy groups

* (e.g., EST), use the techniques of thought control.

* Coercive Techniques and Religious Cults

Perhaps one of the most insidious forms of coercion is that used by -
- religious cults, since cults are actually protected under the First Amendment

of the Uni ted Stat es Const i tut i on.
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According to Singer, the spread of cults began over 20 years ago, but
the power of cult leaders was not recognized until the Guyana tragedy. It
is estimated there are more than 2500 cults around that purport to offer men-
tal, emotional, spiritual, psychological, and other benefits to their members

", c (Singer, 1978). Usually cults are established by a strong or charismatic leader
who controls followers by various means, all similar to Biderman's thought
control techniques. Like the political prisoner or the prisoner of war, suc-
cessful indoctrination of a cult recruit is likely to follow the same process,
including isolation, control over communication, debilitation, degradation,
induction of fear and confusion, alternation between harsh and lenient treat-
ment, peer pressure, insistance that the individual's survival depends on
belonging to the group, assignment of monotonous or repetitive tasks, and
acts of symbolic betrayal of former values. The manipulation of cult converts
is similar to the coercive persuasion techniques employed during the Korean
War to achieve thought reform. Even among more traditional religious groups,
one often sees religious revivals or retreats where the process of thought tOl

control techniques is clearly delineated (Kaslow & Sussman, 1982).

Coercion and Military Training

During Basic Training in the military raw recruits must be changed from
individuals to "members of the team" -- members who do not ask questions,

do not hesitate before obeying a command. but act immediately.

Little doubt exists that this form ot training is effective, but by
the same token, little doubt can exist that it is a form of coercive persuasion

and follows the process Biderman delineated. From the moment servicepersons O
are sworn into the military, they are degraded or "put down," and made to
feel inferior. The recruit is cloistered away with other recruits, and communi-
cation and contact cut off (isolation and monopolization of perception). Re-
cruits are humiliated by having heads shaved, given conforming and ill-fitting
clothing, and herded around like "animals." Recruits often report feeling
"something less than human."They have lost control over their own lives and "'9
decision-making. They are likely to feel hopeless and helpless, that there
is "no way out" -- much like the situations reported by prisoners of war and

'S'S hostages.

The daily schedule in basic training is strenuous, leaving recruits

utterly exhausted. Perception is monopolized to the point there is little•@O
time to think of pleasurable things. Threats, both veiled and blatant, are

hurled at individuals who are already bombarded with feelings of being only
.maggots" or "scum." Trivial demands are made of the recruit, demands for
shoes that shine enough for drill instructors to see their faces in, for beds
made so tightly a coin can be bounced off the covers, for ultra-close shaves,

O and for all types of insignificant requirements. M

Drill instructors become demi-gods, omniscient and omnipotent, analogous
- to the POWs' perception of the captor or the abused child's view of the parent

Even officer training includes similar coercive techniques, as depicted in
the recent motion picture, "An Officer and a Gentleman." Look at life at

* the military academies. During Plebe year, students are submitted to some

of the same conditions as their enlisted counterparts during recruit training.
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Students are "torn down and rebuilt" to the mold of what the military conceives
as the perfect officer.

JS
Terrorism and Compliance .

The use of coercive persuasion again came to light with such notables
as Patty Hearst, the Iranian hostages, and Leslie van Houten of the Charles
Manson "family." Terrorism has been defined "to kill one person and frighten
10,000." It is a campaign of violence against "the system," waged from outside"0
the system. Thus the rules of the system no longer apply. Civilians, of course,
are not exempt as targets. One may be a target merely on the basis of national-
ity, ethnicity, religion, or pure happenstance, such as occurs when a bomb
is placed inside a movie theater or in an airport.

Because terrorism appears indescriminate, it is more frightening and
more difficult to protect against. But terrorism is not mindless, senseless,
or irrational violence. It is a well- planned campaign of violence to advertise
a group, to publicize its cause, and to create an atmosphere of fear and alarm.

It is very effective. The fear engendered by terroristic acts and the
dramatic nature of them actually exaggerates the strength of the group. Terror-

ism is psychological warfare. The hostage is merely a tool to gain bargaining
power.

We are somewhat accustomed to hearing about attacks on our embassies
and on U.S. officials abroad; we are less accustomed to terroristic attacks
within our own country. This unexpectedness is undoubtedly what accounted
for the shock and fascination which occurred when Patricia Hearst was kidnapped
by the SLA in 1974. Patty was carried, kicking, screaming, pleading "...not *

me, please, not me," the typical "this-can't-be-happening-to-me" response
of most POWs, hostage victims, or other victims of traumatic events. After
the kidnapping, for Patty there remained no semblance of security, only terror

and uncertainty. We have only to examine Biderman's 1957 chart on the tech- 741

niques of inducing compliance to see that Patty Hearst was in Phase I of the
"brainwashing" process. A very real threat to life faced her. The second phase
of the process is to induce distortion of perception through both physiological
and psychological assaults. Patty was locked under a staircase, alone. There
was no light, no other person, no way even to relieve her bodily functions,
no sleep -- only fear, pain, and discomfort. Ire

Once victims are "softened up" the manipulation begins. Physical terror
is lifted and the process of de-identification with the captive's former envir-
ons commences, and re-identification with the captor emerges, just as it does
during military recruit training.

Returning to the Hearst incident, finding onself in such a predicament,
it is natural to attempt to establish blame. For Patty, first she most likely

placed blame on herself; guilt would then ensue, just as it did when POWs
were told they were "war criminals," and vulnerability to coercive persuasion
increases. To rid herself of guilt, the next step was for Patty to project
guilt away from herself, first to her parents and family, later to her entire
social class. The re-identification had occurred.
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When one becomes captive or hostage, the sentence is indefinite; the

outcome unknown. Thus it is difficult to adjust to something that is completely
ambiguous. Nonetheless to some extent the hostage or captive does adjust.
Captives must cooperate with the captor if survival is to be achieved, at-
least to some extent. Typically, over time hostages, especially if held alone,
will instinctively try to establish some "human bond" with the captor so they
won't be killed. In the process, the captor sometimes may in turn become sympa-
thetic with the captive. Dependent on the captor for the most basic of human
needs makes for an almost parent-childlike relationship if the captivity lasts
long enough. This countertransference was seen in the American hostages held
in Iran, just as it has been in other captive/hostage situations in the past.
Ironically upon release sometimes former captives will show more anger toward

L those who rescued them than toward the captor who held them (Hunter, 1983).

Conclusions

LIn this paper we have pointed out how coercive psychological techniques

are prevalent in our society, not only in malignant situations such as POW
and hostage experiences and terroristic kidnappings, but also in relatively
benign situations such as religious retreats and childrearing practices. Analo- 0
gous methods are also applied in advertising, in our educational systems,
in therapeutic situations and behavioral modification efforts. It is important
to reexamine these techniques emphasizing the ethics and human rights involved,
particularly in those areas where we have some control. Certainly, within
both civilian and military life, individuals differ in their susceptability
to thought control. Perhaps if all of us were not continually conditioned 0
from birth onward to bend to others' value systems in almost every institution
we enter, coercive persuasion might be easier to resist. However, we must
remember that coercive psychological techniques, like research findings, can
be used for good as well as malevolent outcomes. Sometimes we walk a thin
ethical line between the two.

Nonetheless, there is something we can do for the children and military
members of tomorrow.'Research has shown us that individuals are far less sus-
ceptible to coercive persuasion where there is group support from comrades,
where there exists a well-ingrained sense of values, and where the individual
has a strong commitment to a cause, be it self, God, or country. Thus, we
are back to a recognition of the critical importance of early childhood train- .
ing and skillful, effective parenting.
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Relevant and Irrelevant Legal Structures:
___ Distinguishing Private Sector from DOD Contracting -

"'4 Edward J. McCabe
N Department of Sociology
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Di. Abstract

IBased on interview and observational data of contract
O formation and administration dealing with hardware and

publications development by the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive
Command, the social process of government contract law as an
example of law in action is compared with the typical use of

.~. ~.*contracts between merchants in the private sector. While the
formal law of contracts is, for the most part, irrelevant in
normal business exchanges, the formal legal structure is found
to be routinely relied upon in the case of government contracts.
This unusual role of the formal law is explained by the absence
of normal reciprocal relationships between contractors and the
Government.

Introduction

* Behavioral scientists have long been interested in reciprocity and
exchange relationships. One of the societal mechanisms for ordering
relationships is the law and an enormous amount of the exchange in American
society falls within the broad scope of contract law. In addition, many of
those exchanges involve governmental entities as contracting parties.

During the last fiscal year, governmental entities in the United States
purchased over one-fourth of the gross national product. All departments of
the Federal Government and most of the major agencies conduct significant
procurement programs in which Government contracts with suppliers of goods
and services in the private sector. Historically, the Department of Defense
and the General Services Administration have been the leading agencies in
promulgating broad procurement policy with DOD accounting for the largest
volume of acquisitions. The formal body of law consisting of the relevant
statutes, regulations, orders, and judicial decisions is known variously as
"procurement law," "public contract law," or "the law of government
contracts."

In American law, contracts are legally enforceable promises through
which parties may privately order their relationships and by which parties
may invoke the courts to either force compliance or recover damages for
breach. The power of the United States to contract is incident to the
general powers granted by the Constitution and upon entering a contract the
Government becomes subject to the rule of Federal law as a private
individual.
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A legal system may often be discussed as if it operates entirely in
harmony with the way in which it is described or prescribed in constitutions
or legislative acts, glossing over departures from idealized conceptions.

* Many tend to assume a naive unity between the formal model of law and the
way it works in reality. However, in order to understand legal
relationships and the nature of rights and duties as components of
behavioral reality rather than mere prescriptive ideals, it is not -

sufficient to only know the formal rules. One must understand the law in
* action. "Inquiry [should be]l on what human beings, cast in socially defined

roles in certain characteristic types of decision-making sequences which
- . have traditionally been identified as 'legal' do in their interaction and

transaction with each other." (Schubert, 1968, P. 408).

The discussion below attempts to broadly sketch the usual pattern of
interaction of those nominally engaged in contractual relationships.
Comparisons are made between the general patterns of relations found in the
private sector "between merchants" and those observed and described in a
limited area of government contracting.

Method

Comparisons are made on the basis of current, social science
understanding of contract-based relations in the private sector "between
merchants," (see, for example, Macaulay, 1963), and observation and
interview data describing contracting and contract administration relating
to limited types of DOD contracts. Contracts "between merchants" are those
private sector transactions in which the parties are chargeable with the
knowledge or skill of those who normally deal in such. goods, i.e., the
"normal commercial practices" between private businesses. The relevant

* government contracts were limited to a selection of those dealing with
hardware and publications development, acquisation, and maintanence Ie

processed through the Department of the Army, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive
Material Readiness Command. Individual interviews and group discussions
were held over a 14 month period with a total of 87 TACOM employees
representing individuals with a variety of contracting and contract

V administration experience.

While it is difficult to generalize about the law in action as it
* applies to TACOM contracting, it is believed that a number of observations

can be made with reasonable accuracy at this time. Nonetheless, it
important to note that all conclusionary observations are the sole
responsibility of the author.

Findings

Contracts are devices used for conducting exchanges. Such devices are
not synonymous with the exchange itself which may or may not be
characterized as contractual. In this sense, to contract involves both
rational planning of the transaction with careful provision for as many
future contingencies as can be foreseen and the existence of actual or
potential legal sanctions to induce performance of the exchange or to
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compensate for non-performance.

These devices for conducting exchanges may be used or may exist in
greater or lessor degree. As a result, transactions can be described,
relative to each other, as involving a more or less contractual manner (a)
of creating an exchange relationship or (b) of solving problems arising
during the cause of such a relationship.

The Creation of Exchange Relationships. Parties negotiating a contract can
make plans concerning several types of issues: (1) They can define what
each party is to do or refrain from doing. (2) They can plan what effect
certain contingencies are to have on their duties. (3) They can plan what
is to happen if either of them fails to perform. (4) They can plan their
agreement so that it is more explicitely legally enforceable. On each of
these issues, the level of planning that the parties actually engage in may
range from careful and explicit planning of an issue to simply being unaware
of the issue.

While many exchanges between merchants reflect a high degree of
planning about each of the four categories of issues, many, if not most,
exchanges reflect no planning, or only a minimal amount of it, especially
concerning legal sanctions and the effect of defective performances.
(Macaulay, 1963). Typically, in the private sector, businesses pay the most
attention to describing the performances in an exchange and this level of
planning may be little more than sending an order for a specified quanity of
goods and relying on "trade usage," "past dealings," or assumptions like
"Smith will know what we need" to supply missing specifications. There is
usually less planning for contingencies, even less for the possibility of
defective performances, and, typically, little explicit recognition is given
to making their contracts legally enforceable or to providing specific legal
sanctions.

Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code (America .Law Institute,
1978), which has been adopted in every state except Louisiana, recognizes
such typical practices. Under Article 2 of the U.C.C., other things being
equal, a contract will be valid and enforceable between merchants so long as

* a reasonably specific quantity term is included in the agreement. The Code
will supply other missing terms through various "gap-filler" provisions.
Although there are over 4000 statutes and executive orders that are relevant
to the Federal Government contract process (Department of the Army, 1983),

the Uniform Commercial Code and its gap-filler provisions does not apply
except as dicta, i.e., non-binding judicial opinion. Missing terms will not
be supplied except through an addition or modification to the contract.

In sharp contrast to typical contracts between merchants, exchanges
based on DOD contracts usually represent a high level of planning in each of

the four areas. The typical government contract seems to "have a clause forI everything and everything in its clause." There are explicit statements
concerning each of the four categories: performance, contingencies,

S.t defective performances and legal sanctions. On the other hand, compared to
some ideal standard of rationality, much of this planning is illusionary, at
least as far as each specific contract is concerned. While specific
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performance is usually the result of a high level of individual planning,
most other issues are dealt with through the selective addition items from a
menu of "boilerplate" provisions. Nonetheless, relative to typical business
exchanges where such issues may be virtually ignored or appear only in the
exchange of mutually contradictory order and invoice froms, government
contract "boilerplate" represents a comparatively high level of planning.

Dispute Settlement and the Adjustment of Exchange Relationships. While
a large amount of creating exchanges between merchants is done on a
relatively non-contractual basis, the creation of business exchanges is
usually far more contractual than the adjustment of such relationships and
the settlement of disputes. As noted above, the creation of government
contracts is far more contractual than the creation business exchanges.
While modification of relationships and the settlement of disputes
concerning government contracts is more contractual than the adjustment of
business exchanges, these are less contractual than the initial creation
of such relationships.

In the private sector, business exchanges are usually adjusted
informally. Even where the parties have a detailed and carefully planned
agreement that has specified what is to happen in the event of the now
relevant contingency, often parties will never refer to the agreement but
will negotiate a solution when the problem arises as if there had never been
an original contract. Many believe as the businessman quoted by Macaulay (p.
62), "You can settle any dispute if you keep the lawyers and accountants out
of it." There are some important exceptions to generalization noted below.

In government contracts, necessary modifications or disputes are much
more likely to be handled in a formal legalistic manner specified in the
applicable contract provisions or relevant statute. Nonetheless, consistent
with expectations, the law is action is often more pragmatic and subject to
human intervention, consideration, and negotiation than would first appear
upon inspection of the formal rules. For example, a frequent estimate by
respondents was that 60 to 75 pprcent of the contracts with which they were
familiar in recent years where technically in default at one time or another.
A contract can be technically in default, and as a result the contractor can
be subject to a show-cause order prior to the withholding of any scheduled
payment, if any product, report, or form is 30 days late. However, very few
such orders are ever issued.

Discussion

Although the general public appears to overestimate the relevance of
contract law in normal business relations, it is not surprising that
relatively non-contractual practices are so common in the private sector.
In most cases the possible functions of contracts are served by other
devices. Most problems are avoided without resort to detailed planning or
legal sanctions because the parties understand the primary obligations and
they are involved in an on-going reciprocal relationship which they wish to
maintain. The maintanence of such a relationship provides strong incentive
to settle disputes, even at perhaps a short-term disadvantage. For example, 0
during the recent depressed sales in the auto industry, General Motors
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unilaterally announced to its suppliers that the company would pay 10% less
for all of those supplies for which it had previously contracted. The
suppliers may have privately grumbled but they did not file suit.

Within the private sector, there are two main exceptions to the normal
irrelevance of formal contracts. Both involve circumstances in which there
is a lack of a continuing relationship. The first situation is when parties
enter into a single, transient exchange with little likelihood of repeat
business or a continuing relationship. Sales of small businesses from one
owner to another, home and auto sales, home remodeling contracts are
illustrations. The second situation is when a previously continuing
relationship is terminated. An example is an action based on the
termination of a dealer's franchise by a manufacturer. Since the franchise
has been terminated, the dealer may have little to lose in sueing the
manufacturer, especially under a contingency fee arrangement.

At first, it would appear that the situation of the Government and its
defense contractors is dissimilar. Especially with major weapon systems,
the Government repeatedly deals with the same relatively few prime
contractors. However, unlike private parties, the Government is generally
prohibited from using the knowledge gained in such a relationship in future
considerations. While it is possible for a contractor to become
disqualified from receiving further awards based on poor performance under
previous contracts, this is extremely unlikely except in flagrant
circumstances. If a previously marginal performer is low bidder, all things
being equal, the Government may not reject the contractor. Further, many of
the techniques by which those in continuing relationships may influence each
others behavior, such as gratuities, future considerations, or even forms of
extortion, are prohibited. When commentators advocate bringing business
efficiency into government, they may also be inadvertantly advocating that
government engage in illegal activity.

-'.
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0 NOTES ON A THEORY OF' TERRORISM

4 Maynard Shelly
Felix Moos
University of Kansas

Terrorism is expected to be a growing problem in much of the world. But as
yet there is no theory that covers the phenomenon as the complex and dispersed
multi-faceted activity that it is. We are developing a theory of terrorism

* we hope will encompass much of its complexity. This paper summarizes some of
the developments in this theory. We make no attempt to include references

* since these are extensive and referred to in some detail in other papers and
manuscripts. In this paper we emphasize the motivation for going in the
directions we have taken.

A theory of terrorism is of interest to the military for two reasons. The
first is that the U.S. Armned Forces, both at home and oveiseas, are evermore
frequently targets of terrorists. In some ways, the American military symbolizes
the strength of America and may therefore be attacked to demonstrate that the
United States is weaker and more vulnerable than it appears to be. The second ;A
is that the military, in the form of the National Guard, may be called upon
to secure a domestic area when disruption exceeds tolerable levels. Both authors
have call to remember this, since both of us helped guard buildings 'et the
University of Kansas in the 1960's, when the Kansas National Guard was called
out in Lawrence, Kansas following the burning of the University's Student Union.
Further, we assume that because of the totally destructive effects of a nuclear
war, terrorism has become a "least-worst military option". Thus, terrorism has
in fact developed into an acceptable surrogate warfare.

Two Aspects to Any Theory of Terrorism

Al
Any theory of terrorism must consider at least two ispccts. We call these the
micro- and macro-aspects of terrorism, terms taken from economics. Micro-
economics refers to models describing the behavior of the individual consumer
or firm. Macro-economics refers to models of an entire economy. The micro-

*aspects of our theory cover the dynamics of individual terrorists. Its macro-
aspects describe the encompassing social circumstances in which terrorism
develops. A complete theory of terrorism, which we are attempting to develop,
will combine the two aspects into a single model.

Although we feel that the problems of terrorism are very complex and that an),
model describing it must respond to these complexities, most approaches to
the problem have not been very sophisticated.'Generally existing approaches
fall into four categories. First is the "gossip collumnist" approach cxemplified
by Claire Sterling. This approach is useful to those interested in specific
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*.." groups, but it does not describe conditions conducive to terrorism; does not
.identify the dynamics of individual terrorists, and even less provides strategies

for dealing with it.

The second approach is more useful. It attempts to describe the motivations of
individual terrorists. A book like F.S. Hacker's Crusaders, Criminals, Crazies
can be useful. This type of book and related papers pervit those who-must deal
with terrorists to achieve a somewhat better understanding of them. Generally,
ho.ver, these approaches exclude some of terrorist motivations we consider
to be important, and fail to consider the interactions of personal characteristics

... with societal circumstances (national characters). Nor do they consider the
effect of particular cultures in structuring or modifying a terrorist's motivations.

The third approach focuses on particular sites or episodes and is most useful
to those who must react to terrorist actions. This approach describes the
hardening of targets, hostage negotiations, and reactive patterns that are most
effective in minimizing a terrorist threat. The usefulness of this approach,
however, is reduced by the relative unpredictability of terrorist targets and
the intervals between attacks. As has been pointed out repeatedly, when one
target is sufficiently hardened, terrorists may simply revert to another less
hardened target.

The fourth approach is the most useful, It examines strategic problems instead
of the tactical ones focused upon by the third approach. The terrorist's strategies
and methods are examined with a view to what might be used to counter their
strategies. This approach points to the importance for good intelligence. Both

this and the preceding path to understanding terrorism leave behind whatever
contributions the second approach might make, that of comprehending the dynamics
of individual terrorists. Although this last approach is probably the most important,
it is also the one that is least well developed. Issues are dealt with largely
eccletically rather than in an integrated way. For example, the problems of good
intelligence and the proper reaction to a terrorist organization trying to force
an overreaction by authorities has not been covered as far as we know.

The Micro-Theory

We cannot describe the micro-theory that is being developed in great detail.
' . We can present, however, some of our motivations and reasons for our approach.

In particular we are seeking a simple structure than can depict a wide variety
*.. of behaviors and be conveniently described by a system of linear differential

equations. This latter attribute is necessary to integrate our micro- with our
-. macro-theory of terrorism.

In the micro-theory we describe what we call for convenience, six "forces"
motivating individual terrorists. In selecting these six characteristics we
have used one overriding criteria. Every "force" must have a basis in at least
biology, and preferably throughout the harder sciences. Such a criteria will
ensure that the aspects we are dealing with are not only convenient but probably

fundamental as well.

Basic to our micro-theory are the attractive and repulsive forces. Attraction
and repulsion are found throughout nature from the behavior of inanimate bodies
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to human beings; the ability to be attracted and repelled form the basis of
modern behavioristic theory. The basic quality of the attractive force is seen
in people who find nothing attractive; they are so depressed that they can
accomplish nothing.

Of next greatest importance are the growth and conservative forces. All complex
living organisms seek new experiences. For some predatory animals moving from
terroritory to terroritory (curiosity) has the advantage of not killing off
the game in a region. We call this the growth force because it expands the
animal's set of memories and prepares it to deal with a wider variety of
circumstances. By contrast the conservative force leads an animal to seek the
familiar and withdraw from the excessively strange. The conservative force is
a way of grouping activities which tend to preserve the animal's life.

At the top of the hierarchy are the most fundamental, as opposed to the most
basic, forces, the creative and destructive forces. While the attractive and
repulsive are basic to all the other forces in that the other forces depend
upon them (such as in being attracted to the familiar), the creative and
destructive forces reflect what we believe to be the most fundamental aspects
of nature--its tendencies to move towards increased meaningful orgnization and
destruction or disorganization.

There are many examples of the tendency of nature to rove towards greater organized
complexity in the universe including the development of solar systems, galexies
and life itself as well as the more contemporary examples of increasing technology
and the growing sophistication of communication systems. Disciplines and approaches
have arisen to try to understand this phenomenon better including synergetics,
dissipative structure theory, and the descriptions of nature based on Jantsch's
.evolutionary vision". Sometimes this tendency towards greater meaningful organi-
zation is called negentropy.

There are equally many examples of the tendency of nature to move towards less
orgnization as in the collapse of stars, the dissipation of heat, the decay of
dead bodies, and some aspects of economic processes. These processes have been
called entropic processes and have been better described than negentropic
processes.

In the human being we theorize that the most fundamental force of all is that
of the creative force which manifests itself in the desire to learn, in an
insistent need to know why someone dislikes a person, and in a general tendency
for people to become increasingly cognitively complex as well as in the perpetual
quest for religious understanding. Almost as important is the destructive force
which spawns an interest in everything from horror movies to combat and stimulates

0 attacks against others as well as suicide. No understanding of human behavior and
experience, including in particular that of terrorism, is possible without relying

.. . upon these forces. It is our reliance upon these aspects of human beings that
sets our micro-theory apart from that of many other extant psychological theories.

We assume further that the culture in which an individual is socialized most

*: often compels him/her to make continuously culturally congruent choices. 'o
know something of the specific culture of the terroris: is to 1know something

'-'- about which possibilities a person will recognize and which one will be most
likely selected for action. To know the various themes, traits, configurations
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and specific patterns of a culture, and to understand the natur- of the dynamics
encompassed by a particular "national character" produced by the interplay between
individual (forces) and culture, is to know a great deal about the possibilities

A that will be recognized and utilized by the individual terrorist and/or terrorist
organization. Although all terrorists engage in destructive acts, the choice of
act, the location of the act, and the method by which the act is carried out will
tend to be different for the Palestinian, Irish, German, or Japanese terrorist.

In our approach there is no single type of terrorist. Instead, different terrorists
are characterized by the forces that are strong in them. They, as well are
characterized by their differing cultural antecedants and national characters.
For example, evidence suggests that the infamous terrorist "Carlos" is dominated
by the growth force while the assassins of Anwar Sadat were dominated by the
conservative force (and hence by a desire to destory that which threatened to brini
too much change). Just as Carlos behaved as a "Latin" in his activities so, to a great
extent, did the murders of Sadat, behave as fundamentalist Arabs.

(We are using Monte Carlo simulations to see how these six forces might be
interrelated.)

The Macro-Theory

At present the macro-part of our theory of terrorism is less well developed.
Basically, we need a model which is capable of describing activities ranging
from the acts of terrorists to the reactions of citizenry to terrorist episodes.
Such a model could come from anthropology, sociology, political science or
economics to provide our basic model since it is more developed, and because
it is already divided into micro- and macro-theories.

We begin with a model of the abstract economy and enlarge it to include aspects
essential for theorizing about terrorism. While the length of this paper does
not permit description of the model itself, we can present some of its basic
assumptions in overly simplified form.

The most important assumption that we make in the macro-theory is that an
expanding society (such as one with an expanding economy) tends to have little
or less terrorism. This is because we believe that there is an "urge" in societies
as well as individuals to progress towards greater organized complexity. When

-' this urge is satisfied, as in Europe and the U.S. in the 1950's and most of the
1960's, there tends to be little terrorism.

Another assumption, closely related to the preceding, is that an economic or
0 political system that does not become increasingly complex deteriorates. This

was seen in Spain during the Franco regime and in China under the Red Guards.
Efforts to maintain such a state will result in an apathetic society or in
terrorism or rebellion. Terrorism may be most likely when one part of the
population feels themselves to be inequitably treated. Examples include
El Salvador, Northern Ireland and Lebanon.

Finally, we assume that (from the theory of dissipative structures and the

applications of entropy theory to economics) progress creates entropy in
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addition to creating more complex meaningful social structures. Part of this *
entropy or disorganization becomes expressed as terrorism. The best example
that we can think of to illustrate this idea is Iran. There the fundamentalist
followers of Khomeini objected to the modernization taking place because it
was destroying old customs without providing enough time to acquire a new culture.

The Complete Theory of Terrorism

The complete theory is far from finished. For example, we have to find ways of
including as part of the interaction between the two theories the influence of
culture and national character. Here we give only two examples of the interaction
of the two aspects of the theory, one in which both theories reinforce the same
conclusion and another example in which the micro-theory modulates a assumption
of the macro-theory.

The axiom that destructiveness increases whenever any of the forces are thwarted
is part of the micro-theory. Since the creative force is the most fundamental of
the forces, its being thwarted will produce destructiveness including terrorism.0
A society growing in meaningful complexity will offer individuals opportunities
to become more complex and satisfy the urgings of the creative force. But when.-
the progress of society slows down, these opportunities diminish. An example is
the fact that most of the originial Red Brigade members in Italy were Humanities
graduates who found insufficient opportunity to take advantage of their college
educations in an increasinly technological world. This is why, we believe, .S0

* universities are often origins of political violence; the creative force is
excited but (especially in poor nations) not given sufficient opportunities for

* its continued developments.

We can refer to the late 1960's in the U.S. as an example of the micro-theory
modulating the macro-theory. Although the U.S. economy was still expanding '
groups like the Weathermen (later the Weather Underground) 1cveloped. Tliis
should not have occurred according to our macro-theory (in its simplified form).
We believe that the growing sexual freedom and stirnulatin8, eFfects of the
emerging life-styles of that time created a growth force that could no longer

be adequately satisfied. (When the stronger growth force leads the person to
understand or seek meaning in his or her array of new experiences, the axiom 1
about a growing economy producing little violence is better observed.) It is%
difficult to provide enough novelty for people who are constantly fighting
boredom. In such cases, as with gangs in the center of many U.S. cities, violence '
is always a final option for avoiding boredom. In this way we see how the macro-
theory is modified by the micro-theory. 0 1

Conclusion

We have described some of our motivations and a few features of the theory of
terrorism that we are developing. As we continue to work- in the area it becomes
increasingly clear to us that theories providing a useful reaction to terrorism
will havc to be a great deal more complex than most of those being proposed at
present.4
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Situational Interaction: A Peer Counseling

.-Approach to AWOL Reduction°S
DRobert L. Durham and Carol Emilio

University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
and Captain Paul Barkey (Chaplain)

Fort Carson, Colorado

Abstract 0

An AWOL reduction program, which utilized peer coun-
seling, was conducted with two randomly selected companies I
from a mechanized infantry battalion at Fort Carson,
Colorado. Two randomly selected companies from the same
brigade served as static control units. Employing the S
Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis (T-JTA), AWOL-prone
soldiers were identified and were counseled initially by
the unit chaplain and subsequently by platoon leaders.
Platoon leaders identified situational aspects of AWOL-
prone soldiers and interacted as mediators between
environmental situations (e.g., money problems) l
and personal factors identified by the T-JTA. As a
function of the intervention, the treated group showed
a significant decline in AWOL rates (t -(24) = 3.07,
P . 01) while the control group did not. Results
were discussed in terms of the efficiency of employing
the Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis in conjunction
with peer counseling to reduce AWOL rates.

Introduction

Unauthorized absences from duty (AWOLS) have existed for as
long as there have been organized military services. Past S
research (e.g., Bell & Holz, 1975; Drucker & Schwartz, 1973;
Hartnagel, 1974) has demonstrated the existence of a relationship

-"between AWOLS and volunteer members. That is, it appears that
more volunteers than draftees go AWOL. However, the major
consequences to the armed services are the same: reduction in
combat capability, lowered morale of those who are present for
duty, and the cost of documenting and processing the absentees.

Historically, research on military delinquency has focused on the
development of predictive instruments based on personality,
background, and demographic variables (i.e., individual variables).
The goal was to identify individuals with potential disciplinary and
delinquency problems either before they entered the service or while
they were in basic training (Bell & Holz, 1975; Berbiglia, 1971;
Littlepage & Rappaport, 1977). A predictive device would enable theL -service to reject recruits who would most likely have delinquency
problems.

Measurement devices that have been utilized to identify potential
AWOL personnel include the Background and Opinion Questionnaire-72
(BOQ-72), the Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis (T-JTA), and the
Demographic Questionnaire (DQ). In 1973 and 1974, the BOQ-72 was used
at basic combat training (BCT) units at Fort Polk, Louisiana and Fort
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Knox, Kentucky as a means of identifying possible AWOLs. However,
preventive programs based on the BOQ results were not successful.
Bell and Holz (1975) have suggested that the use of commanders as

S.- interviewer-counselors may have contributed to the outcome. First,
due to the constant turnover of commanders, the program lacked
consistency. Lack of consistency was also suspected in the counseling
process itself because, although the commanders received outlined
instructions to follow in the counseling of troops, procedures were
not utilized to determine the extent of application. Most

- -. importantly, however, individuals were aware of having been labeled as
possible delinquents which may have led to the self-fulfilling
prophecy effect.

Berbiglia (1971) utilized the T-JTA at Fort Polk, Louisiana. He
had observed that soldiers confined to the stockade for AWOL offenses
scored consistently differently on the T-JTA than soldiers confined
for non-AWOl related offenses--a phenomenon he labeled "AWOL
Syndrome." This information was subsequently used for identifying
potential AWOLs a priori. Although statistics were not available,
Berbiglia indicated that the AWOL rate could be decreased by 50% when
identification of potential AWOL candidates was followed by
counseling, and, if necessary, referral to other post agencies (e.g.,
mental hygiene, finance, legal services, Red Cross).

The ARI evaluated a later program at Fort Polk which used the T-
JTA in conjunction with the BOQ-72 to determine potential AWOLs. All
sub,;ects selected for the study took one of the tests, but one-third of
them were not scored and were used as control subjects. The
individuals identified as possible delinquents were then subjected to a
modified preventive program where the company commanders again
provided the counseling and referral services (Bell & Holz, 1975).
According to the ARI, the T-JTA did not reliably predict AWOLs and the
process of identification actually increased the AWOL rate.

Recently, Bell and Holz (1975) and Littlepage and Rappaport
(1977) have proposed an interactive model as an alternative to
predictive devices. According to their perspective, emphasis should
be placed on the environmental and situational factors (i.e., problem
events and organizational characteristics) of the miiltary service
itself, since these components interact with personal factors and can
be changed relatively easily while individual factors cannot. Some of
the organizational characteristics have been identified as problem
solving help, leader consideration, job satisfaction, unit atmosphere,
and leader ability.

Although an interactive model of AWOL behavior appears to be the
best explanatory device at the present time, its use has been limited
to either confinement installations (e.g., Littlepage & Rappaport,
1977) or basic training settings (e.g., Bell & Holz, 1975). It must
be emphasized that the use of the earlier singular predictive models
have also been limited to these same settings--a situation which may
have external validity implications. As Drucker and Schwartz (1973)
pointed out, the causes of AWOL in basic training probably differ from
the causes of AWOL in regular assignment stations.
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The present study was concerned with the evaluation of the1effectiveness of an AWOL reduction program based on the interactive

model. After reviewing Berbiglia's use of the T-JTA for identifying an
AWOL syndrome, the battalion chaplain proposed to the battalion
commander a program of testing, intervention, evaluation, and follow-
up. The commander and chaplain then presented the program to the unit
leaders with emphasis on the principle that most intervention
procedures would be done by small unit leaders at the platoon level.

Method

Subjects. The experimental and control groups constituted a non-
random sample of soldiers who were stationed at Fort Carson, Colorado.
Two companies of the same disposition from a mechanized infantry
battalion served as the experimental unit. Equivalency of the control
subjects was achieved by using soldiers from identical companies in a
different mechanized infantry unit in the same brigade. There were
approximately 720 subjects total from the two battalions.

Procedure. Testing of the experimental units via the T-JTA was
done one company at a time and by platoons, including platoon
leadership over a one-month period (i.e., soldiers entering the
battalion after this period were not tested). The test was
administered by the chaplain and the instructions included a statement
that no one would be allowed to see the results of the individual
tests except the individual and the unit chaplain. However, some
information would be used by the chaplain and unit leaders for
administrative decisions. The actual purpose of the test was not
revealed in order to help prevent contamination, self-fulfilling
prophecy effects, and response bias. The chaplain screened all tests
personally and initiated interviews with persons exhibiting extreme
scores on four or more of the T-JTA scales describing an individual as
nervous, depressive, hostile, quiet, inhibited, or impulsive (i.e.,
the AWOL Syndrome).

The chaplain then met with the platoon leaders and company
commanders to discuss how to relate to individual soldiers based on

. test results and the problems the chaplain encountered during the
initial interviews. This led to the development of a strategy, based
on individual need, for dealing with personal problems by manipulation
of organizational aspects of the immediate environment, at the unit
level, where possible. Once the strategy had been developed, unit
leaders became responsible for its implementation with the chaplain
functioning mainly as a resource or back-up person. For example, if
the T-JTA subscores revealed tendencies toward depression,
nervousness, hostility, and impulsiveness (personal factors) and it
was further determined during the chaplain's interview that this
person was experiencing financial difficulties (a problem event),
financial aid would be sought through such channels as the Emergency
Relief Agency or Red Cross. A follow-up session would then be
conducted to ensure that the problem had been taken care of and to
determine if further assistance was needed in other areas.

AWOL data were then gathered for the 14-month period prior to the
92 intervention and the 12-month period following it. The data were then
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compared to a control group, for the same period of time, which S

received neither testing nor intervention.

Results

Utilizing ARIMA (Auto-Regressive-Integrated-moving-Average)
methodology for this purpose, the AWOL data were found to be 'O
independent. That is, the data fit the ARIMA (0,0,0) model. The lag
one autocorrelations for the pre- and post-intervention experimental
data were -. 10 (X 2 (6) = 4.72, j > .05) and .22 (X2 (5) = 3.44 , p >
.05). Pre- and post-lag one autocorrelations computed for the

control group were -.05 (X2  (6) = 1.16, p > .05) and .16 (X 2  (5)
2.38, p > .05) respectively. These results demonstrate the O
independence of the data for both groups justifying the use of t-tests
for independent data (Glass et al., 1975).

The mean number of AWOLs for the experimental and control groups
did not differ significantly in the pre-intervention condition (t (26)
- .23, p > .05). However, the experimental group demonstrated a -
significant decline in mean AWOL rates between the pre- and post-
intervention conditions (t (24) = 3.07, p < .01). The control group -
did not demonstrate such-a decline (t (24) = 1.34, p > .05). The mean
number of AWOLs per month for pre- and post-intervention conditions
for the experimental group were 5.21 and 2.58 respectively. The mean
number of AWOLs per month for pre- and post-intervention for the O
control condition were 5.0 and 3.66 respectively.

Discussion

In order for an intervention program to be effective, the type of
intervention must meet some minimal standards of relevance to the S
existing problem. This must be so not only in substance but also in
approach. AWOL-prone individuals could interact not only with the
chaplain, but also, more importantly, with persons who were closer to
the AWOL as peers. Discussions could therefore have been viewed as
more personal, relevant, meaningful, and helpful to the potential
AWOL, especially within the context of manipulating (changing) .5
situational factors. For example, the chaplain noted that on many
occasions platoon leaders returned to the chaplain for advice on
dealing with specific problems. Thus it can be seen that the present
intervetion program utilized first, the identification of AWOL-prone
soldiers through the T-JTA; second, it provided a means for counseling
not only through the chaplain's office but also at the small unit
level with peers; and third, it allowed the platoon leaders access to
the chaplain for advice in counseling. These three components
contributed to the effectiveness of the program.

6 Three final points need to be emphasized with respect to this
*project. First, it should be noted that, upon completion of the T-JTA -

testing at the onset of the program, subsequent soldiers transferrinq
into the units were not tested. Thus, any new transfer individuals
were not identified as potential AWOLs. The fact that the
experimental units showed a decrease in AWOL rate in spite of thi s
added threat to the efficiency of the program indicates the strenqth
of the intervention treatment.
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Second, it should be point d out that the cutrrent project i>s one
of the first to demonstrate an AWOL reduction program with statistical
documentation. This is important, as it indicaites the reliability of
the T-JTA used in conjunction with peer counseling for the reduction
of AWOLs in a regular unit. Again, it should be stressed that this
particular treatment intervention is probably not generalizable to
other types of un its ( i.e., bas ic tra ini ng un its) , as the problems
encountered by AWOL-prone individuals in such units are different
from those at regular duty stations.

Third, it should be noted that the present investigation does not
differentiate the obtained experimental effects with respect to the T-'
JTA and peer counseling. That is, the results could reflect the
effects of counseling alone, the interaction of counseling and
testing, or the effects of testing. The latter possibility is
unlikely as the soldiers were blind to the reasons for testing.
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Evaluation of the BCT Paraprofessional Counselor Training

at the United States Air Force Academy

Paul R. Brown Jarean L. Ray
United States Air Force Academy USAF Occupational Measurement Center

Abstract

tThis study evaluated the competence of USAF Academy paraprofessional
counselors in communicating a helpful response to assess the success of
counselor training. Fifty-eight of the 71 trainees reached a communication
competence level of 2.0 or higher, indicating they will not cause harm to the
client in counseling.

Introduction

The purpose of this study was to evaluate, by objectively measuring
counseling ability, training for paraprofessional counselors who worked as
cadre in Basic Cadet Training (BCT) at the United States Air Force Academy.
BCT is a six-week training program for cadets entering the Academy, designed
to provide military instruction and experience to transition the basic cadet
from civilian to military life and provide a foundation for future military
development. To meet the individual-specific needs caused by the strenuous
environment, the USAF Academy uses upperclass cadets as paraprofessional
counselors to the basic cadets.-

An important consideration in the use of counselors is his or her
effectiveness in counseling. Egan (1Q82) emphasizes this consideration by
stating that "unskilled and mismanaged helping can do a great deal of harm."
However, with appropriate training, lay helpers can be brought to effective
levels of counseling. Carkhuff (1969) states:

* A review of these lay training programs indicates that
(1) lay persons can be trained to function at minimally
facilitative levels of conditions related to constructive
client change in relatively short periods of time and (2)lay counselors can effect significant constructive client

change in clients.

Successful training involves bringing the trainee to a minimum level of
counseling competency so he or she will, at the least, not cause harm to the
client. Of course, the desired outcome is for the trainee to be facilitative.

Although there are many approaches to training counselors, the Academy
uses a microcounseling (MC) approach. MC involves dividing the desired
counseling skills into basic components that can be taught in a sequential
process. Brammer (1979) mentions several advantages of MC, including a
flexibility that allows adaptation to different training requirements and
connection between theory and practice. Also, current research supports the
effectiveness of an MC approach; for example, Ford (1979) cites many studies
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that support the greater effectiveness of an MC approach over several other
approaches. Anectodal data concerning the success of the paraprofessional
program in helping basic cadets adjust to the Academy (Brown, 1981) suggests

,. that this training program is effective; however, this study is the first
attempt to evaluate the training program.

Carkhuff (1969) explains that both discrimination and communication of a
facilitative response are necessary for the counseling to be effective.
Discrimination involves the helper's ability to perceive that a certain
response is constructive, rather than harmful. Communication involves the
helper's ability to communicate a constructive response. Carkhuff (1969)

*! cites several studies that suggest "discrimination is a necessary but not
sufficient condition for communication." Thus, while a helper may be able to
discriminate between a facilitative and nonfacilitative response, he or she
may be unable to communicate a facilitative response; but if a helper can
communicate a facilitative response, it is assumed he or she can also dis-
criminate as to what is or is not a facilitative response. The implication,
then, is to use assessment of communication competence as a measurement of
counseling ability. To assess communication competence across the wide range
of counseling skills, Gazda (1973) presents a Global Scale, used to rate a
response according to how the helpee perceives it. Gazda et al (1977) explain
that 1.0 is a harmful response, 2.0 is an ineffective (though not harmful)
response, 3.0 is a facilitative response, and 4.0 is an additive response.

This study used the Global Scale (Gazda, 1973) to assess communication
competence of the Academy BCT paraprofessionals. The hypothesis was that MC
training given the paraprofessionals would be successful. Successful training

. . was defined as training resulting in the paraprofessional attaining a communi-
cation competency level of 2.0 or higher on the Global Scale, indicating he or

. she would at least not be harmful in counseling. Because time and cost con-
straints limited the study to one which used subjects already chosen for the
USAF Academy BCT Paraprofessional Program, a control group was not possible,
and the subjects could not be chosen at random; time constraints also pre-
vented multiple administration of the test. Thus, this study used a one-group
pretest-posttest design, which involved administering a pretest, conducting
the training, then administering a posttest to determine if training made a
difference.

Method

Subjects

The subjects for this study were second and third class cadets at the USAF
Academy who had been chosen from volunteers for the BCT paraprofessional coun-

* selor program. Volunteers were interviewed by a minimum of three experienced 0
counselors who used probing questions requiring self-explanatory, decision-

"'., ' making, and cognitive skills in their evaluation. Trainees were selected on
the basis of demonstration of some of the necessary and sufficient counselor
qualities, such as positive regard, genuineness, and specificity. Eighty-four
cadets selected took the pretest. In addition, one officer acted as a
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participant observer, bringing the total number to 85. However, 14 were
absent from the training session when the posttest was administered. The
number of subjects considered in the analysis for this study, then, is 71.

Instruments

Helpee Stimulus Expressions. Five scenarios, consisting of a situation
and statement by a helpee, were read to the subjects. The scenarios repre-
sented typical problems paraprofessionals could possibly encounter.

Instructions. Instructions were read to paraprofessional trainees
explaining what they were to do for the test and indicating the basis on which
their responses would be evaluated.

Global Scale (Gazda, 1973). The Global Scale explained previously was
used to to evaluate the subjects' responses to the five scenarios. . -.

Procedure

The pretest was administered to all subjects simultaneously during the
first introductory training session. The administrator distributed blank
paper to each subject, then read the instructions and scenarios, allowing
three minutes between each scenario for the subjects to write their
responses. Following approximately 20 hours of MC training, the same
procedure was used during the last training session for the posttest.

An experienced Academy counselor assigned each response a rating using
Gazda's Global Scale (1973). Tests were identified by the last four numbers
of the subject's social security number to eliminate any bias that may have
been introduced through knowledge of the subject. Once each response was
assigned a rating, the five responses for each test were averaged to give a
communication competence score. The data involved two groups: those at or
above a certain level of communication competence, and those below. Con-
sidering these two groups before and after training, the data were divided
into a 2X2 matrix, such that there were four cells. This type of grouping was
used with both the 2.0 and 2.6 levels of communication competence as the
dividing point for the two groups. To analyze the data, a Chi-Square test was
used. -@O

Results

The number of subjects in the two groups, for both conditions, is
displayed in the following 2X2 matrices:

I. Level II. Level
below 2.0 or below 2.6 or
2.0 above 2.6 above

36 35. 65 6

W :: 58 43 2
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Applying the Chi-Square test for independence to these data, the following
calcuations result:

X 2 =142(36x58 - 35x13)2  16.48 2 142(65x28 - 6x43) 2

I 71+71+108+34 71+71+108+34
11 71+7+108+3

The table value of with one degree of freedom, since (r-1)(c-1)=1, at a
level of significance of 0.001 (0.1% level of significance) is 10.83.

Discussion

Interpretation

In the first case2 (with the division of the groups at the 2.0 level), the
resulting value of X is 16.48, which is greater than the table value of
10.83. Therefore, the four values of each cell of the 2X2 matrix are signifi-
cantly different than would occur by chance. Though certainty is not possible
without a control group, the results imply that paraprofessional training is
successful. Thus, 58 of 71 (82%) are competent to counsel without causing
harm to the ,lient.

In the second ca e (with division of the groups at the 2.6 level), the
resulting value of X is 18.72, which is again greater than the table value.
Again, the four values of each cell are significantly different than would
occur by chance, implying that training did make a difference in bringing
trainees to a communication competence level of 2.6 or better. Because a
level of 2.6 or better indicates helpful responses, these paraprofessional Vi
counselors can be facilitative in counseling.

Implications and Recommandations

Considering that training was successful for 82% of the subjects, it seems
one can conclude the training program is successful. Certainly, the number of "eO
subjects who can counsel at a minimally acceptable level is much higher than
if untrained cadre were used. Thus, the program is indeed valuable and
necessary. However, even after training, 18% of the subjects rated at a level
that indicates communication of possibly harmful responses.

Carkhuff (1969) indicates that both selection and training are factors in .
effective counseling. Selection based on some of the natural helping quali-
ties of a counselor may be a condition on which the effectiveness of training
is contingent. Perhaps this is one reason so many trainees who began training
below the 2.0 level increased in communication competence after training--
their natural counseling qualities allowed the training to be effective.
Although subjects were chosen on the basis of counselor qualities they dis- S
played, the selection process was a subjective one, based on judgments of the
counselors interviewing the applicants. A more objective measure of natural
helping skills may increase the effectiveness of the training program as a
whole. An instrument yielding a measure such as Carkhuff's (1969) Index of
Perception could be used to screen volunteers initially to aid in selection of
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trainees, and again after training to determine which trainees do not meet
minimum standards of counseling competence. Those trainees then would be
removed from the position of counselor.

Another recommendation is the use of a control group in a repetition of
this study to increase the confidence of a conclusion about the part that
training has in increasing communication competence. Additionally, a field
survey of the basic cadets would be helpful in determining the effectiveness
of the program outside the training environment.
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were based on the past, of the second on the present, and of the third, their
perception of the future.

Prevention

Although the AFMET project selects only 6 % of all trainees for Phase I,
18 to 21% of those who made suicide gestures in 1979 and 1980 were Phase II selectees.
We therefore have been vigilant for significant clues during Phase II interviews
and tests particularly regarding item 16 (serious suicidal ideations or previous
attempts) on the Standard Report of Interview (SRI). Approximately 15% of trainees
report these. On the Bloom Sentence Completion Surveys, we found that individuals
who have been contemplating suicide at some specific future time have difficulties

*i responding to items beyond that time on items 15, 31 and 39. A psychological
brick wall barrier seems to have been erected at that date so they may omit answering,
for example, No. 15 "Ten years from now" or evade by responding "I just live from
day to day," or "I don't know." Responses to item 12 often seemed sensitive to
suicidal thoughts and was the fourth indicator.(Bloom 1980b) When two out of
four replies were other than positive, the patient was usually referred for further
clinical assessment, Phase III.

Studies of actual suicidal incidents and gestures in 1978 and 1979 revealed
a higher frequency between the 5th through 15th day of training. The school
commander then instituted a four hour recreation break on the 6th day to relieve
the pressures. The frequency of gestures were reduced. Other beneficial
activities included the yearly psychological retesting of all instructors. This
identified some who were starting to burnout or had developed other emotional
problems for counseling or assignment changes. The trainees benefited as healthy
instructors create less stress for them and are more likely to spot trainees needing
mental health referrals. The ready accessibility of satellite mental health
clinics in or close to trainee barracks, facilitated communication as the mental
health staff worked within the training situation rather than apart from it. From
frequent contact with clinic staff, instructors became more adapt at spotting early
behavioral clues to recruit'sproblems and made appropriate and prompt referrals.
Squadron escorts were provided for edgy patients and less acting out occured to,
from, and within the clinics.

Intervention

In one instance when a recruit went out on a third floor window ledge, a staff
member of the mental health clinic, talked him back to safety. Another, who perched
on a third floor fire escape railing, was brought back after more than 2 hours
talking from a chaplain assisted by a psychologist who had rushed over as soon as
the clinic was notified. Action has been taken to insure prompt iotification of
future crisis situation when mental health action is appropriate.
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Postvention S

Need for follow-up after suicide attempt or gesture was demonstrated when
the previously cited ledge crawler was diagnosed at the hospital as having
Agoraphobia and recommended for discharge. He came back to the clinic to take
a battery of tests as we were collecting data for suicide research. It was
further found he had Oc' -ophobia (fear of crowds), had panicked in the crowded
dorm and initially went .ut the window for needed space. He might have panicked
again during some of the formations and crowded briefing of outprocessing. We 2,
contacted the Casual Squadron Commander and arranged for this airman to follow
behind formations and sit alone in back of classrooms as he had done since his
junior high school. Preliminary arrangements were made for him to go to stress
management and other therapies on his return home.

As needed, trainees in the casual squadron being processed for discharge
have returned to the clinic for therapy, often on a daily basis. The clinic
has phoned parents of suicide attempters to learn if there had been previous
attempts, threats or suicides of acquaintances. With the attempter's permission,
inquiries have been made concerning past or future therapy.

Conclusions

Suicides and suicide gestures do occur within the Air Force, though less
frequently than in like civilian populations. Many incidents can be averted by ,
preventive programs of mental health clinics and cooperative actions of line
organizations. Further organized research and data collection into a central
bank of psychological information on each incident, (to include precipitating
factors) is recommended. Activites of mental health clinics can change to meet .
emerging Air Force needs(Bloom 1983). In 1983, only one attempter was an
AFMET Phase II selectee, in contrast to the ten to twelve in 1979 and 1980.
Intensive training of interviewers for early identification of trainees who are
above normal suicide resks have paid off,. Individuals so identified, get priority
intensive assessments, may be defused by brief therapies, or recommended for
immediate removal from training and discharge. It is not that AFMET interviewers
are seeing fewe, high risk individuals but we are dealing with them more effectively.
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(-V) Factor Stability and Construct Validation

C 0 of Yukl's MBS (Managerial Behavior Survey) for Military Leadership

0David D. Van Fleet
.. Texas A&M University

Gary A. Yukl

State University of New York at Albany

*. Abstract

Yukl's new, complex taxonomy of leader behavior has been
examined in a variety of contexts including that of military
leadership. As with all new concepts and instruments, however,
replication is necessary. This paper presents an effort to
establish, through data collected at two points in time for the
same organization, that Yukl's MBS does display both stability
in the factors obtained for these two time periods and that
those factors do indeed represent the 23 dimensions covered by
the instrument. While the sample used is a military cadet
sample rather than one of regular military officers, these
results are sufficiently encouraging to suggest that more
research should be performed using this new taxonomy. - -

Directions that such research could take are discussed in light
of these and other results.

Introduction

Much previous research on leadership in general and military leadership
in particular has been limited for at least two major reasons. First, an

overly simplistic conceptualization of leader behavior has been all too
frequently used in that research. That usual dichotomy of task- and
maintenance-oriented (structure and consideration, production-centered and
people-centered, etc.), while highly generalizable, is hardly very useful for
the development of training and developmental materials or in selection and
evaluation. Second, the overwhelming strategy in much of the existing
research is to use a single point in time (cross-sectional analysis) and a

single method (usually the questionnaire-correlational method). While
certainly convenient and useful in the early stages of research, this strategy
must give way to improved ones if we are to press the boundaries of knowledge
further in this area.

Yukl (1981) has presented a new taxonomy of effective leader behavior
designed to overcome the first limitation noted above. His taxonomy is at an
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intermediate level of analysis, that is, at a more specific, detailed level
L -- than the usual task- and maintenance-oriented level and yet not so detailed

and specific as individual job analysis would be. The application of that
taxonomy to military leadership has already been successfully demonstrated
in a multi-method study (Yukl and Van Fleet, 1982). Thus, a first step has
been taken to overcome the limitations of the past in order to make
substantial progress for the future.

Pirpose

A The purpose of this paper is to present some evidence regarding the
factor stability and construct validity of the new taxonomy for military
leadership. In doing this, a second step will be taken in that a comparative
analysis of data from two points in time will be performed rather than merely
using cross-sectional data as in the past.

Method

The sample utilized in this study consisted of members of the Texas A&M

University Corps of Cadets. The Corps is organized into military units; its
members wear uniforms while on campus and participate in frequent drill,

" formations, and military ceremonies; and many of the members of the Corps are
in the ROTC programs of the several services. In fact, over 14,000 officers
have been commissioned through the Corps, and more that 100 of them have
attained general officer rank.

The method consisted of administering Yukl's Managerial Behavior Survey
(MBS) at two points in time. The first administration was after the first
full semester (early in the Spring Semester) while the second administration
was near the end of the second full semester (late in the Spring Semester).
This assured that those asked to provide information about the leaders would
have had ample opportunity to interact with and observe those leaders and that
the two points in time were reasonably separated (about three months).

%.-. Participation was voluntary so that the second administration resulted in a
lower participation rate than did the first (597 observations for Time One and

261 for Time Two).

A factor analysis was performed for each time period. From these
results, then, two analyses were possible. First, the number of factors
obtained, the percent of variance accounted for by those fators, and the

specific content of those factors can be compared to examine the factor
* stability of the MBS. Second, the specific content of the factors can be

compared to the categories in the taxonomy as coded in the scoring of the
questionnaire to see if the factor analysis is indeed extracting factors which
correspond to those categories.

Results p

As is obvious from Figure 1, both factor stability and construct
validation were demonstrated for this sample. The number of factors obtainedis nearly identical; the percent of variation accounted for is remarkably

consistent; and the content of the factors is very similar. All of this
assures that the MBS instrument does possess factor stability for this sample. -
Coupled with previous results (Yukl, 1982), the evidence is very strong that
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this instrument possesses factor stability as well as good reliability (see
Yukl and Nemeroff, 1979).

Insert Figure 1 About Here0

The content of the factors relative to the categories from the taxonomy
was examined by comparing the five items which were scored to yield the
categories from the taxonomy with the highest loaded five to ten (out of 115)
items from the factor analysis. For the first time period, where the sample
size was much better for performing factor analysis, 21 of the factors have,
as the five highest loaded items, the five which define a particular category.
That number is increased to 22 of the 23 when the top 10 highest loaded items
are examined. one other factor had four of the five loaded on it. For the
second time period the results are also quite strong although not so
overwhelming as with the first time period. These results, then, strongly
suggest that the MBS displays construct validity in that extracted factors
correspond extremely well to the categories from the taxonomy represented by
that instrument.

Conclusions%

iThe data presented here strongly suggest that Yukl's Managerial
Behavioral Survey (MBS) possesses both factor stability and construct validity
as well as previously demonstrated reliability. This means that the MBS can,
indeed, be used with military samples to extend our knowledge about effective
leader behavior. Such extensions will be even more meaningful, of course, if
the research strategies used go beyond single method, single time strategies.

* If future research will use this more realistic, complex taxonomy in more
useful and more complex research strategies, much can be learned about

* . leadership in general and mtlitary leadership in particular which can be
* particularly useful in selection, evaluation, training, and development of

future military officers./
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Figure

Factor Stability and Construct Validation of MBS Categories

Time One Time Two
Number of Items Number of Items

Defining Scale Defining Scale

Loaded Among Loaded Among
Highest on Factor Highest on Factor
(maximum is five) (maximum is five)

Highest Highest Highest Highest
Scale Five Ten Five Ten

Showing Consideration 5 5 5 5

Providing Praise and Recognition 5 5 5 5

Training-Coaching 5 5 5 5

Disseminating Information 5 5 5 5
Encouraging Decision Participation 5 5 5 5

Delegating 5 5 5 5
Innovation 5 5 5 5
Facilitating the Work 5 5 5 5
Monitoring the Environment 5 5 5 5
Representing the unit 5 5 5 5
Managing Conflict 5 5 5 5

Emphasizing Performance 5 5 4 5

Inspiring Subordinates 5 5 4 5

Goal Setting 5 5 4 5
Planning 5 5 4 5
Criticizing 5 5 4 5

Career Counseling 4 5 5 5

Problem Solving 5 5 4 4

Clarifying Work Roles 5 5 3 4
Administering Discipline 5 5 3 4
Facilitating Cooperation and Teamwork 5 5 2 2
Monitoring Operations 5 5 1 1

Structuring Reward Contingencies 4 4 4 4

Percent of Variance Accounted for by:

23 factors corresponding to scales 70.78 78.74
all factors extracted 75.54 83.60

Total Number of Factors Obtained 25 26

Number of Observations 597 261
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Exploring the Interaction of the Vroam/Yetton Model and
OLeadership Style (LPC) as it Predicts Performance

by
Major Robert M. McDannell

and
Captain Scott C. Marcy

United States Military Academy

Abstract

The Vroom/Yetton (1973) model prescribes the decision
making method most appropriate for a given situation. The
decision should be within the area of authority of the man-
ager and have some forseeable effect on the organization
and subordinates. Since it is a prescriptive model, leader
behavior that is consistent with it should occur more for
effective leaders than for ineffective leaders. 'the purpose
of this research is to explore the relationship between
leaders' decision-making behavior on the Vroom/Yetton problem
set and performance in an actual organizational setting.
Additionally, leadership style as meabured by Fiedler's Least
Preferred Coworker (LPC) scale is tested as a personality
variable that may moderate the problem set to actual leader
performance relationship. A group of 98 thiird year cadets
at the U.S. Military Academy were administered a military

version of the Vroom/Yetton thirty problem set and Fiedler's
LPC scale. Military development ratings made by their
Tactical Officers were used as measures of their performance.
Results suggest that information resulting from their performance
on the problem set is related to their performance evaluations in
an actual setting. Additionally, the magnitude of the relationship
is larger for low LPC cadets and disappears for high LPC cadets.

Background. The Vroom/Yetton model prescribes a feasible set of'decision
making styles for a leader based on the nature of the decision making situation
(Vrom & Yetton, 1973). There are five decision making styles which vary on .
the amount of subordinate participation ranging on a single 

dimension from

fully autocratic to fully participative. A leader determines what style is
appropriate based on the presence or absence of seven problem attributes that
are likely to influence the effectiveness of the decision making styles. These
attributes include: quality requirement, leader information, problem structure,
necessity of subordinate acceptance, leader certainty of selling autocratic de-
cisions, subordinate sharing of organizational goals and likelihood of conflict
over preferred solutions. Work by Vroom and Yetton (1973) and Vroom (1976)
provided partial support for the model but were challenged based on experimental
design shortcomings. Vroan and Jago (1978) examined the model's validity in a
well designed study in which they first trained 96 managers in decision pro-
cesses and the attributes of quality and acceptance of decisions. Next the --
managers described two decisions that they had made: one that seemed to be
successful and one that did not. They were then trained on the theoretical
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problem attributes of the model and determined whether these attributes were
or were not present in the situations they had previously described. The
results of this study provided substantial support for the validity of the
model as it applied to actual decision making situations.

However, as Field (1979) pointed out, a major threat to the external
validity still exists since the model was developed and tested using self-
report techniques. He found that self-reported decisions could be biased

toward important, unambiguous or short-term problem, because reporting such
decisions would be more meaningful or easier for the manager. Generalizing
the model to less important, long-term or problems where attributes are not
as clear could prove difficult. To avoid the bias inherent in self-reporting
behavior, a reasonable starting point would be to explore the predictive
power of the Vroom/Yetton model. If the model indeed measures appropriate
decision making behavior than it would seem that those who perform better on
the problem set should in general be more effective leaders. Additionally,
both raters and subjects should be unaware of the propositions of the model,
which is the case in the present study.

Hi: Leaders who are not trained in the Vrocm/Yetton model and
perform better on the Vroom/Yetton problem set will perform
better in actual organizational settings.

The principal issue of this research is to explore the effect of leader-
ship style on the relationship in Hi above. According to Fiedler (1967), two
people of different leadership styles as measured by LPC will naturally
behave differently in identical situations. If one accepts Fiedler's propo-
sition, then it would seem that leadership style may affect decision-making
behavior on the Vroom/Yetton problem set as well as actual performance. If

"IN this is true, then the relationship between problem set behavior and actual
behavior may be partially suppressed or at least affected by leadership
style. At this point in cur research, the likely direction of this effect
is not hypothesized. For now, as an exploratory exercise, a simpler hypothe-
sis is in order.

H2: Leadership style as measured by LPC moderates the relationship
between leader behavior on the Vroom/Yetton problem set and perfor-
mance in actual organizational settings.

Method. Data were gathered from 98 third year cadets then taking a re-
quired course entitled Military Leadership. As part of learning exercises,
cadets completed both Fiedler's LPC scale and a military version of the
Vroom/Yetton problem set, which is theoretically identf-~al to previous
civilian versions in terms of problem attributes. From cadet responses, .1
the data gathered include frequency of: use of each decision style, rule
violations, agreement with the feasible set, agreement with the most and
least participative style of the feasible set (Model A/B), mean level of
participation and leadership style (LPC).

54,
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For a behavioral me~asure of performance we use the cadets' military
development ratings done by their company tactical officers. The items 0
of the instrument describe behaviors that reflect military development.
Cadet scores on these scales are primary determinants of the level of
appointment to leadership positions as seniors. This is important as
most of the cadets were not actually in leadership positions when these
ratings were done. Therefore, this measure may be said to be related
to leadership performance but does not constitute direct measurement
of it. The behavioral dimensions of the scale are: task structuring
and management, interpersonal relations, compliance with organizational

expectations, intellectual application and growth, personal professional
ethical behavior and performance oriented development. Each dimension
is tapped by three items, each of which has three behaviors yielding item
scores that range from one to five.

Results of analyses. Frequency of agreement with the feasible set -

is used as a single measure of problem set performance. We created two
groups by splitting the sample at the median of this variable. Compar-
ison of means on the six dimensions of performance yield no significant
differences. However, splitting the sample by the amount of participation
allowed in the problem set choices yield significant results for compliance
with organizational expectations and performance oriented development. In
the interest of examining main effects of feasible set agreement and parti-
cipation, a global measure of performance was computed by taking the average
of all six performance dimensions. The t-test yields significantly higher

* performance for the high participation group. A similar comparison by
* splitting on the median of feasible set agreement again yielded no signifi-

cant difference.

The most interesting results acheived are the differential effects of
participation. There is a main effect for participation that is enhanced 40

Mean Scores on Global Performance Moderated by Participation
on Vroom/Yetton Problems and LPC Score

Full Sample LOW LFC High LPC

Low Participation 4.22 4.14 4.29
n=44 n=20 n=24

High Participation 4.43 4.52 4.28
V7 1n=46 n-29 n=17

t -2.11 2.85 .03
p(.05 p<.Ol n
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Additional evidence of the effects of leadership style is apparent
from the multiple correlation coefficients between the Vroom/Yetton
predictors (frequency of rule violations, agreement with the feasible
set, etc.) and each of the six dimensions of performance (task struc-
turing, interpersonal relations, etc.). The average multiple R square
between the predictors and performance for the entire sample average .17
compared to .37 for low LPC and .39 for high LPC. The reason that the
two sub-populations both have stronger relationship is because the sign
of the correlation coefficients change consistently between the low and
high LPC groups. This will be more closely examined in future research.

Discussion. The relationship between actual peformance and the
Vroom/Yetton problem set behavior is weak. Although all of the Vroom/
Yetton predictors account for roughly 17 percent of actual performance,
the single predictor of agreement with the feasible set accounts for
virtually nothing. There are two plausible explanations for this that
are not the fault of the model. Cadets, although they are students of
leadership, have little experience as leaders and mnagers. Their per-
formance, as measured by agreement with the feasible set, on the Vroom/
Yetton problem set is worse than that of trained managers. Cadets' mean
agreement is 60% while Vroom and Yetton (1973) report 69% and Vroan and
Jago (1978) 65% for professional managers. Also, cadets tend to be more
autocratic than most populations as shown from their population mean
participation score (3.79) compared to college students (5.61) and managers
(4.68) (Vroom & Yetton, 1973). Cadets are even more autocratic than the
Vroon/Yetton autocratic model (4.17). Cadets are more likely to choose from
outside the feasible set erring toward the autocratic. This tendency
may result in a lack of variance that weakens the true predictive power
of the model.

Simple participation is the stronger predictor and is further strengthened
by leadership style. This relationship between participation and performance
supports earlier propositions of the positive effects of participation by
Blake and Mouton (1964) which is a more simplistic approach. Of importance
is the idea that LPC or task motivated cadets tend to be more favorably
evaluated by their raters if they were more participative on the problem set
even if they violated decision rmking rules in the participative direction. .O
If the climate of the cadet companies could be classified as high situational
control by Fiedler's criteria (good relationships and high structure) then
it is theoretically consistent that high socioemotional behavior which is
characteristic of the low LPC here, would be more effective. In this research
it is interesting that a person who is task motivated and demonstrates a
propensity toward participation actually performs better. Based on the above
assumption of situational control, this provides support for Fiedler's con-
tingency propositions. That is to say that the task motivated leaders are
participative in the appropriate situations. It is not clear at this point
what the differential effects of decision training for low and high LPC
populations my be.
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Practically speaking, these results suggest that cadets who demonstrate

a willingness to share decision making with subordinates are perceived more
favorably by their tactical officers and oreso if they are task motivated.
Furthermore, the idea of participation in leadership and decision making, if
related to performance as demonstrated here, lends credence to the teaching
of this to students of leadership in military settings. This may serve to
further enlighten the student to share information and power rather than to
hoard it.

The interaction of decision making and leadership style warrants more
study. It appears that both theories might be enhanced if each incorporated
conponents of the other. If the predictive power of the Vroom/Yetton model
can be enhanced by LPC then perhaps it should be considered in the training
or prescriptive nature of the model. A simple 2 X 2 field experiment wherein
one group received Vroom/Yetton decision making training, another receives
Fiedler's Leadermatch training, a third gets both and the fourth or control
group gets no training would constitute a fairly rigorous test of the external
validity of these nrodels.

As mentioned above, cadets at West Point gain soe understanding of both
the Vroom/Yetton and Fiedler models. However, they are not specifically
"trained" on either. Leadermatch is well validated as it improves actual
leader performance. Vroom/Yetton is perhaps less so. If the interaction
of the two theories (which apparently exists) could be more clearly defined,
then their value as leader training devices could be increased.

Vroom/Yetton prescribes a conscious selection of style based on the
situation while Fiedler prescribes altering the situation based on person-
ality. Both theories include issues of task structure the degree to which
subordinates support the leader and organization, and the amount of personal
and administrative influence the leader has on subordinates. Further research
may lead to prescriptions that are both more explicit and more effective in
terms of organizational outcomes. For example, Vroom/Yetton feasible sets
may be further delimited depending on leadership style or; decision making
styles could be specified for a leader depending upon his situational control.
The prospect of a coupling of the theories is truly intriguing and represents
an area of inquiry important in both theory and application.
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CV) SUBORDINATE PERCEPTIONS OF CONTINGENT LEADERS:

0 DO FOLLOWERS ACCEPT OUR THEORIES?

Jack H. Cage

United States Military Academy

Abstract

*Two studies were conducted to investigate
assumptions made by contingent leadership theorists
about subordinates. Paper-and-pencil instruments
provided situations in which a leader followed or
failed to follow the prescription of Vroom's contingency
theory. 393 subjects were asked tc take the role of
subordinate, evaluate the decision-making process, offer
prognosis about the outcomes, and assess the leader.

wThree groups of subjects were identified by their
responses. Only one of three groups accepted the leader

* when s/he acted according to the prescription of
contingency theory. The groups were differentiated by
characteristics such as income, occupational prestige,
and number of subordinates. The findings suggest
that individuals, while acting a subordinates, may fail
to accept the prescription of contingency theory.

Introduction

Background

In the long, exhaustive history of leadership research,
investigators have viewed leaders' traits, behaviors, and the
interaction of leaders with situational factors to determine "nose
stylistic features that most directly affect their success. This
last group, the contingency theorists, has risen to prominence over
the last twenty years due to studies that appear to explain some of

*. the variance involved in determining leaders' success. Contingency
theorists assume that a leader interacts with certain situational
factors to affect a range of outcomes. One major theorist, Victor
Vroom, focuses on the specific problem faced by the leader and on
the degree to which the leader includes subordinates in making
highly accepted, high quality decisions. Vroom hypothesizes thar a
leader's behavior and the specific situational factors tha- s 'h1
faces interact to affect his/her success.

Although the work in contingency leadership theory has been
productive and has significant practical and theoretical
implications, one major consideration has been overlooked: !!



subordinates of theoretically correct contingent leaders view their
leaders' actions? That is, do individuals while acting as
subordinates accept the prescription of contingent leadership
theory? Do they, for example, expect a leader to be autocratic in
one situation and participative in another, or do they prefer more
consistency from their leaders? Heilman and Hornstein (1981)
suggest that contingent leadership theorists make five implicit
assumptions about subordinates: (a) subordinates have an implicit
theory of leadership that guides their evaluation of the leader; S
(b) subordinates assume an orthogonal independence between the
leader's responses in different situations; (c) subordinates are
assumed to have the same information as the leader and process it
in the same way; (d) subordinates are assumed to use the same
criteria for evaluating all lqaders regardless of personal
characteristics; and (e) subordinates apply the same rules to
leader behavior uninfluenced by the organizational context
surrounding the encounter.

It may or may not be true that contingent theorists' implicit
assumptions about subordinates are fully justified. If invalid, 4'
however, these beliefs may cloud the actual interactions between a O
senior and his/her subordinate. Because of these important
questions and the implications that they hold for contingency
theory in general, two studies were conducted to investigate these
assumptions, and to determine just how subordinates evaluate

' theoretically contingent leaders. The first study was designed to
investigate the assumption that subordinates hold an implicit S
theory of leadership. The second study (Cage, 1982) was conducted
to study the assumptions of interchangeable leaders and context, to
include the assumption of an implicit theory. Both studies,
however, used similar procedures and the results reported here are
based on a similar outcome.

Methods

In both studies, paper-and-pencil instruments based on earlier
work by Vroom provided situations in which a leader followed or
failed to follow the prescription of Vroom's contingency theory.
In all cases, subordinates were asked to assume the role of
subordinate.

Because of the specific assumptions under investigation, the
first study provided a random grouping of situations to 25 randomly
selected subjects, each of whom read six stories or cases. These
cases were divided into two groups; the autocratic decision-making
process was theoretically prescribed for three stories while the .4
participative process was prescribed for the other three. The
manager described in each case used one of three processes
(autocratic, consultative, or participative). The procedure
provides two cells in which the prescribed and actual behaviors
co-occur. In other words, the leaders described in the first
column are presented with certain situations that would
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theoretically require them to apply an autocratic decision. Thus,
a 3 X 2 within-subjects design presented the prescribed behavior
and the leader's behavior as the independent variables.

The second study, instead of within-subjects, employed a
factorial design. The situations used in the first study were
modified to include information about the leaders' personal
characteristics as well as the context in which they operated.
Additionally, the consultative option was removed; the leader could
apply either an autocratic or a participative response. 368 male
MBA candidates each responded to one of these stories.

Both studies used 21 bipolar adjectives as dependent
variables. Subjects were asked to evaluate the decision-making

- - process, offer prognosis about its outcomes, and assess the
leader.

Results
%

If Vroom' s model was a correct representation of reality, we
would expect to find that subjects rated theoretically appropriate
leaders and their decisions as highly effective. For example,
leaders who behaved autocratically would be seen as highly
competent when faced with an autocratic situation, while, in the
same situation, a leader who behaved participatively would be rated
as less effective. The results of the studies demonstrate that
these expected findings were not cons4-tent, and that many subjects
rejected theoretically appropriate cont ingent leaders especially
when these leaders were autocratic. These findings were not
consistent with expectations, and were the basis for subsequent
analysis reported here.

While investigating the failure of subjects to endorse
theoretically appropriate autocratic leaders, subpopulation
differences were identified. Three different groups, initially
identified by their patterns of responses, were differentiated
among subjects who participated in the two studies. One dependent
measure, ratings of the leader's competence, along with certain
associated demographic variables are presented in Table 1; the data
are representative of the patterns found with other measures of
decision/leader effectiveness. Because of the differences in the
designs of the two studies and in the numbers of subjects, the data .
can not be compared statistically. They are, however, useful for
suggesting trends worthy of future investigation.

As Table 1 shows, group #1, identified in the results of the
first study, consisted of subjects who prefer participation
regardless of situational constraints. The group was characterized
by its 'lower' standing on several demographic variables: income, 0
occupational prestige, and number of subordinates. Group #2
included subjects from the second study who preferred participation

* in appropriate situations yet rejected autocratic behavior. The
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group was characterized by its 'higher' standing on demographic
variables: income, occupational prestige, and number of
subordinates. Group #3, identified in both studies, consisted of
those subjects who rated theoretically correct contingent leaders
as most effective. This group was intermediate between the other
two groups on demographic measures.

Table .

Means and Standard Deviations for Three Patterns of Ratings:

Leader's Competence

SUBJECTS' RESPONSE PATTERNS

Reject Contingent Accept
Autocratic Group Appropriate
Lower* (#l) "Middle" (#3) Particxpation

'Higher" (#2),p

INCOME 20.2 27.2 42.3

(SK) (3.6) (4.9) (3.3)

PRESTIGE 29.7 49.2 56.5
(7.4) (3.6) (2.5)

AGE 32.6 31.7 33.4
(4.6) (2.5) (4.2) p

NUMBER OF .2 2.5 6.5
SUBORDINATES (.2) (2.8) (3.3)

.

.. NOTES: 1. N for each variable in Column 91 - 16
4. N for each variable in Column #2 - 58
3. N for each variable in Column #3 - 66
4. Prestige ratings have a range of 1.4 to 85.

Discussion
One interesting argument can explain the relationship between

the subjects' responses and their standing on demographic
measures. These groups' responses may reflect their vastly
different reasons for working. Members of the 'lower' group may
work merely for security; they are not 'followers'--active and
willing participants--but subordinates based on a structural
relationship with a superior. These people achieve a measure of
security with participation that they would not have with another,
possibly biased leader/manager. In other words, a participative
leader would serve to increase their satisfaction. The assumptions
and interests of the 'middle' group are different. The members of
this cohort are more powerful than those in the first. They, for
example, are better educated, have higher levels of occupational

lei, prestige and income. Their own interests may be tied to the
organization and its success; the members of this group, who
haven't quite 'made it' to the degree that the third group has, are
aspiring 'followers.' They view the most effective processes as
personally beneficial since their goals and those of the
organization are linked. These individuals can tolerate an
autocratic boss since to do so is in their own best interests. The
same can not be said for the 'upper' group. Members of this
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cluster are firmly entrenched in the organization. They are more
powerful, more creative, of higher status, and have a different set
of experiences to guide their expectations. They do not expect to
be led; they expect to lead, or, at a minimum, to participate.
Autocratic leadership behavior is never perceived as effective by
this group; they have crucial information and are concerned with
less structured, long-range problems facilitated by participative
processes. These people are not indiscriminately endorsing
rDarzicipative behavior, but they always disapproved of behavior
znat is autocratic.

These findings suggest that individuals, while acting as
suoordinates, may fail to accept the prescription of contingency
theory. Furthermore, they suggest that subordinates' demographic
characteristics are associated with their differing expectations
and implicit theories of leadership. Leaders must at least
consider these characteristics before deciding upon the leadership
process to employ. For as these findings suggest, subordinates may
not wholeheartedly 'buy into' commonly accepted theories of
contingent leadership.
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lot To the Wilderness and Beyond:

N The Application of a Model for Transformal Change []

Robert C. Ginnett S

C" Yale University (AFIT/CI) %'

' Much of the ongoing management and development in

. 0. modern organizations could be considered transactional
I in nature, and as long as the organization is operating

reasonably effectively and efficiently, this style may 0
"- be most appropriate. However, there may also be organ-

izations in which transformal leadership or development
is needed. A model for transformal change was applied
in such an organization with qualitatively successful
outcomes. The model and its application are described
as well as a discussion of the dilemma of evaluation
for efforts of this nature.

2.-. Background

James MacGregor Burns described two fundamentally different
kinds of leaders: the transactional leader and the transformal

leader (1978). The former is most efficacious at performing the
*.: tasks of management of the internal functions of the organiza-

tion. If a maritime analogy could be drawn, the transactional
leader would be like the navigator, who when given a destination,
would be responsible for plotting the course to the goal, and
detecting and correcting deviations from that course. Continuing
the analogy but with another focus, one might consider the person
who envisions and communicates the hoped-for destination as the
transformal leader. This distinction between transacting and
transforming has also been drawn by Zaleznik although he has
characterized the two types as managers and leaders respectively

* *(1977). While the curricula of the nation's management schools
are replete with the essence of transactional management, one is
hard pressed to even describe the mechanism of transformal lead-
ership, let alone detail its processes. This aspect closely

parallels the "intuitive" characteristics reported in Mintzberg's

seminal emperical study of successful executives (1975).

Suggesting that transformal leadership is largely intuitive
leaves us with little to offer the leaders of today. But if we
focus instead upon the functions required for organizational

L effectiveness, then the entire burden for transformation may not
lWi fall solely upon the single legitimate leader but may arise from

any number of sources. If given the opportunity, there may be
employees at various levels who might "create a vision" of a
better organization.

In any event, the shift to a functional orientation does not
resolve our difficulty but merely changes its focus. We must now -
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

L%% 1. The views expressed in this article are those of the author
and do not reflect the official policy or position of the Depart-
ment of Defense or the U.S. Government.
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ask, "how can the transformal process be made available in an

organization which has been geared to operate transactionally?"

The opportunity to move this question from academe to the work-

place came quite serendipitously to this author in an offer to

participate in a consulting project.

The Organ ization

The client under study was a large human services organiza-
tion (HSO) in New England, structured with a commissioner, two

deputy commissioners in charge of line (service) and staff (sup-
port) functions respectively and a variety of subordinate mana-
gers of regional and institutional services. The problems in
this HSO far exceeded those characterized as typical under Domain
Theory (Kouzes & Mico, 1979). The internal problems had reached
such proportions that a spontaneously generated committee of
concerned managers had determined that the department could not
perform its function without a reorientation and improved team
cooperation. The downward "lack of trust-lack of communication"
spiral was evidenced throughout the department but perhaps no
better exemplified than at the top where the two deputy commis-
sioners and their staffs had not had a face-to-face meeting in
the pretvious two years! In this atmosphere, the management
development committee and the consulting team set out to trans-
form the organization. Fortunately, there was a shared awareness
that the change would not be easy, nor would it be quick. The
planning stage alone consumed four months.

A Model and Process for Transformal Change

The consultants grounded their role in a conceptual model

[2] presented in simplified form in Figure 1.

S2. NEW DIRECTION: 1

-creating a vision of
m'I the emerging state

defining t he dealing with obstacles
existina state I and limiting beliefs

maintenance and m4H h
reassessment transormation

Figure 1. A Model for Transformal Change

The first of the five elements was designed to surface the varied
perceptions of the existing state typical in HSOs (Kouzes & Mico,
1979). The development of a collective vision in the second step

2. Both the model and the opportunity were provided by Dennis
N.T. Perkins, to whom I am grateful.
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permits the group to then deal with barriers in a new light in
step three. Although the first three steps seem necessary for
transformal change, they are hardly suficient. Step four re-
quires that roles, responsibilities and coordination be made0
explicit and step five is designed to operationalize and continue
the process back in the organizational setting. Obviously, the
application of this model is more complicated and requires more
explanation than space here permits. However, the process was
designed to occur in three phases. 0

*The Wilderness Experience. In this organization, the history of
mistrust made "funfreezing" (Lewin, 1951) critical; thus a some-
what radical technique was employed. This phase, which was
designed to demonstrate experientially the need for teamwork, was
conducted literally in the wilderness. Three 15 person teams
(plus one consultant each) were constructed based upon a stra-ti-
fied random design to balance gender and organizational status
and level. After an initial team building process, each of the
three teams of managers were taken into a wilderness area by
qualified staff. The participants (age range: 35-65) were re-
quired to survive in this rugged environment as a team for three
days. In addition to subsistance functions, tasks included
approximately 25 miles of hiking over mountainous terrain, stream
crossings, and technical rock climbs. Although somewhat similar
to the "Outward Bound" experience for managers, this experiential
exercise had the advantage that all participants were from the
same organization.

The Application Session. An even more significant difference
here than in Outward Bound was the integrated follow through.
Held in an off-site location approximately two weeks after the
Wilderness Experience, this two-day session was designed to first

*reintegrate the three teams. (Not unlike the classic Robbers Cave lo
experiments (Sherif & Sheriff, 1953), there were significant in-
tergroup issues that surfaced and had to be processed). The
remainder of the agenda was devoted to movement through the
various phases of the model described earlier using a combination
of task and process initiatives. While the explicit goal of this
session was the transformation of the individuals, groups and
organization, it was also a parallel goal to avoid the shortfalls
of many similar experiences that fai.l to "reintegrate" the pro-
cess. This interest also continued in the next phase. -

The Sustaining Phase. Conducted by each of four working groups
that formed on the final day of the Applications Phase, this 0
strategy was designed to overcome specific barriers to achieving
the "envisioned organization." This process is continuing as of
early 1984.

Results

The results of the application of this model can only be
evaluated qualitatively, a concern to be addressed in the follow-
ing section. In a report prepared for an independent evaluation,
three key results were noted. First, the implementation plan
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proposed by the working groups resulted i.n the e3tablishment of
three cross-divisional and multi-level committees. In many
bureaucracies, the establishment of committees might be viewed as
a step backwards, but in an organization characterized by a
dearth of internal communication, this is a positive outcome. As
one senior staff member said, "Before, we couldn't even have,]

taneously generated group of managers who formed to develop this

process have been officially sanctioned by the commissioner to
continue their efforts. Thirdly, the organization has formally

~ adopted and integrated the model for change. Perhaps of more
significance, the organization decided that the process was so
valuable for their senior managers that they requested additional

funding to provide the experience for all departmental managers.
Adding independent support to the positive qualitative evaluation

* is the fact that this request for continuation was the only N
request fully funded in recent state budget action.

The Dilemma of Transformal Evaluation

The author entered the consulting relationship hoping to
achieve three goals simultaneously. Naturally, a concern for the
betterment of the client organization was paramount. Beyond
that, it seemed to offer an opportunity to operationalize the
model and, thirdly, it offered the chance to do research with an

* "external strategy" (Vroom, 1983). The first two goals were
accomplished but the research objective seemed to become more and
more entangled.

Anyone who has attempted action research is aware of the
trade-offs in rigor that must sometimes be made. The consultants
in this case were well aware of the "unintended consequences of
rigorous research" CArgyris, 1970) and tried to balance "what we
could learn" with "what we could do" whenever possible. Yet the
difficulties of conducting research in an organization in need of

ptransformal change seem far greater than one might expect in an
organization only requiring transactional assistance. For exam-
pie, the committee proposed that the Work Environment Scale
(Moos, 1981) be used to provide a quantitative measure of effect.
This scale was mailed to all participants with an explanatory Y
letter from the consultants. But even under guaranteed
anonymity, the response rate was so low that there could be no
confidence attached to the results even though the direction was
positive. As one regional non-respondent explained, "Even with
that cover letter, I saw that survey and thought, 'here's more of
that Central Office crap,' so I put it right in the trash can."

'VIn a more generic sense, the dilemma involves the role of
organizational behaviorists. Certainly, as the title of Profes-
sor Hackman's address states, we should be committed to "develop-

* ing usable knowledge" (Hackman, 1984). Another responsibility
* involves assisting organizations in society. As a result of our 4

opportunity and obligation to reflect on the nature of behavior
in organizations, we may best be in positions to assist organiza-
tions as they attempt new and creative changes. These two roles
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are not necessarily incompatible. However, when zhe needei r' -
%'. cess involves transformal change, as no-el ear.ier, there s

possibility if not the likelihood that the organiz-atn
experiencing difficulty and this conldi-tn may reuce ne ILk"- I-
hood of it offering itself up as an object for rLorous 'See r'2 . 0
For the organization in this study, a ;uaittive yny3Ls nii/
have been the only methodology practical.

In a way, attempting to assist and study an organization in I
need of transformal change shares many of the problems faced by
researchers as they searched for the causes and cures for malaria
and yellow fever. The foul smelling, mosquito infested swamps

* were hardly the ideal location to conduct bacteriological
research. Unfortunately, that was the only place the oroblem
existed and was precisely the location where the treatment was
needed. Similarly, organizations might not need transformal

. change if things are going fine. But in a troubled organizat"ion
in need of transformation, while the environment for research
mLgnt not be the best, it may well be the only one available.
Hackman has noted, "the theory and method required for research
on organizational issues will have to be tailored to the special
circumstances of the social systems in which the research is S
conducted---and to which the results are intended to apply. The
theory and method of experimental or social psychology were not
designed for this task, and they are insufficient for it." (in
press).

Difficulties such as these should not be permitted to dis-
suade us from conducting this type of intervention or research
based upon an external strategy. Vroom claims that, "it is
organization problems and the desire of organizational members to
do something about them that constitutes the most promising '-I
springboards for research" (1983, p.5). Clearly, the need fortransformal change exists as does the requirement for an appro-

priate research methodology. Perhaps the field of organizational
behavior could benefit from some transformation in its own re-.
search focus.
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0 COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF BREMSSTRAHLUNG, GAMMA,ANDSO ELECTRON RADIATION ON RAT MOTOR PERFORMANCE P

VX Victor Bogo
Behavioral Sciences Department

Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

ABSTRACT

The effects of rapidly delivered supralethal doses of
bremsstrahlung,electron, and gamma radiation were investigated on
the performance of male Sprague Dawley rats exposed at a midline
tissue dose (MTD) rate of 2000 rad/min. The bremsstrahlung and
electron radiations were produced in a linea 0 accelerator
(LINAC), and the gamma radiation was produced in a - CO facility.
Relative radiation effects were determined by establishing median
affective doses (ED50) for rats trained on the accelerod, a
"hock-avoidance test of motor performance. ED50's were based on
10-min post-exposure performance. The ED50 was 8121 rad for the

. 9remsstrahlung field, 6110 rad for the electron radiation, and
3896 rad for the gamma photons. No significant difference was
sound between the bremsstrahlung and gamma radiations even though
:he physical characteristics used to achieve the two fields were
Less uniform in the bremsstrahlung exposures. However, the other
,D50's translate into significantly different relative

9- 3ffectiveness of 1.35 between the bremsstrahlung and electron
Eields, and 1.45 between the electron and gamma radiations. The
Jata imply that different radiation fields are not equally

-2 ' effective on behavior.

INTRODUCTION

High, rapidly delivered doses of ionizing radiation produce
an immediate, transient decrement in performance (PD). All
qualities of ionizing radiation, however are not equally
effective at producing PD. Several investigators have shown that
gamma photons are more effective at producing PD than are
neutrons (George, 1971; Young, 1979). Other research has
indicated that neither gamma photons, nor bremsstrahlung
radiation is as effective at producing PD as is electron
radiation (Bogo, 1983; Hunt, 1983).

PD has been demonstrated in a number of animal models
performing different tasks after exposure to various radiation
qualities (Bogo, 1983; George et al., 1971; Young, 1979).
However, no comparison of PD has been made in one animal model
performing the same task. These comparisons would address
DoD-relevant issues about the relative biological effectiveness
(RBE) of different radiation qualities, which would be useful in
calculating personnel casualty criteria for functional integrity.
Previously, the effects of bremsstrahlung and electron radiation
on performance were compared (Bogo, 1983). The present study
includes the gamma photon comparison. The objectives were (a) to
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establish the median effective dose (ED50) for rat motor
performance for each radiation (ED50 is defined as the dose at
which 50% of the sample demonstrated PD), and (b) to establish
the RBE for the three radiations tested (RBE defined as the ratio
of the absorbed dose from one radiation to that of a reference
radiation required to produce an identical biological effect
under the same conditions) (Young, 1979).

METHODS

SUBJECTS. Subjects were 145 male Sprague Dawley rats that
weighed 433g +4. They were individually housed in polycarbonate
cages and maintained in keeping with the principles enunciated in
the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals prepared by
the Institute of Laboratory Animal Resources, National Research
Council. Food and water were available ad lib.

TASK AND TEST PROCEDURE. Rats were trained to maintain
position on an accelerating rod elevated above a grid-shock
floor, for as long as possible (Bogo et al., 1981). The accelerod

*' rotational speed increased at an average of 0.9 rpm/sec. Subjects
avoided shock by staying on the rod for >30 sec. The task was
scored as duration of performance in seconds. Sham radiation

" conditioning lasted for 4 days, simulating all aspects of the
radiation-day profile. Following irradiation, each subject was
tested at 10, 15, 30, 60, and 120 min from the start of exposure
and, when possible, at 24 hr. This paper deals only with
performance on the 10-min test interval.

RADIATIONS. Rats were irradiated in a LINAC by either
- 18.6-MeV electrons (n = 40) or bdmsstrahlung (n = 57) produced

by 18.l-MeV electrons, or in a CO facility by 1.25-MeV gamma
photons (n = 48). Rats were individually i\rradiated, right side
to the source, at a MTD rate of 2000 rad/mir. LINAC dosimetry is
discussed in greater detail by Bogo (1983).

ANALYSIS. The criterion measure was PD during the initial
10-min test period after exposure, which was determined using
standard z scores. Z scores for each subject was obtained by
dividing the difference between a postscore and a mean baseline
score by the standard deviation of the animal's prescore values.
PD was defined as performance at 2 z-scores below baseline. The
initial doses for the ED50 estimate was determined for all
radiation fields with an up/down sensitivity procedure (Dixon and
Massey, 1969). An increased number of subjects were tested above
and below the estimate to improve the confidence limits of the
dose-response relationship. Probit analysis was applied to the
obtained doses to determine the ED50 (Finney, 1978).

RESULTS

The number of subjects demonstrating PD on the 10-min test
period by radiation at each dose level is presented in Table 1.

S While the dose levels to produce PD differed between radiation
qualities, Table 1 shows that in all cases a dose-response
relationship existed.
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'FABLE 1

SUBJECTS SHOWING PD FOR EACH RADIATION QUALITY

BREMSSTRAHLUNG ELECTRON GAMMA

DOSE PD/N* %PD DOSE PD/N %PD DOSE PD/N %PD

6400 1/6 17 4600 0/8 0 5900 1/12 8
7700 5/13 38 5200 2/8 25 8700 5/14 36

8700 14/22 66 5900 2/8 25 9700 8/10 80
9900 15/16 94 6700 6/8 75 13000 9/10 90

7700 8/8 100 17000 2/2 100

* N = Number of subjects in group

Probit analysis was made assessing the effects of each
radiation quality. Since no significant differences were found in
the three slopes, a pooled estimate was used to construct the-2
probits shown in Figure 1. The probits indicate that the electron
field affected performance at lower doses than did the other
fields, and that bremsstrahlung and gamma were almost equivalent.
The ED50 was 8121 rad for the bremsstrahlung field, 6110 rad for
the electrons, and 8896 rad for the gamma photons. No significant
difference was found between the bremsstrahlung and gamma fields:

however, the ED50's for the other comparisons translate into
significantly different RBE's of 1.35 between the bremsstrahlung
and electron radiations, and 1.45 between the electrons and *

gamma photons.

DISCUSSION

The present study is the first to compare the effects of
bremsstrahlung, electron and gamma radiation on the behavior of
one animal model performing the same task. Electron radiation
disrupted performance at significantly lower doses than did the
bremsstrahlung and gamma fields. These findings agree with those
reported by Hunt (1983), who found that electrons affected rat
performance at lower doses than did gamma photons. In addition,
the present finding of no difference between the bremsstahlung
and gamma fields also agrees with the literature reporting that
these fields are equivalent (Young,1981).

Other studies have reported different effects of radiation
on performance; however, the reason for the difference is not
readily apparent. In these studies, bremsstrahlung or gamma
radiation was found to be more effective than neutron radiation
(George et al., 1971; Young, 1981). Young (1981) speculated that
the difference may be related to low-LET photons having a greater
effect on the available oxygen; thus, the oxygen-rich CNS would
be more affected. However, no such difference existed in the
present study; therefore, this possible explanation does not shed _API

any light on the differences.

Another explanation for the present findings are differences
in the physical characteristics used to achieve the radiations.
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As shown in the Methods section, the energy levels wer-e unequal;
however, the LET's for the fields are almost the same (ICRU,
1970). Thus, the energy level differences do not explain the
behavioral findings. In addition, the bremsstrahlung exposures

,."- were not as uniform as were the electron and gamma fields in
terms of depth dose and dose delivered to the head. However, at
this time, it is not known how much to attribute to this factor.
Since the present study confirms previous research (Hunt, 1983)
and since bremsstrahlung and gamma radiation are supposed to be
equivalent, it is questionable that this uniformity difference
will have a marked bearing on the present findings. The main
consideration however is that even with this speculation, the
present research indicates that different radiation fields are
not equally effective at disrupting behavior.
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The Interactive Effects of Morphine and Ionizing Radiation on

the Latency of Tail-Withdrawal from Warm Water in the Rat

IP Walter F. Burghardt and Walter A. Hunt
Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute

Behavioral Sciences Department

ID

Abstract

0"The analgesic effect of morphine (1-4 mg/kg, i.m.) was
O enhanced in rats exposed to ionizing radiation (250-5000
~r rad) in a dose-dependent manner. This was indicated by n

increase in the latency of tail-withdrawal from warm (56 C) -
water, compared with animals receiving morphine alone.
Radiation alone had no effect on latencies or on gross
behavior. The enhancing effect of radiation was strongest
at 24 hours after irradiation and was partially reversible
with naloxone, an opiate antagonist, at a dose of 2 mg/kg,
i.m. No changes in survival time after irradiation were P
noted between animals receiving morphine and those receiving

... saline injections. The results of this study suggest that
the effect of narcotic analgesics to relieve pain in
casualties on a nuclear battlefield may be enhanced
depending on the postirradiation interval. DA

Introduction

The actions of a number of classes of pharmaceutical agents
appear to be altered after exposure to N"onizing radiation
(Barnes, 1967; Davis et al., 1968; Nair, 1967). The
effects of ionizing radiation on the actions of the narcotic
analgesics, however is somewhat unclear, due to the paucity

- . of research in the area, and the conflicting results of some
published studies (eg. Kocmierska-Grodzka and Kozlowska,
1972; Doull, 1967; Mickley et al., 1983). The reasons for
the difference in results are not clear, but there were a
number of differences between the experimental designs,
including task used, time of testing, dosage and route of
administration of the agents, and dose and qualities of
radiation used.

The problem of measuring the efficacy of the narcotic
analgesics requires more work over a range of doses and anr."-... attempt to control for factors which differed significantly "-
among the earlier studies. The current study incorporated a

crwnon-invasive, accepted, reliable, and relativelygf n

non-damaging method for the determination of the analgesic
capabilities of morphine (Miksic and Lal, 1977) at various
times after irradiation, using a number of doses of morphine
and of mixed neutron/gamma radiation.
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Methods

The subjects were male Sprague-Dawley rats (300 g). The
animals were experimentally naive, and were fed and watered
ad lib. The animals were kept on a reverse 12-hour light
cycle.

The apparatus consisted of a clear plexiglas restraining
tube which allowed the rat's tail to hang loosely when the S
anim8l was in the tube. The water bath was maintained at
56+1 C, using a laboratory hot plate. A stand was placed
next to the water bath on which the restraining tube and
animal were placed during experimental trials. This allowed
for controlled, 3-4 cm insertion of the tail in the water.
Latency of tail-withdrawal was measured using a contact S
relay, electromechanical timer, and two electrodes (one
placed in the water bath and the other fastened to the base
of the animal's tail using electrode paste and adhesive tape
rings). The animal's tail was removed from the water if no
response was made in 15 seconds, and maximum latency was,
therefore, defined as 15 seconds. ls

On the day before treatment, the animals were placed in the
restraining tube, and allowed 15 minutes to accommodate.
Ten trials of tail-withdrawal were run with 2-minute
intertrial intervals. This session served as their
baseline. The animals were then returned to their home
cages. On the experimental day, the procedure was the same,
except as noted below. Three separate experiments were
conducted.

In the first study, experimental animals received 5000 rads
of mixed neutron/gamma radiation (neutron:gamma, 3:1) 24
hours after baseline determination. Control subjects were "
not irradiated, but were otherwise treated the same. Six
irradiated animals each were randomly assigned to one of 8
experimental groups. Four of the irradiated groups received
4 mg/kg morphine intramuscularly at 1, 2, 4, or 24 hours
after irradiation, the other four groups received saline
injections at the same times. Thirty minutes after the
injection, th experimental groups were tested for 10 trials
of tail- wilri wal. Two control groups of 6 animals each
were reteslc - 'ours after baseline determination and 30
minutes afte e or 4 mg/kg morphine injections, i.m.
In experimeo 2, dose of irradiation was decreased to
500 rads. !h( .::nique was similar to the first study,
except that tLL were only three experimental groups of 6
animals each, injected with 4 mg/kg morphine, i.m., at 1,
24, or 48 hours after irradiation.

O The third study was similar to the the above two studies.
In this experiment, there were 3 groups of 6 animals. All
subjects received 500 rads, and all were injected at 24

41" hours after irradiation. The groups differed in the dose of
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morphine received (1, 2, or 4 mg/kg, i.m.). The animals
were given 10 trials of tail-withdrawal testing, 30 minutes
after injection. All subjects were then given 2 mg/kg
naloxone, i.m., and retested for 10 trials, 10 minutes after
injection.

Data below are expressed as peak tail-withdrawal latency for
each treatment. Data were analyzed using a one factor
analysis of variance (Winer, 1962).

Results

The first study showed that 5 krad alone did not produce a
significant change in tail-withdrawal latencies at 1, 2, 4,
or 24 hours after irradiation when compared with

- -- nonirradiated controls (p>.l). Morphine alone at 4 mg/kg
produced a significant increase in tail-withdrawal time
(244% baseline). Peak tail-withdrawal latencies of

irradiated animals receiving 4 mg/kg morphine were not
significantly different from animals receiving morphine
alone at 1, 2,or 4 hours after irradiation, although the
group injected at 24 hours showed a significant difference
from the unirradiated morphine group (564% baseline).
Differences cited above were significant at p<.Ol
(F =17.143). There were no significant differences
beween the survival times of any of the irradiated groups.

" " The second study demonstrated that at 500 fads, 4 mg/kg

morphine at 1 hour and 48 hours did not produce a
significant increase in tail-withdrawal latency compared

"*'" with control animals. However, at 24 hours, morphine
produced an increase in tail-withdrawal which was
significantly different from all other groups (472%
baseline). Differences were significant at p<.Ol
(F3 , 2 0 =42.689).

The final study indicated that 24 hours after 500 rads,
morphine produced increases in tail-withdrawal latency in a
dose dependent manner. Four mg/kg increased latency to 336
percent of baseline, 2 mg/kg increased latency to 250
percent, and 1 mg/kg increased latency to 37 percent.

' Naloxone at 2 mg/kg, i.m., returned the response to 4 mg/kg
to 167 percent of baseline, and completely reversed the

pro.-effects of the lower doses of morphine (p<.Ol, F6, 35= 3.538).

Discussion

Although the results of the above studies are only
preliminary, several conclusions may be tentatively drawn.

r7 First, at about 24 hours after irradiation as low as 500
rads, there appears to be an increased sensitivity to the
analgesic effects of morphine. The increase is not evident
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between 1 and 4 hours, and is no longer present at 48 hours.
Irradiation alone produces no change in tail-withdrawal
latency, and the difference between irradiated animals
receiving morphine and those receiving saline is not

'. reflected by a change in survival times. Finally, the
analgesic effect appears to be at least partially reversible
by naloxone.

If these results are borne out in further research, they
would appear to reconcile some of the earlier studies which
showed conflicting results, depending on when the narcotic
was administered after radiation. In addition, results of
this and subsequent studies may provide recommendations for
the administration of narcotic analgesics in a combined
injury victim on the battlefield.
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Abstract

Previois research has indicated some similarities between
behaviors observed after treatment with morphine and exposure to
ionizing/!radiation. These data suggest that endogenous opiate
substancs (endorphins) may be involved in radiogenic behavioral
change. The present study attempted to determine the relative
role of the peripheral and central nervous system in the
production of morphine-induced or radiation-induced locomotor
hyperactivity of the C-7.6 mouse. Toward this end, we used a

quaternary derivative of an opiate antagonist (naltrexone
methobromide), which presumably does not cross the blood-brain
barrier. Quaternary naltrexone (40 1jg\ i.p.) was used to
challenge the stereotypic locomotor response observed in these

mice after either an i.p. injection of morphine or exposure to
1500 rads 6 0Co. The quaternary derivative of naltrexone reversed
the locomotor hyperactivity normally observed in the C57BL/6J
mouse after an injection of morphine. It also significantly
attenuated radiation-induced locomotion. The data reported here
support the hypothesis of endorphin involvement in
radiation-induced locomotor hyperactivity and, taken at face
value, they suggest an important role for peripheral opiates in

." morphine-induced and radiogenic behaviors. However, these
conclusions are contingent upon further research which more fully

evaluates naltrexone methobromide's capacity to cross the
blood-brain barrier.

Introduction

When C57BL/6J mice are exposed to a sufficiently large dose
of ionizing radiation, they exhibit a dose-dependent, stereotypic
locomotor hyperactivity that is, in some ways, similar to that
observed in morphine-injected mice (Mickley, Stevens, White and
Gibbs, 1983a; Olivero and Castellano, 1973; Teitelbaum,
Giammatteo and Mickley, 1979). This radiogenic behavior can be
reversed by an injection of the opiate antagonist naloxone
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(Mickley et al., 19 83a). These data, along with others (Mickley,
Sessions, Bogo and Chantry, 1983b; Mickley, Stevens, White and
Gibbs, 1983c; Mickley, Stevens, Burrows, White and Gibbs, 1983d),
suggest that the endogenous opiates (endorphins) may play some
role in radiation-induced behavioral alterations.

The locus, as well as the exact mechanism(s) of action of
these radiogenic endorphins, remain unclear. Therefore, the
present studies attempted to specify the extent of peripheral or
central nervous system involvement in the production of morphine-
and radiation-induced locomotor hyperactivity. Toward this end,
we used a quaternary derivative of naltrexone (an opiateF-'' antagonist), which presumably does not cross the blood-brain

barrier (Brown,Robertson and Goldberg, 1983; Miczek, Thompson and
Shuster; Ferretti, Bianchi, Tavani and Manara, 1981; Russell,
Bass, Goldberg, Schuster and Merz, 1982). Specifically, we
hypothesized that if radiogenic or opioid-induced locomotion are
reversed by an injection of this peripherally acting antagonist,
it can be inferred that these behaviors are being at least
partially mediated by .neurons outside the brain and spinal cord.

Methods

Sub jects

The subjects were male C57BL/6J mice (15-20 g) obtained from
Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, Maine). Subjects were placed 01
in individual cages at least 24 hours before activity testing was
begun. Mice were maintained on a 12-hour light-dark cycle
(,ights on 6:00 A.M.) in a temperature-controlled room (72 +
3). Purina laboratory chow and tap water were available ad
libitum except during behavioral measurements and drug
injections.

Procedures

Twenty mice received an injection (i.p.) of 30 mg/kg morphine
sulfate while 20 other control animals were injected (i.p.) with
an equal volume of saline. Morphine has been shown to produce a
stereotypic locomotor hyperactivity in the C57BL/6J mouse
(Olivero and Castellano, 1974; Teitelbaum et al., 1979). Five
minutes after these injections locomotor activity was recorded

[. .during two successive 15-minute periods, using the Automex D
system of Columbus Instruments. Half of the animals in the
morphine and saline groups then received an injection of
naltrexone methobromide (40 mg/kg, i.p. in 0.9% saline). This
dose of quaternary naltrexone was chosen since it has been shown
that this opiate antagonist is 40 times less potent than its
tertiary counterpart (Brown et al., 1983). The remaining
subjects were injected with an equal volume of saline. After a
5-minute wait, locomotor activity was recorded for an additional
two 15-minute periods.

In a second experiment we measured locomotor activity in 40
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irradiated or sham-irradiated mice. Initially, two 15-minute
*. periods of pre-irradiation/sham locomotor activity were recorded

5 minutes after a control saline injection. The animals were
then confined, and half were exposed to 1500 rads 60 Co (see
procedure in Mickley et al. 19 8 3a). This dose of radiation has
been shown to produce a locomotor hyperactivity in the C57BL/6J
mouse (Mickley et al. 1983a; Mickley et al. 1983b). The
remaining subjects were sham-irradiated. Immediately after
irradiation, half (N = 10) of the mice received an injection of
40 mg/kg naltrexone methobromide. The remaining irradiated mice
(N = 10) received a control saline injection. Sham-irradiated
subjects were also treated with 40 mg/kg naltrexone methobromide
(N = 10) or saline (N = 10). Beginning 5 minutes after
irradiation/sham, the locomotor activity of these subjects was
again recorded for two 15-minute periods.

Results

Quaternary naltrexone reversed the locomotor hyperactivity
normally observed in the C57BL/6J mouse after an injection of
morphine. As has been reported in previous studies (Teitelbaum
et al., 1979), 30 mg/kg morphine sulfate produced a significant
locomotor hyperactivity as compared to controls receiving only
saline, t(18) = 8.05, p <0.001. In a further analysis we
computed, for each animal, a "change statistic," which reflected
the total locomotor activity observed over the 30 minutes after
the second injection (quaternary naltrexone or saline) minus the
baseline activity in the same period of time after the initial
injection of morphine or saline (see Figure 1). These numbers
were used in the calculation of a t test (Winer, 1971) comparing
the locomotor activity of morphine-injected mice with that of
opiate-treated mice that had also received quaternary naltrexone.
Although the initial morphine-induced locomotion (in the first 30
minutes) was similar in these two groups, treatment with
naltrexone methobromide reduced activity to levels significantly
lower than those observed in saline-injected controls, t (18) =
4.67, p <0.001. Quaternary naltrexone alone apparently does not
produce hypoactivity, since a comparison of locomotor activity
counts between saline-injected subjects and those receiving
naltrexone methobromide revealed no statistically significant
difference between these groups, t (18) = 0.07, p >0.05.

Quaternary naltrexone also significantly attenuated
radiation-induced locomotor hyperactivity. Pre-irradiation/sham
baseline activity measures were not significantly different
between the groups in this study [one-way ANOVA; F (3,36) = .571,

*; p >0.05].(Winer, 1971). Therefore, to analyze the radiation
data, we computed a "change statistic," which reflected the total
locomotor activity during the first 0.5 hour after irradiation or
sham exposure minus the total activity recorded in the first 0.5

O: hour of pre-irradiation/sham baseline. An initial one-way
analysis of variance revealed the existence of significant
radiation-dependent or drug-dependent differences between these
changes in mouse locomotion, F (3,36) = 2.894, p .05. Planned
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individual comparisons suggested that saline-injected subjects
increased their activity to a greater extent after irradiation
than they did after sham irradiation, t (36) = 2.089, p <.04. As
Figure 2 illustrates, this radiogenic locomotor hyperactivity was
significantly reduced by an injection of naltrexone methobromide,
t (36) = 2.735, p =0l. In fact, the activity of irradiated mice .1
injected with the peripheral opiate antagonist was not

S- .".- significantly different from the locomotor response of those
subjects that were sham-irradiated and had received injections of
physiological saline, t (36) = 0.645, p >0.05. Apparently this
reduction in locomotion does not reflect a generalized lethargy
caused by quaternary naltrexone. Sham-irradiated mice that
received the drug were not statistically distinguishable from
those that received a saline control injection, t (36) = 0.101, p
>0.05. 1400 -
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1Figure . Changes in locomotor activity after an initial
injection of either morphine (30 mg/kg) or saline followed by a M
second injection of either quaternary naltrexone (40 mg/kg) or
saline. Naltrexone methobromide reversed morphine-induced
locomotor hyperactivity to the extent that it was
indistinguishable from the behavior of control mice.

'2 Figure 2. Locomotor changes (from pre-irradiation baseline
evels) in irradiated and sham-irradiated mice injected with
quaternary-naltrexone or saline. Naltrexone methobromide reversed %
radiogenic hyperactivity.

Discuss ion

Naltrexone methobromide effectively challenged
morphine-induced and radiogenic locomotor hyperactivity. The
extent of this reversal of hyperactivity seemed to be comparable

to that already reported after an injection of naloxone (Mickley
et al., 1983a). An examination of these data seems to support a
peripheral site of action mediating these opioid-induced

* behaviors. However, this interpretation should not be made
V..' without some qualification. First, a strong data base already

exists, suggesting that morphine-induced locomotion is mediated,at least in part, by the central nervous system (Brown,
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Derrington and Segal, 1979; Olivero, 1974; Van Abeelen and Van
den Heuvel, 1982; Rogers and File, 1979; Teitelbaum et al.,
1979). Second, despite a growing number of studies utilizing
naltrexone methobromide to determine the sites at which opiates
exert their effects, this drug has yet to be fully evaluated for
its ability to cross the blood-brain barrier. (Bianchi, Fiocchi,
Tavani and Manara, 1982) (Brown et al., 1983). It may be the case
that, over time, quaternary naltrexone may leak into the brain or
alternatively it may be metabolized into naltrexone. Perhaps it
is naltrexone (which crosses the blood-brain barrier more
readily) that antagonizes morphine's and radiation's effects
(Brown et al., 1983). The results presented here do not resolve
these issues.

" .Although radiation exposure is known to alter the blood-brain
* barrier, the dose and latency required to observe these changes

in post-irradiation permeability are unclear (Clemente and
Richardson, 1962). To the best of our knowledge no radiogenic
alterations in the blood-brain barrier have been reported within
the limited post-irradiation time period used in the present
experiments (5-35 minutes post exposure). This, of course, does
not confirm that changes in permeability did not occur. It is
interesting to note here, however, that quaternary naltrexone
reversed morphine-induced locomotion (when the blood-brain
barrier was intact). This suggests that an intact blood-brain
barrier may not eliminate naltrexone methobromide's antagonism of
this opiate-induced behavior.

The data reported here support the hypothesis of endorphin
involvement in radiation-induced locomotor hyperactivity and,
taken at face value, they suggest an important role for
peripheral opiates in morphine-induced and radiogenic behaviors.
However, these conclusions are contingent upon further research
which more fully evaluates naltrexone methoromide's capacity to
cross the blood-brain barrier of the C57BL/6J mouse.

(Contact Author for References)
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SYMPOSIUM LUNCHEON ADDRESS

A PERSONALITY PROFILE FOR GENERAL OFFICERS

Dr. David P. Campbell
(Center for Creative Leadership)

Dr. David Campbell is the Smith Richardson Senior Fellow in
Creative Leadership at the Center for Creative Leadership,
Greensboro, North Carolina. He is also an Adjunct Professor at
Duke University.

The Center for Creative Leadership is a nonprofit
institution established by the Smith Richardson Foundation to
develop the knowledge of the behavioral sciences into useful
applications for leaders and aspiring leaders. The Center

. carries on an extensive research program on leadership with
emphasis upon the creative, non-routine elements.

Dr. Campbell, a native Iowan, received his B.S. and M.S.
from Iowa State University and his PhD -- 1960 -- from the
University of Minnesota. He was appointed to the Minnesota
faculty in 1960 and became a full professor in 1968. In 1973 he
was invited to the Center for Creative Leadership as a Visiting
Fellow; six months later he accepted the newly-created position
of Vice-President of the Center.

Dr. Campbell's earlier work centered around psychological
testing and career development. He is the co-author of the
Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory, the premier instrument of its
kind. In more recent years, he has also been involved in
research in leadership and creativity. Dr. Campbell has
published widely in scientific and professional journals, and he
has authored several best-selling books (the most recent being If
I'm in Charge Here, Why is Everybody Laughing?, published in
1980). In addition to academic honors that include the E. K. 
Strong Gold Medal, he values the University of Minnesota Squash
championship, and runner-up in the Minneapolis Tribune Annual
Photo Contest. He is on the Board of Directors of National
Computer Systems. His professional affiliations include
membership and fellowship in the Division of Industrial and
Organizational Psychology, the Division on Evaluation and
Measurement, and the Division of Counseling Psychology of the
American Psychological Association.

His luncheon address at the Ninth Biennial Psychology in the
. DOD Symposium on 18 April 1984 is titled "A Personality Profile

" for General Officers." A summary of Dr. Campbell's address
follows.
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A PERSONALITY PROFILE FOR GENERAL OFFICERS

,. David P. Campbell

Center for Creative Leadership

During the years of 1978 through 1981, roughly 1000 people

went through the Center for Creative Leadership's Leadership
Development Program in Greensboro, NC. Of these, 64 were

Brigadier Generals in the U.S. Army. Each participant filled in

a lengthy battery of psychological tests, and was also observed
and rated on their performance in small group exercises.

.- . This paper is a summary of the test scores and ratings for

these military officers versus the other subgroups, and the total

- sample. The results, generally predictable, showed the military
' _' iofficers scoring high on scales such as Dominance and Willingness

to take control. Of course, as in every sample, there was a lot

*, of variability within the sample and perhaps the most interesting

* . finding was the variations in the individual patterns in the test
scores of these outstandingly successful officers.
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PANEL SESSION
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SESSION CHAIR: G. Rufus Sessions (U.S. Air Force Academy)
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Albert S. Glickman (Organization Research Group of
Tidewater, Inc.)

George H. Anno (Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation)
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PROCEEDINGS ENTRIES

"The defense nuclear agency intermediate dose program: An overview"

(Robert W. Young and David L. Auton)

"A questionnaire assessment of estimated radiation effects upon
military task performance" (Albert S. Glickman, Peter S. Winne,
Ben B. Morgan, Jr., and Richard B. Moe)

"Estimated effects of ionizing radiation upon military task

performance: Individual combat crewmember assessments" (George H. Anno

and Don B. Wilson)

"A summary of the psychological effects of tactical nuclear warfare"

(G. Rufus Sessions)
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THE DEFENSE NUCLEAR AGENCY INTERMEDIATE DOSE PROGRAM:
AN OVERVIEW

• -- (EFFECTS OF TOTAL-BODY IRRADIATION ON THE PERFORMANCE OF PERSONNEL

IN ARMY COMBAT CREWS)

ROBERT W. YOUNG, PhD and DAVID L. AUTON, PhD

-.- ( Defense Nuclear Agency

('"I ABSTRACT

The objective of this research was to provide the
quantitative basis for predicting performance

0 decrement in Army crewmen irradiated with less than O
0. 4500 rads (cGy). Since the data necessary for these

S predictions do not exist and cannot be obtained
directly by human testing due to the deadly nature of

, ionizing radiations, this effort involved not only the
collection of data, but -the development of a
methodology to indirectly obtain the data.-- The data .
were obtained using a questionnaire derived from
detailed information on radiation sickness and
analysis of 15 combat crew tasks. The questionnaire,
which asked for quantitative information on the impact
of radiation sickness symptoms on the performance of
sub-tasks, was administered to experts in the O
performance of the combat tasks- The results obtained
in this effort clearly demonstrate that this
methcdology can be used to obtain meaningful estimates
of the impact of very hazardous environments on
performance. Comparison of the results from this
study with those from studies which have directly S
assessed the effects of sickness on performance
suggests that this questionnaire approach could ,
successfully be applied to the evaluation of other %
hazardous environments in other military systems.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this research effort was to provide the
quantitative basis for predicting the performance decrement in Army
infantry crewmen irradiated with less than 4500 rads (cGy). Army
analysis of critical factors on the tactical battlefield indicates
that nuclear radiation is the predominate casualty producing effect
for nuclear weapons of 50 Kt or less. Present senerios for combat
operations in a nuclear environment indicate that between one-half
and three-quarters of the infantry personnel targeted with a
tactical nuclear weapon would receive an initial radiation dose of
greater than 150 rads (cGY) but less than 3000 rads (CGy). While,
in general, the effects of radiation in this dose range are known,
the precise effects of radiation on combat performance are not well
known, especially the effects of radiation sickness. The present
combat casualty criteria are based on the incapacitating and
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killing effects of radiation derived primarily from animal
experimental studies. Since no data exists with which to quantify

degradation in performance from radiation sickness, these effects

are not presently defined in the combat casualty criteria. While

V".. it is generally known that most of the individuals who receive more
S.* than the "Emergency Risk Dose" of 150 rads (c~y) but less than a

"Latent Lethal Dose" of 650 rads (cay), will experience radiation
sickness, it is not known how radiation sickness will affect combat
capability, despite the probable survival of many of these
individuals. Since there is no way to directly test the
performance of combat personnel in an actual or simulated radiation
environment, obtaining data for these predictions is a major
obstacle to accurate tactical nuclear planning.

The direct prediction of combat capability after a nuclear
burst is not possible since there is no history of combat

operations in a nuclear environment. In fact, there are very
limited sources of information on the effects of prompt total-body
irradiation--namely Hiroshima/Nagasaki, accidental exposures,
clinical irradiations, and animal experiments. In none of these

cases except the animal experiments was task performace measured
after irradiation. There are no performance measures which can be
reconstructed from Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Additionally,
uncertainties about the time at which radiation sickness occurred
and the dose which individuals received limits the use of
information which can be obtained from those bombings. Likewise,
none of the accidental exposures produce any estimate of the
effects of radiation on performance, except for the one case in
which early transient incapacitation was. documented in the
postirradiation clinical description (Shipman, et al., 1961). Only
two studies (Payne, et al., 1963; Wolfgang and Maier, 1972) which
have conducted as follow-ups to clinical irradiations have measured
any aspect of psychomotor performance capability. Both of these
studies employed severely ill cancer patients and neither employed

performance measures which could be directly related to military
task performance. Postirradiation performance has been measured in
numerous animal experiments. This source of data provides good
quantification for postirradiation incapacitation but much less
information on the impact on performance of radiation sickness.
Given the limitations on existing sources of data and the
unacceptability of human testing to directly measure these effects,
an indirect method had to be established to obtain measures of
intermediate doses of ionizing radiation on combat performance.

APPROACH2

A combination of several methods was employed in this project.
The basic approach was to administer a questionnaire to senior
crewmen in Army combat crews in order to obtain quantifiable
judgements on the effects of radiation sickness upon the
performance of their tasks. The questionnaire employed
behaviorally anchored rating scales to obtain estimates of the

impact of the symptoms of radiation sickness on the performance of
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sub-task elements of Army combat crew functions. Prerequisite to
the development and administration of the questionnaire was a
detailed description of both radiation sickness Army crew
functions. Subsequent to questionnaire administration were the
multivariate analysis of the data, efforts to corroborate the
results, and the development of a method to qunatitavively
generalize to the data to the entire time-dose matrix. The
discrete major elements which comprised this project were: (1)
generating quantitative descriptions of radiation sickness, (2)
developing behaviorally anchored scales of radiation sickness, (3)
combining radiation sickness scales to produce "typical" symptoms

.*<. complexes of illness syndromes, (4) combining radiation sickness
syndromes and task analyses into a questionnaire, (5) administering
the questionnaire, (6) applying a multiv-rate analysis to the
results, (7) developing a quantitative method to generalyze the

*results to the entire time-dose matrix, (8) accounting for the
psychological impact of nuclear combat, (9) integrating animal
incapacitation data into the human performance decrement data, and
(10) applying the analysis to Army planning. As such, this study
was a multidisciplinary effort accomplished by several different
organizations and guided by a working group.

The quantification of the signs and symptoms of radiation
sickness during the first 6 weeks after exposure was undertaken as
the first step in this project. To facilitate this process, the
range of radiation doses between 75 and 4500 rads (c3y),
free-in-air, was subdivided into 8 dose ranges associated with
discrete pathophysiological events. For each subrange of dose, the
"typical" incidence, severity, and duration of radiation sickness
signs and symptoms were defined. These endpoints were quantified
from the medical and research literature on human radiation
sickness. This literature consists of (1) case studies of nuclear
accidents, (2) records of patients given radiotherapy for cancer
and other diseases, (3) analysis of "composite" studies, including
the experience of the Japanese atomic bomb survivors, and (4)
expert opinion. These data were analyzed by a working group of
experts in radiobiology and radiation therapy to reach a consesuS
about "typical" symptoms.

In order to incorporate this radiation symptom information
into behaviorally anchored rating scales for use in a
questionnaire, the radiation symptoms information was divided into
6 separate categories of acute radiation symptoms. The symptom
categories were: (1) upper gastrointestinal destress, (2) lower

.-'. gastrointestinal distress, (3) fatiguability and weaknecs, .

hypotension, (5) infection and bleeding, and (6) fluid loss and
electrolyte imbalence. The symptoms for each of the categories of
radiation-induced illness were described for mild to sever-
symptoms on a 5-point rating scale. Symptom complixes were then
constructed, based on the severity descriptions for the 8 symptom
categories and their occurance within the 8 radiation dose ranges.
Since radiation sickness is manifest in a time-dependent manner,

for each symptom category that occurred concurrently in time. From
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the large number of possible symptom complexes, the 30-40 unique
e_. syndromes which provided the greatest coverage of the time-dose

matrix were chosen. As such, syndromes ranged from mild symptoms
from a single category to to severe symptoms from several
categories.

Each item on the questionnaire was comprised of a radiation
sickness syndrome and a task element from the crew functions being
tested. Respondants were asked to estimate the time required to
complete a subtask element under the conditions of illness
specified in the question. The impact of radiation sickness on
each crew position was assessed in this way for the M60A3 tank, 133
mm self-propelled howitzer and fire-direction center, and the
improved TOW vehicle. A detailed description of the construction
and administration of the questionnaire is reported by Winne, et
al. (1984) elsewhere in this symposium. Likewise, the analysis of
the data, and the resulting predictions of individual crew-member
performance have been summarized by Anno et.al. (1984)

RESULTS

The data obtained from the questionnaire (Winne. et al., 1934)
and the predicted effects on each crew positio (Anno et al., 1984)
indicate that the effects of radiation sickness are dependent on
the physical demands of the task. This trend was tested across all
observations using a 2-way A1NOV to compare overall performance
decrement for a crew positions with symptom severity.
Newman-Keuls comparisons indicate that for all symptoms there is a
significantly greater (p<.Ol) performance decrement for the
physically demanding tasks (e.g., gun crew loader) than for the
non-physically demanding tasks (e.g., fire direction center).
Based on this finding, predicted performance decrement was divided
into 30, 50, and 70 percent bands, with limits of each band
determined by the decrement observed in the most and least affected
task. This analysis, together with regions of no effect and
incapacitation, are summarized in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Radiation-induced performance decrement as a function of

time after exposure and radiation dose.
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DISCUSSION

The results of this study clearly indicate that significant
differences in the effect of radiation sickness on the performance
of military tasks can be identified and quantified using a
questionnaire. In order to determine whether these differences are
representative of performance decrements which are observed in the
actual performance of military personnel during illness, these
results were compared with the performance measures taken on Naval
and Coast Guard Personnel during seasickness (Wiker, et al., 1990).
Matched for symptom complex and task, the results of the two
studies agree. Likewise, the finding of this study agree with the
findings in animal research that postirradiation performance
decrement increases with task demand.

Two aspects of the effects of radiations on the battlefield
were not directly addressed by the questionnaire study. These were
the psychological aspects of nuclear combat and the transient
incapacition which can be produced by radiation exposure. The
psychological impact of nuclear combat on military effective is a
very difficult problem unto itself. This study did not attempt to
quantify the performance decrement from the psychological trauma of
nuclear battle. We did, however conduct a comprehensive review of
what is known in this area, what the problems are and what
potential impact they might have. That review will be summarized
in another paper in this symposium (Sessions, 1984). Transient
behavioral incapacitation after irradiation was quantified from
behavioral studies with monkeys. Too little data on incapacitation
in man exists to permit a time and dose dependent description of
its occurrance. Since this particular reaction is independent of
the signs and symptoms of radiation sickne s and has been carefully -,

studied in monkeys, the primate data were used to quantify that
aspect of the behavioral impact of prompt total-body irradiation.
Taken together, these various sources of data present a
comprehensive picture of the impact of radiation on the combat
performance capability in Army crews. As such, this work suggests
that the utilization of this type of questionnaire approach can
provide a signiifcant tool for gathering data on performance in
hazardous environments.

REFERENCES
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A Questionnaire Assessment of Estimated Radiation Effects
* Upon Military Task Performance

Albert S. Glickman, Peter S. Winne,
El Ben B. Morgan, Jr., and Richard B. Moe

VOrganization Research Group of Tidewater, Inc.
Norfolk, Virginia

Abstract

One hundred twenty-five supervisors in four types of U.S. Army combat
systems estimated the degree of degradation of military tasks for 30 descriptive
symptom complexes associated with various radiation exposures. Results
indicated that (a) the relative order of symptom effects were highly consistent
across positions and the types of systems, (b) performances were expected to be
deleteriously affected under most illness conditions, even mild ones, but
incapacitation was not anticipated until illness conditions became quite severe,
and (c) the most important factors in estimating performances were Fluid Loss
and Fatigability/Weakness.

Introduction

The relationship between radiation sickness and human performance is
largely speculative. A moderate amount of field data exists. But, in a recent
review, Morgan and Cruser (1982) found only three studies dealing directly with
the performance effects of irradiation. Anno, Brode and Washton-Brown (1982),
concluded that there is not yet enough data available upon which to base
operational estimates of the potential impairment of combat units by radiation
sickness. The present study reports a method for obtaining estimates of

radiation effects on combat performance from military personnel.

The vehicle for obtaining estimates was a questionnaire in which
.. supervisors from four types of military crews made judgments of the effects of

illness symptoms on task performance. These were the Artillery Gun, Fire
Direction Center (FDC), Armor (Tank), and TOW-ITV System crews. The expert
judges were given brief descriptions of sets of radiation sickness symptoms and
asked to make estimates of how tasks critical to accomplishment of a team's
mission would be affected. Ratings for specific tasks were combined into
estimates of expected degradation for each position in each type of crew. A
total of 15 different crew positions were investigated.

Metho

U. S. Army combat crews were chosen because they are small, interdependent,

cohesive groups whose effectiveness requires time-critical task performance that
can be observed.

Analysis of data from 125 supervisors are reported here. A total of 21,
23, 40, and 41 personnel represented Artillery (105mm), FDC, Armor, and Mounted
TOW, respectively. Across the four crews the mean time in service and specialty
were 8.5 and 6.6 years respectively.
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Survey Instruments

Four questionnaires, each containing the critical tasks for one crew, were

prepared, consisting of: (a) a demographic information section; (b)
introductory pages containing instructions, examples, and a nuclear combat

scenario; (c) a sample response sheet; and (d) task performance estimates for 30

* symptom sets. Each symptom page contained a description of a set of radiation
sickness symptoms followed by a list of the selected military tasks performed by

the given crew members.

These 30 symptom sets were drawn from six physiological components of
" illness: (a) upper gastro-intestinal (UG), (b) lower gastro-intestinal (LG),

(c) fatigability/weakness (FW), (d) cardiovascular (CV), (e) bleeding and
infection (BI), and (f) fluid loss and electrolyte imbalance (FL). Each of

these contained five behavioral descriptions representing five points on a scale
of severity. Written descriptions of sickness symptoms were formed by selecting
one component symptom from each of the six syndromes. For example, a symptom

coded "334231" combined severity level "3" of UG, "3" of LG, "4" of FW level,
"2" CV, level "Y' BI and level "l" of FL. Severities were associated with a
wide range of radiation intensities and times after exposure.

For each task a referent time, derived from observation, technical manuals,
and expert judgment, was listed, which represented usual completion time under
normal (healthy) conditions. The respondents were instructed to select one of
three alternatives describing the effect of the symptoms shown: (i) No effect,
(2) Task would take longer to accomplish, or (3) Could not do it at all. For

the second alternative, respondents were asked to estimate how long it would

take for a crew member to complete the task.

Procedure

Four Army training sites were visited during November 1982 through February
1983. The questionnaire was administered to groups of 4 to 44. The sessions,
approximately two and one-half hours in duration, started with a briefing on the
nature, purpose and use of the data. Following this, instructions were given
and a sample response page was "walked through" on a task-by-task basis.

Respondents then completed the task lists for each of the 30 illness conditions.
Ten sets of three complexes were formed; each set contained a relatively mild,

moderate and severe complex. The order of presentation of these 10 sets was
randomized in the questionnaire, and used for all subjects, except for a second

sample from the FDC group, in which the order was reversed.

Results

The analyses of the questionnaires focused on three issues: (a) what was
- . . the degree of consistency in the estimates of the respondents; (b) what level of

degradation was expected to result from the symptoms described; and (c) which of

the six symptom components were most important in determining the expected
decrements.
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Measures

To estimate the effects of radiation, the data were treated in two ways.
First, the percentages of respondents who checked "No Effect" and "Cannot Do"

* for each symptom set and task were computed. in several positions (e.g.,
* -:Gunner, Assistant Gunner and Loader in the Artillery; HCO and Computer in the

FDC; and the Gunner in the Tank and TOW), the inability to perform one task was
grounds for classifying that crew member as incapacitated, because of the serial
linkage of tasks.

Second, a percentage of baseline performance, based on the ratio of the
reference time to the estimated time under the sick conditions, was calculated
for each task. These percentages were further adjusted on a task-to-task basis
by dividing each respondent's expected rating by his rating to symptom "112111"
("Somewhat tired with a mild weakness"). "No Effect" ratings were treated as
100% of baseline, and "Cannot Do" ratings were treated as 0%. Percentage of

* ~. baseline measures for the tasks within each position were averaged. In turn,
position means were averaged to derive crew-decrement estimates.

Rating Consistency

The first set of analyses was conducted to test the extent to which the
expected severity of the symptom sets was consistent across all positions; i.e.,
did the judges agree on the relative magnitude of effect of the 30 symptoms on
task performance? The 30 symptoms were rank-ordered on mean percentage of
baseline performance for each position within each crew. The test of agreement
among the rank orders, using the coefficient of concordance, Kendall's W, showed
substantial consistency in the rank orders across crew positions within crews.
The average value of W was .97, accounting for 94% of the variance of rank
order. A similar test on the order of symptom effects across crews also found
high consistency, W-.94, accounting for 88% of the variance. The implication is
straightforward--that the relative severity of degradation in response to
illness is expected to be similar across positions and crews, even though the
particular tasks performed by crew members are different.

4.- Expected Degradation

Evidence of rank order consistency, however, does not provide a test for
the absolute degree of expected effect. Some positions might be more
detrimentally affected by radiation sickness than other positions. Accordingly,
the degradations expected for crews could differ. To assess the extent to which
positions were expected to degrade as a function of illness conditions, the two
measures of performance (e.g., percentage of respondees who reported the
position would be incapacitated, and the mean percentage of baseline
performance) were assessed within and across the symptom set. Comparisons were
made both among the positions in each crew and among crews.

It was found that performance would be affected somewhat under most illness
conditions, even relatively mild ones, but that incapacitation was seldom
expected until relatively severe conditions prevailed. Across positions and
symptoms, 27% of the respondents gave "No Effect" responses and 13% gave "Cannot

Do" responses.

At milder levels of illness, only a small percentage of respondents felt
that performance would be incapacitated, regardless of position. At moderate
and severe levels, 20% to 60% of the respondents expected that the requirements
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of positions could not be performed. Under the most severe illness condition,
more than half (55%) of the respondents expected incapacitation to occur.

The analysis of percentage of baseline data provides additional information
regarding expected decrement level. Figure 1 shows the mean percentage of
baseline performance for each of the crews as a function of symptom severity.
Across symptom sets, the mean expected degradation was 64%. With the mildest
symptom ("113111"), mean expected performance across crews was 93% of baseline.
For the most severe symptom ("415314"), the average rating was 24%. The trend
of degradation across symptoms was generally linear. The FDC crew was judged to
be somewhat less degraded than the other three crews, probably because of the
less physically demanding nature of their jobs.

100 
_ _ _ _
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Figure 1. Mean percentaqe of normal performance for crews as a
function of perceived symptom complex severity across
the four crews.

Within position, the standard deviations suggest that there were large
individual differences in estimates. For this reason, the absolute values are
judged to be less important then relative ranking of the illness conditions.
Nevertheless, the respondents in all groups expected a fairly steep decline in
performance as a function of illness. Except for the mildest symptoms,
performances at all positions were expected to be 80% of normal or worse. In
fact, mean expected performance for nearly one-half of the symptoms used was
less than 60% of normal. Physically demanding positions were judged to be most
vulnerable to radiation effects.

Symptom Components

Finally, stepwise multiple linear regression was used to determine the
amount of variance in the degradation estimates accounted for by the six

%°%
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p hysiological components, and to identify the components with the highest betaI

weights, within and across all positions.

Across positions, the most important symptom components were Fluid Loss,
(characterized by dry mouth and headaches, and at high scale levels, burning
sensations and difficulty moving), and Fatigability/Weakness. The positions
requiring physical strength were somewhat more dependent on the degree of FW
associated with the illnesses than other positions. The final regression
equation in the combined analysis accounted for approximately 41% of the
variability in the decrements expected across the symptom sets, suggesting that
it is feasible to predict to other illness outcomes from knowledge of the
symptom components.

Discussion

This study offers only a beginning in our understanding of the expected
effects of radiation illness, but several of the findings are rather robust.
Strong consistency across both positions and crews in the order of severity of
the symptoms is shown. The range of tasks and skills tapped suggests that
declines in performances will be general and not limited to a few jobs.

The findings from the regression analysis would justify further
investigation. The results of this preliminary study were encouraging with

* respect to prediction of expected performances under other sickness conditions.
The weights derived for the symptoma components provide one means for predicting
dose/time curves of military performances. At this point it appears that Fluid .

Loss and Fatigability/Weakness will consistently result in the most degradation.

Finally, the level of decrement data, in terms of both the percentage of
"No effect" responses, and the percentage of baseline performance, reflects a
general expectation of systematic degradation for all of the positions sampled,
even at mild symptom levels.

We close with these caveats. This is a study of judgments, not of actual
experience, and only physiological factors have been dealt with here. Because

'.% ~6other factors are present in a nuclear engagement, such as blast damage,
equipment failure, and psychological reactions, our estimates of deleterious
effects of exposure to radiation are very conservative.
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Estimated Effects of Ionizing Radiation Upon Military Task Performance: -

Individual Combat Crewmember Assessments

George H. Anno and Don B. Wilson

Lfl Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation

Los Angeles, CaliforniaSn
Abstract

0 Quantitative estimates are developed of the performance levels

o. for selected individual Army combat crewmembers exposed to prompt

ionizing radiation from nuclear weapons. The performance levels,
expressed in percent of normal (baseline) task performance, pro-

vide information for military operations planning, combat train-
:i -ing, and coptrsimulation modeling of combat crwand unit"--

effectiveness. The methodology is described where data from two
separate bodies of information;- 1) acute radiation sickness
symptomatology, and 2 judgment ot task performance time from
Army combat crew questionnaires - are integrated to compute per-

formance levels as a function of dose (free-in-air) and post-
exposure time.

Introduction

The procedural methodology for developing the dose/time individual perfor-
_ mance relationships described utilizes information resulting from preceding work

performed for the DNA Intermediate Dose Program etfort including a comprehensive
review and assessment of acute radiation effects/symptomatology in humans [Baum,
et al., 1983]; description and quantification of radiation sickness in terms of
five levels of severity, and aggregation of symptom groups into symptom complexes
jAnno, et al., 1983]; and gathering judgmental data on military task performance
from questionnaires administered to Army combat crew personnel [Glickman, et al.,

1983]. 5...

The acute radiation effects and symptomatology descriptions by Baum, et al.
for each of eight (8) separate dose ranges covering exposures from 75 to 4500
rads (cGy), provides the medical/radiobiological basis for establishing the five •

symptom severity levels and forming the symptom complexes. Symptom complex ver-
bal descriptions used in the Army combat crew questionnaires form the link be-
tween dose/time and the task performance estimates provided by the combat crew-
members.

We focus on crewmembers representing four different crews specifically selec-
ted for study because their operations include the prospect of decisive encounters
with the enemy. The term "decisive" means that one of the combatant crews will
probably be put out of action as a consequence of the encounter. Phe crews are

small, with three or four members, and the encounters are usually brief, typically

lasting between 30 and 90 sec. Accordingly, the crew missions, operational
O.' scenarios, and crewmembers' tasks can be readily modeled.
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Analysis

Performance data, derived from questionnaires administered to a total of 161

senior noncommissioned officers from the four combat crews were evaluated to
identify those applicable for further analysis based on criteria imposed. Twenty
four (24) respondents were excluded based on either lack of experience, background,
self-disqualification or missing questionnaires. Another 21 were rejected because
of noncompliance with instructions or unreasonable response patterns, leaving a
total of 116 or 73 percent. The table below summarizes combat crew information
used for the regression analysis.

Combat Crew Summary for Regression Analysis

Number f Number of Number of
Combat Crew Respondents Crewmember Position Tasks

Complexes
(N) (K)

Artillery, Gun 25 30 Chief-of-Section I
(155 mm Self- Gunner 2
Propelled Assistant Gunner 2
Howitzer) Loader 6

Artillery, Fire 21 30 Fire Direction Officer J
Direction Center Horizontal Control Operator 2

Computer 2

' Armor, Tank 34 30 Tank Commander 4
(M60A3) Gunner 3

Loader 2
Driver I

Anti-Armor, 36 40 Squad Leader

Mounted TOW Gunner
(TOW/ITV) Driver 1

Loader 2

A linear regression analysis was performed of respondent-averaged data to
obtain the fit parameters for predicting the performance for each of the 15
crewmember positions. The logit form was used to model the response data since
it guarantees that all predicted performance values including the upper and
lower confidence limits lie within the interval (U,l) which is consistent with

4 the dependent variable (performance) input data. That is,

k

where,

t '.'-'. 
to j

k jk N

,1., Jl 'ijk
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and where P is performance, t is estimated time to complete a task, to is refer-
ence or baseline time to complete a task, and i,j, and k are, respectivel, re- 01

. spondent, task, and symptom complex indices. x'k = (1, xkl, xk2, ... , Xk6) is
a vector of integers (I <xk2 <5) denoting symptom severity level for the kth

S." symptom complex and £th symptom category; the six symptom categories whose
severity levels were considered in this analysis are 1) upper gastrointestinal
distress, 2) lower gastrointestinal distress, 3) fatigability/weakness, 4)
hypotension, 5) infection/bleeding, and 6) fluid loss/electrolyte imbalance.
The s-parameters are given by the vector 3' = (o, i, ..., ab) which are esti-
mated. The relationship for estimating performance of a crewmembef for the kth
symptom complex is Pk = 1/[1 + exp(-x' s)].

Figure 1 gives an example of predicted performance (straight diagonal line)
and data from the questionnaire (asterisks). Also shown are 95 percent con- .01
fidence bounds for the regression line (solid lines) and the data points (dashed
lines). The regression analysis was performed using SAS [Brelsford, 19811;
STATLIB [Ray, 1982] was also used to make estimates of the correlation (p) of
error terms utilizing maximum likelihood techniques; values of p = 0.3 to 0.4
were estimated for the data which suggests that the responses are correlated.

"P Therefore, the confidence bounds may be from 12 to 30 percent larger.

7-.
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Figure 1. Tank crew individual performance: Tank Commander.

The performance predictions are mapped onto the dose/time plane applying
numerical techniques to a framework of symptom complexes. The dose/time plane

is divided into eight dose bands (75-150, 150-300, 300-530, 530-830, 830-1100,
1100-1500, 1500-2000, 2000-3000, and 3000-4500 rads (cGy)); each dose range in
turn is divided into a series of adjacent finite increments along postexposure
time to represent the dose/time location of acute radiation illness states de-
fined by symptom complexes. The symptom complexes are each identified by a row
of six (6) integers varying from 1 to 5 depending upon severity level; e.g.,
213111 designates severity level 3 for upper gastrointestinal distress, severity @

% e'.level I for lower gastrointestinal distress, severity level 3 for fatigability/
-. ~weakness, and severity level I for hypotension, infection/bleeding, and fluid -'

loss/elcctrolyte imbalance.
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Computational Procedure

In order to create a three-dimensional representation of performance as a
function of dose and time, the symptom map described above plus imposed boundary
conditions are utilized to build a smooth surface that both covers the regions
of interest and passes through each performance input data point. To do this,
a "french curve" algorithm is applied to translate the input data into an evenly
spaced (logarithmic) grid of performance predictions for 18 values of dose and
39 values of time. The particular dose/time grid structure chosen allows full
resolution of the underlying symptom map without adding an excessive amount of
easily interpolated information.

Figure 2 is an example of the three-dimensional performance surfaces vs.
dose and time shown for the tank crew commander. A similar numerical procedure

" was used to generate isoperformance contour plots which correspond to 10 percent
incremental co-planar projections of the performance surface onto the dose/time
plane; Fig. 3 shows the contours for the tank crew commander.
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Figure 2. Performance surface tank crew Tank Commander.

Discussion

%# % .. . ,

Performance vs. dose level and time after exposure such as illustrated in
Figs. 2 and 3 provide the basic information for further developing and express-
ing the acute effects of ionizing radiation on combat troop effectiveness for2
specific applications. These include Army field manuals, instruction and train-
ing materials, and computer simulation of combat engagements. Fig. 2 provides
an overall illustration of individual performance as related to dose (75-4500
rads (cGy)) and time (minutes to 6 weeks). Surface depressions show where per-
formance is degraded. The initial overall depression is consistent with tin
prodromal symptomatology from medical observations which includes nausea, vomit-
ing, fatigue, weakness, and initial fluid loss. For later times the broad rise
in performance between 10 and 200 hrs in Fig. 2 is related to some remission

"- ." of the prodromal symptoms prior to the onset of delayed symptoms such as infec-
tion, bleeding, fever, lower gastrointestinal distress, fluid loss and
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Figure 3. Performance contours, 10 percent performance intervals:
tank crew, Tank Commander. 0

reoccurrences of nausea, vomiting, fatigability, and weakness, reflected by the
downward slope of the surface. The broad rise decreases with increasing dose,
which reflects the increasing absence of remission of radiation induced effects -l

affecting performance. Medical experience suggests symptoms associated with
acute radiation sickness affecting performance are present in those exposed as 6
follows: 5-30 percent from 75 to 150 rads (cGy); 30-60 percent from 150-300 - -

rads (cGy); 60-90 percent from 300-530 rads (cCy); 90-iOO percent from 530-830
rads (cGy); and 100 percent from 830 rads (cGv) and greater.
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Surrnary cf the Psycl airl Fffects cf Tactical Fuclezr !,arfare

UJ. S. Air Force Acadlenw

* ..- ~*.Abstract

0 'he psycholoical comrponert of the response cf corthat
CD troops to tactical nUC e a r war f are i s a trouble(some

variable which pi~aaues military planners and( conpa nder s
responsible for the preparation of the armed forces for

I the eventuality that nuIclear weapons rtiaht one dav he used
in armed conflict. The devastatina physical effects of

S nuclear weapons have b-een extensivelyv docun-erted ard th e
bioloqical response of animrals ane humrans to radiation has
also been well studied, but very little is known
corcerrinq the probable effects of exneriencino a nuclear
attack upon the emrotionial s-tabjiity, rr r a Ie, an(,
motivation of soldiers to TPerfcorrr their assioned Outies.
The literature addressi no this topic has I-een reviewed anO
evaluated as rart of the Defense Nuclear Aoency F
Interrediate Dose Proorar. A surr'ary of th e rPor t
resulting from this effort is presentee herein. The full
literature rev iew and eaccornpanyinrq biijoaraphy are
available from the author upon recuest.

Introduction

Any attempt at predictine the response of combat personnel to
the threats associated with tactical nuclear warfare mrust deal
with two separate but interrelated. problems. One concerns the
assessment of the physical and rental performance capabilities of_
individ'uals who have experienced nuclear weapons attack; that
is, the capaci ty of individuals to fuinction and carry out ther :
normal Cuties followino exposure to the ranceo of d'oses of ioni7inq7
radiation expectedI in the tactical nuclear environrrnt. The

* second problemr concerns the assessm'ent of the emotional stability
and wilIIincyness of individuals to perform their duties folloviro
an attack civen that they possess the capability. Even under the
best of circumstances, aiven acoo leadership and traininn, the
ccombat effectiveness of soldiers is Hhly correlated wi th their
emnotional preparedness for battle, individual and unit moral, ane
unit cohesiveness. Civen that exposure to the effects of tactical
r uclear reapons, or even the threat of exposure, can he expected
to produce levels of rsycholoiicai stress which rCou'd result in
epradation of these factors, the psFvch(- o icral ef fects Cf
tactical nuclear w!arfpre- must Fe considered an iirrportant varOiah'
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affectina the reFporse of so] cl iers to iniermediate Coses of
joni7ina ra04at ion.

The primary efforts associated with the intermediate dose

prooram have focused on the capacity of individ'ualsF and crews to
function followinc exposure to raliation, primarily because the
nature of this ProhIem is more clearly uneerstoocd and more
directlv atdressahie throuch empirical investiqation. A!thouoh
the psvcholoaical factors will almost certainly affect the
performance of soliers on the ruclear battlefjeld', the extent of
this effect cannot be accuratelv estimated on the basis of current
knowl edqe. In fact, this probl em cannot be addressed
ouantitativelv because there are no hare Cata which would permit
an chective estimate of the manner in which performance would be
affected. Despite this difficultv, discussior of the
psychoioojca. issues Is .2moortant in order to (a) place the
estimates of Performance capabilities in the context of the
broader persnectives of the realities of combat, are (b) provide a
framework within %,bhcb future research efforts in this area may he

The available information directly relevant to this problem
is very limited. The only two instances of the use of nuclear
w eapons in warfare at Firoshima an(' Naaasaki involved primarily
civilian populations and provide little information Oirectly
relevant to the response of soldiers ane their residual combat
capabilitv. Therefore, indirect sources of information were
considered in attemptino to estimate the psychoiooical

consecuences of tactical nuclear combat ane their effects on
combat performance. Some of the sources provi irnto information
pertinent to this problem includee those that address conventional
combat psychiatry, Worle Var I oas warfare experiences, human
stress, medical psycholoay, civilian djsasters, the Three r..le
Island experience, and human shock or arief responses.

Summa ry

The psycholooical component of the stress impinairn upon the
soldier facinq the threat of the modern intearated battlefield has
often been addressed with the most attention beino iven to the
aeneral deleterious effects of comhat stress, fear, fatioue, and
most recently, exposure to chemical weapons. The inteorated Nei
battlefield concept emphasi7es the comhiration threat of weapon

- systems avai lable in the modern mil itarv arsenal, includina
.[ conventional small arms, hitch exrplosjve artillery, tactical air

support ordinance, as well as chemical, biolooical, and nuclear
" weaponry. The tactical nuclear combat environment is a subset of

the total combat environment of the modern inteorated battlefield. @1
T he Ppsycholocical effects of the corseOuences of tactical nuclear

, warfare has received less attention than conventional or chemical
warfare, perhaps because of a) the lack of historical experience
with nuclear weaponry, or b) the i naility to real istical ly

" conceive the threat, or, the human tendency tc denv or repress
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concepts so threaterino Pre rverrowerjro, or c) rerlharr (,tI( to the
aener a l 1ack of attention to nuclear weaponry Ourino the# recert
political climate of eetante an(' antiruclear Fentirrert.

Previous efforts to aOress thir probler h-a ve f OCuL)ed cn
estjiratino the occurrence of extreme emrotional reactions lcad4iro
to panic behavior or reurorsvcHatric c a SLIa11t ie s resuIi't ino fr or

total emrotional breakdown. Th-e former resronse has been nerralv
ruled out as an expected occurrence (Class, 195(). TP 'atte r
response has beer. exarrined thoi al bsduo the v r i ro0U F

eat baes rorthe previous comhat experiences in Vo rl 2 W-r IT
and Korea (Vineberq, 11965).

A straiql-t forward recoonitior of the fact that intensity of
combat di rectl y correlates wi th NP casual ty rates leads to the
conclusion that casualties due to emotional breakdocwr will be
hiaher inr ocbat. i nvol v ino nuclear weapons than any PrevicuF
corflijtr involvinco conventional weapons alone. Fstimates of
neuropsychiatric casualty rates based or ratios referenced, to
killeO or wounded in action are likely to bePr mi FlePadino, d lu e t o
the fact that ruch hiaher physical casualty rates will he exprected
fror the employment of tactical nurlear weap-ons.

The oreatest impact on residuial. combhat capab.ility in tactical
nuclear combat may be expected to derive not from neuroTpsvcviatric
casualty rates, but f ror emot ional 0isrupti ons wh ich are
debilitatinq from a nerforrarce point. of view but rot severe

*enouoh to produce the Classical Picture of emotional breakdlown
* representee in th-e neuropsychiatric casualty.

*The f oIIow ino descr i rt ion of the emotional 0di Frupt ior F
-*expected f rom troops exposed to nuclePar attfack are bosed' on

ma te r ialIs Cescribina or ana3ly7ira th-e behavior of survivors of theP
nuclear attacks onI Hirosh-imarc and N a ca ra k.i in 1 9 IC5. Th-e se
rater ial s n1c)lde eyewitness accounts Sieres, 194F; fPach i a ,
1955), eited( reports of evewitness !accounts (1-errev, 10Od(;
Naaai , 19 5 1) and s t udie Ps inrvo lv inro i nte r v iews w ith survivors c f
the bombinc's (Janis, 1951; Vutho, 19F2; Lifton, l9E7) Wh!-ile ther
relevance of the behaviors of the civiliar rorulatirns of' th-ese
t wo Japanese cities in 19A5- to the exprecteO beh-avior of mrodern
comba t troops must be cen t inru ai cuNroestioned, this boey of
inforration represents th-e only emrpirical evidlence reoardiro the
psychological response of LuM an P einos ton nuclear attack and
therefore should be carefullyv consicdered'.

The experience of beino exposed to ntuclear attack cen he (
expected, in the short run,- to b-e Fn intensely traumratic emoctional
stimulus, capable of renderinq individua's temrporarily ireffective
in perforrira routine military duties. While panic behaviors arcd

* .lono term emotional disturb-ances may not h-e expected, a state of
*temporary emotional disturb-ance is to be expected in a Si7eable -

*.but unknown proportion of individuals rurvivino nuclear attack,
ch1)a r atePr i7e by h a shocked, dulledP( affect, With' little carcabil1it-
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for behavior bevord that reOuired for irrmediate survival and
s.escane from the perceived source of danger. Attempts at other

behaviors may he ineffectual cr inappropriate, with the eycepticn
of a small pIercentace of cases in which heroic, aoal-oriented,
selfless behavior mray he expected. Pepen.eiro upon the combination
of ma ny variables affectina tie Feveritv of such emotional
e~sturbanceF, this situation may he expected to persist for a
period of hours to days in the najority of cases.

The variables affectino the susceptihility to and severity of
emotional disruptions include trainJno and preparedness, comhat
experience, leadership, unit cohesion, perceived decree of dancer,
dearee of chaos and destruction in the i.mrediate environment, ard Ii
decree of isolation. Varjables affectina the rapiditv of recovery
.rclu'e safety and rest, trairino and preparedness, leadership in
the immeOiate post-trauma period, cohesiveness and group support,
an(' immediacy, expectancy, and proximity of psy(chjatric first aid j

-S "treatment.

,he behavior of irnividuals followina nuclear attack can best
he analyzedl within a model that takes into account the (dimensions.
of time and space (Logan and j]]ian, ]P53). Since the emotional
responses to dfsastrouF events are characterized as fluid,
charqeable, and transient (Glass, 1956), the expected behavior of
affected individuals nust he referenced to a time secuence -
fclowing the traumatic event. Likewise, because the physical
destruction and damaoe resultino from a nuclear explosion extends
in a diminishing fashion over a wide area, the behavior of
individuals reacting to the destruction will he impacted inversely
proportionately to their distance from the epicenter.

Recommenda t ions 

The most important factor affecting th'e psycholoaical. effects
of nuclear warfare that is under the control of military command
is the trainine and" preperedness of individuals ar leaders to
cope wi th the trauma of nuclear combat. Fmrnhasi s in trainino
should te on a) reali.m, in order to reduce the shock impact of
the aftermath of nuclear attack, b) accurate i nformat ion
concerninq the threat that is faced, and c) information limited to
that which is readily comprehended and assimilated by the averace
individual and which is eirected towards the promotion of his or
her personal welfare. New research is recommended to determine
the ty'pe and' amount of information best suited for the training of
today s combat troops.

-V-5...
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PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE TESTS AS PREDICTORS OF TASK PERFORMARCE

o T.L. Doolittle Ph.D.
* University of Washington

IOscar L. Spurlin Ph.D., and M. Peter Scontrino Ph.D.
Ergometrics and Applied Personnel Research Inc.

* Abstract of Panel Presentation

Test Development:

The more arduous the task, the greater the intensity of force which must be C
applied per unit of time to overcome resistance or achieve rate. Intensity
is commonly called rworkload* with magnitude expressed in appropriate units
of power. Two complex factors determine the limits for which an individual
can produce energy and generate the requisite power:

:14* capacity to utilize oxygen, and
2,- ability to generate muscular tension.

4. The former is called "aerobic power~ and the latter "strength4 . For 4

repetitive tasks, over an 8 hour workday (with normal breaks), individuals
.4. normally will not function at an intensity greater than 40% of their

maximum aerobic power and/or 15% of maximum strength. The limit for
occasional lifting, while influenced by posture and body mechanics, normally Al
should not exceed 70% and never exceed 90% of the individual's maximum
strength.

Aerobic power requirements are estimated from heart rate response to known
* and unknown workloads. From rest to approximately 70-80 percent of maximum

aerobic power, increases in heart rate correlate linearly with increases in
energy expenditure and oxygen consumption (Figure 1).

Further, since the heart can beat only so fast and still function as an
effective pump, an individual's maximum functional capacity can be projected
from the heart rate response at a given sub-maximum workload.
Inter-individual comparisons also are possible. In Figure 1, a givenIl
workload (dashed line) is relatively more demanding for person "A" than for
person "B", and since both will "max"at about the same heart rate, "B" has
more reserve and should be capable of a higher maximum workload. Once the
baseline relationship between heart rate and workload has been established
for each individual, heart rate on job tasks (dotted lines in Figure 1)
enables one to accurately estimate the metabolic requirements. This protocolS
has been utilized and is widely reported for a variety of occupational
endeavors in the literature (Astrand, 1977).

-. . Strength requirements are established by determining the forces required to
lift, push, pull, shovel, slide, etc. as appropriate. Multiple samples are
necessary to account for variability. Heights and distances the objects must

* be moved, and total amount of material per unit of time must be obtained.
From these data strength requirements are determined and expressed in terms
of pounds per lift (for occasional endeavors) or foot pounds per minute for
repetitive tasks. While the aerobic power requirements can be generalized
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for measurement on a treadmill, cycle ergometer, or bench step, strength
testing should closely replicate the task to insure that the requisite muscle
groups are being tested.

For occasional lifting, requiring the individual to lift an object of similar
weight five (5) times will insure that it does not exceed approximately 85%

* of capacity. For repetitive strength tasks 67% of capacity can be performed
at 20 contractions per minute for short durations. Thus, for a workload
requirement of 750 ft-lb/min, there are two defensible alternatives:

* - a single maximum test requiring 6250 ft-lb/min, or
- a three to five minute effort at 4200 ft-lb/min, accomplished

at a rate of 20 repetitions per minute.

FIGURE-1 Heart Rate & Work Load

A, B

>- . ........ .
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.'- Rest Max . -
-"< O2 CONSU MPTION "'

Validity Evidence and Impact on Protected Groups."-

%From the foregoing discussion it can be seen that it is possible to replicate .-,
the significant components of physically demanding occupations. If a test '
can be demonstrated to represent important job components it is valid to use .'

the test in applications such as pre-employment screening. Nevertheless, -
because of the legal guidelines and changing professional standards

surrounding test validation, there are some important issues to consider in-.-!
order to firmly establish the defensibility of a physical performance test.
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Content vs. criterion-related validity

The primary issue here is whether job analysis alone can provide a sufficient
basis for validation. Our experience is that it is, in fact, a superior
method. Job analysis procedures as described above, provide a detailed

- description of actual task requirements. This description is independent of
the characteristics of current incumbents, it is not dependent on large
numbers of employees performing a particular job, and it is not dependent
upon supervisory ratings or other highly subjective methods.

The difficulty with criterion-related validation studies is the criterion.
Physical performance tests are often validated through use of work samples as
performance criteria. Examples can be given to show that the subjectivity
and potential for measurement error is greater in this process, than if the
entire research effort was concentrated on quantifying actual work tasks and
replicating the critical components of these activities.

An issue for both these approaches is which tasks are truly critical to job
performance. Is a task that is performed twice a year a sufficient
justification for a screening standard? Emergency service personnel are
often screened on the basis of worst-case scenarios. This type of rationale P
requires substantially more justification. Another frequently confronted
case is the 'labor pool' where only a certain proportion of individuals are

. ever assigned the arduous tasks.

Simulation

Perhaps one the more difficult questions concerns the degree of
'true-to-life' simulation necessary to be assured of a job-related test.
That is, does a test need to involve exactly the same muscle groups used in
exactly the same range of motion to provide an accurate prediction of job .-

-.success.

In cases where the objective is to select among a relatively large number of
applicants for a given opening, a high degree of precision is usually not
necessary. This finding results from the moderate to high correlation
between different types of physical performance tests. Leg strength is

different from trunk strength, and stamina is different from both; yet tests
of these dimensions might correlate on the order of r=.40. Thus, a typical
finding would be that a single test can often provide roughly the same rank
ordering of candidates as an entire battery of tests.

In situations that involve the use of highly developed physical abilities,
then simulations are more appropriate in order to assess specific job-related
capabilities that it would be impractical to learn or develop on the job.
Rehabilitation therapy is another instance where more detailed knowledge of
specific physical abilities may be needed. We have seen a real need for
return-to-work standards that are based on objective job related measures of
capability.

Impact on protected groups.

Physical performance tests will have an impact on women and to a lesser

extent other minorities of smaller average stature. There are, of course
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real population differences in strength and endurance, and tests will reject
a higher proportion of females than males. This does not mean that physical
performance tests are automatically subject to successful legal challenges.

It is reasonable and legal to require job applicants to possess the
* qualifications necessary to perform the job effectively and safely. Physical

performance tests will be well accepted by all concerned, provided:

-Job-relatedness is shown through research that conforms to legal
and professional standards

-There are no alternative tests or procedures which could identify
qualified candidates without the same impact.

-The job itself cannot be easily redesigned to eliminate the
- physically limiting tasks.

-The tests are used to screen 'in physically qualified females
and minorities.

In practical terms, a hiring agency simply needs to recruit and screen more

female applicants to insure the placement of enough qualified and potentially

successful individuals.

Utility: The Bottom Line

Over thirty years ago Brogden (1949) used linear regression to demonstrate
the relationships of cost of selection, validity, and the selection ratio to
the utility of a test. In this context utility refers to the dollar savings
to an organization resulting from the higher performance (improved
pro'ductivity) of those employees selected using a validated test. The higher
the average test score of those selected, the greater the utility of the
test.

Recently Schmidt et. al. (1979, 1982, 1983) and Cascio (1982) have revived
interest in utility theory by providing inexpensive and straightforward
procedures for estimating the utility of a selection procedure. Gascio
(1982) has extended this process to assessing the utility of a wide range of
human resource programs in organizations.

The basic formula for estimating the utility (the total improvement in
performance over random selection) of a test as follows:

=AJ6 Y, A./I, -k1 cI0(
where:

AL=total gain over random z~lection
Ms= number of applicants selected
V'= validity of the predictor, when evaluated against the dollar-

valued job performance criterion
S V, standard deviation of the dollar-valued job performance criterion 0A =the ordinate (height) of the normal curve corresponding to the

predictor cutoff (the selection ratio)
=the selection ratio

Cy cost of putting one person through the selection process
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If one wishes to compute the gain in utility from substituting one selection
procedure for another, the formula is:

t II . J(r,-r.) SDy XI Ah5N5(C.- C2 )1 (2)

Where all terms are as defined above, except that rl= validity of the
new procedure, CI= cost of the new procedure, C2= cost of the old
procedure.

In these formulas the one piece of information that is not readily available
is the SD . Both Schmidt and Cascio present simple methods to estimate
this dollar valued variance in performance.

Of course, physical performance testing yields an equal or larger benefit in
terms of cost savings resulting from decreased lost time injuries. Using the
above procedure and including the safety related benefits has led us to

• .conclude that physical performance testing can lead to an increase in value

of 15-30% for each individual hired. This translates into $2000 - $3000 per
employee annually in a typical application.

I£0
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PANEL SESSION

SIMULATOR-INDUCED SICKNESS:

REACTION TO A TRANSFORMED PERCEPTUAL WORLD

Lawrence H. Frank and Gilbert L. Ricard
Naval Training Equipment Center

Robert T. Hennessy
National Research Council

Robert S. Kennedy and Michael E. McCauley
Essex Corporation

Herschel W. Leibowitz
Center For the Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences

Background

There have been numerous recent documented and anecdotal reports of aircrews
experiencing psychophysiological disturbances, visual illusions and sickness
following the use of flight simulators. Symptoms of simulator sickness occur not
only during simulator flight, but, in some individuals, have lasted up to several
hours post exposure. Furthermore, simulator aftereffects may be delayed; some

aircrews report symptom onset as late as eight to ten hours post utilization.
Incidents of simulator sickness have been documented in fighter, attack, patrol
and helicopter simulators. These occurrences have been reported in both motion-

base and fixed-base simulators, to pilots and other aircrewmen, as well as in-
structors. Preliminary data suggest that more experienced aircrewmen are at great-

er risk and that such factors as wide field of view and visual/inhertial lag con-
tribute to the problem. Simulator sickness represents a major obstacle to obtain-
ing the full training potential from the vast inventory of flight simulators cur-
rently in use and under development. Obviously the learning capability of an in- .-

dividual who is suffering discomfort generated by a simulator is greatly com-
promised. Moreover, there is the possibility that the visual and proprioceptive
cues responsible for simulator sickness may contribute to negative transfer of
training in actual aircraft flight.

This evidence suggests that simulator-induced sickness symptomatology re-

sembles motion sickness and other forms of distress which occur after exposure
to altered and rearranged sensory information.

Purpose

The purpose of this proposed panel uiscussion is to disseminate to a broad-
spectrum audience what is known about simulator-induced sickness: its causes,
its implications, countermeasures and recommended research issues.

Recently the import of simulator-induced sickness was highlighted by a

National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, Committee on Human
Factors sponsored workshop on this topic. It was evident from the workshop that
simulator sickness is of interest to many diciplines (e.g., sensory psychology,
physiology, human factors, perceptual psychology, etc.). This proposed panel
discussion program will include five of the invited participants to the National
Research Council Workshop.
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Panel Format

The program will consist of an hour and 15-minute panel discussion organized
as follows: 0

1. Overview of Simulator-Induced Sickness (L. Frank)

Nature of the Problem
oSymptoms ',
Incidence 0

o Common Characteristics across studies
o Reasons for concern

2. Etiology (R. Kennedy)

o Stimulus characteristics .
o Response characteristics (behavioral/physiological)
o Anatomical structures of significance
0 Predisposing factors
o Theories of motion sickness

3. Simulator Design and Use Factors Contributing to Simulator-Induced Sickness 6.
(G. Ricard)

o Cue characteristics

e.g., fidelity, delays
o Inertial System Characteristics

e.g., resonant frequencies, washout
o Visual System Characteristics

e.g., field-of-view, vection

4. Recommendations of National Research Council's Workshop on Simulator Sickness
(R. Hennessy, M. McCauley)

o Countermeasures
0 Research
0 Other

5. Summary, Synthesis, and Perspective (H. Leibowitz)

o0
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"" Affective Determinants of Job Perceptions

Kurt Kraiger

C]L University of Colorado at Denver

Abstract

*The Job Characteristics Model of Hackman and Oldham (1976) has served
as a useful guide for designing jobs to be more motivating and satisfying.
It is argued, however, that the job perceptions of incumbents may be biased
or influenced by internal affective states or moods. This assertion is
supported by the results of two studies. The first was a laboratory study in
which job perceptions were more favorable when subjects were artificially
placed in a good mood. In the second study, the overall job perceptions of
a sample of city government workers were found to be predictable from both
their job satisfaction and mood states.

Introduction

During the past fifteen years, there has been considerable research
interest in the job perceptions and job attitudes of workers. Much of this
interest was stimulated by the Job Characteristics Model of Hackman and Old-
ham (1976). The Job Characteristics Model makes three primary assertions: - -

1) All jobs may be accurately characterized or described by a small number of
attributes such as significance or autonomy; 2) the degree to which any one
job possesses these qualities determines the intrinsic interest or motivating
potential of that job; and 3) the higher a job's motivating potential, the Al

higher will be the satisfaction, motivation, and performance of its incumbents.
Subsequent research has offered at least moderate support for these assertions --

(see Roberts & Glick, 1981, for a review).

A question of current concern is whether job perceptions of workers are
totally objective or whether these measures are influenced by other factors, mg
including attitudes or dispositions of the workers. Employees' internal states
may be a potential determinant of perceived job characteristics. Hanser and
Muchinsky (1978) have suggested that as external information sources (i.e.,

the work environment) become more ambiguous, employees should be more
influenced by internal attitudinal or affective informational sources when
forming job perceptions. Cognitive consistency theory posits that individuals k.
seek to maintain balance between their attitudes, beliefs, and behavior.

Consequently, workers may align environmental (job) p('rceptions with their -1
prevalent job attitudes (James & Jones, 1980). A number of recent studies have
shown that satisfied workers describe their jobs in more positive terms than do
dissatisfied workers (e.g., Caldwell & O'Reilly, 1982; James & Jones, 1980).

Workers' moods or affective states are suggested here as another possible
influence on job perceptions. Affective states are defined as relatively mild
emotion-like states which may alter subsequent non-affective thoughts or
behaviors. (Examples of affective states are pleasantness or irritation.)
Affect may influence the observation, storage, recall, or evaluation of job-
related information in at least three ways (Schwarz & Clore, 1983). First, the
affect itself may serve as in information source about the job; workers per-
ceive their job positively because they feel good while they are there.
Secondly, moods may direct the individuals' attention to environmental
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conditions which are plausible causes of their good feelings. Thirdly,
affective states may serve to increase the availability of mood-congruent "]
information in memory (Isen, Shalker, Clark, & Karp, 1978); workers in a
good mood primarily remember only positive job events.

In recent years, considerable research has demonstrated that mood states
influence subsequent thoughts, perceptions, and behavior. While in a good
mood, subjects have been found to process information differently than control

subjects on a decision-making or problem-solving task (Isen & Means, 1983) and - -

recall more positive words than negative words in a free recall task (Isen et S
al., 1978). More germane to the present discussion, Isen and Shalker (1982)
found subjects in a positive mood rated slide pictures of familiar scenes more
favorably than did subjects in a neutral or negative state. Notably, Isen and
Shalker demonstrated that positive mood states did not debilitate subjects'
ability to discriminate among slides but tended to raise the overall level o"
their ratings.

Given the prior research on other biases in job perceptions, it is

hypothesized that perceived job characteristics are influenced by incumbents'
affective states. To test this hypothesis, a laboratory study was conducted
in which positive and neutral affect subjects were given both an interesting
and a dull task to perform. The important research questions were: 1) Would
both positive and neutral affect subjects distinguish between an interesting
and a dull task? and 2) regardless of task, would positive affect subjects
characterize the tasks in more favorable terms than would neutral affect subjects?_ .

Given that an effect could be produced and detected under artificial con-
ditions, the next logical step would be to demonstrate its existence in a true
field setting. This was attempted using survey data obtained from a sample of
municipal workers. With this database, additional research questions regarding
the affect construct were examined: 3) Could individual differences in chronic
or long-term mood states be reliably and validly measured?; 4) if so, to what
extent are these chronic states distinct from momentary, fleeting moods?; and
5) what are the relative contributions of job satisfaction, momentary mood

- states, and chronic mood states to the prediction of job perceptions?

Study I

Study I was a laboratory study conducted on 80 student volunteers.
Subjects were recruited for an experiment on the selection of graduate teaching
assistants for a large midwestern university.

All subjects performed both an enriched or interesting task and an
unenriched or boring task. (Task order was counterbalanced.) In the enriched
task, subjects were given no explicit rules or procedures, were allowed to make
hiring decisions, and could work at their own pace. In the unenriched task,
subjects received restrictive directions, simply coded candidate information,
and were paced by an audiotape. Each task lasted 20 minutes. Measures of task S
perceptions were collected after each task.

Task design was crossed with affective state. Control subjects received
no affect induction and were considered "neutral" in mood. Positive affect
subjects were shown a four-minute videotape of TV and movie bloopers before
each task. The tapes were introduced as pilot material for a future study and .
were confirmed as a successful method of affect induction in an earlier study.

% The results showed that task design did have a strong effect on perceived
task characteristics. Mean ratings were significantly higher in the enriched
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condition for all five task dimensions (task significance, task feedback,

task identity, autonomy, and skill variety) and for the overall task summary

score, Motivating Potential Score (MPS).

Of greater interest are the results of the effects of affective state on

task perceptions. Regardless of task design, positive affect subjects gave
significantly higher ratings of task characteristics than did neutral affect
subjects (F=6.73; df=l,76; p.01 for MPS ratings). Effects due to mood were
strongest for task significance, task feedback, and skill variety. These re-
sults support one important hypothesis: Given identical jobs or tasks, workers

- in a good mood will describe that job more favorably than neutral affect workers.

Study 2

Study 2 was conducted on a heterogeneous sample of workers from a large

city government. Seventy-four individuals returned their surveys and were in-
cluded in the analyses (response rate = 55%). Subjects ranged in age from 21
to 67 years old. Females constitued 62% of the sample. Organizational status
ranged from custodial workers to executives within the mayor's cabinet.

Data were collected on the following variables: Momentary mood while
completing the survey (measured by three bipolar scales), Motivating Potential
Score (MPS; summed over ratings of the five core dimensions), overall job

satisfaction, and chronic mood. Chronic mood was measured in two ways. First,
respondents were given behavioral descriptions of persons who were always in a

good mood or always in a bad mood. Subjects then listed the names of ten co-
workers and indicated whether they themselves were more or less often in a good
mood then each peer. The self-rating of chronic mood was determined by the

number of co-workers that they rated themselves higher than (a similar proce-
dure for measuring need for achievement was developed and validated by Holmes
and Tyler, 1968). Additionally, subjects rated each co-worker on a five-point
scale, indicating the extent to which that person was typically in a good mood.

Both the indirect self-rating of chronic mood state and the average peer
rating were more highly correlated with each other (r=.57) than either was with

the direct momentary mood rating (r=-.08 for self-rating, r=.26 for peer
rating). Along with the high level of agreement among peers rating the same
worker, this evidence suggests that individual differences in chronic mood

states can be reliably and accurately measured and that these long-term states

are at least partially independent of momentary states.

The important question dealt with the relative contribution of the various
affective variables in the prediction of job characteristics. This was examined

using hierarchical multiple regression analysis to predict MPS scores. Table 1

shows the increments in variance accounted for in MPS by adding several differ-
ent combinations of predictors. In all cases, three individual difference
variables (age, division, and rank) were entered first as a control for extra-
neous variance. It should be noticed that the results were similar using

01 either chronic mood measure. Results are presented for peer ratings.

As can be seen from Table 1, all three affective variables were predictive
of MPS ratings. Consistent with prior research, knowledge of worker job

satisfaction significantly and greatly increased the ability to predict job
perceptions (analysis A or C). Mood states at the time in which perceptions
were measured (momentary mood) were also a significant and strong predictor of
job perceptions, even when job satisfaction was already accounted for (analysis
A and B). Results for chronic mood states were less impressive. Chronic mood
states alone did contribute significantly to the prediction of MPS scores beyond
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Relative Contribution of Job Satisfaction, Momentarv
and Chronic Mood States to the. Prediction of MPS Scores

*Analysis Step R R 2 R 2 F(AR 2

1. Age, Sex, Rank .23 .05 .05 1.18

A. 2. Job Satisfaction .54 .29 .24 21.52

A.I

3. Momentary Mood .62 .38 .14 9.95
4. Chronic Mood .63 .39 .01 1.17

B. 2. Momentary Mood .48 .23 .18 15.74k
3. Chronic Mood .51 .26 .03 2.44

C. 2. Job Satisfaction .54 .29 .24 21.52k

C .'. . "

3. Chronic Mood .56 .31 .02 2.56
_dD. 2. Chronic Mood .35 .12 .07 5.32

N =70 *p?.O5 **p<.Ol * p(.O0l

that accounted for by individual difference variables (analysis D). However,
when either job satisfaction or momentary mood states were also controlled for,
chronic states accounted for only a neglible amount of additional variance

(analyses A, B, and C).

Discussion

The Job Characteristics Model remains an important contribution to
organizational psychology. It provides both a method for diagnosing jobs and

a method for changing those jobs in ways which should improve the satisfaction,
motivation, and performance of incumbents. The present paper cautions that

leaders should be careful not to weigh perceptions of job attributes too heavily
when examining morale or performance problems in their units. Low job percep-
tions may be the result of a morale problem rather than the cause of it.
Ratings of job characteristics are likely to be influenced by several attitu-
dinal and affective dispositions of incumbents. Individuals who feel good are

.likely to respond to their job in a more positive manner than individuals
who feel bad.

In this era of increased emphasis on human relations skills in supervision
and admiration for the "Japanese management style," it should not be surprising
to discover that workers' feelings do make a difference. Chronic mood states
can be identified, but do not predict job perceptions. This would suggest that
solutions to morale or performance problems do not lie in identifying and

" selecting only "happy people;" rather, emphasis should be placed on improving
the day to day feelings of all unit members. Some suggestions for improving

affective states might include administering noncontingent rewards (e.g.,
*compliments from supervigors), building associations in workers' minds between%

the primary work setting and positive experiences, and encouraging the worker
to mentally dwell on previous life or work events. Each of these methods have
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of attitude change are cognitively or behaviorally-based. There is no widely

accepted theory of affectively-based attitude change.
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"" Expectations, Job Perceptions and
( 44 Disconfirmation Among Air Force

Academy Graduates

Sharon C. Conley

o Abstract

. . This study examined the expectations of Air Force Academy cadets,
fj- their later job perceptions as officers, and the discrepancy between

these expectations and perceptions (disconfirmation) Using Hackman and
Oldham's job characteristics model as a conceptual base, this research
examined expectations about five job characteristics (autonomy,
feedback, skill variety, task significance, and task identity).
Subjects were 110 male and female 1980 graduates of the Air Force
Academy (the first class that graduated women). Data on expectations
were collected before the subjects' graduation from the Academy: two
years later, job perceptions were assessed by means of mailed
questionnaires. Results showed that job perceptions differed from
expectations only with respect to autonomy--which was higher than
expected.

Since previous research suggests that males and females--and those
in flying versus support positions--may differ in their expectations and
job perceptions, these sub-groups were also examined.

Introduction

The Air Force Academy, as a primary source of commissioned
officers, aims to provide cadets with the necessary skills and
background experiences to serve as career officers. The Academy
experience, as a socializing influence, also provides cadets with
certain expectations concerning their future Air Force jobs.
Organizational socialization theory suggests that these expectations are
then "tested" against organizational reality once these individuals
enter the job setting. Previous research suggests that if there is a
discrepancy between expectations and later job perceptions
(disconfirmation), dissatisfaction can occur. Specifically, Wanous
(1980) suggests that traditional organizational recruiting practices
typically lead to inflated expectations--and reduced satisfaction--among
newcomers to an organization.

Therefore, it appears important to examine the Job expectations and
,* later job perceptions of cadets to determine the extent to which

disconfirmation is present, and also to determine the relationships
between expectations, disconfirmation and work outcomes (e.g.,

.. satisfaction and motivation).

.- This study will focus on expectations concerning the
characteristics of the work that is performed, as job characteristics
are believed to be a major factor in employee motivation and
satisfaction. Using Hackman and Oldham's (1976) job characteristics
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model as a conceptual base, this study will examine five job
characteristics: autonomy, skill variety, task significance, feedback
and task identity.

Finally, previous research suggests that job characteristics and
work outcomes may be different for male and female Air Force officers
(DeFleur, 1981) and for officers in flying versus support functions
(Wood, 1980). Therefore, this research will also examine expectations,
job perceptions, disconfirmation, and work outcomes for these sub-
groups.

Method

Subjects were 53 male and 57 female Air Force officers
(lieutenants) who graduated from the Air Force Academy in 1980. The
subjects were from an original sample of approximately 300 cadets who
were selected by Academy researchers for a study concerning the

- * integration of the first class of women into the Academy.

Data concerning expectations were collected from 175 cadets one
month prior to their graduation from the Academy. Two years later,
survey instruments measuring perceptions of job characteristics and work
outcomes were mailed to the participants of the first data collection.

" One hundred and ten officers responded, yielding a response rate of 63%.

The Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS), developed by Hackman and Oldham in
1975, was utilized to measure perceptions and expectations about the
following five job characteristics: skill variety (whether the job
requires a variety of different activities in carrying out the work);
task identity (whether the job requires followinga task through, from
beginning to end); task significance (whether the job has a substantial
impact on others); autonomy (whether the job provides freedom and S
discretion to the individual in carrying out the work); and feedback
(whether the job itself provides the worker with information about the
worker's performance). Since the JDS scales measure perceptions about
the above characteristics, one item from each scale was reworded to
measure expectations.

Disconfirmation of job characteristics was measured by subtracting
each subject's expectations score from the corresponding job perceptions
score. In addition, in the second phase of the study, subjects were
asked to indicate the degree to which they felt their expectations
concerning each job characteristic were met. Thus, two measures of
disconfirmation were utilized in the study.

Finally, three work outcomes were assessed--job satisfaction,
motivation and job involvement. Satisfaction and motivation were
assessed with the JDS. Lodahl and Kejner's (1965) job involvement scale
was utilized to measure job involvement (personal involvement in one's
work).

* '
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Results

Means on expectations range from 4.1 (autonomy) to 5.2 (task
significance and feedback). Mean scores for job perceptions range from
4.7 (autonomy) to 5.2 (task significance). All variables were measured
on 7-point scales. The means indicate that the officers, on the
average, have a substantial amount of the job characteristics in their
jobs.

T-tests were utilized to compare the means on expectations with the
corresponding perceptions of job characteristics. The only significant
difference is on autonomy (t=4.12, p<.001). The results indicate that

*i. perceptions of autonomy are significantly higher than expectations.

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were utilized to
examine the relationships of expectations--and disconfirmation of
expectations--with the work outcomes. Expectations about task
significance are positively related to satisfaction (.21) and job
involvement (.20); and expectations about feedback are positively
related to satisfaction (.28). In addition, the two disconfirmation
measures show some consistency in the results, in that both measures of
disconfirmed skill variety are positively related to motivation,
satisfaction, and job involvement. Therefore, perceiving more skill
variety in the job than expected is associated with higher motivation,
involvement, and satisfaction--perceiving less variety than expected is
associated with less positive work outcomes. Results concerning
disconfirmation about the other four job characteristics are not as
consistently strong.

Males versus Females

Males and females were not found to be significantly different on
expectations, job perceptions, or disconfirmation. However, males are
higher on job involvement than are females (t=2.46, p<.05).

Flying versus Support Officers

Flyers perceive more skill variety and feedback--but less autonomy-
-in their jobs than do support officers (t=2.08, p<.05; t=3.44, p<.01;
t:-3.05, p.,.05, respectively). Flying officers are also higher on job

involvement than are support officers (t=5.72, p<.001). No significant
differences were found on expectations or disconfirmation.

Discussion

This study examined the expectations, disconfirmation of
expectations, and job perceptions of Air Force Academy graduates.

The findings revealed that, except for autonomy, the officers'
perceptions of job characteristics were not significantly different from
their expectations. These results are not consistent with Wanous's
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(1980) proposition that newcomers enter their jobs with inflated
expectations. The findings may be attributable to the realistic 0

information cadets receive at the Academy. It is likely that Academy
instructors are a source of realistic information, since they are all"

Air Force officers. In addition, the Air Force work experience that
many cadets receive during their summer months may provide a "realistic
preview" of their future jobs.

It is possible that officers perceive more autonomy than they
expected because they may base their expectations on their Academy
experience. Because there is limited autonomy at the Academy, cadets
may tend to underestimate the autonomy they will receive in their jobs.

Expected task significance and feedback were found to be related to
satisfaction, and expected task significance was also related to job
involvement. Moreover, the findings concerning disconfirmation suggest
that officers who do not experience as much skill variety as they
expected are less likely to feel satisfied, motivated and involved in
their work. Since it is particularly important that expectations
concerning skill variety be met, attempts should be made to inform
newcomers about this facet of their jobs.

The comparison of males and females showed that although women are

not less satisfied with their jobs, they do have lower job involvement,

that is, they are less personally involved in their work. As cadets,
the women anticipated problems with combining career and family roles S
(DeFleur, 1981), which could be contributing to lower job involvement.
Since DeFleur (1981) also found that women cadets objected to the
exclusion of women from combat roles, dissatisfaction with Air Force
policies could also be contributing to their lower job involvement.

The finding that flyers have more skill variety and feedback, but
less autonomy than do support officers is not surprising. Learning to
fly involves mastery of a complex task, which demands numerous skills
and abilities. In addition, the plane's performance provides immediate
feedback to the pilot. Wood (1980) suggests that pilots have less
autonomy than do support officers because the mistakes of support
officers are less likely to be disastrous. Finally, with regard to work
outcomes, the finding that flyers have higher job involvement may be
because flying is seen as the core activity of the Air Force.
Therefore, the flying officer may be more likely to perceive his or her
job as significant to the Air Force mission.
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Co The Effects of REFORGER Exercise Participation
(" J On Soldiers' Attitudes

0 Dennis J. Grill, PhD
0 William Beaumont Army Medical Center

4. S
Abstract

Thousands of DOD personnel annually participate in
REFORGER (REturn of FORces to GERmany) exercises along with
other NATO Allies. Pr-e and post REFORGER *Unit Status
Questionnaires,0 similar to surveys utilized by Israeli
Defense Force (IDF) battle psychologists, were administered
to two hundred and fifty two soldiers in an armored cavalry
squadron which participated in REFORGER '83, Exercise hConfi-

-.. * dent Enterprise.0 Analysis focused on determining the effects
of the unit's participation in REFORGER. A factor analysis
of both the pre and post REFORGER ' Unit Status QuestionnairesO
yielded a set of five factors: ( View of the Unit; (2) Unit
Communication; (3) Self-Evaluation; (4) Evaluation of the
Enemy, and (5) Individual Morale. Participation in REFORGER
had no significant effect on any of these factors. However,
further analysis revealed that there were significant diff-
erences between certain groups on a number of dimensions such

""" as (1) previous REFORGER participation, (2) type of MOS;
(3) pay grade, and (A) unit. Implications for unit training
and for the utilization of mental health personnel in combat
are examined.

Introduction

It has long been assumed that a unit's participation in a field
training exercise, such as REFORGER, has a positive effect on that unit's
morale, confidence in its leaders and equipment, and overall combat readi-
ness. After all, deploying to the Federal Republic of Germany, drawing
combat equipment, convoying by rail and road, participating in such a

" large scale tactical exercise, turning-in equipment and returning to the
-.. ;i United States, in effect, affords units the opportunity to practice one

of their major wartime missions. But is this assumption accurate, or is
it more of a wish on the part of exercise planners and commanders at various

* . levels.

Israeli Defense Force (IDF) battle psychologists have effectively
utilized unit survey data to provide commanders with feedback about their
units during the 1973 Yom Kipper War (Greenbaum, Rogovsky & Shalit, 1977)
And the 1982 War in Lebanon (Belenky, Tyner & Sodetz, 1983). The present
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study is an effort to conduct similar "action research" which would be
value and relevance to commanders and at the same time, examine the
effects of REFORGER participation on soldiers' attitudes about morale.
In addition, soldiers' attitudes about morale were examined in terms
of other relevant variables. Does previous REFORGER experience with the
same unit, the type of job (MOS) a soldier performs in the unit, his pay
grade, marital status or individual unit, have any effect on morale?

Method

The survey instrument, entitled "Unit Status Questionnaire," included
a series of seventeen questions to which each soldier responded on a Lickert
scale format from 1 to 5, 1 being the positive end of the continuum, and
5 the low. Thirteen of the questions were taken from the Israeli morale
survey questionnaires as reported by Miller (1983). These thirteen questions

TABLE 1
DESCRIPTIVE DATA

UNIT STATUS QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Unit 3. Participated in REFORGER '82

A 58 Yes 51

B 46 No 201
C 29 252 i
D 34
HOW 29 4. Military Occupational Specialty
HHT 56 Combat MOSs 190

252 Support MOSs 62
._- 252

2. Pay Grade
E1 EI-E4 163 5. Marital Status
E5-97 82 Single i1
E8/Officer 7 Married 126

25. Divorced/Separated 15
... ' 252

A.4

dealt with (1) morale, individual and unit, (2) unit readiness for combat,
(3) level of trust in unit leaders, in the unit as a whole, in friends, in
self and in equipment, (4) self-evaluation of soldiering ability, (5) fear

of combat and (6) knowledge of unit mission. Four additional questions
&Z which tapped unit cohesion were taken from Manning(1980). The basis for

selection of the individual questions was their perceived relevance to
commanders in the field, preparing for combat. Soldiers were also asked
to specify their unit/platoon/section, rank, military occupational specialty
(MOB), marital status, and whether or not they had been on REFORGER with
the same unit the previous year. Table 1 contains a summary of this
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.
descriptive/demographic data.

The unit selected to participate in the study was an armored cavalry 
0

squadron stationed at Fort Bliss, Texas. The Pre-REFORGER Unit Status
Questionnaires were administered approximately ten days prior to deploy-
ment. The Post-REFORGER Unit Status Questionnaires were completed within
two weeks after the unit's return to the United States. Two hundred and

fifty two matched (pre and post REFORGER) Unit Status Questionnaires were
collected.

ResUlts

A factor analysis of both the pre and post REFORGER questionnaires
yielded the same five factors: (1) view of the unit, (2) unit communica-

TABLE 2
FACTOR ANALYSIS RESULTS

PRE/POST LOADINGS

Factors Pre-REFORGER Post-REFORGER
Loading Loading

Factor 1. View of the Unit

-Trust in the Unit 0.837 0.833
-Unit Combat Readiness 0.778 o.827
-Unit Combat Confidence 0.768 0.84-4
-Trust in Unit Leaders 0.731 0.821
-Unit Morale o.607 0.765
-Trust in Equipment 0.597 0.687

-Combat Preparatory Talk 0.534 0.530
-Trust in Unit Friends 0.534 o.1485 -

-(Individual Morale) (- ) (0.629)

Factor 2. Unit Communication
-Communication w/Platoon Leader 0.722 0.767
-Communication w/Squad Leader O.660 O.608 .
-Communication w/Unit Commander o.603 0.592
-Knowledge of Unit Mission 0.447 0.518
-(Individual Morale) (0.1481) (- )

Factor 3. Evaluation of Self
-Trust in Self 0.829 0.809
-Self-Evaluation as a Soldier 0.811 0.805

Factor 4. Evaluation of the Enemy
-Evaluation of the Soviet Soldier 0.688 0.699
-Fear of Combat o.1481 0.631

Factor 5. Individual Morale 0.481 0.629
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tion, (3) evaluation of self, (4) evaluation of the enemy and (5) individ-
ual morale. Table 2 depicts the highest factor loading for each individual
question or a factor analysis of pre and post questionnaire data. Examina- 0
tion of the loadings reveals the stability and strength of the clustering
of all the questions except one, individual morale. This question shifted
from Factor 2 (Unit Communication) in the pre-REFORGER analysis to Factor 1
(View of the Unit) in the post-REFORGER analysis; individual morale also
gain in strength (0.481 to 0.629). For these reasons, individual morale
was examined as a separate factor.

TABLE 3
REPEATED MEASURES

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SIGNIFICANT VALUES OF F (p .05) :0

Source Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5
View of Unit Self Enemy Ind

Unit Commo Eval Eval Morale

Pre/Post REFORGER
On All Variables
On All Factors
REFORGER '82 4.52 -4.98
Participation

MOS(Cbt/Spt) 32.7q 6.3- 15.67
Pay Grade q.60 8.47 3.87
Marital Status
Unit 1q.18 3.86 2.4q 3.76

A repeated measures analysis of variance was performed on the pre and

post REFORGER data over all five factors and over five demographic variables.
These five demographic variables were: (1) REFORGER '82 participation
(yes, no), (2) military occupational speciality (MOS) (combat, support),
(3) pay grade (El-E4, E5-E7, E8/Officer), (4) marital status (single, married,
divorced/separated), and (5) unit (A, B, C, D, HOW, HHT). The results of this All
analysis are listed in Table 3.

There were no significant differences between pre and post measures on
any of the five factors or over any of the five demographic variables. Parti-
cipation in REFORGER had no effect on morale. In several ways, though, this
finding is not surprising. The tactical exercise phase of REFORGER is, in @1
reality, a corps level exercise, not one geared to the individual soldier.
Following the tactical exercise phase, three to four weeks are spent cleaning
and turning-in equipment. This turn-in process usually produces frustration
rather than increasing morale or esprit-de-corps. Any increase in morale
gained from the tactical exercise phase is soon lost during the turn-in of
equipment. Additionally, during turn-in soldiers have only one question on .0

their minds -- "When can I go home?"
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While there were no significant differences between pre and post
REFORGER measures, theire were several significant differences among the
demographic variables on various factors. Those soldiers who participated
in REFORGER '82 with the same unit felt that unit communication between
them and the commander, platoon leader and squad leader was much better
than those who did not.(Factor 2). Interestingly also, these same soldiers-
perceived an enemy as a more competent adversary than those who had not been
on REFORGER '82 (Factor 4). Soldiers in comabat MOSs (11-19 career management
fields) viewed their unit more positively (Factor 1), felt that unit conmmun- .
ication was better (Factor 2) and their individual morale (Factor 5) was
higher than those soldiers with support MOSs (all other career management
fields). Commanders may need to focus more of their attention on soldiers

* filling support roles. Another significant variable was pay grade. E8/Of'f-
icers viewed their units more positively (Factor 1), felt that unit comm-
unication was better (Factor 2) and their individual morale was higher
(Factor 5) than junior enlisted and non-commissioned officer personnel.
These results may suggest that first sergeants and officers are out of touch
with the junior and senior enlisted ranks, or at least are viewing their.-
unit through rose-colored glasses. Marital status had no effect on any of
the five factors.

The final variable in which significant differences were found,
and probably the most important, was unit. Units differed on four of the
five factors. What is important here is not how the company-sized units
of this particular armored cavalry squadron differed, but rather the fact
that they did differ. The squadron commander can utilize such unit informa-
tion to aid in planning for unit training or selecting a unit for a specific
mission. Mental health personnel, serving as consultants to command,
utilizing similar survey techniques, can help commanders maximize the potential
of their units by providing relevant feedback about soldier attitudes and
morale.
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Changes in Attitudes Toward Women
at the Air Force Academy

Alan C. Bridges
C- United States Air Force Academy

Abstract

O Sex-role attitudes were measured at the Air Force
0w Academy by Marshak, DeFleur, and Gillman (1976), using
- the Attitudes toward Women Scale (Spence & Helmreich,

1972). The attitudes were significantly less egali-
I tarian than those held by male college students at the

University of Texas at Austin. Festinger's Cognitive
Dissonance Theory (1957) predicts that as perceptions
of mandated social change decrease, attitudes held by
cadets would become more egalitarian. In cadets
sampled in 1983, males are significantly more egali-
tarian than in 1976, but there's no significant dif-
ference between 1983 cadets and 1980 college students.
There's a significant trend in male cadets: the longer
he's been at the Academy, the more egalitarian he is.
As expected, comparison between 1983 male and female
cadets showed women were significantly more egalitarian
than men.

Introduction

Background

Since the integration of women into the service academies in 1976,
several studies have tested cadets' sex-role attitudes. These studies
came to the same conclusion: the men's attitudes toward women are
significantly more conservative than those held by their civilian
counterparts.

The first study (Vitters & Kinzer, 1976) was done at the U.S. Military
Academy. It found that the all-male upperclass was significantly more con-
servative than civilians in the attitudes they held. The second study, by
Marshak, DeFleur and Gillman (1976), found the same conservative trend in

go* the Air Force Academy cadets. A unique study was done at the Coast Guard
Academy by Rottman (1980). She attempted to change male cadet attitudes
through cognitive dissonance. The results weren't significant, unfortu-

.- . nately, but the study proved cadets at the Coast Guard Academy still held
conservative attitudes as late as 1980.

*, Festinger's Cognitive Dissonance theory (1957) predicts that people
behave to reduce dissonance created by conflicting attitudes or beliefs.
During mandated social change, however, there's less pressure to reduce
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dissonance created by conflicting attitudes or beliefs. In the context
of a service academy, accepting women was a mandated social change, so

- . there's little pressure to reduce any dissonance.

Over time, the perceptions of mandated social change decrease, since
women aren't a recent addition any more. Marshak, et al (1976), predicted
that the acceptance of women in the service academies would be similar to
the earlier integration of blacks: early resistance and later acceptance.

In 1978, Heilman and Guzzo reported that perceptions of the cause of
work success could act as a mediator of sex-role biases. Basically, they
found that if women were perceived as being successful due to their ability,
they were perceived as being successful as men at the same task. At the
AFA in recent years, women have held increasingly responsible jobs in the
cadet wing. Requirements are stringent: jobholders must have good grades
and a good military bearing. Military performance ratings might be written

- off as subjective but grades are an accepted measure of performance. In
1981-82 one of the wing commanders was a woman. With such successes by
women, which have to be attributed to their ability, one could expect atti-
tudes to become more egalitarian.

Today, with every class at the Academy only being in contact with
integrated classes, women aren't a new phenomenon in the cadet wing. There's
little media coverage on the subject of forced integration, and the Academy
is doing nothing to publicize past troubles. Dissonance theory would pre-
dict that attitudes would become more egalitarian as perceptions of
mandated social change decrease.

-! "Method

Subjects in this study were 120 male cadets (30 from each class) and
30 female (5 seniors, 10 juniors, 9 sophomores, 6 freshmen. They were "'
tested during a core course to get a random sample. The testing apparatus
was the 25-item version of the Attitudes toward Women Scale (AWS) (Spence
& Helmreich, 1972) used in the 1976 AFA studies. A score for the 15-item
AWS was extracted for comparison with 1980 civilian data (Spence, Personal
Communication).

Using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), the male cadet sample
was tested for differences between the classes. A separate one-way ANOVA
was done on male-female cadet attitude differences. Comparisons were made
between the 1983 male cadet sample and both the 1976 cadets and 1980
civilian students using two t-tests. The 1983 scores were taken for all
four classes at the Academy, while the 1976 scores were taken from seniors,
juniors, and freshmen only. The standard deviation from the 1983 cadet
sample was used in the comparison with 1980 college students because
civilian dispersion was not available. The a-level for each t-test was
held at .02 to get an overall a-level of .05. The statistics were computed
by hand or by using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
(Nie, et al, 1975).
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Results

The results of the first ANOVA are interesting: the longer a male cadet 0
has been at the Academy, the more egalitarian he is as measured by AWS. The
difference between the classes was significant (F=3.906, df=3, 116, p< .05).
It's encouraging to find that the Academy's curriculum has beneficial side
effects.

As expected, the women at the Academy are more egalitarian than the men. "
The difference was significant (F=27.5, df=1, 148, p< .001). To want to enter
a predominantly male service academy, a woman has to know she can do as well
as a man.

1983 male cadets are significantly more egalitarian than their 1976
counterparts (t=3.69, df=119, p< .001). According to data from Dr. Janet
Spence, there wasn't a comparative trend between 1976 and 1980 college
students: the biggest change was between 1972 and 1976 students. One pos-
sible reason this change was slow to show up in cadets is the Academy's
selection process. The Academy likely attracts people with more conservative
values, so it took longer for the change to appear.

The most encouraging finding was that 1983 male cadets aren't signifi-
cantly different from 1980 college students if males haven't shifted (t=1.145,
df=119, N.S.). This is exciting because of what it says about society and
the changes at the Air Force Academy: society is more egalitarian, and the
Academy is changing, too.

Discussion

The results bear out the prediction of Festinger's Cognitive Dissonance
theory, which is that as perceptions of mandated social change decrease,
attitudes held by male cadets would tend to become more egalitarian. There
may be several reasons for this egalitarian shift. The men may see the
women's favoritism. Over time, the perceptions of forced compliance have
decreased, so there's more pressure to reduce dissonance. The possibility
that society has become more egalitarian was refuted by the survey by
Helmreich, Spence, and Gibson (1982). They found that society leveled off
over the time the cadet comparison was made.

A more plausible explanation for the delay in the egalitarian shift is
the Academy's selection process. Service academies usually attract students
who feel traditional and probably hold conservative ideas about their
country and, consequently, women also. As society changes, though, it's
good to see the Air Force Academy is keeping pace.

0o.
That women at the Academy believe women are more capable than the men

at the Academy is to he expected. Being a woman in a traditionally male
role implies a belief in women's abilities. The differences between the male
classes is encouraging. Possibly the men enter with traditional views and
have them refuted by seeing women excel in an extremely tough environment.
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One obvious question jumps out after these findings: what are the
attitudes at the other service academies? If they're less egalitarian, is
it due to the selection process or something the Air Force Academy is doing
that they aren't? If they're more egalitarian, is it due to the selection
process, again, or to something the other academies are doing that the Air
Force Academy isn't? This is a promising area for further research.
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Risk-Taking Performance of Military Personnel:
Sex Differences and Practice Effects

- - Gerald A. Hudqens, Ph.D.

0Linda Torsani Fatkin
0 US Army Human Engineering Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

An initial search of literature dealing with sex differences and
performance variables led to several conclusions about past research in the

d" area: 0) a large number of studies have been reported (Hudgens & Fatkin,
" 1980, cited about 1500 references); 2 most of those studies were conducted

by researchers whose primary interest was the performance variable rather

than the sex variable which appeared most often to be included only
incidentally; and 3) most of the studies represented one-time efforts both

in that repeated measures were not obtained within the investigations and

in that the investigations were not followed up to determine the

reliability of, generality of or factors responsible for the sex

differences observed. The present program was established to perform more

intensive investigations of sex differences on performance variables of

potential importance to military applications., j

The literature search also led to the identification of "risk-taking"
behavior as one performance variable which could likely yield sex
differences of potential importance within military contexts. Our interest

in this area was sparked mainly by reports on driving behavior which have
consistently demonstrated a more conservative attitude toward risk taking

in women drivers (e.a., Ebbesen & Haney, 1973). Our initial efforts have
involved attempts to test for sex differences in simplified computer

simulations of military-related test situations requiring a degree of risk
taking. The hypothesis tested was that women would be more conservative

than men in performance involving risk.

Methods

In the task shown in Figure 1, the subjects faced a screen displaying I
a simulated mine field with varying numbers and patterns of artillery-
launched mines represented by dots in the field. The subjects were to

" decide whether or not to send a tank across the field based on their
judgments of the chances of the tanks getting across successfully. Since

the tank was not visible to the subjects prior to their decisioi.: and since

it could start from any point along the bottom line and proceed in a
straight line through the field, the subjects had only the number of mines

" and their patterns as bases for a decision. They could decide "go" or
"no-go" and were given points or lost points based on the outcomes of their

.- decisions. The decisions made, the scores obtained and the times-to-

-. decision were recorded automatically for each trial.
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Figure 1
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Examples of two of the patterns used are shown in Figure 2. The
pattern on the left is one with a .90 probability of successful crossing.
The pattern on the right has a probability of .30 for successful crossing. 9
Twenty such randomly generated patterns were displayed for each Frobability
level used.

Figure 2

The desions for the experiments are shown in Table 1. The subject
groups were males and females. Subjects were tested only once in "
Experiment I, but over 4 test sessions in Experiment II. In Experiment I,
the subjects were given extensive practice estimating the actual 9
probability levels for successful crossing of the mine field prior to
starting the decision-making phase described above. No such practice was
qiven in Experiment II. In Experiment II, the easiest 20 trials, those
with a probability of .90 for success, were eliminated to make the task
shorter but more difficult.
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Results

The men and women did not differ significantly in their abilities to
estimate probabilities of success in Phase I of Fxperiment I, or on their
total scores for decision-making in either Experiments I or II.

In Experiment I, however, an analysis of the subjects' tendencies to
choose the more conservative "no-go" response revealed that, for each set

-. of 20 presentations of each field density, the males selected "no-go" a
mean of 8.07 times to the females' mean of 7.03 times (p<.05). This
difference held only for the more difficult middle ranqe of densities
(.70-.30) and not at the easier extreme densities (.90, .10). This finding
appears to be contrary to the hypothesis that women would perform more
conservatively than men.

Additionally, the women in this experiment tended to take loncer than
the men to make their decisions, particularly for the more difficult
densities. This difference was significant for those fields with mine
densities allowing for a .30 probability of successful crossinq (decision

time: male X = 2.56 sec, female X = 3.76 sec; p<. 0 2 5 ).

When the experiment was partially replicated and extended to four
sessions in Experiment II, the findings and interpretations became more
complex.

Analysis of the subjects' tendencies to choose the "no-go" response
again indicated that the males had a slightly (non-significantly) greater

tendency than the females to choose the more conservative "no-go" response
during the initial session (male X = 8.89; female X = 8.61). This pattern
reversed for sessions 2-4; but, the sex X sessions interaction was not
significant (p<.25). This reversal was great enough for the more dense

fields, however, to result in a siqnifi-ant overall sex X field-density
% .interaction (p<.01) as shown in Table 2. The prominent tendency for the

women to choose the more conservative "no-go" response for the denser, more
difficult fields supports the hypothesis that women would act more
conservatively in situations involvina risk.
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Table 2

Risk Takinq Fxperiment II

Mean Number "No-Go" Dcisions (Out of 20)

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS
GROUP .70 .50 .30 .10

Male 1.31 4.42 13.14 18.47

(N=9)

Female 0.72 5.36 16.17 19.64

(N=9)

Similarly complex patterns of results occurred for the decision-makinq
latency measure in Experiment II. Figure 3 shows that, for the .30 proba-
bility density fields, a significant interaction occurred over test days.

As in Experiment I, the women took longer than men to make their decisions I
on the first day of testinq. However, on days 2-4 of testing, the women

took siqnificantly less time to make their decisions. The women appeared
to have reduced their response time, while the men did not, over the 4 test
days. Althouqh this interaction between sex and days was significant only
for fields with .30 probability densities, similar patterns occurred for
the other probability densities as well in Experiment II.

Fiqure 3

RISK TAKING

EXPERIMENT 1T (N - 9/GROUP)
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-40
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Summary and Conclusions

1. While women were slightly less conservative in their performance
on the initial session for the task described, they displayed a siqnifi-
cantly greater tendency toward more conservative performance durinq the
subsequent sessions. This predominantly conservative behavior for wrnen in
a risk-takinq situation is consistent with the literature on decision
making in risky driving situations where women drivers have been found to
behave more conservatively than men drivers. Taken toqether, these results
suggest that women may, in general, behave more conservatively than men in

risk-taking situations.

2. The women took longer than men to make their decisions, particu-
" larly for the more difficult situations, during the initial session.

However, this behavior pattern reversed for sessions 2-4 as had the
- tendency toward conservatism. This suggests that the more conservative

response, once established, may involve less mental processing time.

3. The findings suggest that this type of computer simulation
provides a reasonably valid and reliable means for studying risk-taking
behavior in men and women.

4. These data clearly illustrate that one should be very cautious in
drawing conclusions regarding male/female performance differences based
solely on initial test trials. A very small amount of experience or
training can have a dramatic effect on the relative performance of the
groups. The value of obtaining repeated measures in sex-differences
research is made quite apparent, as well.
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PANEL SESSION

THE EFFECTS OF PRESCRIBED MEDICATIONS ON COGNITIVE FUNCTIONING

(CASE STUDY: IMPAIRED BRAIN FUNCTIONS DUE TO DIAZEPAM AND MEPROBAMATE

Al Brooker

Director, Neuropsych Services

David Grant Hospital, Travis AFB

- The abuse of licit (prescribed) drugs continues to be a widespread
* problem, prevalent among adolescents and adults alike. According to

Goodman and Gilman (1975, p 187), the two most widely used classes of
prescribed drugs include the benzodiazepines (diazepam) and the propan-
ediol carbamates (meprobamate). It has also been demonstrated that
diazepam and meprobamate have variable effects; for example, some age-
groupings are more sensitive to drug effects than other age-groupings
(Howard, Hogan and Wright, 1975). Addition to meprobamate can occur
readily at as little as twice the usual daily dosage; high doses and
prolonged exposure are assumed to be necessary to produce psysiologic
addition to diazepam.

Diazepam is known to produce both physiological and psychological
dependence and addiction. The latter is associated with withdrawal symptoms
on abrupt cessation of the drug in certain predisposed individuals (Agrawal,
1978). Like meprobamate, diazepam depresses the duration of electrical
aftercharge in the limbic system, including the septal region, the amygdala,
and the hippocampus (Goodman and Gilman, 1975).

Meprobamate, like diazepam, is described quite commonly to allay
anxiety. Our review of the literature did not allow us to draw any empiri-
cal conclusions regarding the drug's effect on human performance; i.e.,
there is inadequate dose-response data. Goodman and Gilman (1975) note
that if a sufficiently large dose of meprobamate is given, psychological
impairment will be found. Apparently, with the usual clinical dose of
400 mg. the effect of the drug is not reflected in performance on
psychological tests. At a dose level of 1600 mg., however, there is S
definite impairment of learning, motor coordination and reaction time
(Goodman and Gilman, 1975; Kometsky, 1958). Toxic reactions and side effects
of meprobamate are sleepiness and ataxia and it is evident that tolerance
and physical dependence will occur with meprobamate.

The case study presented demonstrated the important influence of O
diazepam and meprobamate on a patient's neuropsychological test performance.
This presentation included: a brief medical history and summary of previous
physical examinations; clinical interview and observations; brief description
of the neuropsychological test battery; formulation of the neuropsychological
findings; follow-up neuropsychological testing; and discussion. The patient
was referred for assessment of cognitive, memory and motor functioning. 0

Brief Medical History: The patient (a 53 year old male) was admitted into
a general hospital, approximately one month after the neuropsychological exam-

ination, for a gradually worsening syndrome over the past year, which had
consisted of increasing confusion, episodes of slurred speech, and moderate

* difficulty with fine tasks and walking. Over the past year he had been seen
in consultation by several neurologists on the assumption that he had some

form of acute encephalopathic illness. He had also been seen in consultation
by a psychiatrist who referred him for the neuropsychological examination.
Detailed neurologic workup and heavy metal screen and CAT scan had failed to

reveal any significant abnormality. .,
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PANEL SESSION: THE WELL-BEING OF ARMY SOLDIERS AND THEIR FAMILIES:

METHODOLOGICAL, SUBSTANTIVE, AND TECHNICAL
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"Comparing well-being and stress of several high risk Army groups"
(Terrence D. Fullerton)

"Well-being and distress among drill sergeants: Civilian and military
* comparisons and the role of social support" (Caren M. Carnev)
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THE WELL-BEING OF ARMY SOLDIERS AND THEIR FAMILIES:
C" ) METHODOLOGICAL, SUBSTANTIVE, AND TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS*

0 Caren M. Carney, Terrence D. Fullerton, Charlene S. Lewis,
James A. Martin, Richard J. Oldakowski, and Ed Van Vranken

Department of Military Psychiatry
--. - Walter Reed Army Institute of Research

Abstract

'""- The Army's concern with health is shifting from a reactive and selective
stance toward a proactive, preventive, and broadened orientation. Seven
studies recently conducted in this department have used qualitative and
quantitative methods to explore dimensions of well being and distress among
soldiers and their families. Major concern has focused on the impact of group
cohesion, social support, and socio-environmental conditions. Quantitative
findings presented here illuminate comparative levels of well being and
distress among over 3400 soldiers and spouses. The instrument used is the
General Well-Being Schedule (Dupuy, 1978). Compared to civilian samples, only
four of seven studies found overall General Well-Being scores in the range

indicative of positive well being. All other samples fell into the moderately
distressed range, although data collection is still in progress on the study
of the spouses of the members of the Army's New Manning System COHORT units.
Panel discussion focuses on correspondance between qualitative and
quantitative observations.,

Introduction

The social and behavioral sciences enjoy a sophisticated and appreciative
audience among Department of the Army policy makers. Evidence of this
sophistication can be found in the Army's willingness to view the soldier as

"- an individual who occupies several roles and who moves within several social
groups. Thus, the soldier may be a supervisor, a leader, a subordinate, a

- coworker, a "buddy," a spouse, a friend, and/or a parent. The Department of
the Army has also developed an appreciation for the various stresses that can
accrue from occupying such diverse roles and for the fact that competing roles O
may have negative consequences for the individual, the family, and group
cohesion (Department of Defense, 1983),

Moving beyond a narrow view of stress, the Army is also encouraging the

positive development and well being of soldiers and their families. This - -

focus requires an understanding of the reciprocal effects of psychological and

physical well being and distress. The interdisplinary perspective implied by

these views presents both challenges and opportunities for those wishing to
help map this largely unknown terrain.

The impetus for this panel derived from staff interest in the validity

and generalizability of findings across studies recently conducted within our --

*The views of the authors do not purport to reflect positions of the

Department of the Army or of the Department of Defense.
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Department. Investigators were particularly interested in assessing levels of

psychological well being and distress as well as in determining the possible
interrelations with physical and physiological states.

This presentation focuses on one instrument, The General Well-Being (GWB)
Schedule, developed by Harold J. Dupuy (1978) and used in the National Center
for Health Statistics'(1979) Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (HANES).
Data from the HANES study allow comparisons with a national civilian sample;

the comparisons are not the crucial issue here, they simply provide a
convenient outside anchoring point. Discussions of the use and acceptability
of the General Well-Being Schedule in the HANES study, as well as in other
field studies, can be found in Fazio (1977), Husaini, Neff, and Stone (1979),
and Neff and Husaini (1980).

The General Well-Being Schedule is designed to measure a construct which
* Dupuy (1978) names "general psychological well-being." The theoretical

orientation driving this construct is that of a Lewinian field perspective.
Thus, the construct is conceptualized as the "net impact of the many forces
which affect an individual's subjective emotional or feeling states." (Dupuy,
1977, p. 1). The conceptualization of the construct is based on the

assumption that individuals are capable of differentiating their feelings and
of ordering these feelings along certain dimensions such as magnitude,
intensity, and duration. The focus is on the person's own interpretation of
internal, not external, conditions and states. Of no small difficulty
(conceptual and semantic) is that Dupuy uses the term "well-being" to "reflect

the affect quality of these states which may range from feeling distressed,
disturbed, to feeling pleased, happy, or elated." (1977, p. 1). More research

". with Army service and family members should begin to provide some bases for
.- .. comparisons and contrasts (especially normative ones) with civilian data.

Method

Eighteen items comprise the General Well-Being Schedule and they reflect
six content areas addressing several health and mental health/disturbance
issues (as distinguished from life satisfaction/happiness issues). Table 1
lists the content areas and the individual items comprising the schedule.

The distribution of the total GWB scores in the HANES study (N=6913)
revealed a mean of 80.4 and a standard deviation of 17.4. The possible scores
ranged from 0-110. The range of scores from 73-110 was indicative of
positive well being, with the following internal breakdowns: elated
(105-110), elevated (96-104), moderate-high (83-95), moderate-low (78-82),
marginal (73-77). A range of scores from 61-72 indicated moderate
distress, with similar breakdowns: discordant (69-72), upset (65-68),

". disturbed (61-64). Finally, severe distress was indicated by a range of
* 'scores from 0-60, broken down as follows: distraught (55-60), debilitated

(49-54), impaired (37-48), disabled (18-36), depleted (0-17). Dupuy (1978)
also provided estimates of the percentages of the civilian population falling
into each category. For positive well being, the figure is 71.07; for
moderate distress, t5.5%; and for severe distress, 13.5Z.

Data presented here derive from seven studies conducted in this

department over the past several years. Interest has centered on several
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TABLE 1

ADJUSTMENT FACTORS AND INDIVIDUAL ITEMS COMPRISING THE
GENERAL WELL-BEING SCHEDULE OF DUPUY

A) Freedom from Health Concern. Worry, Distress:
Item # 10 Have you been bothered by any illness, bodily disorders, pains,

or fears about your health?
* Item # 15 How concerned or worried about your HEALTH have you been?

B) Energy Level:
Item # 9 Have you been waking up fresh and rested?
Item # 14 Have you felt tired, worn out, used-up, or exhausted?
Item # 17 How much ENERGY, PEP, VITALITY, have you felt?

C) Satisfying, Interesting Life:
Item # 6 How happy, satisfied, or pleased have you been with your

personal life?
Item # 11 Has your daily life been full of things that were interesting

to you?

E) Cheerful Versus Depressed Mood:
Item #1I How have you been feeling in general?
Item # 4 Have you felt so sad, discouraged, hopeless, or had so many

problems you wondered if anything was worthwhile?
Item # 12 Have you felt downhearted and blue?
Item # 18 How depressed or cheerful have you been?

F) Relaxed Versus Tense. Anxious:
* Item # 2 Have you been bothered by nervousness or your "nerves"

Item # 5 Have you been tinder or felt you were under any strain, stress,
or pressure?

Item #1 8 Have you been anxious, worried, or upset?
-. -. Item # 16 How relaxed or tense have you been?

G) Emotional-Behavioral Control:
Item # 3 Have you been in firm control of your behavior, thoughts,

emotions, or feeling?
Item # 7 Have you had any reason to wonder if you were losing your mind,

or losing control over the way you act, talk, thing, feel, or

Oz of your memory?
Item # 13 Have you been feeling emotionally stable and sure of yourself?

Note. Each item also asks "(DURING THE PAST MONTH)." Questions 1-14 have six
structured response options ranging from none to an extreme amount of the
attribute. Questions 15-18 have rating bars ranging from 0-10 with bipolar
adjectives at each end only. The total score can range from 0-110 (see Fazio,
1977).
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groups within the Army system perceived to be at greater risk for direct or
indirect consequences of stress. Groups include: drill sergeants and
non-drill NCO's, both members and spouses associated with the 82nd Airborne
Division, members of the Special Forces (data for wives are not yet

;'" 5available), both members and spouses of the Department of the Army staff, and

wives of the New Manning System COHORT units (data collection is still
underway for this longitudinal study). Sample sizes are given in Table 2 and
include breakdowns for major subgroups within the studies. Companion papers
in this Proceedings by Carney and by Fullerton provide more detail on sample
size and sample selection.

Results and Discussion

Table 2 provides mean GWB scores for the seven major study groups as well
as for selected subgroups. A paper in this Proceedings by Fullerton analyzes
group differences among these subpopulations.

Research investigation has also focused on qualitative appraisals of well
being and distress among Army service personnel. Both qualitatively and
quantitatively, discernible differences exist. Each group seems to possess a
particular constellation of work, family, and individual assets and stressors
that could mediate well-being or distress. For example, Special Forces

TABLE 2

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE TOTAL GENERAL WELL BEING
SCORE FOR DIFFERENT SAMPLES OF ARMY SERVICE AND FAMILY MEMBERS

- . SURVEY OR STUDY MEAN SD N

Drill sergeants & NCO controls 68.5 19.1 2337

a) Drill sergeants 67.6 18.8 1190
b) NCO controls 69.4 19.4 1147

82nd Airborne members 69.5 18.9 423

Department of the Army staff 74.0 15.7 246

Special Forces members 76.7 16.9 132

82nd Airborne wives 73.7 18.7 81

Department of the Army wives 76.6 15.0 98

COHORT wives 63.6 19.1 121
a) 1st term wives 63.2 18.9 82
b) Cadre NCO wives 61.0 19.6 32
c) Officer wives 80.7 9.3 7



members possess high cohesion but exert considerable stress on family members
because of the secrecy and danger in their jobs. Members of the 82nd Airborne
Division also have dangerous missions and are often deployed from their
families for long periods of time. Drill sergeants too are absent from their
families. These NCO's report feeling isnlated and under great job stress
because of intense performance evaluations and long hours. Drill sergeants
are similar to the Department of the Army (DA) staff in experiencing a low

element of danger and long work hours. Unlike drill sergeants but similar to
the Special Forces member, however, DA staff have high levels of perceived 0
psychological control over themselves and their work. The General Well-Being
Schedule is currently being administered to a scientific sample of wives
married to enlisted service members assigned to New Manning System COHORT
units.

The healthiest groups are those associated with greater perceived control
and support (Special Forces, DA staff, and spouses of DA staff and 82nd
Airborne members). Of concern are the negative long-term physiological
consequences for individuals who experience chronic, moderate levels of
stress. Our findings suggest that social support, high cohesion, and high
levels of perceived control affect the net impact of negative stressors at the
level of the individual, the family group, and the work group. Additionally,
as a tool for psychiatric and behavioral epidemiology, the General Well-Being
Schedule appears to be a reliable and valid measure of respondents' current
emotional health. More extended discussions of the relevance of these
findings for soldiers and their families, Army policy makers, clinicians, and
the research community can be found in this Proceedings in papers by Carney
and by Fullerton. S
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cComparing Weil-Being and Stress ofoSeveral High Risk Army Groups

0 Terrence D. Fullerton S
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research

Abstract

The investigators of the Department of Military Psychiatrv explored the
well-being and distress of soldiers in a variety of military groups, some of
which are considered high risk populations. Soldiers of several of these groups

seem to possess somewhat different work, family, and individual assets and

stressors. These groups included drill sergeants, soldiers deployed to the
Sinai as part of the multinational peacekeeping force, Special Forces soldiers,

and members of a Department of Army (Pentagon) staff. The general psychological "'@1

well-being of these soldiers was assessed by the General Well-Being Schedule

(Dupuy, 1978). The scores on the General Well-Being Schedule of all but two

of the groups are in the moderately distressed range. The scores of the Special

Forces soldier and members of the DA staff are in the marginally positive range

of well-being. There are significant group differences on the overall and sub-

scales of the General Well-Being Schedule. O

Introduction

Stress and well-being have become topics of major interest to Department of

Army policy makers and many major Army commanders. This interest seems to focus

on determining: what are the major stresses experienced by their soldiers, which ,

are causing the greatest dysfunction, and how to ameliorate the stressful effects.

Investigators of the Department of Military Psychiatry have recently explored the

well-being and distress of several military groups, some of which seem to be in

stressful environments. Soldiers of the 82nd Airborne Division conduct somewhat

dangerous missions (e.g., Grenada) and repeatedly deploy from their families for

several weeks each month. In 1982 one battalion of the 82nd Airborne Division 0
was deployed to the Sinai and was positioned between the Israeli and Egyptian

armies. Soldiers in this battalion performed as members of the first Multi-

national Force and Observers in the Sinai for six months. The deployment of

soldiers is typically accompanied by exposure to environmental and psychosocial

stressors. Novel stressors in this deployment included uncertainty about: the

possibility of conflict between these opposing armies, the living conditions, O

their reactions to this novel role as peacekeepers, the heat, and later, boredom.

The Special Forces (SF) soldiers are in some of the most frequently deployed

units. Although a six-month deployment for the 82nd troops is a rarity, these

SF soldiers frequently deploy for extended periods, often on real-world missions

to train and advise soldiers in environments often perceived as dangerous (e.g.,

El Salvador, Honduras, Lebanon, and several African nations). On the other hand,

these soldiers belong to what is widely considered to be one of our most cohesive

groups. These soldiers are reputedly closely bonded to other members of their

units and spend considerable on- and off-ducy time "team building."

.04
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Drill sergeants perceive themselves and are seen by others as one of the

most stressed groups in the Army. Army folklore suggests that basic training

is often the most stressful environment a soldier may be subjected to in the
course of his career, short of war. Initially, researchers focused on the

stresses of trainees (e.g., Datel, Gieseking, Engle, and Dougher, 1966; Datel
& Engel, 1966; Datel & Lifrak, 1969) but recently have also focused on the
considerable stresses experienced by the drill sergeants. Drill sergeants
report feeling isolated and working extremely long hours under constant, close,
and critical supervision. The Raupp report, TRADOC's study of basic training,
suggests that the stress and strain incurred by drill sergeants may increase *0
the possibility of trainee abuse while decreasing the level of trainee effective-
ness. A companion paper in this Proceedings (Carney, 1984) focuses on the well-
being and distress among drill sergeants and non-drill NCOs, particularly with

reference to the impact of social support.

Members of the Department of Army (Pentagon) staff also view their organiza-

tion as representing a particularly stressful environment. The officers are
older than the soldiers of the other groups. These staff officers report
working long hours (nine or more); feeling "run-down" by the end of the week;

experiencing continuous job stress due to unrealistic deadlines, competing tasks,
and multiple bosses; and being dissatisfied with the amount of time and energy
left for family and self (Marlowe, 1983). On the other hand, they report satis-

faction with the way their expert knowledge is used, with the trust and respect
shown to them by their superiors, and with the support given by superiors and co-

workers.

Most of these groups report high perceived stress, and somewhat different
work, work group, and family assets and stressors. Thus, this research examines

the well-being and distress among various separate groups of soldiers while con-
sidering the impact of group cohesion/social support and socio-environmental
conditions. This information is important for policy makers for knowing whether/ -

how to ameliorate stress and moving toward the preventative focus the Army is now
pushing.

Method

Subjects

The subjects were 3228 members of the United States Army. Sub-groups -

included: 437 soldiers of a battalion of the 82nd Airborne Division; 139
Special Forces soldiers; 1216 drill sergeants; 1179 noncommissioned officers
stationed at the same training posts as the drill sergeants; and 253 members

of a Department of Army staff.

Data Collection Procedures and Instrument .

The General Well-Being Schedule was one of an extensive battery of instru-

ments examing the amount of stress experienced on the job and at home by these

soldiers. The General Well-Being Schedule is an eighteen item instrument designed
to measure the net result of the various factors which affect an individual's
general psychological well-being (Dupuy, 1978). The possible scores range from

0-110. Dupuy suggests the following break down of scores: (73-110) indicates -I
positive well-being; (61-72), moderate distress; and (0-60), severe distress.

." o'
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In addition to an overall GWB score, there are six subscales addressing several
health/mental health issues. A more detailed description of the GWB and the
subscales is available in this Proceedings in a paper by Carney, Fullerton, Lewis,
Martin, Oldakowski, & Van Vranken (1984), Fazio (1977) and Neff & Husaini (1980).

Results and Discussion

Dupuy (1978) suggested that there were six subscales in the General Well-

Being Schedule. Factor analysis of the entire military data base replicated to
a large extent (five of the six factors matched perfectly) Dupuv's subscales.
Cronbach's (1951) coefficient alpha, an index of internal consistency, for the

" "subscales varies from .46 to .82.

The next set of analyses allowed us to examine group differences of the
overall General Well-Being Scale and each of the six subscales scores. There

are significant differences between the groups on the scores of the overall GWB
and each subscale. The results of Duncan's multiple range tests are presented
in Table 1. These results indicate that the drill sergeants, NCOs at basic train-
ing posts, and the soldiers of the peacekeeping force all have GWB scores in the
moderately distressed range and the scores of these three groups are lower than

" . the scores of the Special Forces soldiers and the DA level staff. A consistent
pattern of results emerged. SF soldiers reported the most positive scores,
followed by members of the DA staff, and with the NCOs, Drills, and 82nd soldiers

slightly shifting order among themselves.

Explanations of these data may lie with the somewhat different work, work
group, family, and environments characteristic of these groups. The SF has high
cohesion (work group social support) but dangerous missions and family stress due
to the danger, frequent extended deployments and secrecy. The soldiers of the

82nd also have dangerous missions, frequent deployments but less cohesion/work
group support (Fullerton & Manning, 1984). The drill sergeants have little

physical danger, low work group support, perceived lack of control, extended
hours, and ev--luation stress. The NCOs are similar to the drill sergeants but
with less evaluation stress. The members of the Army staff are similar to the

drill sergeants in encountering little physical danger, extended work hours, and
high evaluative stress. Unlike drill sergeants but similar to the SF, the DA

staff has work group support and perceived control over themselves and their
work environment. Thus the healthiest groups are those with the greatest work

group support and perceived control. The possible long-term negative
consequences of the moderate distress on the physical and mental health of
these drill sergeants, NCOs, and the soldiers of the 82nd are disconcerting.

"J.. Follow-up research tracking the long-term consequences, the positive impacts
of work group support, and the efficacy of interventions is needed.

. The views of the author d not purport to reflect positions of the Department
of the Army or the Department of Defense.
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TABLE I
Duncan's Multiple Range Test
General Well-Being Scale

(denotes pairs of groups significantly different at .05 level)
Overall General Well-Being Overall

*(Range 0-110) F P
Mean Group Drill NCO 82 DA SF 11.39 .0000
67.59 Drill
69.43 N4CO
69.53 82
73.97 DA Staff **

76.66 SF **

Freedom from Health Concern. Worry Distress Overall
(Range 0-10) F P
Mean Group Drill NCO 82 DA SF 10.23 .0000
10.22 Drill*
9.40 NCO
9.56 82

10.41 DA Staff *

10.48 SF *

Energy Level Overall
(Range 0-15) F P
Mean Group Drill NCO 82 DA SF 28.42 .0000
10.02 Drill
11.33 NCO
11.32 82 e
11.83 DA Staff
13.12 SF ** *

Satisfied. Interesting Life Overall
(Range 0-10) F P

*.Mean Group Drill NCO *82 DA SF 15.16 .0000
5.00 Drill
5.45 N4CO
4.95 820
5.88 DA Staff **

6.11 SF **

Cheerful versus Depressed Mood Overall
(Range 0-20) F P
Mean Group Drill NCO 82 DA SF 12.36 .0000
15.94 Drill
16.03 NCO
15.84 82
17.75 DA Staff *

18.04 SF **
Relaxed vlrsus Tense. Anxious Overall
(Range 0-20) F P
Mean Group Drill NCO 82 DA SF 9.43 .0000
14.42 Drill
15.25 NCO
IL5.82 82a
15.44 DA Staff
16.40 SF *

Emotional Behavioral Control Overall
(Range 0-15) F P
Mean Group Drill N4CO 82 DA SF 2.91 .02
12.06 Drill
11.93 NICO
12.06 82
12.48 DA Staff A

12.51 SF
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WELL BEING AND DISTRESS AMONG DRILL SERGEANTS: CIVILIAN AND

o MILITARY COMPARISONS AND THE ROLE OF SOCIAL SUPPORT*

0D Caren M. Carney

" Department of Military Psychiatry

*"-. Walter Reed Army Institute of Research

Abstract

This study compares civilian and military scores on the General
Well-Being (GWB) schedule of Dupuy (1978). Civilian data derive from a
national sample of American adults interviewed during the National Center for
Health Statistics' (NCHS) Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (HANES),
wave 1 (NCHS, 1979). Military data derive from a study of drill sergeant
stress which surveyed drill and non-drill Non-commissioned officers (NCO's)
from the same training posts (Vernon, Marlowe, Datel, & Holloway, 1980).1

Military scores on the GWB were lower than civilians' scores; drill sergeants
had lower scores zhan non-drill NCO's. In both studies, high levels of
social support had pervasive direct ameliorating effects on distress.

Introduction

The U. S. Army has increasingly expressed interest in exploring new
o -avenues for achieving an optimal basic training environment. The "Raupp

Report" attempted a comprehensive view of the leadership climate in Army
training centers and the way this climate affected both new recruits and drill
sergeants (Task Force on Initial Entry Training Leadership, 1978). The new
recruit is commonly viewed as the individual under intense stress, and indeed

the report listed 16 stressors new recruits experience often. However, the
report also listed 27 stressors that affect drill sergeants. These ranged
from long hours, being drafted to become a drill sergeant, and concern about
the career consequences of withdrawing from the program, to shortages of drill
sergeants, unrealistic training schedules, and lack of privacy. The potential
for such stress to result in trainee abuse was a logical and real concern.

The Army's concern with the stressors affecting drill sergeants reflects

an awareness that successful teaching requires both a healthy learning
environment and a healthy teacher. The concern also reflects an appreciation

.. that the drill sergeant not only teaches specific skills, but also imparts

* . specific values and standards. The drill sergeant also often provides new

*The views of the author do not purport to reflect positions of the

Department of the Army or of the Department of Defense.

"Darleen M. Vernon, CPT, MSC, now at the University of Pittsburgh,

developed and executed this study and served as its project officer. Richard '1
J. Oldakowski played a crucial role in coordinating and conducting the complex
data-base management aspects of this study. Thanks also extend to David H.
Marlowe for providing essential guidance and to other Departmental staff who

assisted on this study. Finally, grateful appreciation is extended to our
* "* study participants whose cooperation made this research possible.
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recruits with their first role model of the "ideal" soldier. Thus, the levels
of well-being and distress among drill sergeants are bound to be reflected,

respectively, in better or poorer effectiveness in leading, guiding, and
teaching the new recruit how best to be a competent soldier.S

Novaco, Sarason, Robinson, and Parry (1983) suggest that for Marines, the

drill sergeant school selection process tends to graduate candidates who are

least at risk for stress (compared to those who drop out or are not graduated
for psychological/behavioral reasons). It is uncertain whether the screening
process operates similarly in the Army. If it does, then stress levels among
drills would require scrutiny in the context of their better coping skills at
the onset of their duties. This study attempts a first step in determining
whether drill sergeants are more stressed than their non-drill counterparts
and suggests the importance of social support in mitigating distress.

MethodS

Participants in the study were 2405 of 5000 NCO's sampled at eight Army

training posts. Most respondents were male, with 1223 (49.3%) identifying .
themselves as drill sergeants. Both drill and non-drill groups answered
identical questionnaires which asked for demographic information and social
support ties as well as for information on physical and psychological well
being and on satisfaction with the Army (see Vernon et al., 1980).

The____ HAE.1d sdasml f61 Aeiast sespyia n
psychological status (NCHS, 1979). The GWB Schedule was one of the
instruments used to assess mental health (Dupuy, 1978; also, see a paper in
this Proceedings by Carney, Fullerton, Lewis, Martin, Oldakowski, and Van
Vranken). To provide another comparison group with the NCO study, a subsample

of men was chosen from the total HANES population. "Working men" were defined S
as those men between 25 and 45 years of age, having a high school or college
degree only, and possessing a history of paid employment either as a
self-employed worker or as a private or government employee.

Social support was assessed in the same way for both groups by a social
support question included as part of the GWB interview schedule in the HANES
study. Identification as an individual with low versus high support was based
on the response to the question, "Do you discuss your problems with any memberI
of your family or friends?" High support answers included: "No, I do not
have any problems," "Yes, and it helps a lot," or "Yes, and it helps some."'
Low support answers were: "Yes, but it does not help at all," "No, I do not
care to talk about my problems with anyone," "No, no one cares to hear about
my problems," or "No, I do not have anyone I can talk with about my problems."
Thus, this measure of social support taps aspects of the individual's actual
social network as well as perceptions of social support. Excluding from

*analyses those individuals who answered "No, I do not have any problems" did
not substantially change the high support group means. Including this

- - response category did substantially raise the low support group means. This
response category could be considered an index of well-being but is included
in the high support group due to the question's context.

Results

eFor both the HANES study and the NCO study, social support played aI

r: powerful role in mitigating distress. In the HANES study, the Pearson
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correlation between the continuous social support measure and the total GWB
*score was .409 (all correlations discussed here are significant beyond the

.001 level). The correlations for subscales I through 6 respectively were

.241, .296, .328, .386, .379, and .305. For the working men, the total and
subscale correlations were, respectively: .398, .147, .267, .316, .409, .359,
and .243. Also, compared to the rest of the HANES study population, they had
significantly higher GWB scores (see Table 1 for mean effects). (T tests were
all significant beyond the .001 level for the total and subscale scores).

A key question in the NCO stress study concerned how social support and
occupation might explain well-being/distress. Several possible explanations
exist: neither contributes additively, one or both contribute additively, or
the synergistic or interactive combination of the two either does or does not
contribute to explaining well-being/distress. This last possibility
represents the concept of interaction (or non-additivity) wherein the effect
for one independent variable is not the same under all conditions of the other

independent variable. Thus, e.g., given the presumedly high levels of stress
for drill sergeants, would high levels of social support mitigate the effects
of stress only for controls (i.e., and not for drill sergeants)? If so, an
interaction measure would uncover that possibility.

Multiple regression was used to explore the possible contributions that

social support and occupation make to well-being/distress. This procedure
uses a multiple correlation coefficient (R) to assess the variation that two
or more independent variables share with a single dependent measure. Here the

three independent variables are occupation, social support, and a
cross-product of the standardized measures of occupation and social support.
Seven multiple regressions were computed, one each for the GWB total and 6
subscale (dependent) measures. The respective R's for the set of 3
independent variables were: .452, .190, .413, .436, .429, .386, and .348 (all
were significant beyond the .001 level).

Given this 3 variable model, it is also useful to ask which of the
independent measures accounted for substantial amounts of variance.
Inspecting the partial correlation coefficients provides a means for assessing

"- " the contribution of any one independent variable while statistically holding
the effects of the others constant.

Similar to an ANOVA approach, it is appropriate first to inspect for
possible interaction effects. For no one of the dependent measures did the
interaction account for even 1% of the variance. Next, inspecting the partial .
additive contribution of the occupation measure uncoi.2red few major
differences between drills and non-drills. Occupation contributed 3% to
explaining energy level and 1% to explaining subscales 1, 3, and 5. (See

Table 2 for specification of mean effects).

For each dependent variable, the largest contribution to the set of 3
independent measures consistently came for the additive measure of social
support. The partial correlations of social support with the total and
subscale scores were, respectively: .448, .162, .388, .428, .427, .376, and -1

•7 .345 (all highly statistically significant). Comparing these partials with

the R's above, it is clear that most of the variance is explained by the
direct effects of social support. The respective Pearson correlations are:

" - .447, .163, .380, .425, .426, .373, .346.
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,. • TABLE I
GENERAL WELL-BEING SCHEDULE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE TOTAL SAMPLE AND SELECTED

SUBPOPULATIONS IN THE HEALTH AND NUTRITION EXAMINATION STUDY

GWB Component: Total Score Subscale 1 Subscale 2 Subscale 3 Subscale 4 Subscale 5 Subscale 6

Description: Freedom Cheerful Relaxed
Distress From H1ealth Satisfying, Versus Versus Emotional-
Versus Concern, Energy Interesting ,,epressed Tense, Behavioral

Well Being Worry Level Life Mood Anxious Control

Range of Scores: (0-110) (0-15) (0-20) (0-10) (0-25) (0-25) (0-15)

Sample/subsample:

Total: 80.31 11.13 13.04 6.70 18.52 17.97 12.95
(17.67) (3.82) (4.13) (2.06) (4.52) (5.19) (2.30)
(6913] (6913] [69131 [69131 [69131 [6913] (6913]

Low Support: 71.68 9.85 11.44 5.77 16.33 16.16 12.12
(20.1) (4.37) (4.54) (2.31) (5.23) (5.94) (2.88)

[1071] [1071] [10711 110711 [071] [1071] 10711

High Support: 81.90 11.37 13.33 6.87 18.92 18.30 13.10
(16.70) (3.66) (3.98) (1.97) (4.26) (4.97) (2.14)

[5842] [5842] [58421 [5842] [5842] 5842] [5842]

Working men: 85.56 12.14 14.30 7.04 19.89 18.58 13.60
(13. 22) C2.95) (3.32) (1.83) (3.39) (4.36) (1.67)

[742] [742] [742] [742] [7421 [742] [742]

Low Support 78.50 11.27 13.31 6.08 18.01 16.86 12.96
(16.02) (3.32) (3.82) (2.06) (4.16) (4.99) (2.25)

(84] [84] [84] [84] 184] [84] [84]

High Support 86.46 12.25 14.43 7.17 20.13 18.80 13.68
(12.55) (2.88) (3.23) (1.77) (3.21) (4.22) (1.56)

[658] [658] [658] [658] [658] [658] [658]

Note. The tigures given represent the mean, standard deviation tin parentheses), and sample size (in
Bracets). Higher scores on the GWB indicate better adjustment. Analyses were conducted by the author
using data from the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS,1979). See text for discussion of the
derivation of social support dichotomy and for description of sample of working men.

TABLE 2
GENERAL WELL-BEING SCHEDULE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE tOTAL SAMPLE AND SELECTED

SUBPOPULATIONS IN THE DRILL SERGEANT STRESS STUDY

GWB Component: Total Score Subscale I Subscale 2 Subscale 3 Subscale 4 Subscale 5 Subscale 6

Description: Freedom Cheerful Relaxed
Distress From Health Satisfying, Versus Versus Emotional-
Versus Concern, Energy Interesting Depressed Tense, Behavioral

Well Being Worry Leve Life Hood Anxious Control

,.'" Range of Scores: (0-110) (0-15) (0-20) (0-10) (0-25) (0-25) (0-15)

Sample/subsample:

Total: 68.49 9.82 10.66 5.22 15.98 14.83 12.00
(19.14) (3.90) (4.41) (2.49) (5.08) (5.44) (2.86)
(2337] [2392] [2385] (2396] [2360] [2380] [2390]

Non-drill NCO's: 69.43 9.40 11.33 5.44 16.03 15.25 11.93
(19.42) (3.94) (4.35) (2.46) (5.24) (5.49) (2.95)
[1147] [11771 [1171] [1178] [1161] [1171] (1174]

Drill Sergeants: 67.58 10.02 10.22 5.00 15.93 14.42 12.06
(18.821 (j.81) (4.37) (2.50) (4.92) (5.37) (2.78)

* [1190 [1215] [1214] [1218] [1199] [1209 [1216]

Low Support: 56.73 8.88 8.37 3.79 13.00 12.07 10.57
(18.17) (4.02) (4.09) (2.29) (5.02) (5.15) (3.32)
(6441 !659] (659] [660] [651] [656] [659]

High Support: 72.97 10.17 11.53 5.76 17.12 15.87 12.54
(17.51) (3.78) (4.21) (2.35) (4.61) (5.17) (2.45)
[1686] [1721] (1717] [1724] (1702) [1713] 11720]

Note. The 1tiures given represent the mean, standard deviation (in parentheses), and sample size (in
brackets). H gher scores on the GWB indicate better adjustment. See text for discussion of the derivattonof the sorial support dichotomy and for description of non-drill Sergeant and driIl I sergeant q.uhsimpIPs.
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Discussion

This research found few real differences between drill and non-drill U
NCO's. This surprising non-finding counters the stereotype of the stressors

of drill sergeant duties as second only to those of combat. Do drills cope

more effectively by complaining? Are all NCO's at occupational risk for

stress? The NCO role does appear analogous to that of the mid-level manager

who experiences demands both from below and above. Of concern here are the

substantially lower levels of well-being and distress among the NCO's compare

to American adults and particularly to working men. Or is it the case that
the training posts exert high stress not only on the drill sergeant, but also

on the non-drill NCO counterpart? Further research will be required to

point conclusively to this last possibility as the best explanation.

It is true that social support does improve well-being for NCO's in the

same way that it worked for adults in the HANES study. Clearly it exerts

powerful direct effects. However, the level differences between the Army and

civilian groups are striking. These will require more analyses and discussion
than space permits here. Interested readers can make comparisons now,

however, given the information presented in the tables.

Campbell (1981) has suggested using a conceptual model of well-being that

considers positive and negative well-being as distinct entities. He also
argues that life satisfaction (or social well being), though conceptually

distinct, should be related to individual well-being and distress. Future

analyses will employ factor analytic techniques to determine the adequacy of

this conceptualization and to assess correspondence with factors found by

Dupuy (1978) in the HANES study.
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CO HABITABILITY AND HUMAN PRODUCTIVITY ISSUES

(N CONFRONTING THE AIR FORCE SPACE COMMAND

(V) Jack Stuster, Ph.D.
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0Abstract
0.
IThere are four areas of planned and proposed DoD space activity in which habitability

issues play an important role. These are: (1) long-duration space missions, (2) short-
duration space missions, (3) extended-duration STS missions, and (4) terrestrial space
operations center(s). The purpose of this paper is to identify some of the missions within
each of these areas and to explore the associated behavioral, psychological, and
sociological issues. These include: sleep, clothing, exercise, medical support, personal
hygiene, food preparation, group interaction, habitat aesthetics, outside communications,
recreational opportunities, privacy and personal space, and waste disposal and manage-
ment.

INTRODUCTION

There are four areas of planned and proposed DoD space activity in which habitability
issues play an important role. These are: (1) long-duration space missions, (2) short-
duration space missions, (3) extended-duration STS missions, and (4) terrestrial space
operations center(s). The following paragraphs provide brief discussions of the principal
habitability and human performance issues.

Before we proceed, a few definitions are in order. Habitability may be opera-
tionally defined as those aspects of an environment that either immediately or in the long

-. run affect human performance and productivity (both positively and negatively). This
definition acknowledges both degrading and enhancing elements. The objective of under-
standing habitability issues is to design environments and associated operations in order to
facilitate performance and to optimize sustained human productivity. This objective is
achieved by the application of all available expertise to the development of effective
design and operations principles. Remember, productivity represents the ultimate objec-
tive of our efforts. Short-duration missions are missions no longer than 14 days. This
includes all planned STS missions within current orbiter capabilities. Long-duration
missions are those lasting longer than 60 days. Proposed space station tours are within the
60-90 day range. Recent suggestions to conduct extended duration, 30-day DoD STS

missions complicate the matter. That is, 30 days aboard an orbiter would substantially
elevate the importance of STS habitability issues--the vehicle simply was not designed, in
terms of habitability, for routine 30-day tours with full crews. Performance on 30-day
STS missions may be more seriously affected than on 90-day tours aboard a space station
designed for long-duration missions. Consequently, extended-duration STS missions must
be considered separately from both short duration shuttle missions and long-duration
sojourns aboard a space station.

" Issues of habitability are important during short-duration missions such as shuttle
flights. They are also 'mportant under vigilant or emergency conditions that must be
anticipated for survivable ground control centers in both routine and post-attack environ-
ments. Clearly, though, habitability issues are most salient in the area of long-duration
space missions. For this reason, our discussion will focus on the behavioral requirements
associated with long-duration missions.
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OPERATIONS PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

It is generally recognized that many individuals are both willing to and capable of
performing adequately under adverse conditions when those conditions are of short dura-
tion, extreme novelty, and when the rewards for enduring the conditions are significant.
However, when humans are subjected to adverse conditions for long durations, on a
routine basis and in the absence of substantial reward or recognition, performance degra-
dation must be expected.

We are not concerned here with system tests or even with the first several missions
of a 90-day-tour space station. Those crews would likely perform admirably under
extremely inhospitable living conditions. Conversely, what we must design from the start 0
is a system that would be not only acceptable but also conducive to work under routine
conditions--during the 35th mission or during an individual crew's tenth tour on a rota-
tional basis. It is imperative that we design truly functional habitats--environments that
both support life and encourage productivity--if future space missions are to be
successful. It is equally important that habitability and human performance issues asso-
ciated with ground control facilities are addressed in a systematic fashion.

There are several behavioral issues associated vith proposed long-duration missions
that will inevitably affect human performance; these issues are discussed below. In
identifying these issues we take the initial step toward avoiding problems and mitigating
effects. At the very least, once identified, problems can be anticipated. Essentially, we
need to know what factors characteristic of confinement and isolation contribute to the S.
degradation of human productivity. We need to explore these issues in order to design
systems that avoid or minimize the negative effects on the human component. If isolation
is, as Carlyle has described it, "The sum total of wretchedness to man," how may we
render it less wretched?

ISSUE IDENTIFI[ ATION

We have limited our concern, at this early stage of concept development, to only
those biological, psychological, and sociological issues with architectural or hardware
design implications. While other issues, such as crew selection and evaluation, are
obviously important, it is critical to first explore those concerns which demand long lead
times for research and development, and those that require early architectural definition.
Identification of these requirements during the early stages of design is imperative in -
order to maximize the productivity on future long-duration space missions and to mini-
mize system costs. These potential costs include both operational compromise and expen-
sive retrofitting to mitigate design flaws.

The issues we have identified are addressed in subsequent paragraphs, including o

discussion of possible solutions and research requirements. -4

Sleep. The variables associated with sleep include schedule, total amount per cycle,
and "quality" (quality is defined as time to onset and number of awakenings). Variation in

each of these dimensions affects human performance. We need to discover means to
assess these variables and to apply the lessons operationally. Questions of shift work
rather than synchronous schedules are particularly important since they impinge on other
issues such as the maintenance of privacy and personal space. Research is required in thik 0
area to define an appropriate compromise between operational and human requireMrents.

Clothing. Much has been learned from Skylab and STS missions regarding elothinm f-,
a "shirt sleeve" working environment in space. Air Force concerns about clothirwz,
satisfied by closely monitoring the NASA experience. Also, specific aspeets ,vf o .
missions may require the development of specific items, primarily in
protective/shielding equipment and/or fabrics.
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te Exercise. Exercise is a critical concern on long-duration space missions. Due to
Kth many effects of muscle atrophy and the particularly insidious bone decalcification

* - characteristic of microgravity environments, special attention must be given to defining ]
specific forms and amounts of exercise. Many of the required data are already available
from previous space missions, in particular Skylab. Further work is required, however, in
order to address the psychological aspects of exercise. That is, what may be required is
the development of methods of exercise that are less boring and more motivating than
those that have been employed or proposed for astronaut use. Attempts must be made toI
render exercise more recreational; for instance, place the ergonometer in front of a
window.

- .Medical Support. The importance of an onboard medical support capability
increases with mission duration. No serious medical emergencies have been reported
during American space missions. The Soviets have not, apparently, been so fortunate. .'

-4 Evidence from Sealab, a highly relevant analogue to space missions, indicates that all
similar ventures should involve close coordination of medical and engineering phases with
a great deal of control vested in the medical complement of the team. The degree to
which this suggestion is possible in an evolving system requires further exploration.
Similarly, a paramount fear expressed by Valery Ryumin during his 175 day sojourn aboard
Salyut-6 was that he might experience an attack of appendicitis or an abscessed tooth.
Fear of appendicitis or deep dental pain could manifest itself in several forms, each of
which could affect productivity. Preventive measures for both emergencies and the fear
of medical emergencies could be quite simple (e.g., require that each long-duration
astronaut have his or her appendix removed before flying, and provide dental emergency
kits for onboard use). The concern for treating accidental injury, however, requires
further attention. Additional work is also required to identify medical concerns from the
perspective of crew personnel.

Personal Hygiene. Hygiene parameters for long-duration space missions are likely
to differ substantially from what is acceptable during short forays into space. While
"camping out" conditions pose less of a threat during short duration missions and during
emergencies, "camping out" can be expected to seriously degrade human performance

- . under routine conditions during long-duration space missions. During the course of the
% 24 space program, improvements in onboard hygiene technology have been substantial.

Further improvements are necessary for onboard systems to be acceptable for long -
duration missions. What appears to be required is greater sensitivity to behavioral and
psychological factors affecting user acceptability.

Food Preparation. Perhaps the quintessential habitability issues involve food.
There is much to learn from analogous experiences such as submarines and off-shore oil
platforms concerning the importance of quality food in maintaining high morale and
productivity. It must be remembered that we are considering missions of both long-
duration and a routine nature. Under such conditions attitudinal problems regarding
"inadequate" food may be inevitable regardless of personal motivation, loyalty, and the

like. Certain earthbound and on-orbit experiences suggest that the quality, variety, and
availability of food represents one of the fundamental issues affecting human perform-
ance on long-duration missions. Nutritional content of meals is not in question. What
requires further definition is the optimum compromise between quality and operational
conditions. Further studies may indicate that this is one area where little compromise is
possible with behavioral principles.

Group Interaction. Under this topic must be considered two separate issues:
organizational structure and communication. In terms of organizational structure the
form that has evolved within NASA for STS missions (quasi-military organization with
mission specialists and payload specialists) is consistent with all other smoothly func-
tioning analogous conditions. While it is expected that this will be the social structure of
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a NASA space station, some observers have speculated that scientists and technicians may
object to a quasi-military atmosphere and require an absence of onboard central
authority. Others have even assumed that the organization would (or should) be egali-
tarian and that crew size should be an odd number to disallow stalemated votes. Clearly,
it is silly to consider a town meeting approach to space station management. A more
appropriate analogy might be a research ship and, later in the station's evolution, a
distant-water fishing vessel (i.e., mission and production orientation). Research is
required to explore the dynamics of crew interpersonal relations in order to identify
appropriate levels of participation in onboard decision-making. Also required is the
development of procedures for establishing rules and regulations aboard semi-autonomous
spacecraft.

In terms of effective communications within the crew, it has been indicated that
an onboard space large enough for all individuals to meet is required; it is typically the
most heavily used space under analogous conditions of isolation and confinement (e.g.,
Sealab, Tektite). Such a space--whether called the bridge or the wardroom--may need to
accommodate both outgoing and incoming crews and perhaps even the transport crew for
short durations. Further attention to defining wardroom requirements is necessary;

-. possible solutions involve use of flexible internal structures. In addition to group
meetings, provisions must be made to allow both routine and emergency communications
among the crew (e.g., notify of minor anomalies at watch change, bulletin-board informa-
tion, general quarters). A complete analysis of onboard communications requirements is
necessary in order to develop solutions that allow for safe and efficient exchanges of

* - information among the crew.

Habitat Aesthetics. Much intuitive and some objective evidence supports the
notion that the "visual" aesthetics of an environment somehow affect human productivity
within that environment. In terms of designing habitats for space missions, we require
empirical evidence to support specific contentions, otherwise detractors will regard
aesthetics as a "sissy" issue. This is true for NASA and it is especially true for DoD
missions. It is necessary to establish the relative importance of habitat aesthetics to the
attainment of mission objectives in order to identify the trade-offs involved.

Outside Communications. For long-duration NASA missions, it is expected that
capabilities will evolve early in the program for personal, two-way video calls to be made
on a regular basis. It is generally recognized that periodic communication with family is
beneficial in maintaining crew morale (e.g., distant-water fishing fleets, Salyut-6, etc.).
The degree to which this will be possible on long-duration Air Force missions may be a
matter of security. If communication is not allowed, behavioral consequences must be
identified and anticipated.

Recreational Opportunities. Most of the available information on which we might
base decisions regarding recreational issues is of an anecdotal nature. What is required is
a systematic approach to the subject. Analogous earthbound conditions and previous
experiences in space must be critically evaluated to identify appropriate recreational
opportunities. We must not rely excessively on Skylab missions, however, when searching
for lessons to be learned; the interests of future long-duration crews may differ signifi
cantly from those of the past. That is, to satisfy the recreational needs of personnel on
long-duration, routine missions, a radical and creative departure from previous efforts
may be necessary. On one extreme, we may find it valuable to offer university extension
courses leading to an advanced degree in applied sciences; at the other extreme what may
be required is an element of friendly competition between crews. These suggestions are
offered to illustrate the range of possible solutions that may be required to augment the
traditional methods of recreation employed during short-term missions. Further research

*O is required to identify acceptable and stimulating recreational opportunities for extended
STS and long-duration missions.
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Privacy and Personal Space. Much has been written about the need for privacy
and personal space, most notably Helmreich's suggestions based upon evaluation of
analogous conditions. What is yet required is a synthesis of these and other sources of
data on the role played by these issues under conditions of isolation and confinement.
While this concern is of paramount importance to long-duration missions, it is also impor-
tant to short-duration missions (especially with larger crew sizes) and to survivable ground
control facilities. Habitat design should acknowledge the dynamic and/or evolutionary
nature of the system; what may be an appropriate design solution in the early stages of

* -. development may not be appropriate as the system matures. Further research is
necessary to specifically define privacy and personal space guidelines for potential Air
Force missions and to explore the extent to which habitats can be reconfigured internally

* to accommodate changing human requirements.

Waste Disposal and Management. Issues of waste disposal and management have
been a particular crew concern since the first U.S. space mission. From the beginning,
inadequate solutions have been developed for missions of short duration. Special attention
must be directed toward the development of improved waste disposal systems for long-3
duration space missions. This should begin with the identification of the personal require-
ments and expectations of potential users in order to establish the effects, if any, on
human performance resulting from inadequate waste disposal equipment.

Onboard Training, Simulation, and Task Preparation. During both extended and
long -duration missions it is likely that additional onboard training will be required during
the early stages of the mission for tasks to be performed during a later stage. This
preparation may involve task simulation, review of procedures and specifications, focused
discussion with ground control and/or crew personnel, or the physical inspection of equip-
ment to be used during a task. In any event, it is likely that some form of onboard work
station or learning center may be required to accommodate these preparation activities.
Research is required to identify the types of preparation activities anticipated, and to
develop equipment (e.g., flexible work station) to accommodate these requirements.

Behavioral and Physiological Requirements Associated with a Microgravity
Environment. In addition to specific exercise, hygiene and food preparation requirements
demanded by the absence of gravity, there are several related yet unresolved issues asso-

V ciated with a weightless condition. These include the design of consoles to effectively
accommodate personnel in a neutral gravity position, the design of workbenches to hold -

small parts in place (in Skylab they used the exhaust filters), development of foot
restraints, eating utensils, and storage/labeling systems, to name a few. Faulty solutions
to these and other hardware issues have caused problems on previous U.S. space missions.
These issues require resolution for human performance to be optimized on future missions.
What is required is a systematic analysis of previous experience of living and working in
space to identify the relevant issues and to develop effective solutions. Current NASA
studies, proposed studies, and an evaluation of Spacelab missions may provide the needed

* ... data to satisfy these concerns.

SUM MARY
In the previous paragraphs we have focused on long-duration space missions in

order to identify the habitability issues confronting the Air Force Space Command. It
must be understood that the issues disciussed and the research requirements identified apply
to long-duration missions, extended duration STS misaim.s, and to lesser degrees, to human
Performance on short-duration missions and to the personnel staffing terrestrial spaceIoperations centers.

Solutions to some of the problems associated with habitability issues are either 3
available or in the process of development. Clearly, though, additional research is

5,. required concerning each issue listed in order to truly optimize human performance and
productivity during operations proposed by the Air Force Space Command.
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Abstract

Including whole-body motion in a flight simulator improves performance
for a variety of tasks requiring a pilot to compensate for the effects of
unexpected disturbances. A possible mechanism for this improvement is that
whole-body motion provides high derivative vehicle state information which
allows the pilot to generate more lead in responding to the external
disturbances. In developing new motion simulation algorithms for an advanced
g-cuing system we were, therefore, surprised to discover that an algorithm
based on aircraft roll acceleration produced little or no performance
improvement. On the other hand, algorithms based on roll position or roll
velocity produced performance equivalent to whole-body motion. This paper
describes the analysis and modeling being conducted at both the sensory system
and manual control performance levels to explain the above results.

Introduction

The Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory and the Aeronautical
Systems Division are jointly investigating motion and force cuing alternatives
to whole-body motion. This paper summarizes the progress on an investigation
of the capability of an advanced g-cuing system to provide rotational motion
information to a pilot performing a flight control task. Human performance

* .. modeling is being conducted to explore hypotheses concerning the underlying
sensory and performance mechanisms.

Roll-Axis Drive Algorithm Development and Testing

Two motion cuing devices were used: (1) the Advanced Low Cost C-Cuing
System (ALCOGS), and (2) the Roll-Axis Tracking Simulator (RATS). The ALCOGS
includes hydraulically-actuated seat pan, backrest, and seat belt elements
mounted in an aircraft seat frame (Kleinwaks, 1980). In the studies reported
here, the one-piece seat pan was the only active cuing element. The RATS is a
whole-body, roll-axis motion device. The axis of rotation is through the

* . buttocks of the subject.

The initial approach was to develop a means of driving the ALCOGS seat pan
such that the pressures produced on the human buttocks matched those one would
experience in the RATS. Using small force-sensing strain guages located under

'. ' the ischial tuberosities of the buttocks, we measured the pressures produced by
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sinusoidal roll motion in the RATS. A multiple regression performed on data
collected over a range of amplitudes and frequencies suggested that buttocks
pressures were a function of RATS roll angle and roll acceleration:

PSlButtocks = 064 RATS + .0041 RATS (1)

where PSI = pressure in lbs/in 2, = roll angle in deg, and = roll
acceleration in deg/sec 2. For data collected under similar sinusoidal motion
in the ALCOGS, buttocks pressures were a simple function of seat pan roll
angle:

PSButtocks = .081 OALCOGS (2)

Setting the equations equal to one another and solving for the ALCOGS seat pan

angle (in deg) results in the following pressure matching algorithm:

ALCOGS = K (-.79 ORATS + .052 ORATS
)  (3)

K values only up to 0.4 (40% of RATS pressures) were used to prevent the ALCOGS .,
seat pan from striking its limits of travel.

The utility of this algorithm was evaluated by comparing human per-
formance on a roll-axis tracking task under static (visual cues only) and g-
seat motion conditions (visual and g-seat cues). The visual display consisted

of an aircraft symbol and a dotted reference line, and subtended a 9 deg field-
of-view. The task was to maintain zero roll angle (keep the symbol and
reference aligned) in the presence of strong turbulence using a side-mounted,
force-sensing control stick. The turbulence was generated as a sum of 13 sine

r..,.-,waves. The roll dynamics were a first-order filter approximation to a heavily '

loaded fighter aircraft. Under motion conditions the seat pan of the ALCOGS
was driven in roll using Equation 3. A group of six .subjects was alternated

between static and motion sessions, which consisted of four trials lasting 3
min each. The root-mean-squared (RMS) tracking error was displayed to the
subjects after each trial.
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FIGURE 1. MEAN RMS TRACKING ERRORS UNDER STATIC AND MOTION CONDITIONS
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The results are summarized in Figure l(a), which shows mean RMS errors
after the subjects reached asymptotic performance levels. The difference
between static and motion errors was small, but statistically significant, t
(5) = 6.08, p< .01. As shown in Figure 1(b), the next step split the position
plus acceleration (pressure matching) algorithm into its two components. The
pure position and pure acceleration algorithms were derived by setting the
acceleration or position coefficients of Equation 3 to zero. Two of the six
subjects were retained as controls on the original algorithm, and the remaining
four subjects received the position and acceleration algorithms in a counter-
balanced fashion. The data for the position and acceleration algorithms in0
Figure 1(b) do not represent asymptotic performance, but they do strongly
suggest that the position component was providing much more useful information
than the acceleration component. They also suggest that the acceleration
component, when combined with the position component, partially masked the
useful information.

This unexpected result suggested that an algorithm based on roll velocity
might be of interest. In the velocity algorithm, ALCOGS seat pan angle was made
proportional to simulated aircraft roll velocity:

OALCOG;S =-.23 iSimulated Aircraft (4)

*0~ where 0=roll velocity in deg/sec. Investigation of the position algorithm
also continued (shown here in terms of simulated aircraft roll angle):

OALCOGS = -.32 0Simulated Aircraft (5)

The results of a separate pilot study with the position and velocity
algorithms, and with whole-body motion (RATS) are summarized in Figure 1(c).
The RATS drive algorithm matched the roll angle of the simulated aircraft in a
1:1 fashion. In this study two groups of three subjects were trained to
asymptote on one of the ALCOGS algorithms and were then trained to asymptote in.
the RATS. As shown in Figure l(c), both algorithms produced performance equal
to or better than whole-body motion.

Analysis and Modeling

.4 To explore the performance enhancement observed with the ALCOGS positionn

and velocity algorithms, human operator describing functions were calculated
and plotted (Figure 2). The input and output signals for these describing

P functions are the visually displayed error and the control stick force,
respectively. Compared to static tracking, both g-seat algorithms produced a
substantial increase in low frequency gain, an increase in phase lead at higher
measurement frequencies, and reduced remnant power at low and middle fre-
quencies. This pattern of results is typical of comparisons between static
performance and whole-body motion with a disturbance task (Levison and Junker,

*1977). The slightly higher gain and phase lead seen with the velocity
algorithm were reflected in the reduced RMS errors with this cuing scheme
(Figure 1).

To investigate the mechanisms producing improved performance with the .
U position and velocity algorithms, model analysis using the Optimal Control

Model (0CM) is being conducted. The 0CM (Kleinman, Baron, and Levison, 1971)
is an information processing model developed within the framework of modern
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control theory. It assumes that a well-trained and motivated human controller
behaves optimally to achieve a specified performance criterion, subject to
inherent perceptual-motor limitations. To use the model to predict per-
formance on a given task one must specify: (1) the sources of information

available to the human, and (2) model parameters which represent human
perceptual-motor limitations. When using the model to "fit" existing data, one
typically specifies certain of the information and perceptual-motor parameters
and iteratively searches for values of the remaining parameter(s) which give a
good model match.
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Initially, we determined the extent to which "nominal" parameter values

(i.e., values typical of those obtained with model fits to previous data of
"- this type) could describe the data shown in Figure 2. The model fit to the

static results (Figure 3) was obtained entirely with nominal perceptual-motor
parameter values: (1) -20 db observation noise/signal ratio which represents
a sensory differential threshold (i.e., Weber fraction) of 0. 10, (2) 0. 2 sec
time delay which represents peripheral and central processing time, (3) -50 db
motor noise/signal ratio which reflects uncertainty in the pilot's knowledge
of vehicle response, and (4) 0.1 sec motor time constant which may represent
motor system bandwidth limitations. In addition, it was assumed that the
information from the visual display included tracking error and error rate.

-. Although a better fit could be obtained by "fine-tuning" the parameters, the
nominal set produced an acceptable match.

The fit to the position algorithm data in Figure 3 was obtained by making
40. two modifications. First, we assumed that error and error rate information l

were also available from the motion cues and that, in addition, the g-seat
provided error acceleration information not available from the visual
display. (It is well known that there are mechanoreceptors in the skin and

-.
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joints which provide Oth, Ist, and 2nd derivative information with respect to
deformation of the skin or movement of the joints - Horch, Tuckett, and
Burgess, 1977). Second, an observation noise/signal ratio of -27 db was
assigned, based on an iterative search, to the information obtained from the
g-seat (This represents better sensitivity to the seat cues). All other
parameters were the same as for the static condition. As shown in Figure 3,
this model fit captures the essence of the static-motion differences. The
velocity data were fit (not shown) in a similar fashion using a noise/signal
ratio of -30 db. This represents even better perception of information and is
reflected in superior performance with this algorithm (Figure 1).

Attempts were made to fit the above g-seat data by manipulating other
model parameters such as time delay. Although the data could be fit,
unreasonable parameters for human processing (e.g., 0.007 seconds) were
required. Thus, the model analysis suggests that the results can be
parsimoniously accounted for by assuming that the human is more sensitive to
motion cues, and that motion provides higher derivative tracking error
information. Although this assumption is consistent with the model analysis of
previous whole-body motion data (Levison and Junker, 1977), it clearly does not
account for the poor performance with the pressure matching and pure
acceleration algorithms. If one were to make the reasonable assumption that
these algorithms also provided error acceleration information, the OCM would
predict good performance.

To account for this anomaly, further OCM analyses are being conducted to
evaluate alternative hypotheses. The first hypothesis assumes that, rather
than providing separate channels of information related to the 0th, Ist, and
2nd derivatives of the signal driving the seat pan, the tactual system provides

.-] a composite cue containing a weighted sum of these derivatives. The composite
cue produced by the acceleration algorithm would, therefore, contain the 2nd
derivative of acceleration. This signal is likely to be so noisy that it masks
the other information in the composite. A second hypothesis retains the
assumption of separate channels of information, but will include the filter
characteristics of the receptors believed to provide the various derivatives. O
It is possible that the receptor filter characteristics are interacting with
the frequency content of the signals to produce differential filtering of the
derivative information in the different algorithms.
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0 ABSTRACT

~I. This paper describes efforts to develop and validate a
performance measurement system (PMS) for C-5A aircrews. To date, a
PMS has been developed and successfully integrated with one of the
C-5A flight simulators at Altus AFB, OK. The system is currently
being used as a routine part of the simulator training curriculum andP
is undergoing evaluation. This paper describes the capabilities of

<-A the simulator PMS and presents the results of the preliminary data
gathered during the validation phase of the project.

Introduction

In the -late 70's, the need for improved measurement capabilities in the
operational training environment was realized and a major R&D program was
initiated. In order to document the effectiveness and efficiency of the

C- simulator training syllabus, it seemed desirable to quantitatively assess
aircrew proficiency both in the simulator and the aircraft. The development
of objective performance assessment capabilities for operational flight
training systems was viewed as a two-phased process. The first phase would
focus on the implementation of a measurement system within the flight
simulation environment, while the second would focus on the aircraft. Two

C.target applications were eventually selected: first, the development of a PMS
for the C-5A transport aircraft, which is the focus of the present paper and
second, the development of an air combat maneuvering PMS applicable to both
the simulation environment and instrumented range facilities.

~' ~.Description of C-5A PMS

A front-end analysis was initiated to define requirements for an objective
PMS for members of the C-5A aircrew utilizing the existing C-5A simulator.
Based upon the functional capabilities described in the final report (Swink et
al, 1978), a contract was awarded for the development, fabrication, and
integration of a measurement system for the C-5A flight simulator. The
resulting system was installed on one of the simulators located at the C-5A
Training Squadron at Altus AFB OK. Acceptance testing was completed in
October 1982. Currently, the system is undergoing a two-year evaluation.
Before describing the evaluation and some of the initial findings, a brief
description of its functional capabilities is presented.

Mission Control. The C-5A PMS provides the potential for d precise definition
of mission profiles whereby the proficiency of each aircrew member can be
determined. The level of detail for the profile corresponds to that of a
complete specification of student responses and aircraft/environmental

0 160 .. factors (conditions, standards, etc.) to be addressed by the system. The
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capability is also provided for the creation of new mission scenarios by
instructor personnel within Military Airlift Command (MAC). The C-5A PMS has
the capability to operate in either a preprogrammed or manual mode. In the
preprogrammed mode, the PMS does not allow any alteration of the predefined
mission; only monitoring and feedback controls are available. The manual
intervention mode, however, provides the instructors with the ability to
completely control the PMS mission. Predefined malfunctions may be activated
or cleared at any time and additional malfunctions not contained in the
original PMS scenario may be inserted. Of course, the instructors may allow
the PMS scenario to operate as initially designed by the course developers.

*. ...

Performance Monitoring, Assessment, and Analysis. The C-5A PMS monitors most
switch positions, control settings, and instrument readings from the flight
deck. It provides a real-time evaluation of proficiency for all crew members
individually, as well as the coordination among aircrew members. Proficiency
evaluations can be accomplished using the preprogrammed mission profiles. It
requires that mission essential/critical flight tasks be included within the
preprogramed profiles and that performance standards be precisely defined.
The system provides a measurement capability for checklists, procedures,
navigational profiles, and aircraft state parameters. It also has the
capability to store, retrieve, and summarize all performance measures.

a,

Performance Feedback and Displays. The PMS provides the following display and
feedback capabilities: (a) mission sequence display--summary displays of the
sequences of tasks; (b) route chart display--graphic background displays
corresponding to departure, enroute, and approach plates; (c) checklist/
procedure display--displays of predefined sequences of actions to be performed
by crew members; (d) error alert display--message alerting instructor to crew
errors as they occur in the predefined tasks; (e) proficiency assessment
display--detailed alphanumeric displays relative to any specific predefined
performance segment or task; (f) debriefing report--hard-copy containing
objective performance data which the instructor may use for debriefing; and
(g) help display--22 pages of on-line instruction on the use of the PMS.

To meet these functional capabilities, a "piggy-back" system configuration

was required. In other words, the C-5A PMS is autonomous and independent of
the host simulator in the sense of using its own processor and peripherals.
All mission control, measurement computations, and display capabilities are
accomplished with the PMS hardware. It is interfaced with the host simulator,so taitpassively moios Il /0 signals (thereby obtaining alnecessary .

data). It also has the capability to pass data actively to the host simulator
for problem control and malfunction insertion, as necessary.

From this brief description, it should be apparent that the C-5 PMS

provides a much wider range of capabilites than only performance assessment.
It encompasses most functions which have been typically associated with the
design of instructor/operator stations. As such, it can be considered a
stand-alone instructional support system. Discussion now turns to the
evaluation of the C-5A PMS and some of the initial findings.

Evaluations Plan for the C-5A PMS

The evaluation of the C-5A PMS will address the following areas: mission
generation, operation, measurement, perceived operational utility, and
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operational suitability.

Scenario Design Capabilities. The PMS scenario author has a number of
diffcul taks.He ustspecify all relevant mission components in

comprehensive detail. Flight checklists must be specified not only as to
operation, but as to sequence. Navigational profile information must be

-- included for the main flight path and any alternative flight paths among which
the author might wish the students to choose. The PMS author is presently
aided by several items. Different forms are provided to aid in constructing
the various disk files that constitute a PMS scenario. A line text editorQ
prov ides the author with the means of entering data from these forms into
system and modifying it once it has been entered. The mission generation
program provides a syntax and consistency check of the work. A consideration
of this complex job leads to the following questions: Are the current aids
adequate or do they need improvement? If they need improvement, how should
they be improved? Are any additional aids needed? If so, what are they and

* how should they be integrated into the system?

System Operation. The PMS operation consists of two major types of
operations: housekeeping and mission conduct. The housekeeping operations
consist of the daily turn-on procedure, the confidence test, and the system
shutdown. The mission conduct operations consist of commiands to perform among
other things the following: selection of PMS operating mode, performance
monitoring, sign-on, real-time interaction with PMS monitoring, instructor
station commiands, and program termination. Of these two types of operations,
it is the mission conduct operations that have the greatest impact upon the
C-5A instructors. Another objective will be to assess these operations in 0
order to identify the following: operations that are confusing or difficult
to perform; operations that are unused or ineffective; operations that are not
presently in the system that could prove helpful to instructors; suggestions
for improving or replacing operations that are presently confusing or
difficult to perform; and operations that instructors find helpful or
effective.

Measurement Validation. At present, the PMS provides performance measures at
five different levels. Level 1 measurement consists of assessment for
individual tasks (e.g., lowering the landing gear before final approach).
Each task is assigned a point value and tasks are scored according to a
predefined algorithm. There are separate scores on each task for each crew
member on each individual task. Scored tasks have been specified in advance
by the scenario author along with the total possible point value for each
task. The individual scores are then combined into three performance task
groups for level 2 scores: checklist/procedures, monitorable parameters, and
navigational profiles. Level 2 scores are computed by taking the total points
earned under each group. If certain critical tasks are missed, the overall
total is reduced by a predetermined criticality factor. Level 2 scores are
obtained for each crew member for each of the three performance tasks groups.
In addition, Level 2 scores are obtained for crew coordination in each of the
three perforamance groups. If the scenario has two sessions, a separate set

Sr 1 of Level 2 scores are computed from the Level 1 scores of the second session.
Level 3 scores are computed for each crew member and crew coordination from
the Level 2 performance measurement group scores. In computing Level 3
scores, each individual Level 2 score is first multiplied by a predetermined
weight and then summned. The total score is then reduced by the appropriate
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criticalty factors. The Level 3 scores are combined in a like manner to
obtain an overall Level 4 score for each of the two scenario sessions. The
two Level 4 scores are combined for a single Level 5 score for the entire
mission.

As part of the test of the validity of the PMS assessment procedures, an
analysis will be conducted to see how Level 2 and higher scores relate to
instructor evaluations of crew performance. In addition, experienced flight
instructor crews will be compared with inexperienced flight student crews on
these PMS measures to determine if the scores can discriminate between
experienced and inexperienced personnel. Since the assignment of weight and
criticality factors involves a certain amount of subjectivity, different

- weight and criticality factors will be used in scoring. These new scores will
then be tested for relation with instructor evaluation and discrimination
ability. This evaluation should help to determine how much care is needed in
assigning weight and criticality factors to the various levels of scores.

Operational Utility. The PMS is designed as a teaching aid for C-5A
instructors. There are four basic teaching aids performed by the PMS: "
performance feedback to the student, objective mission assessment, mission
monitoring for the instructor, and mission tailoring to student needs.
Performance feedback is provided for the student in the form of a printed
debriefing report. The report indicates which tasks were incorrectly
performed, which flight parameters were out of bounds, etc. The report also
contains the five levels of scoring as an objective assessment of the
mission. During a simulated mission, the PMS provides the instructor a
display which alerts him as soon as a student error is committed. The display
also provides the means to monitor the progress of the mission, the course
heading, the values of various parameters, etc. In the manual mode, the
instructor has the freedom to alter the mission by inserting or clearing
various simulated aircraft malfunctions, change sel4cted simulated atmospheric
conditions, suspend the session, skip over portions bf the scenario, repeat V-
portions of the scenario, etc. These instructor options provide the
instructor with the ability to individualize the session to the students.

In order to determine the perceived utility of the PMS in the C-5A
training program, the reaction of the instructors and students to the system
is needed. In this regard, some questions include: Are the PMS displays and
printouts conveying the necessary information or is there information not
provided that would be useful? Is any of the information currently presented
not needed? What PMS features are used most by the instructors? What
additional features, if any, would the instructors like to have available to
them?

Operational Suitability. Operational suitability factors pertain to how well
a device meets accepted equipment serviceability requirements within its
intended operating and maintenance environment. The major question is: How
reliable is the PMS hardware in the operational environment? In order to
answer this, a maintenance log and an instructor discrepancy log will be kept

* on the PMS during the entire test and evaluation period. -

Preliminary Findings

The accomplishment of the above objectives required that the PMS be used
in the various C-5A training courses. Three selected missions, Copilot
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Missions 4, 5, & 6, have been designated as PMS missions. PMS scetiarios have
been developed for these missions and are currently used as part of the C-5A
training curriculum at Altus AFB. As a result of this implementation several 0
informal observations have been made relative to the operational utility of
the PMS as perceived by the C-5A instructors.

Instructor Pilot Perceptions. Some of the initial observations included:
T~ aigational profile displays - These are considered the most popular

feature among the IPs. As a result of the enthusiastic IP response, a
graphics printer has been added to the PMS to provide copies of the ground
track and glideslope displays for use in debriefings and between sessions;
(b) Restart capability - Many IPs like the capability of restarting a
navigational profile (e.g., an ILS approach) and having PMS reposition the
simulator; (c) Multi-function keyboard - This is a source of difficulty for
many IPs. As IPs gain experience in using the PMS, this problem may 1
disappear; (d) Debriefing report - The order in which items appear on the
report was not the order in which the IP would use them. Moreover, certain
terms on the printout are not defined; and (e) Parameters monitoring - Most
IPs do not like the parameters monitoring capability of PMS. Although they
feel that maintenance of flight parameters is important, the quality of the
basic simulator is such that it is impossible to maintain these within
prescribed tolerances. In other words, the problem lies with the quality of
the simulation and not the PMS.

Instructor Flight Engineer Perceptions. Some of the initial observations
included: (a) Checklist/procedures monitoring - Most IFEs report that they
like this capability, although the .8 sec sampling rate of the PMS is
sometimes too slow to catch momentary switch positions. Many IFEs report that
they like having PMS back them up when a student claims'to have performed a
step in a checklist when the IFE hasn't seen it; and (b) Automated malfunction
insertion - Most IFEs like having the PMS insert the malfunctions. Without
the PMS, the IFE follows a writen syllabus that indicates what and when
malfunctions are to be entered. The IFE must manually insert the malfunction
at the specified time by throwing a switch or turning a knob on the
malfunction panel. A few malfunctions, such as fluctuation in oil pressure,
require constant instructor input.

A note of caution should be exercised in that these findings represent
some of the initial responses to the use of the PMS. These perceptions may
change as instructors gain experience in the use of the system. Data
collection for the evaluation will continue through Dec 84 so that all test
objectives can be achieved. At this point, there seems little doubt that many
of the capabilities of the PMS will be considered a useful adjunct to
training. As such, the product of this development program will lead to a
better specification of requirements for such capabilities in future simulator
acquisitions.
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Aircrew Performance with Simulated Advanced
Radar and FLIR Sensors in Single- and Two-Place Crew Stations

0 Roik L. Hockenberger

* ... Hughes Aircraft Company

Abstract

The present study was directed at the use of synthetic

'a aperture radar (SAR) and forward looking infrared (FLIR) sensor
enhancements to quantify mission performance and aircrew

I workload effects. Both pilots and two-place crews were
employed in a simulator based air-to-ground mission context.
Resul~s show significant performance and workload effects

*across the various system test conditions and between the
single- and two-place crews. For example, performance scores

revealed an average 15 percent improvement for the two-place
crew, with an average 20 percent reduction in subjective
workload rating.

Introduction

The effective utilization of advanced sensor capabilities in future
fighter/attack weapon systems will be a key element of mission performance.

.. The present study investigated a range of advanced synthetic aperture radar

(SAR) and forward looking infrared (FLIR) sensor enhancements to identify and
quantify performance and aircrew workload effects in an air-ground mission
context. Both single-place and two-place crew configurations were employed to
enable assessment of the potential advantages of a separation of functions and
improved task loading in the two-place crew.

With manual SAR and FLIR sensor capabilities as a baseline, a variety of

enhancements to those systems were considered that might offer superior
tactical performance and reduced pilot workload. These enhancements included
higher resolution SAR capability, automatic target detection, automatic
classification capabilities, and automatic weapons handoff (Table 1). Aircrew
tasks in the simulation included waypoint navigation, flight control, sensor
operation/target detection, threat monitoring and response, handoff and
delivery of WASP or Maverick weapons.

Method

A pre-post type repeated measures experimental design was selected

wherein the manual SAR baseline (condition 1) was presented first, followed by
the other six test SAR and FUR conditions, and then repeated again in a final
set of trials. This pre-post design enabled a measure of the training and

experience gained by the subjects during the course of the test. With five
subjects per crew size, a total of twenty observations were collected on each

condition.

Subjects. Five pilots and five two-place crews were employed in the

study. All were highly experienced Air Force TAC personnel.
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--.. Table 1. Sensor Enhancement Study Conditions

SYSTEM CONDITIONS

,\-7

CONDITION NUMBER 0 0 ' 00a.3

*-- isA JMANUAL X X X X

DETECTION[AUTO X X X

VHR SAR fMANUAL X
*;i %CLASSIFI-{

CATION (AUTO X X

SAR POPUPS REDID 1 2 2 1 1 1 1

/ MANUAL X
FLIR

F . AUTO X X

rWASP X X X X
WEAPON

, MAVERI X

Crew Station Simulators. The forward and aft cockpit crew stations used
in the study were developed by Hughes Display Systems Laboratory as
"general purpose" fighter/attack cockpits, composed of highly flexible
displays and controls that can be rapidly configured in both hardware and
software to meet research needs. In this way, it was possible to collect
data in a highly cost-effective manner. The forward crew station is
illustrated in Figure 1. Active displays. included a wide field-of-view

diffraction optics head-up display (HUD) and three multipurpose color CRT
displays. Functions assigned to these displays included flight data, threat

. display, primary sensor display, and terrain following display. Threat
lights and tones indicated threat type and status warnings. Conventional

a. stick and throttle controls were used for flight control. The aft crew
station, oriented toward sensor operation, provided a similar complement of
displays and controls.

Performance measures were automatically collected during each trial.
This allowed purposeful data analyses immediately following data collection
without the need for time-consuming manual reformatting of the data.
Following each trial, subjects were provided a workload rating scale form to
score the workload experienced in each leg of the mission. The scale that

.71 was selected for this purpose was the Subjective Workload Assessment

* a i Technique -- SWAT (Reid, et al., 1981).
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Figure 1. Forward Cockpit Crewstation.

Results

Performance. Performance results were collected by the mission tasks
of target acquisition, weapon delivery, flight control, navigation, and
threat response. Because of space limitations, only the target
acquisition/weapon delivery measures are reported here. These measures are
particularly salient because they show the cumulative effect of initial
sensor operation and subsequent pilot launch decision performance.

Probability of a valid launch decision (Pvld) refers to the number of
- launches on valid targets plus the number of no-launch decisions on invalid

targets. A plot across conditions on this measure, as provided in Figure
2, illustrates the crew size and sensor enhancement differences. The
differences between sensor conditions were clearly evident for the pilots.
For example, as enhancements to the Radar were added in conditions two, three
and four, proportional increases in Pvld values were effected of 0.80, 0.90
and 0.95, respectively. Comparing the two enhanced FLIR conditions (six and

seven) to condition five showed proportional increases in Pvld to 0.95 and
-' 1.00, respectively. For the two-place crew size the sensor enhancement

conditions did not show similar effects on Pvld measures. Equally superior
values of 0.95 or better were found in all cases, compared to 0.70 for the
manual SAR baseline.

Workload. Figure 3 illustrates the mean workload (SWAT) ratings for the

weapon delivery mission leg. Crew size was a statistically reliable factor
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(p <.0001), with the two-place crews rating much lower across conditions.

Reliable differences were found among conditions (p<.016). The manual FLIR

to Maverick weapon delivery condition scored reliably higher than comparison

automatic FLIR conditions 6 and 7 (p <.05), as expected. The ordinal

relationship of workload scores among conditions was consistent with

expectations of the nature of sensor/weapons operations, and supported

related performance results. This finding was encouraging relative to the

utility of subjective workload techniques such as SWAT in controlled

simulations of this kind.

1.0 CREW SIZE:

0.9 R mW
PILOTS CREWS

0.8 Z5
UL(A 0.7

C.)- 0.5
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ccZ 0.3
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®) CLASSI- (!)

FIER

SYSTEM CONDITION

Figure 2. Probability of Valid Launch Decision (Pvld).

Conclusions

It is interesting to note that the performance differences between crew

sizes diminished as more automation was incorporated into the enhancements.

For example, in conditions four and seven, which represented the more

automated SAR and FLIR conditions, the single-place pilot achieved equal

performance to the two-place crews. Although pilot workload ratings never

were as low as the two-place crews on a given condition, it was found that

pilot workload on the more automated conditions tended to be rated lower

than on the comparable baseline conditions. The present study has

illustrated that the performance and workload impacts associated with a

variety of sensor technology enhancements are incrementally discernible with

a single place crew configuration. The two-place crew, on the other hand, is

P. 77.
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able to achieve superior performance with both manual and automated systems,

and with less workload differences. Future studies would be usefully

directed at optimization of the single-place crew system through systematic

application of cockpit automation enhancements.' I
100

• CREW SIZE: -

PILOTS CREWS

~50

BASELINE MANUAL SAR LARGE MANUAL FLIR FLuR
MANUAL VHR AUTO AREA FLIR AUTO AUTO

*SAR SAR CLASSi- SAR () RECOG- RECOG-() FIER AUTO NIZER NIZER
M A CLASSI- MU(AUTO SARI

FIER

SENSOR CONDITION

Figure 3. Workload Ratings for Weapon Delivery Mission Leg.
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Health Risks Associated with Aircraft Model Type

o among U.S. Navy Pilots

Anne Hoiberg and Ralph G. Burr x
N Naval Health Research Center

Abstract

--This study identified the ill health effects
(hospitalizations) among U.S Navy male pilots (n
22,245) who primarily flew one of eight aircraft model

I types. Comparisons of annual hospitalization rates
computed for the July 1967 through December 1979 time
period determined that trainer and helicopter pilotsI
had the highest total rates while reconnaissance pilots
had the lowest. Helicopter pilots had the highest hos-
pitalization rates for ulcers and ear/hearing problems;
rates for calculus of the kidney were the highest among
older helicopter pilots. Older attack pilots had the
highest rates for accidental injuries, musculoskeletal
conditions, and infective/parasitic diseases. The
highest circulatory disease rate was observed for older

* fighter pilots. An examination of the hospitalization
rates of the other aircraft model types (electronic,
patrol, cargo/transport, and reconnaissance) identified d

relatively few specific illnesses unique to each pilot
group. Future research efforts will examine other
factors in addition to aircraft model type that might
account for the results of this study.

Introduction 
.

In a recent study of the age-specific morbidity rates among Navy pilots
(Hoiberg & Blood, 1983), comparisons of pilots' hospitalization rates with
other Navy officer groups revealed an elevated risk among pilots for digestive
diseases, accidental injuries, and musculoskeletal disorders as well as the
specific conditions of ischemic heart disease, Hodgkin's Disease, cancer of
the testis, cardiac arrhythmia, effects of heat, and bone rarefaction. Age
differences were evidenced in that the youngest pilots had the highest rates
for accidental injuries and disorders of tooth development and eruption while
older pilots had the highest rates for circulatory diseases, particularly at
ages 39-41. An important conclusion of that study was the need to determine
whether or not the increased health risks for several aviation-related dis-
orders could be attributed to the type of aircraft flown, especially for
those older pilots with a high level of hours flown in a specific model. The
purpose of the present study was to identify the ill health effects among Navy
pilots who primarily flew one of eight different aircraft model types (fighter,
attack, electronic, helicopter, patrol/antisubmarine, cargo/transport, recon-
naissance, and trainer/all other aircraft).

Several researchers have addressed the issue of the pilot's physiologicalS
limitations to withstand levels of increased G forces of high-performance air-
craft (Voge, 1980; Whinnery, 1982a; Whinnery, 1982b; Mills & Marks, 1982).
Few studies, however, have identified the specific pathophysiologic effects
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of repeated high C exposures other than to show that the cardiovascular system
is the most sensitive to high G conditions and respiratory problems are con-
sidered to be second in importance. Similar to high-performance aircraft,
other models entail their own special health-related consequences. Helicopter
pilots, for example, would be expected to experience more lumbosacral pain,
sciatica, trauma in joints and bone, visual acuity, hearing loss, and other
effects of vibration than other pilots (Stave, 1979; Voge, 1981). Aircraft
models modified with electronic counter measures might subject the pilot to an
increased risk of experiencing a radiation-related disorder; pilots who fly
sustained operations (e.g., cargo/transport) or who fly under adverse environ-
mental conditions also experience greater demands on their physical and mental

$9 capabilities because of their increased workloads (Roscoe, 1978).

Method

* Participants

Participants for this study were identified from the Individual Flight
Activity Reporting System file which was provided to the Naval Health Research
Center, San Diego, by the Naval Safety Center in Norfolk. Information on this
file was compiled into individual pilot records (n = 22,245) consisting of a
segment for each of 24 aircraft model types (e.g., A-4, F-14), which in turn

were collapsed into the eight aforementioned aircraft model categories. On
-. the basis of the highest total hours flown for one of the eight aircraft cate-

V gories, each pilot was classified as primarily flying that specific type of
model. For those pilots who had an equally high number of hours in two cate-
gories, they were assigned to the trainer/all other aircraft group; caution
should be exercised in interpreting results for those pilots so assigned.

-4.. Procedure

To determine the age-specific health problems unique to pilots who pri-
marily flew one type of aircraft, the number of hospitalizations for each diag-lo

* nosis was tallied for the eight aircraft categories after dividing the subgroups
into pilots 35 years of age and younger and pilots older than 35 years. All
hospitalizations recorded from July 1967 through December 1979 were included
in these tabulations for each diagnosis. Using mean populations at risk for
each of the eight aircraft models by age, annual hospitalization rates per
10,000 strength were computed for each diagnosis for each pilot group. The
X2 technique was performed to determine the level of statistical significance
between a specific aircraft model group and all other pilots in both of the
age-related subpopulations.Reut

* V Comparisons of Hospitalization Rates by Model among Younger Pilots

Comparisons of overall hospitalization rates between each model and the
total rate of all pilots less than 36 years of age identified trainers/mis-
celianeous model pilots as having the highest total rate (628.2) of the eight .
groups. The only aircraft model group with a significantly lower total rate
(255.3) was the group of reconnaissance pilots. Diagnostic categories with
the highest rates for seven of the eight groups were digestive disorders and

accidental injuries; cargo/transport pilots also had an elevated risk for
genitourinary disorders.
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Trainer/Miscellaneous. The highest hospitalization rates for this group
were observed for digestive disorders, which primarily consisted of disorders -

of tooth development and eruption, and accidental injuries. Comparisons of
cause codes for the accidental injuries revealed that only 6.3% of these hospi-
talizations were attributable to an on-duty, aviation-related mishap; 57.6% of

* all injury hospitalizations resulted from a sports-related or a non-military
* vehicular accident. Other significantly higher rates for this group were

musculoskeletal disorders (primarily joint diseases), respiratory diseases,
infective/parasitic diseases, skin disorders, symptoms and ill-defined condi-
tions, and neoplasms. These pilots also had the highest ratesfor mental dis-
orders, particularly alcoholism, although values were quite low.

Helicopter. Two categories and two specific diagnoses differentiated
helicopter pilots as having significantly higher rates than others: diseases
of the joint (although the rate was not as high as that for the trainer group),

.4 nervous system disorders, endocrine diseases, and ulcers. This group had the

highest number of hospitalizations for the nervous system disorders of stra-
bismus and ear/hearing problems.

Fighter. The third-ranked aircraft model in terms of total hospitaliza-

tion rates was the fighter pilot group. The rates that differed significantly0
from other pilots included higher rates for symptomatic heart disease (with
a value somewhat lower than cargo/transport pilots), symptoms and other ill-
defined conditions, lipoma, and glaucoma. Fighter pilots were the only group
observed as having any hospitalizations for glaucoma.

Electronic and Attack. Electronic pilots had the highest rates across
groups for hernias and back disorders. Attack pilots differed from other
groups in that they had a significantly higher rate for fractures, although
their rates were lower than those for both trainer and fighter pilots. Their
hospitalization rates for on-duty, aviation-related injuries tended to be the

highest of all groups; such hospitalizations, however, accounted for only
13.3% of their total admission rate for injuries.

Cargo/Transport, Patrol, and Reconnaissance. The only significantly
-> higher rates observed for cargo/transport pilots were genitourinary disorders
Y and symptomatic heart disease. Patrol/antisubmarine pilots had significantly

lower rates than other pilots for most diagnoses, and none of their rates was
significantly higher. Reconnaissance pilots had so few hospitalizations (a .
total of 29) that rates for the majority of diagnoses could not be computed.

Comnparisons of Hospitalization Rates by Model among Older Pilots

The only significant differences in total hospitalization rates across
groups were the higher rate for helicopter pilots 36 years of age or older '
(401.1 per 10,000 strength) and the lower rate for reconnaissance pilots

4(123.1). Rates for the other groups ranged from 354.5 for attack pilots to
309.7 for fighter pilots. Overall differences in rates between younger and
older pilots were minimal: 358.5 versus 338.4, respectively. Several shifts
in rates, however, were observed in that rates for accidental injuries declined
considerably between younger and older pilots for each of the eight aircraft0
model types, especially those for cargo/transport pilots. Other decreases in
rates were observed for respiratory diseases, skin disorders, and infective
diseases. Digestive disorder hospitalization rates showed considerable
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fluctuation in that a decrease in rates for tooth development problems was
observed as well as an overall increase in hospitalizations for hernias, intes-

* tinal disorders, and ulcers. The largest rate differential between younger and

older pilots was noted by increases in circulatory disease rates, especially
for helicopter, fighter, cargo/transport, electronic, and patrol pilot groups.
Other increases in rates occurred for the categories of mental disorders (e.g.,
alcoholism) and neoplasms.

4 Helicopter. Older helicopter pilots had significantly higher hospitali-
* zation rates than other pilot groups for digestive disorders, ulcers, and cal-

culus of the kidney and ureter. Also noted was the highest rate across groups
for hearing loss hospitalizations among helicopter pilots.

Attack. Attack pilots' rates for musculoskeletal disorders (primarily
back disorders), accidental injuries, infective diseases, and nervous system
disorders were the highest of all pilot groups. Similar to younger attack
pilots, the percentage of on-duty, aviation-related hospitalizations, although
relatively low at 12.5%, was one of *the highest across the eight groups. Eye
diseases comprised 61.0% of all nervous system disorders.

Trainer/Miscellaneous and Patrol. Older pilots who were assigned to the
trainer group did not have significantly higher rates than other pilots for
any diagnostic category. The only significantly higher rate for patrol pilots
than other pilots was noted for mental disorders.

Cargo/Transport and Electronic. Similar to helicopter pilots, cargo!
transport pilots had a significantly higher rate than others for ulcers. The
only diagnosis that even approached the level of significance among electronic
pilots was chronic ischemic heart disease.

Fighter and Reconnaissance. Fighter pilots had the highest rate for cir-
culatory diseases; a noteworthy shift in rates between younger and older fighter
pilots was the decline in symptomatic heart disease hospitalizations and an
increase in rates for chronic ischemic heart disease. Reconnaissance pilots
had a total of four hospitalizations which precluded the computation of rates.

Discussion

Results of this study provided support for the general findings that

increasing age was related to a decreasing accidental injury rate. Among
younger pilots, injuries accounted for a high proportion of their total hospi-
talization rates although few of the injuries had an aviation-related cause
code. Aviation-related deaths, on the other hand, accounted for a high per-

-: centage (62.2%) of all recorded deaths.

In addition to these general findings, other results identified several: *~ specific health risks postulated as related to piloting a particular aircraft
model. Helicopter pilots had the highest hospitalization rates for ulcers,
ear/hearing problems, and calculus of the kidney. These results lent consider-

S. able support for the research cited at the outset that described the adverse
effects of high noise levels and vibration common to helicopters. While
younger attack pilots had one of the highest rates for fractures and their

.5 older counterparts had the highest hospitalization rate for injuries, both
subpopulations also had a somewhat higher on-duty, aviation-related injury
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hospitalization rate than other pilots. With one of the highest mean number

of hours flown, these pilots may have had a higher accident rate because of
their higher level of exposure as well as the more stressful circumstances

tributed to their higher rates for back disorders and diseases of the eye.

Fighter pilots differed from others because of their higher rate for circula-
tory diseases. Repeated exposure to high sustained G forces should be con-
sidered in interpreting these relatively high hospitalization rates. Inter-
pretations of the results for the other aircraft model types were less clear-
cut.

To conclude, the discussion suggests that the Navy pilot population is

relatively unhealthy, a conclusion that should not be drawn from these results.
According to previous research (Hoiberg & Blood, 1983), Navy pilots are an
exceptionally healthy population when compared with the civilian community.
Instead, the conclusion proffered is that subsequent research should be design-
ed to identify the operational factors, personnel characteristics, and disease
precursors related to the illnesses shown in this study to be at risk for
pilots of such specific aircraft models as helicopter, attack, and fighter.
Results of this proposed research, which currently is being initiated, will
form the basis for the development of prevention and intervention health care
programs. The benefits accrued from these programs will be to further enhance
and protect the health status of all Navy pilots.
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Initial Validation of a Functional Age Profile for Aviators

Rolf Braune and Christopher D). Wickens
Aviation Research Laboratory-Department of Psychology 0

University of Illinois

o Abstract

The initial validation of the concept of the *Functional
Age ProfileO for aviators is reported. This concept is based
on objective performance parameters assessed by a computer-

~Cbased information processing test battery. Preliminary results
suggest that the NFunctional Age ProfileO may be an indicator
of attentional resource capacity in flight simulator performance. (

Introduction

Background

As the mean age of the population increases, concern has arisen regarding
the impact of aging on human performance in a variety of complex systems. The
present report examines the influence of aging on those information processing

4 skills related to aviator performance. The reported work describes some of
the results obtained during the second phase of ongoing research and develop-S
ment effort between the Aviation Research Laboratory of the University of

SIllinois and the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Pensacola, Florida
(Braune and Wickens, 1983, 1984).

During Phase I of this research an information processing performance
battery was developed that was designed to tap both aviation-relevant skills np.
and age-related changes (Braune and Wickens, 1983). Factor analytic procedures
conducted on the data from 60 subjects ranging in age from 20-60 revealed that -

the total set of 83 test variables could be reduced to five independent age-
sensitive factors: (1) perceptual-motor speed; (2) perceptual-motor coordina-
tion; (3) focusing of attention; (4) spatial ability; and (5) field dependence/k
independence. The following representative variables for each factor were
selected with high loadings on that factor: (1) Sternberg memory search RT with
visual-spatial material, memory set size 4-; (2) 2nd-order compensatory tracking,

RMS error; (3) Dichotic Listening task, % Omissions; (4) Maze Tracing responseI

time; and (5) Hidden Figures response time. Dual task measures were intention-
4 ally excluded because of the absence of any evidence that this ability changed

with age in our sample. Using an individual's standardized performance scores
on the five variables a "Functional Age Profile" can be developed. The purpose
of the present study was to assess if variance in these age-sensitive measures
was relevant to flight simulator performance.

Subjects Mto S

9 Thirty males between the ages of 20 and 60 with 20/20 corrected vision and
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normal hearing served as subjects. All subjects were rated pilots with instru-
ment experience. Average flight experience was 800+ hours. Each subject was

* paid $3.00 per hour.

Tasks

The computer-based information processing performance battery was similar
in format to the one used during Phase I. A detailed description of each
individual test and the rationale for selecting it can be found in Braune and
Wickens (1983). Table 1 shows a summary of all the tasks that were administered
in single and dual task configurations. The 'flight task consisted of five
18 minute simulator flights through a series of instrument flight maneuvers

% shown in Figure 1. The flights were conducted in a Singer-Link General Aviation
Trainer (GAT-2). The flight characteristics of the GAT-2 were modified to
approximate those of a single-engine fixed-pitched propeller/fixed gear aircraft.
Performance was recorded in terms of RMS-errors on the flight task and number-
correct and reaction time on a secondary task simulating a communications task
which was performed during certain segments of the flight. The total mission
profile is shown in Figure 1.

K '95 03

.~~ ~ Table 1 --.

Sun~ary TAble of the Imforw tion Processirg T~s' 4 Criterion

Selected arnd Used in t~'e Eatteri \ Segment

~. ~ *Eociental tasks

~ p ~ ocaU.Single Tasks I
TJd, s Central -'41)0'

TrckngjSti,,sljS Pracessinq Resncrse

1 5 1 rackir, Ar"

rtical V - . C L 1 3 22 / 6 ,
Se'eg Set-Size' i A

(Menory 2 V M LEv, 2 4
Task) 2 __________

2 DEZ E,14T 15 1/ 4 ,1
3 V M O',

4 2 A j * M

Delayed Digit 4
Recall (2 dig. back) A

Spatial Card escatcn j--- --- ~
H,dern Patterns ) 1 j I M

5$chotic Listening-.

A U-t ia, Figure 1: flight profile flown

during the experiment
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Procedure

On the first day all subjects were administered the information processing

performance battery equivalent to that used during Phase I (Braune and Wickens,

1983). On the second day each subject received a thorough simulator and mission

check out. Flights 1-3 served as training flights. Flights 4 and 5 were the

actual data collection flights. RMS-errors on five flight parameters were

• " recorded by the computer, along with latency and accuracy of the secondary task.

Total duration for Flights 1-5 combined was 3 hours per subject. The average

time between Day 1 and 2 was 4 weeks.

- ".""' Results

The results reported represent a small subset of the complete analysis

(see Braune and Wickens, 1984). Table 2 shows the intercorrelations between

chronological age, flight experience, and performance on the Functional Age

Battery. A relatively low relationship between chronological age and flight

experience is indicated. The 2nd-order tracking task revealed the strongest

correlations with flight experience.

Table 2 Inerc r o, io, between Chronologico Age, Fight Experience,

and Test battery Perfoimrance

1- I. C19o ... g; . I1.00 .05 321

2. T
4
I~i 

T
.e .29 1 .00

3. .1.5 I .41 1.0 M

4. e T,r.. .35 .81 .50 1 .00

2. . . d- e, T .c 9 IRM S ) .01 -. 43 -. 64 -. 39 1.00

". I-4r ' 1, .18 - .06 - .02 - .13 .25 1 .00

H ,%, 4. % . .d~ti., Fr, , RTI .36 -. 06 -. 34 -. 08 .18 .315 1 .00

8 t.*- , T1 .08 .14 -. 03 -. 04 -. 31 .26 .36 1.00

. , .. .48 -.04 -. 01 -. 09 .15 -. 07 .21 .05 1.00

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Table 3 nterceot ° bet...een Test Batte.y Peform nce .nd Flight Peror. nce
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For the purpose of criterion development the total 18 minute flight was
broken down into 6 segments. Each segment was clearly defined by the maneuver
that was performed and the workload demands imposed. The objective was to use _
that segment as a criterion which showed the least trade-off between primary
and secondary task performance as indicated by the intercorrelations. Segment .

.-[ IV, a straight and level portion of the flight, indicated in Figure 1, best met .1
this criterion, and so was selected. Table 3 shows the correlation table and
correlations between the predictor variables and performance on the criterion
segment. The correlations were run with the effects of age and flight experi-
ence partialed out. Those values within the box are the correlations between
battery and flight performance. -7

It is apparent that the strongest relation with both flight and secondary
task performance is shown by the spatial Sternberg Task. Furthermore correlations

with the secondary task are generally higher than the primary. Multiple regres-
sion analysis was performed to determine the variance in flight and communications
task performance that could be accounted for by the five battery items. The
resulting equations and multiple R's are shown in Table 4. An average of 24%
variance on the flight task and 46% on the communications task could be captured
by the functional age battery. Correcting the results for shrinkage produced an
average of 8% variance accounted for on the flight task and 34% on the communica- "
tions task.

Table 4

Results of Muliple Regression Analys Predicting

Mission Performance from 'Functional Age Battery'

Criterion: Average Perfomance during Segment IV.

Criterion Voiobles Equ.otions u ipl- 1 ,h,nken-R1.1.11.-1 711

S;i"utor Control -'

Altit~,de Y -13.470 .095(RmS) .052(VS4) - .016(HF) - .001 (MT) + .003(C-)

Roe of Climb Y = 88.210 1 .210(RMS) I .078(VS4) - .028(HF) .004(M1) - .0031Om) .47 2

Heading Y = -93.030 + .068(RMS) 0 .076(VS4) + .049(HF) - .002(MT) - .003(Oe) .50

Rue of Turn Y = 28. 30 + .079(RMS) N rn 3(VS4) - .002(HF) - .0003iMT) - .002(Or) .37 . .-

Aip.eed Y 
=  

96.850 - .014(RMS) - .042?VS41 I .003(tiF) * .Cf3(MT) - .0001(O-) .53Q

N u mber Correct Y 41.990 - .013(RMS) - .O7CVS4) - .003(HF) - .0003(MT) . 0Orm) .1 6c

. Re pone Time Y 496.920 + .7701RMS) *.374fVS4) .085(HF) + .005(1M ) - .034(O) _17 57

Discussion

The objective of the reported work was to validate the "Functional Age
Profile" against operational performance as defined by a simulator flight task.
The significant multiple R's suggest that age-dependent skills are relevant to
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flight performance across the 20-60 year age span. The results, however,
suggest that predictive power is stronger for secondary task performance than
for primary task performance. Interpreting this result within the attentional
resource framework it appears as if the "Functional Age Battery" could serve

as an indicator of attentional capacity. However, more validation work in a
variety of operational settings needs to be conducted before any final conclu-

* sions can be drawn.
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ABSTRACT

As part of an ongoing program to develop computer models of human performance
(MOPADS, Model of Operator Performance in Air Defense Systems), a computer model
was developed to predict the target identification latencies of human observers. The
model predicts these latencies as a function of one or more relevant independent
variables. The values of these variables can be defined by the user (e.g., number of
observers, observer's time on task) or be provided from an ongoing simulation of an
air defense scenario (e.g., distance to target, target speed),

INTRODUCTION

As systems become more complex and more expensive, greater emphasis is being
placed on evaluation of system performance during the design phase. In lieu of hardware
models, more and more system- designers are using computer models to evaluate alternate
system designs. A key element in determining system performance from these models is
a consideration of the performance of the human in the system. An accurate
representation of the human's capabilities and limitations in a system model can greatly
enhance the model's utility and applicability to the real world. Recognizing this fact,
the Army has recently supported the development of a human performance model to

--be incorporated into a netted air defense system testbed. This effort, MOPADS, was
completed last year.

MOPADS is written in the SAINT (Duket, et al., 1978) simulation language.
SAINT uses activity networks to represent operator/machine systems. The components
of the networks are "task nodes" which represent tasks or activities and "branches"

*.- which define the method by which the activities are sequenced.

In its current version, MOPADS incorporates human factors data in the form of
moderator subroutines. These subroutines are called whenever the skill they describe

. is required by the task performance being simulated. In the subroutines, the time to
complete and/or the probability of completing a task is calculated and the baseline
nominal mean changed. The change can be in the form of a replacement (i.e., absolute

'" - moderator) or multiplication by a derived multiplicand (i.e., relative moderator). In
either case, the focus is on the effects of various independent variables on a single
operator's performance.

The method for developing the MOPADS moderator subroutine to calculate the
time for an observer to identify a target is described below. A part of the subroutine

- itself is listed in the Results section.-O,
METHOD

-. .. Skill Taxonomy

-' The performance of any task requires the operator to exercise one or more
skills. Task performance can be moderated by calculating the effect of one or more
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independent variables on the performance of the skills necessary to execute that task.
Towards this end, a response-defined skill taxonomy was developed and is presented in
Table 1. Recognition (or identification) is one of the skills identified in the taxonomy.

Table I

MOPADS Skill Taxonomy

PROBABILITY ESTIMATION
TIME ESTIMATION
LONG-TERM MEMORY OF SENSORY INFORMATION
LONG-TERM MEMORY OF SYMBOLIC INFORMATION
SHORT-TERM MEMORY OF SENSORY INFORMATION
SHORT-TERM MEMORY OF SYMBOLIC INFORMATION
SYMBOLIC AND NUMERIC MANIPULATION
RECOGNITION
TIME SHARING
DETECTION
FINE MANIPULATION
GROSS MANIPULATION
GENERAL PHYSICAL EFFORT
REACTION TIME
TRACKING
TEAM COORDINATION

Literature Search

A computerized literature search (Laughery, 1981; 1982) was conducted to find
human factors data relating independent variables of interest to the skills identified in
the taxonomy. As a result, three categories of independent variables were identified:

1. environmental variables (e.g., ambient temperature);
2. operator variables (e.g., operator's time on task); and
3. task variables (e.g., the modality of the target to be detected).

Curve Fitting

Data identified during the literature search which related the time to identify
a target to one or more independent variables of interest were then subjected to
standard curve-fitting techniques to reduce the data to a single moderator equation.
Seven types of equations were used (see Table 2). The form of the equation which
accounted for the most variance (i.e., yielded the highest R 2) in the data was chosen
for use in the recognition/identification model.

Table 2
Types of Equations

SIMPLE REGRESSION (y=mx~b)

SIMPLE REGRESSION - EXPONENTS (y=xm+b)

SIMPLE REGRESSION - INVERSE EXPONENTS (y=x-m+b)

SIMPLE REGRESSION - SQUARED EXPONENTS (y~xm +b)A
SIMPLE REGRF SION - INVERSE SQUARED EXPONENTS (y=x-m 2 +b)

MmULTIPLE REGRESSION (Ylmx 1 m 2x2 . . .+b)

POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION (yzmx2+mx+h)
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Computer Logic

One of the goals from the very inception of the program was to maximize the
match between the conditions being simulated and the conditions under which field data
were collected. This required extensive use of branching in the code based on the
current values of the environmental, operator, and task state variables. In the
recognition/identification model, the major branches were defined by target modality
(auditory, visual, or both) and observer-to-target position (ground-to-ground, air-to-
ground, ground-to-air, or at-a-display).

In the case where multiple equations were relevant to the current state being
simulated, the derived task completion times were combined in a weighted equation to
produce a single derived time. The weight for each calculated time was the number
of independent variables represented in the moderator equation from which that
particular time value was calculated. Further, the difference between the values of
the baseline mean and the time calculated from moderator equation N was divided by
N. (The equations were ordered from largest to smallest effect on the dependent
variable.) This approach is based on the law of diminishing returns which states that
the inclusion of more predictor variables in a regression equation will increase the total
amount of variance accounted for by the equation; however, each new variable added
will account for a lesser portion of the total variance than any of the variables which
preceded it.

RESULTS

A simplified portion of the recognition/identification model is presented below.
T(NME) refers to the time for an observer to identify a target as calculated from
equation number NME. In the following code, the effects of four independent variables
are being calculated: slant range to target, target/background complexity, aircraft
speed, and target type.

C
C**THIS IS AN AIR-TO-GROUND, VISUAL RECOGNITION TASK
C**XO(I)=SLANT RANGE TO TARGET IN NAUTICAL MILES
C**XFEET=SLANT RANGE TO TARGET IN FEET
C**XO(2)=TARGET/BACKGROUND COMPLEXITY
C**DATA FROM BIEDEMAN, GOMER, AND LEVINE, 1980,
C PAGES 104, 158C

XFEET=X0(I)*6076.1
NME=NME+l
NIV(NME)=2
T(NME)=(- 13.812+0.00 1*XFEET+ 1.132*XO(2))/60.0

C
C**XO(3)=AIRCRAFT SPEED IN KNOTS
C**XFTSEC=AIRCRAFT SPEED IN FEET/SECOND
C**DATA FROM BIEDEMAN, GOMER, AND LEVINE, 1980,
C PAGES 104, 158
C

XFTSEC=XO(3)*1.688
NME=NME+ I

0:' NIV(NME)= I

T(NME)=(-6.348+0.001 *XFEET-0.010*XFTSEC)/60.0
C
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C**XO(4)=TARGET TYPE
C**DATA FROM BIEDEMAN, GOMER, AND LEVINE, 1980,
C PAGES 104, 158
C
C**TARGET IS A TANK
C

IF (XO(4).EQ.1I,0)THEN
NME=NME+I
NIV(NME)=2
T(NME)=(-8.990+0.00 I*XFEET)/60.0

ENDIF
C
C**TARGET IS A HALF-TRACK
C

IF (XO(4).EQ.17.0)THEN
NME=NME+l
NIV(NME)=2
T(NME)=(-12.57+0.00I*XFEET)/60.0

ENDIF
C
C**TARGET IS A TRUCK

IF (XO(4).EQ.15.0) THEN
NME=NME+ I
NIV(NME)= 2
T(NME)=(- 13.220+0.001 *XFEET)/60.0

- "- ENDIF

The end product is a single value for time to identify a given target under the
conditions specified. To demonstrate the output, the model was run using all four
variables under two sets of conditions. The results from these runs are listed in Table 3.

Table 3
.. ,' Time to Identify a Target on a Display Derived

From The MOPADS Recognition Moderator Function

INPUT CONDITION SET I CONDITION SET 2

Slant range to target 5 nautical miles 5 nautical miles
Target/background complexity I I
Aircraft speed 220 knots 220 knots
Target type tank truck

""' -~ OUTPUT
time to identify 19.8 sec 18.0 sec

*pp
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DISCUSSION

Even the most technologically sophisticated systems are limited by the capabilities

of the human operator(s) in these systems even if the human's role is only to activate

the system. In many cases, simple changes to system interfaces and/or procedures in
the design phase could have drastically reduced operational difficulties associated with
the final product. Computer simulation during the early stages of a system's design
can identify operational problems to come. Simulations which include models of human
performance greatly increase a system model's utility. The recognition model described
above can be easily incorporated into simulations of air defense and air traffic control
systems. Further, each skill listed in Table I has an associated moderator function
and the model can be expanded to include more data as such data become available.
The human factors model is designed to stand alone from the MOPADS software and
can be used in any setting that conforms to a well defined data interface. For the
interested reader, the MOPADS Year I Report is available upon request (Polito and
Laughery, 1982). Other moderator function subroutines are presented in Laughery and
Gawron (1983).
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The design of manually operated controls for a six-degree-of-freedom
*., groundborne "walking" vehicle:

Control strategies and stereotypes

Dennis B. Beringer
" The University of Wisconsin at Madison

ABSTRACT

' The problems posed by control of Iwalkingd six-degree-of-freedom vehicles vary
with specific task requirements. Different strategies are required for cruising

r",: ksupervisoryd control and precision foot placement. These, along with
.... anthropometric and stereotypic considerations, directly affect the design of the<o manually operated controls and the degree to which multiple-axis/multiple-task

integration can be achieved within a single controller.

INTRODUCTION

Many studies have been done on the manual control of vehicles (see McRuer & Weir, 1969, for a
review), some having six degrees-of-freedom of motion. A similar body of knowledge has been
accumulating in the control of remote manipulators and "man amplifiers" (exoskeleton devices). The
latter can be termed "anthropomorphic" devices as they mimic motions of the human body or appendages
to some degree. Manipulators have generally been either fixed- base or transported by a separate
propulsion system. The current case of interest is where the tail wags the dog; the end effector of

. the manipulator is placed against the ground to provide both support and propulsion for the entire
system. The manipulator limb essentially grasps the ground and "moves" the earth relative to the
"base" or shoulder end of the limb. This type of locomotion offers an alternative for terrain that
cannot be traversed by wheeled or tracked vehicles (McGhee, 1984).

PROBLEM

Specific Vehicle Configuration

The vehicle currently under construction at the Ohio State University is a six-legged
hydraulically actuated device. The legs are of mammalian rather than insect design for
weight-bearing reasons and each leg has, within kinematic limits, three degrees of freedom (df). The
vehicle body has (again within limits) six df. Although this may initially appear to be a 24-df

*" "problem. this is not precisely the case. Changes in body position/attitude are achieved by
coordinated manipulation of leg positions so that these df's are not actually independent. One

U' .U- increases vehicle height, for example, by extending all legs equally. This vehicle was intended as a
full-scale concept demonstration of microprocessor-controlled limb coordination. Manual control
considerations have been, to some degree, after-the-fact as in many applied human factors problems.

Task Requirements

This vehicle will be required to perform tasks at the extremes of the conceivable operational
range. At the most basic level it must be capable of individual foot placements for negotiating
obstacles in rough terrain. This requires that each leg be controllable separately as well as body
position relative to the foot placements. Present strategies call for alternately placing pairs of
feet and shifting the body to maintain the vehicle within margins of static stability (McGhee, 1984).
This is very much a manipulation/action-oriented activity and requires a high degree of operator
control authority. The operator must select a foot placement that will (1) support the vehicle
(terrain structure), (2) maintain static stability of the vehicle (support geometry), (3) be within
the kinematic limits of the leg (reach envelope), and then (4) place the foot at that point. This
requires the operator to provide inter-limb coordination and can thus be termed an "uncoordinated"

: .system.

. . At the opposite extreme the vehicle is expected to be capable of traversing relatively level and
obstructionless terrain with a minimum of operator intervention. The highest level of supervisory
control, and lowest control authority, would have the operator specify only a positional goal to

1..
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which the system should travel. Means of goal accomplishment would be left to the vehicle systems.
Although such an approach has been envisioned for future "autonomous" vehicle operation, present0

requremntsare a step lower in the hierarchy; continuous control of direction, velocity, heading,
andheiht f vhice.Individual leg motions are not controlled by the operator but rather by a

"coordination computer". Body roll, as an example, can be achieved by a single control input that
causes legs on one side to flex and those on the other to extend. This can be termed a "fully
coordinated" system.

DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION0

Control Strategies

Precision footing. The case of individual foot placement (precision footing) is certainly
accomplished better by resolved motion control (coordination of foot movement across leg joints or
"intra-leg" coordination; Whitney, 1969) than by individual control of joint motions. [Such
coordination software, in combination with force sensor information from the feet, has been
demonstrated successfully in an earlier vehicle developed at OSU (McGhee, 1984J).] It is also
desirable to exercise control through a single integrated controller than through multiple
one-dimensional controllers (Crawford, 19614) as are seen on numerous hydraulically actuated
construction vehicles (McGhee, 19814).

The most direct approach appears to be a zero-order (position) 3-df control (position-following,
force-feedback control; also called master-slave; Johnson & Corliss, 1971). Several factors argue
against this in the present application. First, this type of system was used in the General Electric
Quadruped Transporter (McGhee, 19814), a hydraulically actuated walking machine, and produced high
levels of cognitive and physical fatigue in operators within relatively short time periods. Second,

Z the operator's controls will be limited to one for each hand, requiring cycling through three legs
with a single controller. A position- following control would encounter positional discontinuity
during transition between legs, requiring a position reset for each. This would increase cycle times
and undoubtedly cause consternation if not discomfort for the operator. This suggests a first-order
(rate/velocity) control for x,y foot positioning. Foot lift/drop can be semiautomated using
proximity sensing to execute final touchdown (available on current vehicle).

Cruise mode. Cruising at "high speed" (5-8 mph) , the operator should need only to specify the
resultant vehicle motion as leg motions are fully coordinated (ability already demonstrated on

.4.. previous vehicle at OSU). A II-df controller would be desirable as it would allow single-hand control
% of travel direction and velocity, heading (independently of direction of travel), and altitude.

Pitch and roll are much less likely to require continuous control and thus can be trimmed by discrete
means (4-position trim switch). A first-order (velocity) system seems preferrable as the operator
then controls directly the indices of desired performance. This parallels the performance control
system described by Roscoe and Bergman (1980) whereby direct control of aircraft attitude was traded
for control of climb and turn rates, decreasing task performance error and operator workload but also
decreasing control authority.

Another approach to cruise control has been suggested by Vertut (1983) that has considerable
appeal. He has suggested that the operator, using a 3-df controller, set primitives of travel

OWN direction and path curvature (turning center) in the absence of vehicle velocity. One then applies
along-path velocity after the path is determined. This has been quite useful for close maneuvering
(obstacle negotiation) and is being examined for use in nuclear reactor inspection and maintenance
vehicles. It effectively separates trajectory control from velocity control. Vertut has suggested

* . an explicit controller design (physical device) discussed in a subsequent section.

Although precision footing and cruise control have been discussed separately, the ultimate goal
is to define a physical device (control) that will serve in either mode of operation. Cruise control
was the first problem to be considered and will receive more attention here. Precision footing Is
still being examined as of this writing.

Control Axes Assignments

k10J Four factors are likely to influence the pairing of control motions with vehicle responses;
ppulation stereotypes, dynamic anthropometry, task frequencies, and interaction of control motion

and vehicle motion. Only the first three will be addressed here as vehicle dynamics, though
suspected, are not yet known fully. lo

V17Population stereotypes. It is generally acknowledged that human operators can and will adapt to
* a variety of control/response relationships that are nonpreferred, exhibiting accuracy close to that
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achieved with preferred arrangements. The nonpreferred arrangement will often, however, produce
longer response times, require longer training, and be subject to habit regression under stress (see

.e Loveless, 1962, for a review). Although one might be tempted to apply single-axis stereotypes to a
multi-axis controller, the data actually collected in this area have not been specifically related tor
more than two-axis control. It is suspected that interactions in the form of tradeoffs are likely to
occur When multiple axes are available simultaneously. particularly when any ambiguity of assigments

is pssile.Thus it was decided to attempt a design given all available facts and perform ". a

confirmatory check up-on the actual design ... " (Loveless, 1962; pg. 381) regarding stereotypes.

Dynamic anthropometry. The hand is capable of three df of motion at the wrist: Ulnar/radial
deviation (wrist pitch), flexion/extension, and rotation (see Bazar, 1978 and Garrett, 1971, for
limits of motion). One can thus secure the operator's forearm and still have three df of continuous
control that are less subject to disruption by vehicle accelerations. This approach was used by
Dauersctxnidt and Besco (1962) and produced a 3-df controller for manned space flight having
rotational axes located in the wrist. The present design is an outgrowth of this approach and varies
on only two points: wrist-pitch pivot point is located in the control grip (a mechanical
consideration) and fore/aft sliding motion has been added. Wrist pitch is normally locked out until
a trigger is depressed. A similar system with 6 df has been proposed by Roscoe, Hull, Simon, & Corl
(1981).

Synthesis. Stereotypic responses favor control axes assignments that are direct analogs;
fore/aft sliding motion of control implies fore/aft system motion. Given the available control

V motions, assignment by stereotypes suggests the following (by control motion/response motion):
'h. pfore-aft/fore-aft, wrist- pitch/altitude, wrist-flexion/heading change, and wrist-rotation/lateral

motion. High-frequency control activity should be paired with motions that are least difficult
and/or fatiguing, however, wherever there is an ambiguous assignment (in particular wrist flexion
versus wrist rotation). Fixed-base simulation of the system has indicated that heading-change
commands are much more frequent in cruise mode than lateral motion commands. Inasmuch as repeated
wrist flexion can lead to tenosynovitis (Bazar. 1978), it seems appropriate to exchange these
assignments; wrist rotation becomes heading change and wrist flexion becomes lateral velocity. The
arrangement is depicted in Figure 1. A conventional 3-df joystick (3rd df =rotation about vertical
axis) is being used as a comparison (altitude is set by a separate control in this case).

The physical axial assignments and design suggested by Vertut for his controller are shown in
Figure 2. This arrangement allows the operator to see where the turning point/center is physically
located on the ground. An imaginary extension of the top horizontal bar of the yoke intersects the

.d ~ ground plane at the turning center (when the terrain is planar and the controller base is parallel to
the terrain). Experimental performance comparisons are currently being conducted to assess relative
training requirements and performance capabilities.

Confirmation of stereotypes. This allocation of axes may be seen as a slight conflict with
stereotype responses if one accepts that control motion should be analogous to vehicle motion. In
order to assess multiple-axis assignment preferences, 19 subjects ranging in age from 23 to 51 years
(mean =26.3, median =29) (13 male, 6 female) were presented with a figure depicting the six df of
motion of a rectangular solid (the vehicle). Each was then shown specific hand/arms motions related

.r.,Jto controller operation and asked to assign each motion to the expected vehicle response motion. Two
sets of motions, Series 1 having a rotational center in the operator's wrist and Series 2 having a
rotational center beyond the operator's hand limits in two axes (conventional joystick), were
presented (see Figure 3).

Single majority patterns emerged for each series, accounting for 47% and 42% of the sample
respectively. In each case, vehicle motion was expected to be a direct analog of control motion. An
additional 27% and 47% respectively transformed a rotary motion into linear vehicle response in the
samie "direction" as the rotation. The remaining individuals rotated responses 90 degrees In the
plane of control motion (linear fore/aft or radial fore/aft =pitch; obtained from, of course,
pilots).

The analogous assignments of particular interest, wrist flexion/heading change and wrist
rotation/lateral motion, were chosen by only 10.5% as a first-choice assignment, This would probably

Phave been much higher had vehicle roll not been allowed as a response option. Eleven subjects were.

% however, asked to give second-choice assignments and 36.14% did choose this arrangement then. The
p ,~ interchanged assignments (flexion/lateral motion, rotation/heading change) selected a priori were

preferred, as a pair, by only 9% as a second choice. Although none chose both pairings as a log
Sr first-choice pattern, 22% did choose the former and 16% chose the latter singly.

Although this assessment provided some insight into preferred pairings with unconstrained
vehicle motions. it did not specifically address the "goodness" of the specific controller in the
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constrained case (only 4 df of motion controlled continuously; pitch and roll trimmed discretely).
A second examinatin was conducted where subjects manipulated the prototype controller and indicated
preferred pairings between control motions and the now constrained class of vehicle motions.

Ten subjects, five male (ages 22 to 52 years; mean = 34.2, median = 32) and five female (ages
23 to 30; mean = 28.4, median = 30), were asked to perform two assignment tasks. In the first.
subjects chose a single axis of control motion and rank ordered the four allowable vehicle response
motions; this was done for each of the four control-motion axes (comparable to Set 1 of Figure 3).
With each ranking the subject indicated whether the arrangement was "acceptable", "marginal", or "not
acceptable". In the second task, each subject was asked to chose a single set of
control-motion/vehicle-response pairings (a 1:1 mapping) that they would prefer for vehicle

operation.

Kappa (Fleiss, 1973) was computed for each of the sets of data to assess the strength of

* agreement between the a priori design decisions for axes assignments and subject preferences (kappa
(k) is similar to a correlation coefficient, ranging from -1 to +1). In the first case,
unidimensional rankings (first choices only), k = .73 (z = 8.36, p<.00000013. There was complete
agreement on fore/aft and left/right dimensions, 90% agreement on up/down, but only 30% agreement on
rotation (70% chose wrist rotation to represent left/right motion). This was the expected
equivocation of axes, but it occurred for wrist rotation only and not wrist flexion as would be
expected.

Computation of k for the second case (1:1 mapping) gave k = .93 1z = 10.22, p<.00000011. In
this case complete agreement was obtained, again, for fore/aft and up/down assignments. Only one
individual exhibited reversal of left/right and rotational assignment (90% agreement). Thus 90% of
the sample, when forced to choose a multidimensional solution to the problem, agreed with the
assignments chosen in the design process, the only deviation being the expected one.

SUMMARY AND PROSPECTUS

It appears both possible and desirable to design a single integrated controller for manual
control of an anthropometric "walking" vehicle, particularly when intra- and inter-limb coordination
can be performed by computer components of the system. Without this aiding the rapid coordinated
movements required for effective control would either not be possible or would impose very high
workloads on the operator, limiting both the range and duration of activities. Problems posed by
control/response stereotypes and dynamic anthropometry seem easily surmountable in most instances.
It is clear that individuals make tradeoffs in multidimensional control/response assignments that do
not reflect directly their unidimensional preferences. This reinforces Loveless' admonition to

*.- verify designs and provides an indication that some assignments may take priority over others. The
challenge remaining is to deal effectively with the problem of precision footing, an area requiring

both integrated controls and displays for successful vehicle operation. With this accomplished a
%.i wide range of applications may be opened for this class of vehicles, ranging from construction and

timber harvesting to mobility aids for the handicapped. Successful applications, however, will
% ultimately depend upon the ease with which the tail can wag the dog.
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Validation of the General Classification Test For Selection
NOf Commissioning From the Ranks Candidates

Captain Deborah A. Saudino•

Canadian Forces Personnel Applied Research Unit

O Willowdale, Ontario, Canada

0 J Abstract

The General Classification test is used in screening all officer

I candidates for the Canadian Forces. This paper summarizes the
research conducted evaluating the test's predictive validity in

a selecting candidates nominated under the Commissioning From the

Ranks program. On-job performance, as measured by the Performance
Evaluation Report, was used as the criterion. Results indicated
that the GC correlated significantly with the intellect component
of officer performance, as identified by a factor analysis, but
not with other performance factors. Similar results were found
using a comparison sample of officers-in-general.

Introduction

In assessing individuals for commissioning as officers, the Canadian
Forces (CF) screens candidates using the General Classification (GC) test, a
measure of general learning ability. The present study of the GC test in
officer selection was conducted in response to questions and observations
regarding the use of the test in the selection of candidates nominated for
Commissioning From the Ranks (CFR). This highly competitive program is open
to superior servicemembers in the rank of Sergeant and above who have 10 years
or more of service, meet educati'n requirements, and achieve a satisfactory GC
score. Candidates nominated for the program have proven themselves as
superior senior NCOs and are considered by their Commanding Officers to
possess necessary officer-like qualities. This study attempted to establish
the validity of the GC for predicting subsequent CFR performance and to
compare obtained results with the validity of the test in predicting
performance for a sample of officers-in-general.

At the time of its development by the Royal Canadian Air Force during
WWII, the GC was found to be an effective predictor of success in both flying
and technical training. Later studies have shown it to correlate with: CF
tests of verbal, mathematical, clerical, mechanical and electronic aptitude
which are used for other ranks trade assignment (Rampton, Skinner, & Keates,
1972); aircrew selection tests (Saudino, 1982); and a measure of aptitude for
second language training (Amyot, 1983). A recent CF study (LeGras & Staples,
1983) reports a correlation of 0.75 between GC scores and total scores on the -.'
Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale - Revised (WAIS-R).

In addition to its correlation with other aptitude measures, the GC been O
found to predict training performance for both officers and other ranks
candidates. Studies have demonstrated that the GC is positively related to
success in other rank recruit (Mullin, 1978) and trades training (Ellis &
Saudino, 1981), officer cadet university performance (Vandyke, 1982), and

pilot training (Vandyke, 1982). It has also been shown to correlate with job -O
performance ratings for other rank members (Simpson, 1982).

This wide range of information regarding the test's relationships with
other aptitude tests and with training and job performance measures, for both
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other ranks and officers, lends credibility to the acceptance of the GC test

as both a measure of general learning ability or intelligence and as a useful

selection instrument. Its use in officer selection is based on the assumption

that a minimum standard of intelligence is required of all officers and that

- the more intellectually capable candidate has a greater likelihood of

" . ,, succeeding in officer training and in subsequently demonstrating superior
on-job performance. Consequently, the same CC cut-off is applied for all
commissioning programs, regardless of whether the candidate is being
considered for acceptance through a civilian entry plan or through an

in-service program. In recent years, little research has been directed at

assessing the effectiveness of the test in predicting officer performance.
The purpose of this study was to address this research issue.

Met hod

Sample. The CFR sample consisted of 250 Anglophone junior officers (Lts and
Capts) selected for Commissioning From the Ranks in the years 1975 to 1982. A

. - sample of 243 Lts and Capts was chosen at random from the officer population
to serve as a "officers-in-general" comparison group.

Test. The GC is a 30-minute, 80-item multiple choice test used in the initial
screening of both officer and other rank CF applicants. Separate norms and
cut-offs are applied in the assessment of these two groups. English and
French versions of the test are used as appropriate. The research summarized
in this paper is based on the results from Anglophone samples only.

Criterion. A key consideration in this study was the choice of performance

criterion to be used. In the validation of most selection tests, because of

the ease of collection and standardization of scoring, training course results
are commonly adopted as the performance to be predicted. The relationship of
the GC to training results has been summarized above. For the CFR population,

use of training information was considered inappropriate because of the lack

of uniformity in the training of CFRs, due to differences in precommissioning
ranks and officer classifications course structure. Furthermore, due to their
years of experience in a related tride, the CFR pass rate on course is
typically very high. This limited variability in course performance,
particularly when only "pass/fail" results are available, would not yield the
degree of discrimination between individuals necessary for test validation.

A more meaningful source of criterion data was deemed to be officer

0performance as measured by the annual Performance Evaluation Report (PER).
The PER is a job performance measure that provides a readily available,
standardized assessment for all officers, regardless of rank, classification,

or specific employment. It rates the individual on 20 Performance Factors
(PFs) and Professional Attributes (PAs), as well as on Potential for the next

higher rank. A full list of the assessment categories is shown in Table I.
,.-.F- PFs and Potential are rated on a seven-point Likert-type scale, and PAs on a

five-point scale.
Computerized annual PER data exist for all officers for the four year

period, 1979-1982. This provided a total of 84 possible variables which could

be used in the analysis, i.e., 21 PER assessment items X 4 years. Given the
unworkable number of correlation coefficients this would produce (several of
which would be expected to be significant by chance alone) the performance

variables had to be combined or reduced. This was done by two means.
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Table 1
CF Officer Performance Evaluation Report Items

Performance Factors Professional Attributes Potential

PFI Acceptance of Responsibility PAl Professional Knowledge Potential

PF2 Application of Knowledge PA2 Appearance

PF3 Problem Analyis PA3 Physical Fitness

PF4 Decision-Making PA4 Conduct *0
PF5 Preparation and Planning PA5 Intellect

PF6 Delegation PA6 Integrity

PF7 Oral Expression PA7 Loyalty

PF8 Written Expression PA8 Dedication

PF9 Performance Under Stress PA9 Courage
PFIO Cooperation
PF1I Development of Subordinates

The first means of combining the data was to average the ratings of the

individual performance items over the four assessment years. This served to

reduce the number of criterion variables to 21 and also increased the
reliability of the ratings by minimizing the effects of error variance due to

differences in raters, employment factors, experience in the job, etc. The

second step was to factor analyse PER scores in order to identify the

underlying components of officer performance being evaluated by this

instrument. A common factor analysis using varimax rotation was conducted on

the averaged results of the 1979 to 1982 PERs for a sample of junior officers

(N=1802). This yielded six factors which accounted for 69.9% of the common

variance. Table 2 identifies the factor names, together with the PER items

loading on each, based on a factor weight inclusion criterion of 0.30.

Table 2

PER Items Loading on Each PER Factor

1. Job Performance: 3. Professionalism:

Acceptance of Responsibity Conduct

Application of Knowledge Integrity

Problem Analysis Loyalty

Dec is ion-Making Ded icat ion

Preparation and Planning Acceptance of Responsibility

Performance Under Stress Cooperation

Cooperation
Delegation 4. Management of Subordinates:

Professional Knowledge Delegation

Dedication Development of Subordinates

Potential

5. Fitness and Appearance:

2. Intellect: Appearance

Oral Expression Physical Fitness
-" Written Expression

. Professional Knowledge 6. Courage:

Intellect Courage

S.'. Application of Knowledge

S..Problem Analysis

Preparation and Plannin 
Potential
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A rational examination of the factors shown in Table 2 suggested that

the Intellect factor should be the component of officer performance which the
GC would be expected to predict most strongly, followed to a lesser degree by

1the Job Performance factor. On the other hand, there was no theoretical basis
from which to conclude that that the GC should have any relationship with the

remaining factors (e.g., Courage, Fitness and Appearance).

Procedure. All available PER results for each CFR officer were averaged,

yielding PER item scores which were based on rated performance over one, two,
three, or four years, depending on time since commissioning. Factor scores

were calculated for each individual, based on the averaged PER item scores and
using the factor weights generated from the factor analysis conducted on the

general junior officer sample. The six resulting scores were correlated with

precommissioning GC scores yielding Pearson product-moment correlation

coefficients. A similar analysis was carried out for the officers-in-general

sample.

Results and Discussion

*.' The correlation coeffients between GC and the six PER factors derived

for the CFR and officers-in-general samples are shown in Table 3.

%%, Table 3

Correlations Between GC Score and PER Factor Scores

For CFR and Officers-in-General Samples

Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6

CFR r=.0469 r=.1770 r=-.0914 r=.0181 r=.0577 r=-.0224

Sample ns p < .01 ns ns ns ns

(N=250)

officers- r=-.0529 r=.1661 r=.01 24  r=-.04 00  r=.0792 r=.0378

in-General ns p <.01 ns ns ns ns

Sample
(N=243)

As the above results indicate, the GC test was found to be significantly

correlated with the Intellect factor for the CFR group as anticipated. The

correlations for all other factors were not significantly different from

zero. A similiar pattern of correlations was found for the

officers-in-general sample, suggesting that the same relationship exists

between GC test scores and performance ratings for officers selected from

either population. Clearly, the GC is equally effective in the prediction of

performance for both groups, negating the possible argument that the test may

be of limited use in the selection of CFRs.
While the observed correlation between GC and the Intellect performance

is significant, it is quite small. This is not unexpected however, in view of

several possible confounding variables. First, the GC score distribution for

the CFRs was restricted by the prior application of a selection cut-off.

Correcting for this restriction of range, using test distribution information S
for all other rank members in the rank of Sgt or above, increases the

correlation coefficient to 0.21. A similar correction for the

officers-in-general sample yields a correlation coefficient of 0.17.
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Additionally, the magnitude of the correlation coefficients obtained in this

study was limited by the instruments themselves. The GC has been shown to
have good reliability as determined by the split-half and KR-20 internal

consistancy methods, yielding values of .88 and .90 respectively (Rampton,

Skinner, & Keates, 1972). No reliability values for the PER have been

established but it is known that measures of this sort, which are based on

subjective assessments of a large number of raters over an extended period of

time, are typically lower by comparison (Borman, 1978). These factors would

establish upper limits to the possible correlation coefficients that might be

obtained. Notwithstanding the noted methodological constraints, obtained

results indicate that it is not unreasonable to employ the GC test as one of

several assessment instruments for selecting officers for the CF Commissioning

From the Ranks program.
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Validity Generalization of Navy Selector Composites

Paul Foley and Leonard Swanson

- Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

N INTRODUCTION
" ' 3ACKGROUND AND PROBLEM O'

0'
Un recent years, Schmidt and Hunter (1977) and their colleagues have pre-

sented strong evidence that most of the variability in validity coefficients
among various studies may be artifactual in nature. That is, the variability in
observed validity coefficients across studies may be due to a number of factors,
chief of which are sampling error, criterion unreliability, test unreliability,

and restriction in range of ability of sample members. The validities of inter-
est for validity generalization therefore are estimates of true validities. The
mean and standard deviation of the true validities are obtained by correcting
the mean and standard deviation of the observed validity distribution for crite-
rion unreliability and restriction in range. The resulting distribution of
estimated true validities is considered the Bayesian prior distribution whose
mean, standard deviation, and credibility value (CV) represent the degree of va-
lidity generalization represented by that particular distribution of test
composite scores. Rejection of the hypothesis of validity generalization for a
distribution of validities requires that the 90% CV include zero.

APPROACH

Comparison of Validity Generalization Outcomes

The first analysis was based on 16 schools that had validity data on six or
more samples for the General Technical, Clerical, Mechanical and Electronics
classification composites of the Navy's Basic Test Battery which was replaced by ' -

the Armed Services Vocational Battery (ASVAB) in 1976. Two validity generaliza-
tion analyses were conducted, one appropriate for validities uncorrected for re-
striction in range and the other appropriate for validities corrected for
restriction in range. The purpose was to compare results obtained using a value
representing an assumed average restriction in range (for uncorrected validi-
ties) and results based on individually corrected validities.

Validity Generalization and Occupational Groupings

The second objective of this effort was to investigate the effect of alter-
native groupings of Navy ratings on validity generalization outcomes. Four dif-
ferent grouping strategies were used based upon pooling validities across: (1) 'O
all Navy ratings, (2) the nine occupational groups in the Navy Occupational

'The authors express their gratitude to Dr. Kenneth Pearlman of the Office of

Personnel Management for providing the computer program and to Mr. Greg Candell"
for conducting the various analyses.
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Handbook (NOH), (3) the twenty occupational categories of the Navy's Official
Classification Manual (CLASSMAN) and, (4) four BTB selector composites (BTBFAM)
used for "A" school assignment.

RESULTS

Comparison of validity Generalization outcomes

For class "A" schools in each of the 16 Navy ratings, Table 1 presents the
mean and standard deviation of the distribution of observed validities and the
estimated mean and standard deviation of the distribution of true validities
based on assumed average range restriction and on individually corrected validi-
ties. Also shown are the number of samples per rating and the 90% credibility
values for both validity generalization procedures.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .--

[ PLACE TABLE 1 HERE [
-

The results in Table 1 support the concept of validity generalization across
validity studies within each of the sixteen ratings (none of the 90% CV's in-
clude zero). For 15 of the 16 ratings, both validity generalization procedures
yielded mean true validities of .43 or greater. All 15 also had 90% credibility
values of .24 or greater indicating that in the future it is probable that va-
lidity results would be substantially above .24 in most schools. Validity
generalization results based upon an assumed average range restriction were bas-

ically the same as those based on validities that' had been individually
corrected for restriction in range.

Validity Generalization and Occupational Groupings

Table 2 contains the average within-group estimated true standard deviation
for distributions of validities (based on range corrected validities) for each

combination of BTB composite and job grouping strategy and for the validities
pooled across all Navy ratings. The last column presents the means of these va-

lues across BTB composites and the last row contains the means for rows 1-3. The
values in parentheses are the average within group estimated true standard devi- Lil

ations for ratings randomly assigned to categories.
"['- ..

-I PLACE TABLE 2 HERE I

The first hypothesis investigated was that the average estimated true stand-

ard deviation of selector composites observed within the three homogeneous job
grouping strategies (NOH, CLASSMAN, and BTBFAM) would not be substantially less
than the average estimated true standard deviation observed for the heteroge-
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neous job category consisting of -all ratings combined. As can be seen, the av-
erage estimated true standard deviations for each of the four BTB composites
were smaller for the three homogeneous job grouping strategies as compared toUthe heterogeneous - all ratings combined category. The one exception was for
the GT composite which was slightly larger for the BTBFAM. The differences ove-
rall, however, were rather small. The hypothesis of no substantial difference
between the average estimated true standard deviations was accepted indicating
that differences between occupational groupings of ratings have little effect on
the variation in validity coefficients.

The second hypothesis investigated was that the average estimated true
standard deviation should be smaller for homogeneous occupational groupings as
compared to the average estimated true standard deviation developed from the
random assignment of ratings into the same number of categories as found within
the NOH, CLASSMAN, and BTBFAM grouping strategies. As can be seen in Table 2 the
average standard deviations for different job grouping strategies was typically
smaller than those resulting from random assignment. This was true in eight of
the twelve (three occupations groupings by four BTB composites) comparisons.
The exceptions occurred with the GT and CLER composites for the NOH and BTBFAM
groupings. Though moderating effects were found for groupings of ratings in the

-"."MECH and ELEC composites the differences between homogeneous and random group-
ings were not large.

CONCLUSIONS

Two validity generalization procedures were evaluated using validation data
for BTB composites. One was based upon assumptions about the sources of arti-
factual variance (assumed average restriction in range) and the other based upon
validities corrected for range restriction. Both approaches yielded similar re-
sults demonstrating the robustness of the validity generalization approach. Va-
lidity generalization results were obtained from five different rating grouping

strategies which included a random category. It was hypothesized the variabil-
ity of distributions of validity coefficients would be smaller for three
homogeneous rating grouping strategies as compared with two heterogeneous
groupings of all ratings combined and one comprised of ratings assigned randomly
to categories. The differences between homogeneous and heterogeneous groups
overall were slight suggesting that there is relatively little difference in the
usefulness of the grouping strategies in terms of producing a significant moder-

--: ating effect.

REFERENCES
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Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations of Observed Validity Distributions
and Estimated Means, Standard Deviations, and Credibility Values

of Estimated True Validities in 16 Ratings

.04

Estimated true
validities Estimated true
based on Validities
assumed average based on range

Observed range corrected
Validity restriction validities

N N Est. Est. 90% Est. Est. 90%
Rating Samples Students Mean SD Mean SD CV* Mean SD CV*

QM 6 2,783 .41 .073 .50 .055 .41 .55 .003 .55
- SM 8 2,885 .24 .072 .33 .070 .24 .33 .096 .21

FT 7 2,952 .56 .072 .87 .101 .74 .78 .048 .72
TM 6 1,357 .29 .123 .47 .176 .25 .46 .172 .24

YN 12 5,036 .34 .090 .47 .109 .33 .49 .085 .38
SK 10 8,153 .44 .061 .58 .071 .49 .57 .043 .51
DK 10 1,624 .32 .078 .43 .047 .37 .43 .093 .31

EM 6 8,469 .42 .049 .61 .062 .53 .61 .065 .53
IC 6 4,038 .44 .076 .63 .098 .51 .60 .059 .53
HM 12 34,471 .58 .039 .73 .046 .67 .72 .035 .67
ET 9 9,698 .49 .053 .82 .083 .72 .72 .042 .67
ETR 7 4,865 .42 .119 .74 .202 .48 .60 .103 .47
ETN 8 6,079 .43 .091 .75 .150 .55 .62 .079 .52
OS 12 9,099 .41 .091 .65 .136 .47 .64 .064 .56

% TM 8 1,463 .38 .049 .56 .000 .56 .55 .086 .44
... PH 6 2,418 .49 .050 .64 .042 .59 .64 .000 .64

Mean .494 .497

* 90% CV = Credibility Value
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Table 2

Average Within Group Estimated Standard Deviations of True
Validities Corrected for Restriction in Range for each BTB
Composite by Job Grouping Strategy and by Random Grouping

.- •

BTB Composites

Basis for
Occupational

(Rating)
Row

Grouping GT MECH ELEC CLER Means

NOH .093 (.091) .087 (.112) .111 (.115) .080 (.079) .093 (.099)

CLASSMAN .073 (.083) .069 (.090) .062 (.091) .065 (.071) .067 (.084)

BTBFAM .103 (.099) .100 (.120) .106 (.119) .094 (.089) .101 (.107)

All Ratings .099 .119 .126 .094 .110

Column
Means
(Rows 1-3) .090 (.091) .085 (.107) .093 (.108) .080 (.080) .087 (.097)
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Improving Navigator Selection

Garry L. McDaniel
Academic Program Manager

ATC Instructor Training School

.4.,Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to present the results

of the first phase of a three-phase investigation of U.S.

Air Force navigators. The results of this study will be
used by test developers, instructors, and administrators
to improve selection, classification, training and utili-
zation of navigators in the Air Force. The current study
is a longitudinal research effort designed to track a
single group of subjects through undergraduate, graduate,
transition training and for one year in an operational
assignment.,

Background 0

The use of mental testing in selection and classification of candidates

for navigator training has been in effect since 1941. Many research efforts
designed to improve the effectiveness of the selection and classification pro-

cess have been made. These include the development and revision of the Aircrew
Classification Battery (ACB) and the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT).

Special studies have been performed to identify the future role and training
requirements for navigators through 1990 and to determine the causes of attri-
tion in Undergraduate Navigator Training (UNT). There have also been several
attempts by instructional and administrative personnel at UNT to identify and
minimize factors contributing to the attrition problem. These efforts include
curriculum and instructor evaluation, class sectioning, remedial math programs,
and the use of a diagnostic pre-navigation screening test (Pre-Nav test).

The Pre-Nav test measures the level of navigator-related skills possessed
by a student and includes test items on table reading, chart reading, instru-
ment and scale reading, and basic math skills specifically relating to naviga-

tion. The Pre-Nav test differs from the AFOQT primarily on the basis of termi-
nology used. For example, the quantitative items on the AFOQT are phrased in

""-'" general terms while the similar items on the Pre-Nav test are specifically -

couched in the terminology of a navigation-like scenario.

The major advantage of the Pre-Nav test is that it provides a standard-
ized measure for all students, since AFOQT scores are not available on every-
one. The Air Force Academy does not use the AFOQT for selection or classifi-

A. cation purposes. Civilians from the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
N Association (NOAA) and students from the U.S. Navy and U.S. Marine Corps do not

take the AFOQT. Also, scores may not be in the personnel records of some Air

Force students, even though they may have taken the test.
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• .Initial research with the Pre-Nav test indicated that an individual's Pre-

Nay score could be strongly correlated to his or her chances for graduation or
elimination. This correlation was determined by comparing UNT graduation/

elimination against a Pre-Nav raw score frequency distribution. The Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory, Pesonnel Research Division (AFHRL/MOAO) was able
to validate these findings and research efforts were coordinated between AFHRL/

-.j . MOAO and Mather AFB to improve navigator selection procedures.

One of the first steps towards obtaining a larger and more detailed data
base which could be used to improve navigator selection was the development of
the Basic Navigator Battery (BNB). The BNB was administered to all entering
UNT students and consisted of the Pre-Nav test, and subtests consisting of Fig-

ure Analogies, Information Processing, Obstacles and Remedies and a Simulated
Navigation Mission.

Because most of the previous studies were cross-sectional and limited in
scope, it was deemed appropriate by Air Training Command to initiate a compre-
hensive, longitudinal research effort. This study differs from previous inves-

tigations in two major respects. First, it is a three-phase longitudinal
study. Phase I, which this paper addresses, investigated the validity of the
predictor variables using UNT performance measures as the criteria. Phase II
will use performance measures from the advanced navigation courses (i.e.,
Navigator-Bombardier training, electronic warfare, etc.) and transition train-

. ing. Phase III will investigate the correlation of the predictor variables
with performance of the subjects at the end of their first year in an opera-
tional assignment. Phase III will be used to validate the navigator selection
process against actual job performance.

Second, this study differs considerably in the choice of criteria to be
used. All previous studies reported biserial correlations with a graduation/
elimination criterion. In this study, a pass/fail criterion is used, but only
for purposes of comparison. The major thrust of the Phase I research effort
was to investigate all available measures of performance, to include academic

scores, simulator results, and the results of actual flying missions. The pur-
pose of this paper is to provide the findings and conclusions from Phase I of

the three phase longitudinal study.

Approach

Only U.S. Air Force officers entering course N-V6A-F, Undergraduate Navi-
.*.- gator Training (UNT), were considered as subjects for this study. The sample

was further limited to UNT classes 80-18 through 81-17, which comprises one
full year of Air Force officer input. UNT class 80-18 began training during
January 1980. Each subsequent class began at two-to-three week intervals.

Subjects for the study were 591 Air Force officers entering Undergraduate
Navigator Training during calendar year 1980. Because the sample will be used
throughout the three phases of the longitudinal study and then used as a bench-
mark group for measuring improvements in selection and training, it is referred
to as the UNT Reference Group. The demographic characteristics of this group
are provided in Table 1.
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Table I. Distribution of Demographic Variables

On the UNT Reference Group

Variable Category Percent

Sex Male 96.2
Female 3.8

Race Insufficient data

Age Less than 23 14.9
23 22.2
24 18.3
25 15.5

26 10.8
27 11.8
28 or more 6.5

Rank 2nd Lieutenant 94.4
1st Lieutenant 3.2
Captain 2.4

Source Officer Training School (OTS) 44.7
AFROTC 29.1
U.S. Air Force Academy 6.6 ;
UPT Eliminees (UPTE) 6.9

Non-rated (NR) 3.7

Non-Active Duty (NAD) 9.0

The primary purpose of this sample is to provide predictor and performance
data during the three phases of the longitudinal study. It will also serve a

secondary purpose as a control group for measuring the effects of any signifi-
cant changes in selection or training procedures.

To determine the most effective methods of navigator selection, a variety
of data was obtained on each student. This data consisted of ten predictor
variables; five composite scores from the AFOQT, and the five variables from

BNB. Performance variables from 15 intermediate UNT lesson scores and a UNT
graduation/elimination variable were also obtained. A Pearson product-moment
correlation matrix using the Bivariate Subsample Method was computed on each
of the 10 predictor variables versus each of the 16 performance variables.

The AFOQT is administered to most UNT entries prior to selection and
classification for training. The BNB was administered to the subjects during
their first week of UNT training. The AFOQT scores, BNB scores and 16 UNT
performance measures were matched on the subjects social security number.
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Conclusions

Since the Navigator Selection Research Study is designed to be a three-
phase longitudinal investigation, this paper does not provide major conclu-
sions or recommendations. However, several observations regarding the find-
ings in Phase I deserve mention. In general,

(1) the Navigator-Technical and Quantitative composites of the AFOQT

are most valid of the five operational predictor variables,

(2) the Pre-Nav and Simulated Navigation Mission subtests are the most
valid of the five experimental predictor variables,

(3) the Pre-Nav test is the most valid of the ten predictor variables

used in this study, and

(4) correlation coefficients were highest with the didactic or class-
room criteria, followed by the T45 simulator criteria, and then

the flight criteria.

An additional finding resulting from Phase I is that changes to Form N of
the AFOQT increased the predictive efficiency of the Navigator-Technical com-
posite. However, even with the recent changes, the validity of the Navigator-

Technical composite for predicting success in Undergraduate Navigator Training
is not as good as it should be. Subsequent versions of the AFOQT test battery
will incorporate changes based on the outcome of all three phases of this
study.

An additional benefit from the research has been an increased concern
towards improving recruiting strategies and preparing individuals interested
in a navigator career prior to arriving at UNT. Several improvements have

been made or suggested in these areas.

First, in the past the Nav-Tech portion of the AFOQT was administered only
to recruits who expressed an interest in the navigation career field. This
meant that of the approximately 40,000 personnel annually taking the test, only

four or five thousand were taking the Nav-Tech AFOQT battery. Consequently,
the navigator students gained through AFROTC and OTS were drawn from a pool of
about ten percent of the potential. The AFOQT Nav-Tech battery is now given
to all recruits. As these recruits begin to fill the student slots at UNT
there should be an improvement in the quality as a result of having a larger
pool from which to draw navigator candidates.

Secondly, the current recruiting strategy is one oriented toward selecting

any candidate who meets a minimum standard (25th percentile on the Nav-Tech

AFOQT battery). This strategy, in effect, assumes that a 25th percentile has -
as much potential as a very high percentile, which is of course not true. This

recruiting strategy is easy to manage at the recruiter's level, however, for it
means that they only have to find qualified (25th percentile or above) person--.-
nel who were interested in a navigation career. When previously the Nav-Tech
battery was administered only to candidates who already had expressed an inter-

est, half of the recruiter's search was done before the test. They could meet
their quota with any qualifier.
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Monetary Value of Navigator Selection Using the AFOQT

Bennie W. Roach
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Brooks AFB, Texas 78235

Abstract

O The Navigator-Technical composite of the Air Force

m" Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT) has been used in the

- selection of candidates for Air Force navigator training

. for four decades. Expressing the value of the AFOOT in

psychometric terms is often difficult for operational

'1 decision-makers to understand. A more appropriate way to

express utility of the test is in terms of the Tdollar

criterion.9' This study uses the Schmidt-Hunter-Pearlman
utility formula to compute the monetary value of two
alternative selection strategies: (a) a zero utility

approach which ignores test scores, and (b) the actual

. . selection strategy which rank-ordered applicants based on
test score. Results show that use of the

Navigator-Technical composite percentile scores to select

- candidates for navigator training has considerable
utility to the Air Force when expressed in monetary terms.

Introduction

Paper-and-pencil tests have been used by the Air Force to aid in

the selecting of candidates for navigator training for more than 40

years. The Aircrew Classification Battery (ACB) was first developed
for selecting aircrew members (pilots, navigators, and bombardiers) by

the Aviation Psychology Program during World War II. During the early

stages of the development of the ACB, selection for aircrew training
was not based on predictor scores and most early classes had attrition

rates of around 50%. Selection into Undergraduate Navigator Training
(UNT) is now based on Navigator-Technical composite scores on the Air

Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT). Only applicants who have
successfully passed a rigorous physical examination are considered.

Additionally, all individuals selected for UNT must be college
graduates. Since only highly restricted applicants are considered for

selection and since current UNT attrition rates are only about 12%,
the biserial correlation used to indicate the validity of the

selection composite is quite low (.20).

From the standpoint of validity alone, it is difficult to defend

the AFOQT as the primary instrument for navigator selection.

Correcting the coefficient for range restriction, attenuation, and

O other statistical artifacts would increase the absolute value, but not
the level of acceptance of the validity coefficient as an indication

of the "value" of a selection instrument.
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I

Dr. Ben Roach, AFHRL/MOAO, has proposed a strategy (Quota by Merit) where
instead of looking for a minimum qualifier the recruiting system focuses on
the high achievers of the entire pool and actively recruits them for a naviga-
tor career, even if they had showed no interest previously. He feels the
recruiter who can identify an individual with a high potential for success as
a navigator can use that very knowledge as a tool to sell the career to the
candidate. In other words, if you tell someone he has a high potential for
success as a navigator, the navigator career will seem more attractive to him.
Concentrating on the high end of the spectrum gets away from the low potential
qualifiers who happened to walk in the recruiter's door at the right time.

Third, at a recent ROTC Professor of Air Science (PAS) conference at
Mather AFB, several suggestions were made to help ROTC students improve their
skills prior to arriving at UNT. Individuals with technical backgrounds have
tended to perform very well in navigator training, so an active, aggressive 'O
recruiting campaign for individuals with technical backgrounds was suggested.
Also, at present, there is a ground school for pilots, but none for navigators.
It was strongly recommended that a "rated" ground school be developed for ROTC
students as the introductory information taught is beneficial to both pilots
and navigators. The benef'it would be to allow the. "crew-concept" to be taught

earlier, and fundamentals of basic flying such as aerodynamics, weather, plot-
ting, use of the MB-4A computer, introductory navigation procedures, and ratio
and proportion math problems relating to the flying environment (time, speed,
distance and fuels) could be taught. Additionally, accurate navigation career
information through films, briefings and motivational rides are needed to better
inform ROTC and OTS students as to what a navigation career entails.

Efforts to improve navigator selection are continuing to be made. These
efforts have focused on improving screening and selection of qualified person-
nel prior to arriving at Mather AFB for navigator training. As more informa-
tion becomes available thorugh the Phase II and III research studies, selection
and classification methods should result in a continued improvement to the
AFOQT. Coupled with the other efforts discussed, the end result should be in
students arriving at UNT with a better potential for a successful career in
navigation. .1

-
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" An alternative to the use of the validity coefficient as a measure
o of the value of the AFOQT is to determine the utility of the test

expressed in dollar terms. The use of monetary utility in personnel
selection was first introduced by Brogden (1946) and improved upon by
Cronbach and Gleser (1957). However, the Brogden-Cronbach-Gleser
total utility formula had been largely ignored by personnel
researchers for many years because of the complex equations and
difficulty in determining SDy, the standard deviation of job

performance (Dunnette & Borman, 1979). However, a major breakthrough
in the use of utility formulas occurred when Schmidt, Hunter,

McKenzie, and Muldrow (1979) obtained rational estimates of SDy.
Using a global estimation procedure, Schmidt et al. used experienced

supervisors as judges of subordinates' productivity. Their global
* estimation procedure suggests that SDy represents a value that is

about 40% of the annual wage of the employee.

- - The purpose of this report is to determine the utility of the
Navigator-Technical composite as an instrument for selecting
candidates for navigator training. Utility is expressed in dollar
terms and considers both the cost savings due to decreased attrition
in UNT and the dollar value expected from increased productivity of

the new navigators. Monetary value is illustrated by using two
alternative selection strategies: (a) a zero utility approach which
ignores AFOQT test scores, and (b) the actual strategy used to select

the cadets for training. The estimated monetary value of the actual
selection strategy is determined by using the equation for comparing.
organizational interventions suggested by Schmidt, Hunter, and
Pearlman (1982).

Approach
Subjects

The subjects for this study were obtained from an initial sample
of candidates in UNT classes during FY80-82. Since the United States

- ,.*, Air Force Academy discontinued use of the AFOQT in 1960, only UNT

cadets commissioned through the Air Force Reserve Officer Training
Corps and Officer Training School precommissioning programs were
used. The final sample, which contained only cases with both valid
AFOQT scores and UNT performance measures, was composed of 1,894
subjects.

Method

rateDetermination of the monetary value of alternative navigator
selection strategies using the AFOQT is a four-step procedure which

- includes:

(I) development of an equation which represents expected success
]i'1"["rate,

(2) computer simulation of the probable outcomes of alternative

selection strategies,
(3) determination of the terms used in the Schmidt-Hunter-Pearlman

... formula, and

(4) determination of the total monetary value of each strategy.
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Step one, development of the expected success rate equation, is
performed by first computing the actual success rate of the subjects

at each scoring increment of the Navigator-Technical composite of the
AFOQT. Since UNT cadets used in the sample had been selected, to a
certain extent, based on performance on the Navigator-Technical
composite, the number of cases at the low end of the scoring range was
quite small. Therefore, success rate was determined for 10 scoring
increments with each representing one decile of the total range of

scores, i.e, 1-10, 11-20, 21-30, etc. A simple linear regression
equation, using the midpoint of each scoring increment as the
predictor and corresponding success rate for all UNT cadets who scored
in that decile as the criterion, was used to determine expected
success rates.

The second step was accomplished by using a previously developed
computer algorithm (Roach, 1983). The specifics of the algorithm are
too lengthy to be described in this paper, but basically the algorithm

computes the probable values of several attributes for each strategy
of interest (for example: the success rate of the candidates
selected, mean percentile score on the predictor for the successful
candidates, and required UNT input). Using z-transformation, the mean 0
percentile group scores are converted to standard score form which can
then be used in the Schmidt-Hunter-Pearlman formula. The required UNT
input is a measure of the number of the selectees needed with each
strategy in order to produce the desired number of graduates.
Subtracting the desired number of graduates from the required UNT
input yields the number of losses expected from the group of S
selectees. Multiplying the number of losses by the average training
expense for each unsuccessful candidate yields the direct cost of
attrition for the strategy. This is added to the cost of testing to
provide the total cost of selection. The cost of selection is then
used in the Schmidt-Hunter-Pearlman formula.

The third step requires determining the values for the terms used
in the Schmidt-Hunter-Pearlman formula. This formula provides a way
of assessing the economic impact of personnel programs on work force
productivity and is defined as:

AU- 2 = TN[(dtl - dt2) SDy - (C1 - C2 )]

where AU1 -2 = the difference in dollar value between two alternative

strategies

T = the number of years duration of the training effect on

performance --

N = the number of desired graduates

dt = difference in job performance in standard score units

SSDy = standard deviation of job performance in dollars

C = cost of selection

!S.
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This formula is used to compute the total change in utility. The

average utility of each graduate is computed by simply deleting the N

in the formula. Standardized score, dt, and cost of selection, C,
were computed in Step 2, above. Tenure, T, is 5 since new navigators
have a 5-year obligation after completion of ITNT. The dollar

criterion, SDy, is $8,211.65. SD is computed as .40 times the
average annual wage of $20,529.12.

The last step is determination of the total monetary value of each
strategy. In this step, Strategy I uses test scores and Strategy 2
ignores scores. Therefore, the difference in dollar value between a
strategy which uses test scores and the zero utility strategy is an
estimation of the monetary vdlue of the AFOQT using that particular

strategy.

Results O

Based on the success rates of the 1,894 subjects in the sample,
the simple linear regression equation which represents expected

success rate in UNT (Y') given the AFOQT score (x) is Y' = .7104 +
.0028X. The frequencies and success rates at each decile and for the
full range of scores on the Navigator-Technical composite is shown in O

Table 1.

Table I

Distribution of Frequencies and Success Rates

Scoring Number of UNT Cadets Success Rates
Increment Pass Fail Total Actual Estimated

01 - 10 3 4 7 .429 .725
11 - 20 38 13 51 .745 .753

21 - 30 138 33 171 .807 .782
31 - 40 176 48 224 .786 .810
41 - 50 215 33 248 .867 .839

51 - 60 216 28 244 .885 .867
61 - 70 252 25 277 .910 .900
71 - 80 257 20 277 .928 .924

82 - 90 208 14 222 .937 .953
91 - 99 167 6 173 .965 .981

01 - 99 1670 164 1894 .882 .879

As Table 2 shows, the standardized score for the UNT graduates
0O' using the zero utility strategy was .096 and the cost of selection was O

estimated to be $6,406.79 for each new navigator graduated. Since

this strategy is used as the base rate against which the other
strategy is compared, there is no monetary utility. The cost of

selection using the actual selection strategy was estimated to be
$5,019.13, or a 22% reduction in the cost of selection using zero
utility. The monetary value of this strategy using the Schmidt-Hunter- ".
Pearlman formula was estimated to be 5[(.337 - .096) $8,211.65 -

($5,019.13 - $6,406.79)] or $16,833.33 per graduate.
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Table 2

Summary of Monetary Value Analysis

Standardized Cost of Average
Selection Success Mean Score Selection Utility Per
Strategy Rate on Predictor Per Graduate Graduate

Zero Utility .853 .096 $6,406.79 $ .00

Actual Selection .882 .337 5,019.13 16,833.13

Discussion

IO
This study uses the Schmidt-Hunter-Pearlman formula for comparing

organizational interventions to determine the monetary value of the
Navigator-Technical composite of the AFOQT for selecting UNT

candidates. The estimated monetary utility to the Air Force can be

substantial when AFOQT test scores are incorporated into the selection
process. While the cost of selection is a one-time expense, the O
benefits obtained from selecting higher quality candidates is expected
to occur throughout the duration of their tenure. The annual value of
using the AFOQT for navigator selection during the most recent fiscal
year is estimated to be $10 to $15 million over the 5-year period of

obligation of 800-900 new navigators completing UNT each year. The
major conclusion of this study is that the more efficiently AFOQT aO
scores are used to select candidates for navigator training, the lower
the costs of selection and the higher the utility to the Air Force

expressed in monetary terms.
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CURRENT RESEARCH IN ROYAL NAVY OFFICER SELECT!ON

by

. ALAN JONES, Department of Senior Psychologist. (Navy), MOD(UK)

The present Royal Navy Officer selection system derives from the World
0 War 2 developments in the British Armed Forces. At that time serious manpower
0 problems, particularly in the Army, led to the experimental and then executive

use of extended assessment systems, which embodied many of the elements of the
present day assessment centre (AC) approach. Although the most dramatic "
innovation was the introduction of group exercises and simulations, it should be

= __ emphasised that other applied psychological procedures were adopted, such as
._psychometric tests and more structured interviews.,,

The new style Royal Navy procedure was introduced in 1947, and, although
there have been changes, the basic characteristics of the procedure are still 'S
recognisable. Candidates attend the centre for two days and are grouped for
purposes of assessment into groups of five. Civilian candidates are aged
between 17 and 25 years, and are in the top 20% of the population in terms of
academic achievement. Between 1,500 and 2,000 candidates per year are assessed
at the centre.

Their first day is spent completing a biographical questionnaire, taking 4
psychometric tests and a general and Service knowledge test, writing an essay,
and being given a brief and practice on the types of group tasks they will face
the next day. At the end of the day, the assessors individually review all the

* written evidence collected (except the psychometric test results), including
reference reports from schools, universities and cadet forces. The assessment "
panel is usually composed of a President (Commodore or Captain, RN), a Naval
Member (Commander, RN), a civilian Headteacher, and a Personnel Selection
Officer (usually a Women's Royal Naval Service Officer). The composition varies
slightly for Royal Marines and Women's Royal Naval Service candidates.

On the second day the assessors see the candidates for the first time.
Candidates undertake two group exercises. One is a "command situation" where %
each candidate in turn is the nominated leader of the group, which has to meet
certain objectives in a physical task. The other is a leaderless group
discussion, where candidates are given a written scenario and a problem and told
to come up with a group solution. Obviously both these exercises are intended "
to give the assessors an opportunity to see how each candidate interacts with S

* the other members of the group: who appears most influential, who does not work
with fellow members of the team to meet group objectives and so on.

After the group exercises there are two interviews, one with the Personnel
Selection Officer and one with the other three panel members. The Personnel
Selection Officer's interview concentrates on background factors (domestic
circumstancesetc), whilst the panel interview covers academic and spare-time

..activities, reasons for wishing to join the Service, and a number of specific
areas (for example, specialisation preferences and encounters with the police).

Once the Personnel Selection Officer has reported back to the other panel
members and the Headteacher has made some assessments on academic aspects, the "
collection of evidence Is complete. Each assessor then individually reviews the
evidence to arrive at an assessment of the candidate's suitability to enter
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training. It must be emphasised that the centre's concern i'; with the -

* identification of potential and primarily with the prediction of sticceSS in
* . initial Officer training, completion of which is usually one to two years in the

*4future. It is not concerned with the prediction of operational performance or
promotion. When all assessors have completed this individtual review, they each
give a mark on a 0-9 scale which summarises their assessment. Candidates are
then discussed in turn, assessors giving their own opinions and commenting on
those of others, with the President always speaking last. Discussion Continuies
until broad agreement is reached or it is recognised that differences in views
are unlikely to be reconciled. Assessors then give a final mark which is
aggregated to produce the centre's overall assessment of the candidate in termF'
of suitability to enter training.

Since the introduction of this form of selection a large number of studies
of its validity have been carried out. Research carried out onl entrants between
1968 and 1981 (total N = 2144) has shown average correlations of 0.29 between
the centre's overall assessment (which is not divulged to trainers) and
Professional examination results (in subjects such as Navigation, Engineering

and Seamanship) at the Naval College, and 0.39 between the assessment and
leadership ratings at the College. The Naval College examination results and
the leadership ratings are combined to produce a final class of pass, with which
the centre's assessment achieved an average correlation of 0.35. Examination of
the individual studies shows an increase in the centre's predictive validity
over the above time period. Research or, P;rants since 1981 has confirmed this
trend (correlations of around 0.50 with class of pass at the College).

Table I shows the relationship between the centre's assessment and wastage
* . during initial training (some 8 months in duration).

- TABLE 1: CENTRE OVERALL ASSESSMENT AND WASTAGE IN ROYAL NAVY OFFICER INITIAL
TRAINING (1974-81)

PERCENTAGE
CENTRE ___________________

*ASSESSMENT N COMPULSORY VOLUNTARY
WASTAGE WASTAGE

Doubtful Potential 258 18 13

Fair Potential with
* . ~Some Shortcomings36122

*Adequate Potential 216 10 11

Good or High Potential 243 6 14

*TOTAL 1053 11 13
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It can be seen from Table I that although the centre assessment achieved a

K.. moderate level of relationship with compulsory wastage (correlation around
0.35), there was no relationship with voluntary wastage. Research on individual

'~. parts of the procedure have also shown no relationship between these parts
(tests, group exercises etc) and voluntary withdrawal, with the possible
exception of the short test of Service knowledge. We have therefore embarked on
a number of research projects to determine whether any instruments can be
produced which can predict voluntary wastage.

Much of the voluntary wastage occurs very early on in training - within a
month of entry to the College - and so one obvious approach is to consider this7
early withdrawal behaviour as the result of very dramatic mismatch between the
entrants' vocational orientation and interests and Naval training as they
experiences it. We were aware of the apparently successful use of the Strong
Campbell Vocational Interest Blank in predicting wastage at the US Navy Academy,
and also favourable results from work with the Canadian Forces. We therefore
looked around for a suitable inventory for our use and came up with Holland's
Vocational Preference Inventory; here examinees have to indicate their like or
dislike for 160 jobs. We have carried out a number of studies on such aspects
as candidates' "faking good", and achieved some prediction of voluntary and
compulsory wastage using. a profile scoring approach, as shown in Table 2.

9- TABLE 2: VOCATIONAL PREFERENCE INVENTORY PROFILE AND INITIAL TRAINING
WASTAGE (1980-81)

PERCENTAGE
PROF ILE_________________ ___

SCORE N VOLUNTARY COMPULSORY
WASTAGE WASTAGE

LOW RISK
3+ 107 5 6
0-2 91 22 12
-1 to -2 53 17 13
-3 or less 65 28 20
HIGH RISK

TOTAL 316 16 12

Table 2 suggests that the profile scoring was tapping some general motivational
factor(s) since it was related to voluntary and compulsory wastage.
Unfortunately an initial cross-validation did not show any relationship between

* profile score and wastage, but sample size was relatively small (N = 190, with
only 16 and 24 cases of voluntary and compulsory withdrawal respectively).

Another approach has been the development of biographical predictor scores.
The systematic use of biographical data has been largely ignored in the UK (in
contrast to the USA). Using a set of 52 biographical items, we have constructel
predictors of a number of aspects of initial training including voluntary
wastage. At the moment cross-validation data are being collected, but in the
derivation sample a weighted combination of 18 items correlated around .40 with
voluntary withdrawal. Of course, some level of prediction would be expected in
the derivation sample and the cross-validation will be the true test of the

* p1
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score's value. Examination of the items included in the score suggests that
entrants with more technical interests, an absence of failure in their academic
history, some involvement in relevant cadet forces, and a reasonable level of
spare-time activities are less likely to leave voluntarily.

This paper has restricted itself to a brief account of the current RN
Officer selection procedure and of some of the research being undertaken to
improve the prediction of voluntary withdrawal in training. There are, of
coursp, many other areas of research activity, such as the analysis of how the
panel of assessors reach their final assessment and developments in aircrew
selection, but there is not time to describe them here. It is, however, hoped
that the reader has obtained some idea of the procedures and research efforts
taking place in the United Kingdom.
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0') Air Force Academy Measures of Performance
as Predictors of Promotion Potential

N Colonel Kenneth H. Fleming
United States Air Force Academy

o Abstract

0. A recurring question with respect to performance is the validity of
the standards of measurement. The USAF Academy, along with many
other institutions, uses various standards of performance to mneas-

(~ure the achievement of cadets while they are at the Academy. Since
almost all cadets are constrained to enter the Air Force upon gra-
duation, there is a continuous chronological record of performance.
Record keeping is extensive and identifiable at a personal level,
so that the Academy and the follow-on U.S. Air Force environment
are ideal institutions for the investigation of specific perfor-
mance measures. In particular, is there any correlation (causal-
ity) between measures of performance prior to, during, and subse-
quent to the four years at the Academy. Knowledge of these rela-
tionships (or lack) would be valuable in validating old standards

W1 or developing new ones.

Introduction

This study focuses on the first twelve classes who have graduated from the
Academy (1959-1970); these twelve classes have all had a recorded opportunity
to comnpete for selection to major in the U.S. Air Force. Only those officers
who remain in the service are considered for this study. The data sample con-
tains 2072 off icers who have competed for major and 975 who have competed for
lieutenant colonel. These results apply to only Academy graduates as compared
to other Academy graduates.

The Air Force promotion system is tied to years in service. Beginning
with the rank of major, however, a "best" qualified standard applies and there
is provision for early praiEtion. For a typical year group, five percent will
be promoted early, eighty percent on time, and fifteen percent will fail at
selection in the primary zone; of these, approximately five percent will be
late-selected. The same setup is used for promotion to lieutenant colonel
except that the percentage rates for achieving the promotion are smaller.
Because of data limitations, this study makes no distinction between early
promo~tions. That is, a three-year-early promotion is treated the same as a
one-year-early promotion. An-on time promotion is self-explanatory, and
failure to be promoted in the primary zone is considered a pass-over regard-
less of subseciuent selection.

The Mo~del

A straightforward achievement m~odel is proposed. Earlier measures of per-
formance are thought to "identify" unobserved characteristics which make
success more likely. Success is defined as selection for below-the-zone or

* on-time promotion to major or lieutenant colonel. Early, on-time, or non-
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selection to major and lieutenant colonel are the dependent or success meas-
ures. High school, Academy, and Air Force performance measures are the
independent or causal variables. If our performance measures are valid then
we should be able to discern statistically significant effects on the proba-
bility of promotion. All officers are constrained to fall into only one of
the three categories so that the dependent variable is trichotomous and
exclusive. OLS was used to estimate the trichotomous model and results indi-
cated that so many officers were promoted on time that the independent vari-
ables added little explanatory power to this class. There were, however,
large and significant effects on the probability of early promotion to both
major and lieutenant colonel. The most interesting results were therefore
estimable with a dichotomous dependent variable--the probability of below-
the-zone promotion versus not being selected. A logistic model was used to
estimate the relationship. Figure 1 gives a two-dimensional picture of this
procedure.

OLS
PROBABILITY OF LOGIT
BELOW-THE-ZONE
PROMOTION

o I" NDEPENDENtr VAJABLES
FIGURE 1

The basic features of the logistic model are interaction between the
independent variables, largest effect at the midpoint, and an asymptotic
approach to zero or one in the probability sense. Ordinary least sauares was
also used to estimate the parameters. OLS presents some difficulties as Fig-
ure 1 makes clear. The ordinary least squares procedure fits a straight line
to the X observations. Thus, for extreme values, of Xl, it is possible to 4,0
achieve probabilities less than zero or greater than one. The additive form
of OLS also does not allow for interaction between the independent variables.
The logit model results are compared with OLS estimates.

It must be emphasized that this type of model is explanatory and not

predictive. Thus, we cannot predict the performance of any one individual
based on this mode]. Instead we are investigating the average effect of the 0

- independent variables; that is, how the mean value estimated for hundreds of
individuals affects the mean probability of promotion.

Variables

* The variables for each individual are as follows: parents' status (mili- .0
tary or civilian), verbal aptitude and math aptitude scores upon entry to the
Academy, order of merit academically and militarily at the Academy, rated
status in the Air Force (pilot, navigator, or support), academic level of

- achievement in the Air Force (college, master's, or PhD), military schooling
in residence (Squadron Officers School or Air Command and Staff) and whether
or not the officer has combat experience. Verbal and math aptitude are
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first in a class of 500 this would be recorded as 1 - 1/500 or .998. The other
variables are entered as binary variables--one if the individual is in the
class, and zero if he is not. The excluded classes are support, college
degree only, and non-resident military education. Other candidate variables2
are insignificant and do not appreciably affect the value and statistical sig-
nificance of the selected variables whether included or not.

Results

The largest and mrost statistically significant coefficients to major were
the individual's Academy standing in order of merit leadership (OMEDR) , order
of merit academic (CR4ACA) , and possession of an advanced degree; this result
indicates that the two Academy performance standards are outstanding measures,
at least on the average, of the ability to succeed in the Air Force. CtvLDR is 1
larger than Ct4ACA and is therefore a better explanatory variable for below- :
the-zone promrotion to major. However, it is important to keep in mind that
both are positive, large,. and highly significant. Parent' s occupation was
entered as either military or not--it was negative (-4% to major and -2% to
lieutenant colonel) and highly significant. This means that for below-the- @
zone promrotion it is helpful to have parents in the mnilitary--a result which
is in accord wit-h our intuition. Both the coefficients for a waster's degree
and for a PhD were positive and highly significant. Both were measured as the
difference between these degrees and a bachelor's degaree so that there is

* - essentially no difference between the master's and the PhD. On average, the
possession of any advanced degree will increase the chances of below-the-zone
prarotion, relative to a bachelor's degree, by about 7.5 percent in the OLS
formulation and 8.5% in the locristic model. (other variables held at their

* mean).

cantat hih leelso t i likly hatthe,,- ffets eresubsumed3 by

and ithut he ptiudescoes.Theonl aprecabl chngein any of the
variables was in the constant term. For the logit model with the aptitude
scores the constant term itself gave a probability of below-the-zone selection
of 10%; without the scores the probability was 8.9%. Clearly the second value

C is more consistent with our a-priori beliefs. The difference appears small,
but it must be remembered that the loqit model becomies asymptotic at the

* - extremes, so a 10% difference is appreciable. The same calculation was run2
with the OLS model with more pronounced results. The math and verbal aptitude
scores were directly related to the constant term--no other explanatory vari-
ables were appreciably changed. For this reason the aptitude scores are
excluded in further calculations.

Consider an extreme specific example for below-the-zone promotion to major
with values taken from the loqistic model. An individual. who was first in his
class in both CW4DR and avIACA, has parents in the military, is a pilot, has
had ombat experience, holds a master's degree, and has completed SOS by

* correspondence will have a 46.8% probability of making a below-the-zone @
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promotion--this is 42% above the Air Force average and 32% above the average
in this data sample! An individual with the same aualifications who finishes
last in his class in both CLDR and OMACA, will have an 18% chance of a
below-the-zone pramotion--take away the master's degree and this drops to a 9%
probability. The figures for the OLS estimate are eaually impressive--37%
versus 7% and zero without the master's degree.

It is clear that the overwhelmingly significant predictors are OMLDR,
COACA, and advanced academic degrees. For our extreme example each ten per-
cent drop in CMLDR will produce approximately a 2.5% drop in probability of
below-the-zone for the logistic model, other things held equal. Table 1

.. presents various representative combinations of characteristics for the logis-
tic model. Table 2 presents the same data for the OLS model. It is difficult
to choose between the models. The logistic model has a better theoretical
basis, but it appears that it may be overestimating probabilities at the lower
end. The models differ as to the precise values of the coefficients; however,
they both are positive, in the same range, and highly significant.

Tables 3 and 4 give the results for lieutenant colonel. Again CMACA,
OMLDR, and advanced degrees were strong positive predictors. However, CMLDR
decreased in absolute value and CMACA increased. They are almost ecrual in
value and the combined effect is greater than the combined effect to major.
It appears that some individual outliers have been eliminated at selection to
major and that the Academy performance measures continue to strongly influence
prootion performance. Further evidence for this comes from the small
increase in R --the model is doing a "slightly better" job of predicting indi-
vidual behavior. The two estimating procedures show basically the same
results with the logit model again giving higher estimates at all levels. It
appears that the "interaction" effect of the logit model raises the probabil-
ity estimate at all levels--this may actually be a better estimate at the

*.- higher probability levels since promotion boards consider the "whole person"
when selecting for below-the-zone. The lieutenant colonel figures show a
large and statistically significant negative effect for rated navigator status 'e
versus pilot or support. The model. was run with master's degree as the depen-
dent variable. There was a significant relationship between this and academic

... order of merit, but no relationship for leadership order of merit. This
result confirmed an indirect effect for academic order of merit; this effect
turned out to be small for major (1%), but larger for lieutenant colonel (3%).

Conclusions

The academic and leadership performance measures used at the Academy are
excellent predictors, on average, of promotion potential. Leadership is
larger for promotion to major, but both are equal to lieutenant colonel. An
advanced degree is the other large predictor. Rated status is neutral to
major, but negative and significant for navigators to lieutenant colonel. •:.
Combat and parental status are both significant but small contributors, and -.

military school in residence is not significant.
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TABLES

GIVEN: MASTER'S DEGREE; NO SOS IN RESIDENCE;
NO COtMBAT; NO MILITARY PARENTS

TABLE 1 TABLE 2
(LOGIT RESULTS) (OLS RESULTS)

PROBABILITY OF PROBABILITY OF
PERCENT CF BELOW-THE-ZONE PERCENT OF BELOW-THE-ZONE

CLASS STANDING M1 MAJOR CLASS STANDING TO MAJOR
{.]NON- NON-

.I4MLDR CMACA PILOT RATED* OMLDR CMACA PILOT RATED*

1 1 38.4 34.9 1 1 31.8 29.1
.75 .75 30.6 27.5 .75 .75 24.7 22.0
.5 .5 23.8 21.2 .5 .5 17.6 14.9
1 0 28.6 25.6 1 0 22.6 19.9
.75 .25 26.1 23.4 .75 .25 20.1 17.4

0 1 19.7 17.4 0 1 12.5 9.8
.25 .75 21.7 19 3 25 .75 15.0 12.3
0 0 13.6 10.0 0 0 3.4 .7

*Note: There is no statistical difference between navigator and non-rated.
The figures should be interpreted as the difference between the average of the

., sample (14.5%) and the given figures.

• ""."GIVEN: MSTER'S DEGREE; NO SOS IN RESIDENCE;

TAL TBENO OMBAT; NO MILITARY PARENTS="TABLE 3 TABLE 4

(LOGIT RESULTS) (OLS RESULTS)

0'4
PROBABILITY OF PROBABILITY OF

PERCENT OF BELOW-THE-ZONE PERCENT OF BELW-THE-ZCtNE
CLASS STANDING O LT COL CLASS STANDING TO LT COL

"'4IDR GtMACA PILOT NAVIGATOR CMLDR COMACA PILOT NAVIGATOR
1 1 44.5 25.9 1 1 34.7 19.6
.75 .75 35.8 19.6 .75 .75 26.8 11.6 3
.50 .50 28.1 14.5 .50 .50 18.9 3.7
1 0 29.4 15.3 1 0 20.3 5.1
.75 .25 28.8 14.9 .75 .25 19.6 4.4
0 1 26.9 13.8 0 1 17.6 2.4
.25 .75 27.5 14.2 .25 .75 18.3 3.1

0" . 0 0 16.0 7.7 0 0 3.3 -11.9--0
Note: For promotion to lieutenant colonel navigator status is negative and

, highly significant. There is no statistical difference between pilot and
non-rated. The figures should be interpreted as the difference between the
average of the sample (17.0%) and the given figures.
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THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BIOGRAPHICAL INVENTORIES
.. . C) IN PREDICTING SUCCESS IN OTS "

O."- Deborah L. Rogers I
a..Manpower and Personnel Division

Brooks Air Force Base, Texas 78235

Abstract

< Biographical inventories have been used in officer selection and
classification tests since the beginning of World War II with the advent of -
the Aircrew Classification Battery, These inventories, used to predict
success in officer, pilot, and navigator training, were used on successive
forms of the Aircrew Classification Battery. Officer and pilot biographical
inventories were also used on the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT)
until Form 0, the current operational form, was developed. However, in
reviewing the history of the inventories, it appears that the inventories were *-
not included in an analysis of the composites used to predict success in
officer or pilot training. The current study was designed to see if the
inventories improve the predictiveness of the Pilot and the Officer Quality
(Academic Aptitude) composites of the AFOQT.

BACKGROUND

The use of biographical inventories to select and classify officers dates
back to the Aircrew Classification Battery (ACB) developed at the beginning of
WWII. The seventh version of the ACB, July 1943, contained the first oil
biographical inventory subtest for pilots and navigators. These subtests,
referred to as Biographical Data Blanks, were thought to have "appreciable
validities and afforded a way of taking students' backgrounds into
consideration in their assignment." (DuBois, 1947, p. 96). -

The Biographical Data Blanks for pilots and navigators were used in the
ACB until the end of the war when the need arose to revise the test for use on
the post-war population (the Biographical Data Blanks on all wartime forms of
the ACB were normed on WWII aircrew applicants, and correlations computed on
these subtests were based on data gathered from pilot training only). The
February 1947 ACB was implemented for this purpose.

The biographical subtests of the February 1947 ACB were not actually
* - revised, but the "Biographical Data, Navigator" was renamed "Biographical

Data, Bombardment-Observer." There was work done during this time to develop
"...biographical inventories to predict success in the Air Force Officer
Candidate School and success on the job during the first six months following

" graduation" (Dailey & Gragg, 1949, p. 54). All biographical subtests were
normed on pilot trainees, and validated against elimination from pilot
training. It was subsequently found that the validity of the Biographical

.- Data Blanks "...varied greatly in validity against the criterion of graduation -
; vs elimination for lack of motivation" (Dailey & Gragg, p. 53). For this

reason the biographical subtests were revised in hopes that they would be more
valid than the old ones.
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The February 1947 ACB was revised in April 1951. At this time the
Biographical Data Blanks for pilots and navigators were merged making a single
biographic subtest for both pilots and navigators. These subtests were normed
on aviation cadets and aviation applicants.

S-The Aviation Cadet-Officer Candidate - Qualifying Test (AC-OC-QT) AXA and
AX"  an experimental test, was introduced in 1951 as another attempt to better
predict success in Officer Candidate School (OCS). In this test, the
Biographical Data Blank was revised to include 50 percent pilot items and 50
percent items selected "on an a iori basis as predictive of officer success"
(Tupes, 1953, p. 1). It was-later found that the officer items had little
validity when predicting OCS success and on-the-job performance. The
Biographical Data Blank was not scored as part of the Officer Quality
composite. The AC-OC-QT was normed on male members of OCS and was validated
against graduation/elimination from OCS.

In 1951 the AC-OC-QT became part of a preliminary version of the Air Force
Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT) Form A; however, the officer biographical
items were not carried forward. In Form A an entire booklet made up of 130
newly developed officer biographical items was devoted to a Biographical
Information subtest. The Biographical Information subtest was used in the
Officer Quality and Pilot composites. Form A was administered to OCS cadets
as well as Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps (AFROTC) cadets. Form B
of the AFOQT contained a modified version of the Biographical Information

. booklet including 20 additional items. The implementation of this test marked
the beginning of selection for the newly developed Air Force Academy (AFA),

* -and was normed on all three commissioning sources OCS, AFROTC and the AFA.

Form C contained a separate biographical inventory for the Officer Quality
. composite and the Pilot composite. The Pilot Biographical Inventory (PBI)

remained unchanged through AFOQT Form G. The number of items in the Officer
Biographical Inventory (OBI ) was almost tripled with the advent of Form D (150
items). The number of items of the OBI remained unchanged through Form G
(Valentine & Creager, 1961).

AFOQT Form G was used until 1964 when it was revised and named AFOQT-64.
The OBI and PBI were carried forward, but the number of items was reduced.

The OBI was not administered to female applicants as the subtest was normed on
male AFROTC cadets and was not thought to be suitable for female applicants.
Neither the OBI or the PB1 was included in reliability and validity analyses
of the Officer Quality and Pilot composites (Miller & Valentine, 1964). These
subtests remained virtually unchanged through AFOQT Form M. When AFOQT Form N
was implemented the OBI was removed from the Verbal & Officer Quality

* L~composites. It was removed because:

"-. The OBI was previously taken only by males since it was composed
of activities associated with males. Unable to remove sex bias
from the items, the subtest was eliminated from the revised AFOQT
(Gould, 1978, p. 8).

The PBI was replaced with the Pilot Biographic and Aptitude Scale. The
* "norming sample for Form N included cadets from Officer Training School

(originally OCS), AFROTC, the AFA, basic airmen and a sampling of second
lieutenants.
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When the current operational form (Form 0) of the AFOQT, was implemented,
a working group decided to eliminate the Pilot Biographic Inventory and
Attitude Scale because of low validities and possible racial and sex bias of
the subtest.

There has been to date no conclusive validity study on biographical
inventories encompassing variables such as race, sex, and success in OTS and
pilot and navigator training. As mentioned, the most recent studies done on
the AFOQT did not include the biographical subtests in their analyses.
Therefore the purpose of this study is to measure the predictiveness of the
OBI and PBI, and the Officer Quality (now referred to as Academic Aptitude)
and Pilot composites with and without the corresponding biographical
inventories.

METHOD

The selection of subjects for this study was limited by two constraints:
. (1) source of subjects and (2) availability of predictor data. There are

currently three sources for commissioning in the U. S. Air Force; OTS, AFROTC,
and the AFA. Completion of precommissioning training at AFROTC and the AFA is
contingent upon successful completion of college training. In order to
prevent confounding the findings, only selectees for training in OTS were used.

The second limitation was that the subjects must have AFOQT scores from
Forms L, M or N on the Academic Aptitude composite and the Pilot composite and
their respective biographic subtests available in the data files maintained by
the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. After imposing both constraints,
the initial pool of subjects for this study was 3861 (105 Form L, 2031 Form M

- . and 1725 Form N) individuals who were selected for training in OTS from FY75
through FY80. Among this sample there were 241 pilots.

The predictor variables used in this study come from the AFOQT Forms L, M
and N. The Pilot composite and PBI (available in all three forms) were
compared in one part of the study. The Academic Aptitude composite including
the Officer Biographic Inventory were available only for Forms L and M, and
are compared in another part of the study. The criterion variables used in
this study were pass/fail and final course grade in OTS, and pass/fail in
Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT).

Pearson product-moment validity correlations were computed in the pilot
subsample for the Pilot composite, the PBI, and a combination of PBI and the
Pilot composite, separately for Forms L, M, and N. In the OTS subsample,
validity coefficients were obtained for Academic Aptitude only, OBI only, and
a combination of the two, separately for pass/fail and final course grade,
within each of Forms L and M.

RESULTS

When analyses were done on the biographic inventories implemented during
*.- * WWII the correlations were computed separately for the biographic inventory

subtests versus success in flying training. The resulting correlations ranged
from .01 to .29 and were not considered significant. When the AFOQT was

O implemented, the biographic subtests were not included in the analysis of the
composites against success in flying training or officer school training. A
purpose of this study was to validate more recent versions of biographical
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inventories. Correlations were computed using the PBI only versus success in
flying and precommissioning training, The results were similar to those
obtained during WWII, with uncorrected correlations ranging from -. 02 to .34.
Correlations were also computed in the pilot subsample, using raw scores of
the Pilot composite with and without the PBI (See Table 1).

Table 1

Correlation of Pilot Composite with and without
the PBI versus Pass-Fail in UPT for Total Group

Pass/fail Pilot Pilot PBI
Ratio w/PBI N wo/PBI N Only N

AFOQT Form L 67/23 .32 12 .38 12 -.04 12

- AFOQT Form M 83/17 .25 152 .28 152 -.02 152

, AFOQT Form N 50/50 .41** 77 .36** 77 •34** 77

• *p .01

Overall the correlations were not significant except for Form N where the
PBI alone predicted success in UPT fairly well. The Pilot composite predicted
success in UPT better without the PBI for both AFOQT Form L and M.

Table 2

Correlation of Academic Aptitude Composite with and
without Officer Biographic Inventory Versus Pass-Fail in OTS

Pass/fail Pass-Faij OTS Final
Ratio in OTSL  N Course Grade N

AFOQT Form L 93/07
Acad. Apt. + OBI -.02 105 .27** 97Acad. Apj. - OBI -.13 105 .16 79

OBI Only1  -.16 84 -.08 79

AFOQT Form M 88/12
Acad. Apt. + OBI .05 2031 . 1789
Acad. Apt. - OBI .01 2031 .46 1409
OBI Only1  .07* 1582 .14" 1409

:-"-"P -- .05
:.:-.:-**p .Of
.'.''."***p .O0llFemales did not take the OBI, therefore the N's for OBI only are smaller than

Acad. Apt + OBI and Acad. Apt - OBI.[-2.82 Pass; .18 Fail. Variables were coded: Pass =1; Fail =0.
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Correlations were also computed for the OBI alone, and the Academic
Aptitude composite with and without the OBI (See Table 2). The correlations
for the OBI ranged from -. 16 to .07 against pass-fail in OTS. Because the OBI
was not included in previous validity studies, there are no comparative
correlations. The OBI, when added to the Academic Aptitude composite in the
OTS subsample, increased the prediction by only a small amount. On Form M the
OBI alone was a fair predictor of OTS Final Course Grade. The items in the
OBI, however, were made up of activities associated with males, and the bias
could not be removed. This subtest was subsequently dropped from AFOQT Form N.

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of this study three conclusions can be drawn:

1. As with the biographic subtests used during WW II, the validity
coefficients of AFOQT biographical inventories are statistically significant
in some small subgroups, although these inventories do not appear to improve
prediction enough to warrant their inclusion in a prediction composite.

2. The subtests were modified several times throughout the history of the
development of the AFOQT in an effort to increase the validities and reduce
possible bias. These efforts were unsuccessful.

3. The biographic subtests were not included in the AFOQT Form 0 because
of the low validites and the inability to eliminate bias in the biographic
subtests.
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0 USAF-CANADIAN FORCES EXCHANGE OF OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSTS

LtCol J.L. Mitchell, USAF, & Capt Frank Strickland, CF
Occupational Analysis Program

USAF Occupational Measurement Center
Randolph AFB, Texas 78150

ABSTRACT

An exchange program was established in 1980 between the US Air
Force and Canadian Forces occupational analysis programs. The initial
two-year assignments were begun in the summer of 1981, with the
expectation of just a direct exchange-of working level occupational

- ." analysts. In the summer of 1983, the second round of the exchange was
made. The program has been very successful; it has not only achieved

*"' " its original objectives but there have been some very beneficial -'
serindiptious results. ,

BACKGROUND

IN 1978, during a visit to San Antonio by members of the Canadian
occupational analysis (OA) program, there was some discussion with the
USAFOMC staff about an exchange program to provide a continuing dialogue *
between the USAF and Canadian OA programs. This was during the first
Occupational Analyst's Workshop which brought together occupational
anlaysts of the US Armed Services and those of Allied military services
(Australia, Canada, and the Federal Republic of Germany) as well as
representatives of other governmental agencies, civlian firms, and a "
number of universities. At the second annual Workshop at Randolph AFB p
in the spring of 1979, the CF-USAF exchange proposal was again
discussed. In the following months, a specific plan was submitted ..

through both the Canadian and United States governments for the exchange
of one officer of each country to work in the occupational analysis
program of the other nation.

The Canadian Forces occupational analysis program is under the
Director Military Occupational Structures (DMOS) in the National Defence
Headquarters at Ottawa, where it serves to survey jobs in all commands
within the CF. The Canadian OA program is within the Defence
Headquarters structure and its members study occupational data to make

• . . recommendations on trade standards, recruiting, training, and
0 utilization policies. Since the Canadian Forces are unified, their OA 3

projects involve surveys of land, sea, and air operational jobs.
Occupational analysts work in teams with senior subject matter
specialists to develop job inventories through field visits, administer
the inventories at major bases, and analyze the results of the surveys.
An Applications Officer on each team staffs and briefs the results to
upper levels of management and to the operatioal commands, including
training command, if appropriate.

% % The USAF 0A program is one of the four major missions of the USAF
Occupational Measurement Center, a major command special activity of the
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Air Training Command (ATC). USAFOMC is functionally alligned within the
Hq ATC Deputy Chief of Staff Technical Training operation. The USAF
program normally involves only Air Force occupations. The professional
staff specializes as inventory developers or occupational analysts, with
some individuals wsho work officer studies and special management
applications projects (including interservice surveys) fulfilling both
roles. Studies may involve one, two or even several AF special ties,
depending on whether the project objective is to evaluate a proposal to
merge occupational. fields, or is an in-depth look at specialty training
requirements. Inventory Developers visit Air Force operational units to
conduct small group interviews with senior technicians of a specialty.
Analysts typically work -fairly independently in analyzing the survey
data ard in developing an extensive Occupational Survey Report (OSR);

they brief their own findings and recommendations up the chain of
command to the Hq Air Training Command (ATC) Deputy Chief of Staff for
Tachnical Training, the requesti ng command or agency, and to the
appropriate Technical Training Center.

Both the Canadian and the USAF OA programs use the Comprehensive
Occupational Data Analysis Programs (CODAP) developed by the Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory (Carmark 1969; Morsh 1964; Christal 1974;
Mitchell 1983). USAFOMC utilizes CODAP on the AFHRL UNIVAC system.
This joint use of their computer makes possible the almost immediate
implimentation of any new occupational research technologies developed
by the Manpower and Personnel Research Division (MO) of AFHRL. The
Canadian Forces OA program uses a CODAP adapted from the US Navy IBM
version. In addition, the Canadian program has some special
requirements, such as the use of bilingual inventories and somewhat Al
different rating scales, which required further CODAP modifications.
DMOS programmers have also developed excellent quality control and
analysis programs to meet the unique CF needs.

Thus, while both systems operate with the same basic approach and
computer programs, they are adapted to somewhat different operational
situAations. The main objective of the exchange proposal was to permit
both to become fully familiar with the other's operations, and to bring
back to their own program useful ideas, new techniques., and a thorough
knowledge of newly developed computer programs.

THE INITIAL EXCHANGE

0-|

With the final agreement between the two governments in late 1980, .]

the stage was set for the initial exchange of occupational analysts in
the summer of 1981. Major (the Captain) Ian Falle, an aircraft
maintenance engineer, had been with the CF OA program for over a year;
he was posted for duty with the USAFOMC with a reporting datAe o August.
Captain (then Lt) Julia Hoskins, a behavioral scientist working as an
Inventory Developer, was selected to represent the USAF in Ottawa. and
arrived for duty in National Defence Heacdqarters in June, after --
completing SqILadron Officers School enroute.During her two y/ears in Ottawa, Capt Hoskins worked with an i'>i

operational team, developing job inventories and analyzing results. She
visited a variety of CF bases, and gained invaluable experience as an
anal yst. She briefed several. general officers on a number of OA
projects and wa. able to impact on decisions to impliiment the
recommendations resulting from the OA data analysis. Captain Hos Iins 
was reassigned in August 190 to the Training Development S. rv• 
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newly created program assigned to the USAFOMC in 1982.
Major Falle initially analyzed an enlisted aircrew specialty and

developed a very concise OSR on the results. As a more senior and

experienced officer, he was quickly also tasked to help train and guide
new civilian and 2Lt analysts in learning CODAP and normal USAF
occupational analysis procedures. Major Falle was responsible for an

-" operational trial of the experimental CORSET programs aimed at assisting
analysts in verifying signi-ficant job group differences (Falle 1983;
Phalen 1983). In this project, he developed some alternative indices
for comparing job groups; his suggestions were implimented in the final
AFHRL CORSET programs as USAFOMC program options

He conducted a number of special projects including the development
of a special inventory to evaluate the cross training requirements if
three cryptographic and communications equipment repair specialties were
merged as proposed. The data collected in this special study were well
received and impacted the proposed merger and subsequent training
decisions (Knight & Falle 1983). Major Falle was a full participant in
all OMC activities. He represented the organization at Utilization &
Training workshops held at. Lowry and Sheppard Technical Training
Centers. He briefed the Hq ATC DCS for Technical Training on OSRs and
special projects. He also chaired a paper presentation session at the
24th annual Military Testing Association Conference which was cohosted
by AFHRL and USAFOMC in San Antonio in October 1982. Major Falle was
reposted to DMOS3 in Ottawa in August 1983.

SECOND WAVE EXCHANGE

In the summer of 1983, the second round of exchange tours was
accomplished. Captain (then iLt) Randy Agee of the USAF OA program was
selected and sent to Ottawa with enroute tr'aining at the Squadron
Officers School. As an experienced analyst, Capt Agee was experienced
in working with training center personnel on the use of OSR data in
training decisions. Capt Agee has been assigned to an OA team and p
recently advanced to being acting team chief for the project, as
supervisor of four senior technicians and Warrent Officers. He is
currently traveling to operational bases, including some in Europe,
managing the development of a comprehensive inventory for a study of
civil engineering trades.

Captain Frank Strickland was assigned to the USAFOMC/OMY in August P1
1983 as the Canadian Forces exchange exchange officer. He is a
Personnel Selection Officer (PSO), the CF equivalent of the USAF
behavioral scientist. He was stationed at Greenwood CFB in Nova Scotia.
He is currently working as an Inventory Developer and will be
transitioning to work as an analyst in August of this year.

Under a special arrangement worked out between the CF OA program

' chief and the CF Applied Research Unit head, a PSO would be sent tdy to
Ottawa for six months exposure to the OA program, then for two years to
the USAFOMC OA tour. This is programmed to be followed by a two year
tour at the National Defence Headquareters (DMOS) and subsequent
assignment to the Applied Research Unit. Thus, a more formal careerK, - development program has been planned to move an experienced PSO through p
the OA area as preparation for a career in Human Resources research.

Lt Col Frank Pinch is the present Director Personnel Selection

Research & Second Careers and functions as the leader of the PSO branch.
He recent 1ly e.press:;ed interest in expanding the opportunities for
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CF USAF exchange programs. His predecesor was Lt Col Glen Rampton (a
PhD psychologist)., who retired last year. In a trip report of his visit
to Israel to examine how psychologists are used in the Israel Defence
Force (IDF), Rampton made a number of significant suggestions on how

. PSOs could be better utilized in the Canadian military service. His

report, submitted in late 1982 just prior to his retirement from active
duty, has served a stimulus for a major restudy of the role of the FSO
and potential new missions which may considerably expand the work of
Canadian military behavioral scientists (Rampton, 1982; see Reference
Note 1).

EXCHANGE PROGRAM EVALUATION

" To date, the USAF-CF Exchange Program has been an outstanding

success. Not only have the primary objectives of the program been met.
-. but there have been a number of unanticipated results. These include

the cooperative technical refinement of CORSET in an operational test,
the development of a new technology to access cross training
requirements of proposed mergers, and the potential development of
USAFOMC computer screening programs to quality control input data. The
valuable outcomes of these interactions suggest the need for more direct
and continuing information exchange capability between the two OA
programs.

The establishment of a structured career development program of

sequenced assignments for Canadian Forces PSOs is another major
'... unanticipated r-esult. This is one of the few well structured programs

for rational, more formalized development of selected individuals by a
specified sequence of assignments. This concept has outstanding
potential for proper manning of selected key behavioral scientist
positions in both the CF and the USAF.

Another implication is that we might find additional exchange
programs valuable. Other behavioral scientists and personnel selection
officers could bene~it from exchange experience. The roles of the PSO in

. recruiting and selection in the CF are areas which the USAF needs to
explore. New exchanges would also provide additional opportunities for
an "overseas" (non ZI) tour, which is currently limited f or USAF
behavioral sc-ientists to either with the Royal Australian Air Force in

Melborne (with the RAAF officer being assigned to the Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory, Brooks AFB, TX) or the CF exc-hange in Ottawa. The

• OMC assignment is the only CF PSO exchange tour available. Presently,
both of the existing USAF exchange programs involve o (-cupat i onal
analysis, which greatly limits those who are qualified to be selected to
participate. The Canadian Forces may want to look at USAF Human Factors,

" Test Development, Manpower & Personnel Research, and Organizational
Development positions as places where CF PSOs could gain valuable 

experience in an e;.xchange tour.
The eisting programs have proved Very worthwhile. We all gain

* from such inter-actions. They represent a significant investment in the

" 'futures of both our people and our programs.
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" 0" Personal and Organizational Factors Affecting Health

0) and Morale of US Army Special Forces Soldiers

0. Major Frederick J. Manning, USA
Major Terrence D. Fullerton, USA

Walter Reed Army Institute of Research

ABSTRACT

Participant observation, group and individual interviews, and standardized
questionnaires were used in assessing the relative levels and major sources of stress for
Special Forces 'A-teamJ and support unit soldiers. Team members scored higher than
support troops on measures of physical and psychological well-being and satisfaction with
their unit, their chain-of-command, and the Army as a whole. Although team members
acknowledged conflicts between job and family at double the rate of support unit
members, scores of the two groups on the Marital Satisfaction Inventory were not
significantly different. Scores for the two groups on measures of sensation seeking, type
A behavior and social desirability were also similar, but team members had more

- . internal locus-of-control scores and more Oprotestant ethic4 in their values toward
work. Reports of social support available from family and friends were similar, but team
members reported far more support available from unit and Army. Intense unit cohesion
in A-teams is forwarded as the primary source of these findings

INTRODUCTION

Unit cohesion has become a topic of major interest to the U.S. Army over the past
few years. Indeed, a number of major policy and operational changes have already taken
place in response to a perceived shortfall in this area, and long-term plans call for the
eventual replacement of our individual-based personnel system with a unit-based system
similar in many ways to the "regimental" system used by most of our NATO allies
(Meyer, 1982).

The importance of strong interpersonal bonds among members of small combat
units is unquestionable (see, for example, Marshall, 1978; Mullins & Glass, 1973). Little
definitive work backs up claims for its importance in peace-time (however, see Ingraham,
1984; and Manning & Ingraham, in press), despite an extensive but equivocal civilian
literature on inter-personal attraction and productivity. The present work adds a small
piece of evidence derived from a study of peacetime stress in members of what most
observers would judge the Army's most cohesive permanent units - Special Forces "A-
teams."

The burgeoning literature on the role of social support (variously defined but
generally at least implying strong interpersonal bonds) would suggest that high levels of
unit cohesion should provide considerable protection from physical and mental illness
(Gottlieb, 1981) as well as high levels of job satisfaction (Cooper & Payne, 1980). Special
Forces (SF) soldiers are "triple volunteers" (Army, parachute, SF) however, and as the
authors were told numerous times, "a different breed of cat." Fortunately not all such1
"triple volunteers" end up on "A" detachments, the 12-man operational unit of S pecial
Forces. Much to their dismay, many end up in conventionally organized and operated
service, signal, and military intelligence companies providing support to the "A-teams."
They also provide important support for this study, by serving to control in some measure
for volunteer bias.
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METHOD

Unstructured interviews and participant observation both in garrison and on

overseas training missions led to the assembly of a large questionnaire composed of the
following: Dupuy's (1978) index of General Well Being; Ware's (1979) Health Perceptions
Inventory; a 20-item version of the Roach et al., (1981) Marital Satisfaction Scale;
Datel's (1978) Army Satisfaction Inventory; Zuckerman's (1979) Sensation Seeking Scale;
Bortner's (1969) short measure of type A behavior; Rotter's (1966) locus-of-control scale;
an abbreviated version of the Wollack et al. (1971) Survey of Work Values; and original
surveys of small unit command climate, attitudes toward and perceived availability of
social support, and the frequency of job-family conflicts. Sources of stress were assessed
with open-ended questionnaire asking the soldier to list the things he liked most and
disliked most about his unit, as well as the things he felt his chain-of-command should
start doing and stop doing.

Questionnaires were distributed to two full battalions of "A-team" soldiers and 4
companies of support troops, along with a pre-addressed return envelope. A return rate
of approximately 30% yielded samples of 92 and 84 respectively.

RESULTS

Table I summarizes the data from the multiple choice portions of the
questionnaire. The maximum range figures are set up so that the rightmost figure
represents the "best" possible score in the case of the state measures, and a high level of
the measured trait in the case of the trait measures. It is thus apparent that A-team
soldiers were more satisfied with their General Well-Being (primarily a mental health
index), their physical health, the Army as a whole, and the command climate in their own
unit. Both groups reported high and statistically similar levels of satisfaction with their
marriages, but team members reported job-family conflicts twice as often as support
unit soldiers. Relevant here are the results of an instrument inadvertently included only
in the A-team questionnaires. This instrument asked respondents to indicate on a 5-point
scale the stress caused them in the prior month by each of 26 potential stressors.
"Competition between SF and family" ranked 23rd, with only career security, financial
difficulties, and long hours rated as less stressful.

Personality differences were seen only on the Locus-of-Control measure, where
team members appear more "internal" (i.e. tend to see a person's circumstances
controlled more by his or her own actions than by luck, fate, powerful others, or other
causes external to the person), and in the two Survey of \ork Values factors reflecting
job involvement & pride in work.

Analysis of answers to the open-ended questions on what the soldier liked and
disliked about his unit and chain-of-command showed primarily differences in degree
rather than in areas of concern. The most frequent "like" of each group was some aspect

- of unit cohesion (though //2 for team members was the intelligence, competence or
motivation of their teammates, while the support units' second choice was travel and
time off). Both groups listed lack of realistic training as their primary "dislike," and both
laulted their chain of command for making decisions affecting them vithout input or
feedback from below. In addition, A-team members found the number and type of
support details required of them particularly galling, while support unit soldiers more
frequently cited both undesirable personal traits in peers and unequal treatment by the
chain-of-command based on rank, race, age, job specialty, or some other personal
characteristic.
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TABLE 1: \lean Values of SF Soldiers on Questionnaire Variables

Variable (maximum range) A-Teams SPT Units

States
General Well-Being Scale (0-120) 84.7 73.3 .0001
Health Perceptions Inventory (160-32) 69.2 74.7 .004
Marital Satisfaction Scale (0-100) 83.0 86.8 NS
Army Satisfaction Inventory (60-300) 207.1 194.4 .006
Command Climate Survey (0-13) 8.8 6.8 .0001
Job-Family Conflict (2-0) 1.8 0.9 .0001
Soldier Social Spt Scale: Family (0-10) 5.1 5.4 NS

Friends (0-10) 6.2 5.9 NS
Unit (0-10) 7.8 5.6 .0001
Army (0-10) 8.1 6.4 .0001

Traits
Sensation-Seeking Scale (0-40) 20.0 20.9 NS

Thrill Seeking (0-10) 8.7 8.4 NS
Experience Seeking (0-10) 4.3 4.5 NS
Disinhibition (0-10) 4.5 4.8 NS
Boredom Suscept (0-10) 2.6 3.0 NS

Bortner Type A Scale (14-70) 43.0 44.2 NS
Rotter Locus-of-Control (0-23) 8.7 10.1 .008
Crowne-Marlowe Social Desirability (0-38) 19.5 19.5 NS
Work Values: Intrinsic worth (5-15) 13.5 11.9 .0001

Organization ethic (5-15) 13.6 12.5 .002 ;
Upward striving (5-15) 11.1 10.9 NS
Social status (5-15) 9.6 9.7 NS
Conventional ethic (5-15) 13.2 12.5 NS
Attitude to earnings (5-15) 7.7 8.1 NS

Soldier Social Spt Scale:
Pos Orient (0-10) 6.6 6.8 NS
Provides Spt (0-10) 8.4 7.8 NS

a Group differences tested in all cases with the General Linear Models Procedure of SAS
Institutes' Statistical Analysis System.

Finally, as Table 2 shows, the two groups differed substantially in demographics:
team members were older, more educated, higher ranking, had been in both the Army and
SF longer, were more often married and less often from a minority ethnic group.
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FABLE 2: Demographic Description of "A-Tean" and 'iupport t nit Mdailp)lcs

Variable A-Team Mipport L;nit

Median Age 29 23.5
.6 Caucasian 90 62
6% Educated beyond HS 68 43

% E Ito E4 3 46
Leading Job Fields Infantryman Intelligence

Combat Engineer Supply
Combat Medic Administration

% Married 92 29
% Divorced or Separated 1 9
Median Months in Army 108 41
Median Months in SF 52 25

DISCUSSION

As pr-dicted by social support theory, the members of the highly cohesive 12-man
A-team repirted higher levels of physical and psychological well-being and greater
satisfaction with their unit, their chain-of-command, and the Army as a whole. Not
surprisingly, they also perceived their unit and the Army as sources of help in times of
personal difficulty far more often than SF soldiers assigned to support units.

As expected, the support unit soldiers served as excellent controls for the "triple
volunteer" personality, since they differed from team members on only 3 of 16 measured
traits. It might even be argued that these 3 "traits" are in fact not immutable, and that
the group differences may in fact be a result of group membership (Nowicki & Barnes,
1973). Team members for example, clearly have more control over their daily activities
than support troops, so it would be remarkable if they did not show up as more "internal"
on the locus-of-control scale.

The support unit soldiers were however decidedly different from the team members
in background demographic characteristics. We are in the process of addressing this
difficulty by extending the study to include samples from non-SF infantry and airborne
units. Until such time as that analysis is possible we would offer the present findings as
strong support for the desirability of high levels of unit cohesion in peacetime as well as
in combat.
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Abstract

Combat produces stresses whiLn may result in psychiatric
casualties. Commanders need to be aware of how to assess the

* . psychological readiness of their units and of the means to develop
cohesion. The results of three workshops on combat stress and
related issues are reviewed. In addition. future directions are
discussed.

Much has been written about how combat produces stress and
the possible levels of psychological casualties in combat.
Commanders need to be reminded of the threat of psychological
casualties and how to prepare for dealing with these casualties.
In addition, commanders need to be able to assess the readiness
of their units. particularly in terms of morale and cohesion.

There have been a variety of programs developed to help
manage stress. At the Eighth Symposium of the Psychology in the
Department of Defense (1982), a paper session on stress
management documented the variety of civilian and military
efforts being undertaken to deal with stress (Swiney, 1982).
Stress programs may focus on individual responses, group

* responses, organizational responses, situational factors! or some
combination of the factors. Our Army program was developed in
response to repeated requests for information on how to develop
training programs for the management of combat stress reactions;
there have been three workshops conducted thus far. The purpose
of this presentation is to review what has been done and to
suggest some future directions for our Army program.

First Users' Workshop on Combat Stress.

The first Users' Workshop on Combat Stress attempted to
.ddress the needs of the mental health care providers in several

Army combat units (the 02nd Airborne Division, the 1lst
()-- rne Di vi si on, the 2nd Armor Di vi si on, and the 1 st Cavalry

-)r). These needs included: (1) presenting authoritative
4.. ,t inrn on current threat estimates, concepts on countering and

i- , the threat. and casualty estimates; (2) discussing the
f1 ast s ard functions of line and health care personnel
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who will identify, refer treat, and/or prevent combat stress
casualties; and (3) setting goals, establishing methodologies to
achieve these goals, and deciding upon means for evaluating goal
attainment.

Farticipants from the o(:ofnbt uiits were asked to bring and to
describe whatever training programs, handouts, packets, or

.written ideas they had for training soldiers, leaders, medical.
and mental health personnel. The mental health staffs were to be
prepared to: identify their unique training needs, commit
themselves to developing and conducting their own training
programs, evaluate their own programs, and share the results of
their programs and evaluations with the other workshop
parti ci pants.

Three tasks groups were formed; groups were instructed to
define their goals, decide how to reach the goals, and determine
how to evaluate the progress toward achieving those goals. Most
goals focused on establishing training programs and reorganizing
resources to achieve maximum effects.

A training program developed for the Community Mental Health S.
Activity at Fort Knox, Kentucky. entitled Project COPE (Combat
Operations and Psychiatric Effectiveness) was run for the
workshop participants. The three task groups were dissolved into
three mixed groups which were required to role play medical
personnel at Battalion Aid Stations. Participants were required
to triage psychiatric and medical casualties (represented by S
analog field medical cards), provide effective interventions with
soldiers presenting stress reactions, maintain effective radio
communications, and cope with increasingly stressful demands.
Evaluators provided feedback to participants on the effectiveness
of their treatment and dispositions. After the exercise, the
experiences of the participants were processed for feelings and S

- insights into how a training program might be developed.

Participants were asked to work toward achieving the goals
defined in their task groups. A network of resources had been
established. Contributions from the participants were collected,
edited, and assembled into a proceedings which was sent to each .
participant (Mangelsdorff and Furukawa, 1981). The collected
proceedings was intended to serve several functions, as: a
reference resource, a commitment toward disseminc.ting
information, and a reminder of intended goals and proposed
methodologies. It became clear that additional workshops were

* needed to reach other Army units; this lead to the second Users
Workshop on Combat Stress.

Second Users' Workshop on Combat Stress.

The Second Users' Workshop brought together both line
officers with command or training responsibilities and mental
health officers. Participants were asked to be willing to
exchange their own training materials. This diverse group
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attended the Second Users' Workshop, which allowed for
modifications in the manner and type of presentations.

Three task groups were formed. Groups were asl:ed to assess
the needs of the members in terms of concerns, problems, or
issues related to combat stress. Solutions for the needs were to
be developed. Organizational Effectiveness consultants were used
to facilitate the task group process. The most common themes
were: development and presentation of an effective combat stress
program, determination of who needed the program, and
determination of where the program was needed.

Participants were tasked with returning to their respective
posts to work on developing effective training programs. As in
the First Users' Workshop, contributions from the participants
were assembled into a proceedings (Mangelsdorff and Furukawa.
1982). The proceedings from the Second Users' Workshop were sent
to all participants in both the First and Second Users'
Workshops. The intent was to remind participants of their
commitments and to enlarge the network of individuals working on
the problems of combat.stress.

Third Users' Workshop on Combat Stress.

The Third Users' Workshop was devoted to unit cohesion, a
crucial determinant of individual and unit psychological
readiness. Representatives from the 4th Infantry Division.
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, the Soldier Support
Center, the Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social
Sciences, the 9th Infantry Division, the 82nd Airborne Division,
the Academy of Health Sciences, and the Israeli. Defense Force met
to discuss what they were doing with respect to the assessment
and development of cohesion. The participants were tasked to:

"-". define the elements of cohesion, determine what commanders need
to know about the cohesiveness of their units, identify s.
indicators and/or crucial aspects of unit cohesion, determine how
best to provide feedback to commanders about the cohesiveness of
their units, and develop suggestions to assist in the development

-.' .of unit cohesion.

04" Groups were formed to meet the tasks. Facilitators from the
Health Care Studies and Clinical Investigation Activity assisted
the process. The results from the separate groups were presented
to all participants for further discussion and reflection. The

-*- .definition and assessment of the elements of cohesion revealed a
multi-faceted process.

As in the previous workshops, contributions from the Third
Users' Workshop participants were collected and assembled into a

-. proceedings (Mangelsdorff' King, and O'Brien, 1983). The
.- proceedings were distributed to all pirticipants for further
"-. consideration.
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It was apparent that another workshop would be required to
focus on the lessons learned from the recent Israeli experiences.
This involved collecting the papers and presentations made at the
various conferences on stress and combat mental health. The
Fourth Workshop will bring together participants from the Academy
of Health Sciences. Walter Reed Army Institute of Research,
Health Services Command, and the Israeli Defense Force to examine
what lessons can be derived from the Israeli involvement in
Lebanon and in the 1973 wars. Differences in organizational and
cultural factors will be considered. This fourth workshop is
tentatively scheduled for late summer in 1984.

The purpose of the workshops has been to bring together as
many individuals as possible who are engaged in research,
teaching, or consulting in the area of combat stress. The
workshop model allows participants to learn the current trends
and to interact with other professionals. As the network of
participants expands, it is hoped that more combat and combat
support commanders will appreciate the need to prepare and train
for dealing with combat stress reactions.
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00 Combat Psychiatry

C. I A Primary Prevention Program in the 4th Infantry Division (Mechanized)

" I) LTC Linton S. Holsenbeck, Ml.D.

e4tDiiin Abstract

The 4th Infantry Division (Mechanized) Mental Health Section has develop-

ed a combat psychiatry program consisting of four elements: 1) Battle Stess

Training 2) the Combat Stress Survey 3) Battlefield Interviewing 4) Brigade
Consultation Teams. This program is presented as a model for combat-oriented
preventive psychiatry. Its evaluation and initial impact are outlined.

Background

The first intentional assignment of a psychiatrist to a combat division
in 1943 marked the beginning of the modern era of combat psychiatry. This e-
vent was no innovation but rather a re-embracing of principles established by
Thomas Salmon in WWI. The immediate stimulus for the measure was the unex-~pected incidence of combat stress casualties in North Africa. These casual-

ties were a surprise in part because of a mistaken belief that men predisposed
to stress casualty status could be recognized at induction and kept out of the
combat environment. This overly optimistic screening effort was the first
major attempt to prevent combat stress casualties on an organizational basis.

While screening largely failed, alert mental health professionals as-
signed to combat divisions quickly began to work backward from the casualty to
his military unit. There they began to recognize organizational precursors to
casualty status, to develop behavioral concepts which had parallels in leader-
ship, and to provide useful advice to commanders. The crux of this develop-
ment was the marrying of behavioral to leadership principles. Through the in-
tercourse of this marriage the conclusions of observors with an entirely dif-
ferent perspective on the fighting man, observors like Clausewitz and S.L.A.
Marshall, were comingled with the observations of behavioral scientists. The
offspring was a body of knowledge with great potential usefulness for both

-. '.~'. leaders and behavioral scientists. This benefit was fully realized in the
Korean conflict when combat psychiatric principles were competently applied

from the beginning.

So what happened? Within a decade military psychiatry seems to have de-
militarized. As much as anything else, this probably resulted from the turn-
over of personnel, younger mental health professionals having been schooled in
civilian community psychiatry. Social service programs of all sorts burgeoned
in the Army. Divisio- Mental Hygiene Sections became "Human Resource Centers"

*0' and vacated their combat role. The marriage between leader and behaiioral
scientist that had appeared so full of promise in the early Fifties nad dete-
riorated to reluctant cohabitation by the late Sixties and continu,,d, with the
exception of occasional threats of divorce, through the Vietnam era.

In Vietnam air supremacy allowed centralized treatment, "proximity" came
0 to mean anywhere inside the country, and substance abusers and bad actors went

.%%7
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unrecognized as combat stress casualties until a decade iater when they were
reenfranchized as "Post-traumatic Stress Disorder".

Only in the last five years has the word cohesion, cpoken with a slight
Hebrew accent, returned to our vocabulary. Thirty year, late, '.L.A. i r-
shall is the darling of the combat arms. One finds the phrase "Personnel
Management" lined through in old lesson plans arid the term "Leadershi'" di,-
cretely pencilled in its place. "Combat Stress" and "Cohesion Technology"
symposia attract the same participants. It seems time for the rebirth of
Combat Psychiatry.

The Program

In the fall of 1982 the leadership of the Mental Health Section did a
self-assessment. Serious flaws were noted in our method of operatinj and in
the product of our work. It wasn't that things were being done badly, actu-
ally everything was being done quite well. With the hospital Community Ten-
tal Health Activity we ran an efficient hospital-based outpatient clinic,

seeing lots of patients.

So what was wrong? As a Division Mental Health Section our mission,
since 1943, was to serve the psychological readiness of the Ironhorsemen, to
train and maintain in the prevention, recognition, and management of combat
stress casualties, and to be combat ready and prepared to mobilize. If that
was us, then we no longer existed. Our organization bore no resemblance to

- that definition. But since we knew of no other MHS which resembled that def-
- inition either, why change?

That question was never answered in more than phi losophical terms but
change we did and the results have been extremely positive. The MHS is now
firmly identified with the Ironhorse Team and is no longer an orphaned cousin
of the hospital. Our own morale, cohesion, and sense of purpose have improved
significantly.

We began by donning the BDU's, establishing a chain of command internal
to the MHS, sending everyone downrange at the first opportunity, and making
the Battalion Run mandatory for MHS personnel. A Battle Stress Training mod-
ule was developed, MHS personnel were trained, and in turn trained their med-
ical companies. The training was then offered to the division. During 1983
over 500 officers and 350 NCO's were trained, usually as a topic in ongoing P

Officer and NCO Professional Development seminars. Chaplains and medical

personnel were given special attention and a block was included in the pre-
command LEAD course for company grade officers. Battle Stress Training a-
chieved the initial exposure and credibility the MHS needed to be recognized
as Ironhorsemen and laid the foundation for the Combat Stress Survey.

*6OA We had been intrigued by the mysterious "Israeli Morale Survey" and even
obtained a copy, which later turned out to be bogus. Using our own knowledge
of the combat stress literature we designed a survey instrument for the pur-
pose of measuring psychological readiness. We specifically intended the sur-
vey to provide only a snapshot, to be brief and combat relevant, and to not

0 exceed the proverbial twenty questions. By mid-yeur the instrument itself,
our method of conducting it, and computer assisted analysis had jelled. We
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were ready for a major study. The Ist Brigade iask K-irce Sludy was accr-

plished around the brigade's October deployment to the National Irain '..-n-

ter at Fort Irwin, California. It will be presented in detail later in this

paper.

The third component of our program was also developed during the OLtober

NTC deployment. The reunion between behavioral scientist and military leader

had to be accomplished. We selected an armored battalion within which to

attempt battlefield consultation. Our task included not only the challenge

of providing accurate, useful consultation to commanders in mock combat but

also survival and safe movement in a fluid, rigorous, and mildly hostile en-

vironment. A brief, structured interview, the Battlefield Interview was

drafted and enlisted behavioral science specialists were instructed in rough

sampling of deployed soldiers. By using intrinsic transportation, we were

able to move back and forth from field trains to combat trains to company

trains to fighting positions, from brigade headquarters to maneuver battalions

to support battalion. We interviewed during lulls in fighting, withdrawing to p
the relative safety either of the battalion rear or of "thick-skinned" veh-

icles during periods of fighting.

We could readily detect level of morale and could often localize sources
of poor morale. Examples included a delay in mail delivery, a badly managed

battle, and a company commander who had somehow incurred a passive rebellion. .

Our observations on morale, cohesion, and fighting spirit correlated very

closely with performance in battle and with the observations and intuition of

battalion and brigade commanders. We seldom suprised them but rather confirm-

ed their own assessments with semi-objective data unavailable to them by other

means. Our consultation was deemed extremely useful by the corrmanders to whoy

we consulted and we observed leadership actions taken, in part, based on our p
recommendations.

The most recent addition is a consultation program with IHS staff assign-

ed, both in the clinic and in the field, to a designated brigade. In addi-

tion to seeing referrals from their brigades, Brigade Consultation Team coun-

selors will develop statistical data traditionally indicative of organization-

. ...- al climate, through an orientation program they will spend time with the var-

ious units in their brigades in the garrison workplace, in the barracks, and

in the field. They will serve as observors, sensors, and conduits of informa-

tion for the Brigade Consultant who will be a designated behavioral science

" officer. This will round out our program and provide us the basic armamen-

tdrium for our combat mission. From this base we can develop more specialized 5
and refined means for managing specific problems and providing specific ser-

v ices.

Ist Brigade Task Force Study

0. This study is presented because of its key importance in the evolution of

our relationship with the division. As stated earlier, by mid-1983 we had

.- " completed enough preliminaries to believe that the Combat Stress Survey was

capable of meeting the following objectives:

1. to be quick and easy to administer and take.
r 2. to yield an accurate though general assessment of the soldiers'

sense of cohesion in teams, confidence in leaders, confidence in individual
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fighting skills, and perception of unit effectiveness.
3. through successive administrations, to define the impact Wintercur-

rent experience on psychological readiness.
4. to yield internal standards against which to compare units.

The units studied included an infantry company, two armor ,compjnies, the
brigade headquarters company, a medical company, a signal platoon, a composite
military intelligence company, and a chemical company composed of a platoon
each frnri the two division chemical companies. This diversity had advantages
in that we learned early that many definitions of "team" exist in different
types of units, that a "unit" may not be a unit in any sense except the shar-
ing of a guidon and crest, that many "commanders" command little outside their
orderly room, that six soldiers from the same platoon may have six different
faces in mind when they respond to an item about "my leader", and that outside

the combat arms there exist many units in which the designated chain of com-
mand can have little impact on morale and cohesion.

The disadvantages were that the diversity diluted the impact of our find-
ings. Unless "units" are defined in highly individualized ways, we have diffi-

culty establishing correlations between the actions of leadership and changes
in morale. Without these correlations our data is interesting but useless.

Our study confirmed that the CSS is quick and easy to give and to take.
This was proven upon our discovery that the entire stock of questionaires,
answer sheets, and pencils brought to Ft Irwin for the redeployment survey
had been lost. The brigade adjutant was able to make 500 copies from a single
dusty extra recovered from the brigade commander's briefing folder. We
scrounged pencils from Weed Army Hospital and forewent the answer sheets.
Units were surveyed in a large, utterly barren, outdoor staging area while
awaiting transportation to the airport. Administration, even under these con-
ditions, took only about twenty minutes.

Our second hypothesis was also confirmed. The CSS yielded a profile of
each company which correlated well with the impressions of battalion and bri- '.
gade commanders and with battlefield interviews and informal observations by
MHS personnel. The survey yielded measurements of the four general parameters
which interested us and a diversity of company profi les which seered to "fit"

when briefed to the commanders of those companies.

The NTC experience was clearly demonstrated to hav to have measurable

impact on companies that were studied. That impact is a subh iect of great in-

terest to commanders and has developed into a study in and of itslf which
will be conducted through suc.essive brigade deployments over th, rlext year.

Finally, the USS yielded comparisons which were of inte-nse interesJ to
commanders. We were able to show commanders how they cormipared (o themsielv-

I over time, to other companies, and to the task force as a whole.

We believed CSS results would be most useful to more unior .:orrandersr.
Of f icers success fu I enough to land batta I ion and br i gade cormmiJnd: ie r,j I I y
hay a good "feel" for psychological readiness of their suli :rs Ht a the,
company grade level this "feel" is just being develoin d. An external , etur.

-*I against which to compare one's own estimation and from whi -h to'.ike idjui.f-
ments would seem extremely useful. To enhance this efft . .isfed impan.
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commanders to estimate their unit's responses and to select it,,r-s relevant to
them and establish goals prior to the feedback session. For exarple, on the
item "I am proud of my unit" a commander might estimate that 60% of his unit
would answer positively. His goal might be 90%. If his actual result vas
40% he would be forced to examine his means of estimating pride among his
soldiers and would know he had some way to go to achieve his goal. ,e jl .c
asked commanders to estimate their strongest and weakest items and to si.> out
the items they felt were most affected by the NTC experience.

The actual feedback session covered a rank ordering of items, average
scores for each item, significant changes between surveys, individual cormpany

performance plotted against various standards internal to the brigade, an
item by item analysis by the percentage of respondents answering each item
positively and negatively, and an analysis by demographic groups. Feedback
sessions were held with the company commander and those of his choice. Feed-
back sessions generated a great deal of discussion and thinking about the
problems of cohesion, morale and confidence. They also generated reauests for
resurvey at times that commanders felt would be useful, like before a change
of command and during yearly training evaluation.

The only outcome about which the MHS staff is ambivalent is the tremen-
dous demand for further studies generated by this initial success. At the time
of this writing a much larger study is underway which will assess the entire
Division Support Command. Another NTC-centered study has been contracted with
the 3rd Brigade Task Force which deploys in January 1984. This study will
focus on two entire maneuver battalions, one infantry and one armored.

Summary

In eighteen months the 4th Infantry Division Mental Health Section has
transitioned from a traditional hospital-bound outpatient clinic to an effec-
tive combat psychiatric team engaged in a broad range of activities to immu-
nize division fighting units against inordinate combat stress casualty rates.
While we hope a true test of our effectiveness is never made, we are confident
that our approach is well chosen. Initial reaction of leaders with whom we
work is supportive. Their reception has been positive and resistance has
been remarkably absent.

Divisions never know what to expect of mental health people anyway.
That's why it is so easy to withdraw into the safety of our clinics and ignore
our combat mission. The other thing about divisions is that once we make our-
selves visible, we're expected to deliver tangible results. This reaction
more than any other seems to frighten mental health professionals. It's part
of the reason we're not surgeons or engineers. The hard fact is that modern
warfare being what it is, nearly every behavioral scientist now in uniform
will have a combat role in any major conflict. Best we prepare now.
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I DENTIFICATION, MEASUREMENT AND PREDICTION OF A PSYCHOTIC VARIABLE WITH NEURO-
PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASURES.

Vincent A. Escandell, Ph.D..

IUSAF Rgn Hospital Sheppard, Sheppard AFB, TX

00
- The cognitive aspects of functional disorders were identified

and measured with an ex-post facto design wherein twenty psychotic
subjects, twenty non-psychotic psychiatric subjects and twenty nor-

0 mal subjects, matched for age, sex, education, and race, were tested

with fifteen organically validated cognitive test variables. The cog-

nitive tasks were grouped and found significant by MANOVA des\igns in the
I categories of attention concentration tasks, right hemisphere or spa-

tial tasks, and anterior oriented tasks. The task categorizations not
S found significant were the left hemisphere or language oriented tasks

and posterior oriented tasks. The right anterior oriented tasks were
specific to separating the psychotic group from other groups. A re-
gression prediction for severity of psychopathology was even more unique
to the right anterior tasks.

This prediction equation was cross validated with twenty psy-
chotics. The predictor validity coefficient was .52. Then for 82
patients the predictive equation using a base rate of .24% had a
selection ratio of 58%, a selection rate of 90% and a utility rate
of 33%. A comparison of correct selection vs the MMPI 8 scale is

presented.

The literature is replete with studies wherein psychotic groups display a
decrement of a general nature on cognitive tasks. Psychiatric populations in
relation to level of performance on cognitive tasks have followed this sequence:
organic ( schizophrenic < affective psychotic t neurotic < personality dis-
order (Heaton, Baade & Johnson, 1978); Brilliant -&-Gynther, 1963; Overall,
Hoffman & Levin, 1978; Miller, 1975). Lilliston (1973) concluded the number of

tasks failed rather than specific task performance is positively related to the
degree of functional impairment. Prior studies used cognitive tasks that were
not organically validated or tasks that required predominantly motor involve-
ment rather than information processing or tasks that were focal or singular in
function rather than global. Therefore the purpose of this study is to identify,
measure and predict the performance of psychotic groups on brain behavior vali-
dated cognitive instruments that review focal and global functions,

The primary investigation of the cognitive aspects of functin pl disorders

provided an ex post facto design where twenty psychotic psychiatric subjects,
twenty non-psychotic subjects and twenty normal subjects were tested with ele-
ven brain sensitive cognitive based tests. The eleven tests were: the 1) S
arithmetic and 2) digit span tests from the WAIS-R; the 3) trails A & 4) B from

the Reitan Halstead adaption of the Army Alpha subtest; the 5) Temporal Orienta-

tion test, 6) Three Dimensional Constructional Praxis test, 7) Judgment of Line
Orientaticn test, 8) Controlled Word Association test, 9) Token Test, 10) Fa-
cial Recognition Test and 11) D4gLt Sequence Learning Test from Benton's Con-
tributions to Neuropsychological Assessment. The predictive validity equation -.

study used twenty psychotics who consecutively appeared at an AF regional hospi-

tal from the Air Evac system. The comparison study of the MMPI and cognitive
code was based on a selection of all patients (N=82) who took these tests at
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S1eppard AFB from 1982-1983. These tests were all individually validated with
organic groups. Psychotic subjects were defined as subjects who were actively
hallucinating. The subjects were matched by sex, race (white), mean age (34.0),
and mean education (12.9 years). Two major questions were investigated by the
primary study: 1) This study examined the general notion that there were no
significant differences between psychotic psychiatric, non-psychotic psychiatric.
and normal groups on cognitive neuropsychological tests. 2) This study investi-
gated questions specific to cortical geographic entities or types of cognitive
functioning that differentiated the psychotic group from other groups. The pre-
dictive validity study determined the capacity of this regression equation to
improve diagnosis. The purpose of the comparison study was to determine this
equation's usefulness when the equation was compared to a commonly used classi-
fication system designed to discriminate a psychotic group.

The cognitive test scores were analyzed by ANOVA and MANOVA designs with
the independent variable being the severity of the functional disorder. Eleven
of the fifteen task performances were significant (p < .05) in differentiating
among the three groups in ANOVA designs. The mean number of tests failed was
psychotic > non-psychotic ) normal. Three t tests using mean number of test
failures showed significant differences between each possible pair of groups.
The cognitive tasks were grouped and found significant by MAINOVA designs in the
categories of attention concentration tasks, cognitive speed tasks, memory and
learning tasks, right hemisphere or spatial tasks, and frontal lobe tasks. The
task categorizations not found significant were the left hemisphere or language

oriented tasks and the posterior oriented tasks.

The results of this study were significant when reviewed for specific geo-
graphic and cognitive functions which separate psychotic groups from non-psych-
otic psychiatric or normal groups. In support of Valenstein & Heilman's (1979)
and Damasio's (1979) hypotheses of cerebral mechanisms of emotion, the right
frontal lobe tasks were specific to separating the psychotic group from other
groups. These tasks included the Temporal Orientation Test (TOT), the Benton
Visual Retention Test (BVRT) (scored for correct performances and errors), and
the Trail Making Test - form A and form B (TMTA), the regression equation for
the severity of psychopathology was:

severity of psychopathology = 1.49+.13307 BVRT - .09165 TOT - .00849
TMTA. Wherein -(2 = psychosis.

The tests selected as best predictors are even more unique to the right frontal
lobe. Selected tasks as predictors were: the Benton Visual Retention Test,
scored for the number of correct performances; the Trail Making Test, form A;
and the Temporal Orientation Test. Therefore, in order to integrate this study's
findings with the similarities and diversities of Luria (1966), Reitan (1959),
Valenstein & Heilman (1979), and Dimasio (1979), this investigation concludes
that:

1) right frontal lobe tasks are the most complex tasks for the human re-
. petoire, or 2) right frontal lobe tasks are the highest level behavior

of any functional system's hierarchy, or 3) the contributi-n of the
right frontal lobe, being at the highest level of complex-ty and inte-
gration of various cognitive functions makes the performance of tasks
which are sensitive to lesions of the right frontal ilso vulnerable to
lesions elsewhere in the brain that may compromise the performance of

O. a component of a task at a lower level of complexity.

In the functional disorders one does not see the type of changes in cog-
nitive abilities that one sees in focal or diffuse brain damaged patients such
as the syndromes of amnesia, dementia, aphasia, apraxia and agnosia. However,
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changes in cognition reflecting reduced efficiency were observed in the func-
tional disorders and on this basis it is reasonable to speculate that the effect
of functional disorders is to disrupt the organization of cognitive abilities at
their highest level of integration rather than affecting the primary abilities.

As a measure of its applicability to Air Force medical treatment, the pre-
diction equation was cross-validated with twenty psychotics of varied sex, age,
race, education and diagnosis. The predictor validity coefficient was a signi-
ficant .52.

Reviewing the psychometric sheets of all 82 patients given this battery
since 1 February 1982, the predictive equation using a base rate of .24 had a
selection ratio of 56%, a selection rate of 90% and a utility for increase in
prediction of 33%.

This can be compared to the Schizophrenia Scale (8) of the Minnesota Mul-
tiphasic Personality Inventory. This scale was empirically derived to reflect
the psychotic pattern of Schizophrenia (Rodgers, 1972, Dahlstrom and Walsh,

1965). Benton (1945), Rodgers (1972) and others vary the rates of selecting
schizophrenics from 20-50%. Of importance in this matchup is Gilberstadt and
Duker's (1965) finding that of the nineteen known actuarial profile types the
8 scale was always in the profile type except for the infrequent addition of
the spike 9 scale. The 8 scale showed greatest relationship to the frequency 0
of checked items for auditory hallucinations, schizoid behavior, depersonali-

zation, ideas of reference and persecution. This scale on the same 82 subjects
given the neuropsychological tests could only produce a selection ratio of 16%,
a selection rate of 30% and utility rate of -.08.

The equation rather than the 8 scale appears to best reflect the level of
cognitive disruption elicited by the presence of psychosis. This equation also
suggests a geographic localization which is associated with psychotic disruption.
This equation reflects the degree of severity of functional impairment. The
significance of the study is best revealed by the superior ability of this equa-
tion alone to predict psychosis over self report inventories or other non-neuro-
psychological measures to identify the presence of psychosis.

TABLE I

MEMBERSHIP OF 82 SUBJECTS IN ~1IVS COGNITIVE EQUATION STUDY
Gro ps n Means

Psychotic 20 1.82
Organic 25 2.03
Nonpsychotic 34 2.26

Psych iatric
School failure 2 2.20
Legal 1 2.10

TABLE 2

CLASSIFICATION OF SELECTIONS AS PSYCHOTIC BY CRITERIA VALUES

Psychotic Non-Psychotic

True False False True
Positive Negative Positive Negative S

T4PI (Scale 8) 70) 6 14 32 30 .'

Cognitive Equation ( < 2) 18 2 14 48
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In summary this study based on neuropsychological tests suggests a geo-
. graphic location and a specific equation for the presence of psychosis. This

equation was shown to be a better predictor than existing objective measures
*for psychosis.
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::1 ,·, r.t:•cl I.IH()i':· Lit' r: :i. c:: <:·:.>1'" !:·, I'"!:! qu :l , .. :i. n q p !::; yc: ho 1 rJq :i. c: "'' 1 c•v a J. u;;;\t :l c:1n + rJr-
f i tnr:•~3r; to f J. y •':WE' !''C,?·fr.~r··Tr;~c:l to t:.hr: UUAF bcl'lool o·f (.~£H"OHp~ce 
!•lc:·c:li.c::i r·r? \Ht\1•1) ~ C.l :in:icnJ l\lr:.>un:q::J!,;yc::hc:J1oc:jy Func:t.ii::Jn (1\lf!.:li'J). Other· 
1·· c•+ I·'·~ I'" I'" .:1 .I "> to i'ILil'l I'" r-?,;u 1 t +I'" om I'" E·? ql..t.'E.>r::;t ':; f cw c: on ~::;u I. t C!.t ion f , .. cHn 

mc:.>d i C<:d t:ll"' i:u .. H:: 1·1 E.'~:; ''J :i ·1:.·. hi. n t h 10• c: c:m <:;u 1 t ,:d:. i on sf:w vic:: e. ·rh i s paper· 
will discuss the approach and psychological methods used in 
making clinical and aeromedical decisions in the USAF. Further, 
cr-iticisms of the current procedures will be discussed ~s well as 
suqgestions for clinical res~arch neede tc improve psychology's 
pi.\.l't.:i.cip;e~t.:i.on in thE:' C::lE~I·-nmr-2di.r::<Al r:?.V<':\lU<:It.i.on o+ <:li.r·r.:r'"B\1-J members. 

l~)n ,·':lvi. ;=:d·.or· m<:1'y' !Jr,.> I"'L'·fr:::·.>r"I"'E'd to U(\i"l +c:'ll'" ,,, vi;..l~i r.::>t.y o·f r-eas;ons but:.l\ 
two features are always present: aviation and health. The basic 
referral always concerns the individual"s medical qualification 
to fly. All individual's are already selected to tly and most 
h~ve completed training and are rated. Thus we are not. directly 
concernod with selectjon though the crew member•s return to 
flying <RTF) is based upon criteria more stringent than those 
used for initial selection. This is an interesting dilemma. Now 
that the aircrew member is trained he/she must pass speci·fic 
standards and tests that were not expected of him/her before 
selection. Some <mostly rated o-fficers) would say, elimin~te the 
aeromedical standards and eliminate the problem. Others(mostly 
psychologists and other examiners) suggest better application of 
the standards bef9re selection. That controversy has been in the 
.literature fer several decades ~nd is net likley to be solved in 
this short paper. The issue her~ however is the psychological 
1::.>>: <:\In :i. n ;:1 t i on o+ :i. n c:l :i. v :i. d u ,;·:\1 !:; w i t. h i'=' v i::l t :i. em ;:\11 d mE~d i <: '" 1 ql.tE!!st ion!:;. 
F'l y i. n q ( r.~<.=;p E'C: it:\ 1 1 y t od ,,, y '' ~; in '/E:~n t CJI~y c':\nC:t-- mi !'::;s ion~;) ,~equi res 
specialized abilities and skills from physi~al and psychological 
domains. Medically~ flying may induce unique conditions and 
changes in both the soma and psyche. Thus~ there are several 
c:ontl··ovt:>r·,:.i.i:~l i!::.,;ur?s.; i.n thi.<.5_ urliqur::! c:~,, .. 1"HH:\ o·f psyc:hcllogic:al study 
,;t. n cl !:; E' I'" \1 :i. <:: 1·':~ , 

There will always be controversy about how to evaluate 
psychological phenomena. Aviati.o~/aercspace psychology is no 
!?>:c:eption. In ti"1E~ !:;p,:\c<7:~ .:.\llowr,~d howe!v~.:~r·~ I will only present. the 
current approach used at SAM wh~ch is the product of years of 
study and continues to change. Like ether well-educated~ 
achievement orintecl and bright ~ healthy groups <Perry~ 1971>, 
aircrew members monitor and screen their self-disclosure 
<McKinley, Hathaway, and Meehl~ 1948). Denial is especially 
pronCJunced in our patients because aeromedical consequences are 
... m r:·?>: p l i c i t. p r.H· t. !:1-f t: I"H:l E!V ..o\l. u at:. i r.m , Ti·n.l r:;;, h C)W doer:; one get 
0ccurate information en which to base a fly/no fly decision: 
interviPw ulcne or interview with psychometrics? We practise the 
latter. Indeed, at least cne interview will be based upon the 
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hypot he', .s generated f rom the test data. It would be much more
-e'-'n0 I.I C:, ; to ei mi nat e the t est ng a nd the patients would be

* deliqhtV:(,1 to€ avoid the ten or more hours required for- test
admi n .t.r a t: ion. Matarazzo 1 ) arc-..gues that the interview lac ks .
Suff i c.: i ent rel i abi I ty particul arly in populations alr-eady
screened {:or high achievement. Su"ch s-.election obviates Major

-& c: 1asses of- _-vchopatho ogy. Fhus, it's riot. di.ffiCUlt to
eli m:inate maj or depression, schizophren:ia or mental retardation
-from the ranks, our selection criteria almost accomplish this.
Just as worryscome in aviation however , are subtle personality
features such as dec:ision making, speed of information

*"" processing, stress resiliance, emotional stability, habit control
"-" etc. that are hard if not di f i Cilt to ellicit information about

by talking to a verbal., intel ligent, socially sik:illed person who
is heavily in'vested in keeping this information quiet. Other
agencies dea ling with equivalent populations such as NA have
elimnated testing. cSince the Appolo Project, NASA has relied
exclusively on the interview for selection (Jones. . Annes,
1[983). Hartman and McNee (1977) suggested that testing works

* better for medical evali.ation than .for selection. Our data
oriented approach has evolved out of the necessity to make
accurate dec:isions, guard against false--negative b:ias and out of
the belief that, to a point, additional data points add to the ..

accuracy of dci sions. The nex..'t question however is what

psychometrics to add to the interview.

E, y gj g.1 ggi ca I Te st s

Having accepted the importance of testing, the next controversy
is whether to use self--report/norm-based tests alone or with
projective tests. Both are criticized and both have strengths.

and liabilities. Both are used at SAM in the attempt to minimize
.. weaknesses and ma iimize strengths by using a balance of both

techniques followed by hypothesis testing in the interview and
debriefi ng. The most salient issues in clincal evaluation are-.
the interpretation problems of projectives and the sensitivity of

.- . self-report instruments to faking. These criticisms while valid
suggest relying on the balance of both types of instruments.
Interpretation is required by both. Self-report tests leave
interpretation to the subject while projectives are interpreted
by -the examiner. Kelly (1958) may state the case best: "When
the subject is asked 'to guess what the exaaminer is thinking, we
call it an objective test; when th eexaminer tries to guess what
-the subject is thinking, we call it a projective device" (p3.32).

Reliability is tradtionally best with self-report (Wiggins, 1973)
but validity can be influenced by test--taking set (Wiggins.,1966).
Reliability of projective tests; is, by psychometric standards low

"-" and they are difficult to validate (Exner, 1976), but they provide
a qualitatively different kind of information about personality
that can t be had from a number: modal vs. molecular
informat:ion. Thus, the .ini cal utility of both sel f-report and
projectiye Instruments is important to psychological eval uati on

of aviat, iors, However, both kinds of tests are useless un lesis an
ind ividual s resul ts can be comlp ared with the results of similar ."
peopl] e.
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Clinical judgment r-emai ns somethinq of an art form more or leoss4 reliant on sci ence. Norms are part of the science that are
parti1cul an y i mportant iii cliIical avi atiaon psychol ogy. (4 m on..I
other things, as a group * avi ators are more intel i c nt, better

A educated, and more extroverted than grou..ps used to norm tests,
incl1Udinrg college students (Fine & Hartma., 196) Thus, their
results shouldc be compared wi th norms more representiati ye of the0
group. Whether these differences are necessary for- flying duty
much l ess psychologicaly healthy is a question -for- another
pae.Sne h icewnrstn to be higqher than standard
norms the 9,ubtieta es all1udled to above could not be evaluLated

* using only general p)OPUlati on norms. For instance i f an ai r-crew
*member'7s measured i ntel '4 i gence i s Iless than 110(-* he./she i s 11 k--el y

to have trouble keeping up with the cockpit work 1load,* thus Cs:uch
A SCOrEa WO~.Ad suggest average Or Sli ghtliy below average position
in the di stribu-ti on of ai rcrew vs. above-. aver-age ranking in the **-

general population. We coc-nti nue -to norm and Update norms on the
instrumfents We Use. We have established norms for- MMF'I,
Halstead-Reitan, and W(AIIS. B~ut the validity of our standard ~'
instruments is already s-,trai ned by the current operati onal

Y demands. New technol ogi cal advances will shortly require
up-dated anid new vldand reliable psychological evaluation
techii ques.

Operas~tional Reqijrements a"

The current challenges to accurate psychological evalu-atiLon come
*from norms anti validity. In neuropsy.-hological cases for

instance we are asked what does the l iterature say about a score
of 48 on -the categories test in relation to cognitive skill s
necessary -to fl y the F--16; and how would( the answer change if we
asked the same questi on About KC5reqUi Site kil? Or
further add to the question the history of very mild c:losed head

nj Ury in -the absence of neurol ogi cal -findings and with the same ii
categories score: which is borderline for- clinical norms and
more than two standard devia2tions above the mean for- air-crew. I
recommended grounding and reevaluation but the question I faced
from my flight surgeon friends was what does the score really

*mean'? Show me the validity trials.

Another current dilIemmea i nvolvyes the eval Uat ion of women anid
racial minonities. We have seen about 5 women in my 77years at '

the school., and their r-esult~s deviated from aircrew norms.
Others )have documented a variety of physic(al and: emoti onal
differences that may rel ate to ai rcrew duties and suitability.
Our numbers are sinall but are su..ggestive of a variety of
personal ity di ff erenices that may or may riot be rel evanit t o
-flyi ng . Al 1 b ut on o)F.c-)4 out.ir g r outp w e re re tu rn ed tc- f I y i niq b ased
more on cliical judgmeit than on test norms etc.

Similar to the -f ir st questi on is the measureme-nit o)f
neuropsychol qi cal ski. ii s -for- emp ir ical testi ng of pro phy v. a c ti c
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drugs. Do the tests show decrement? if not is that due to
absence of effect or lack of sensitivity. Further, if decrement
is demonstrated what kind and amount of decrement is acceptable?

We also are faced with the questi on of single seat, high
perfor'mance plane vs. crewed, heavy systems and the match or
mismatch of man and machine. This is issue is not only a
selection problem because we have seen a few pilots whose
complaints and symptoms were in part related to the plane his was
flying and his difficulty keepirig up with it. Our data must be
stretched in the best clinical tradition to come to some of these

Si mpressions.

. fAll of these and many up--coming questions require empirically
based answers and cloud the supposed line between experimental,
clinical and human factors psychology.

."Conc I usi on

.. I have presented an overview of current methods used for
Ct. psychol ogi cal evaluation of flyers. I have also shown some of

the current controversies surrounding our approach. Further I
have discussed a few of the operational and mission--related
questions that psychologists are and will be expected to
confront. I believe the field of aviation/aerospace psychology
is wide open and requires the diverse resources of the science
and art of psychology working cooperatively in order to meet the
challenges of man in the air and space.
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Results

The results of the different KW analyses are provided below:
TABLE 1: Age

GROUP
1 2 3 CHI2  DF P

JOB 3021 272 231 5.07 2 .08
a SOC 299 287 225 3.12 2 .21

1: Mean of the ranks for this group - high mean represents a high score.
GROUP 1: Soldiers over 21 addressing each other; GROUP 2: Soldiers over 21 addressing
soldiers under 21; GROUP 3: Soldiers under 21 addressing each other

TABLE 2: Race
GROUP

1 2 CHI2  DF P
JOB 266 290 1.29 1 .25
SOC 307 284 1.08 1 .29
GROUP 1: Minority soldiers addressing another minority; GROUP 2: Minority soldiers
addressing caucasions or caucasions addressing each other

TABLE 3: Racial Attitudes/Race
GROUP

1 2 3 4 CHI 2  DF P
JOB 381 291 258 132 94.96 3 .0001
SOC 367 290 266 163 64.27 3 .0001
GROUP 1: Race differed but both soldiers saw each other as displaying acceptant
attitudes toward soldiers of a different minority or ethnic group and soldiers of the same
race whose attitudes paralleled; GROUP 2: Race differed but attitude paralleled and was

a moderately acceptant; GROUP 3: Race differed but attitude paralleled and was not
acceptant; GROUP 4: both race and attitude differed.

TABLE 4: Rank
GROUP

1 2 3 CHI 2  DF P
J,. JOB 214 T88 T6o 10.83 2 .004
SOC 200 192 174 2.45 2 .29

-. GROUP 1: Soldiers of the same rank addressing one another; GROUP 2: Lower ranking
soldiers addressing higher ranking soldiers; GROUP 3: Higher ranking soldiers addressing
lower ranking soldiers

TABLE 5: Residence Location

GROUP1 2 3 CH12  DF p,".- ,:
JOB 324 280 T77 13.01 2 .001
SOC 285 282 185 9.02 2 .01

_,GROUP 1: Same residence location (barracks or family housing area); GROUP 2:

Different residence location; GROUP 3: Both lived in the civilian community

a.: TABLE 6: Marital Status "-.-'. I
GROUP

* 1 2 CHI 2  DF P
JOB 325 D74 35.9-6 1 04
SOC 304 275 1.24 1 .26
GROUP 1: Both married; GROUP 2: Both single or marital status differed.
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The Relationship Between Substance Use, Demography and Racial/Ethnic Attitudes
Related to Performance and Social Attraction
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Abstract

Data was collected on 275 soldiers assigned to 75 tank crews. Three types
, of data were collected: self reported drug and alcohol use; demographics;

and opinions about fellow crew member's duty performance, interactions
. with racial/ethnic minorities, and social or interpersonal attractiveness.

I Analysis indicated that recreational use of drugs or alcohol, demographic
similarity, and positive attitudes toward soldiers of another racial or ethnic
group were related to high evaluations of duty performance and social,!.' .. ,...attractiveness. :

Introduction

An expectation of small tactical unit leaders is maximizing team (crew, squad,
etc.) performance (Marshall, 1947). Cohesion, or the bonding together of soldiers so as to
sustain their will and committment to one another and mission accomplishment despite
environmental barriers - intra-group factions, turbulance, combat demands, mission
stress and so on (ARCOST, 1980), is believed to be one of the more important factors in
group dynamics that facilitates team performance and protects team members against I
psychiatric breakdown in combat (Manning & Ingraham, 1983; Ginzberg, 1959; Stouffer,
1949). Furthermore, anything that divides a team into sub-groups or factions undermines
or impedes cohesion (Schacter, 1954). The research presented herein examines the
relationship between similarity in demography, drug and alcohol use, attitudes toward
minorities and opinions soldiers hold of one another concerning job performance and
social attraction.

Methodology

Soldiers, assigned to 75 tank crews (totaling 275 soldiers) and stationed in West
-, .~ Germany, were interviewed. The interview consisted of 32 cohesion questions (each with

a 5-point Likert scale) querying one soldier about each member of his crew. The
questions addressed perceived job performance, social affiliation and racial attitudes.
Demographic information as well as self-reported drug and alcohol use (via responses to 5

% -questions querying frequency of alcohol and drug use in different situations - socially, on
duty, during breaks, etc. - each with a 5-point Likert scale) was also collected. The
cohesion questions were factor analyzed and two major factors (one labeled job
performance (JOB) and the second labeled social attractivness (SOC)) were produced, _
from which scale scores were derived. That the two primary factors yielded by the
factor analysis were labeled duty performance and social attractiveness is consistent
with the literature on group dynamics among co-workers (Bennis, 1973). A Kruskall-
Wallis (KW) test was performed on the scale scores to see if differences were discernable
between groups of subjects who possesed the same or different characteristic (i.e., same
age or different age, etc.). The variables used in the KW analysis were age, race and 1

SS.. racial attitudes, residence location, rank, marital status, and drug or alcohol use. A
detailed presentation of the research design and data analysis is available in Smith

r_ (1982a, 1982b, 1983).
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TABLE 7: Drug and Alcohol Use
GROUP

1 2 3 4 5 C-H12  DF P
JOB* 331 288 2f59 2i49 T92 20.52 4 .0004
SOC** 326 319 295 280 239 16.42 4 .002
*GROUP 1: Alcohol only and infrequent drug users addressing each other; GROUP 2:
Non-users (drugs or alcohol) addressing each other; GROUP 3: Drug users addressing non-
users; GROUP 4: Frequent drug users addressing each other; GROUP 5: Non-users
addressing drug users.
**GROUP 1: Frequent drug users addressing each other; GROUP 2: Alcohol only and
inf requent drug users addressing each other; GROUP 3: Non-users addressing drug users;
GROUP 4: Drug users addressing non-users; GROUP 5: Non-users addressing each other.

Discussion

When crew members were asked to rate their fellow crew members along a
continuum, differing levels of bonding were found between members of any given crew.
Across analyses, when two soldiers shared a trait in common they tended to rate one
another high on both factor analytic scales. Likewise, where both soldiers used drugs or
alcohol, recreationally but not in excess, they rated one another high on both scales.
When both soldiers displayed acceptant attitudes toward minorities or ethnic groups, the
ratings were high on both scales whether their race was the same or different.
Consequently, crews do appear to be internally divided into factions by variables not
easily altered by the soldier or his commander.

Soldiers bond with certain soldiers and not with others. For example, soldiers who
live close to one another tend to bond whereas those living far apart do not. Initially,
soldiers may bond along more superficial lines defined by common demography. Deeper
levels of bonding may be more dependent upon qualitative factors such as attitude
similarity. Altering the impact of demography on choices crew members make and the
opinions they hold about one another will not be easy. Given the barriers that
demography and personal differences provide, only when crew members expect to work
together for long periods will they see one another at a deeper level than that afforded
by demography.

Fostering intra-unit cohesion will perhaps prove more difficult than fostering inter-
racial harmony, for structuring the environment to provide common objectives
necessitating a mutually cooperative effort as well as varieties of commonly shared and
interdependent experiences is not easily regulated by policy at the institutional level.
Yet, minimizing the influence the variables addressed by this research intro jects into the
crew climate is essential if cohesion is to occur let alone be maintained. Changes at the
institutional level are required if the situation at hand is to be effectively alleviated.

-: Stability in crew assignment would be the most desireable solution and probably the most
difficult to achieve because of promotions, differences in tour lengths for married and
Ssingle soldiers, and so on that the unit level manager has little or no influence over.
Even so, short term approaches are available as counter- measures to barriers to cohesion
until long term changes can be instituted.

Part of this quest is to minimize turbulance in military teams and maximize
commonality among soldiers comprising those teams. Turbulance within crews helps to
maintain the tendency for soldiers to make preferential choices among their team
members resulting in crew division, not unification. Stabilizing unit assignment without
stabilizing crew assignment will do little to facilitate cohesion within small tactical
military teams.

Replacements will always be a way of life in military units. Even so, making teams
more resistent to the disruption caused by the loss and gain of personnel is possible.
Therefore, creating a team structure that affords rapid incorporation of new personnel
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while retaining as many personnel within the crew as possible is highly desired.
Instituting personnel assignment methods capitolizing on naturally ocurring behaviorial
tendencies among soldiers could do much to minimize the effects of turbulance and
facilitate cohesion at the same time. The current methods result in these same

* tendencies functioning as barriers to cohesion. The use of common denominators (such as

marital status and housing location) having multiple relationships with other
commonalities among soldiers (age, rank, after hours socializing, and so on) could be one i
basis for developing a crew assignment method. Consequently, an examination of the
policies and procedures that drive crew assignment and change as well as the personnel
tasking requirements placed on units is needed.

Secondly, assigning team members to the same barracks room and assigning
members of the same unit to sections of the family housing areas could facilitate
cohesion both at the team and unit level. The construction of housing areas that co-
locate unit members (instead of separating unit members into barracks dwellers and
family housing residents and those who live on the economy) could also facilitate
cohesion while minimizing the effects of turbulance. Obviously, building or designing
new housing areas is not within the control of the local commander. Yet assigning crew
members to the same barracks room is. Housing proximity also has a direct relationship
to inter-racial attitude change. The scientific literature indicates that positive inter-
racial attitude change is greatest when people of different races both work and live
together, less change occurs when they co-reside but do not work together and even less
change occurs when they work together but do not co-reside (Deutsch, 1951; Winer,
1952).

Thirdly, leaders must be sensitized to ways of intuitively judging cohesion in their
units, trained to build and maintain cohesion, and be given the latitude as well as
resources to practice what they are tought and to make alterations consistent with what
they see. First line supervisors of small tactical teams are junior leaders (sargents and
lieutenants). Training these junior leaders in group process techniques that lend
themselves to ready incorportation into every day supervision and by providing them with
resources to use as rewards for those they supervise, would also facilitate cohesion at the
platoon and crew level. Without these tools, these leaders are actually no different than
those they lead.

The squad leader/crew chief or platoon sergeant or leader is the first line
supervisor for small tactical teams. Yet, the training given them regarding building and

maintaining cohesion is minimal. The day-to-day latitude they have, in their units, to
dispense or withold rewards strong enough to shape or maintain the behavior of their '

4. subordinates is minimal, as well. The absence of these skills or resources plus crew
turbulance and crew members that tend to form alliances within the crew but not as a
whole crew makes the the small tactical team leader's job an ominous one.

More senior and experienced leaders in a unit should be available to junior leaders,
as a resource. Often, junior leaders do not know what to look for, among their
subordinates, as indicators of a lack of cohesion. Secondly, these junior leaders are
fearful that asking a senior NCO or Officer for advice will result in their being seen as
incompetent. Thirdly, junior leaders must be open to suggestions based in experience,
whether the advisor is senior or junior in rank.

Furthermore, incorporating practical approaches to day-to-day supervision relevant
to cohesion into all phases of the training given to junior leaders - PLC, NCOES, ROTC,
OCS, - is needed. Classroom training alone will not suffice. Once exposed to concepts
presented during training, the environment where the leader functions must afford the

- - opportunity to apply this learning and to polish his skills to the point where they become
rote. Therefore, an examination of both areas - training and practice - is required and

* alterations made as needed. Neither area lends itself to a quick fix approach. Both must
be methodically examined and the appropriate changes made from an organizational
viewpoint, integrated and implemented at the unit and instructional level.
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Summary

Small military tactical teams are composed of soldiers who are highly diverse.
Such diversity potentiates barriers to cohesion's development and maintenance. The
quest is to find countermeasures for naturally occurring barriers that demographic
differences and personal traits as well as attitudes or habits introduce into the team's
climate and/or institute a team structure resistent to them.

Similarity in demography, personal habits and attidudes is directly related to the
degree of bonding between any two soldiers. Yet, combat teams are formed solely on the
basis of rank and MOS. Given the barriers that demography provides, only when crews
expect to work together for long periods will team members see one another at a deeper
level than that afforded by demography. Turbulance coupled with interpersonal
incompatability within crews helps to maintain the tendency for soldiers to make
preferential choices among their team members resulting in crew division, not
unification. Stabilizing unit assignment without stabilizing crew assignments will do
little to facilitate cohesion among team members.

By examining the demography of crews short personnel and assigning new crew
members accordingly, even by tour length, more intra-crew compatability and less
turbulance would occur. Tour length is closely related to marital status and rank, which
correlate highly with age and residence location among junior enlisted personnel. By so
doing, a few squads or crews would be clearly mismatched. Yet, under current methods,
all crews are so characterised.
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% Attitudes Toward Making A Transfer: A Predictive Model
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SO Abstract

C~%I This report represents a study of 143 USAF personnel who had been notified that
they would be making a permanent change of station (PCS). Respondents came from 7

() USAF bases in 3 states. Data were collected on attitude toward the upcoming PCS as
well as on 8 variables that were thought to predict PCS attitude. They were: relative

similarity of present and future assignments, frequency of past transfers, extent
to which the new assignment was seen as a career advance, attractiveness of the new0 assignment, attractiveness of the old assignment, extent of successful adjustment

.. to past transfers, notice time given prior to transfer, and ratio of preferred PCSs
* to total career PCSs. Five of the 8 variables correlated significantly and in the
* predicted direction with PCS attitude. Regression analyses yielded a multiple R

of .68k

u~c I ntroduct ion

This report presents the results of a study of 143 USAF NCO personnel who had
been notified that they would make a PCS. Data were collected on attitude toward the
PCS and 8 variables thought to predict that attitude.

Similarity of the move. Based upon the work of Louis (1980) and Brett and
Werbel (1980). one hypothesis tested was that as the differences between the new
situation and the present assignment increased, the individual's fear of the unknown
would increase, and reluctance to make the move would increase. However, individuals
who are located in an undesirable geographic or job situation may view a move to a
very different situation very positively. Thus the similarity of the move may interact
with the individual's attitude toward the present situation.

% Transfer frequency. Edstrom and Galbraith (1977) suggest that frequent transfers
increase an individual's commitment to the organization. Brett and Werbel (1980)
found a positive relationship between frequency of moves and job involvement. Fisher
et al (1982) suggest that families who choose to accept multiple moves may well be
those who are more able to adjust to transfers and/or may have acquired more moving
skills over the years. However, the relationship between frequency and attitude may
prove to be curvilinear in nature. Seidenberg (1973) suggests that while individuals
can cope with several transfers during their life, at some point they may simply
"run out of steam" and not be able to handle further moves.

-r'. Perceived advancement. Brett and Werbel (1980) and Hammer and Vardi (1981)
found that transfers were more readily accepted if they were viewed as enhancing the 9

individual's career. We tested the hypothesis that as an individual's perception of
the transfer as a significant career step increases, attitude toward making the
transfer becomes more positive.

Attractiveness of the new assignment. Plnder (1980) and Seidenberg (1973)
found that the attractiveness of the geographical location of the transfer was
pzisitively related to a family's likelihood of accepting the transfer. Baker (1976),
Burke (1974), Levenson and Hollman (1980), and Plnder (1980) found that the

4 attractiveness of the new cultural environment and general life style related
postively to family attitude toward the transfer.

Attractiveness of the present assignment. Burke (1972,1974) found that a
family's satisfaction with a transfer location was determined by their feelings
toward their old community. We hypothesized that as satisfaction with the old
community and/or job increased, the attitude toward the transfer would become less
positive.

Past transfer adlustment success. Brett and Werbel (1980) found that the wives
- ' of individuals making a transfer were more willing to move when their last transfer

had been successful. We hypothesized, then, that to the extent that individuals and
their families have succeeded in adjusting to previous transfers, their attitudes
toward other transfers will become more positive.

p *.Notice given before the transfer. Burke (1974) found that notice time given to
- ' employees to make a move was positively related to satisfaction with the assignment.
- ' Pinder (1979) found that notice time predicted an employee's attitude toward company

transfer policies. Fisher et al. (1982) suggest that notice time affects the extent
to which employees can make an "informed decision" and may influence subsequent
satisfaction.

Transfer history. In the USAF, the choice an individual has in transfer
decisions is somewhat limited. Some individuals have a history of "desirable'

% transfers while others have often been transferred to "undesirable assignments.' From
4. equity theory (Adams, 1963), one reasonable hypothesis is that the ratio of desirable
.e. transfers to total career transfers is positively related to transfer attitude.
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Method

* A total of 143 male USAF NCOs were interviewea using a survey Instrument which
included both fixed-response and open-ended items. Data were collected in April and
May of 1983.

Sample

* The NCOs who participated in the study represented 81 job classifications and

were stationed at one of 7 USAF bases in the South and Southwest. The individuals
-I. had received notice that they would be making a PCS. Subjects were selected based

upon their past transfer history so that a broad range of individuals, some of whom
had been transferred frequently and others who had been transferred infrequently,
would be included in the sample. Our sample selection process attempted to minimize
the relationship between transfer frequency and tenure in the USAF by including I
some longer term personnel who had been moved infrequently.

Survey Instrument

The survey instrument consisted of three sections with a total of 105 items.
- Sections 1 and 3 were completed individually by the respondent, while the second and
* largest part of the survey was completed using an interview format.

Dependent Variable: Attitude Toward Transfer

Two items measured attitude toward the PCS. One was a 7 pt. (1=very reluctant,
7=very eager) fixed-response item, while the second item consisted of five 7 pt.
semantic differential scales. Attitude toward the PCS was measured by summing all
five semantic differentials and the 7 pt. fixed-response item.

Independent Variables

Similarity of the move. Five indexes of move similarity were obtained.
Similarity of the new assignment to the present in terms of climate, city size.
culture, and job were assessed using a 5 pt. "not similar at all" to "the same" scale.
Another item dealt with the degree to which the new job had more or less

* responsibility than the present job. Having more or less responsibilty were both
regarded as decreasing the similarity of the move. An overall similarity score
was derived by summing the responses for all five aspects of the transfer
(alpha - .34). In addition, an "interaction" score was derived by multiplying
the overall similarity score by the overall match of the present location
to an ideal (see below).

Transfer frequency. Six indexes of transfer frequency were obtained: total
number of PCS moves, average number of months per move, number of months since the
last PCS, number of career short tours, total days TDY in the last 12 months, and
the number of TDY assignments over the last 12 months.

Perceived advancement. Perceived advancement was measured using a 7 pt.
Likert style item.

* . *Attractiveness of the new assignment. One item measured the degree to which
the climate, city size, culture, and geographical location of the new assignment

* matched the individual's "ideal" for these four characteristics. Job assignment
"match" was also measured. An overall match score was derived by summing the scores

* . on the two items (alpha = .78). Another item was used to measure the expected
-. satisfaction associated with the new assignment. Expected satisfaction with the job,

co-workers, base, housing, and community were measured. An overall satisfaction
score was derived by summing across the five facets (alpha - .74).

Attractiveness of Present assignment. Items almost identical to those used
* .to measure expected satisfaction were used to measure satisfaction with the present
* - 'assignment and similar items were used as above to measure "match" of the present

assignment to ideal. Overall match (alpha = .73) and satisfaction (alpha =.56)
scores were obtained as with attractiveness of the new assignment.

Past transfer adjustment. Rated family adjustment difficulty was measured
using a 7 Pt .."~very difficult" to "very easy" scale. A rated personal adjustment
score was obtained using the same scale. A personal weeks to adjust score was
computed by averaging the responses to three items which asked how long It had taken

e the individual to adjust (in weeks) to the community, technical aspects of their
job, and co-workers.

* Notice given before transfer. The amount of notice time in months given prior
P to transfer was measured using two items: "when were you notified" and "when will

you depart."
Transfer--hi-story. Respondents were asked to list each transfer they had made

during their career and whether they had wanted to make each transfer. This
information was used to compute the ratio of preferred moves to total career moves.
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Results

Eight hypotheses were tested using correlational analysis procedures. Regression
procedures were used to test the capabilities of the 8 major independent variables
to predict PCS attitude. Data were availible for less than the total sample of 143
due to non-responses on some items.

Test Of Major Hypotheses

The results of the correlational analyses which provided the major test of our
hypotheses are presented below. Where several indexes were summed to form an overall
score, only the overall score is presented unless results related to a specific
index are dramatically different from the overall score.

Table 1: Correlations Among Major Independent Variables And PCS Attitude

Independent Variable r

1. Similarity of Present To Next Move:
Overall Simlarity -.04
Similarity X Present Assignment Match -.04

2. Transfer Frequency:
Total # Of Career Transfers .01
Average # Of Months Per PCS -.06
Time Since Last PCS -.21 *

# Of Career Short Tours -.01
Days TDY In Last 12 Months .15
# Of TDY Assignments In Last 12 Months .11

3. Perceived Advancement .39 -

4. Attractiveness Of New Assignment:
Overall Match Score .53 "
Overall Expected Satisfaction Score .50 *

5. Attractiveness Of Present Assignment: All

Overall Match Score -.23
Overall Satisfaction Score -.05

6. Ease Of Personal And Family Adjustment In
Last PCS:
Difficulty Of Family Adjustment .08
Difficulty Of Personal Adjustment .16# Of Weeks Needed For Personal Adjustment -.32 *

7. # Of Months Notice Time Prior To Transfer -.11

8. Ratio Of Preferred/Total Career PCSs .26 *.

* p < .05 -- p < .01 *" p < .001

Similarity of the move. Hypothesis one stated that there would be a positive
correlation between similarity and PCS attitude. No support for this hypothesis -
was found. Also. no significant correlation was found between an interaction score
and attittude.

Transfer frequency. Hypothesis two predicted a positive relationship between
transfer frequency and PCS attitude. Only one of the six indexes of transfer
frequency significantly correlated with PCS attitude. A significant negative
correlation was found between "time since last PCS" and PCS attitude. This finding
is consistent with hypothesis two, since the negative correlation indicates that
as the time since last PCS increases (infrequent transfer), the attitude toward
the PCS becomes less positive. .-

Perceived advancement. A very strong positive correlation was found between
perceived advancement and PCS attitude.

Attractiveness of .le new assignment. Overall "match to ideal" was
significantly and positively correlated with PCS attitude, as was expected -
satisfaction with the new assignment.

Attractiveness of the present assignment. The extent to which the present
assignment matched the individual's ideal was correlated significantly and in the
predicted negative direction with PCS attitude No significant correlations were
found between satisfaction with any of the five aspects of the present situation
and PCS attitude.
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Past transfer success. PCS attitude correlated significantly with the number
r, of weeks needed for personal adjustment to the community, job, and co-workers In the
* last PCS. The longer it took the individual to successfully adjust to their last

PCS. the less positive their attitude toward the upcoming move.
Notice given before transfer. The correlation between months notice and PCS

attitude was not significant, and was, in fact, in the opposite direction from that
predicted.

Transfer history. Hypothesis eight was supported in that the correlation
between PCS attitude and the ratio of preferred assignments to total career
assignments was statistically significant and in the predicted direction.

Predictive model of PCS attitude. Stepwise regression procedures were used to
examine the predictive capacities of the independent variables. Those variables
which showed a significant (p < .05) correlation with PCS attitude were used in the
regression analysis. Where composite scores were availible, these were used rather
than the individual indexes that comprised that overall score. The results of the
regression analysis are presented below. An overall multiple R of .68 was achieved
with five variables accounting for 46% of the variance in PCS attitude.

"9 Table 2: Results Of Regression Analysis

Variable R P Square Beta F

Overall Match Of Next Assignment To Ideal .51 .26 .396 16.87 ~5

%Overall Match Of Present Assignment To Ideal .58 .34 -.316 15.99

Ratio Of Preferred/Total Career Assignments .65 .42 .222 7.26 J~

Expected Overall Satisfaction .67 .45 .212 4.80 *-
-4

# Of Weeks Needed For Personal Adjustment .68 .46 -. 137 2.96 I

*p <.05 p < .01 N =97

Discussion

A finding of no relationship between similarity of the new assignment to the old
and PCS attitude is inconsistent with the work of Brett and Werbel (1980) and Louis
(1980). However, these authors suggested that the similarity of the transfer
assignment would affect transfer adjustment, not necessarily attitude toward the

A V transfer. To examine this issue, data concerning the similarity of the previous job

assignment and present job assignment were collected. Data were also collected
concerning how many weeks it had taken the indivibOuel to "get up to speed" and toI
adjust to the technical aspects" of their present job assignment. We also had
a measure of how long the individual had been in their present assignment. Our
sample was then divided into two groups: (1) those who had rated their previous job
as being "not similar at all" to their present job assignment, and (2) those who had
rated their previous jobs as being "similar" to "the same" as their present job. A
"percent adjustment time" score was computed by dividing the number of weeks the
individual had needed to both "get up to speed" and "adjust to the technical aspects"
of their job by the length of their present assignment in weeks. Data indicated

A that the Low Similarity individuals spent 22% of their time getting up to speed
in their present job and 16% of their time getting adjusted to the technical aspects
of their job. High similarity individuals spent only 10% and 6% respectively. No

,. ~ differences were found between the two groups in terms of the length of their present
-, ~ assignment. This data supports earlier research, and indicates that a significant

"productivity loss" occurs in transfers associated with significant Changes In job
duties.

Data concerning hypothesis two and others seem to suggest that the history
of transfer frequency over the entire career of the individual has little effect

r on attitude toward a specific upcoming PCS. The process involves more of a
direct comparison of what has occurred in the present assignment and what is likely
to occur in the next. A major determinant of PCS attitude is how long the individual
has been in their present assignment. For individuals who have moved frequently in .
their career, but have been at their present assignment for some considerable number
of years, PCS attitude Is more related to the disruption of their present assignment
than by the skills and perspectives they may have gained from earlier and more
frequent moves. No significant correlations were found between PCS attitude and
either measure of TOY. This may be because of the considerable restriction of

2 range found in the TOY measures. *
The positive relationship of PCS attitude to perceived advancement and

%attractiveness of the new assignment, and the negative correlation between PCS
attitude and attractiveness of the present assignment are consistent with earlier
work. The finding that the degree to which the present assignment "matched" an ideal
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assignment was correlated with PCS attitude, but satisfaction with the present

assignment did not, was very interesting. Individuals in the sample distinguished
between being satisfied with an assignment vs. viewing the assignment as "ideal."
Individuals might view any number of assignments as potentially satisfactory, but
only a very few as ideal. Thus, transfer from an ideal assignment would have a
greater negative effect on PCS attitude that transfer from an assignment that
is simply satisfactory.

PCS attitude was correlated with number of weeks to personally adjust to
the new community, job, and interpersonal aspects of the job, but not with ratings of
family adjustment or personal adjustment difficulty, Individuals may have been able
to more accurately portray their adjustment process in terms of "how long it took
them" rather than simply "how difficult it was." Also, in the measure of PCS
attitude, it was assumed that the individual would "factor In" the attitudes of his
family in replying to the item. This may not have occurred.

Finally, related to hypothesis eight, a postive relationship was found between
the number of preferred/total career PCSs and PCS attitude. The magnitude
is modest (r = - .26) and suggests that a more complex relationship between
preference and attitude exists. Individuals who have a high preferred/total ratio
might view transfer to an undesirable location very negatively, since they are use
to getting good assignments. On the other hand, according to equity theory (Adams.
1963), a high ratio of preferred/total PCSs would lead to a greater acceptance of
the undesirable PCS due to internally and/or externally derived notions of fairness.
Our study indicates that these equity processes might be very important in
understanding PCS attitude, but our data did not allow us to examine these issues
adequately.

The results of the regression analysis were very encouraging. With five
variables in the equation, 46% of the variance in PCS attitude was predictable.

Because of the small sample size, the results certainly need to be replicated.
4 =However, the results do suggest that carefully designed survey instruments which

measure key factors such as those included in the present study. could prove very
helpful in identifying those individuals whose attitude toward certain PCS moves
would be negative and perhaps cause the individual to leave military service rather
than accept a transfer.
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A Path Analytic Study of Psychological Success
Among Air Force Of ficers

Sharon C. Conley

* (V~Abstract

o This study provided a partial test of Hall's model of
A. psychological success in work organizations. The model proposes

that an individual' s feeling of task success (psychological success)
* leads to a 6self-perpetuating cycle of success' where the individual

,Is zmtivated to set goals and perform success fully in his/her work.
~I Previous tests of this modiel have been conducted in school settings

MHall and Hall, 1976,, Hall and Foster, 1977),~ thereby limiting the
ability to generalize the results to work settings.

The sample consisted of 110 Air Force lieutenants who were
employed in a variety of Air Force specializations. Path analytic
results showed that the data did not achieve a close fit with the
theoretical mdel. By estimating path coefficients from a modiel
that assumed Hall's predictive ordering, but had no omuitted
linkages, a model more consistent with the data was developed. The6

V new mod]el depicts satisfaction as an intervening variable between
psychological success and motivation instead of between self esteem
an job involvementoas- spbified by Hall.

Introduction

Hall's (1976) model of psychological success in work
organizations proposes that feelings of job success lead to an
increase in self esteem. Increased self esteem fosters a sense of
satisfaction with one's work, which leads to a higher degree of job
involvement. The effect of this chain of events is to increase the
individual' s motivation to set future work-related goals; therefore,
the model depicts a self perpetuating cycle.

Partial support for the mod~el has been reported with samples of
school children (Hall and Hall, 1976) and college students (Hall and
Foster, 1977). However, because neither of these studies were
conducted in work settings, the applicability of the findings to
occupational experiences is in question. Using a sample of Air
Force officers, this research will conduct a partial test of the
followiing causal modiel developed by Hall: psychological success >>
self esteem >> satisfaction >> job involvement >> motivation. -

Method~

In May of 1982, questionnaires measuring psychological success,
self esteem, satisfaction, job involvement and motivation were
mailed to 172 Air Force second lieutenants who were employed in
different job specialties. onie hundred and ten officers responde

O4.
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(53 males and 57 females), yielding a response rate of 63%. The
subjects were originally selected by Air Force Acadey researchers
for participation in a four year study concerning the integration of
women into the Academy. Thus, all of the officers in this sample
are graduates of the Air Force Academy.

Self esteen and job involvement were measured with item
selected from Rcsenberg's Self Esteem Scale and Lcdahl and Kejner's

- Jcb Involvement Scale, respectively (Rosenberg, 1965; Lodahl and
Kejner, 1965). Items used by Hall were adapted to measure
psychological success. Hackman and Oldham's Jdb Diagnostic Survey
was utilized to measure job motivation and satisfaction (Hackman and
Oldham, 1975).

*The internal consistency reliabilities (coefficient alphas) of
the scales ranged fram .56 (job involvement) to .85 (satisfaction),
suggesting that the internal consistency of the scales is generally
satisfactory.

Results

Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations for each of
the five scales. The means indicate that the average levels of
psychological success, self esteen, satisfaction and motivation are
high. For job involvement, the average value of 3.8 indicates
moderate levels of job involvement. The restricted range on the
self esteen scale indicates that the officers are largely
hamogeneous with respect to self esteem.

Path analysis was utilized to assess the fit of the data to
Hall's causal model: (1) Psychological success >> (2) Self esteen >>
(3) Satisfaction >> (4) Job involvement >> (5) Motivation. The path
coefficients in the model are equal to the zero order correlations
because each variable is conceived to be affected by one variable
only. Therefore, for the present model:

r 12 =P 2 1 = 2 1  (psychological success -, self esteem)

r . 32 (self esteem -. satisfaction)

(satisfaction -, job involvement)

(job involvement., motivation)

Figure 1 shows the path coefficients among the variables. All
but one of the hypothesized relationships are significant. The
non-significant path coefficient, (p32) indicates that self esteem
does not have a direct effect on satisfaction. This leads to the
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conclusion that this particular path should be deleted from the
model. The deletion results in two unrelated models, as shown in
Figure 2.

Now the question is, to what extent does the data fit this more
parsimonious specification? Kerlinger and Pedhazur (1973) suggest
that path coefficients be calculated in an attempt to reproduce the
original correlations. This serves as an indication of consistency
between the data and the model. According to Kerlinger and

"-" Pedhazur's specifications, the following equations represent the
zero order correlations for the two models shown in Figure 2:

Model 1: r12-P21a.39

Model 2: r34= 4 3-.35 S
r 4 5 =P 45u. 36

r 5( 1,'N)x~z Zw *( /N)xlz 3( 5 z ) 5 r4

substituting P43 for r4 3:
r3 5=p54p43 (.36)x(.35)-.126

The original r35 is .65.

% Since the cliscrepancy between the original and the reproduced
model is large (.126 vs .65), it is concluded that the data are
inc6nsistent with the model.

.4.'. Because of these results, an attempt was made to estimate -"

causal relationships from a model which assumed Hall's predictive
"- ordering, but had no missing linkages. In this model, each variable

had as predictors those variables that preceded it in the model.
Thus, all of the other variables were predictors of internal
motivation. ".

Path coefficients were estimated for all of the dependent
variables. Because path coefficients are equivalent to standardized
regression coefficients, regression analysis was used to calculate
the path coefficients. Non-significant paths were deleted, and the
resulting model is shown in Figure 3.

Once again, the correlation coefficients were reproduced from
the new model, and compared to the original correlations. The fit
is an improvement from the earlier revision of the model, although 0
it is not extremely good. The discrepancies ranged from a high of
.13 between satisfaction and self esteen, to a low of .03 between
psychological success and job involvement. Therefore, the model
shwm in Figure 3 is considerably more consistent with the data than
is the model in Figure 2.

4,. ..
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Discussion

The predictive relationships that were demonstrated in this
study may have been partially due to the personality characteristics
of the Air Force officers and to the nature of their work. In
general, the officers are in "enriched" jobs that provide them with
high levels of significance, variety and feedback (Conley, 1983).

-.-. In addition, these officers have been characterized as having high
needs for personal growth and development and high achievement
motivation (De Fleur, 1981; Conley, 1983). People with high growth
needs are thought to value the intrinsic rewards that result from
performance on challenging tasks (Hackman and Oldham, 1976).
Therefore, these results may have been partly due to the high
quality of the jobs - and to the values that the officers place on
personal growth and achievement.

The results offer .partial support for Hall's model.
Specifically, the links between self esteem and satisfaction - and
between job involvement and motivation - that are specified in
Hall's model are not supported. However, psychological success
relates to self esteen and satisfaction relates to job involvement
as Hall's model suggests. The new model that was developed in this
study suggests that satisfaction is an intervening variable between
psychological success and motivation, instead of between self esteem
and job involvement as specified by Hall.

It should be emphasized that because the new mcdel assumes
Hall' s predictive ordering, alternative models of the causal
relationships can not be ruled cut.
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Table i

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
PSYCHOLOGICAL SUCCESS, JOB INVOLVEMENT,
SELF ESTEEM, SATISFACTION AND MOTIVATION

Mean SD Range

Psychological success 5.6 1.06 1.0-7.0
Self esteem 4.5 .53 2.7-5.0
Satisfaction 5.0 1.53 1.0-7.0
Job Involvement 3.8 1.35 1.0-7.0
Motivation 5.9 1.05 1.0-7.0

aN. 110

b7-point response scales were used for all measures except self

esteem, where a 5-point response scale was used.

.3* f _0 35** 4': 36** "<

2 34

4. ~Figure 1. A path diagram representing the causal relationships in
Hall's model of psychological success.

**p <.01

FS SE] SAT MOT
39.35 .36 TL

Figure 2. Revised path diagram of psychological success.

PS'

A.4"* SA .65

Figure 3. Significant path coefficieita from a model with no omi ted t
linkages.

44
*p (.01 -
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Visual Display Technology:
2k A Developing Challenge for the Behavioral Scientist

o Harry L. Snyder
~* - 0..Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Abstract

Visual display technology is developing at a pace far exceeding that of the required
behavioral data for representative task requirements. Relations between current
and projected display capabilities are compared with pertinent human visual
performance data and limitations-

Introduction

One of the frequently cited frustrations of the human factors engineer or
engineering psychologist is that the design process has progressed too far and too

fast before he or she is called to participate. This issue has been raised in the2
development of numerous military systems, has been apparent in far too many
industrial and civilian systems, and raises its unfortunate head in nearly all
technology devel:pment areas in which the technology has a critical relationship to

the human operator. Visual display technology is no exception.

Visual displays are being developed in many high technology nations for bothI
civilian and military products. The Department of Defense is a prime force in
pushing these developments, particularly in areas dealing with higher resolution,
full color, and large size displays. Many of the development efforts are genericw
and not system specific. En other situations, the intended application is known
and the hardware is being pushed to new capabilities without analysis of the
requirements and limitations of the human user. Unfortunately, some of these
concepts lead to incompatible "solutions," as when color may be a hindrance, too
much resolution may yield lower legibility, or to large a display may compromise

design of the total user environment. These issues and pertinent data from the
fields of engineering psychology and applied visual science are discussed below to
put into perspective the asynchrony between human requirements and technology
development, and to urge attention to be given toward resolving this problem.

User Requirements and Limitations

Of particular concern in the current fast pace of display technology development are
~-.'four key parameters of visual displays: size, resolution, uniformity, and color.

DisPlaY Size

Many user environments logically and rightfully call for simultaneous viewing of
displays by several persons. Examples are command and control facilities, both at
sea and on land. To achieve this multiple-user capability, particularly for
pictorial status displays, it is meaningful to use physically large displays
capable of displaying large amounts of information.

Merely increasing the display size such that the visual angular subtense of
information presented on a large display is equal to that of a smaller display,
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viewed from a smaller distance, can have some advantages. One of these advantages
is that the visual acuity of the eye improves substantially from typical one-person
viewing distances of one-half meter to larger distances, on the order of two or three
meters (De Palma and Lowry, 1962). Thus, by removing the display to a greater
distance, visual performance can be facilitated. On the other hand, larger size
displays are more restrictive to flexible workplace design. As we move toward
greater usage of very large flat-panel displays, the power, weight, and structural
requirements for this display will preclude its relocation in a given facility
without considerable effort.

But perhaps more important is the attendant visual effect of off-axis viewing
required for multiple viewers. If two persons are view simultaneously a typical
small display, they will generally view it from about 45 degrees off axis due to
their shoulder widths when seated. This off-axis viewing, even for displays which
are advertised to produce "wide-angle viewing," will result in a significantly
longer search time for menu items (Snyder and Maddox, 1978). At the present time,
there seems to be no limit to the desire of display technologists to push toward even
larger displays for multi-viewer environments. For example, the popular AC-driven
orange colored plasma panel has found great acceptance in its original size of 8.5
inches square, with 512 by 512 picture elements In more recent years, it has been

* enlarged to 17 inches square ( 1024 by 1024 pixels) , to a 1-meter square version, and
most recently to a 2-meter diagonal size version. While the technology improvement

* is impressive, the resulting use limitations and impact upon user visual task
performance are yet to be determined.

Resolution

Since the introduction of commercial television in the 1940s. the resolution of the
familiar cathode-ray tube (CRT) has increased at an accelerating rate (Figure 1)
Thus, while earlier commercial television systems were capable of displaying about

* 300 vertical by 400 horizontal pixels, using a 30-Hz frame rate with an interlace to
reduce flicker, we have passed through the 1260 vertical by 1600 horizontal pixel
resolution in 1970 and the theoretical 2130 by 28140 pixel resolution level in 1980.
It is worth noting that we have not seen displays of the 2130 by 28140 resolution
variety because the CRT spot size has not been obtained yet, not because the video

*bandwidth is not available. As a result, manufacturers of these high resolution
systems opted for a 60-Hz frame rate, to avoid single pixel fl1icker, and of ferred a
resolution of about 1350 by 1800. Most recently. high quality systems have a 60-Hz
frame rate with resolution of 1500 by 2000 picture elements. It can be predicted
(Figure 1) that by 1990 we will have the resolution capability of 1850 by 2500

if. pixels, and that by 1995 the resolution of 2000 by 2700 may well be achievable on CRT
displays. The real question is not the feasibility but rather the utility of this
resolution, a question that relates to the visual system of the observer and not the .
video bandwidth of the circuitry. For this answer, we need to turn to visual
capability data, such as the contrast threshold function (CTF) illustrated in
Figure 2.

The CTF reaches a maximum of about 60 cycles/degree at unity modulation under high
luminance, but only about 30 cycles/degree at 10% modulation. At maximum
resolution, a CRT is unlikely to exceed 10% modulation, so the required resolution
of the display need not exceed the equivalent of 30 cycles/degree at the nearest
viewing distance. Assuming a single operator at a near distance of 16 inches, the
effective display resolution is limited by human vision to the classical rule of
thumb of 1 arcminute (equal to 30 cycles/degree) or .0046 inch. To display 2000
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picture elements, each of which is .0046 inch wide, a display needs to be at least 9.3
inches in the horizontal dimension and 7.0 inches in the vertical. At the more
typical design viewing distance of 28 inches, the display need not have a resolution
better than .008 inch and must therefore be at least 16.3 inches horizontal by 12.2 S
inches vertical to avoid visual resolution limitations. That is, it must be at
least as large as a conventional 21-inch television CRT. How many military
aircraft cockpits or other display environments permit this size luxury? Yet,
unless the CRT is of that size, the CRT resolution exceeds that usable by the eye and
therefore is more costly than needed. Certainly, except for larger displays or
those viewed at closer distances, there seems to be little need for further
resolution development of CRTs.

The same holds true of several flat-panel display technologies which can exceed the
resolution of the CRT, as indicated in Table 1. While it is potentially true that
resolution in excess of 1 arcminute may provide smoother graphics lines and avoid
unwanted edge effects, the benefits of this approach need to be researched in terms
of performance improvement rather than esthetic improvement.

TABLE 1. Comparison of Selected Parameters for Display Technologies

Technology Resolution Maximum Size Colors
(Pixels/Inch) (Inches)

CRT 360 30, diag. Full range
Plasma Discharge 100 79, diag. Orange
Electroluminescent 500 64 X 64 Red, Color A

in Develop.
Liquid Crystal 100 12 X 12 Any two
Electrochromic unknown unknown Any two

- Light Emitting Diode 320 10 X 10 Many Single

An added advantage occurs when pixel density becomes too great. Specifically,
symbols or characters can be read most easily when the character block is on the
order of 7 X 9 or 9 X 11 pixels. If the pixels become very small, then characters
written in this fashion are too small for high legibility. The solution to this
problem is to use two or more pixels for a single dot in the dot matrix character,
thereby complicating both hardware and software design issues.

Uniformity

With new technologies and increased sizes come problems of nonuniformity of the
image. In addition to the yield problems of uniform displays as the displays become

O larger, there is the general reluctance to replace a very expensive display if only a IAP
"few" pixels become nonusable. Thus, criteria for large area, small area, and
individual pixel nonuniformities need to be established. To date, only a few
research efforts have addressed this problem. For example, Abramson, Mason, and
Snyder (1983) found that certain character fonts were more resistant to pixel loss
than others, but that loss of only 2% of the pixels can have a significant effect on
text reading time. It is important that acceptability and replacement criteria be

. defined experimentally for large area displays, particularly for information
displays with nonredundant content.
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Color

Although Christ (1975) amply demonstrated that color coding of displays could be
beneficial, unimportant, or even detrimental, depending upon the application and
task, most purchasers and system designers of today are adamant about the need for
color displays, in spite of their increased cost, lowered reliability, and

" increased complexity.

Unfortunately, existing knowledge regarding the proper and improper use of color is
disregarded. Recent evidence indicates that the "uniform color space" introduced
in 1976 by the CIE is anything but perceptually uniform and does not predict well the
effect of color differences upon visual task performance. In fact, a new color

space based upon the CIE variables Y,u' ,v' has been shown to predict response speed
much better than the previously used CIE spaces known as L*,u*,v* or L*,a*,b*
(correlation of r = .93 vs. .83 and .81). The theoretical basis of this new metric
has also been established, permitting designers or researchers to trade off color

*differences with luminance differences in predicting visual response speed to
. reading tasks (Lippert, 1984). Considerable additional research is warranted

here, as the payoff in reducing display luminance in favor of suitable color
combinations can be substantial, especially in high ambient illuminance

-* environements.

.v--- In addition, the desire for high-resolution color is misguided because the visual
system's spatial sensitivity to color is poorer than that to monochrome images

(Figure 2). Thus, color display resolution need not approach that indicated above
for monochrome displays.

Conclusions

Increasing size, resolution, and color content are strong trends in visual display
technology. Yet the requirements for these "improvements" are doubtful in some
applications and erroneous in others. Only through the development of a more
quantitative and appropriate human performance data base will these technologies
find their rightful place and not result in ovehkill or unneeded expense.
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PANEL SESSION

A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO TIE STUDY OF LEADERSHIP

Chair and Discussant: Edwin A. Fleishman , President
Advanced Research Resources Organization

Participants: William Haythorn (U.S. Army Research Institute)
Michael D. Mumford and Arthur L. Korotkin
(Advanced Research Resources Organization)

Background

Dr. Fleishman is internationally known for his pioneering research on

leadership, development of taxonomies of human performance, and job analysis
methodologies which link job task dimensions with ability, skill, and know-

ledge requirements. During this panel, Dr. Fleishman discusses the current

research as it relates historically and developmentally to previous and other
V current approaches to the study of leadership.

Leadership Requirements on the Battlefield of the Future

William W. Haythorn

The Army, like most organizations, is faced with the need for gradual

though continuous change as it adapts to changing environmental conditions.
The leadership requirements in the Army of the 1990's may be different from

those now existing. In particular, two predictable trends must be taken into

account. First, the technology represented in the equipment used at all

levels in the Army is rapidly becoming more complex, with substantial move-

ment toward automation. There is a correlated increase in the volume and

complexity of information that must be managed at each level. Second, the

lethality of weapons is increasing rapidly. There is a correlated rapid in-

crease in the total firepower controlled by small combat units.

-7
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A Theoretical Approach to Leade rsfhp

Michael D. Mumford
Kerry Yarkin-Levin

F. Mark Scheminer

The present paper reviews the literature on leadership, and notes the
lack of a well founded theoretical conception of leadership which would pro-
vide a general, cross situational approach to leadership identification and
development. Subsequently, it is suggested that a systems approach might be
used to gain some understanding of leadership as it occurs in an organizational
context. This leads to the hypothesis that formal leadership activities will
always be focused on the attainment of certain goals specified in the leader-
ship role, and thus will represent a specific form of problem solving activity.
The literature supporting this hypothesis is reviewed. Moreover, the per-
sonal characteristics of the leader which would be likely to facilitate goal
attainment and problem solving across situations are outlined, along with the
impact of certain problem-specific skills. Finally, the implications of this
approach for leadership identification and development will be discussed.

The movement toward higher technology applications may have impact on
both the technical and conceptual skills required at various organizational
levels. For example, the impact of automation may increase technical skill
requirements for first level NCO supervisors without impacting on such re-
quirements at considerably more senior levels. Conversely, the increasing
diversity of resources which must be integrated into functional and combat
effective units may well pose a requirement for significantly increased con-
ceptual skills at more senior levels, particularly as these senior leaders
are more and more likely to be "one step removed" from the actual mechanics
of operation of a given system. Further, it might be postulated that inter-
personal skill requirements will increace as senior leaders must increasing-
ly often deal effectively with operators of technical systems which they
themselves do not understand.

The increasing lethality of the conventional battlefield is rapidly
producing a condition in which massed strength is an invitation to massive
casualities. The "throw weight" of a division fielded by one of the major

powers is now enormously greater than was the case in World War II. This
leads to a visualization of the future battlefield as highly decentralized,
or "distributed," in which smaller elements in greater number will be dis-
tributed in depth over a very large area, with semi-autonomous control over
massive firepower. The requirements of command and control (leader
functions) will be enormous.

Translating these requirements into a leadership research program will
be discussed.
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Leadership Job Dimensions and Competency Requirements for Commissioned

and Non-Commissioned Officers

Arthur L. Korotkin
M. Reid Wallis
Ellen J. Eisner

Joanne Marshall-Mies

A current Army Research Institute-sponsored'research project will be

described which is directed at establishing a data base on which a system-

atic and progressive system of leadership development can be based. Such a

system would utilize formal training, skills acquired through performance of

assignments, and the sequence and pattern of assignments. Leadership is de-

scribed in terms of a "systems" approach which attempts to integrate theo-

retical concepts and data from many sources into a coherent, pragmatic, and

useful model of leadership.

The underlying conceptual structure of the model consists of two paral-

lel hierarchical data sets, one job-based and the other person-based. On

the one side, the elements of the job are described in varying levels of de-
tail; and on the other side, the knowledges, skills, and abilities to perform
the work are described. Both are tied to the overall or global goals of the
Army and the more specific objectives which apply to the duty positions.

The methodologies for the development of Job Performance Dimensions
(aggregates or clusters of tasks that reflect underlying similarities in work

performed, and the identifivation of the knowledges, skills, and abilities

required to perform the job) will be discussed. Data will be presented from

the ratings of each JPD by non-commissioned (E-5 through E-8) and commissioned

officers (01 through 06) with regard to time spent performing, criticality,
amount of discretionary behavior, and time until results are seen. The re-

sults will be related to the projects theoretical foundation.

7.
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PANEL SESSION

PANEL SESSION: ANIMAL MODELS FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF HIGH RISK
ENVIRONMENTS

, SESSION CHAIR: Donald N. Farrer (USAF School of Aerospace Medicine)

PANELISTS: John H. McDonough (US Army Medical Research Institute

of Chemical Defense)

Timothy F. Elsmore (Walter Reed Army Institute of

Research)

Donald N. Farrer (USAF School of Aerospace Medicine)

John deLorge (Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory)

Ben B. Morgan, Jr. (Old Dominion University)

PROCEEDINGS ENTRIES

"Animal models for the assessment of high risk environments"
(John H. McDonough)

"Animal models of human performance: Structural and functional approaches
to extrapolating from animal to man" (Timothy F. Elsmore)

"Animal models for the assessment of laser induced eye damage"
(Donald N. Farrer)

"The assessment of nonionizing radiation hazards" (John deLorge)

"A review and evaluation of research concerning the performance effects
of nuclear radiation" (Ben B. Morgan, Jr., et al.)
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n Animal Behavioral Testing in Mpdical Detense Aaaint Chemical Agerts

. John H. Mcfonouqh. Jr.. Pn._.. Major. 1SC

U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Chemical Defense
Aberdeen Provina Ground. 1D 2i010

Abstract

An overview is presented of the use of animal behavioral
0 testing techniques with special aoplication to the unique
0. problems of medical chemical defense research. Representative

animal behavioral tests to determine neurotenavioral effects of
nerve agent exposure and performance decrements produced by
antidote drugs are described.

There is an increasing potential threat for use of chemical warfare
!nts, in particular nerve agents, on the modern battlefield. The hazards

of exposure to these agents and improved medical defense are currently the
subject of intensive R&D efforts. Nerve agents are highly toxic
organophosphorus compounds which exert their lethal effects by disruption of -. ,
normal cholinergic neurotransmission in the central and peripheral nervous
systems. Marked alterations in neurobehavioral function are characteristic
of nonlethal exposure to these compounds and may persist for considerable

periods of time following acute intoxication (Sidell, 1974). Many of the
drugs used to treat poisoning by these agents are potent psychoactive
compounds which have the capacity to alter sensory, motor and cognitive
function. The development of improved drugs for the medical treatment of
nerve agent casualties is highly reliant on the use of animal models to
demonstrate both drug efficacy and safety. The prime determinant of drug
efficacy is the ability to protect against tne lethal effects of aaent. The
use of animal behavioral test models has extended this traditional
toxicological approach to drug development. Behavioral testina models are
used in two interrelated types of research studies: the assessment of the
short- and long-term neurobehavioral consequences of exposure to nerve agent
and the determination of side-effects of antidotes wnich degrade military

performance. Testing methods per se for use in behavioral toxicoloay have
- recently been reviewed (Norton, 1982). Therefore, tne rest of this paper

gives examples of the application of several behavioral test models to each
of these research problems.

Neurobehavioral Consequences of Nerve Aaent Exposure

Sublethal exposure to nerve agents may produce long-lasting effects on

brain function and behavior. Humans and animals exposed to the aaent sarin
demonstrated changes in electroencephalographic activity which persisted at

least one year after exposure (Duffy, et al., 19791. Exposure to the agent

soman, under certain conditions, results in neuropathology (Petras, 1981:
Lemercier, et al., 19831 which is focused in limbic structures of the brain.
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Lasual observation of abnormal animal behavior after exposure "as the
impetus for the original Petras study. Recent work in our laboratory has

been directed at determining the behavioral conseauences of this nerve

aaent-induced brain damaqe.
Studies by physiological psychologists nave shown that surqical

destruction of limbic brain areas results in a constellation of behavioral
deficits characterized by: changes in emotional behavior, memory function.

and the ability to adapt respondina to meet sudden chanaes in reinforcement

continqencies. The choice of behavioral tests below was auided by this

work. The subjects, rats, were first habituated to the laboratory, then
randomly assigned to control (saline) or nerve agent (soman) exDosure
groups. After exposure all subjects were allowed to recover for between one
to three weeks and then were subjected to behavioral testing. Emotional

behavior was studied by rating responses to a ser4 es of normal nandlinq
procedures: resistance to capture, reaction to sensory strimuli,

defecation, urination and vocalization. Memory function was tested using a

one-trial passive avoidance procedure. In this test the animal received a
single training trial where performance of a highly preDotent response was

punished by shock. Memory for this experience was tested 24 hrs later and

was considered intact if the animal did not respond. Acquisition of
performance on a differential reinforcement of low rates (ORLI 20 sec

operant schedule for food reward was used to test the ability to adapt

performance to meet changes in reinforcement contingencies. After

continuous reinforcement training the groups received 45 training sessions

on the DRL schedule.
The behavior of nerve agent treated animals was markedly different from

controls on all three tests of limbic system functions. Experimental

subjects displayed an immediate and persistent increase in emotional
reactivity. They were hyperreactive to normal handling and violently

resisted being held. -Increased emotionality scores were positively
correlated to the intensity of the acute symptoms of poisoning. On the test

of memory function 14 of 29 exposed animals failed to display normal
behavior even during the training trial, so memory function could not be

assessed in these subjects. Of the remaining agent-exposed subjects (N=15)

33% showed no evidence of remembering the training experience. All normal

control subjects (N=36) showed perfect memory for the aversive experience.

On the ORL 20 sec operant test, normal rats displayed a 140% inprovement in

the number of rewards earned over the 45 sessions of training while nerve
aqent exposed subjects improved only 50%. In addition. agent-exoosed

animals had not developed the response distribution pattern typically
engendered by this schedule even after 45 sessions while controls had shown

clear development of this pattern by session 15. The results of these tests
show that a single exposure to a hiqh dose of nerve aqent can produce

long-lasting behavioral abnormalities in test subjects. The behavioral
deficits are indicative of damage to limbic system structures. Further 44

testing is needed to define other possible defic.its, and perhaps more
importantly what capabilities are retained in exposed subjects. Other work

is currently in progress to test whether higher species are susceptible to
this effect of agent, the mechanisms by which the damage is produced, and

how it can be attenuated with antidote druos.
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,ehaviorai Siae-Effects of Antidote Drugs

Many druw, have the capacity to Produce undesirable effects wrich are
incidental to their major therapeutic indication, such as the drowsiness

produced by antihistamines. The side-etfects of drugs can have significant
%]1 adverse impact on the performance of everyday tasks. Many druos aeve!ooed

as antidotes for nerve agent poisoning are potent psychoactive compounds and
an accurate knowledge of the types of behavioral functions that are degraded

and the duration of these effects must be known. Laboratory studiea.
especially with nonhuman primates, can model various functiona: aspects or

behavior, wnich contribute to successful performance of many tasks. Results
of such studies provide a method to generalize and predict the relative
effect of a drug over a broad range of conditions, and in the case of a

novel drug, guide the selection of behavioral tests to be performed in human

clinical trials. Perhaps the best example of this use of animal behavioral
'a models are the series of tests used to study the effects of anticholinergic

antidote drugs. Although there was considerable literature on the effects

of anticholinergics as a class of drugs in both humans and animals, prior to

1979, there was sparse information as to the behavioral effects of
anticholinergics in nonhuman primates. Especially lacking was any data on

* 'dose-effect relationships or time-course of action. Knowledge of this
information was needed in order to relate behavioral performance decrements
to the drug doses demonstrated to be antidotally effective against nerve

agent poisoning in toxicological studies (McDonough & Penetar, 1982).
Three behavioral tests were used to determine the effects of two

, . anticholinergic drugs, atropine and benactyzine, on nonhuman primate
' performance. Details of the experimental tasks and procedures have been

'a published (Bennett. et al., 1981; Farrer, et al.. 1982; McDonaugh. 1982;
Penetar & McDonough. 1983). The general procedure in all tests was to first

train the subjects to stable levels of performance. Drugs were then given

in standardized doses, by the same route, using counterbalancing and
4 Latin-Square design procedures to control for order effects. The tasks

cnoosen were: continuous equilibrium tracking with concurrent multiple
response. DRL 28 sec operant schedule, and delayed match-to-sample (DMSI.

Performance in the DRL and DMS tasks were food motivated, while that in the

equilibrium-multiple response task was shock motivated. The ecuilibrium-
multiple response task provided the Drimary data on dose-response and

'-a 'time-course effects of the drugs while the DRL and DMS tasks assessed
vigilance performance and short-term memory function. respectively.

The results of the eauilibrium-multiole response task shoed these two

anticholinergic drugs to have distinctly different potencies and
time-courses of action. Atropine produced effects at doses > 0.10 mq/kq and

oerformance disruption Has near maximal at doses ) 0.40 mg/kg. In addition

there was a delay in onset of effect ) 30 min and peak effects lasted almost

6 hr. In contrast. benactyzine began to produce performance decrements in
doses > 0.50 mg/kg and much larger increases in dose were needed to further

degrade performance. This drug also had a very rapid onset of effect ( 15

min) but lasted only a short period of time (2-3 hr).

Both atropine and benactyzine degraded performance on the DRL 28 sec
task at doses that did not produce reliable effects on response rate. These
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effects occurred in the effective dose ranqe observed in the previous study.

Regression analysis of the performance decrement dose-effect curve*.:)

indicated that nenactyzine may act by a different mechanism than atropine

since it was both less potent and had a significantly shallower slope. 0
Drugs acting by similar mechanisms but of differing potencies should nave

offset yet parallel slopes.

The results of the OMS study demonstrated that only atropine affected

short-term memory function. Benactyzine had only a general disruptive

!- effect on performance. The fact that short-term memory was specifically
affected by atropine was demonstrated by a significant dose by delay

.. interaction in error rates. At the higher doses of drug, matching

performance became progressively worse the longer an animal had to remember

the sample stimulus. At the highest drug dose matching performance was at

chance levels when the animals had to remember the sample stimulus for

greater tnan 8 sec.
From these results good predictions could be made as to the effects of

these two drugs on human performance. Botn drugs would reduce vigilance and
the ability to concentrate. Time to complete tasks would be longer due to

increased errors. Tasks requiring a recent memory component would be

seriously degraded by atropine. At equivalent doses oerformance would be at

greater risk and for longer periods from atropine, while benactyzine would

degrade performance more rapidly. Information such as this would be

- especially valuable to psychologists planning to study the effects of these

drugs on cognitive functions durinq clinical trials.

The experiments reported here were conducte - according to the Guide for

Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (1978) as prepared by the Committee on

Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. National Research Council, DHEW PUB. NO.
(NIH) 80-23. The opinions and assertations contained herein are the private

views of the author and are not to be construed as reflecting the views of

the Department of the Army or Department of Defense.The author gratefully

acknowledges CPT M. Mays, Ph.D., CPT H. Modrow, Ph.D., and R. Smith, Ph.D.,
for allowing use of their data and their support in this manuscript, and to
the fine technicians who assisted these studies.
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Animal models of human performance: Structural and f r~ctional
approaches to extrapolating from animal to man

Timothy F. Elsmore
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research

Washington, DC 20307

.. Abstract

0. Research with non-human animals is performed to solve human problems.

On" Two different means of extrapolating from behavioral experiments with
. animals to human behavior are described. The structural approach

... emphasizes topographical similarity between the animal test situation and
the human situ3tion of interest. The functional approach emphasizes
behavioral functions and controlling variables, and minimizes the P
importance of topographical similarity. Two experiments are presented to
illustrate the functional approach, one dealing with the effects of chronic
marihuana use upon performance, and another dealing with the issue of

1%-. memory deficits produced by chemical warfare antidotes.

Introduction |.

The primary reason we do research with animals is to solve human problems.
Animal models of human performance are those behavioral experiments we perform with
animals in an attempt to gather information that is relevant to significant human
situations. The question is, how valid are these models? In other words, what
conclusions can we draw from our animal models that permit us to more effectively deal -
with the human situation? When we are addressing problems of considerable practical
importance such as those related to performance decrements produced by compounds
used for defense against chemical weapons, it is critical to know if the performances we
examine in our animals have anything to do with our target organism, the soldier.

Animal models of human performance may be conceptualized as lying along a
continuum. One end of this continuum may be characterized as structural, and the other
end as functional. I will now briefly define these end points of the animal model
continuum, and then give some examples of experiments illustrating the functional
approach. My objective is to illustrate how functional models may provide us with
information that is more broadly applicable than that provided by structural models.

Structural models. Structural models are attempts to simulate human tasks with
animals. These models typically involve complex stimulus displays and require the
animal to perform complex response topographies, and focus on what the animal is
doing. Structural models are designed to have great face validity, such that we can
easily identify with what the animal appears to be doing. Unfortunately, most human
situations are exceedingly complex, and our attempts to simulate these situations with '
non-human animals tend to create situations in which some variables may not be under

1. The views of the author do not purport to reflect the position of the
Department of the Army or the Department of Defense, (para 4-3, AR 360-5).

O; -1 2. In conducting the research described in this report, the investigators adhered to P
the 'Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals', as promulgated by the
Committee on Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the Institute of Laboratory Animal

. .Resources, National Research Council.
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good experimental control, and to make interpretation of results difficult. Structural
V models tempt us to anthropomorphize; that is, to interpret the behavior of our animals as
L if they were doing human-like things in the same way and for the same reasons humans

do them, when that may not at all be the Case. Attempts to reduce this complexity
necessarily also reduce the face validity of the model. A practical problem with the
structural approach is that animals, even clever monkeys, can only be trained to perform
a very limited suhset of the tasks required of soldiers in the field, thus the conclusions
that can be drawn from these experiments are accordingly limited.

Examples of structural models are provided by the many recent experiments that
have been performed which attempted to teach chimpanzees verbal behavior of various
sorts. Initially, these studies appeared to be successful in generating human-like verbal
behavior in chimps, but more careful analysis has showed significant differences between

chipanee'verbal behavior' and human verbal behavior (e.g. Savage-u auh

-:Rumbaugh, Smith, and Lawson, 1980). While it would be highly desirable to have an
animal model of human verbal behavior, it seems unlikely that this will come about in the
near future. in any case, the investment of resources required to train such skills in non-

* human animals would make the use of such a model impractical for any realistic applied
testing program.

*Functional models. An alternative way to proceed is to conceptualize
performance in functional terms. This involves attempting to identify the variables that
are important in producing critical aspects of military performance and the behavioral0
functions that are components of these performances, and investigating these, rather
than concentrating on the structural or topographical aspects of particular military
tasks. Functional models focus on why the animal does what it does. Examples of this
approach would be studies on memory, learning, and performance under different
schedules of reinforcement. Obviously, there are hazards in this approach as wellI. Our
interpretation of what is involved in producing normai human performance in given
situations may be in error. Our implementation of animal experiments designed to
investigate the 'same' variables may also be in error. There will undoubtedly be
parametric problems with motivation and stimulus intensity, as well as other variables.
Despite these problems, the benefits of a functional approach may be great.
Experimental results should be more general, since a variety of different human tasks
presumably involve the same functions. A greater degree of experimental control may
be possible than in studies designed to simulate 'human' situations, and from a practical
point of view, it usually will be possible to use less elaborate equipment, training
procedures, and less expensive animals. I would now like to illustrate the use of a
functional approach in two different experiments, which were done for quite different
reasons.

Marihuana and timing behavior in monkeys

In the early seventies, it became apparent that the U.S. military had a significant
problem with drug abuse, particularly with soldiers serving in Southeast Asia, and our
group at Walter Reed was tasked with doing some research in this area. One question

0' that was asked was, 'Can soldiers who chronically smoke marihuana or hashish continue
to perform their jobs?' At the time, there was a great deal of folklore surrounding
ma rihuana, and even a few controlled laboratory studies with both human and non-human
animals, but no reliable information on the effects of chronic use of this substance. One
approach to answering this question would he to attempt to get permission to chronically
administer marihuana or its active ingredient W-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (W-9 TI4C) to

0 human volunteers, and eva luate the effects of such treatment on a variety of behavioral
functions. You are probably all aware of the difficulties of such a project. Therefore we
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elected to carry out this study with monkeys (Flsmore, 1976), and to focus on timing
behavior since the available literature suggested that mnarihuana produces large changes
in the ability of animal and human subjects to judge the passage of time (Conrad,0
Flsmore, and Sodetz, 1972; Hollister, Richards, and Gillespie, 1968).

Two rhesus monkeys were the subjects in this experiment. They each lived for the
duration of the experiment in a cage with a lever protruding fromn one wall. During
experimental sessions a small pilot light over the lever was illuminated and the animals
could earn food pellets by pressing on the lever. The way in which the pellets could be .9

earned, or schedule of reinforcement, depended on an auditory stimulus which was also
present. When the stimulus was white noise, a fixed interval 2 minute (Fl 2 min) schedule
was in ef fect. Under this condition, the f irst press following 2 min f rom the onsA of the
white noise produced a food pellet and changed the auditory stimulus to a 1500 Hz tone.
When the tone was on, the animal was required to withhold responding for 2 min before a
lever press produced a pellet. Any press prior to 2 minutes since the start of the tone or
since the last response would reset the 2 min timer (DRL 2 mi). These two conditions
alternated throughout tbe experimental session. The important thing to note is that both
the Fl and DIRL schedules of reinforcement required the animal to time a 2 min interval
for efficient performance. The animals were trained for about three months under this
procedure until their performance was quite efficient, and appropriate to the particular
schedule in effect. They were then treated with a 7 mg/kg oral dose of A-9 THC for 400
consecutive days, two hours prior to the experimental session.
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Figure 1. Effects of daily administration of A-9 THC (marihuana) upon food-reinforced
responding under two different schedules of reinforcement.

d Figure 1 shows the major results Of this experiment. Each frame is for a single
animal. When A-9 TiC was administered, shown by the first vertical line, both animals
showed an immediate increase in responding relative to baseline levels. With chronic
administration, however, responding rapidly returned to normal levels for the DR L
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schedule, but not for the F1 schedule. Why did the animals' performance recover only in
, the DRL component? The reason is that increased responding under the DRL schedule

cost the animals pellets, whereas increased responding under the Fl schedule only
decreased the efficiency of their performance and did not affect the delivery of food
pellets. When the drug had a deleterious effect on food intake, the animals adapted their
performance to accommodate the drug effect. When it did not make much difference, no

r adaptation occurred. These results suggest that we must focus on the consequences of a
drug-induced performance decrement to answer the question, 'Can soldiers who
chronically smoke marijuana or hashish continue to perform their jobs.'

Effects of atropine on memory in the mouse

My second example involves a very different animal, the mouse, and a very
different problem. The chemicals used in nerve agents, and the antidotes to these agents
act strongly on the neurotransmitter acetylcholine, which has also been implicated in the
neurochemistry of memory (Drachman, 1977). It is natural, therefore, to look for an
animal model of memory which may be used to investigate the effects of CW antidotes
upon memory, since it is important to know what effects these agents might have upon -
military tasks involving memory. Serious effects must necessarily be taken into account
in the creation of doctrine regarding the use of antidotes.

One relatively cost-effective model of memory in animals is the radial maze
(Olton and Samuelson, 1976). The maze we used (Levy, Kluge, and Elsmore, 1983) had a
hexagonal central platform with six radial arms. The central platform was 15 cm in
diameter, and each arm was 30 cm long with a small plastic food cup at the end. Each
animal was given one trial each day in which three of the arms (always the same three
for each animal) contained food, and three did not. Within 20 such trials, the animals had ,
learned to enter only those arms containing food, and to avoid those which never
contained food. Although the performance of all mice was not perfect, it was
significantly better than chance. The animals were then treated with atropine sulfate in
doses ranging from 1 to 6 mg/kg, one hour prior to their daily sessions. Atropine was
given only once per week.

Table 1

' Atropine Effects I-hr Postinjection'

Time per Reference Working Working
Drug/ choice memory memory memory Repeated
dose (seconds) errors errors incorrect errors
(mg/kg) (TPC) (RM) (WM) (WMI) (RE)

AT/Ib 8.33 1.10 0.33 0.05 0.38
AT/2 14.69 1.50 0.95 0.23 1.18
ATI4 17.15 1.91 1.00 0.64 1.64

O AT/6 19.87 1.18 1.09 0.41 1.50
Saline 7.07 1.71 0.18 0.05 0.23

n 22, mean values are given.
b AT = Atropine sulfate.

Results are shown in Table 1. The first four rows of this table show the average
effects of different atropine doses upon different measures of performance, and the last
row shows the control values for the same measures. The dose-related effect of atropine
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is shown by the effects on time per choice (TPC) in the first column, which increased by
a factor of 2.8 at the highest drug dose. The most interesting effect, however, is seen in

* a comparison of reference memory and working memory errors in the next two columns.
. Reference memory errors, which are entrances to arms of the maze which were never

baited with food, showed no significant increase with drug dose. Working memory errors,
which were operationally defined as reentering arms from which the food had already
heen taken, increased dramatically to more than 6 times control values at the highest
dose. Thus, atropine appears in this situation to affect working memory or short-term
memory, but not to affect reference or long-term memory. Thus, we might assume that 0

under the influence of atropine. soldiers might remember what they are supposed to do in
particular situations, but might have difficulty remembering .whether they have
completed a particular task. This is obviously a rather large leap from mouse to man,
but this study provides some suggestions as to what types of deficits might be profitably
investigated in more expensive experiments with non-human and human primates.

Conclusions

I have tried to demonstrate, by the use of two very different experiments, a
functional approach to extrapolating from behavioral data obtained with non-human
animals to human situations of practical importance. Many assumptions are required to
make this leap, but we must begin somewhere. The simplicity and experimental control
inherent In the functional approach allows us to carefully study particular variables in
relative isolation, and to make conclusions that are valid within their own experimental
contexts. The structural approach, by virtue of its complexity, makes it more difficult
to arrive at conclusions that are valid even within the limited confines of the model, and
easier to make unwarranted inferences regarding the implications of experimental results

. for human behavior.

Animal research is necessary to guide research with humans, and to investigate
variables that cannot be investigated with human subjects. Thoughtful judgements about
our choices of animal models must be made to efficiently and economically use our
scarce research resources. The distinction between structural and functional models can
be a help In this regard. Although as indicated earlier we must think in terms of a
structural -- functional continuum, I believe it is a useful distinction which can serve to
organize our thinking in the planning and execution of research programs with non-human
species. While arguments can be made for both structural and functional approaches to
animal research, we must be aware of the pitfalls of whatever approach we choose to
avoid making conclusions that are not justified by our data.
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>.- Abstract

i This review paper summarizes the experimental findings

of laser induced eye damage experiments. This report
describes experiments in which dependent variables range from
histology and minimum ophthalmoscopically visible damage to
the assessment of functional vision. Laser induced retinal

lesions which are very small do not measurably alter

functional vision although the fovea is permanently damaged.
The assessment of functional vision and quantifiable losses

.. depend upon operant behavioral methods to expose subjective
visual acuity to examination in the laboratory animal.
Quantifiable electrophysiological techniques offer promise for

objective functional vision assessment alternatives.

The first reports of eye damage resulting from an intense light source
were recorded by Galen and described as an "eclipse blindness." Later,
Galileo's eye damage was attributed to his observations of the sun, but only
in modern times, the phenomenon has been described as thermal injury to the

pigment epithelium and choroid resulting from the image of the sun focused 0

on the retina.

Technological advances have resulted in several intense optical devices
such as nuclear fireballs and a family of laser beams which pose serious
threats to functional vision required for mission accomplishment by military

* personnel. Also, space exploration, civilian supersonic transportation,

industrial laser applications, as well as other intense optical sources,

have been developed which introcice the possibility of exposing appreciable

elements of the civilian population to eye damage in the form of retinal
/. burns. "-

In an effort to provide safety criteria for people who must work in .
these hazardous environments, several research workers have attempted to
define a retinal burn threshold in terms of the power density and exposure
time which produces permanent changes in the retina. Many early experiments
of this type were conducted with animals in experimental designs which used
nuclear devices detonated in the atmosphere, and blindness was inferred from

-' the i;agnitude of the retinal lesion. Additional data were obtained with
experiments on animals exposed to white light sources such as the xenon lamp
and various laser devices to simulate operational hazards to vision.
Several investigators felt that the anatomical differences between the eyes

of non-primates and men were significant, and the rhesus monkey was selected
for the further detailed study of retinal burns.
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The macaques have a visual system which is very similar to that of man.
The macaque retina contains both rods and cones, a distinct macula, and an
all cone fovea. This anatomical similarity is supported by the additional
fact that the average subjective visual acuity of the young adult rhesus
monkey is identical to the average of young men (Weinstein and Grether,
1940). Within a few years, the rhesus monkey became a very popular research

subject for studies of eye hazards, in the form of retinal burns, using
several intense optical sources. The dependent variable in the majority of
these experiments concerned the determination of an opthalmoscopically

observable lesion in the fundus, and the majority of investigators concluded 0
their research with histological studies using light/or electron microscopy
which attempted to discern damage to the retina at energy density levels
below those required to produce a lesion which is visible with

opthalmoscopy. Using histological techniques, damage to the retina was
demonstrated at energy densities too low to produce visible retinal burns.
Thus, a substantial amount of data have been obtained to indicate the
potential danger of permanent eye damage caused by exposure to intense
optical sources.

The generally accepted safe exposure limit for human experimentation
with intense optical systems is less than 10% of the energy which is -

required to produce a minimum opthalmoscopically observable lesion in an
experimental animal such as a rabbit or a monkey. These data are obtained
by measuring the total energy entering the eye, calculating the image
diameter on the retina, and the exposure time necessary to produce a barely
opthalmoscopically visible lesion on the retina. Usually, such a lesion is
minimal and a lapse of time is necessary after exposure before it becomes
observable. Many investigators look for the presence of a lesion five .
minutes after exposure as a practical time limit, while others prefer to es-
tablish thresholds on the basis of a 24 hour postexposure determination.

Jones and McCartney (1966), published photographs showing some

photoreceptor degeneration following laser exp-osure at energy densities
below the levels required to produce an opthalmoscopically observable
lesion. These findings established the need for experiments of the

assessment of functional vision.

Primates were again selected as the subject most suitable for
functional vision assessment. Yarckzower and Wolbarsht (1966), trained a

stumptailed macaque to accurately discriminate between two visual targets -S
which subtended 1.4 minutes of arc (20/28 Snellen), then completely
destroyed the macula of the anesthetized subject and two days later retested

the ability of the subject to discriminate between visual targets subtending
small visual angles. Following foveal destruction, the smallest target which
the subject could discriminate subtended 10.0 minutes of arc (20/200
Snellen). This experiment was the first to demonstrate the discrimination 0
technique with nonhuman primates for the assessment of changes in functional

vision following thermal injury to the retina.
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A comprehensive research program was initiated to study the functional

vision changes to be expected from a variety of intense optical sources,

including xenon lamp flashes, ruby and neodymium laser pulses, and at energy

densities above and below opthalmoscopically observable damage, and in time
courses ranging from immediate assessment to one year postexposure studies
in our laboratory. Functional vision changes were studied following brain
x-irradiation (Graham, Farrer and Carsten, 1969), and acceleration stress
(Leverette and Farrer, 1970). The first research goal of this program
concerned the determination of subjective visual acuity in rhesus monkeys.
The variables to be considered were: lesion size, duration of visual
impairment and viewing distance (3 feet vs. 20 feet), as well as
discrimination stimuli and tasks.

The methods employed for the determination of subjective visual acuity
are described by Farrer and Graham (1967), and the details of the apparatus
are described by Graham, Farrer, Crook, and Garcia (1970).

The lesion size studies produced remarkable findings given the earlier
Yzarczower and Wolbarsht data point. We found that acuity did not change
from baseline levels with small (e.g., 50 microns to 100 microns in
diameter) lesions placed directly in the center of the fovea. Indeed, much
larger lesions (e.g., 300 microns in diameter) in the fovea which degraded
vision to approximately 20/100 Snellen was observed to recover to better
than 20/20 Snellen within 90 to 120 days postexposure. This recovery of
functional vision was not accompanied by total retinal repair. The foveal

lesion was still opthalmoscopically observable, but the functional vision
had improved. Thus, it was evident that visual capability could not be
accurately predicted from ophthalmic observations alone.

The difficult question of immediate versus delayed effects remained.
Using anesthetized subjects allowed very precisely located lesion placement
and lesion size studies, but such preparations did not answer the questions
about functional vision at the moment of exposure. These studies required 91

more restraint (fixed eye position) monocular viewing tubes and Purkinji
image reflections to accurately stimulate the fovea with small laser pulses -1
while the subject performed the operant discrimination tasks (Farrer, 1973),

and the results reflected surprisingly good vision remained after high
intensity monochromatic flashes. The first exposure caused a startle
reaction which impaired performance, and additional training was required to
adapt the subjects to continue to perform the visual acuity task following
laser exposures at intensities above the OSHA arid AFOSH safety standards,
but below lesion intensities. No permanent visual impairment (visual
acuity) has been observed from any one of the subjects unless the foveal
lesion was ophthalmoscopically observable lesion was larger than 300
microns. This finding is not to imply that laser radiation is safe at
energy densities above the American National Standards Institute safety
threshold standards. Indeed, Zwick (1978), reported color vision impairment
following very low light levels from a continuous wave Argon laser with two
subjects. Similar findings were first reported by Harwerth and Sperling
(1971). These minimal damage levels clearly support the safety standards as

* currently enforced, but exposures which exceed these sure-safe levels should
not be considered as causing immediate and permanent blindness.
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A series of studies was conducted by Callin and his coworkers to

examine visual compensatory tracking performance as a function of intense

light sources. In their first study, Callin, Devine and Garcia, 1981a, they
demonstrated that the duration of flashblindness (e.g., recovery of useful
vision following an induced after image) was not significantly different in

- . human and rhesus monkeys. Given these white light data obtained at low and

safe levels of illumination, the next study (Callin, Devine and Garcia,
1981b) involved exposing the animal subjects to higher energy density laser

' sources. Flashblindness was not produced without producing lesions. This

finding was explained in the third study (Callin, Devine, and Garcia, 1981c)
as a function of illumination spot size. The collimated laser source was

focused on the retina within the accuracy as permitted by the optics of the

subjects eye (refractive error), and as in the retinal burn data reported

S.] earlier, the redundancy of the fundus is sufficient to resolve the
relatively large targets (greater than one minute of arc). Thus, these

studies yielded data which indicate that damage to the fundus occurs at

energy densities lower than the laser energy required to impair useful and
normal vision.

The new frontiers of visual science such as contrast sensitivity and
photo evoked potentials offer laboratory alternatives to operant methods for

the assessment of visual decrements. Previc (1983), has shown
electrophysiological changes as a function of laser flashes which correlate
well with after images. 'hese methods used together can enhance our ability
to assess functional vision capability in hazardous laser environments.
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THE ASSESSMENT OF NONIONIZING RADIATION HAZARDS

John de Lorge
Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory

oI Abstract

Naval personnel frequently occupy environments susceptibleD to microwave energy from weapons systems and communication devices.
Several scientific reports have indicated that behavior can be

4modified by relatively low levels of microwave energy, but the
S detrimental or beneficial nature of these behavioral effects are

not immediately apparent. A series of experiments employing a
behavior whose affective nature could be assessed and which was
analogous to human behavior was conducted with several species
of animals. Rats, squirrel monkeys, and rhesus monkeys trained on
operant tasks were exposed to microwave radiation and produced data
suggestive of a possible extrapolation to man in similar situations.
The results show that behavioral changes are related to increases
in colonic temperature. In monkeys the average increase in colonic
temperature associated with changes in response rate was 1 0C. Response
rate did not change in the absence of concomitant temperature increases.

Introduction

Background

A major problem in evaluating the effects of any physical agent that may
be potentially hazardous to man is that man himself is not likely to be the
experimental subject. Selecting the most approp-rate organism for testing
that agent and applying the results to man then becomes an often controversial
task. The traditional subject for testing the effects of nonionizing radiation,
particularly radio frequency (RF) radiation, is the rat. However, generaliza-

/ . tions drawn from rats and applied to man are especially prone to error when
dealing with RF radiation. The effects of RF radiation are so dependent on
the geometry and body mass of an animal that it may be impossible to position
man in the same orientation to radiating sources as one does a rat. Hence,

* ~. animals more similar to man are needed. One such animal is the squirrel
monkey, Saimiri sciureus; another is the rhesus monkey, Macaca mulatta.
These animals along with the rat provide animals of three distinctly different
body masses that relate to one another on an almost logarithmic scale thereby
providing one dimension for extrapolation to man.

Another problem in evaluating biological effects is choice of the77
dependent variable. Psychologists are continuously tasked with generalizing
from behavior in animals to behavior in man. One solution is to train
animals to perform a task in the same manner as required of humans. A
general class of behaviors that encompass such performance is designated as
opernt.The present series of experiments (de Lorge, 1976; 1979; in press;
de Lrgeand Ezell, 1980) utilized operant behavioral changes as the dependent

vaial against which the effects of RE radiation were measured.~ In most



cases an observing response task was chosen because of its similarity to
vigilance behavior in man (Holland, 1957). In other instances the results
from animals performing different operant tasks (Sanza and de Lorge, 1977;

Nelson, 1978, Knepton and de Lorge, 1983) will be reported.

So that the interaction of body mass and frequency of RF radiation could
be examined, uniquely different frequencies were utilized in these experiments.
The frequencies of 225 MHz, 1.3 GHz, 2.45 GHz, and 5.7 GHz were also chosen
because of availability and because they represented frequencies in use by
the Navy. The rhesus monkey of the size used in these studies has a resonant
RF frequency of about 225 MHz; the other three frequencies were not only
above the resonant frequencies of the rhesus but also of the rat and squirrel
monkey.

The general approach of these studies was to train animals on operant
tasks until stable response rates were obtained, and then expose the animals
to RF radiation during their work sessions. This approach demonstrated that
in all of the animals an operant response was well maintained during hour-
long sessions until an animal's colonic temperature reached or surpassed a 1 °C
increase above its baseline.

Method

Subjects

Rats obtained from the Charles River colonies, squirrel monkeys, Saimiri
sciureus, obtained from Columbia, South America, and rhesus monkeys, Macaca
mulatta, bred in our own colony were subjects. Body masses of the rats were
300-400 g, the squirrel monkeys averaged 700 g, and the rhesus monkeys ranged
between 4.3 and 5.7 kg. The animals were food deprived and trained at
approximately 85% of their free-feeding body mass. Body mass during sham and
exposure sessions was typically somewhat higher; for example, the rhesus A
monkeys were maintained at 92% of their free-feeding body mass during their
experimental sessions. The animals normally obtained their daily food during
their sessions and were supplemented in their home cage. Water was continuously
available in the home cages.

Apparatus fr

Four anechoic chambers differing only in basic dimensions were used for
radiation exposure. The chambers were lined with pyramidal absorber, cooled
with air conditioners and ventilation fans, and each was equipped with a
television camera. Devices for presenting auditory and-itual stimuli, food
reinforcement, chamber illumination, and monitoring temperature and humidity
were also located in the chambers.

RF radiation was generated by various military and commercial radar sets
at .225, 1.28, 2.45 and 5.62 GHz. The .225 and 2.45 GHz sources were contin-
ous wave whereas the 1.28 and 5.62 GHz sources were pulsed at different
repetition rates. Both custom-made and standard gain horns were used. In
the monkey experiments the front surface of the upright seated animal was
usually irradiated, but dorsal irradiation was used with one squirrel monkey
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study and a rat experiment. The rats were irradiated on their right side in
other studies. Colonic temperatures were obtained from the monkeys during

- their experimental sessions.

Procedures

Animals were initially trained in Plexiglas devices and then transferred
to Styrofoam boxes in the case of the rats (Sanza and de Lorge, 1977) and
chairs in the cases of the monkeys (Reno and de Lorge, 1977).

The typical operant task required an animal to respond on one of two
different levers to produce stimuli or food pellets. Stimuli were randomly
presented depending upon lever response rate and when the stimulus corresponding
to availability of food appeared a response on the second lever produced
food. The schedule of reinforcement, number of manipulanda, stimulus modality
and quantity varied in different experiments. Food was the only reinforcer
used and water was unavailable during the experimental sessions which lasted
from 40 minutes to 2 hours. The rate of responding on the lever producing
the food signal was the prime measure of performance.

In all of these experiments session-to-session response rate stability
was established prior to exposure to RF radiation. Each exposure session was
preceded and followed by sham exposure sessions in which conditions were
identical to exposure sessions except that the magnetron was not energized.

Results

Repeated exposures of the various animals to increasing power densities
of radiation revealed levels where the animals' response rates were unaffected
by the radiation, intermediate levels where response rates were marginally
perturbed, and levels where responding eventually stopped. It was therefore
possible to establish average power densities in each animal where disruption
of behavior occurred. The medians of these various power densities were then
used to calculate thresholds of disruption for the various animals and different
experiments.

In addition, for the monkeys, colonic temperatures were simultaneously
obtained that revealed the average temperatures of the animals corresponding
to the power densities that produced response rate disruption. Temperatures
were also obtained in some rat experiments but not simultaneously with the
experimental sessions.

The thresholds for disruption of operant responding in rhesus monkeys in
terms of power densities at frequencies of 225 MHz, 1.3 GHz, 2.45 GHz and 5.8
GHz were respectively 8.1, 57, 67 and 140 mW/cm2. Similarly, the thresholds
for the squirrel monkey at 2.45 and 5.62 GHz were 45 and 40 mW/cm2, and for
the rat at 1.28, 2.45 and 5.62 GHz were 10, 28, and 21 mW/cm2 . With few
exceptions these power densities were all associated with an increase in
colonic temperature of 1 *C or greater in the corresponding animals.
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Discussion and Conclusions

Disruption of operant behavior by RF radiation is directly associated
with increases in body temperature. Local increases in temperature may be
the primary determinant of such disruption but we are unable to assess this
aspect at the present time.

The various threshold power densities obtained in this series of studies
provides sufficient data to generate a family of curves based on different S
characteristics of these animals and the frequency of the nonionizing radiation.
Some of these curves illustrate linear and nonlinear relationships between
nonionizing radiation and body mass, body surface area or diameter of the
cranial cavity. All of these curves provide some basis, albeit tenuous, for

*.'- predicting similar effects on humans of RF radiation.
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kireotsmaiethAbstract *1

15; report summarizes the findings of a review of studies of the effects of
ionizin radiation on the task performances of primates. This review indicates that
muscular and cognitive performance are more sensitive to radiation effects than are

sensory-perceptual or psychomotor performances. Within performance domains greater

performance decrements were found to occur with higher exposure levels. A need is

indicated for future research to expand the range of exposure levels and the

performance tasks employed.

-' Introduction

The modern world's increasing civilian and military usage of atomic energy and

the concomitant increases in the possibility of human exposure to ionizing radiation,
make it critically important that the behavioral effects, of nuclear radiation be

understood. In this regard, it appears that the relationships between radiation
.1 .' dosage and the nature and extent of the resulting physiological symptomatology are

now fairly well understood. Recent reviews of the literature have provided a

relatively clear picture of the symptomalogical sequelae that might be experienced by
humans exposed to various levels of radiation (see Anno, Brode, & Washton-Brown,
1982; Baum, Anno, Young, & Withers, in preparation).

Very little is known, however, about the effects of radiation on human
"i . performance (cf. Morgan & Cruser, 1982). The available data suggest that exposures

below 200 rad or 300 roentgens do not significantly impair the performances of
patients who receive radiation therapy. However, this "suggestion" must be viewed
with extreme caution because of the small number of studies on which it is based, and

because of the fact that the experiments in question employed a very limited number
of subjects, very low levels of irradiation, performance measures that have limited
practical relevance, and subjects (radiation therapy patients) whose medical status

P... was less than optimal. Thus, the relationships in humans between radiation exposure

and the resulting cognitive and motor performance decrements remain largely
speculative. This relative dearth of information is most significant for military

planners because it fails to provide a basis for estimating the effects of
battlefield irradiation on the combat effectiveness of military personnel. In order
to circumvent this lack of knowledge, other sources of data must be sought as a basis

for concepts and doctrine concerning nuclear warfare. One such source of data is the

literature on the performance effects of radiation in animals. In spite of the
importance of the animal data and the existance of a relatively long body of

literature, relatively little attention has been devoted to summarizing the existing
data as a basis for establishing the linkages between radiation and performance in

humans. This paper reports the results of an effort to collect, categorize, andI: summarize the available primate data and to integrate the findings with knowledge of

human performance research. Specifically, it summarizes the findings of a review and
analysis of studies of the effects of ionizing radiation on the task performance of 4
primates (see Morgan, Freeman, Winne, Moe, & Philput, 1984). 7,-
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Method

A comprehensive review of the psychological, medical and radiobiological
literature was conducted by executing both computer and hand searches of issues of
Psychological Abstracts, Index Medicus, and available government documents between
the years 1960 and 1983, inclusive. In addition, the NTIC, PSYCHINFO, MEDLINE, AND

""-" DTIC data bases were subjected to thorough computer searches. Liaison with the

Radiation Branch of the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine (SAM), the Experimental

Psychology Division of the Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute (AFRRI), and
the Lovelace Foundation also provided important insight and valuable support for this
review.

Approximately 250 citations and accompanying abstracts were reviewed for
application to the specific areas of interest. Those considered germane were

:-' *summarized and coded using a unique alpha-numeric descriptor that permitted

S. catagorization along the following dimensions: type of subject; type of radiation
exposure; total exposure; source (i.e. Cobalt-60, X-ray, etc.); type of task

performed; training; length of data collection; symptomatology; and effects.

Measures

In order to document the effects of-radiation in a way that would be relatable
to human responsivity, three measures of individual responsivity to radiation were

determined from the data; these were the number (or percentage of the sample) which
displayed early transient incapacitation (ETI), permanent and complete incapacitation
(PCI), or no effect (NE). In addition, two average or group performance measures
were calcuated; these were the amounts of early performance decrement (EPD) and
recovery performance decrement (RPD).

Early transient incapacitation (ETI) was determined by examining individual
plots of performance. In this report ETI is defined as a temporary, precipitous drop
in performance within the first two hours after exposure. Researchers have usually

defined ETI in more operational terms (e.g., incapacitation for a 5- to 10-minute
period within the first half hour following radiation exposure). However, for the

purposes of identifying the percentage of individuals that would not be able to p
perform immediately following exposure, the broader definition used here seems more
appropriate. Generally, when ETI was exhibited, it occurred very soon (less than 1/2
hour) after exposure and only lasted for a few minutes. The performance of some

animals, however, never recovered; these animals often died after a short time. A
measure of Permanent and Complete Incapacitation (PCI) was used to characterize these
subjects. Finally, there were some subjects that did not display any behavioral
effects of radiation in the first two hours. These subjects were classified as
exhibiting No Effect (NE). A percentage of the subjects falling into each of these
three performance states was computed for each sample.

Early Performance Decrement (EPD) was defined as the mean level of performance
*O" during the initial 2-hour period following exposure (including periods of ETI). Data

from tables and figures were used to calculate scores for each subject. These
individual performance scores were then converted to mean percentage of baseline by
dividing by the baseline performance level. EPD was then calculated by averaging

across the individual subjects. When baseline measures were not reported, baseline
performance was assumed to be 100%.
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Recovery Performance Decrement (RPD) was defined as the mean level of
performance following the period of EPD, from 2 hours post exposure until the end of

each study. It was assumed that for subjects who were not totally incapacitated,
* performance following the first 2 hours post exposure would return to a level that

reflected the longer-term impact of a radiation environment. To calculate RPD,
tables or figures were used to identify the animals who were not totally
incapacitated. Mean percentage of baseline performance was calculated using the same
procedures discussed for the EPD measure. RPD was then computed by averaging across

subjects.

Findings

Perhaps the clearest finding of this review is the fact that the performance
* effects of radiation in primates are not very straightforward. The results of a

given study are determined by a variety of variables which seem to be manipulated
:differently in nearly every study. These variables include manipulation of
independent variables along dimensions associated not only with the total exposure
dosage but also with the source of the radiation, the gamma-to-neutron ratio of the
source, the fractionation of dosage or use of multiple exposures, the dose rate of -

exposure, the part of the animals' bodies exposed to the radiation, and the dosimetry
or measurement of the actual exposure. The interpretation of results is also

* complicated by variations in dependent variables along dimensions related to the type
of task employed or type of performance measured, the amount of training provided the

*subject on the level of baseline established, and the specific criterion used to
measure performance. Although all these factors must be considered in evaluating the
results of previous studies, this report focuses on differences across different
types of task performances by combining across (or ignoring) most of the other
variables. Specifically, performance effects are summarized for four classes of
performances; namely sensory-perceptual, cognitive, psychomotor, and muscular .

performances. These broad performance categories were chosen because they are often

Aused in the classification of human performances (cf. Morgan & Cruser, 1982).

Sensory-Perceptual Performance

Nearly two-thirds of all studies of the radiation-stressed performances of
monkeys involved the use of visual or auditory discrimination tasks. A perusal of
these studies indicates that relatively little attention has been given to the

effects of doses of less than 20 Grays (Gy 2000 rads). Nevertheless, results
indicate that exposures of less than 20 Gy will produce relatively minor effects on
simple discrimination performances; somewhat larger decrements were observed in
time-critical performances, and these effects continued for several days post
exposure. In the range of 20 to 50 Gy, sensory-perceptual performance effects are
quite severe. Early performance decrements (EPD) range between 95 and 35% of
pre-exposure levels, with an average of about 80% of baseline. Early transient
incapacitation (ETI) is reported to occur in between 0 and 100% of the sample, with
about 50% of the animals showing ETI in most studies. At the lower end of this

R4 range, there is some evidence of substantial recovery of performance. Above 50 Gy,
all monkeys showed some effect, with ETI occurring in most. The levels of EPD ranged

* between about 88 and 32% of baseline, and in surviving animals, performance (RPD)
recovered to about 75% of baseline. Thus, in sensory-perceputal performances there
is a clear dose-response effect; however, the size of this effect seems to stabilize
somewhat above 5OGy of radiation exposure.
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Cognitive Performance

Very few studies have investigated the effects of radiation on what might be
classified as cognitive performance in monkeys. Furthermore, all the studies in this
area employed a match-to-sample or a delayed picture memory task with exposures of 0

only 10 or 20 Gy. Thus, it is impossible to draw any conclusions concerning the
dose-response effects of radiation on cognitive performance; a within-study
comparison of 10 and 20 Gy showed essentially no difference in the performance
effects of these two dosages. The major observation from these studies is that
cognitive performance seems to be highly sensitive to radiation effects. Results
from one study indicate EPD to be about 20% of pre-exposure baselines (with 25 to 37% 0
ETI) followed by complete recovery of performance. Relative to other types of
performance, these decrements are quite large. This suggests that cognitive tasks
might be the most sensitive indicators of radiation effects. However, this
suggestion must be viewed with caution and verified by additional research with a
variety of cognitive tasks and exposure levels.

Psychomotor Performance

The assessment of complex psychomotor performance in monkeys has been
accomplished almost exclusively with the Primate Equilibrium Platform (PEP).
Radiation levels in the reported studies range from 3 to 27 Gy. In general, studies
examining the effect of 15 Gy or less have reported only minimal levels of ETI, PCI,
or EPD, with an apparently rapid recovery of performance to baseline levels. Early
performance decrements in these studies were about 95% of baseline. Thus, it appears
that, relative to cognitive performance, psychomotor performance is relatively
insensitive to radiation effects, but about equal in sensitivity to
sensory-perceptual performances at doses less than 15 Gy.

At doses of 25 and 27 Gy, more pronounced decrements in psychomotor performance
are observed, with EPD reaching 48% of baseline in one study using 27 Gy. Thus, it
appears that psychomotor performance is sensitive to radiation effects, but that
relatively larger doses are required to produce reliable decrements.

Muscular Performance •

Only the cognitive domain has been studied less than performances involving
gross motor, muscular, or physical activities. The few studies in this area have
employed the physical activity wheel or other tasks involving whole-body locmotion
(e.g., maze traversing). All these studies have employed relatively high dos )f-
radiation, with exposure levels ranging between 20 and 46 Gy. Taken together
compared with studies from other performance domains with similar exposure leveis,
these studies indicate that the performance of tasks involving muscular activity is
more severely degraded than for sensory-perceptual or psychomotor tasks but not for

cognitive tasks. Furthermore, muscular performances tends to be rather severely
degraded by increases in radiation exposure levels there tends to be relatively

.- little recovery of performance. For two studies involving 20 Gy exposure, the EPD

averaged 55% of baseline, whereas in studies involving 40 and 46 Gv, the EPDs were
45 and 36%, and RPDs were 89 and 58%, respectively.

Summary and Conclusions

The results of this review indicate that very few studies have been conducted in
the domain of cognitive performance--so few, in fact, that findings in this area must

* be viewed with extreme caution until confirmed by additional studies. Furthermore,
it was found that at least two-thirds of all studies have been in the area of
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sensory-perceptual performance. While additional research in this area may be

warrented, it is clear that future research should focus on other performance

domains, particularly the domains of cognitive and muscular performances.

This review also indicates that there has been little attempt to replicate

"'"- findings with all conditions held constant. This makes it difficult to estimate the
*~i reliability of findings. Furthermore, there seems to have been no effort to

determine the effects of a given exposure condition on a variety of task
performances. Such research is clearly needed in order to enhance knowledge

concerning the relative sensitivity of different task performances. It should also
be noted that the available research is based on a very small sample of different

* - performance tasks. In most cases, all research within a given performance domain has

involved only one or two different tasks. While this narrow selection of tasks has
great practical justification, it does limit the generalizability of findings.

Questions concerning the generalizability of results are also raised by the finding
_.-i that very large individual differences in radiation effects have been reported in

nearly every study.

It was also found that except in the domain of sensory-perceptual performance,
studies have covered a rather narrow range of radiation exposure levels. A majority

of studies fall in the range of 10 to 30 Gy and few studies have involved radiation
levels of less than 10 or more than 50 Gy. Thus, it is impo-tant that future
research expand the range of exposure conditions used to test all except

sensory-perceptual performances. Because the area of greatest concern with respect
to the performance effects of radiation in humans is in the intermediate dose range,
future animal studies should investigate more fully the effects of 3 to 10 Gy

exposures.

Finally, it should be noted that within the limits of the available data,

different classes of animal performance seem to be differentially sensitive to
- "-. radiation effects. Specifically, sensory-perceptual and psychomotor performances

seem to be least sensitive, whereas muscular and cognitive performances seem to be

most affected by radiation. Furthermore, within a given performance domain there are
apparently increasing effects of radiation as exposure levels are increased; however,
this is hard to support in some cases (particularly in the cognitive domain) because

of the restriction in range of conditions examined. Presumably, similar patterns of
differential task sensitivity, dose-response effects, and broad individual
differences in response should be expected in estimating the effect of radiation on

human performances. -e
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Effects of Stress on Individual Productivity, Absenteeism, and Wellness
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.0 Abstract

(NI The effects of job and life stress on productivity,

absenteeism, and general wellness (number of cold and flu
events per year) were investigated within a path analytic

0 framework. Subjects were 207 individuals participating in

0"" a health promotion program in two DOD organizations in the

Denver metropolitan area. The data indicated significant

path relationships between life and job stress through job

satisfaction and commitment to the factors of absenteeism
and productivity. In addition, a series of stress related
factors were significantly related to increased incidents

of cold and flu episodes had per year.

Introduction

Health promotion and wellness programs are on the increase within

organizations as individuals beLome more health conscious. Increased
medical costs and absenteeism due to illness have encouraged organiza-

tions to actively seek ways to reduce these costs. Nationally, the cost

associated with stress alone has been estimated to be approximately
$75-90 billion annually (Ivancevich & Matteson, 1980). The U.S.

Clearinghouse for Mental Health Information has estimated that U.S.
industry has suffered a $17 billion annual decrease in productivity in

the last few years due to stress related disorders (Yates, 1979). Stress

% has also been implicated as a factor which leads to job dissatisfaction,

absenteeism and voluntary turnover (Ivancevich, Matteson & Preston,
1982) and to poor mental health (House, McMichael, Wells, Kaplan &

Landerman, 1979; Kasl, 1973).

The present study focuses on the effect of life and job stress on
productivity (merit performance appraisals) and absenteeism (sick leave
rates). The major hypothesized model is provided in Figure 1. The

model hypothesizes that life stress leads to job stress and job stress

effects absenteeism both directly and indirectly through job satisfac-

tion and organizational commitment. Also, job stress effects performance

0 through its influence on job satisfaction and organizational commitment.
In addition, it was hypothesized that the stress related factors of

emotional exhaustion, job stress, anxiety, and anger/irritation were
related to general wellbeing as reflected in the number of cold and flu

episodes had over the last year. The number of cold and flu episodes
provides a partial indication of the immune systems' effectiveness; the

more episodes the lower the effectiveness. Research data has indicated

that stress tends to increase the adrenal functions and decrease the
immune systems' effectiveness in warding off diseases.
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Method

Subjects

Subjects were 207 military and civilian employees from two DOD or-
ganizations located in the Denver metropolitan area who were participating
in the OCHAMPUS Health Promotion Program. Approximately 33% were male
and 67% were female. The individuals ranged in age from 20 to 70 with a

mean age of approximately 43. Participation was on a voluntary basis
and anonymity was ensured by using an individual identifier number,

known only to the individual participant, for data collection.

Instrument

The Health Assessment Package was the principal survey used for
data collection. The instrument consisted of approximately 308 attitu-

dinal, behavioral, and background information items. They measured
factors associated with the job environment, the extraorganizational
(non-job) environment, individual characteristics, stress, job satisfac- O

tion, organizational commitment and health related factors. In addition,
individual sick leave days taken over the past 6 months, and last merit

performance appraisal scores were obtained for program participants.

Analysis

First, Path Analysis was performed to test the series of hypotheses
depicted in Figure 1. Then correlational analysis was performed to test

if the stress related factors of emotional exhaustion, job stress,
anxiety, and anger/irritation were related to the number of cold and flu

episodes had per year.

Results

Path Analysis

The first stage of this analysis invoived regressing in a sequential

process each factor in the model against all preceding factors. The beta
weights obtained served as path coefficients and indicated the relative
strength of the factors in the model.

For each regression analysis all factors not statistically signifi-

cant (p < .05) were dropped out and then each regression analysis was
re-run containing only the independent factors found to be significant
(p < .05). This resulted in the revised path model depicted in Figure 2.

Correlational Analysis

The results of correlating the hypothesized stress related factors
with the general wellness factor of number of cold and flu episodes had

per year is provided in Table 1.

Discussion

Although many studies have focused on various effects of stress,
few have used a multivariate approach. From researching the literature
it appears that none have attempted to establish causality through the

use of path analysis. It seems reasonable that the effects of stress on
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absenteeism, and performance could have indirect effects by influencing
one's job satisfaction and organizational commitment. This study inves-
tigated a series of hypotheses (depicted in Figure 1) which attempted to
establish the path leading from life and job stress to absenteeism and
performance.

A review of Figure 2 reveals that all of the hypotheses were sup-
ported except for one. The one not supported was that there was no
direct relationship between job stress and organizational commitment
(indicated by absence of a line in Figure 1). Each of the path coeffi-
cients listed in Figure 2 were significant at the .02 level or beyond.
The data indicate that life stress in part directly increases one's
stress on the job. One's job stress in turn directly influences one's
job satisfact'ion and absenteeism rate. The higher the stress the more
dissatisfied one is with their job and the more they tend to be absent

from work. One's organizational commitment is directly influenced by
job satisfaction and job stress. Therefore, job stress effects commit-
ment directly (beta = -.20) and indirectly through its effect on job
satisfaction. Performance, on the other hand, is only effected by
stress indirectly through changes in commitment and job satisfaction.

Therefore, both absenteeism and performance is effected by stress indi-
rectly through changes in job satisfaction and organizational commitment,
while absenteeism is in addition directly effected by job stress.

The data in Table I indicate that the job stress related factors of
emotional exhaustion, job stress, anxiety, and anger/irritation, were
all significantly (p < .01) related to number of cold and flu episodes
had per year. That is, the higher each stress related factor the higher
the incident of reported cold and flu events.

Taken together the data indicate that stress experienced on the job
is in part influenced by one's life stress. In turn, job stress effects

performance on the job, absenteeism rates, and one's general health as
. reflected in the increased occurence of flu and cold episodes for those

experiencing stress.

Based on these results it appears that wellness and health promotion
programs, which help individuals cope with stress and help identify job
stress factors and reduce their adverse effects, should improve the well-
being of employees while increasing organizational productivity.
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Figure 1. Hypothesized Path Model
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Figure 2. Revised Path Model
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Emotional Job Anger/
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STRESS AND MILITARY WOMEN: THE RELATIONSHIP OF JOB AND
N ,LIFE EXPERIENCES TO MENSTRUAL DISTRESS
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' ' ATraditional approaches to menstrual cycle research have concentrated on .

CL a disease-model framework. Emphasis has been on identifying the menstrual
- ..' | cycle as the independent variable that causes the events under investigation,

or explains their variance. Parlee (1981) described this fundamental

assumption as a deeply ingrained tenet of the medical-psychiatric approach. !

The context in which menstrual cycle variables, such as mood changes, occur
is largely ignored, and their classification as normal or abnormal

occurrences has appeared to be predetermined. Koeske (1981) emphasized that
the behavior and moods of women are not ultimately and exclusively

0explainable as biological variable fluctuations, and that social and

cognitive variables also need to be measured precisely
There is a need for research detailing the contex' in which the

menstrual cycle variables occur to provide the bases for a conceptual
framework outlining areas of bio-social interaction. In accordance with this
context-dependence framework, Sommer (1981) suggested as the selected sample
for study, a high-risk group of women who might be more inclined towards
experiencing menstrual distress because of their particular life history,
life circumstance, or current situation.

The individual and circumstantial variables which influence the
S. . menstrual cycle are: (a) amount of situational stress, (b) age, (c) use of

oral contraceptives and intrauterine devices (IUDs), (d) physical activity,
(e) body composition, (f) subjective stress experience, and (g) femininity
(e.g., Dan, Graham, & Beecher, 1980).

Two occupational groups were selected for the present study to represent
traditional and nontraditional work environments that vary in degree of
situational stress. It was predicted that women would report experiencing
more menstrual distress if they: (a) worked in a nontraditional occupation;
(b) experienced a high degree of occupational stress (defined by scores on
the Job Related Strain Index, a greater proportion of men within their duty
section, less job experience, or conflict between feminine values and job

choice); (c) reported a high degree of life stress; and (d) reported a
history of menstrual distress.

r6 Method

Subjects
Subjects were 36 male and 25 female soldiers; 34 were military police

(.P) and 27 were administrative specialists (ACKIN). Appropriate measures
were taken to control for the following factors: (a) contraceptive use, (b)
age range, and (c) percent body fat.
Materials

The General Background Questionnaire (GBQ) was devised for the present .
study and requested general background and job-related information.

The Life Experiences Survey (LES) was selected as a measurement of the
stress of life changes. It is a 57 -item self-report measure which allows
subjects to rate separately the desirability and impact of events they have
experienced during the past year (Sarason, Johnson, & Siegel, 1978).

r 0 * The Inventory of Feminine Values (IFV) was used to measure attitudes
toward the feminine role (Steinmann & Fox, 1979), and the Job Related Strain
Index (JRS) was used as a measurement of job stress (Drew, 1982).

The occurrence of menstrual distress symptoms was measured by responses
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on the Body Awareness Questionnaire (BAQ), modelled after the form used in
the Wilcoxon, Schrader, and Sherif (1976) study. To avoid eliciting
stereotypical responses, the specific intent of the study was not known to
subjects and the BAQ instructions describe these items as experiences which
men and women sometimes have. It allows subjects to describe the symptoms as
they are experiencing them on the day the questionnaire is being answered,

. and is reported to have a high internal consistency and test-retest
reliability (e.g., Koeske, 1981).

The Daily Events Rating Scale (DERS) is a short form attached to the
BAQ. The form was devised for the present study to allow subjects in each
occupation to assign a subjective stress rating to the events which occurred

'. ,. that day.
* .? Procedure

The men and women attended orientation meetings in mixed groups of five,
-' and direct reference to menstruation was avoided by referring to the study in

the context of general health issues. Subjects who agreed to participate for
" " 35 consecutive days signed the consent forms, and completed the four initial

questionnaires: the GBQ, the LES, the JRS, and the IFV. They were then
given an envelope containing the daily questionnaires (the BAQ and the DERS).
Subjects were instructed to complete the daily questionnaires at the end of
their work day and return the sealed envelope to a central (and convenient)
location before leaving for work the following morning. They obtained the

-* * next envelope at the same location upon their return from duty each day.
Individual End-of-Study Interiviews included specific questions which

requested the subjects' comments about the study, their perception of the
-'.' validity of their test scores, and other job-related questions. In addition

to the standard questions, women were asked about the regularity of their "
cycles before entrance into military service, specifically any history of
menstrual distress.

Results
Analysis

The predictor variables included in the multiple regression analysis
were: (a) job stress (measured by the JRS), (b) feminine values (IFV), (c)
life stress (LES, negative score), (d) subjective stress (Overall DERS
score), (e) job, (f) job experience, and (g) history of menstrual distress.
The outcome variable was the menstrual distress score, which was derived from
the mean score of the daily BAQ's. All significance levels for F ratios were
set at p<.05.

Traditional vs. nontraditional occupations. Women working in the
nontraditional occupation of Military Police (MP) reported significantly more
menstrual distress than women working in the traditional administrative
positions (AEMIN).

Correlation matrix. A significant relationship was found between life
stress scores and menstrual distress scores (r=-.5619). Those who
experienced more negative life stess, also reported more menstrual distress.

There was a significant correlation between job and reports of menstrual
distress (r--.4295). Women in the nontraditional job (MP's) were more likely
to report distress than those who worked in the traditional occupation.

# -", Level of job experience and reports of menstrual distress were also
significantly correlated (r--.4762). Women who were in the lower job
experience level (7 months or less) reported more menstrual distress than
those with more job experience (8 months or more).

Job stress and job experience level were correlated in a similar manner
(r--.4384). Women in the lower experience level reported more job stress
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than women who had worked in their jobs for longer periods of time.
Type of job and level of experience were also correlated (r=.5192).

Thus, when dividing the women according to job and experience level, the MP's
working at low levels of experience outnumbered the Admin women. The reverse
was true for the higher experience level. .

Regression analyses. In order to select the minimum number of variables
necessary to account for the maximum amount of variance in the total set, a
forward regression solution was used. Life stress (accounting for 32% of the
variance), job experience, subjective stress, job, feminine values, and job -

stress were the six predictors that accounted for a significant amount of the-
variance on menstrual distress. A multiple regression analysis was then
performed on these dominant predictors, yeilding a multiple R of 0.6956,
F(6,18) - 2.81, p<.05. >
Post-hoc Comparisons

Sex differences. Males were included as a comparison sample because
their behavior has been the implicit standard against which feminine-*
fluctuations have been compared. The outcome variable is discussed as
"health distress" because the term "menstrual distress" is applicable only to
females.

MP females reported the highest amount of health distress and job
stress. However, the life stress reports seem to vary according to job
rather than sex. The MP men and women rated their life experiences as more
stressful than the ADI4N group.

Females gave their daily events higher (more positive) ratings than the
males, as indicated by their subjective scores. Males had perceived a larger
proportion of the 35-day rating period as being negative, which resulted in
the lower mean scores.

Discussion
Methodological Issues

The present study incorporated many of the methodological improvements
emphasized for menstrual cycle research by other investigators (e.g., Dan et
al., 1980). A non-clinical population was used, along with an initial cover
story that avoided direct reference to menstruation. These factors were used
to avoid the problem of demand effect and volunteer bias. Questionnaires
were collected on a daily basis to avoid reliance on retrospective measures
of body symptoms and to prevent referrals to previous reports completed by
the men and women. Undertaking the study of menstrual distress within a

context-dependence framework, provided for the analysis of factors which have .

an affect on the degree of menstrual distress for a specific subgroup of our
population, rather than assuming ubiquitous effects for all women.
Job and Menstrual Distress

The increased reports of menstrual distress in the MP women may be due
to a greater sensitivity and awareness to environmental occurrences. Kanter
(1977) emphasized that women in male-dominated jobs frequently share

A-' experiences--the organizational discomfort of being pioneers, the feelings of
isolation, the lack of support from male colleagues, loneliness, and sexual
discrimination. Although these experiences may not lead to a dissatisfaction
with the actual duties on the job, women may instead be more attentive to
these external pressures and to changes in their body states.

4"'The changing shift routine was identified as a primary stressor for the
MP women. The MP's in the present study worked under a three-day rotating
shift work schedule consisting of three "day shifts" (0700-1500 hours), three

9 swing shifts" (1500-2300 hours), three "midnight shifts" (2300-0700 hours),
and three days off. The scheduling of shift work profoundly affects

V
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psychophysiological processes. Luce (1971) reported that rotating shifts put
a person in a state of internal desynchrony; some individuals have shown an

- - adjustment to night shift within 5 days, while others have not adjusted in 21
days. The psychological strains and physiological changes that can occur
during rotating shift schedules could lead to an increased vulnerability for Oi
the MP's so that they become more susceptible to the experience of menstrual
distress.

The MP males had similar reactions to the 3-day rotating schedules, -

including complaints about the repeated disturbances in their sleeping and 2
eating patterns. This result was not surprising as Unger (1975) has reported
that women are not alone in having biological cycles that are vulnerable to
shift changes. An increasing number of biological parameters have been shown
to vary in both sexes with time of day and over weeks and months.

Parlee (1981) emphasized that male performance is not irrelevant to the
study of behavioral changes associated with the menstrual cycle because it is
important to the study of "rhythmic changes in human behavior... a more
useful concept in a general psychological theory". Research directed toward
"human cycles" is not intended to deny the reality of the menstrual cycle or
the various symptoms and changes in behavior associated with it, but serves
to place the menstrual cycle in its proper perspective along with many other
biological cycles that affect the lives of both males and females (Unger,
1975).

4Menstrual Distress and Degree of Occupational Stress
Level of job experience was considered to be a contributing factor to

the perception of the occupational stress and reports of menstrual distress.
Individuals with less experience might experience uncertainty about control
over job-related events; this uncertainty has significant effects on health
(Suls & Mullen, 1981). Those individuals with more skills and broader
experience act more confident and seem to cope adaptively with a current S

." stressor (Rabkin & Struening, 1976).
In the present study, the assumption that a reciprocal relationship

' exists between amount of job experience and reports of menstrual distress and
job stress is premature. Because of the significant correlation found
between job and job experience, the possible effect of job experience on
menstrual distress and on job stress scores is confounded by the influence of "
the unequal proportions of MP subjects and AILMIN subjects in each experience

- level. It is probable that the higher menstrual distress scores and job
stress scores in the low experience group are related to the higher
proportion of MP's in that group, and not the amount of job experience. This " "
issue still needs to be investigated to determine if the larger proportion of
MP's in the low experience group could be corrected through more stringent
experimental control, or if the small amount of time-on-the-job is in fact a
by-product of the job itself.

.'.. Life Stress and Menstrual Distress
-"* While scores from the LES were found to be significantly correlated with

the menstrual distress scores, other social-environmental factors must be
acknowledged when assessing the relationship between the life stress scores O
and reports of menstrual distress. For example, subjects in the MP group
have a life-style of rapid changes, requiring many adjustments and very
little time to adjust effectively. They are expected to deal professionally
with unexpected events; they are to maintain their authoritative image; they
are to fulfill complex and varied duty assignments; and they must cope with
the 3-day rotating shift-work schedule.

The inconsistency and lack of personal control in the MP's environmental
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and occupational life-style may have the greatest impact upon the experience
of menstrual distress. The implication that social-environmental factors are
indeed significant contributors to menstrual distress for military
policewomen should be explored further to test the generalizability of this

theoretical issue. To what other nontraditional occupations can this effect
be generalized?

A practical application of these research findings is that the
identification of organizational stress factors that affect the emotional and
physiological health of specific personnel subgroups may be facilitated.
Effective organizational changes are made through a careful consideration of
the employees' well-being as well as an assessment of organizational needs.
These changes may not only prevent possible long-term deleterious effects on
health, but may also promote the optimum utilization of male and female
personnel.
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A Review of Open literature and Recent DOD-Funded0 Research on Stress in Organizations

*' fl James T. Lester

-'"Office of Naval Research

Abstract

One hundred and forty articles from refereed journals,
in abstract form, were reviewed. The results of this review
are outlined under the headings: sources of organizational

stress, outcomes of organizational stress, moderating variables,
and miscellaneous other studies. Recent Department of Defense
(DOD)-funded efforts in this area are surveyed.

Introduction

Background

The study of stress in the work place appears to have gone through a
development much like that of the field of industrial psychology in general,
starting with an interest in blue-collar level employees, and moving toward
attention to higher and higher levels of management and to organizational

* .issues. The earliest work was concerned with specific objective stressors, of
. the kind likely to be factors in the work day of the blue-collar worker e.g.,

noise, temperature extremes, lighting inadequacies, and of course work-load.
These factors were considered potential degraders of work-task performance.

* As Selye's conception of physiological stress caught on, there was growing
research interest in physiological measures as dependent variables. The
physiological outcomes tied in with a concern for health and well-being rather
than with performance and productivity, and task performance as an output
variable moved somewhat into the background.

The concept of stressors expanded to include psychosocial aspects of the
victim's world, and began to take into account not just the objective,
physical aspects of the environment but also, and perhaps more importantly,
the subject's interpretations of his or her environment, especially the social

environment and the important relationships in which he or she was involved.
On the outcome or dependent variable side, basic physiological measures were
joined by emotions and generalized emotional reactions to the work situation
and to specific aspects of it. The most recent result of this development is
the focus of attention on the subject of organizational stress, or a concern
for those psychosocial factors within an organization which affect individual
well-being.

Recently I carried out a review of the scientific literature bearing on
the topic of organizational stress. This presentation includes an outline of

this review and its findings, and an overview of recent and current work

funded bv the DOD on this topic.
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Published Reports on Organizational Stress, 1974-1982

Sources of organizational stress

The majority of studies found seem to focus on the question, what things
can serve as sources of stress in organizations? A great variety of possible
stressors have been considered, many of them specific to certain occupations,
but clearly one large sub-cluster concerns the topic of role-related stress.
Ambiguity of role, conflict of roles, over-load of roles, these are stressors
to which employees in almost any organization might be exposed, and
illustrations of the effects of role-stress on well-being have been produced
for manufacturing managers, R&D professionals, VA hospital staff, supermarket
managers, mining employees, chief executives of public corporations, sailors,

athletes and policemen, to mention only some.

Other findings on sources of stress do not cluster so well. A partial
listing of suggested evils would include personnel practices, a tall

organizational-hierarchy structure, a perception of administrative
irrationality above one, a lack of job mobility, conflict over policy,
geographical relocation, and rapid changes of various kinds.

One way to summarize these various studies is to say that a wide variety
of things have been labeled as stressful, by either the subjects or the
investigators. My own conceptual filtering system tells me that a general
factor exists among these many things, which might he called the
perceived feasibility of meeting expectations. The implicit outcome for
individuals experiencing role conflict, ambiguity, or overload, and for
individuals hampered in their efforts to fulfill expectations or reach goals

will often be frustiation or anxiety, and it seems to me these are the
psychological concepts that pull back together the small explosion of answers
so far found to the question of what it is in organizations that cause stress.

Outcomes of organizational stress

What sort of outcomes do we see through the eyes of researchers? First
and foremost one sees expressions of tension or dissatisfaction. In fact, it
is usually such expressions that lead investigators to label a condition as

stressful." Beyond this, there is a domain of physiological variables that
show responses to stressors, and there is the whole domain of health
indicators. There was no explicit attempt in this review to tap these domains
although their literature is large. Other more psychological variables which
have been reported to show observed relationships to stress level include:
the basis on which decisions are made; degree of social comparison going on

O' within a group; perception of relations within a group; leader's appraisal of
subordinates' performance; employee's satisfaction with co-workers; cognitive

4% fatigue; absenteeism; turnover; increased negative attitude to role-senders;
" over-assertion of authority; emotional withdrawal; and, de-valued

self-conception. This review of reported stress-related outcomes left me with
a sense of many disconnected bits and pieces, and of a crying need for
integration via theory. We need someone to persuade us which effects are
primary and which secondary, and to model the mechanisms by which both come
about. There is something interesting here, but it isn't even clear (to me)
whether or not the concept of stress is the best way to pull it all together.
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Variables moderating stress in organizations

Almost all studies of stress report wide-ranging individual differences;
that is, if one holds the source of stress constant or limits it to one
factor, then both the degree and kind of reactions to the stressor vary

'" considerably among persons. Or, if one studies one particular stress reaction
* and seeks its antecedent causes, one usually finds a spectrum of antecedents

among individuals. One way to try to bring some order into such observations
is to go beyond the input--output, or stimulus--response paradigm for studying
stress, and give consideration to possible moderators of the input--output
relationship. For example, one author obtained questionnaire results from a
large group of school administrators, and found that female school admin-
istrators reported less occupational stress than did males. Social support
has frequently been proposed and observed as a moderator. So have various

, personal characteristics, the most frequently mentioned of which is the "locus
of control" personality dimension, and in the health-related studies, the
"Type A" personality dimension. Even traits valued by the culture may play an
undesirable role from the.point of view of stress; one author reports finding
high idealism and a single-minded sense of life-purpose more characteristic of
people who were described as cases of occupational burn-out. The set of CC
references under review included at least 37 different potential moderator

* variables, almost all of which have demonstrated the ability to moderate the
relationship between at least some stressor and some outcome.

Miscellaneous other studies
iS

Coping. One subject that might have been subsumed under moderator
variables is that of coping: some investigators, but npt many, have tried to
study what people do about the stressors they find acting on them, on the
assumption that one's coping method may influence the effects a stressor will
have. It is not easy to provide researchable definitions of "coping", and
researchers appear to have relied heavily on simply asking people how they
typically deal with tension. Libts of coping actions obtained this way are
then clustered into classes of actions, but no generally applicable taxonomy
of coping strategies has been achieved. One theory groups coping behaviors
into two large clusters: task-centered vs. emotion-centered; another into
three: hypervigilance, vigilance, and defensive avoidance. Other strategies
identified include: taking direct action; rationalizing or avoiding the
stressor; accepting the situation as it is; seeking social support; decreasing
affiliative behavior; turning to narcotizing agents; and, relying on
professional help.

Stress-management interventions. Many stress-management ideas are
*B proposed; almost none have received a clear empirical evaluation. Relaxation

techniques are important elements in most interventions. Most programs
concentrate on helping the individual to monitor and control physiological

. responses; on identifying trouble-causing responses (from teeth-grinding to
apathy or anger) and changing them, usually by behavioral modification or
biofeedback techniques; and on altering the person's ways of looking at

*O himself or herself and the surrounding situation. The best programs neatly
bypass some of the problems with the knowledge base by urging each person to
find his or her own individual stressors and stress-related responses, and
encourage each person to find what works for him or her as coping and
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stress-management strategies. There have been very few laboratory or
quasi-experimental studies of stress-management techniques.

Some concluding comments

The concept of stress has so far proved productive of studies and elusive
of definition. It serves a useful function in everyday language, by giving us
an objective-sounding, "scientifically" credible explanation for feelings of
tension and medical symptoms of unclear origin. The concept gives employees
in organizations a way to focus management attention on conditions that
otherwise might be dismissed. But the current "scientific" credibility is
like paper money - it needs something of real value to back it up. The
melange of interesting studies on organizational stress has so far not been
made to coalesce within a persuasive theory.

Recent DOD-Funded Work on Organizational Stress

(The presentation included a survey of recent DOD-funded work, but this
was not available at the time the Proceedings went to press. Interested readers
should contact the author - J. Lester, ONR-4420E, 800 N. Quincy St., Arlington,

*, VA 22217 - for a written summary of this portion of the presentation.)
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Aftereffects Associated with one or Two Stressors
Across Conditions of Complete, Partial, or No Control

CCaptain Daniel L. Collins, A. Baum, and J. E. Singer
-" Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences

(Abstract

This study examined huma., aftereffects (i.e.,
0 psychological, behavioral, and physiological) associated with

one or two stressors (i.e., noise, noise and/or a strobe light)
"I over three levels of control (i.e., no, partial, or complete)

(. where control could be repeatedly exerted to terminate the
stressor(s). The new concept of partial control, rather than
complete or no control, is more analogous to the many daily
interactions humans face. Greater psychological, behavioral,
and physiological aftereffects were associated with two

.-. '..stressors or the uncontrollable conditions; partial or complete

control conditions were analogous to the comparison (no
stressor/no control) group. Urinary catecholamines (i.e.,
epinephrine and norepinephrine) paralleled these findings
showing greater arousal when control was absent than when
control was available. Men had significantly greater
catecholamine levels than did women.

Introduction

Background

In the past decade research has focused on the aftereffects of stress.
Aftereffects are traditionally thought of as those behavioral anomalies that
are found immediately after the stressor is terminated, such as a decreased
tolerance for frustration, diminished proofreading performance, and less
ability to deal with response competition (Glass & Singer, 1972). The term
"stressor" is used to refer to stimulation that represents an adaptive threat
or potential adaptive threat to the organism. The present study was concerned
with two major issues; behavioral and physiological aftereffects associated

- with complete, partial, or no control over terminating the stressor(s) and
aftereffects associated with exposure to one or two stressors.

Method

Two different stressors were used in this study. The first was a loud
noise (95 dba) delivered over headphones. The second was a flashing strobe
light placed at eye level approximately two feet away from the subject's head.
Crossed with stressor conditions were varying conditions of complete, partial,
or no control. For each combination of stressors, there was a control
condition and a no control condition (e.g., could or could not terminate the
stressors). Partial control referred to a condition in which noise and light
were presented but subjects could only terminate the noise. Complete control
referred to conditions in which one or two stressors were presented and

- subjects could terminate the stressor(s). No control referred to conditions
in which one or two stressors were presented but could not be terminated. -.- "
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.- Procedures

All subjects were recruited and randomly assigned to conditions and were
paid $10.00 for their participation. Informed consent was obtained in
accordance with the University's guidelines for human subjects. Two urine
samples were obtained, one before and one after the session; these were
preserved for later assay. Subjects provided demographic information and were
--i.structed in the use of the equipment.

Next, the subjects solved aloud a number of machine paced mental
arithmetic tasks, while being exposed to manipulations of control and exposure
to stressor(s). Each presentation of a stressor was unpredictable (e.g., no
warning of its onset) and each was presented 18 times for 8 seconds at
predetermined random intervals throughout the 21 minute session. Subjects
either exerted control or attempted to do so, by pressing calculator type keys
in their efforts to terminate the stressor(s). The subjects in the control
conditions were informed of the sequence necessary to terminate the stressor(s).
Subjects in the no control conditions were told some sequence of numbers would
terminate the stressor(s) when in fact no solution existed.

Immediately following the arithmetic problem presentation, a five minute
proofreading task was administered, followed by a persistence task and a
visual perception task. The proofreading task involved identifying and
circling misspellings, grammatical mistakes, incorrect punctuation, and

-," typographical errors. The timed decision-making task required determination
of which two shapes was the longer. The object of the persistence task was to
predict the next letter that would logically follow a previous sequence of
letters. The subjects were presented with up to 16 letters one at a time and
could terminate this solvable procedure whenever they chose. The subjects

*" proofreading performance, time to reach a decision on the decision-making
task, and the time spent on the persistence task, were used to detect the
presence of aftereffects. Additionally, psychoendocrine measures of
poststressor arousal were measured using a double urinary void, through which
change scores were derived. A final questionnaire, which included
manipulation checks, was completed prior to debriefing the subjects.

Results

It was predicted that greater aftereffects would occur as the number of
stressors increased and control decreased. The design of this study required
data to be analyzed using planned comparions and are presented as means with
higher values reflecting more of the given dimension. All catecholamine data
are reported as changes in excretion levels (in ng/ml).

Manipulation Checks
Two manipulation checks were used in this study. The first manipulation

check asked the subjects to indicate the number of stressors (i.e., 0, 1, or 2)
to which they had been exposed during presentation of the arithmetic problems.
All subjects correctly identified the number of stressors. The second
manipulation check asked the subjects to indicate the amount of control they
felt they had over the stressor(s). Perceived control was associated with the
manipulations of control.

.° . .
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Replication of aftereffect findings
Previous research (Cohen, 1980; Glass & Singer, 1972) has demonstrated

aftereffects following exposure to stressors by asking subjects to work on
proofreading and persistence tasks. Using the same arithmetic problems and
poofreading task as Glass and Singer (1972), similar aftereffects were found in

' . the present study. Subjects who were not exposed to any stressor found more
errors (R = 64.9%) in the passage that they proofread than did subjects exposed

* to one or more stressor(s) (k = 52.7; t (64) = 2.45 p4.017).

Glass and Singer (1972) also found that having perceived control over a
stressor reduced aftereffects of exposure to the stressor. The present study
provided subjects with actual control which was repeatedly exerted, and found
the sane pattern of aftereffects reported by Glass and Singer (1972). Compar-
ison of subjects' proofreading performance in the no control (R = 48.95%) and
complete control conditions (R = 59.55%) revealed significant aftereffect
differences, t (64) = 2.45, p_- 0. 1 7 . Having control, even when the control
required work or effort in order to be maintained, was associated with better
performance than was not having any control over the stressor. This pattern
was also revealed on the persistence task. Subjects in the no control
conditions persisted less (R = 85.45 seconds) than did those subjects in the
conditions of complete control (R = 164.55 seconds), t (64) = 5.37, p<. 0 0 1 .

The present study sought to expand research on aftereffects associated
with exposure to stress in several ways. First, the effects of exposure to
more than one stressor were considered. As predicted, in the no control
conditions, subjects' proofreading performance was better when one stressor
was present (x = 56.0%) than when two were used (R = 41.9%) t (64) = 2.49, p
.015. Similarly, persistence decreased as the number of stressors increased
(R = 164.5 seconds vs. 85.5 seconds), t (64) = 5.37, p-.001.

When control was provided over both stressors, the effect was less
dramatic. Exposure to one stressor-with control was associated with better
proofreading performance (X = 65.5%) than was exposure to two stressors-with
control of both (M = 53.6%) but this was only marginally significant t (64) =
1.82, p .07. There were no significant differences on the persistence task
between the two stressors with control (N = 152.7 seconds) or one stressor
with control (O = 176.4 seconds) conditions, t (64) = 0.58, pe .57.

Thus far we have shown that the effects of perceived and actual control
*O ; in laboratory studies of stress are comparable and that exposure to two O

stressors has more negative aftereffects than does exposure to one stressor,
primarily when control is not available. As noted earlier, research on
aftereffects has been restricted to conditions of either no control or

S..complete control. This study additionally examined the aftereffects of
exposure to stress under partial control. Significant aftereffect differences
were noted between the subjects in the two stressor-partial control and the
two stressor-no control conditions. Subjects in the two stressor-no control
condition performed more poorly on the proofreading task (R = 46.7% vs. Y =
41.9%) t (64) 9.72, p. 0 0 1 , and their persistence was less (2 = 120.2
seconds vs. X 67.4 seconds) t (64) = 4.15, pe.001 than subjects in the
partial control condition. Similarly, the subjects' proofreading performance

Oo in the two stressor-no control condition was significantly lower (R = 41.9%) -O
than the subjects in the two stressor condition with control (R = 53.6%), t
(64) 11.15, p<.001. This suggests that partial and complete control are
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associated with fewer or less severe aftereffects than the multistressor-no
control condition. Analyses between the partial control and the two
stressor-control conditions revealed no significant aftereffect differences on
any of the dependent variables. 0

The present research also examined psychoendocrine measures of arousal
during the session. The catecholamine levels showed a main effect for control -.

and for gender. The epinephrine (i.e., change scores) were significantly
greater in the no control conditions than in the complete control conditions t
(48) = 2.49, p_<.015. Analyses of these changes between the partial control and 0
the no control conditions indicated greater physiological arousal in the latter
conditions, t (28) = 2.23, pe.03. Epinephrine levels reflected significantly
greater increases for men (2 = 7.12 ng/ml) than for women (E - 2.15 ng/ml) t
(28) = 23.07, p .. 001, in the no control conditions. When subjects had control
over terminating the stressor(s), the epinephrine levels between men and women
were not significantly different t (18) = .64, p>. 0 5 . Collapsing across *lS
conditions, men's epineprhine levels were greater (S = 4.6 ng/ml) than were the I
women's (R = 2.6 ng/ml), t (48) = 14.49 p<. 0 0 1 . These analyses revealed a main
effect for conditions of control as well as for gender. Norepinephrine change
scores reflected similar trends.

Discussion 0

This study suggests that when control is available, exposure to environ-
mental stressors results in few, if any, aftereffects. The post-stressor
effects of exposure to none, one, or two stressors were measured across condi-
tions of complete, partial, or no control. Partial or total control was
assocaited with fewer poststressor decrements than were the no control condi- 0
tions. Further, multistressor conditions were associated with greater after-
effects than were single stressor conditions. These findings have a number of

". implications for understanding both environmental stressors and their impacts
* - on behavior, performance, and safety. The additional work of exercising
*" control, even if it is only partial control, appears to have ameliorative

effects that outweight the negative aspects of increased responsibility.
The notion of uncontrollable stress resulting in a sense of helplessness

has been explored in various research settings (Seligman, 1975). Seligman,

Maier, and Geer (1968) have proposed a theory of Learned Helplessness. This
theory plays a central role in explaining our subjects behavioral differences
and basically states that when the outcomes are independent of the inputs, the -
organism learns to be helpless. Thus, incentives for initiating actions aimed
at avoiding the aversive event are absent. Conversely, when the subjects are
able to control these aversive stimuli, they will be facilitated in performing
their escape and avoidance behaviors, thereby avoiding the addiitional anxiety
produced by the feelings of learned helplessness. In both cases, the

S' subjects' behavior can be viewed as adaptive.
Interestingly, it appears that it is not the stressor(s) per se, that

produces discontinuity of performance, but rather the individual's perception
of control in the context of stressful experience, which can later effect
behavioral functioning. To understand the psychological processes behind
these differential behaviors has implications for all segments of the military

S" and society. While the present study has expanded the current knowledge on
aftereffects to include two stressors, and a partial control condition, more
laboratory and field research is needed before we fully understand the impact
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that aftereffects have upon our behaviors, health or in dubious acts against
society.
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state/trait anxiety CAllen & Blanchard, 19801, cr were 
ineffective in reducing chCJlesterol Dr blond pressure levels 

~·lni, :>,( ~·Jell lfi:~l· .. ~:;;l"·lr·:~:i.rn., :1.9791. 
~The present study is the first Df a series of investigatic:Jns 

to assess the e+fects of stress ~anaqement en selectee/ 
psychological and bi<:lchemic::al risk factors +or cardiovacular 
disease. We wanted to e~mple emotional, behavi<:lral, physical, 
and biochemical measures which might be sensitive to the changes 
uf ,,\ :"1 E~ f f C' C:: t :i. VE1 ~:;; t. r· f:?~C>~:O> m,:·:\rl C,;\(] F!fllC~I"\ t. pI'' l::l<.;J I'" •':\ill "~ 

Tl" F'·' C::'t ·:: t (:':'.\ /'T'i'" .,, ·j t F'F'I'" r.:· nn .... ,'I ·j t y T 1"\VF'I'" 'l" (")I'" '~""'\<::)TP r <:;q ·j (.:.'] hr·11''("1f·"lr' 
l I ~· ,,.) .. c.\ • -· C:. • • • -· •.• ) " L · · · · •• • · ... .. .. 1\ l.'.'.\ \ •·· • • !I '" I'' . • ··• · .. ... ::1 •·• !f 

§t~ol~, 1979) and the Zung Depression Scale <Zung, 1965) were 
~:;1~· 1 c:c:: t c'cl b<~:·c ;:~u·:;c.• of t.l'"l E~ i ;•" U!::iF:~+ u 1 n E·:~::;s i':\n c:l hi'" (;~v :i. t y.. 11 YoU I'" 
l.. .. i+(:?''\tylr·:: r-:·r .. o+ilc•''!, ''' li~:;;t c:~+ ::'~:~::i qur·~\:;t:Lon!::; c::clvf:::r·:i.nu I::Jii~havi.oi'"Ll 

risk factors such as smokinq, activity level, etc. and the 
Jenkins Activity Survey CJASl ~ a psychometric measure of Type-A 
behavior, were included to assess changes in behavioral risk 
factors. In the realm of physical measures, heart rate CHRl and 
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blood pressure (BF) were included. In additin we asked the.
subjects to indicate if they had been recently (one month)
bothered by any of a list of approximately 10 0 physical symptoms.. 3

With the exception of HR and BP, the above measures are
easily susceptible to demand characteri"s;t, ics. Therefore.
biochemical data associated wit h the stress response, cort. isul,

* norepinephrine, and epinephrine were also obtained. Finally we
wanted to assess the potential for impact on cardiovascular risk.
The correlation between serum levels of total cholesterol and S
heart disease has long been establi shed (Rosenman, Brand, Sholtz,
& Friedman, 1976). More recently, however, studies have
indicated that the total cholesterol to high density lipoprote:i.n "
(HDL) ratio may be an even better predicter of cardiovascular-
risk, especially if this ratio is above 6.0 (Uhl, Troxler,
Hickman, & Clark, 1981). Given that stress increases cortisol -
which controls the production of cholesterol, total cholesterol,
HDL cholesterol, and their ratio were also included.

Our goals were to ascertain: 1) Was the stress program
associated with changes in the above variables, and 2) Do those
at most risk (via cholesterol ratio) differ :in their response to
stress management.

* ,METHOD

- ." Sublicts: Subjects were 26 volunteers from a pool of active duty
Air Force and civil service middle managers and secretaries who
agreed to participate in a stress management program after an

* introductory presentation on the influence of stress on
cardiovascular disease. There were 15 females and 11 males

. ranging in age from 21 to 66 years with a mean of 38.3 yrs.
.- Measure: The following measures were used pre- and post stress

management program: STPI with state anxiety (S ANX), state -

*]]]'] curiosity (S CULRI), state anger (S ANG), trait anxiety T ANX),
trait curiosity (T CURI), and trait anger (T ANG) subscales; the
Zung Depression Scale; "Your Lifestyle Profile" developed .from -
the pamphlet from the Canadian National Ministry of Health and
Welfare; and a checklist of medical complaints covering all
systems (MED COMPL). Biochemical data consisted of serum
cholesterol (TOT CHOL), high density lipoprotein cholesterol
(HDL), and cortisol (SER COR); and urinary cortisol (U COR),
norepinephrine (NOREPI), and epinephrine (EPI). The cholesterol
ratio (RATIO) was computed by dividing the total serum
cholesterol by the high density lipoprotein. Physical measures
included systolic (SYS BP) and diastolic (DIA BF') blood pressure
and heart rate (PULSE).
.C.Qed.r: Subjects had responded to advertisements at Ircok s
Air Force Base to attend a presentation on executive stress. .5
After the presentation they were offered the opportunity to
participate in the study, :including the psychological and
biochemical assessments.

Be-f:ore and after the stress management program subjects were
"*" provided the packet of the measures listed above. They were al so

scheduled for an 8:l0 am, 12-hour fasting blood sample and pul
check. Blood pressures were taken three times and averaged.
Subjects were provided wit'h containers in wh:ich to collect an
8-hour urine during duty hours and returned them to Lhe lab aft -
the sample was complete. Late returns received phone irnmpts.
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Listed in Table --. 2 are those mean differences in perctent
change which approach or exceeded statistic al s qnificanre. The
High Risk Group (Total Cholesterol/HDL Ratio .. 6) reduced their

-,ratios more than the Low Risk Group (TOIT CHOL/HDI. RATTO 6), at. a
probabilit y level of p< -. 044. In contrast the Low Risk Grou.i p
reduced their systolic blood pressure signi+icant, ly more than did
the High FRisk Group.

VAR I ABLE RAT I0<6 RAT IO0>:6 S T ATI:STIC P-VALUE

HI"L. mean -0 45 -. 903 pool t= 4. 16 i7. 0,5 **
•. -. 0 05 0. 785 df= 20

RAI1IO mean 0. 0 448 0. 66 pool t 9.... 9 0. 0075 **
s.d. 0. 188 0. 3 05 df= 6.. 5

SYS BP mean 0. 075 . 031 sep r - . 9 0. (768
s. d. 0. Q079 0. 0'26 d47=19. 9

., .... ** = p < .. 1

Table 2--Differences in Percfent Change Between High Risk-

(Chol/HDL Ratio 6) and I..ow Risk-(Chol/HDL Ratio .:16)
(Groups Which Approached Statistical Significance

D TSCU.S.)S I ON
Ihe results have obvious limitations in that there was no
control group with which to contrast the changes alledged to have
occurred as a result of the stress management group. One.
therefore cannot state that -these reductions were caused by the
stress program. However, this does not detract from the fact
that the values did c-hange, even for those at high risk for heart
disease because of their exc-essive cholesterol to HDL ratios.
This is very promising for- the fight for reduced incidence of
c"-ardiovascular disease and suggests that perhaps these risk
factors which have been identified are in fact modifiable on the
shnort run and therefore, perhaps even for the long term. The
consistency of the changes acr'os the physical measures of heart
rate and blood pressure; the biochemical measures of acute
stress, i.e., cortisol, norepinephrine, and epinephrine; the
serum marker of high risk, total cholesterol/ HDL ratio; and the,
psychological measure, trait an'.xiety is most encouraging. It
appears that high risk patients change very mucl like the lower

r j. sk pat i ents ex cept. i n t he areas in wh ich tlh ey are at greater
, ris<, in which they c:[tange more. [his strongly F..ugge-s.; PAtierts

with high cholesterol ratios can be helped, at least in th e short -01
i-un and that stress maragement programs may he a 1 vpable ppr-oah
The long terim effects (::)f: ourse, have e i: to he established.

.. R FF ; r. NCES I
Allen, J. K. P, Blanc(hard, F. B. fiiof-.ed: ac:-b-s.d stress

--nanagemert. training w ith a populat:tion (:: usiess man ajers -.

.ory.enko:), J. Z..Behavioral ... physiloogi cal fait,:)rs Ln the
deve lopment and man acg eme.lt ( i : ri'". f] c. n& o. ra I Hos[ :i - 1.
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STRESS MANAGEMENT IN ISRAELI DEFENSE FORCE:
IMPLICATIONS FOR U.S. MILITARY HUMAN SERVICE PROFESSIONALS

BY: MAJ FRANK L. GOLDSTEIN Ph.D. 9

. United States Air Force

the °Few countries in the Western World have devoted as much time and effort to
(V)" the study of psychological stress and adjustment in war and peace as has the
0) country of Israel. The Israeli Defense Force has monitored the lessons of studies of

* 0 public responses to terrorism, responses to combat stress and the responses to
0..m bereavement and loss.

-Specifically, three topics will be addressed:that have particular relevance and
importance to American military professionals both for our academic knowledge

i ai base, and in the adoption and acknowledgement of new responses to an ever
increasing stressful world. The three topics in question are: (1) Domestic stress
reactions. Particular emphasis being on the effects of having lived through
stressful situations, such as terrorist victimization, natural and manmade disasters
and the effects of dislocation. (2-) Bereavement stress response. Basically, the
inclusion of both loss and readjustment in adults to both death and disability. (3)
Combat stress reactions. The forward treatment of combat reactions, the use of
combat social workers and how to predict who could be candidates for combat type
stress reactions.,.--

This presentation does not attempt to be an inclusive study of the lessons
that American military professionals can learn from their Israeli counterparts. It
does attempt to present a basic outline of the lessons learned in three specific
areas over forty years by a typically western nation under constant stress and what
American human service practice can draw from that Israeli experience.

DOMESTIC STRESS REACTIONS
Domestic stress reaction may be studied in two parts. First, as it is

encountered in a domestic disaster such as a terrorist attack or a volcano. And
second, as how individuals react to the stressful event and what provides the most
help to those individuals after the event.

A disaster may be considered a state of massive and collective stress which is
caused by an external event over which neither the individual nor his society has
control. Terrorism may be considered a domestic disaster as it affects the Israeli
public. Unlike conventional war, terrorism is a psychological weapon, intended to
achieve political ends through intimidation and fear. While actual physical damage
does always occur, the main objective of political terrorism is to carry various -
messages to several audiences at the same time.

With an act of terrorism, there are differential influences on such groups as
international public opininon, the inhabitants of the Israeli Administered Terri-
tories, the Arab populations and members of the terrorist groups themselves and
their likely recruits. The victims of main concern are the target population, the
Israeli public. Research indicates that the Israeli public responds to Palestinian -
terrorism with a high degree of concern (Merari and Keinan, Tel Aviv University

_. 1983). In simple terms, the Israeli reaction indicates or implies success on the part
of the terrorist groups since to terrorize the public is a prime terrorist objective.

.. . However, how the Israeli public internalizes that stress and their emotional
reaction to those acts of terrorism may provide totally different responses than
those that would be expected. An Israeli study shows that a hardening of attitudes
toward retaliatory measures against the terrorist organizations and concerning the
Palestinian issue in general is observed as part of the Israeli problem. This
reaction, in turn, has impacted on official Israeli government policy. Thus, the

* 3286
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official Israeli government policy is not always understood when placed against
international public opinion.

Additionally, both Israeli and American research has shown that the psychic
traumatization to an individual who survives a catastrophic stress situation such as
a terrorist attack or a natural disaster (in American terms, the survivors of the Mt.
St. Helens catastrophy) is most severe or enhanced when the catastrophy includes
the destruction of social and community bonds. The loss of the social structure
amplifies the traumatic process and retards recovery from it.

The Israelis have found that the presence of social supportive bonds during P
severe stress can act as a mitigating influence on the traumatic stress process and
protect individual personality functioning against its long term effects. Addi-
tionally, social support systems can aid in recovery from the traumatic state.

*: Western academic circles are well aware of the positive use of clinical and non-
clinical groups with Holocaust survivors and survivors of natural disasters. How-
ever, Western Society is not as well informed on the importance of social support
during the event and how crucial it is to post event recovery and rehabilitation.
Israeli evidence shows social support protects the victim and assists them in main-
taining their social adaptation. This is extremely important in light of recent
research that shows that humans who have a depressive attributional style in which
they construe failure as stemming from internal, stable and global causes are more
susceptible to depression, ill health, and collapse in the face of severe stress. .
Treatment after the event would be of limited use to these individuals and
necessarily of a long term nature.

BEREAVEMENT STRESS RESPONSE
While death and disability have been with us for quite some time, the impact

of that loss on segments of our society have been basically overlooked in terms of
adjustment to that stress. The Israelis are attempting to predict the factors that
enhance and impede readjustment after traumatic loss. They specifically are
working with three groups: (I) war widows, (2) bereaved parents and (3) disabled
army veterans (Ben-Sira, Hebrew University Schoql of Social Work 1983). Prelimi-
nary data has indicated that one's individual resources and primary support group
enhance readjustment more than the assistance offered by formal rehabiitative
agencies. Also, when an individual has his own resources combined with a primary
support group, readjustment is facilitated regardless of the severity of the
disability or the lapse of time since the loss. The study is a first step but certainly
shows that primary education in emotional support of self, self confidence and
personal survival are legitimate roles for helping professionals. The bottom line
implication is that those individuals that have a strong personal belief system can
survive the traumatic event.

Additionally, there is every indication that traumatic, stress producing events
(bereavement in nature) such as loss of life, limb and peace of mind have common
dynamics as well as differences. If practitioners can address three specific
dimensions: (I) type of loss, (2) stage of coping with the loss and (3) individual
strengths and family social system, then those same practitioners have definite
guidelines as to which cases will require what type of intervention, the most
appropriate time to intervene and finally how long the intervention should last.

The most difficult intervention appears to be that which takes place with the
* °individual who's loss is so global in nature, for example, the entire family is killed

or the entire town has had to move and all possessions and sense of community are
lost. Many times that individual because of the circumstances, is unable to mourn.
That is, the mourning is postponed to a later stage. Israeli studies show that some
holocaust survivors have not been able to mourn their losses throughout their lives.
At some points natural life events can facilitate this mourning process but for
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others only clinical help can act as the catalyst to begin the mourning process.
These same studies show that a therapist can be creative and very helpful in
working with bereavement victims who are in delayed mourning situations.
Examples abound in American 20th century society: %it. St. Helens, Dioxon
contaminated land, flood victims in the south, storm victims in the west and

victims of tragic accidents and crime sprees. Many times the survivors have to .
wait, because bodies are not recovered, towns are missing, support groups are
dispersed and professional help is not available till long after the event, a wait2
which many times is unnecessary and which evidence shows only prolongs the
helping intervention process.

A delayed bereavement response presents quite commonly with an individual
postponing the mourning during the hectic days, weeks or years following the event
only to enter a period of time when the emotional disturbance presents itself
during a physical illness, a move, or basically any event that turns out to be
another period of stress. The new situation re-evokes hardship and feelings that
had not been successfully overcome before. The impression is that we as a society
are not allowing those individuals among us with a need to mourn the opportunity.
Furthermore, a look at any newspaper will present a full page of natioral events
requiring a period of mourning for stress reduction for those involved. A further
look would not indicate bereavement programs being available to those same
individuals.

Additionally, while mourning is a normal reaction to loss, its function is to
restore an individual's ability to love, which was impaired by the trauma of loss. In *
deviant mourning, the bereaved is unable to relinquish the loss and the capacity to
love another is not restored. In a bereaved family in typical circumstances, a
shifting of roles takes place and new relationships compensate for the loss. Family
members share the grief and pains and this leads to a strengthening of family ties.
In cases of prolonged, deviant mourning a split and deterioration occurs in the
bereaved family. Intervention aimed at mending the split is often perceived as
siding with some family members against the mourner, and therefore it is resisted.

* .Individual therapy with the mourner may be preferable. The advantage to this
* short term intervention is that the family conflict is temporarily bypassed and a

positive, trusting relationship may facilitate gradual relinquishing of the tie with
the deceased (Aleksawdrowiez D.R., Ben Gruion University 1978).

An additional, short term bereavement intervention approach used by the
Israelis with the partents of deceased military members was a short term group. A
notable addition, in both Israeli individual and short term group treatment, is that a
trained volunteer or social worker is in close contact with the family from the time
of loss. In the group experience, the volunteer or social worker also accompanied
and supported the parents during the first part of their group experience. The
groups were open discussion groups.

What the Isareli studies show us I s that by and large traditional institutions of
society which used to help and support in genera! no longer fulfill this function in
Israeli society (nor in the United States). Therefore, there is a strong need to
create a new system to fill the gap. The Israelis feel the medium of short term
individual and group work added on to immediate contact after the loss is a
positive impact which emphasizes the principals of personal strength and responsi-
bility for one's life. They further feel that mutual help and support are essential
pillars of a healthy population. Finally, they see the use of qualified professionals

*as assuring the attainment of those objectives. .

COMBAT STRESS REACTIONS
The Israeli's view "Unit Morale" as the secret weapon of the Israel Defence

Forces. While many military commanders see combat stress as a function of poor
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morale, the Israeli view is that it is a natural outcome of combat which may be
tempered by high unit morale.

Israeli combat stress studies indicate the following: (1) they support
American studies of WWII that medical, disciplinary, and psychiatric evacuations

analyzed on a day to day basis increased with intensive combat. (2) Support studies
that show that psychiatric evacuations were typically preceeded by more intenseI

-'4 combat, but disciplinary evacuations were preceeded by more scattered exper-
iences (Noy, Shabtai., Hebrew Univ 1978).

Additionally, Israeli studies showed that typical reactions to combat fatigue
such as superstitions and fatalistic thoughts may be interpreted as adjustive
reactions and a coping mechanism (Sohlberg, 1975). A further Study on the
relationship of personality to combat reaction showed little predictive association.
However, some predictions did exist. First, the primary factor affecting combat
stress appears to be stress outside the combat area (Noy 1978). Another study of
civilian background factors such as family, marriage, and education were inves-
tigated in a group of 215 soldiers. The investigation attempted to determine what
factors were significant to the development of psychiatric disorders during military
service. In those individuals not presenting psychiatric disorders prior to military
service, stress related to- marriage and children were among those variables most
significant in psychiatric disorders and not personality.

It is important to note that the most consistant correlates of psychological
stress appear to be anxiety. But there are marked individual differences as to what
is stressful. It can be said, "that stress and anxiety are both a stimulus situation
and a personality trait" (Gregory, W.E., 1978). That is, any one of us will become
anxious if the stress is great enough and of the kind to which we are susceptible.
Thus individuals may avoid anxiety in stress situations by having stereotyped
responses which carry them through their own particular crisis. They would then

*only develop anxiety if their stereotyped response is interfered with. Logicaily
then, one way of coping with sti ess is to have a repertoire of behaviors suitable for
almost any occasion. Military training and human service training have long
advocated this position by the use of practicumn instruction. Practicum instruction
such as: role playing, war games, flight simulators, parachute jumps, practice
crash landings, etc. have a long history of use. The obvious dilemma is that it is
difficult to simmulate live combat. However, the Israeli position appears to be
that forward treatment of psychiatric casualties and returning them to duty is an

.p -.

extension to the soldiers repertoire of behaviors (Gregory, 1978). Thus the combat
stress experience is generally positive as the largest number of psychiatric
casualties are not viewed in a negative sense, and are not permanently removed

I.--.

from their comrades. The typical treatment for a soldier who succumbs to combat
stress or who develops anxiety in a situation in which he has no stereotyped
responses is that he is temporarily removed from duty to a relatively safe area
within the combat theater to rest and assimilate his experience. He is assisted by
a mental health worker be it a "combat social worker or psychologist" and returned

*to duty within 24-48 hours whenever possible. For individuals so treated, the
recedism rate is close to "Zero" and reactions of both the man and the unit is an
increased morale state (Noy, S., I.D.F., 1983).

The Israeli success with the return of stress reaction soldiers to combat
creates two significant questions for American human service professionals. The
greatest is the duty to increase the repertoire of behaviors to anxiety and stress in

Sour society. The second, and perhaps the most important, point is the therapeutic
strategy of quick crisis intervention with limited removal from the offending
environment but coupled with support.
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SUMMARY
In summary, the Israeli studies provide some very clear guidelines for

American human service professionals. The history of the past year provides clear
evidence that terrorism as a domestic stress reaction can be expected in the
United States despite our relative lack of terroristic acts when compared to a
country like Israel. While the actual number of terrorist incidents is generally low,
our population is subjected to very intimate media coverage of the incidents.
Subsequent security precautions in everyday work and play places make the events
totally felt and experienced by our population at large. Additionally, the reactions
of Americans to the terrorist may be similar to that of the Israelis. Terrorist

* . attacks may harden the resolve of the civilian population rather than weaken it on
any given subject.

For those Americans involved in a domestic stress situation, the need for an
immediate support system is well established. The Israeli practice of providing
that support system extremely close to the incident is a logical followup to our own
knowledge of support, both individual and group following a catastrophic event.
With the loss of extended families and the magnitude of some domestic events, the
need for helping professionals to support individuals early in the crisis is reinforced
by the Israeli experience. The challenge is for us, the helping professionals, to risk
meeting the individuals and families at the site and not necessarily waiting in our
offices in nearby cities or towns for things to calm down and get back to normal.
Just as our medical colleagues respond to medical and domestic disasters so should
helping professionals' respond to stress reactions.

In the bereavement stress response the Israeli work with war widows,
bereaved parents and disabled veterans is extremely progressive and enlightening.
The most significant information they provide is the need for primary education in
emotional support of self and the early support of the bereaved. Their specific use
of both individual and group therapy methods by qualified professionals at an early
point in the bereavement and within a mutual support framework appears very
workable.

.- . Combat stress reactions is a historical condition and a natural outcome of
combat. The Israeli studies basically reveal much of the information acquired by
the United States Armed Forces in WWII. Foremost in their work is the assumption
that early return to duty of stressed soldiers is in most cases the preferred
approach which provides best results for both the unit and the individual. The
Israelis are working on predictive associations to determine which troops are the
most likely candidates for combat stress. Their findings, that when all indicators
are equal that stress related to marriage and children is the most significant hab
wide ranging implications for U.S. helping professionals. First, it is apparent that
working fathers and mothers do not leave their problems at home when they go to
work. For thos individuals in higher stress employments - such as the military,

*... medical services, etc., the cost in training and productivity loss could be
significant. Secondly, it further presents a need for ongoing studies of families,
family stress and family interrelationships.

The Israeli studies in many ways paralleled some of the work being done in
the United States. The work reinforces some work already done and certainly
provides areas for future research. The importance of the work presented is that
much more can be done for our high stress society, especially in those areas which
due to lack of attractiveness have been largely ignored. The current state of the
world demands much more attention to these three areas by American human
service professional. The work is more important for those of us serving military

* . populations. Not only have we been given insights for working with our troops but
very important famiiy issues have been raised which directly impacts on readiness,
morale, and ongoing troop support.
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Military Leadership Education:
What War College Journals Seem To Suggest

0
o David D. Van Fleet

C- Texas A&H University

Abstract

The new, complex taxonomy of leader behavior suggested by
Yukl is used to examine the content of the journals of the
War Colleges of the Air Force, Army, and Navy. There are
several purposes for such a content analysis. First, if these
journals reflect the educational content of the War Colleges,
this analysis would reflect that. Second, two time frames
are used to examine changes between a period of YwarA (1966-
1970) and a period of 6peaceo (1977-1982). Third, these
data could form the basis for discussion of numerous points:
Is the education relevant for the current time? Is the
education relevant for the time when most of vstudents' would
need it? Do the journals reflect the educational content of

the War Colleges? And so on.

Introduction

Leadership in general and military leadership in particular have been
studied for some time (Bass, 1981; Yukl, 1981). Episodes during the Vietnam
conflict (Gabriel and Savage, 1978) and efforts to prepare for futuristic
battlefields (Hunt and Blair, forthcoming) have led to recent intensifications
of interest in military leadership. Hopefully, however, this new round of
research will not repeat the problems of the past, but rather will build upon
the successes of previous work to provide a clearer understanding of military
leadership for the future.

Specifically, the level of analysis in emerging research must be

intermediate. The highly generalizable, but not very useful, task- and
maintenance-oriented dichotomy is at too high a level of abstraction to be of
much practical significance and more research based on such a dichotomy will
not extend our knowledge very much. If one or more subcomponents of one or
both of those broad categories is vital while another is not, research using
such dichotomies will likely fail to uncover that vital component. On the

. ,other hand, the use of highly specific job and position analyses based on
*" detailed behavior or competencies may also not be so useful. Those analyses

are conducted for particular positions at particular organizational levels in

particular organizations at particular points in time. ks such, they may be
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quite useful for specific, short-term job training, but not be so useful for
more general leadership education. They cannot be generalized very well.

Intermediate level analysis is needed.

Intermediate level analysis would be much more detailed, involve many
more dimensions than higher level analysis, but those dimensions would be
generalizable across a moderately wide range of circumstances. N new taxonomv

of leader behavior has been developed for just such analysis (Yukl, 1982). For
more than six years, careful, systematic research has been conducted and has
led to the development of this new taxonomy. The taxonomy appears broad
enough to capture most relevant leader behaviors and yet is quite useful in
specific applications as well.

In other research, this new taxonomy has been demonstrated to be both
applicable to and useful in research on military leader effectiveness (Yukl
and Van Fleet, 1982). That research involved using the taxonomy with both

critical incident and questionnaire-correlational methodologies. Another
obvious application of the new taxonomy would be in content analysis research.
A variety of specific steps might be employed in content analysis, but

fundamentally the content of something is examined to see to what extent that
content can be represented or described by the categories in the taxonomy.
That "something" could be interview protocals, diaries, reports of observers,
or other written material such as books and journals.

Purpose

The purposes of this paper are (1) to demonstrate that the new taxonomy
can be used in content analysis research and (2) to determine what can be
learned from such an analysis on material written about military leadership

and used in the education of military officers.

Method

On the assumption that the journals of the several War Colleges reflect,
at least in part, the content of the education provided by those War Colleges,

those journals were selected for study. Thus, three journals were content
analyzed--the Air University Review (AUR), the Military Review (MR), and the
Naval War College Review (NWCR). To determine if that content has changed

over time, two particular five-year time periods were selected--one of
relatively low conflict, 1977-1982, which will be termed a "peace" period and

one of higher conflict, 1966-1970, which will be termed a "war" period. Five-
year time periods were used to "smooth" short-term fluctuations in content.

For each of these five-year time periods, a graduate student familiar
with the definitions used in the taxonomy performed the analysis on all
articles with management or leadership (or relate terms) in the title or ".Z

abstract. These were done for each such article in each issue of each journal

O for the two five-year time periods. As this procedure is extremely time
consuming, multiple analysts were not used. However, the accuracy of the
procedure was checked by having the judgment of one of these analysts verified

by having a group of six other graduate students content analyze various
issues of the 1982 Military Review. The +0.81 correlation obtained suggested
that researchers familiar with the taxonomy can perform consistent analyses of
journal content using that taxonomy. The specific analysis involved the
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student reading each article and making a tic mark next to a category from the
taxonomy every time he or she read something which dealt with the content of
that category.

Results

The results of this content analysis may be viewed in either of two

ways--across time or across the journals. The former approach would suggest
either "war" or "peace" differences or at least developmental differences over
time. The latter approach would suggest differences across service branches or
perhaps across editorial review boards. Each of these is examined below based

on the data shown in Figure 1.

Insert Figure I About Here

Before looking to those differences, however, a comment is in order about
one striking piece of information in this figure--the average number of
tallies per issue. In each time period the number of tallies for the Military
Review is greater than for the other two journals and for the peacetime period
it is phenomenally greater! No simple reason is evident for the wartime
difference, but for the peacetime difference one does exist. The Military

Review ran a special issue on leadership during this time period. That issue
itself was a source of many of the added tallies, and it also generated other
articles, letters, etc. which increased the tally count for that journal.
This wide discrepancy in tallies is one reason why the data in the figure are
in percentage terms. But just what do those data suggest?

For the Military Review, only two of the 23 categories are significantly
different across the two time periods. Consideration and Facilitating -.

Cooperation and Teamwork are both greater in times of relative peace than in
time of war. For the Air University Review, seven categories are
significantly different. Clarifying Work Roles is less frequent in peace
while the other six are all greater. Those six are: Goal Setting, Emphasizing
Performance, Training-Coaching, Problem Solving, Disseminating Information,
and Criticizing. For the Naval War College Review, 12 of the 23 categories
are significantly different. Five were greater in peacetime (Inspiring
Subordinates, Problem Solving, Showing Consideration, Monitoring Operations,
and Delegating), while seven were greater in wartime (Managing Conflict,
Administering Discipline, Clarifying Work Roles, Planning, Goal Setting,
Training-Coaching, and Disseminating Information).

A closer look at these indicates that in no case was a single category

significantly different for each of the three journals. In only six cases was
A- a significant difference obtained for two of the three journals for a single

category, and the direction of difference was alike in only half of those!
, Do these differences reflect genuine differences imonv the branches of the

service in terms of their missions and the leador bvhai,,irs necessary to
accomplish those different missions? Or are they rot It- tii differences in

* philosophy which may or may not actually be relatd t) Jr effectiveness?
, Or are they merely random or something else? Further, tr,, these differences

what one would predict based on leadership theory? ( erl.iiilv the Showing
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Consideration and Clarifying Work Roles differences are in the direction which
one might expect based on theory, but Problem Solving seems reversed. Since
other differences vary across the journals, there is little to be gained from
further speculation at this time. More research will be necessary before we
can reasonably begin to fully discuss this differences, but this is a crucial O
area in need of further and careful research.

A look across journals reflects a similar pattern. The Military Review
is different from the others in only two instances--the peacetime frequencies
are different for Problem Solving (lower) and Facilitating Cooperation and
Teamwork (higher). Air University Review has four instances of differences, "
again all peacetime and again some greater (Goal Setting, Disseminating
Information, and Criticizing) and one less (Showing Consideration). Finally,
the Naval War College Review has eight different instances and some are for
wartime while others are for peacetime. All of the wartime differences
(Managing Conflict, Administering Discipline, Clarifying Work Roles, and
Disseminating Information) and three of the four peacetime (Monitoring the 0
Environment, Monitoring Operations, and Delegating) are greater. Only the one
remaining peacetime difference (Training-Coaching) is less than that of the
other journals. Again one wonders why these differences exist, and again
there is no ready answer.

Conclusion

The primary purpose of this paper was to demonstrate that Yukl's new
taxonomy of leader behavior could be effectively utilized in content analysis
research, specifically for content analyzing journal articles. That purpose
has been clearly accomplished. A second purpose, however, was to determine
what can be learned from such an analysis. We have learned that there are war O
versus peace differences and differences among the services. We have not
learned, however, anything about why such differences exist.
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Figure 1

Content Analysis of Selected Military Journals
(Percentage Frequencies Rounded to Nearest Hundreth)

War Years (1966-1970) Peace Years (1977-1982)
Air Naval Air Naval

Military University War College Military University War College
Behavior Categories Review Review Review Review Review Review

Managing Conflict .02 .03 .08 ab,c .03 .02 .00 b
Administering Discipline .02 .02 .09 a,b,c .03 .00 .00 b
Planning .07 a .05 .06 b .04 .00 .00 b
Goal Setting .04 .05 b .08 a,b .05 .15 a,b,c .02 b
Clarifying Work Roles .07 a .08 a,b .12 a,b,c .03 .02 b .00 b
Inspiring Subordinates .06 a .07 a .03 b .09 a .05 .10 a,b
B,,pasizing Performance .08 a .08 a,b .06 .09 a .03 b .07 a
Training-Coaching .06 a .03 b .10 a,b .07 a .08 a,b .03 b,c
Showing Consideration .04 b .05 .05 b .11 a,b .07 a, c .17 a,b
Problem Solving .03 .03 b .01 b .02 c .09 a,b .10 a,b
Disseminating Information .04 .03 b .11 a,b,c .04 .10 a,b,c .05 b
Delegating .03 .03 .03 b .02 .00 .10 a,b,c

n-couraging Decision Participation .03 .03 .03 .05 .07 a .05
Criticizing .03 .01 b .03 .05 .19 a,b,c .00
Facilitating Cooperation and Teatwork .04 b .04 .00 .08 a,b,c .01 .00
Monitoring operations .02 .03 .00 b .04 .01 .17 a,b,c
Providing Praise and Recognition .04 .06 a .05 .02 .01 .03
Career Counseling .02 .05 .01 .03 .01 .00
Structuring Reward Contingencies .04 .06 a .01 .04 .00 .00
Facilitating the Work .04 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03
Imovating .04 .03 .00 .02 .03 .03
Representing the UniL .02 .03 .00 .03 .00 .00

Average Number of Tallies per Issue 3.76 1.98 2.16 14.98 1.43 2.00

a = highst frequencies

b = war/peace significantly different (p <.05)

c proportion significantly different from each of the other two journals (p <.05)
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The Role of
Relevant Experience and Intellectual Ability

in Determining the Performance of Military Leaders:

A Contingency Model Explanation

Patrick J. Bettin
United States Military Academy

Abstract

-A field study involving 79 army combat officers in
middle echelon leadership positions was conducted to eval-
uate the role of relevant experience and intellectual

O ability in predicting leadership performance. Biographical
O and organizational data were the primary measures used to
... ascertain the relevance of leader experience. This repre-

sents a departure from previously used methodology which
.. _. considered only the leaders' organizational tenure in deter-

mining experience levels. Results shed light on the corn-
. -- ponents of Fiedler's Contingency Model of Leadership O

Effectiveness supporting the hypothesis that task- and
relationship-motivated leaders mke effective use of their
experience only in situations which match their leadership
personality. The study also suggests a plausible relation-
ship between the leader's cognitive resources and leader
behaviors. Op

There is a widespread belief that experienced leaders bring job relevant
skills, knowledge, and judgment to their positions. The term, experience, is

i'.4 defined in Webster's dictionary as "...knowledge, skill, or practice derived
from participation in, or direct observation of an activity..." (Gove, 1971).
This definition presupposes that as an individual gains experience, he or she O
also gains knowldege or skills which are then transferable to accomplish sub-
sequent tasks. Experience, in other words, is generally viewed as a valued
resource to be brought to the new position or acquired during the leader's
tenure. It is one of the most widely used predictors in judging an individ-
ual's suitability for a job or for a promotion.

Although experience is generally thought to enhance performance, the
,--'. empirical evidence does not support this view. In a report of findings from

three experimental tests and seven field studies, Fiedler (1970) failed to
,-., find a signficiant relationship between years of organizational service and

leadershp performance. These results (median correlation =-.12) indicated
that length of service in an organization did not contribute positively to
group performance.

In an effort to explain these counter-intuitive findings, Fiedler and his
associates investigated the moderating effects of the situation on the use of
leadership experience. Their research concentrated on the effects of inter-

pg personal stress between the leader and his or her superior. This study extends -"
that research and investigates the role of situational favorableness as it
affects task- and relationship-motivated leaders differentially.

.p.. °.
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Method

Subjects. This study investigated the effects of experience on the per-
formance of middle-echelon leaders of an Army infantry division. It involves Si
the company commanders and staff officers of ten combat battalions. These
subjects were drawn from a population of ary officers occupying positions
which normally call for the rank of captain. Restricting the sample to this
grade makes it much less likely that experience is confounded with previous
performance. A total of 84 officers participated in the study: 44 company
commanders and 40 battalion staff officers. With the exception of seven
lieutenants serving as staff officers, all subjects held the rank of captain.

Tests and Measures

Experience. Researchers have most commonly defined experience as time in-ii
a particular organization, time in a specific position, or time in a general
occupational field. As a main effect, these measures have not yielded a con-
sistent relationshp between years of "experience" in an organization and man-
agerial or leadership effectiveness. These surprising, non-obvious results
suggest that time may not be an adequate measure of a leader's experience.

In essence, a person's experience level encompasses what he or she has
done, where the person has done it, and for how long. Although experience is
routinely discussed in terms of time spent doing something, it is important to
realize that experience is a psychological, not a physical, dimension. Even
though time may be necessary to gain experience, it may not be sufficient to
capture the sum total of knowledge and skills a person acquires. Time, there-
fore, should not be considered the sole measure of experience.

Each subject in this study completed a detailed biography of his work and
training experiences since entering the army. Independent, expert judges, blind
to the identity of the subjects, assessed each officer's experience level. The
interrater correlation, a measure of the reliabiity of the method, was.81
(p <.001).

Intelligence. A modified version of Horn's Crystallized (Gc) and Fluid (Gf)
Intelligence Sampler (Horn, 1968) was administered. Crystallized intelligence
has been related to scores on complex tasks and common cultural activities. It
is correlated with formal education and seems to measure what a person has
learned over time. Fluid intelligence, or on the other hand, correlates with
speed of learning in novel situations. It appears to measure person's ability to
solve problems which are unique or have not been previously learned. The two
intelligence measures, Gc and Gf, are relatively independent, with inter-corre-
lations ranging from .17 to .53 and test-retest reliabilities between .75 and .87
(Horn, 1968).

Leader Performance. The performance of each subject was evaluated by the
superiors in his immediate chain of command. The raters were asked to complete
a 49 item, 8-point Likert type scale on each subject. The scale was designed

*.% to measure effectiveness in such areas as task performance, communication,
subordinate development, decision making, and interpersonal relations. Scores -.
were standardized for each rater permitting comparisons among officers from
different organizations. The substantial agreement between raters (r = .62,
p <.001) permitted the ratings to be summed. The overall, standardized perfor-
mance score had a high degree of reliability (Cronbach's alpha - .94).
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Leadership Style. The leadership motivation of the subjects in this
sample was measured by the Least Preferred Co-worker (LPC) scale (Fiedler,
Chemers, and Mahar, 1976). The LPC score is interpreted as a measure of
the leader's motivational hierarchy. Leaders with relatively low LPC scores
are considered to be task-motivated while those with high LPC scores are
considered to be relationship-motivated. The latter prinmrily desire a co-
hesive, pleasant group. Therefore, interpersonal relations receive the lead-
er's attention when the situation is tense or his relations with the group mm-
bers seem to be tenuous. However, when the goals of being related are satisfied,
the high LPC leader shows concern for the task relevant aspects of the group's
activities. Conversely, the major objective of the task-motivated leader is to
accomplish the task and thereby earn self-esteem by doing a good job. When this
need is being satisifed, he seeks friendly, good interpersonal relations with
his co-workers (Fiedler, 1972).

In this sample, LPC scores ranged from 18 to 108 with a mean of 61.23 and a
standard deviation of 17.15. The sample was divided into two groups; those scor-
ing 63 and below were considered to be primarily task-motivated, those scoring '°-
74 or higher were classified as relationship-motivated. This split resulted in
a loss of 5 subjects with LPC scores between these standard cutoff points.

Situational Control. Fiedler's Contingency Model postulates that the per-
formance of leaders is dependent upon two interacting factors, the leader's
style and the situational control. Situational control is the degree to which
the situation provides the leader with influence, control, and power. This re-
search investigated the impact of role abiguity, uncertainty, and stress on the
leader's perception of situational control.

Stress. The degree of leader-perceived job stress was assessed by a 23 item
scale designed to distinguish stress from five theoretical job dimensions: role ._2
conflict, role ambiguity, organizational decision-vaking, interpersonal compe-
tition, and unethical competition. Contrary to the a priori attempt to develop "
five distinct stressors, this scale had a reliability coefficient of .92 (p <
.001), indicating it is unidimensional and quite reliable.

Results

The preception of task structure is positively related to the leader's ex-
perience level and negatively related to the leader's intelligence (r=.26, p <
.05 and r = -.33, p <.01 respectively). More experienced leaders view their
responsibilities as less complex, more structured, and are able to determine
when they have been properly accomplished. More intelligent leaders, on the
other hand, seem to interpret their duties as being more complicated, less
precise, and having more than one correct solution. By seeing more facets of
the problem and more alternative solutions, the intelligent leader is confronted
with situations which they believe require more information and resources.

More intelligent leaders perceive a more stressful relationship with the
superior (r =.29, p<.O1) and more stress resulting from their job (r =.26,
p <.05). This may be interpreted by the notion of cognitive complexity. More
intelligent leaders view their environment and interpersonal relationships as
more complex. For these leaders, there are far fewer "black and white" situa-
tions and many more circumstances in which the solution depends upon a number
of alternatives.
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The interrelation between stress and situational control variables is quite
interesting and provides support for the concept posited by Fiedler (1982) that
stress reduces a leader's control over his situation. Leaders who report good
relations with their subordinates report less stress resulting from thier job
than do leaders with poor leader-member relations (r = -.33, p <.01). This
makes perfectly good sense if one takes the position that discharging one's
duties through the actions of subordinates is a primary aspect of leadership.
If you trust your subordinates it is less likely that you will view your job
as stressful. In addition, there is a significant negative relationship be-
tween task structure and job stress (r = .28, p <.05) and between task struc-

- ". ture and boss stress (r = -.26, p <.05) which permit alternative explanations.
Leaders who perceive their jobs as complex also view their work environment as
more stressful. Thus, complex jobs may contribute to the perception of stress
or stress on the job makes one's leadership situation seem less certain and
therefore more complex. Whatever the explanation, in this sample, at least,
situational control was related to the perceived stressfulness of the environ-
ment. It is very important to note that job stress is not related to rated
leadership performance. Equally important, the stress level was not a result
of the performance evaluation.

Leader-member relations are unrelated to the leader's experience level.
Having experience is not a prerequisite for having good relations with one's
subordinates. Although one would expect more experience leaders to have more
power, authority, and influence, that does not appear to be the case in this
sample. Power in the military is significantly related to the leader's offi-
cial position. Commanders reported significantly more position power than do
the staff officers (F = 19.79, p. <.001).

Since we are relatively certain that leader behaviors are a result of the
interaction of the leader's personality and the situation, it seems that the
next logical step is to investigate the impact of the situation on the use of
experience and intelligence by task- and relationship-motivated leaders. This
will provide clues as to why the more experienced leaders excel in specific
situations but not in others. It was hypothesized that relevant experience
will correlate with leadership performance for task-motivated leaders in high
control situations and for relationship-motivated leaders in moderate control
situations. In other words, in situations which '"atch" the leader's style,
the leader is able to take advantage his previously learned skills and abil-
ities. The date from this study provide ample support to the concept that
leader's use their experience in situations which match their style.

According to the Contingency Model, task-motivated leaders perform best in
situations of high control. As predicted above, it is in this situation that

O the task-motivated leaders' experience correlates significantly with rated
leadership performance (r = .52, p <.01). Conversely, the high LPC leaders
performed poorly in this situation. Note that it is in this situation that
their experience is not related to performance (r = -.07, n.s.). In moderate
situations, the relationship-motivated leaders performed best. And, as hypo-
thesized, in this moderate control situation the high LPC leaders' experience

O was positively related to performance (r = .45, p <.05) while the low LPC,
task-motivated, leaders' experience was unrelated (r = .10, n.s.).
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Conclusion

As stated earlier, the major contribution of this study is the finding
that task- and relationship-motivated leaders make effective use of their
experience in situations which atch their leadership personality and misuse
their intelligence in situations which do not.

The results of this study support the Contingency Model and provide new
insight into the reasons why certain leaders excel in some situations and per- S
form poorly in others. Research has shown that, although low LPC leaders are
primarily motivated by task accoplishment, when they are in high control sit-
uations they are able to focus on their secondary motivation which is good

* interpersonal relations with the group members. As a result, in these situa-
tions task-motivated leaders behave in a considerate, supportive manner. In
moderate situations, the high LPC leaders emphasize their primary motivation,
need for relationships. Therefore, they, too, display open, considerate,
participative behaviors in situations which match their leadership style.

The major theoretical implication of this information is that we may be ' -

able to make a link between cognitive resources, experience and itelligence,

and leader behavior. In circumstances in which the leader behaves in a con-
siderate manner leaders tend to use their experience. It seem that experience
may be related to interpersonal activities. Experience may tell us how to treat 2
others and act interpersonally. Intelligence, on the other hand, is signifi-
cantly related in situations in which the leader tends to focus on the task rel-
evant aspects of the job and ignores the interpersonal aspects. For the low LPC"
leader, this occurs in the moderate situation. For the relationship-motivated ;
leader, it occurs in the high control situations. In conclusion, it appears
that experience is related to interpersonal activities and intelligence is re-
lated to task activities.
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There is No Such Thing
as Leadership!

Charles Jacob Yoos II
United States Air Force Academy

0D

Abstract

o
o In this paper, I present the radical but not nihilistic
'. perspective that leadership is an invalid construct. More

particularly, I argue that leadership science is a contradiction
in terms, and that leadership is at best an ex post facto notion,
a tenet of faith akin to that held by the ancient alchemists. The _0
purpose of the arguments is not to debunk leadership per se, but
to show that clinging tenaciously to the euphemism leadership is
counterproductive to the vital pragmatic task of understanding
and regulating human behavior.

Introduction and Caveats

I know, I know . . . how dare I commit such blasphemy? Some 500 years
after Martin Luther, I tack this thesis to the door of the mighty fortress
called military leadership. Like Luther, Hier steh' ich, ich kann nicht
anders!I

Before I start, you ought to be aware of some things:

-- Despite my affiliation with the academic discipline of management,
this paper is not about leadership versus management. That is a
specious debate anyway, but it is not the subject here.

-- This is also not about leadership as art versus science. My
arguments cut deeper than that distinction.

-- I concede the use of the term "leadership" as a gross rubric, in
general if ambiguous lay usage. I object to the use of the term as if S
it captured knowledge.

-- I observe the empirical legitimacy of much of the voluminous
behavioral research which appears under the title of eadership, and
I acknowledge the powerful scholarly pragmatic which keeps it there.
I deny, however, that this situation gives meaning to the title.

,. -- I sometimes devil's advocate, but not here. This --aper does not
-o reflect the official views of the Air Force Acadeiiiy or the Department

of the Air Force, but it does reflect mine.

Here I stand, I cannot do otherwise.
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Cogito, Ergo Sum

How can I dismiss the notion of leadership in full view of an awesome
literature, including such scholarly tomes as Ralph Stogdill's seminal
compendium, Handbook of Leadership: A Survey of Theory and Research (1974),

- James MacGregor Burns' Pulitzer Prize winning Leadership (1978), and in the
military context, Bob raylor and Bill Rosenbach's forthcoming Military Leader-
ship: In Pursuit of Excellence, as well as countless journal articles and
other published treatments?

I do so by proceeding from the Cartesian apothegm which is the heading of

this section. Conceptualization must precede existence; an idea must be had
before it is labeled. It is ludicrous to do otherwise in the pursuit of
knowledge. As an aspect of science, ideas are generated purposefully to be
vehicles for understanding; in that these ideas are literally "constructed,"
they are called conctructs.

In addition to the necessity of there first being an idea which gives
existence to a construct, criteria are also needed for accepting or rejecting
candidate constructs, for deciding which constructs we ought to try to validate,
and which we ought to discard. Three first-order criteria that are germane
here are that a construct should be explanatory (it should answer, or at least
give insight into, the questions that we ask), coherent (not mysterious), and
unique (not redundant with other constructs). A second-order criteria, by
which I mean one that would eventually have to be satisfied, but not until
after the first-order criteria are met, is the canon of intersubjectivity--the
meaning of a construct must be agreed to by the community of inquirers.
Humpty Dumpty need not apply!

Within this framework, consider leadership as a construct. I shall pose
two versions of my argument: the Devoid Condition, and Occam's Complaint.

The Devoid Condition

I find that leadership is an icon so venerated by time and anecdote that
it has assumed the status of a construct without ever satisfying the requisite
criteria. Gertrude Stein's dismissal of the city of Oakland is apropos of
leadership: there is no "there there." The bulk of contemporary discourse on
leadership commonly takes as a priori the existence of such a construct, the
meaning of which must be searched for until found. This is exactly ow, crlo
cogito, and it is absurd.

Candidate constructs abound, but they violate even the sparse criterion """
set that I specified above. I cannot possibly treat these exhaustively in a
paper of this scope, but I will offer two generalizations. First, many of
them fail because they are not in any way unique--they offer no ideas not
already captured in more basic constructs. Second, the preponderance of the
empirical research defines leadership as (certain) behaviors of the incumbent
of a position designated a leadership position, or defines a leader as one who
exhibits leadership behaviors with significant frequency. Such research is -
typically a methodologically sound crack at the vexing nut of understanding
human behavior in its myriad contexts, and I applaud it in its own right, but
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no amount of it justifies the claim that there is in fact sormethin,2 called
leadership; from a conceptual standpoint, these definitions are trivial if not
tautologous. What is more, the variety of definitions which preface this body
of research grossly violates my second-order condition--there i:-ply is no
substantial agreement about the meaning of the term. Some authors even plead
that leadership is such a multi-faceted notion that it is impossible to
articulate, bringing us full gamut from the merely ridiculous to the "ineffably
sublime!"

Let me illustrate further by analogy. Suppose that you 3rid I are on a 0
balcony, several stories above the ground, and I tell you that there is a
physical scientific construct, called "derf," 2 that enables you to leap over
the railing, glide gently to earth, and land safely. I point out that most of
us have seen this happen, perhaps in the movies, or at least have heard about
it. Naturally, you inquire as to the particulars of derf. I respond soothingly
that many derf engineers have defined derf in different ways, and others have

" "admitted that derf is too complicated to explain, but not to worry, derf surely
exists. Then, I invite you to vault the balcony railing, chanting "in derf we

I,"'"" ".trust. "

The point is not that you would refuse to go over th_? side (you would
refuse, wouldn't you?). Rather, it is that you would not even admit the
construct called derf. You might respond, in exasperation, "That's nonsense!
Go get some knowledge, about levitation or molecular transportation ('Beam
me up, Scottie!') or something, and then we'll label it, explore it, and maybe
even test it." I agree, and suggest that the same admonition applies to the
social nebula called leadership.

Occam's Complaint

Let's contemplate the same problem from another direction. Recall that
Occam's Razor calls for parsimony--explanation is sought with as few concepts
as possible, and redundancy is abhorrent. With this in mind, the question is:
what knowledge would be foregone, what insight lost, if the term "leadership"
were expunged? Go beyond semantics--what would we not know then that we know
now? For example, armed with the observation that people seem to effect other
people (which we might label co,! C '! , the idea that people's
capacity to influence, or latent influence, can be thought about and described

*01 (which we might label rom,), the ancillary idea that there is a peculiar sort
-S of power which is organizationally leqitimated (which we might label o KI I.),

some codification of right and wrong (which we label IZrI>.) and a model
which processes these ideas, what new deposit does leadership make in our fund
of knowledge? Otherwise, leadership is bankrupt.

Phenomenon versus Outcome

Well, if leadership is not a construct, is it still a , worthy of
theorization? A phenomenon is something that haj)ens. Does leadership happen?

I had a classmate named Fred who tended to do things backwards, so he

was dubbed "Derf."
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I am not as zealous on this point, but I must observe that in so far as
1: .xC on and cu; are vital aspects of identifying phenomena, then
leadership does not qualify here either. At the extremes, we may get broad
agreement that Churchill (or Roosevelt or Stalin) exhibited leadership, and
that a gun to the head in a dark alley is not an instance of leadership, but
there is much ambiguity in the broad expanse in-between, and, in any case,
nobody is able to articulate why it was or was not leadership. The French
idiom poses it best: ',u 'c.i.-c qw U 

,' 7,i -(.--what is it that it is?
Until the "that" can be specified and agreed to, leadership cannot be
considered a phenomenon.

The problem arises because oitc,.orn. is mistaken for phenomenon. Things dc
happen, after all: military battles are won, businesses realize profit and
growth, etc., and people called "leaders" seem to be pivotal in all this.
These are outcomes, however, and the error comes in succumbing to the tendency -
to account for some or all of the outcome by ascribing it to something called
leadership, when you cannot say what that is. It would be equally valid to
ascribe it to a roll of the cosmic die, or perhaps Divine Intervention .

On God & Love
0:

At this point, the tenacious proponent of leadership might say, "Aha,
what about that? Don't you believe in anything that you can't feel, see, or
otherwise 'know' in a strict sense. What about 1o]? What about -ov? Don't
we hold these ideas without verification? Why is it OK for them, out not for
leadership?" At the risk of not doing justice to these topics, I will treat
them briefly in turn.

I believe in God, and it is precisely the point that no matter how great
my fervor, that belief is still a tc ct of f'0CtJ in my scheme of knowing. I
have made a conscious decision--I "choose" to believe in God. I am (ompelled
to do so, for complex, personal reasons, and I accept that God "passeth all Vm
understanding." This is my religion. On the other hand, no physical or social
construct which I may devise or embrace to help understand this world is part
of my religion. If one confirms the analogy between the idea of God and the
idea of leadership, then it seems to follow that leadership, like God, is a
tenet of faith in your belief system. That can't be refuted, but it ought to
be recognized and admitted, and it is also prudent to recall the fate of
alchemists, who held as a tenet of faith that base metals could be changed to
gold.

As for love, I find that it is a reasonably precise phenomenon about which
broad consensus exists as far back as the ancient Greeks, who wrote about such
types as roor, ,'Jiio.:, and . Love may even have utility us a construct--
there are certainly approaches that are explanatory, coherent, and unique--
consider Freud (1933), Fromm (1956), and May (1970). Each offers a conception
that carves out fresh territory of understanding. I reach no concJusion abowt
them, but observe that on this basis, love and leadership are inconi)araible.



Reconciliation

Is the Emperor called leadership naked? I have argued that it is, but I
also think that all such arguments subordinate to the following utterly
pragmatic consideration: given this amorphous label called leadership, are we
on balance better off with it in our knowledge domain than without it? In this
sense, the assertion that "there is no such thing as leadership" is a non
sequitur--of course there isn't! All constructs are figments, albeit purpose-
ful ones, of our collective imagination. The important question is not whether 0
there is leadership, but whether it is advantageous to (continue to) pretend
that there is.

I conclude that we are not making headway on the leadership tack. I read
too much literature that promises analysis based on leadership, but produces
only artifactual descriptions or empirical generalizations. I hear too many
senior executives who speak ex cathedra about leadership, but are really
prisoners of their own experience. Most grievously by far, I encounter too
many students who have been titillated with visions of grandeur about a grail
called leadership, but who are confused and frustrated because its mystery
has never been revealed unto them, and who resist learning the rigorous
fundaments of social psychology because "leadership is where it's at!"

I also suffer no delusions--I cannot prevail on a diet of worms. In
addition to stating my case, I can only offer advice. With all deference to
those who conduct valid inquiry into human behavior which may reside under the
rubric of leadership but does not depend on it, be vigilant that the
convenient label not be construed as incorporating meaning. To those who
presume leadership, . . , take stock.
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Productivity, An Organizational Rather Than

10 An Individual Variable1

0
William D. Kane, Jr.

Western Carolina University

0 Abs tract

This research investigated the impact of environmental distrac-
tions on maintenance productivity. The investigator spent 107 hours

Iobserving subjects and concluded that over fifty percent of their

0 work shift was spent coping with distractions that hindered task
~'g accmplshmnt. The data suggest thtterelationship between
productivity and organizational variables is critical.

Introduction

The objective of this research was to conceptually determine whether or
not an individual technician's response to contextual variables is a signifi-
cant component, along with task accomplishment, of performance and/or
productivity. Previous investigators purposefully strove to control contextual
variables using a laboratory or semi-controlled environment focused completely
on the technological components of the task. However, when technicians

- function in a shop, flight line, or silo environment, contextual variables may
4> play a substantial role in total task completion. Noise, weather, and lighting

conditions are recognized as impacting on performance, but no research exists
on how technicians cope with or adapt to environmaental variables. What should

* be included as contextual va-lables of the maintenance environment is a
* research question, how technicians cope with or respond to them are pertinent
* to performance, yet no research currently exists which investigates the impact
*of these contextual variables on performance. It ma be that a technician's
* coping with environmental distractions is as important to productivity as

technical task accomplishment.

To investigate the hypothetical relationships, the author spent 107 hours

on three different Air Force bases directly observing, in their work
*environments, eight crew chiefs and nine specialists. The suspected

relationships are there. They are more important to productivity than
originally thought, but the research problem is far more complex than
anticipated. The aircraft maintenance environment is not a monolithic one but
is instead a multiplicity of task environments. As the missions of MAC, SAC,
and TAC differ, so do their maintenance environments. The environment of a
specialist working in a quiet shop is markedly different from the environment
of the same specialist working on a noisy, busy f light line. What else has
emerged from this research is reinforcement for the idea that maintenance
technicians are exposed to an almost infinite queue of environmental demands
from which they must select, using some kind of a selection system, and

-~ available time (or other resources) constrains the number of events they can
w attend to. Therefore, they select some, neglect others and the select/neglect
* activity is not necessarily according to conventional wisdom (i.e., maintenance

'This research was funded by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research,
Air Force Systems Command, USAF, under minigrant number AFOSR-80-0146.
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policy). While this line of research is far from complete it does indicate
some interesting ways to seek increased productivity.

This piece of research was proposed as a conceptual study and as such
cannot be generalized to the maintenance population in its current form. Site
selection was not random, subject selection was not random, the number of
subjects is quite small, sophisticated statistical techniques cannot be used,
and there was only one observer.

Observation Methodology

The central purpose of this research was to observe Air Force Maintenance
personnel as they went about their duties in as naturalistic a manner as
possible. Realizing that the observer becomes part of, or perhaps intrudes
into, the maintenance environment it was still believed that after some minimal
period the observer would blend into the environment if he were unobtrusive
enough. After carefully explaining that the observer was not a quality control
inspector, not a manpower specialist and that he would not report performance
information to anyone, he was well received. The observer then informed the
subject that he just wanted to observe how things got done and that he would
accompany the subject but the subject was to go about his or her duties as if
the observer was not there.

Results

Base one. The methodology was in trouble from the first hour of
observation. The methodology was far too simplistic to observe, record, and
interpret the richness and variety of activities and interactions in the
environment. The results from base one are divided into two categories and
they are treated separately.

A. Results Pertinent to Methodology--As the original methodology was
applied to the research task the following problems were encountered
and noted.

'. 1. It is oftentimes difficult to determine precisely what the
assigned task is and what the parameters are.

2. It is difficult to determine from observation the impact of some
environmental interactions.

3. The observation time of two hours was too brief to observe a
representative sample of the subject's behavior.

4. The comparison of coping behavior between a high performer and a
low performer could not be made for several reasons:

a. In most instances there were not enough people available
for duty to have the luxury of picking between specialists

b. In all but two observations, both specialists, the subjects
were first-term airmen of approximately equal experience

- and time in the service and measurable differences in
*-'..'.' performance probably did not exist.

5. The post-observation interview did not work as the maintenance
people did not appear to discriminate task from environment.

6. The methodology was far too simplistic to observe, record, and
interpret the richness and variety of both activities and
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interactions in the environment with paper-and-pencil technology

and one observer.

B. Results Pertinent to Maintenance--As the original methodology was
applied to the research task the following distractions were noted.

1. Maintenance personnel spend a majority of their time waiting
(for everything) and the slack time is seldom their fault.

2. Almost all maintenance is being accomplished by inexperienced
maintenance personnel.

3. All things considered, the individual maintenance person does
an excellent job in coping with distractions and eventually

getting the job done. L
4. The flight line maintenance environment of the POMO structure

(AFR66-5) is substantially more turbulent than the AFR66-1.2
maintenance environment.

5. There is little technical assistance available from supervisory
personnel.

*6. Cross Utilization Training (CUT) is not working and there are
people attempting to do maintenance on systems that they have
only the vaguest idea about.

7. The crew chief's maintenance tasks are comparatively routine but
the environment in which the tasks are accomplished is highly
turbulent.

8. The decentralization of specialists into the AMUs means that
that there is no central source of technical expertise.

9. The pressure to generate sorties is so intense and enduring that
it overwhelms most other events in the environment.

Base Two. The basic methodology change was to increase the observation
time to one full shift, approximately eight work hours, for each maintenance

*person observed. Along with the above change the post-observation interview
was discontinued.

A. Results Pertinent to Methodology--As the modified methodology was
*applied to the research task the following issues were noted.

I . The increase of observation time to one full maintenance shift
is definitely a step in the right direction. However, it is .

probably still insufficient. The amount of observation time
required to acquire a representative sample of a maintenance
person's activities and work patterns remains a research
question and a question that is confounded by varying degrees of
environmental turbulence.

2. The precise operational definition of "a task" remains a
problem.

3. The comparison between a high performer's and a low performer's
coping behaviors remains an unrealistic objective. It might be

4. productive to determine average or normative behaviors and work
patterns instead.

4. The availability of a hand-held computer into which
observational data could be keypunched and which automatically
recorded time would make this type of research much more

p.Roldtve item #2, the operational definition of an environ-

mental distraction is also a problem.
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B. Results Pertinent to Maintenance--As the modified methodology was
applied to the research task the following distractions were noted.

1 . Maintenance persons are required to perf orm maintenance tasks
for which there is no training, no technical data, and no test
equipment.

2. Coordination when a supporting specialist or crew chief is
needed is a continual problem.

3. First term airmen, with attendant skill levels, are performing
almost all maintenance and generally without competent technical '
supervision.

-N4. The maintenance person works in an environment distinct and

separate from the rest of a base's population.
5. In the specialists' environment events are driven by the random

arrival of unscheduled maintenance demands.
6. Maintenance personnel function in an environment laden with

uncertainty.
7. Transportation and communication are consistent major problems.

Base Three. The basic change to the methodology was to, if possible,
increase the observer's unobtrusiveness. Interaction with the subject was
minimized after introductions and while not rudely turning away inter-0
actions initiated by the subject, the observer did not encourage them.

A. Results Pertinent to Methodology--As the modified methodology was
applied to the research task the following issues were noted.

1. The maintenance environment of each of the three major commands
differs and the environments are different on each base,

N depending upon where you work.
2. Extreme weather conditions suggest that the magnitude and

14 intensity of distractions do vary.
3. The observation time for any one subject is still inadequate.
4. The observation effort is spread over too wide an area of t

maintenance activities for this stage of research.
"SB. Results Pertinent to Maintenance--As the modified methodology was

applied to the research tadk the following distractions were noted.
%1. Severe winter weather obviously affects both man and machine.

2. The type and complexity of the assigned weapons system is a
major component of the task environment.

3. Weapon system reliability and maintainability are increasingly
important to the quantity of maintenance demands under extreme
weather conditions.

4. On some tasks better grouping of tasks or scheduling could

improve productivity.
5. Powered Aircraft Ground Equipment (AGE) is a continuing problem

6. Transportation and communication problems are compounded
a.'. geometrically by extreme weather.

a.....Discussion

Methodology. The methodology used in this study is too weak to provide
hard data for policy making. The original intent of this study, however, has

1,50 been satisfied because it was designed as exploratory research and to that end
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it has been successful. While the study did not produce answers it did help to
clarify questions, which was the anticipated outcome. The basic questions
raised are: 1. operational definitions of tasks, distractions, and copingS3behaviors; 2. the complexity of the observation process, including sampling
issues; and 3. the hypothesized existence of multiple maintenance envirornents
rather than the assumed monolithic environment.

Maintenance. The predicted phenomena, and relationships within the
phenomena, exist and the significance to increased productivity is higher than
originally assumed. The three areas to be discussed here are the frequency and
intensity of environmental (situational) distractions (constraints), the coping
behaviors of maintenance people, and maintenance peoples' perceptions of what
impedes productivity.

The frequency and intensity of environmental distractions is some function
of the degree of environmental turbulence. The entire maintenance environment
is more turbulent and less predictable than the clerical support environment
and a significant portion of a maintenance person's time is spent dealing with
environmental distractions. A substantial portion of the variance in the
productivity equation can probably be accounted for by events external to the
individual maintenance person and therefore beyond his or her control. The
popular mythology is that the majority of the variance in the productivity
equation is controlled by the individual maintenance person and the sketchy
evidence from this study indicates that the situation, rather than the
individual, contributes the majority of the variance. If future research-
confirms the preliminary data in this study managers could derive greater
productivity increases at less cost by proper control of the environment as
opposed to focusing all productivity efforts on the individual maintenance
person.

The second observation deserving comment here is what it is that the
maintenance person complains about. In most of the cases observed maintenance
persons like their job but disliked environmental events surrounding it. They
pointedly attacked segments of the maintenance environment and specifically
perceived that, rather than assisting, environmental events hindered
maintenance efforts. They are adamant and vocal about this, particularly since
at two of the three bases no effort was made to collect this type of
information. Not only do environmental events appear to control the majority
of productivity variance from the observer's point of view, but the hands-on
maintenance people verbalize a similar perception.

The third observation is that the individual maintenance person is doing a
good to excellent job (sample not representative) and engages in reasonably
positive coping behaviors from a productivity point of view. However, their
coping behaviors are often contradictory to organizational policy, to them a
perceived distraction. What they are experiencing is the frequently concealed
conflict between pressure for increased productivity and compliance with organ-
izational policy. The official point of view is that these two objectives are
one and the same while the maintenance person views them as mutually exclusive.
To the worker organizational policy and structure are part of the environmental
distractions that steal valuable time from what is really important. Manage-
ment might achieve significant productivity gains at low cost by better control

*of distracting environmental events. This strategy should produce quick
* returns and is easier to implement than significant attitude change.
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LEADERSHIP INSTRUCTION AND OFFICER CANDIDATES
Some Unholy Thoughts

4', Commander John B. Nashbush, PhD
(.0 University of Nisconsin-Iladison

."N Abstract

M'Nilitary people love the word 'leadership.' So often, however, when they use the
term they emasculate it. It may come as a shock to many, but leadership is not
an exclusive property of those in uniform! The problem is largely semantic as

illustrated by the statement of the Navy Division Officer's Guide that
I nanageoentf is something 'leaders' do--most management literature sees it just

the opposite. Careful attention to definition, a review of appropriate scholarly
literature, and careful self-assessment can assist prospective officers in the
important task of learning about leadership. Viewing 'officershir" as a
combination of managership and leadership can help us cut a proper path through a,
the folklore.

Introduction

My interest in leadership is rooted in my performance, a rather bad one as best I can recall, on a
leadership theory question on my doctoral written comprehensive. I was bothered by the fact that I had
taken a superficial attitude to the subject in my studies, and I was not really prepared to adequately

. address this important facet of organizational administration. Nonetheless, I passed the examination.
However, I have carried on with a guilty conscience, and, as a result, have made the subject of leadership
a focus of subsequent work in organizational studies. What I have discovered about leadership in the
intervening years has left me in a state of frustrated confusion. I have come to the unholy conclusion
that, to paraphrase Lord Russell, leadership is the science in which we don't know what we're talking about
nor whether or not what we say is true. This dilemma is compounded because I am an officer in the military
(which considers itself a paragon of leadership virtue) and as also charged with teaching the subject to
officer candidates. My frustration is intensified because I am finally achieving some insight, but I do
not find consistent scholarly support for my views nor am I very certain that I can communicate this view
to students who are already 'tainted, by the folklore. Let me outline my thinking on the subject and then

- give you a reprise of a recent teaching experience.
Leadershio--Semantics andMyth

Some background may be useful. I am presently on a second active-duty tour in the Navy. Originally a
history major, I completed the Navy's nuclear power training program after commissioning, served about 3
112 years of shipboard duty, and was a Naval ROTC instructor during my first active tour. I earned an NBA

9 . degree at the end of that period, and, after leaving active duty, continued my studies of administration in
a doctoral program in educational administration. After completing these studies, I served as a faculty
member in a college of business for 4 1/2 years. During all these years I not only had an opportunity to
observe organizations in action but also to study them from a theoretical perspective. I have seen

097i leadership defined from a variety of operational and theoretical perspectives. I have seen enough to be
4' * certain that the problem of semantics is the fundamental dilemma of leadership. There is also a problem of

the 'myth of leadership'--that military officers are leaders first and managers second and are therefore

V.V
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fundamentally different from managers or administrators of all other organizations who are (poor souls).
for some unexplained reason, managers first and leaders second. From an objective, organizational theory
point of view, this myth is self-serving and confusing. Less politely, Rubbish'

• "; Formal Organization. Hanaaeoent,- and Leadetri

If the logic of 'leadership is whatever the boss says it is, can be applied--presumably we are all
free to define the term to suit our own needs--I will take the liberty of casting my own pearls of wisdom

for inspection. However, I must start back a bit in order to preserve a pretext of logic. Fundamentally,
a formal organization is a group, structured in some manner, responsible for achieving some agreed-to
purpose. Within these organizations, certain individuals are assigned positions of authority and
responsibility (position pover)--call them managers, officers, administrators, etc.--let me simply call

thee managers. In this vein, management is, in my opinion, authoritative decision making about the use of
the resources of the organization for the purpose of achieving organizational goals. Note that I use the
term 'manager' generically, and, if you prefer, you may substitute 'officer,' 'platoon leader,'

'commander,' 'quarterback,' 'wicked stepmother,* or 'SOB in charge.' The point is that the people who fill
these roles are functionally equivalent irrespective of whether or not a combat environment exists. Now I
believe that leading is something these people NEED to do. Note, I said 'need to do' not 'do.' I define
leadership to be behavior, in a group context, that results in the willing compliance of the members. Note
also that according to this definition anyone in the group can be the leader. The important thought is
that those in positions of organizational responsibility can more easily and effectively meet their
accountabilities if they are also effective leaders. Just as clearly, if leadership were to mean simply

5"" the behavior of those in charge (the 'bad' definition of leader), then leadership would be anything they
do, and we would have nothing to talk about! With my students, I insist on this behavioral definition for
two reasons: (1) so that we can at least operate under the pretext of a common vocabulary, and (2) because
I want the@ to feel that they are studying something that they need to understand and master in order to be

effective when they get responsibility.

Managerial Behavior and Leadership

Let me develop a few more thoughts to round out this perspective. I believe that organizational

situations eust be met on their own terms, or, if you prefer, I believe that the logic of contingency
theory must be given its due. Further, I believe that virtually all situations have both technical (task)
and behavioral (relationship) elements present in varying degrees of importance. I believe that the person
in position power will attempt to carry out the responsibility at hand by making a decision--e.g., to
unilaterally determine the course of group action, to consult and order, to share in the group's
deliberations, or to delegate authority and ratify action taken. Thus, I believe that there is a possible

spectrum of behavior (note, I did not say 'style'). Note, however, I am really calling this 'managerial
behavior,' not leader behavior. I have found this decision-making approach to managerial behavior to be
useful for a relatively simple reason. Given that I have defined what managers do (or what management
consists in most basically), the question is, Now? How means understanding the situation (facts,

organizational policy and procedures applicable, and behavioral capabilities and patterns of the
players--including one's self). The manager makes a decision on how to proceed and moves on (recall the
decision spectrum I outlined above). Now sometimes the manager uses the authority (position-power) of the
office to make and enforce a decision. Fine! But let's not call that leadership. It's power (or perhaps
we might say 'command'), and it's all right to call it that. What then of leadership? Recall my

definition--behavior resulting in willing compliance. This has a persuasive connotation, and rightly so.

But, let me add that this does not mean that I as a 'blow-in-the-ear' person. Some people exercise
leadership in a most bombastic manner (a I& Patton and Lombardi), but that is both consistent with their "l1

personalities and effective. Others may use more subtle means with similar results. I believe that the

individual is left with the dilemma of determining what works best. What a horrible thing to have to say
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to a class of impressionable officer candidates' To admit that 1, an 0-5, a commander of the line, cannot
give a simple answer to the leadership question is hard. To further imply that 'That's your problem' is
even harder. But I believe that this is what we must do.

Leadershig Theories and Their Failings

What then of so-called leadership theories? My perception is that most of these are misnamed. The
popular theory group includes trait, leader behavior, Fiedler's contingency model, Vroom-Yetton's
decision-making model, Path-Goal, Tannenbaum and Schmidt's leadership style continuum, Life-Cycle,
McClelland's focus on power motivation, and the psychoanalytic postulations of Maccoby--among others. One
common focus of all of this literature is the behavior of the person in charge. This focus is so intense
that me are reinforced in the idea that leadership and being in charge are the same thing. However, the
reality is that concern with the person in charge is the result of the need for effective management. In
short, managers can be more effective if they are also good leaders. In general, these theories describe
managerial behavior more than leadership behavior. Further, excepting Path-Goal theory, they ignore
motivation in the respondents to leadership acts. Quite obviously the objective of any leadership attempt

is to activate the motivation of others (Note, I did not say 'motivate otherso because that is
psychologically impossible--motivation is interior and personal, and I may help you activate yourself but I
do not activate you). Another failing of the present state of leadership theory is the lack of

comprehensiveness. Finally, there is a general lack of insistence on self-evaluation on the part of the
practitioner.

'Officershig'--Manaaement Plus Ten Percent

What then are me to do if we are to deal with semantic discontinuities and at the same time fulfill

our responsibilities to officer candidates? We could start by clearing our minds of stereotypes. Courage
and leadership are not the same, but military people love to romanticize on this point. Secondly, me need

7-. to remind ourselves that many of our own publications and manuals give at'least lip service to the concept
of persuasive leadership techniques. Thirdly, and most importantly, we need to stop the leadership vs.

management debate. In this regard I propose the use of a new term, "officership.' A friend of mine, a Navy
captain who has had 4 commands (3 afloat) and is ARD in organizational psychology, has told me that, in his

.- experience, being an officer is 90% management (taking care of business) and 10% leadership. That 10% is

.*4the difference between adequacy and excellence, and that is how he defines leadership. This is an

excellent starting point. We really want excellent officership, and to achieve it we need excellent
leadership. We should not be afraid to admit our own lack of sophistication in knowledge of the warp and
the woof of this thing called leadership. We need to emphasize the responsibility of each prospective
officer for developing skills in accurate self-assessment. In addition, we must commit ourselves to
providing these people with the substance of leadership and motivational theories, imperfect though they

are, thus giving them a basis for trial and assessment.

Socio-Technical Realism

I would like to expand a bit on this last point. In many services a great deal of attention is now
paid to the technological sophistication of weapons and systems. There is understandably strong interest
in expanding the technical sophistication of the officers who will supervise and use this modern, complex

hardware. Accordingly, concern is well-placed for expanding the numbers of officers with technicalr . education. But we must not forget that the services are fundamentally human institutions. Therefore,
there is also an imperative to better understand the human side. Unfortunately, behavioral knowledge is
sorely lacking in sophistication and precision compared to disciplines such as engineering and the physical
sciences. These obvious failings, however, do not invalidate the social and behavioral sciences. Rather,
I believe, these failings intensely dramatize the need for awareness and understanding.
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This important challenge has two aspects that must be dealt with simultaneously. First, we need to
commit ourselves to communicating to prospective officers a meaningful human behavior knowledge base. We

could better do this if we had a substantial body of resources with stronger face validity than the general
psychological, sociological, and business literature we so often have to use. For example, we need
compendia of military case studies which focus on typical socio/technical problems and decision
responsibilities junior officers face. Secondly, we must break down the barriers that we have ourselves

'' constructed and which blind us to the obvious organizational reality that technology and human behavior are
indivisible. We know that in environments where technology, resources, procedures and people inevitably
interact, no decision is solely task or behavior-based. We must work to improve meaningful dialogue
between technocrats and behaviorists.

Somewhat parenthetically, but relevant to this discussion, I would like to take one last swipe at
those who lament the unpredictability of human behavior and seek to drown their sorrows with a swig of easy
answers. The world, it seems is populated with vast numbers of latterday snake oil salesmen who feed on
our insecurities and purport to know the answers to all the questions about deviant behaviors of people in
organizations. The military services have grabbed the bait as vigorously as most other organizations.
That is not all bad. After all, some of the salesmen are reputably trained and sell pretty good snake oil.
Additionally, this is evidence that there exist commitments to making organizations both better places for

people and more effective. But no one salesman has "the answer' and we cannot afford to try them all.
Clearly the 'deus ex machina" approach will not save us. Rather, we need to employ our substantial
internal resources in making service people more comfortable and competent with the mysteries of human

behavior. Clearly, we need to make our best efforts begin at the officer accession level.

Siftingand Ninnowinq

Earlier I promised that I would review for you a recent teaching experience I had with a class of
NROTC seniors. Together we explored the mysteries of organization, management, motivation, leadership, and
the challenges of being a junior officer. I tried to communicate and the students tried to understand.
The result was something of a standoff. I am not sure that I ever succeeded in transferring the
perceptions in my mind's eye. Clearly, that's an ego deflater. I also witnessed the power of images based
on stereotypes and exacerbated by the semantic tangles we have invented for ourselves. However, I did
achieve some success in forcing (note, I did NOT say leading) the students to confront a number of

motivational and leadership theories and use them as a basis for (I hope) honest self-assessment. To the
extent that I achieved that objective and also started them thinking about the responsibilities and

challenges they will soon face on active duty, I feel some measure of success. In the meantime it's back
to the drawing board to try to do a better job next time, mindful of the lessons learned. Come to think of
it, that's not bad. In fact, that's what being an officer is all about!

Bibliographic Note

In To 6et the Job Done, I have attempted to add some face validity to a body of organizational literature
appropriate for use in leadership instruction of officer candidates. While much of the book is devoted to

.W readings from the traditional sources of this literature, I made a definite effort to indicate its
applicability to the naval service. The various section introductions in the text contain many "gems" of
the same point of view expressed in this paper. The book is used in the senior year curricula of the Naval
ROTC Program. The complete bibliographic citation is:

Washbush, John B. and Sherlock, Barbara J., eds.

To Get the Job Done: ReadingsinLeadershig
_and Mangemen, 2nd edition. Annapolis, MD: --- -- -".

Naval Institute Press, 1981.
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0 Windows On A Future World:
0 Human Dimensions of Air Force Doctrine in the 21st. Century

I M.C. Devilbiss
Norwich University

Abstract

tn L983 the Air Force accepted the new Army combat doctrine "AirLand
BattleV as a basis for joint tactical planning. This paper reviews this
doctrine, examining the role of the Air Force and asques that in order for
this new concept to be successful, a new kind of Air Force member with
certain identifiable abilities and attitudes will be required in a battle-
field of the future. The paper goes on to examine some of the implications
of this hypothesis from the perspective of both the individual warrior and

i.:. the combat team, and concludes by identifying some of the potential
consequences to the Air Force at the organizational level in areas of
accession and training of new personnel.

Introduction

In 1982, the U.S. Army's Training and Doctrine Command put forward a
new combat doctrine, AirLand Battle 2000, designed to address itself to
anticipated conditions on the battlefields of the twenty-first century.
As is deonstrated by its name, conflicts on future battlefields are
envisioned in this doctrine as taking place in at least two media, air and
land, and close tactical cooperation in these arenas is emphasized. In

October, 1983 this new Army doctrine was "accepted by the U.S. Air Force
as a basis for joint tactical planning." (Army Times,October 10,1983: 19)
The purpose of the present paper is to explore the AirLand Battle doctrine,
focusing especially on some of its organizational implications for the

. U.S. Air Force, particularly in the areas of recruitment and training of
personnel.

The Concept of AirLand Battle

* - An initial assumption of this doctrine is that future battlefields are ii
quite likely to contain many high technology systems; sophisticated elec-

-. tronic and surveillance means,computers,lasers,and robots are expected to
be present and extensively utilized. Secondly, battle "lines" on the
battlefield of the future are envisioned as indistinct and in a constant
state of flux. A third critical assumption of this plan is that although
U.S. forces may face a superiorly armed and larger foe in the future, it is
through maneuver,a technological edge,and highly trained personnel that U.S.

*.":-: forces can meet and overcome such a threat. S
Contained within the doctrinal concepts are several operational impli-

cations. One is that inter-service (Army - Air Force) tactical coordination -

"-"""" and planning is necessary to obtain strategic objectives. Secondly, this .-
doctrine, as described by the Army itself, represents "a major 'evolutionary'

Oil change from past reliance on achieving the superiority in weapons and
equipment..." "to a more intense, freewheeling style of warfare in which
victory may hinge less on the firepower of mass formations and more on the
ablities of small units to outmaneuver and confuse the enemy". (Wall Street
Journal, January 22,1982:1) And finally, of particular importance here, the 1

A%% %,, doctrine calls for decentralization of command authority and of decision-
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making down to the company and platoon levels, and stresses the importance
of small groups of combat teams who are capable of and skilled in rapid
maneuver warfare. This is actually a return to the very old notion of the
"elite unit" (see, for example, Thompson, 1982), but cast in a modern
setting.

AirLand Battle: The Air Force Role

It is important to our purposes here to examine the anticipated role
of theA,ir Force in this new tactical doctrine. Obviously, certain
surveillance and intelligence gathering measures,close air support of
ground forces,deep strike capability,and rapid air mobility of troops,
equipment, and supplies - all elements of the AirLand Battle doctrine -

are consistentwith the Air Force mission and its strtegic and tactical
capabilities. But to achieve a more thorough understanding of the Air
Force's role, it is necessary to view these macro-level goals from their
basic building blocks at the micro-level of analysis. Here we can

.1 " identify one not so obvious doctrinal congruence between the two services
in the very notion of the combat team, the foundation upon which AirLand
Battle is built.

The present author suggests here however that the Army's focus upon
the combat team is at the secondary rather than the primary level of
analysis. Rather, it is argued that the central concept in, and the key
to the successful execution of, AirLand Battle is the individual military
member, referred to here as the new "ALB warrior". This is not to say that
the combat team is unimportant, for this is to commit the error in reverse:
the fighter or bomber pilot or the missLe launch officer is not the only

- individual involved in the successful execution of combat. The problem
here lies in the matter of definition. With increasingly long-range
weapons technology, does for instance even a ighter pilot have direct (i.e.,

- personal)contact with an enemy - one that may only appear as an image on
a screen or as a series of numbers representing a location? Likewise, -
those key support personnel (especially equipment maintainers),without
whom the designated warrior would literally be unarmed,are part of the
combat team, even though their "exposure" to the enemy may be even less
direct than his is. What we are saying here is that the definition of the
ALB "warrior" extends to all members of the team; new technology has made
"combatants," in the broad sense, of more, not fewer, individuals. For the
Air Force this means that the term,"the new ALB warrior" includes not only
its rated officers, but personnel in certain non-rated areas (e.g.,missiles)
and key combat personnel in the enlisted ranks as well.

" The crucial initial perspective then to adopt here is a social psycho-
logical one: to examine these implications within the context of individual

" expertise and development (primary level of analysis) and of small group
behavior (secondary level of analysis) and then to relate these to organi-
zational goals and means (tertiary level of analysis). An elaboration of
this argument below shows how and why such an analysis is possible.

A New Individual for a New Doctrine

A major premise to be presented here is that a)the type of mission, -
b)the type of tactics, and c)the type of command structure specified in
the new AirLand Battle doctrine necessitates the recruitment and training
of a different type of warrior. With its missions emphases (hold or regain

* terrain; disorient, weaken, confuse, or destroy an enemy), its tactics
(e.g., deep strike capability, rapid maneuver, ease of evasion, and
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inability of detection), and its decentralized command structure, the
"-m. battlefield of the future calls for a new kind of military member with

certain characteristics. It is argued that not only are a different set
of abilities functional to the Air Force of the twenty-Urst century,but
that certain individual attitudinal components (previously de-emphasized
at the expense of a concentration on abilities) are most important to
identify. In turn, we shall examine the categories of abilities and
attitudes and then go on to look at our secondary and tertiary levels of
analyses.

Abilities. The "ALB warrior" will be an acknowledged expert in a par-
ticular area of military operations who will have as well an appreciation
for and a working knowledge of the particular areas of expertise of other
team members. The new ALB warrior will also possess a good general working
knowledge of military operations as well as a knowledge of the language,
customs,and history of the countries in which operations are being conducted.

-' . As such, the ALB warrior will be a knowledgeable expert,but also much more
.. " of a "generalist" than is now the case. This is necessary since the ALB

warrior's role gives a wider latitude for action and requires abiliW to work
not only with team members,but also with those of a larger unit or another
service tasked with a similar mission,and to cooperate with officials and
others in the host country. Thus the ALB warrior's training will be more
inclusive in scope and therefore longer, getting away from the "assembly

. line" (unique specialization) approach. The ALB warrior's duties will also
"*2 call for more responsibility for individual decision-making; therefore

skill-based training will be incorporated with more general educational
(abstract conceptual) development.

The ALB warrior must have the ability to plan as well as to act (rapid
maneuver warfare and the element of surprise can place particular demands
on these skills), and be able to think both defensively and offensively,as
the new doctrine emphasizes both. Further, the ALB warrior must be fitphysically as well as psychologically to withstand the demands of the
environment, as well as frequent movement and stress.

Attitudes. Attitudes are less easily quantifiable than abilities,but are
nonetheless often crucial to an individual's success or failure. Attitudes
can be cultivated through exposure and reinforcement; they can also be
possessed by an individual upon arrival to the military. It is suggested
that the following (partial) listing of attitudinal components would be
functional for the ALB warrior and should be encouraged by the military
environment:

self-confidence and individualism - believes in own abilities;
others recognize this individual as an expert

also a team player - recognizes and is unthreatened by the |
expertise of others; works individually and collectively

* -[-[' .to accomplish the mission 1
understands human relations - (especially important in this

- -* setting) - shows no prejudices; respects individual
ability, the foundation of ALB *d

is dependable,consistently giving one's best efforts - internal
,*~. * , motivation,not external threat or reward acts as an

instigator of behavior; "getting by with the least effort"
is unknown to the ALB warrior
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possesses the notion of a social obligation to the state -sees

the military in other than strictly vocational terms or as

is willing to accept both risks and challenges; possesses both
courage and integrity - the new ALB warrior is an individual
not only of high ability,but of strong character as well

The Combat Team

The small combat team, the next level of analysis, is also an important
element of AirLand Battle. As. the development of human-machine interfacing
becomes increasingly important with computer and robotic technology
beginning to be used extensively on the battlefield, the ability to work
not only with other people~but with programmable (and perhaps even
environmentally responsive) machines will be a requirement. Furthermore,
the intelligence and ability to repair the machine and/or to have a
contingency plan in case of machine malfunction or failure will be a
necessity.

1K If indeed individual ability is the foundation for the new doctrine,
we may expect in the future to see "mixed" combat teams, since ability is
no respector of race or sex. If the "contact hypothesis" holds, we may also

-~then expect to see a decline in racism and sexism in the military, which
would contribute to combat effectiveness.

VWe may also see at least some change in the concept of "leadership"
where leadership is based upon expertise, as broadly defined. The present
author does not suggest that the military will soon abandon rank as its
traditional basis for authority, but rather that rank will become less
important as knowledge and skill become more important, especially in less
formal - decentralized operational - situations.

Organizational Implications

Increased emphasis will be placed upon the recruitment~training,and
retention of the high quality ALB warrior. Selection programs may incor-
porate attitudinal assessment, as well as mental ability testing, into
initial entry screenings; training programs will -be longer and more
inclusive in scope and will move toward the concept of educating as well as .

training the ALB warrior. A smaller size force is indicated, and given the
V' high quality of individual necessary for this type of mission, salaries -

comparable to those of other professionals should be anticipated and
* planned for.

Recruitment must intensify and focus upon a small force of the very
highest quality; lateral recruitment from those already at mid-career and
increased recruitment of women and minorities is suggested. Because those
recruited are increasingly likely to be married, a concept of rotational

*~duty (similar to sea duty, with alternating blocks of time spent in and
out of field operations) or of assigning couples together may prove bene-
ficial. Because of the high quality of the individual ALB warrior, a

* potential problem is retention and replacement. To help address this,
individual goals (e.g.,deepening or broadening one's level of individual
expertise) must be identified and realized, if possible, through

S organizational opportunities.
Besides an increased need for technical skills, there will be a great

need for human relations skills as well,and organizational behavior
specialists, psychologists, and sociologists will become more important
to the military. In fact, "human relations specialist" (as crucial as it
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is to the small team concept) may eventually become a combat occupational .K'-
specialty.

The emphasis in warfare will shift from physical destruction and loss
of life to psychological crippling and debilitation of informational and
logistical sources. The new ALB warrior will think this way and employ
tactics designed to achieve these results. Moreover, because he/she has
been educated as well as trained in military matters, the new ALB warrior
will be able to think on both a tactical and a strategic level. As a
result, we may eventually see a flowchart of advice and planning moving
throughout the organization, rather than solely through the traditional
"top-down" decision-making model of the past.

Relatedly, a very important caveat is in order here. The heterogeneity
of the mission of the Air Force will not allow it to confine its future
planning to the conventional warfare undertakings emphasized in the AirLand
Battle doctrine. For instance, the concerns of the Air Force Space Command
stress missions of scientific fact-finding as well as those of military
intelligence or surveillance value. Those of the former may suggest a more
cooperative, trans-national approach and philosophy while those of the
latter suggest more nationalistic emphases. It is important to note that
the ALB warrior, as envisioned above, is able to think and to act in both

"*. modes: while he/she is a loyal citizen of the nation, the ALB warrior is .'-
also able to recognize and deal with issues which may transcend national
boundaries (e.g.,increasing scientific understanding of the earth, its
weather and atmosphere, its natural resources, etc.). This is because the
ability to think in global, as well as nationalistic, terms has been a
part of this individual's leadership training in the new Air Force.

Finally, as has been suggested in the writings of several forward-
looking thinkers, the military will have to create a new organizational
identity and image of itself that is more compatible with a twenty-first
century mission and values, and a new type of member in its midst. The
Air Force, as the youngest service, is in the best position of all the /.
armed forces to accomplish this. The influence of the individual on the
military organization will be much more reciprocal than at any other point
in its past,i.e.,the type of individual necessary will shape it to a great
extent. In this respect then, the military may become more like other
professions. In fact, a return to the model of the military as a profession
is to be anticipated.

-- '%
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PERFORMANCED BASED MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS: FILLING ARMY
00 HUMAN RESOURCE DEMANDS IN THE FUTURE

Abtac0.
Dr. Willem A. Hamel

U. S. Army Aviation Logistics School
Fort Eustis, Virginia

Abstrac

I Increasing qualitative and quantitative personnel requirements,0 shrinking entry level manpower pools, evolving battle doctrine, and
g' advanced technology in increasing numbers of new systems with numerous
S organization changes are issues concerning the U.S. Army's ability to

* resource its force in the future. Because of the impact these issues
have on how the enlisted force is resourced or is to be resourced, the
Army is seeking ways within its system to insure that a 4competency
based force' is developed to meet the challenges of filling human
resource demands in the late 1980's and through the 1990's. Within
this context the Army is in the process of developing a new concept
that will affect the way the enlisted force is structured, managed,
and led. -'This concept, formally called kForce Competency', has been
recently identified as the 'Performance Based Management System'
(PBMS). -Its goal is to increase the readiness of the force by
retaining soldiers with appropriate combinations of leadership and
technical competence.

The concept is a pilot study designed to evaluate the Military
Occupation Structure (MOS) which recognizes soldier competence in two
dimensions: leadership and technical skills. The notion is to attain
competency of personnel to resource contemporary and future,
sophisticated, high-tech equipment..

Since the American Army of the 1980's'is faced with the dilemma of
modernization in terms of fielding sophisticated technological equipment and

* initiating changes in organization structure, the Department of the Army Training

develop, implement, and evaluate a military occupational specialty structure

which would recognize enlisted soldier competence in two dimensions: leadershipmo
and technical skills. This activity requires the recognition of the critical
interrelationship between enlisted soldier structure, training, personnel
management and Army unit mission. When finalized and implemented, the proposed
structure is to provide for the measurement, recognition, and reward of
individual soldier excellence at a mastery level of performance. In meeting this
challenge of excellence, the Army realizes its need to increase current levels of
leadership and technical skills competencies within an enlisted soldier career
system. One that can be developed within existing Army authority. To the Army
this means training and retaining competent personnel skilled in leadership and
technical positions.

However, this may not in itself be sufficient, at least from an interservice
perspective. Other military services will have to examine their peculiar
enlisted personnel structures and undertake similar initiatives to enhance
skilled personnel retention as well. Therefore, the major criterion for a model
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occupational structure must include interservice adaptability between active and
reserve military components, inclusive of a focusing on remuneration and benefits
for skills that are in demand and/or in shortage. In addition, the accepted
enlisted soldier military occupation specialty structure should facilitate
lateral entry into the military service for personnel possessing advanced
civilian skills having military application.

Army research indicates that the youthful population in the U. S. is in
decline. Because of this the military will not be able to draw its normal entry
level personnel from the traditional 17-22 year old population. And, by 1990,
the now maturing Vietnam Era soldiers will be either egressing or retiring from
active service, leaving the services dependent on untried combat forces. This
condition will increasingly manifest, especially during the Army's modernization
phase. Further, introduction of Robotics, high-tech equipment and structural
unit changes will undoubtedly challenge personnel beyond present skill
competencies. These inevitable changes signify a need for organization/personnel
restructuring the attraction, retention and management of the American soldier in
more complex environments.

Today's Army Force Modernization introduces complex job tasks which are
direct manifestations of technologically complex, expanding and changing
environments. The introduction of new tasks to meet technological criteria often
displaces traditional tasks and roles of enlisted personnel. In the past, the
Army simply assumed that personnel would be obtained and effectively trained to
operate the equipment. The focus had been on hardware capability and not the
human factors in the system. Consequently, present fielded systems have failed
to achieve the desired effectiveness because soldier competency levels have been
below standard during the systems developmental stages or were not adequately
addressed. As a result, few junior noncommissioned officers (NCO's) are
functioning effectively in leadership/supervisory roles; skill performance is
questionable; and mid-level NCO's are unable to interface with the new
technology. Because of the calibre of current soldiers the Army has been forced
to reduce the number of complex tasks to be performed by soldiers. Further, the
soldiers who may qualify for an occupational specialty under today's criteria,
and who are trained in any given specialty, must perform specialty tasks, whether
the tasks are for operating, maintaining or repairing the system. Unfortunately,
contemporary enlisted personnel competency level is not where it should be.
Therefore, this theoretical approach for transitioning to a more competent
enlisted force is the Amy's way of attempting to adequately address the skill
requi rements problem.

The overall goal is to improve the technical and leadership competency of the
active enlisted force. This means providing a two dimensional success system
that is performance oriented, can be certified for technical competence,

-. accommodates changing soldier supply and requirements demand, provides

compensation and status linked to level of performance, and is consistent with
the Army Training 90 concept.

The Army Training 90 concept is concerned with training entry level soldiers
only for their initial assignment. It is a unit level activity as opposed to
structured skills training conducted in the various occupational schools.

A framework within which research and development could take place resulted
from the combination of solicited proposals submitted by various Army schools.
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Overall, leadership progression was viewed as occurring on a vertical axis
(Exhibit 1), by leader level, based on existing measures to evaluate potential.
Technical progression was conceived as occurring by competency and pay grade
increase along the horizontal axis as determined by specified requirements of a
particular skill and position grade using valid means to certify technical
competency. And, combinations of technical and leadership requirements would,

* . according to best hypothesis, provide vectoring along each of the axes.
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Exhibit I

Decision points, i.e., points in time when determinations are made regarding
the career mobility of personnel qualified for the next highest leadership
position, were identified (Exhibits 1 and 2). In theory, enlisted personnel

~ .' would be able to compete for available leadership oriented track positions when
they reach the decision point stage. Similar opportunities would also be
afforded to personnel who would select the technical career path (Exhibit 2) over

* . the leadership track. Of course demand will determine the availability of
positions. Hypothetically, enlisted personnel could be afforded "crossover
points" from the leadership career track to the technical career path, or travel
horizontally or vertically along both -- at least as far as acquired competencies
and/or abilities would allow.
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~ feel qualified/competent, they may revisit their opportunity to progress further
to Sergeant (E-5) at a higher level of leadership (Exhibit 1) and continue to
track either way. These options have the built in advantage of providing "led

continuous opportunities for extended careers. In addition, this concept, while
retaining opportunities for leader development and attainment, would provide

adequate compensation and status in lower levels of leadership responsibility.
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As enlisted personnel progress in leadership attainment, technical skill
proficiency acquisition, or a combination of both, competency in their duties or
positions could theoretically transport them from apprenticeship positions along
a given axis to master level positions of responsibility and job satisfaction.
Currently, these superordinate leadership levels concentrate on leading and
teaching subordinate personnel (Exhibit 3) while the increases in competency
levels are oriented toward technical tasks.

In order to determine the feasibility of this concept, pilot programs have
been initiated in five proponent installation schools of the U. S. Army: Armor,
Signal, Military Intelligence, Surgeon General, and Transportation. The enlisted
career paths of each pilot study are to highlight different approaches in
providing common outcomes for consideration of different needs in each occupation
specialty. These pilot programs also offer the best opportunity to generalize
evaluation results to other occupation specialties and/or enlisted career
management fields.
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Exhibit 3

A logic system (Exhibit 4) was designed for this undertaking to insure that
defined measures of merit would be consistent between pilot programs.

Each pilot program has specified means to certify technical competence and
evaluate leadership potential at each leader and technical competency level.
Enlisted personnel participating in these pilot programs are protected with a
"stop-loss" management system to avoid potential adverse impacts on pay,
promotion or school selection if the pilot programs are terminated.
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In summary, the former "Force Competency" concept now titled the Performance
Based Management System (PBMS) will address the readiness of the force by
retaining soldiers with appropriate combinations of leadership and technical
competence. Under this system the 'up and out' enlisted soldier progression
system is modified by a two dimensional success system. Soldiers are given the
opportunity to earn more pay and achieve status for becoming more proficient
within their technical areas of expertise as well as the traditional leadership
progression track. This new system, based on performance, will exist along with
the current system based on rank. This new PBMS approach will be available
primarily for soldiers in Enlisted Personnel Management System skill levels two
and three. Soldiers, therefore, will be offered the opportunity to earn pay
increases for certified acquisition of technical skills within their occupational
specialty, and concurrently have the option to compete for promotion in rank to

* .. .senior leadership responsibilities or to retain lower level leadership positions.

The Army is considering this change as a means of keeping highly skilled soldiers
at team and section levels of leadership to better operate, maintain, repair and
sustain systems; and to offer soldiers who are not interested in occupying senior
leadership positions a chance to earn higher pay grades while staying on the job

* as a team or section crew leader, working directly with their equipment and
junior soldiers.
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~~ABSTRACT 'O

A recent survey of a representative sample of manufacturing firms was
undertaken to provide current information on the adoption of advanced tech-
nology and methods used for adapting workers to technological change. This
paper describes results of the survey in terms of four issues: extent and 6
nature of adoption of computer-automated equipment, extent and nature of
industrial activities to train workers for adapting to technological change,
relationships between automation and training, and organizational and environ-
mental fpctors related to' automation and training. Implications of the results
for policymakers and students of technological innovation are discussed.,

STUDY DESCRIPTION

As the productivity of American manufacturers has continued to fall behind
that of Japan, West Germany, and other foreign countries, much recent attention
and hope have been focused on technological advancements in our manufacturing
industries. Two aspects of technological advancement that have been of major
interest to policymakers is the adoption of advanced technology and methods
for adapting workers to technological change (e.g., the Spring, 1983 congress-
ional hearing on manufacturing automation). Policymakers have been intent on
learning the extent and nature of new technology that currently exists, as
well as the extent and nature of existing industrial activities for preparing
workers to adapt to the new technologies. In addition, there has been an
increasing concern for identifying factors that affect these aspects of
technological advancement so that supportive governmental initiatives can be
adopted (Tornatzky et al, 1982).

Given these concerns, a survey was sponsored by the Congressional Office
of Technology Assessment in 1982.1 The survey gathered information on the

extent and nature of computer-automated equipment in use (including robotics,
CNC, DNC, materials-handling, CAD, and computer-automated storage and retrieval),
and the extent and nature of education and training for new technology in place. O
Respondents were representatives of 303 plants in the three manufacturing
industries most likely to automate (Gunn, 1982): transportation equipment,
metalworking, and electric and electronic equipment. The plants were selected
by means of a multistage, stratified probability sampling procedure in order to
represent all United States plants in the three industries. The survey was
conducted as a telephone interview with respondents carefully screened to ensure o

The survey was conducted under the direction of the authors under
OTA Contract #233-61700.
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knowledge of the subject matter. In addition to information on adoption and
adaptation, selected organizational variables such as age and size were also
gathered. Finally, information was obtained on environmental variables, such
as growth in industry employment, wage, and productivity were obtained for each
four-digit SIC code included in the sample.

Analytic results of the survey will be discussed in terms of four issues.
2

First, analysis of the extent and nature of adoption of computer-automated equip-
ment in the three industries will be described. In this analysis, updated
information on the prevalence of technological innovation in the manufacturing I
sector will be presented. Although there has been substantial concern about
technological innovation, there has been little current empirical evidence
documenting its prevalence. Information that does exist tends to be either
outdated (e.g., GAO, 1976) or narrowly focused on one technology (e.g., BLS,
1982). In this study, the extent to which a range of technologically advanced
equipment has been adopted will be described.

In addition to a discussion of the extent of adoption, the current nature
of computer-automated equipment use will be described. Much of the research
to date on technological adoption has been constrained to describing whether or
not certain technologies are in place. In this study, analysis will go beyond
measuring extent, to describing patterns of technological adoption. In rip
describing patterns, the concurrent use of types of technological equipment as
well as the extent to which this equipment is integrated with other equipment
on the shopfloor will be presented. For example, such questions as the following
will be addressed: Do plants which use robots also tend to use CNC and not CAD?
Are certain types of automation use more likely to be related to the integration
of shopfloor equipment than other types? In addition, automation profiles of
plants will be developed. The profiles will distinguish plants with similar
patterns of technological use.

A second issue to be addressed by the analysis will be the extent and
nature of industrial activities to train workers for adapting to technological
change. Although there has been substantial recent research on expected changes
of workers as a result of technological change (e.g., Rumberger, 1981; Riche,
1982; BLS, 1982; Duke and Brand, 1982; Walton and Vittori, 1983), none of this
work has systematically addressed the activities actually being undertaken by
the firms. In this analysis, the extent to which technologically innovative
manufacturing plants are currently sponsoring education and training programs .O

- for workers is described. In addition, the nature of this training will be
specified by examining relationships among several characteristics: percent
of workforce receiving training, occupational groups receiving training, skill

* and knowledge areas covered, format of training, and company policies about
training outside the firm. In this analysis, such questions as the following
will be addressed: Which skills and occupations are receiving the greatest

-, attention by firms concerned with technological adaptation? Does the amount
and nature of skills training vary with the occupations to which it is addressed?
In addition, training profiles of plants will be developed. The profiles will
distinguish plants with similar patterns of adapting workers to technological

change.

*. -S-.

Since results of the survey are not publicly available until January 30, 1984; "
actual findings cannot be discussed at this time.
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The third issue in the analysis will focus on the relationships between
automation and training. In this analysis, the nature of training activities
most likely to be provided with certain technological advancements will be
identified. For example, such questions as the following will be addressed:
Is the use of CAD more likely than other technologies to be coupled with skills
training for production engineers and programmers? Are plants that use a
diverse group of technologies more likely to provide training in a range of
skills (e.g., basic physical science, safety, etc.) than plants that use only
one type of equipment? "0

The final issue to be addressed by the analysis will concern the inter-
relationships between the organizational, environmental, automation, and
training variables included in the study. Although there has been consider-
able research or factors affecting technological adoption, the research has
either been focused exclusively on aggregate-level variables or based on case
studies of single adoption decisions (Tornatzky et al, 1983). Furthermore,
much of the research has focused primarily on factors related to the extent
of adoption, providing little insight to factors related to patterns of
adoption or the extent and nature of adaptation. Therefore, in this analysis,
the interrelationships between organizational, environmental, automation, and
training variables will be described. Such questions as the following will be
addressed in this analysis: Is the past wage growth in an industry related to

- the diversity or type of technological equipment adopted? Are recent changes
S-in an industry's employment level related to the extent or nature of training

provided by firms in the industry? Does an organization's size mediate the
relationship between automation and training? Based on this analysis, a
preliminary model of factors related to adoption and adaptation will be presented. A
The comments of industry experts concerning the adequacy of the model for
describing their experiences will be shared.

-"'- The results of the analysis on these four issues will raise several
implications for policymakers and students of technological innovation. The
paper will close with a discussion of these implications.
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PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT OF AN INFORMATION-SHARING AND DECISION

, 0. SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR THE MANPOWER PERSONNEL AND TRAINING COMMUNITY
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2 ABSTRACT

The availability of up-to-date and reliable data on the substance and fund-

ing of Research and Development efforts within the Manpower Personnel and Train-
ing (MPT) community, and the valid linkage of such data through a systems

" approach, are important aids to researchers and managers in the Department of
Defense. The Manpower and Training Research Information System (MATRIS) is a
computerized, information-sharing and Decision Support System (DSS) designed to
provide such aids to those involved with the conduct and/or fiscal management of
Department-of-Defense-sponsored, people-related Research and Development pur-
suits. Although already in operation, the evolution of MATRIS continues within
the framework of the prototype development model. The prototypal development
process of MATRIS, the structure and content of its data base, and the services
and products which the system makes possible, are described.

Introduction
The pursuit of Research and Development in the Manpower Personnel and

Training (MPT) area has, over the past four decades, resulted in significant
gains in training technology and manpower and personnel management procedures.
Accompanying the substantial progress made in these regards has been an "infor-
mation explosion" of unprecedented size. The proliferation of technical jour-
nals, Research and Development management literature, and conferences in the MPT

area attests to the ever-increasing need for, and challenges of, the efficient
and timely sharing of information. It is with this issue -- of the information
and planning requirements and resources of MPT researchers, planners and
policy-makers--that the present paper is concerned. The challenges and poten-
tials of a reliable information-sharing network in the MPT area will be
addressed in this paper, and discussed in regard to the development of a proto-
type, computerized system designed to serve both as an information-sharing
system and as a Decision Support System (DSS).

MATRIS -- the Manpower and Training Research Information System -- stores,
manipulates and retrieves data related to the substance and funding of MPT Re-
search and Development efforts throughout the U.S.* The system provides service
to researchers, managers, planners and policy-makers concerned with the current
status and the future directions of people-related research which is sponsored

by the Department of Defense (DoD). The primary aims of the MATRIS program have
been to develop and evaluate a prototype system which can: (1) facilitate the
sharing of reliable and valid information among researchers in the MPT
community, and (2) assist managers, planners and policy-makers at all DoD levels
with the optimal development and utilization of Research and Development pro-
grams.

4. Prototype DevelopmentK.. The MATRIS program began with the implementation of two, independent infor-
mation systems -- the Training and Personnel Systems Technology (TPST) and the
Research and Development Information System (RDIS) -- each designed to track

-- unique but limited aspects of ongoing Research and Development efforts. TPST
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and RDIS served as feasibility projects, with emphases on the delineation of
useful data elements, the identification of necessary data sources, and the ini-
tial formatting of the data bases. With the resolution of these primary
issues, TPST and RDIS were shown to be viable information systems.
Subsequently, MATRIS's objective became that of merging and refining the TPST

.'*'-._- and RDIS systems into one comprehensive DSS which could provide potential users
with up-to-date information on the substance and funding of MPT research and de-
velopment efforts. Importantly, MATRIS was envisaged as an integrated
information network with the capability of tracking and linking MPT research and

development efforts across various levels (e.g., congressional category, budget
category, program element, project, work unit) of the DoD hierarchy.

In concert with Revell's (1981) concept of organizational schema, the MA-
TRIS program was staffed and developed with a continual concern for the environ-

_ . mental context of the DSS. That is, high priority was placed upon the
responsiveness of MATRIS to the information requirements, organization charac-
teristics and work objectives of immediate and potential users of the system.
Both the organizational (Moynihan, 1982) and the informational (Solotruk & Kris-
tofic, 1980) integration of the MATRIS program were seen as high priorities.
Evaluations of MATRIS's operational capabilities over the two years of its pro-
totypal history have indicated the reliable storage and valid linkage of data in
the system's 200 data element fields, and have served to document the system's
momentum in achieving its goals of information-sharing and decision support
within the MPT community. As a DSS embedded within a complex organizational
framework and concerned with the substance and planning of rapidly changing Re-
search and Development efforts, it is the aim of MATRIS to remain flexible both
in the technological sense (Solotruk & Kristofic, 1980) and in regard to the
dictates of effective management techniques (Simon, 1977).

* .System Configuration
". . MATRIS storage and retrieval functions are carried out on a Univac 1100/60

computer located at the Defense Technical Information Center in Cameron Station,
Alexandria, VA. The updating and data processing functions (e.g., the abstract-
ing and indexing of textual material, entry of current fiscal data) of MATRIS
are performed on a Harris/100 computer, located at the Navy Personnel Research
and Development Center, San Diego, CA. The BASIS Data Management System (Ba-
telle, 1981) is employed for data storage, manipulation and retrieval functions.
MATRIS terminals are in operation at both the San Diego and Alexandria
locations, with direct system access available and with information transfer be-
tween the Harris and Univac computers accomplished via telephone communication
lines. Hard copy products can be generated and received at both the San Diego
and Alexandria operating stations.
Structure and Content of the Data Base

The structure of the MATRIS data base is hierarchical in nature, and re-
flects the general organizational structure of Research and Development within
the MPT community. MATRIS is concerned with data and information pertaining to
three different funding levels: the program element, project and work unit lev-
els.

Program elements relate to the four-dimensional categorization of MPT re-
search according to: (1) DoD funding/strategic priorities (MATRIS tracks only

N "Research and Development" program efforts.); (2) the general nature of the Re-
search and Development effort (i.e., basic research, exploratory development,
etc.); (3) equipment/activity type (e.g., military sciences, aircraft and re-

0lated equipment, etc.); and (4) branch of service. The project level is
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concerned with major Research and Development "thrusts", "objectives" or
"goals" (e.g., Simulator Development, Operational Flight Training) which are
derived from the larger concerns defined by the various program elements. In-
formation and decision support aids pertinent to these first two levels are used
primarily by Research and Development managers, planners and policy-makers. The
work unit level, which is typically of primary concern to researchers and devel-
opers in the field, focuses upon data and provides for information related to *"-

the specifics (e.g., methodology, research findings) of past, current and
planned Research and Development efforts.

Each of these three levels includes data pertaining to fiscal concerns as
well as information regarding the nature and objectives of the work being con-
ducted, the organizations and individuals involved, and data element links which
allow for the examination of relationships between the various
organizational/funding levels. The three levels of funding data and research
information are subsumed in hierarchical fashion by the four Congressional Cate- @1

gories (Human Factors, Manpower and Personnel, Education and Training, and
Simulation and Training Devices) which serve to partition the major goals and -

objectives of MPT Research and Development.
Services and Products

To the extent that the MATRIS program provides the right information to the
right people, at the right time, and in a cost-effective manner, it may be said
to fulfill its functions as a DSS (Mader & Hagin, 1974). The accomplishment of
these objectives depends not only upon the hardware and software configurations
of the system, but also upon the continual processes of data collection and the
valid reduction and reliable coding, indexing and updating of information perti-
nent to the MPT community.

The major products of the MATRIS program are:
(1) The Training and Personnel Systems Technology Research and
Development Program Description (the "Budget Book") -- a docu-
ment which provides an overview of the MPT program. It is pub-

S- _- lished annually, though updated segments can also be generated
at any point in time. It contains Program Element and Project
synopses, and fiscal information derived from the President's
Budget. Laboratory planners and managers, and service and OSD 6
(Office of the Secretary of Defense) headquarters personnel use

.-.- this document as a forecasting and decision support device.
(2) The Directory of Researchers -- a document which lists those
individuals who are performing and/or managing current,
people-related Research and Development for the DoD. It is pub-
lished annually, but also can be updated and produced in segments
upon request. The Directory has served both researchers and man-
agers as a useful aid in their pursuit of open communication
lines within the MPT community.
(3) Subject matter retrievals -- information provided through
systematic and structured searches of the data base along lines

0Oi prescribed by interested researchers. Such retrievals are based -
upon the reliable, subject matter indexing of textual data at the
work unit level. MATRIS staff index each work unit in the system
through the use of the Human Resources Research Indexing Vocabu-
lary (HRRIV) -- a unique, hierarchical, concept-based indexing
system developed for MATRIS to capture the essense of MPT re-

.. search efforts. At present, the HRRIV consists of approximately
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1800 vocabulary terms. It is a dynamic indexing system which is
continually exposed to the processes of conceptual refinement,
term additions and appropriate hierarchical reorganizations.
(4) Program element/project listings -- information on the fund-
ing bases and fiscal plans for selected program elements and/or
projects of interest. This type of product has been useful to
program managers and planners in their review of past DoD fiscal

ri, priorities and in their anticipation of future budgetary trends
and goals within the MPT community.
(5) Multi-service retrievals -- documents which display fiscal

"K" and/or research content information (e.g., program goals and

priorities) across the various DoD services. This type of infor-
mation may be useful to planners and managers in avoiding dupli-
cation of effort across the service branches, in keeping
up-to-date on changing Research and Development priorities with-
in the MPT area, and in monitoring the course of progress and

. budgetary expenditures within the various service branches and
program element/project categories.

Also available as products from the MATRIS program is a myriad of documents
based upon specifically framed inquiries regarding the fiscal details and/or
content of Research and Development efforts within the MPT community. The ini-
tiative and inquisitiveness of MATRIS users, and the systems and research know-
ledge of the MATRIS staff, set the boundaries for the present and potential
utility of MATRIS as a DSS. As is true in any area of technology or information
management (Ackoff, 1981), it is the human component in the MATRIS system which
is ultimately responsible for the optimal realization of the system's potential.
Future Directions for MATRIS as a DSS

To date, MATRIS has developed and functioned within the context of a Re-
search and Development atmosphere, progressing in an iterative fashion through
development, evaluation and refinement stages. As MATRIS continues, as an oper-

ational system, to be responsive to the needs of those within the MPT community,
this prototype development process of development-evaluation-refinement remains
as a necessary and vital aspect of the system. The MATRIS staff continues to
pursue a number of issues which are central to the system's optimum use and ef-
ficacy.

One current area of high priority for instance, concerns the further deter-
mination of user information and decision support needs. A good deal of staff
resources are presently being devoted to more clearly defining the course of in-
formation flow and the nature of decision making processes (re. Research and 4
Development priorities, funding plans and allocations) within the MPT
community. In parallel with addressing this issue, of course, there is also
concern for identifying those additional data sources which will be required to
provide the appropriate input to the MATRIS data base. MATRIS's future plans
include the promotion of more information-sharing among the various DoD labora-
tories and between service branches, and the concomitant provision of a "secure"
data base (or distributed data bases) with varying levels of privacy and user
access.

Accompanying such plans for refinement and expansion of the MATRIS data
base are subprojects dealing with both software and hardware innovations and ac-
quisition. The construction and employment of expert systems, the use of arti-
ficial intelligence techniques, and the integration of political, social, etc. ,
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factors into the DSS framework are just a few examples of the technological

challenges and opportunities which exist (Feigenbaum & McCorduck, 1983).
Other areas of concern include: the implementation of graphics capabili-

ties to supplement user products; the entry and updating of specified data via

remote terminal sites; the continual refinement and restructuring of the IIRRIV

-- MATRIS's indexing system -- to accurately and specifically capture the char-

acter of Research and Development efforts being pursued; and the extension of

the prototype system designed by the MATRIS program to other technology areas.

MATRIS was developed as a prototypal system in response to the needs of Re-
search and Development personnel concerned with the direction and future of

DoD-sponsored, people-related research. As a now fully operational system, MA-

TRIS continues, through the encouragement of information-sharing and the pro-

vision and revision of decision support aids, in its developmental process

towards the goal of serving the MPT community.
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An Identification of Actual vs. Reported Accident Causes

Dr. Harv Gregoire
Institute of Safety & Systems Management

University of Southern California

(V) Abstract

(V) This initial research developed a survey tech-o nique designed to uncover specific areas of weakness
oin organizational safety. It was postulated that

data concerning insurance claims, medical treatment,
D. and other recorded accident cause variables may be
I contaminated since certain accident causes are either

not reported or erroneously reported for a variety of
issues such as fear of blame, misperceptions, and
other intentional and unintentional reasons.

Introduction

Background

The research reported herein describes an attempt at developing an ap-
proach to uncover actual causes of accidents or near accidents in which causes
may not have been reported accurately or not reported at all. The fact that
many insurance forms and accident reporting forms are perceived as efforts to

* fix blame or assign culpability in accidents may bias some of the very data
that they are designed to derive. While there is an undeniable need to use
the multitude of such forms which exist for individual accidents, there is a
separate issue of identifying generic causes of accidents in organizations
throughout industry and government.

It has been postulated that in questionnaire surveys, respondent anonym-
* ity will result in more objective data gathering than those surveys which

require respondent identification. The reasons are usually found in the
hidden corners of that nebulous area known as human nature. In responding
to a questionnaire, most people do not want to appear significantly "differ-
ent" from fellow respondents. Most importantly, respondents generally do
not want to appear any less careful, responsible, or worthwhile than contem-

- poraries whether the roles involved are that of employee, associate, or -
insurance client. It may be a combination of social pressure and human pride
that often causes respondents to answer questions in terms of what they per-
ceive the interrogators want as data or what is socially acceptable rather
than what may be objective truth as they know it. We will probably never
discern how much questionnaire data has been biased in the desire to answer
questions in a socially appropriate manner rather than a completely objective
manner.
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Method

A trial Accident Cause Evaluation (ACE) consisting of an interview and
questionnaire protocol was developed to access the issue of incorrectly
reported accidents. Variations of the main questionnaire were administered
in an iterative fashion to ten groups of high school and college students
in order to modify and improve wording and format until it was decided that
maximum clarity had been established in the ACE~ questionnaire. As a pilot
study, a small fifty to sixty person military vehicle maintenance organiza-
tion was evaluated on an experimental basis to determine the utility and
practicality of such a device. The prototype ACE device was administered to
the entire unit, including supervisors, maintenance workers, and administra-
tors. There were forty respondents in the trial research.

Discussion

Portions of the trial research questionnaire and resultant data are
reproduced and discussed below. It should be emphasized that the author's
post-item comments pertain only to this trial sample administration and are
not meant to be generalized across organizations.

Accident Cause Evaluation Questionnaire

In each question, the term "the accident" refers to an accident or near
accident at work you are describing which was incorrectly reported as to its
cause. (Note: Answers stated in percentage o? respondents)

1. Rate the accident on a scale from 1 to 10 in terms of seriousness
(1 =minor, 10 = major, or N/A = "close call"). - 10 = 53%; 7 = 13%;
3 =25%; N/A = 8%. Over 50% recalled serious accidents in which causes

V.'. were misreported.

2. Describe the accident in brief terms: - Various descriptions.

3. Rate how certain you are on a scale from 1 to 10 that you know what
caused the accident (I uncertain, 10 =positive). - 10 80%; 8 =10%;

4. Rate how certain you are on a scale from 1 to 10 that the item reported
as causing the accident did not cause it. (I = uncertain, 10 =-positive)
10 = 80%; 8 = 10%; 1 = 1ff-?.Bth questions 4 and 5 indicate a high reported

*certainty of actual versus reported casses.

S. How long ago did this incident occur? A =within the last month - 13%;
B = within the last 2-6 months - 43%; C =6 months to a year ago - 25%;
D = over a year ago - 20%.

6. What time of day did the accident occur? A = 1:00am to 5:59am - 10%;
B = 6:00am to 11:59am - 15%; C =12:00pm to 5:59pm - 43%; D =6:00pm to
12:S9pm -32%. As reported, pm was more hazardous than am.
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7. The condition of the person or persons involved in the accident was
A = well rested, alert - 25%; B = 'atiaued - 13%; C = overworked - 10%;
D = emotionally distracted - 1?%; E = bored - 10%; F = sleepy - 201;
G = unknown - 109. Less than 25% implicated high workload as causative.

8. In your opinion, the accident was: A = preventable - 63%; B = not pre-
ventable - 20%; C = uncertain - 7%; D = not applicable - 10%.

9. If this incident was merely a "close call" and not an actual accident,
was it reported? A = yes - 3%; B = no - 15%; C = N/A - 82%. A signif-
icant majority of respondents to this question indicated an awareness
of incorrectly reported accident causes. Herein may be the value of
this instrument. If this sample is representative, there appears to be
a definite need to identify actual vs. reported accident causes if those
accidents are to be prevented.

10. Wiich of the following categories of causes best describes the reported
cause of accident? A = material failure - 40%; B = procedural error -

5%; C = communication problem - 10%; D = equipment design - 15%; E =
inadequate training - 51; I = negligence - 5%; J = fatigue - 5%; K =
unknown cause - 10%; L = other (if L is selected, describe briefly)
5%. Compare the two most frequently reported causes, material failure
and equipment design, with those causes reported as actually causing S
the accident in question 11.

11. Which category in question 10 (above), actually caused the accident?
(If L is selected, please describe briefly.) If you list more than one
answer, please list them in order of importance. A = 10%; B = 30%;
C = 13%; D = 10%; E = 5%; I = 25%; J = 13%; K = 10%; L = 5%. These
answers totaled over 100% of the respondents since many insisted on
identifying two "actual" categories of cause (procedural error and
negligence). In subsequent interviews, it was determined that attempts

'S at preventing these two causes would be nmore effective and less expen-
"-* sive than action formerly planned by management.

12. In your opinion, which of the following answers describes the reason 771
- why the cause of the accident was not accurately reported. If you list

more than one answer, please list them in order of importance. A =
person reporting cause didn't know - 5%; B = embarassment - 35%; C =
wrong cause reported due to incorrect or missing data - 5%: D = fear of
blame and consequences - 30%; F = insurance would not pay damages or
medical compensation - 15%; F = reporting the actual cause wouldn't
result in any improvement 0%; C = wrong cause or no cause reported to
avoid involvement in accident investigation - 10%: H = other (describe)-
0%. Inaccurate reporting was identified as being caused primarily due
to embarassment and fear of consequences due to blame. It appears that
the vast majority of cases where incorrect cause reporting occured was
intentional. If this trial research had been limited to organization -

specific accidents, one could speculate that a major safety challenge
to management would be to devise an acceptable, no-fault, accurate
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reporting procedure in order to identify and prevent actual accident
* causes. This issue of "no-fault" accurate reporting is the suibject

of future research.]

13. What could be done to prevent what actually caused the accident or
"close call" from happening again? Among the wide variety of "pre-
scriptions" offered, the most common theme concerned "following proper
procedures" or "not taking (procedural) short-cuts".

14. Would you have answered this questionnaire exactly as you have answered
it f i wold ot avebee annymusA =yes- 3%; = o -55%

S.>.:"not sure" or "depends" was listed as an answer by 12% of the respond-
ents. Anonymity does appear to elicit more objectivity than respondent
identification. However, during data analysis and subsequent inter-
views, it became obvious that this question needed (A) modification,
or (B) other data to make results more interpretable. A researcher
would need to know if the individual data per questionnaire pertained

to a personally experienced accident or to an accident which occured
to someone else. Since fear of blame was such a major issue, the
results of this question would probably be affected by personal involve-
ment. 12% "not sure" or "depends" response to this item probably indi-
cates this personal involvement concern.

Thank you for your time, your identity will remain anonymous. Your
time, effort, and integrity in answering this questionnaire is a significant
contribution to increased safety.

Conclusion

A questionnaire and interview protocol was administered to a select
population sample to identify what erroneously or non-reported variables
have been implicated in causing major and minor accidents in the experiential
history of the respondents. Since anonymity was designed into the survey and
guaranteed to the respondents, improved accuracy of variable identification
resulted. In the pilot study, an analysis of variables cited was conducted

* in order to identify which categories of causes were reported as actually
versus reportedly responsible for accidents in the particular organization
sampled. Data from the organization sampled identified procedures which
should be revised versus the procurement of new equipment as a measure to

2.2 be taken in reducing accidents.

The subject questionnaire is being revised and hopefully improved since
the trial research. Findings thus far indicate probable low utility or
minimal value in using this approach for any specific accident investigation.
There does appear significant potential however for improved organization-
wide generic accident prevention if management had the means to gather the
data indicating that there were significant differences in causal versus
reported variables implicated in accidents, and if causes could be accurately
identified. A more effective use of resources could be allocated to alter
the pertinent conditions, people, procedures, or equipment.
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Relationships of Biorhythms and Categories of
Industrial Accidents on an Air Force Installation

Carl B. Freitag and Connie M. Haefele
Department of Psychology, Middle Tennessee State University

Murfreesboro, Tn 37132

Biorhythms were calculated for 852 personnel involved in
industrial accidents, over a six year period, on an Air Force
installation. Each subject had biorhythms calculated and plot-

.. (Y) ted, by computer, for the month of their accident and were ana-
lyzed for relat'onships between critical days and negative

('V) phases of each cycle. Chi Square analysis indicated no sig-
nificant relatiorships for the entire group. The catagories

Q of accidents called Unsafe Personal FactorsP and 'Unsafe
O Practices0 were individually studied as well as the specific
0.. causes of TWork Posture/Position,' and "Inattentive, Absent-

minded.# These were felt to be most likely to be associated
C. -with biorhythm cycles. No accident frequency was found beyond

the expected level. A unique feature of this study was to
generate new random birthdays for all subjects. The same pro-
cedures were followed using the new biorhythms plots for the
month of their accidents. Results showed the same insigni-
ficant relationship, and it was concluded that there was no
evidence to link biorhythm cycles and accidents.

Introduction

*. There has always been much popular interest in systems and approaches
to predicting future events. Recently, biorhythm theory has been added.
One can now get newsletters, books, and calculators to determine your daily
biorhythm phases. This is a theory that postulates that people function
on physical, emotional, and intellectual cycles of 23, 28, and 33 days
respectively. These sine wave cycles have positive and negative phases as
well as critical phase days where the curve changes from positive to neg-...,.., .oo

ative and vice versa. The theory states that the cycles start at birth
and continue throughout an individual's lifespan, and an individual'sperformance will be affected by the place one happens to be on a cycle.
During the physical cycle, one's physical strength, endurance, energy tO

* resistance, and confidence will be affected. The emotional cycle will
affect one's sensibility, nerves, feelings, intuition, cheerfulness, mood-
iness, and creative ability. The intellectual cycle will affect intelli-
gence, memory, mental alertness, logic, reasoning power, reaction, and
ambition (Thcmen, 1969). Supposedly, when any curve crosses the ordinate,
this makes it a critical day, and susceptability to accidents increases.
Of course, this has gained the interest of industrial safety offices which
would greatly desire this predictive power. The research in this area,
however, is mixed. Evidence for support of the theory has been reported
(Anderson, 1973; Gittelson, 1975; Pittner and Owens, 1975; Schwarz, 1976;
Thumann, 1977). Studies demonstrating lack of support include , -(Khalil &

5O' Kurucz, 1977; Shaffer, Schmidt, Zolotwitz & Fisher, 1978; Wolcott, Mcekin,
Burgin & Yanowitch, 1977).
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Chaffin and Skadburg (1969) suggested that above-chance hit rates of
same studies could be due to scoring set. They claim that bias in the
visual scoring method was due to the scorinq set of looking for hits. Their
study showed that scorers were indeed bias when they tried to count the 0
number of hits in biorhythm curves.

This leads to the problem of defining a "hit," the point where the curve
corsses the median. Should it be donfined to a period of 24 or 48 hours? - -

Does the timre of birth dias the data, etc? Previous studies assumed every-
one was born at 12 noon, which is probably the only convention we can use. 0
In this study we controlled for these problems by generating random birthdays
and comparing them with biorhythms produced by actual birthdays.

Method

The subjects in this study were 852 personnel who were involved inindustrial personal injury accidents, from 1973 to 1979, at an Air Force

installation. T.e report of these accidents showed the accident date and
employee number as well as other data on the accidents. The authors were
able to secure the birthdays of all subjects from official records and then
use them to calculate their biorhythms for the month of their accident. The
computer plotted each of the three cycles for a one month period. This 0
enabled us to visually inspect with a 24-hour size pattern overlay to deter-
mine if there were any "hits" during the day. This tedious task was accom-
plished by several people who were aware of the Chaffin and Skadburg article
titled, "Effect of Scoring Set on Biorhythm Data."

Results "

Table 1 shows a Chi-Square analysis of the number of hits for all three
cycles for data generated by both actual and random birthdays. The random

Table 1

Chi-Square Analysis of Critical Day Accidents of all Cases with
Biorhythms Computed from Actual and Random Birthdays (N = 852).

2 2Expected Observed X Value Observed X Value
Cycle* Number Actual Actual Random Random

Birthdays Birthdays Birthdays Birthdays Birthdays

P 74.01 70 .2172 59 3.0440 ." *

E 60.86 73 2.4216 55 .5642

1 51.64 57 .5563 59 1.0490 -

Total Chi-Square 3.1959 4.6572
Tabular Chi-Square, p <.05, df=2 5.9900 5.9900
*Physical (P), *Emotional (E), *Intellectual. (I)

birthday group was produced by assigning random birthdays from the same
general era to all subjects and recomputing their biorhythms for the month
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' ~of their accident. These plotted printouts were then inspected for thenr-
ber of accidents which occurred on critical days and low points in the neu-
ative cycle. Table one shows that neither the actual or random birthday
group reached statistical significance at the p <.05 level.

The fact that no significance was attained for the data produced by
actual birthdays is significant in itself, but the randomized birthday data
served as a double check for any systematic relationships in the data.

Table 2 shows a Chi-Square analysis of accident days that occurred at
the lowest point of the negative half of the cycle. Here, both actual and
random birthday plots reached statistical significance. This test, however,
may not be creditable because of scoring problems. Theoretically, the low
point should occur only one day of the cycle. But, since the plotted curve
is very round at the low point, it is difficult to ascertain the exact nadir.
Looking at the physical cycle only, the expected number for this me-asurerrent
was based on 1/23(852) =37.04. Interpretation of where the nadir occurs
could be off more than a 24 hour period.

Table 2

Chi-Square Analysis of Low Point Day Accidents of all Cases with

Biorhythms Computed from Actual and Random Birthdays (N = 852).

Execed2 2
Expcte Observed X Value Observed X Value

Cycle* Number Actual Actual Random Random
Birthdays Birthdays Birthdays Birthdays Birthdays

p 37.04 44 1.3078 38 .0249

E 30.43 42 4.3991 47 9.0228

1 25.82 42 10.1391 42 10.1391

Total Chi-Squiare 15.8460 19.1888

Tabular Chi-Square, p <.5 df=2 5.99 5.99

Perhans a 1.5 or a 2 day range would be mre appropriate. Then, the
expected number would be more and would not reach statistical significance.
Although the Chi-Square values are highly significant in Table 2, we must
be hesitant to accept them as valid because of the scoring difficulties.

* Table 3 shows the Chi-Square analysis of critical day accidents classi-9
fied as "Unsafe Personal Factor: Inattentive, Absentminded." The Chi-
Square analysis shows nio statistically significant difference between the

* . expected and observed number of hits. It was felt that this type of accidlent
would be mo~st likely to be related to biorhythm cycles.

Table 4 shows another likely to be related type of acci.&ent, th-at of
"unsafe Pract-ices: Unsafe Work Posture/Position." Here, 107 accidents
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were identified and statistically analysized. Again, Chi-Square values
did not reach significance at the p <.05 level.

Table 3 Table 4 0

Observed and Expected Number of Observed and Expected Number of
Critical-Day Accidents by Chi- Critical-Day Accidents by Chi-
Square Analysis of Unsafe Personal Square Analysis of Unsafe Practices:
Factor: Inattentive, Absentminded Unsafe Work Posture/ Position
(N = 128). (N = 107)

Cycle* Exp. Obs. X Cycle* Exp. Obs. X
Number Number Value Number Number Value

P 11.13 14 .7400 P 9.30 7 .5688
E 9.14 13 1.6302 E 7.64 7 .1099 .0-

I 7.76 10 .6466 I 6.A8 9 .9800 -:

0168 Total X 1.6587
X2 3.0682ota

Tabular X , p <.05 5.99 Tabular X2 , p <.05 5.99

*Physical (P), *Emotional (E), *Intellectual (I). O

Both of the previous accident catagories were also analyzed for low
point accident relationships. The limited number of hits, however, both
expected and observed, made an analysis less than reliable. The small
numbers of 107 and 128 yeidled only expected numbers of hits at about three

.. . to five and Chi-Square analysis showed no significant relationship.

Discussion

In regard to accidents occurring on critical days in this study, the
null hypothesis holds. The significance of the low point analysis is
suspect, since the random birthdays also produced a similar significant
relationship. Further evidence that there is no relationship between
accidents and critical biorhythm days was demonstrated by the lack of a
significant Chi-Square for the specific accident categories of unsafe
personal factor and unsafe practices.

The authors agree with Palmer (1983); Shaffer, et al, (1978); and
Wolcott, et al (1977) who suggest that several phenomena may be operating.
Perhaps self-fulfilling prophecies, illusory correlations, sensitizations,
concidences, selective reinforcement, and even the Hawthorne effect may be
responsible for the popular belief in the theory.

Palmer (1983), a professor of physiology specializing in cyclic aspects
of plants, animals, and hunans, writes about science and biorhythm. He says,
variability is the rule with human cycles; they also vary over time, with
many modifying influences; there is no reason for them to start at birth
and remain fixed over decades; and there is no reason for a critical point

*: 4 in a smooth transition from high to low. So, it seems that there is no
... "scientific" basis for biorhythms. Maybe if we could accurately measure an

individuals recent cycles, we could check on the theory's validity.
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Management Information Systems:
A Need For Human Factors

James A. Boyless 0
_. United States Air Force Academy

Colorado Springs, CO 80840

-" Abstract

O 'The microcomputer revolution in management information
C, systems now allows almost instant access to millions of bits

g of information to predict, trend, or even recall past activi-
ties. Additionally, the access to this information is now
being accomplished by placing the computer on desktops every-
where. Often these computers are user friendlyO and little
or no ' computeresew is needed to operate them. These desktop
computers have been human engineered from the software point
of view but often the actual human engineering development
and evaluation is lacking. This paper takes a general look
at the lack of human engineering development and evaluation
and suggests items that should be addressed in these two areas.

Introduction

Background V

Revolutionary advancements in computer technology now allow individuals
to readily access millions of bits of information. Additionally, these
advancements now place the computer on desktops everywhere and there are
very few places today where desktop computers are not used. The airline
reservation you placed, the new car you insured, the automobile title you -
have, the automatic payroll deductions, and automatic transfer of funds
are but a few examples of computer advancements. Furthermore, the integra-
tion of desktop computers in management information systems throughout the
military sector allows instant access to information to predict, trend, or
even recall past activities.

One management information system (MIS) in use at Headquarters,
Tactical Air Command, is used to access and input information for all levels
of management. The MIS is described as a "user friendly" system that is
easy to operate with minimum of technical expertise. This is one type of

S0system that has been "human engineered" from the software viewpoint. It
has been designed for ease of use and little or no background requirements -
in "computerese" is needed. What could be added, however, is the actual
human engineering development and evaluation between the hardware and

%- % individual.
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Man-Machine Relationship

"Just what is he talking about?" may be the question in your mind
right now. The answer is that there exists an intrinsic relationship
between the hardware (computer terminal) and the individual (user).
This relationship, called a man-machine system (MIS), is shown in
figure 1. The MMS, studied in the field of Human Factors Engineering
takes into account the premise that the best design enhances the
effectiveness and efficiency of the intended goal of the system (McCormick
& Sanders, 1982).

ENVIRONMENT

.%'. MECHANISMS,-

" " ' " ' " I N P U T "m_*_ _ O U T P U T S

Figure 1. Schematic of Man-Machine System

Taylor, 1952

Man is shown as an integral part of the man-machine system (MMS).
The MMS can be likened to many situations found everywhere. For example
the MIS can be described as shown in figure 2.

ENVIRONMENT

CR INIVIDUAL
.,0;: DISPLAY KEYS :-

.% -i, v .1m

ON/OFF, PRINTER/COMPUTER MEMORY

Figure 2. MIS Man-Machine Analogy
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MMS Review

An explanation of the MMS can be perceived as follows. The display of
the CRT serves as a stimulus for the man (operator) that triggers him/her
to process the information presented (including decision making), which
then prompts him/her to press the keys (control) to input the information.
The entire process stated above is a closed-loop mechanical system because
the effects of the machine (terminal) operation, as a result of the control
action (pressing the individual keys), continually affects the information
on the display (CRT commands and words) gathered in the associated work-
station environment.

Although simplistic in explanation, the continuous interaction of man
with his "work" tools has been an evolutionary task. As man happened
against adversity, trial and error was the way things were designed and
modified. But today, it is often costly to "retool" if design requirements
are not met. Trial and error is no longer a valid method of design since
one can imagine if the space shuttle was simply a trial and error project.

MMS Integration

But essentially trial and error is the method used in the design of
workstations for management information systems. Very simply, the computer
terminals are chosen after a careful system evaluation and ability to meet
mission requirements and then placed on tables and desks meant to be used
for other functions. The individual users are then expected to adiust to
the situation at hand. If this is the "end" of system integration then the
interrelationship of man and machine remains incomplete.

Completion of system integration depends on proper organization of
the workstation. The workstation must be more than iust a handy table or
desk in the corner. It must take into account the ambient lighting

Illumination ."- ~ ~~~~I I I I IllII I I I l l l I' "T1 I II r

Twisting of Viewing Air conditioning

the head distances Noise

Inclination of Manuscript holder Forces

the head Decor

Ock support

Working levelDes height

O, Freedom of
leg movement

" Seuting height

Foot jest

Figure 3. Main characteristics of a computer system workstation.
(Chakir, 1980)
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(including glare and contrast), associated furniture and equipment, and a
number of other intrinsic factors in workstation design. Figure 3 shows
the various details that must be studied in matching the design of the
workstation to the task needs and physical characteristics of the individual

Workstation Evaluation

Workstations have been evaluated in the areas of keyboard height,
screen height, illumination, and glare. A number of design problems

. such as excessive keyboard heights and poor screen positioning were found.
Poor screen positioning requires excessive head and neck inclination. In
addition, operators were surveyed and results showed that there were a
number of bothersome factors associated with viewing the screen, especially
screen readability, reflected glare, screen brightness, and flicker (Stam-
meriohn, et al, 1981).

Lighting

Lighting is an area that needs to be closely evaluated in supporting
computer systems such as a MIS. Proper illumination is essential so that
both the computer terminal screen and resulting hard copy can be read
without undue visual discomfort or fatigue (Stammerjohn, 1981). Unfortu-
nately, specific levels of illumination are not available but guidelines
and recommendations abound in the literature. The American National
Standardi Institute (ANSI, 1973) recommends minimum levels between 750
1600 lux for general offices while other references recommend levels
between 200 - 500 lux with supplementary task lighting. Lighting found
in offices is generally sufficient hut supplementary task lighting should
be available. Glare, both direct and reflected, should be reduced or
avoided. Direct glare, caused by light sources in the field of view, can
be reduced through selection, number, and position of light sources.
Reflected glare, caused by reflections of high brightness from polished
or glossy surfaces and reflected toward the individual, can be reduced
through low light levels, using indirect lights, and again position.
Contrast levels are dealt with because the operator must be able to discrim-

S" inate details of the printed matter being viewed (McCormick & Sanders, 1982).

Associated Furniture and Equipment

Associated furniture and equipment plays a big part in a properly
designed workstation. Without proper regard for adequately designed
furniture, the most expensive, elaborate, and "user friendly" computer
system is purchased for naught. A computer workstation begins with the
surface on which the computer terminal sits. This is a simple matter if a

*" typing station is to be used since standard typing table heights are
0 approximately 750mm, thus allowing the computer terminal home row to meet

.Mil-STD 1472C specifications for a sitting individual (see Table I for
this and other recommended workstation dimensions).

1Lux is the luminous intensity/unit projected area of a surface in a given
direction (Boyce, 1981).
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TABLE 1. Recommended Workstation Dimensions

Name Range Source S

Home Row Height 743-787mm Mil-Std 1472C

Viewing Distance 438-502mm

Viewing Angle 10-20 Degrees

Arm Angle 80- 120 Degrees

Wrist Angle 10 Degrees Solomon & Burawa

Keyboard Height 720-750mm Chakir

Knee Height Clearance 457-584mm Van Cott & Kinkade

Chair, Ad.j Height 460-480mm Stammerjohn

Surfaces should be directly adaptable to integrated computer terminals.
If word and data processing is to be performed then a computer system table

*-" with adjustable height is recommended. The table should also be at least
750mm deep as a recommended workstation layout for either an integrated
computer system or a two piece system.

There should be an adjustable video platform to allow the individual to
place the video monitor at a comfortable viewing angle. An adjustable key-
board platform can be used with two piece computer systems allowing an appro-
priate home row height. A footrest can be adiusted for shorter individuals.

Concl usion

The inclusion of management information systems has allowed planners
-K.., to have almost instant access to information for predicting, trending, and

even recalling past activities. To accomplish the access of information
it must be, of course, entered by individuals sitting at computer terminals.
To insure good performance of these individuals, a human factors designed
workstation is essential. Recommended dimensions of a typical workstation
take into account: home row height, viewing angle and distance, arm angle,
knee height clearance, and chair height among others. Not only are the
dimensions of the workstation important, but also ambient lighting and other
environmental factors. These factors should be evaluated in concert with
any decision for management information system implementation. In all

- . instances if the man-machine interface is carefully evaluated a more
perfect union between machine and user can be achieved.

REFERENCES

-... (Due to space limitations, references have been omitted from this edition of
the paper. References are available upon request from the author at the
address given at the beginning of the paper.)
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SYMPOSIUM LUNCHEON ADDRESS

PSYCHOLOGY AND BIG TIME INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS

Colonel John J. Clune
(United States Air Force Academy)

Responsible for the extensive Air Force Academy athletic and
physical education program is one of the nation's top athletic
administrators, Colonel John J. Clune, the sixth Athletic

% Director in Academy history. Colonel Clune assumed duties as
athletic director on November 4th, 1975, after serving as
assistant athletic director. During his tenure, he has guided a
program that has met with excellent success. During the
1982-1983 school year, Academy varsity athletic teams won 64
percent of their contests. In the last five years, Falcon

S'- athletic teams under his direction have had outstanding records!

A 1954 graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy, Colonel Clune is
no stranger to the world of athletics. While attending Navy, he
earned All-American honors and set the Naval Academy single
season and career basketball scoring records. The first record
still stands and the career record lasted 25 years before being
broken. He played on the Armed Forces Pan American team in 1955,
was on the Air Force Olympic trails team in 1956 and coached
several Air Force Base teams.

Colonel Clune received a master's degree in electrical
engineering from the University of Southern California in 1964
and completed the Armed Forces Staff College in 1969 and the

Industrial College of the Armed Forces in 1972. He is very
active in collegiate national affairs, serving on the NCAA's
Postseason Football Committee and serving as second vice
Athletics.

His luncheon address at the Ninth Biennial Psychology in the
DOD Symposium on 19 April 1984 is titled "Psychology and Big Time
Intercollegiate Athletics."
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PANEL SESSION

PANEL SESSION: COPING WITH MILITARY PERSONNEL TURNOVER: SOME
APPLIED RESEARCH "

SESSION CHAIR: H. Wallace Sinaiko (Smithsonian Institution)

PANELISTS: Kathleen Fernandes (Navy Personnel Research and -
Development Center)

Irwin G. Sarason (University of Washington)

David G. Bowers (University of Michigan)-- OI
Stuart A. Youngblood and Barry Baysinger

(Texas A & M University)

PROCEEDINGS ENTRIES

-p..

"Coping with military personnel turnover: Some applied research"
(Introduction - H. Wallace Sinaiko)

"Project RETAIN" (Kathleen Fernandes)

"Stress and stress coping: Reducing attrition among Marine recruits".
(Irwin G. Sarason)

"Organizational factors in personnel attrition" (David G. Bowers)

"Behavioral and labor market correlates of personnel attrition and
retention" (Stuart A. Youngblood and Barry Baysinger)
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Coping with Military Personnel Turnover: Some Applied Research

H. Wallace Sinaiko

Smithsonian Institution

Introduction

High unscheduled personnel turnover--sometimes known as "attrition"--has

been an unexpected consequence of the All-Volunteer Force. Although attri-
tion rates are down from the unprecedentedly high levels of the mid- and late
1970's, losses continue to have serious consequences: They increase the
costs of recruiting, perturb training schedules, and raise the costs of
training; and, most importantly, losses can adversely affect readiness.
Since about 1977 the DOD has supported a fair amount of research aimed at
understanding attrition: why it happens and what can be done to prevent or
reduce its occurrence. This panel includes four outstanding examples of

- applied research approaches to personnel attrition. Although each addresses
""* -Navy or Marine Corps populations, it is clear that research methods as well

as findings can be extrapolated to other military settings.

One paper (Fernandes) deals with a particularly attrition-prone group of
Navy people; the researchers eventually decided that a special training
approach would be the best way to go, and they conducted field experiments to
verify their hypotheses about ways to reduce turnover. The second effort
(Sarason) takes the perspectives of organizational psychology and reports an
investigation of the organizational determinants of involuntary discharges
from the Navy. The third paper (Bowers) is about studies of attrition among
Marine recruits and, in particular, the effects of stresses generated in boot
camp; later phases of the research deal with the part played by drill
instructors, with the personal stresses they experience, and with techniques
that can be used to alleviate those stresses. The fourth study (Youngblood
and Baysinger) analyzes turnover in a large cohort of Marine recruits over
four years; both attitudinal and labor-market variables are among the signif-
icant predictors of attrition and reenlistment.
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Project RETAIN

Kathleen Fernandes
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

Project RETAIN is a two-part effort to reduce high attrition rates among
general detail (GENDET) personnel. The underlying notion in RETAIN is to
provide special training that will, in effect, get GENDETs "off to the right
start" and thereby lower premature losses. There is no intention to keep
people who are not suited to Navy life.

The first component of RETAIN is a three-day training program, known as
REPORT, that is given to non-school-guaranteed recruits immediately upon
their reporting to boot camp. REPORT focuses on inculcating skills and
attitudes that will minimize the likelihood that bad attitudes and, ulti- Wel
mately, poor performance develop. REPORT is concerned with organizational
assimilation, i.e., the means by which the various types of individuals
available for military service can be most effectively integrated into a
military organization.

The second component, FLOAT, provides three days of special training,
either in a shipboard setting or in a classroom, at the point between stand-
ard apprentice training and first duty assignment. FLOAT emphasizes organi-
zational commitment as well as the realities of life and work aboard ship.
In FLOAT, the concern was to evaluate the effectiveness of establishing
accurate initial expectations on later organization success.

4
Both REPORT and FLOAT were tested under field conditions. Each trial

included control subjects, i.e., men, who were not put through either experi-
mental training program. REPORT was evaluated in terms of its effects on
performance in boot camp and on later attrition from the fleet; FLOAT was
also assessed in terms of fleet attrition rates.

S. The results indicated that the REPORT participants had a lower training
attrition rate and experienced fewer disciplinary problems than did control
recruits. In addition, the REPORT participants who graduated from apprentice
training maintained a lower fleet attrition rate than did controls after both

groups had completed 32 months of service.

* * With respect to FLOAT, the shipboard version of the program had no
effect on attrition. The classroom FLOAT program, however, had a substantial
impact on reducing fleet losses. The attrition rate for the classroom
participants was 13 percent lower than that for the control sailors after 29
months of service.
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Stress and Stress Coping: Reducing Attrition Among Marine Recritt;

Irwin G. Sarason
Department of Psychology, University of Washington

The first phase of this research dealt with the adjustment of Marine
recruits. That work showed that from one-third to one-half of all attrition
among trainees was due to behavioral causes. (There was no difference in
performance scores of recruits who stayed and those who left, nor were age or
prior education factors in attrition.) Researchers prepared special training
materials intended to help recruits cope with the stresses of boot camp; the
materials, in the form of TV tapes, encouraged realistic expectations that
would increase recruits' confidence about meeting the challenges of basic
training.

An unexpected finding was a wide variation in personnel loss rates among
training platoons; e.g., attrition varied from zero to 28 percent. Further,
there was an interactive effect: high-attrition platoons lost more non high
school graduates, while education was not a factor in low-attrition groups.
These results suggested to the researchers that drill instructors (Dis) were
a key to understanding turnover among. recruits.

Recent research has concentrated on drill instructors. These findings,
among others, were reported: a) DIs who instill high personal trust tend to
have low attrition rates; b) ratings by DIs at the end of boot camp are
predictive of later performance; c) low-attrition training platoons tend to 0
have Dis who see themselves as teachers, counselors, or parent surrogates;

d) high-attrition platoons have DIs who believe in an authoritarian approach
to leadership; e) a relatively high proportion of Dis are dropped from their
school for psychological reasons, although the rates were inconsistent in
1980 and 1981; f) failed (i.e., dropped) DI tend to be somewhat older than

*successful graduates; g) there are physiological correlates of DI perform-
ance; h) successful graduates of DI school have more realistic expectations
of the rigors of training than those who fail; i) dropped Dis tend to have
an external locus-of-control orientation vs. the opposite among successful
Dis; and j) successful DIs tend to seek and use social support for their
personal problems.

Continued study of DIs, some of whom are now 24 months out of their own
training, has shown that they experience a great deal of pressure during the

- ., first year on the job. Many exhibit a steady increase in heart rate, an
expressed preoccupation with speed, and impatience. These symptoms indicate,
perhaps, a type of "burnout" not unlike that typical of teachers and nurses,

among others. As a way of helping relieve some of the stresses experienced
by Dis, the researchers have developed and are testing training films similar

to those used with recruits; that is, Dis are taught the value of self-
monitoring, how to control their anger, and how to deal with their worries

about evaluations of their performance. New training modules are in prepara- 1
tion to enable DIs to handle special recruit-training problems and to observe
recruits more accurately and provide feedback to them. Ultimately, all the
training materials will be used routinely by the Marine Corps in a stand-
alone mode, i.e., without any intervention by researchers.
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Organizational Factors in Personnel Attrition

David G. Bowers
Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan 0

Project UPGRADE was an initiative of the Chief of Naval Operations to
encourage commanding officers to discharge marginal performers. Subjects had
to meet certain pay-grade and other criteria. UPGRADE was conducted during
July-August 1981 and again in February-March 1982. The research examined .0
organizational correlates of UPGRADE experience in terms of the distribution
of Upgraders across unit types, reenlistment rates, unit readiness, and

disciplinary infractions; there was also a series of case studies in which
COs, division officers, work group supervisors and others were interviewed. I
The main findings were these: a) there was no relationship between unit size
and the incidence of UPGRADE losses; b) Navy Human Resources Management 0
Survey data obtained two to three years earlier did correlate with Upgrade;
c) improvements in HRMS scores over time were predictive of lower Upgrade

*rates; d) reenlistment, UA, and desertion rates in a unit were related to
Upgrade; e) there was no correlation between indices of unit readiness and
Upgrade losses; f) drug usage was a factor only in the later (i.e., 1982)
Upgrade exercise; and g) many Upgraders displayed anti-authority and anti-
social behavior. The finding that organizational conditions were predictive
of UPGRADE losses two or three years later, in spite of changes in COs and
the usual rotation of personnel, led to the hypothesis that some people, in
the wrong situation, become "vulnerable" to committing the misbehaviors that
lead to UPGRADE discharge. There was also a hypothesis that "personnel
velocity," or the sheer numbers of persons moving through a unit over time, ,
is a condition that encourages misbehavior and leads to premature discharge.
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Behavioral and Labor Market Correlates of Personnel Attrition and Retention

Stuart A. Youngblood
Barry Baysinger

-4 College of Business Administration, Texas A&M University

. During 1976-1981 the Center for Management and Organizational Research,
University of South Carolina, conducted research on personnel attrition in
the Marine Corps. There were three main components in the research: a) a
longitudinal study of a cohort of 1500 men who entered the Marine Corps in
1976; b) additional studies of samples of men and women who entered the

- .~- Marine Corps in 1977 and 1978; and c) the development and experimental
:- . . evaluation of a realistic job preview intended to reduce attrition during

recruit training. This report deals only with the first component.

The longitudinal study, as indicated, tracked an entering cohort of
about 1500 marines for four years as a way of relating changes in percep-
tions, expectations, values, and intentions to attrition and reenlistment.
Data on the cohort were collected at several stages: pre-recruit training,
post-recruit training, and after assignment to first duty station. The data
collected included: individual measures (e.g., personal attributes, role
attractions of Marine Corps and of civilian jobs), organizational measures
(e.g., leadership, job characteristics), and criterion measures (e.g., inten-
tions, performance, and attrition). The research sought to distinguish three
groups from one another: a) early leavers (i.e., attriters during recruit
training), b) later leavers (i.e., attriters after recruit training), and
c) stayers (i.e., men who completed their initial obligated service). There
was also a focus on changes in later leavers and stayers over time, and on
men who reenlisted at the end of their tours. Among the findings of this
part of the research were: a) men who attrited were less well educated, and
they performed less well on entry tests of mental ability; b) all classes of
subjects consistently exhibited favorable attitudes toward the Marine Corps
at the end of recruit training, and all showed sharp declines thereafter; c)
men who entered with four-year obligations had "initially higher completion
and reenlistment intentions, higher attraction to the military, higher inter-

nal motivation and growth need strength, higher expected satisfaction, and
more favorable job and work group perceptions." Good predictors of whether
men would stay in the Marine Corps or leave before their tours were measures,
collected prior to the start of recruit training, of subjects' stated inten-
tions to complete their enlistments and to reenlist.

Comparisons of significant predictors among attitudinal and labor market
variables for early turnover were made, as were comparisons of influences on
later turnover and reenlistment decisions. (Findings from this phase of the

*, research will be reported to the panel.)

.'4*y.
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4 PANEL SESSION0

Emerging Issues in Aerospace

Team Training

Participants: Larry Liberty
President, Liberty and Associates
Organizational and Management Consultants

Robert Helmreich0
Professor of Social Psychology
University of Texas

Michael Sparks
Professor of Business
California State University, Sacramento

Trieve Tanner, Ph.D.
Chief, Space Human Factors Office a

NASA-Ames Research Center

Background

A s we enter the middle of the 1980's we continue to see an expanding
amount of interest in the use of tem rang" nd the related
technologies for expanding productivity. As far back as 1927 when the
famous "Hawthorne Studies" began, there began to be an interest in

* discovering how to have people produce more and do it in a way that did
not endanger the organization. (Dickson and Roethlisberger, 1939)

In the late 1930's Kurt Lewin began to expand the reach of the
psychological sciences to the study of groups and their behavior. This was
a profound evolutionary step in organizational interest and awareness of
the implications of groups, their behaviors, social dynamics, et al. Lewin
successfully demonstrated that groups are "living systems", and thus
created the first contemporary paradigm for the creation and study of
group behavior. (Lewin, 1945, 1951)

Since that time the creation of "social psychology," "organizational
behavior," and the "behavioral sciences" have become common words in the
lexicon of managers, academics, and all of the fields and profession
closely associated with organizations. In fact these words are now part of

% the normal organizational jargon for any "up-and-coming" junior executive.

As the last fifteen years have passed a number of new developments
- ~ have influenced the current status of team related training and

development:

1) The creation of "organizational development" as a discipline ''
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and profession

2) The growing acceptance, tolerance and useage of persons
who call themselves "consultants"

3) The expanding importance of "interpersonal" dynamics
and issues in space/aerospace

4) The growth of high technology in all of its forms
and uses in aerospaces milieus

5) A growing awareness and acceptance of the importance
of the individual worker, and the work relationships
upon quality/quantity of results

The importance of these developments can only be seen in the context

of how important we now feel "team training" is. In nearly every
organization of any magnitude we now have trainers who either do training

- related to teams and groups, or these trainers screen, recommend, or hire
professional consultants who espouse various specialties related to teams

and their effectiveness. Even our linguistics have succumbed to this
emerging profession. O.D. consultants call themselves "practioners," a
term we have always used with care to reflect members of the medical

' field.

Current Situation

In the last few years the airlines industry has begun to study and
work more vigorously in the area of team performance productivity and

effectiveness. In June of 1979 NASA, in conjunction with the airlines
industry, held a workshop oriented around beginning to thoroughly look at
some of the critical issues in this area. Its Uitle, "Resource Management
of the Flight Deck" indicates the emphasis and concern about having
airline crews begin to work more effectively together.

Several airlines have voluntarily developed and implemented trainings
in this area. United Airlines has a special four day seminar for all
pilots which is designed to expand both self-awareness and skill in
working together in the cockpit. And yet there is growing concern that
this may not be enough to really impact the situation.

Numerous accidents and "incidents" have begun to be more closely tied
. to the impact of crew "team relationships" upon the safety and behavior of

those persons responsible for flying the aircraft. The literature about
airline safety/accidents is full of examples where there have been

...' "breakdowns" amongst the cockpit crew. In some cases there is ample

evidence that this failure to work well together cost lives as well as

aircraft.
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I -In this context there is growing interest in determining just how
important, effective, and useful our current approaches to team training
and development are. As more and more attention is given to this subject
we are beginning to see several new and critical issues emerge for
consideration.

Some Emerging Issues

As institutions and organizations have continued to look for answers

to problems associated with individual and group perfomance and behavior,
and as more professionals, academics, and scientists have begun to attend

to these areas, new issues and concerns have begun to surfact. Some of the

most current one include the following:

1. Rethinking the Abstractions of "Team"

What is the meaning, definition, and fundamental nature of "teams"? What
are the underlying concepts and abstractions from which we give meaning to

*this word? It is becoming clearer that what one person calls "team"
building may be totally different from the next. Is there such a quality
as "teamness ° or "teamship" and how are such characteristics or qualities
defined so as to be useful to all parties who have interest?

2. Rethinking the Abstractions Underlying Team Training

Given the question of what "team" or "teamness" may be, it creates a new

series of questions and issues related to the nature of current "team training"
technologies. Are we clear about the content, context, and process needed
to foster effective learning and development in this area? At which levels
do we develop technologies appropriate to ensure such learning-individual,

* -"-"relationship, group? Are the learning paradigms and abstractions that we

currently have in use in "team building" and associated approaches actually
* . .. appropriate once we decode the definitions of "team" et al.?

3. Identifying Real and Potential Results of "Teams"

A new and still unanswered question relates to whether every group that works

together or associates closely should be worked with to be a "team." It is
possible that some groups may not need such development and if so where and
how do we identify these scenarios? Are there "negative" results that
may accompany team training that should be considered in the broader context

of organizational and individual performance? A variant issue is to determine

what a team can produce in results vis a vis a task force, individual, or
well-managed group.

4. The Implications of "Boundary" Definitions on Teams

An emerging question when this "teamness" quality does show up is "where
is the "inside" and where is the "outside" of any particular team?" How
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does the creation and location of this boundary effect effectiveness and

productivity? How do these boundaries come into existence and what is

their fundamental nature and composition?

These are some of many important and interesting issues beginning to
surface as we engage the question of how to produce breakthroughs in

having people work together productively.

Additionally there are a number of related issues in the domain of

selection. These tie together with these issues of team training in
that we may find that certain personality types work more effectively

together. Selection may become as critical to the ultimate
effectiveness of a group's results as the manner in which the group

is managed, trained and developed, or organized.
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PANEL SESSION: INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

- SESSION CHAIR: Barbara L. McCombs (Denver Research Institute)
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"Evaluation of the electronic equipment maintenance trainer (EEMT)"
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"Factors influencing the selection of individualized instructional
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Individualized Instruction

Denver Research Institute

University of Denver

This panel focuses on progress made and research issues remaining in a
* number of areas generally related to individualized instruction in military training.

The following abstracts describe the five topic areas and list the Denver Research
Institute (DRI) personnel presenting each topic in the panel.

Maintenance Troubleshooting Simulation: Adapting to the Trainee

3. Jeffrey Richardson, DRI/Social Systems Research and Evaluatior Division

Maintenance troubleshooting tasks certainly involve more than equipment
manipulations. Behind each manipulation is a series of mental decisions which
establish its purpose. 'Therefore, a maintenance troubleshooting simulation must
model not only equipment manipulations, but also the cognitive component of the
task. Once such a model has been developed and used to generate a series of
troubleshooting problems, it is possible to adapt the way the simulations interact
with the trainee in ways that focus attention on unmastered components of the
task, thus increasing training effectiveness and efficiency. For example,
simulations often offer a menu of alternatives at each decision point. When a
trainee demonstrates competence in selecting the correct option from the menu,
the task may be made slightly more difficult by not displaying the menu. Now the
trainee is expected to recall the response set from memory and then select the
proper alternative. As a second example, when a complex procedure is simulated,
task-centered simulations require the trainee to explicitly state plans and goals
leading to equipment actions before performing them. Once individual equipment
actions are correctly performed, punctuated by explicit verbal statements of
intent, the trainee may be allowed to "chain" together commonly co-occurring
equipment actions into smooth sequences without intervening verbal mediation.
This presentation will describe research on maintenance simulation funded by the
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory which has produced a maintenance
simulation system with the capability of adapting to trainee growth in competence
in a way that is sensitivve to differential rates of growth in competence in each
subcomponent of the task. This adaptability is achieved through the use of an on-
line task analysis which serves as an overlay model of the trainee.

V -.

The Training and Performance Support System: A New Dimension in
.I713 Individualized Instruction

Dale A. Steffen, DRI/Electronics Division" James P. Kottenstette, DRI/Social Systems Research and Evaluation Division

; A project was initiated in 1981 by the Denver Research Institute to
develop a prototype Training and Performance Support System (TPSS). The TPSS is
a computer-based training and job-aid system scheduled for delivery in mid
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February 1984 to the Electronic Systems Division of the Air Force Systems
Command at Hanscom AFB, MA. In addition to hardware and software components
of the TPSS, instructional materials have been developed to train and aid Air Force
computer specialists responsible for managing the acquisition of computer software
for major defense systems. The system was designed to provide a capability for
increasing productivity of professional personnel who assume new and different job

-'.-responsibilities. Such design includes a technique which links job preparation
(training) with job performance (productivity) by; (I) permitting training that is
based on job tasks, and (2) providing routine access to an instructional resources
data base during on-the-job activities. The data base provides task-oriented job
aids and will be delivered via existing networks in the work environment. This
technique allows a capability for workers to integrate on-the-job performance aids
with routine data in the work environment to produce products in a more effective
and efficient manner. The combination of use on demand and the integration of
instruction and information provides a new dimension in individualized instruction.
The status of instructional materials, software, and hardware components of TPSS
individualized on-the-job training.

Evaluation of the Electronic Equipment Maintenance Trainer (EEMT): Individualized
Troubleshooting Training

Louis F. Cicchinelli, DRI/Social Systems Research and Evaluation Division

The EEMT system is currently being used to train Class "A" School
students to maintain electronics equipment. These prototype devices have been
installed in the Electronic Technician (ET) School at the Service School Command
at Great Lakes, Illinois, and are used to simulate radar and electronic test
equipment. The trainer is designed to provide students, on an individual basis, with

'-'. experience in troubleshooting radar system malfunctions using videodisk equipment
displays. This presentation will include a brief description of the EEMT trainer and
the evaluation methodology, together with a discussion of the evaluation findings in
five areas- training effectiveness, subsequent student performance, cost,
suitability and user acceptance. Implications of the system for providing
individualized troubleshooting training will also be discussed.

Individualizing with Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI: Enhancing Student
Motivation Through Computer-Controlled Audio

- "Barbara L. McCombs, DRI/Social Systems Research and Evaluation Division

*; A computer-controlled audio capability for enhancing the effectiveness of
motivational skills training for military trainees was developed for the Army
Research Institute as part of their Basic Skills/Learning Strategies research
program. This capability interfaces with an Apple lie microcomputer system and
provides for the personalization of computer-assisted introductory and practice

?. segments for seven printed, self-instructional motivational skills training models.
, The modules promote the development of self-management, personal responsibility,

and positive self-control skills which underlie self-motivation. The implications of
this research for providing a cost-effective technology for personalizing CAI
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training and for reducing the dependence of the motivational skills training on
instructor and group process facilitation are discussed.

0
Factors Influencing the Selection of Individualized Instructional Approaches

Anita S. West, DRI/Social Systems Research and Evaluation Division

Recent research for the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory has
focused on the selection and implementation of self-paced resident training
methodologies, including factors that influence the selection of computer-based
technologies and factors impacting the successf ul implementation of
nonconventional instructional formats. The results of these research programs are
consolidated and presented in the form of a model for decision makers faced with
the decision to individualize their resident training programs. g
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Individualizing with Computer -Assisted Instruction (CAl):

Enhancing Student Motivation Through Computer- Controlled Audio

Barbara L. McCombs, Ph.D.
Senior Research Scientist
Denver Research Institute

Abstract

A computer -controlled audio capability for enhancing the
0 effectiveness of motivational skills training for military trainees
0 was developed for the Army Research Institute as part of its Basic

Skills/Learning Strategies research program. This capability
I interfaces with an Apple Ile microcomputer system and provides

for the personalization of computer- assisted introductory and
S practice segments for seven printed, self -instructional

motivational skills training modules. The modules promote the
development of self -management, personal responsibility, and
positive self-control skills that underlie self -motivation. The
implications of this research for providing a cost-effective
technology for personalizing CAI training and for reducing the
dependence of the motivational skills training on instructor and

- .. group process facilitation are discussed.

Introduction

Many students entering military technical training lack not only prerequisite
basic reading skills and cognitive learning str,'egies, but also demonstrate skill
deficiencies of an attitudinal or motivational nature. Although some attention has been
given to programs that remediate reading skills, cognitive learning strategies, and study
skills, little attention has been given to programs that can remediate the strategies and

-: skills related to trainee motivation. The development and implementation of such a
- .* program promises to improve the military trainee's ability to positively adjust to the

requirements of military technical training through the acquisition of a variety of
self -management, personal responsibility, and self-control strategies which can increase
trainee motivation. The program also has the potential of reducing the high costs
associated with eliminating motivationally deficient trainees after they have completed -

sizeable portions of technical training.

A program for accomplishing the preceding goals in military technical training,
e-ntitled the Motivational Skills Training Package, has been developed and recently
evaluated in a contract for the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).

N-N The program includes seven self -instructional, printed modules that have been
implemented in an instructor-led, small-group format which provides trainees with the
opportunity to practice new strategies and skills, share experiences, and develop feelings
of rapport with their instructors and fellow trainees. The evaluation of this program of

-' self -instructional materials augmented by instructor support and group experiences in the
Air Force's Precision Measuring Equipment (PME) course indicated that (a) trainees liked

* the program and found it helpful in both their coursework and personal lives and (b)
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trainees participating in the program had significantly higher block test scores and lower
block test failure rates than control group trainees (McCombs & Dobrovolny, 1982). ""

Although the evaluation findings with the Motivational Skills Training Package
clearly pointed to its success, several research questions remained. One set of questions
concerns the issue of the format of this training package and the use of instructors and
the group process to facilitate trainee acquisition and maintenance of strategies and skills
included in the package. For example, could the cost effectiveness of the program be
enhanced by reducing instructor-trainee requirements and/or group interaction
requirements through the use of computer-assisted instruction (CAI) for selected portions .0
of the training? An investigation of this question is currently being funded by the Army
Research Institute (ARI). To date, CAI enhancements have been developed to augment
the printed package and an evaluation study is now underway with military trainees at Ft.
Sill's Electronics Communication School. The purpose of this presentation is to describe
the design of CAI materials and the implications of the resulting technology for
personalizing CAI training. As an introduction to these sections, the next section will
briefly describe the content and strategies being taught in the Motivational Skills Training
Package.

Motivational Skills Training Package

The content and structure of this motivational package was defined as a result of
an in-depth experimental analysis of specific conative, affective, and cognitive skill
deficiencies of Air Force trainees in four technical training courses at Lowry Air Force

- Base (McCombs & Dobrovolny, 1980). This analysis indicated that the primary
deficiencies (i.e., characteristics that differentiated effective from ineffective learners) ;0i-I

in the conative domain were that poorer students consistently had low motivation to
learn, had few military or personal goals, could be classified as being low in maturity,
with little self-discipline or the ability to take responsibility for their own learning. In
the affective domain, poorer students were generally those with high levels of anxiety
toward learning and taking tests, and who lacked effective skills for coping with the
demands of technical training. In the cognitive domain, the poorer students were
generally those with poor reasoning and comprehension skills, and/or those who lacked
effective decision making and problem solving skills in technical or personal areas.

Based on this analysis which integrated relevant literature, student performance i
data, student and instructor interview results, and individual difference data, seven skill-
training modules were defined (McCombs, 1982a, 1982b). The Introduction Module 4.4

introduces students to the concept of personal responsibility and positive self-control,
presents rudimentary techniques for controlling negative attitudes (e.g., use of positive
self-talk and imagination), and explains the purpose of the skills training package. The

- - Values Clarification or Self-Knowledge Module explains the role of values and beliefs in
helping us define ourselves and what's important to us, stresses each person's

0.- responsibility in defining his or her own value system, and helps students explore their
values and beliefs in a number of areas. The Career Development Module builds on
students' newly acquired self-knowledge and helps them acquire the necessaryI":i" decision-making skills to explore their career interests and make some career goals and

plans. The Goal-Setting Module formalizes the previously learned goal-setting process by
first describing the purpose of goals as directing and motivating human behavior,

o. I describing a general model for systematically thinking about and setting personal goals,
and helping students work through exercises for setting specific long-term and short-term
goals. The Effective Communication Module describes techniques and strategies for
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effectively communicating feelings, wants, and needs and for dealing with stressful
interpersonal situations that may impede goal attainment. The Stress Management
Module describes the role of perceptions, negative self-talk, and mistaken beliefs in
producing stress and presents a number of generalizeable strategies for managing stress.
Finally, the Problem Solving Module provides a summary of the skill-training package by
pointing out that students have been using a problem solving approach throughout this
training and by providing a general model for systematically working through and solving
personal and technical training problems.

Design of CAT Enhancements

The objectives of the design of CAT enhancements for the Motivational Skills
* .Training Package were to identify those components of the training that were enhanced

by instructor and/or group experiences (McCombs & Lockhart, 1983). An analysis of the
instructor's functions in facilitating student acquisition of strategies and skills taught in

h:-: ~ the package indicated that the instructor was instrumental in establishing a good
relationship or personal rapport with the student, in serving as a model of personal
responsibility and positive self-control, in helping the student understand what is expected
of him or her in the training program, in introducing important concepts in each module in

- N order to provide an advance organizer or meaningful structure for acquiring new concepts
and skills, and in reinforcing the value of the skill training for positive self -development
by explaining its application and benefits in military experiences. Group process
components identified as facilitative included helping students identify with peers and
open up to sharing personal feelings and experiences, providing opportunities for shared
decision making and friendships, helping students reinforce mastery of new skills by group
rehearsal and feedback, and assisting students in behavioral assignments and contracts
that promote skill maintenance after the training is over.

Based on this analysis of facilitative instructor and group process functions,
elements that could be simulated by specific CAI interactions were identified. In the area
of instructor functions, three primary roles that could be provided by the computer were-
def ined: modeler, facilitator, and motivator. To provide these roles, a character named
"PC" was created to serve as an instructor/guide and to interactively perform each role
by demonstrating the use of new strategies and skills, providing introductory concepts in a
meainingful context, and coaching students in the application of new concepts and skills
via personalized feedback and encouragement. In the area of group process functions, a
set of military trainee characters was created to represent specific personal

aresponsibility/self -control problems related to each module's content area. That is, a
male or female character and accompanying problem scenario was defined to exemplify
typical student problems with personal responsibility in general, with knowing who they
are and what's important to them, with knowing their career interests and goals, with
knowing how to set goals, with knowing how to manage stress, with knowing how to
communicate effectively, and with knowing how to solve problems. These characters
were designed to "grow" as a result of their skill training from their initial inability to .

'S*solve particular problems to competent problem solvers and self-managers. This
transition was designed to occur between PC's guided CAI introductions and CAT practice
sessions for each module. CAI segments were therefore designed to incorporate these
instructor and group process L~ements by providing introductions to each printed module

% as well as practice sessions following student reading of each module.

1-40.1 4To achieve the high degree of personalization required to make PC and the seven
student characters highly realistic and easily identifiable necessitated the use of a rich
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training medium that could provide both interactive visual and auditory capabilities.
Although videodisc technology is available to provide these capabilities, it was beyond the
scope of the contracted effort to interface a videodisc to the project-purchased Apple Ile
systems, nor was this level of sophistication deemed necessary to provide the type of

*personalization desired. A search was thus begun to locate a less costly audio cassette 0
player that could be interfaced to the Apple Ile microcomputer. The search revealed no
such product yet on the market and work then began on the design and development of a
computer-controlled audio capability.

The resulting capability consists of a specially designed interface card which
plugs into the Apple Ile game 1/0 port. The interface receives pulses from a standard0
slide-sync audio cassette player. These pulses are used to trigger screen changes and, in
turn, to allow the CAI software (in this case, the Apple SuperPILOT Authoring System) to
control the on/off function of the audio player. This capability allows for computer
control of a linear sequence of audio messages that coincide with particular CAT frame
sequences, as well as provides for the personalization of skill training introductions and

2.practices, at about one-eighth the cost of videodisc technology. In this particular 0
application, audio is integrated with screen information in the following ways: (1) CAI
screen reinforcement of audio information, (2) audio instruction preceding a CAT segment,
(3) audio feedback following a CAT segment, and (4) audio as an integral part of a CAI
segment.

- .. Implications of the Cornputer- Controlled Audio Technology

Preliminary evaluation results at Ft. Sill from the implementation of the
computer -controlled audio enhancements to CAI segments which accompany the
Motivational Skills Training Package indicate that this technology is being positively0
received by both students and instructors and is reducing instructor and group interaction
requirements. Although final evaluation results comparing the effectiveness of the CAI

* enhancements with actual instructor-led introductions and group practice sessions are
still forthcoming, it is possible to speculate about several important implications of this
technology for providing a cost-effective approach to the personalization of CAI training.

First, the benefits of the technology for this type of skill training are that it can
increase personalization, allow simulation of instructor and group process functions,
introduce novelty to enhance student motivation, encourage students to maintain

*attention to relevant screen information, boost skill levels regardless of reading ability,
reduce reading demands as well as potentially improve reading skills directly, enable
training by example (e.g., in the communication skills area), provide consistency in
training, and save production time compared to other media. Many of these benefits are
applicable to skill training domains outside the motivational area, thus suggesting the
application of this technology in the training of cognitive and metacognitive learning
strategies (e.g., reasoning and memory skills, self-assessment and self-monitoring skills)
and in the training of specific cognitive and procedural skills required in technical
training.

Second, in order to fully capitalize on the potential benefits of the technology in
other training areas, a programmatic research effort is suggested. The research questions
to be addressed in such a program include first assessing the instructional benefits of
audio enhancements to CAI in the preceding areas (i.e., does audio improve training
effectiveness?). Once the benefits are established for each area, the degree of -
complexity and/or individualization required to maximize training effectiveness can be
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addressed (i.e., what degree of coinplexity/individualization is most beneficial in each
training area?).

After answers to the preceding research questions have been obtained, a third
area to be explored is the technological advancements that can improve the
computer-controlled audio capabilities currently developed. Areas where improvements
are needed include the speed of use and ease of use for the user, the complexity of the
training strategies and/or individualization that can be supported by the technology, and
the ease of audio production possible with more sophisticated addressable and random
access capabilities. For example, it may be desirable for some skill training applicationsWJ to have a forward or backward branching capability, to have increased timing accuracy

and precision for screen/audio information sequences, and to increase the audio quality by
eliminating pulse sounds. The important thing to keep in mind, however, is that the
instructional need for technological advancements be established prior to investing in the
necessary development work.

In summary, there appear to be many skill training areas in which a
computer-controlled audio capability can enhance both the personalization and
individualization of training, thereby also enhancing student motivation. This technology
is seen as a more cost effective approach than videodisc technology, particularly because
a wide range of training applications do not require the use of both the CAI and video
media in conjunction with audio. Further exploration of the technology thus promises to 0

- .expand the range of options available to us for individualizing with CAI using currently
available microcomputers.
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Training and Performance Support System: A New Dimension in

Individualized Instruction

If) Dale A. Steffen and James P. Kottenstette

Denver Research Institute

o Abstract

A project was initiated in 1981 by the Denver Research

Institute to develop a prototype,,Training and Performance
O .Support System)(TPSS). The TPSS is a computer-based training and

~' job aid systeni scheduled for delivery in mid-February 1984 to
the Electronic Systems Division of the Air Force Systems Command 

•"

at Hanscom AFB, MA. In addition to hardware and software
components instructional materials have been developed to aid
Air Force computer specialists resp6nsible for managing the -

acquisition of computer software for major defense systems. The
system was Jesigned to provide a capability for increasing the

.... initial productivity of professional personnel who must assume
new job responsibilities. The design concept links job
preparation with job performance by: 1) providing instruction
for and an explanation of major job tasks, and 2) proviiding
routine access to task-related information for use during job
performance activities. This technique provides workers with
"performance aids" in the work environment that are an extension
of the instructional content structure. The combination of use
on demand and the integration of instruction-and information
provides a new dimension in individualized instruction through

' learner control.

BACKGROUND

".0
The TPSS application concerns the preparation and support of adult

learners for new roles as managers in the acquisition of major defense
:... systems. Broadly stated, the role of Air Force acquisition managers is to

control the technical risks associated with the development and production of

new equipment. Failure to control these risks typically results in higher

system costs and deferred system availability.

The novice manager's role is especially difficult because: the systems
are enormously complex, requiring extensive teamwork among functional area
managers; management practices are obscured by a plethora of policies,

regulations, standards and procedures; and finally, novice managers have
limited opportunities for formal training-- experience is the teacher and the

. -Program Office is the classroom.

From an organizational perspective, the need to provide some type of
O. ' support for less-experienced technical managers is acute: for example, 25% of Si
* "the military work force is reassigned each year and replacement personnel
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typically have little acquisition management experience. Providing
cost-effective support, however, is not a simple thing. The traditional
approach, suggested in Figure 1, is to establish a training organization,
develop knowledge and skills-oriented training components, and graduate
novices ready for Program Office assignments. The underlying assumption is
that with time, experience, and additional learning, the novice will become
expert.

The traditional approach to training works well when many people are
expected to perform similar tasks. It works less well for small groups of
people that must perform many different tasks because the training
establishment necessary will overwhelm the host organization and mission.
Thus, in the past, the default position has been to staff each Program Office, "
"let experience be the teacher," and simply not seek "expert" behaviors from
novices.

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS

"VICE' E 'SS

FIGURE I THE TRADITIONAL VIEW: TRAINING/JOB PERFORMANCE

The Training and Performance Support System (TPSS) was invented to meet 1
an urgent organizational requirement for "expert" performance by novice and
less-experienced personnel. TPSS addresses this inherent contradiction through
a three-tiered structure for instruction and information named, respectively,
the Education, Job Entry, and Performance Support Levels. The Education Level ,i;

,N. of TPSS provides for a classroom-based orientation to acquisition management.
Learning at this level ignores individual differences: it serves to qualify
persons for individualized instruction. The Job Entry Level provides

computer-based instruction so that a unique curriculum can be tailored for
each person, based on "events" or "milestones" scheduled to occur in the
acquisition life cycle of his/her program assignment. The idea is to provide
novice personnel with in-depth instructional resources, initially utilized on
a scheduled basis, and on a demand basis as work progresses. The Performance
Support Level provides computer-based access to information known to be
relevant in performance of job tasks that surround each event. It is the
imposition of content structures on this information that makes it possible

;- to: 1) develop individualized instruction, and 2) organize "performance
aiding" information that fosters "expert" behavior.

Figure 2 indicates how expert behavior is supported by the TPSS concept:
knowledge and skill-oriented learning components implemented at the Job Entry
Level are shown to be integrated with the information structures from the
Performance Support Level. Since the learning components encourage .04
problem-solving and information seeking behavior, the essential elements
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believed necessary to foster expert job performance are present, albeit tne
* expertise is limited.

KNOWLEDGE SKILLS INFORMATION 0

-1TIME AND
------------------------------------------ EXPERIENCE

NOVICE

FIGURE 2. TPSS VIEW OF JOB SUPPORT

A NEW DIMENSION FOR INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

If individualized instruction is taken to mean that instructional
transactions are somehow modified in light of learner characteristics, then
TPSS establishes a new dimension in individualization. The new dimension is
achieved through learner control over the depth of instruction during each
learning episode, and more generally, through learner control over the
knowledge -- information continuum associated with each Job Entry Lesson.

In the latter instance, control is given to system users through their
familiarity with the content structures imposed on the instruction and
information prepared for each event in the acquisition process. Since these
structures are derived from engineering management functions, and are

* . consistently applied to the instruction and information, they are readily
mastered by learners. Figure 3 shows these structures for a lesson and for its
corresponding Performance Support information base.

LESSON TOPIC INFORMATION BASE

(5 SEGMENTS1 (JOB AIDS I
PE -R P V Q - SYSTEM PERSPECTIVE -P

S A ' L Q3- PLANNING --
N CCU------------------ S A

T T IA Q3- ORGANIZING -~ L 'E IS R
--A T - D -N-

C o0 <J CONTROL C U ~NE

N < COMMUNICATION -

FIGURE 3. INSTRUCTION AND INFORMATION STRUCTURES

0. Notice that each lesson is composed of five segments or modules, and each .
segment treats a particular aspect of the event. For example, if the event is
an engineering design review, the SYSTEM PERSPECTIVE SEGMENT "locates" the
review within the acquisition life cycle and introduces the management
principles that apply; the PLANNING SEGMENT considers scheduling and
coordination considerations; the ORGANIZING SEGMENT addresses how the

S government manager prepares for participation in the review; the CONTROL

SEGMENT deals with the dynamics of the review itself; and the COMMUNICATION
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SEGMENT develops interactions and documentation of results. Taken together,
the lesson segments provide the novice with a simulation of the event as well
as a framework for treating many different knowledge requirements.

The figure also shows the information base structure for such events. In
addition to the segment classifiers, the information is also classified by

S.. type: POLICY, PROCEDURES, and LESSONS LEARNED. This two-way classification of
information facilitates its use as a job aid, independent of instructional
considerations.

Learner control over the depth of instruction is achieved through the
instructional model itself. As illustrated in Figure 4, each lesson segment

p. has one or more MAIN IDEAS that must be mastered, and each idea is developed
through several GENERALITIES. The Generalities represent one level of content
treatment selected by the learner. ELABORATION or expansion on each generality
represents deeper development of the idea; and lastly, the learner may chose
to interrogate the information base from the lesson, and this exhausts learner
control possibilities.

PRE -SE GMENT

INTRO

GENERALITIES GEN Al GEN. B, GEN N, EXPERIENCE

ELABORATION ELAB.A ELAB,8 ELA8 N

JOB AIDING INFORAIN EVALuAION

FIGURE 4 INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL FOR TPSS

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

TPSS software requirements were met by vendor-supplied programs for the
Job Entry Lessons and new programs developed by DRI to provide the Performance
Support function. Commercially available hardware and software to satisfy
traditional CAI and CMI requirements for development and delivery of
instruction were identified through trade studies. The requirements addressed
by the trade studies were: 1) hardware which utilized state-of-the-art
microprocessor technology; 2) CAI software which contained "menu-driven"

S editors to simplify the development of instruction having high information
density in text and graphic displays; and 3) CMI software with the capability

to tailor a curriculum for each learner based on prospective program
assignments. The ability to access external computer programs during delivery

* of Job Entry instruction was an additional software requirement. This
" capability permitted the independent development of the Performance Support

software.
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The hardware/software system chosen for the TPSS application is built by

llCAT Systems, Inc. The hardware selected was configured to accommodate four

persons working on lessons at the same time, and eight persons accessing the

*. 'erformance Support job aids at the same time. The capacity to manage

instruction via CMI was restricted to 100 persons enrolled at any given time

.- in order to control the growth of management data files.

The Performance Support software capabilities developed to support the

B- S concept provide: 1) logon/logoff; 2) menu-driven selection of desired

data bases available as instructional resources; 3) menu-driven access to the

information data bases; 4) glossary requests; 5) assistance and help

. ipabilities; and 6) mailbox capabilities. Additional software was developed,

in the form of a device driver resident in the microcomputer, to make the

Ilert ormance Support function available in different Program Office

environments via the local area network being installed at Hanscom AFB.

SIR;PREN T PLANS

!]ven event-oriented lessons, each prepared in five segments

mproximately 150 displays per segment), will be used routinely in trials of

'['SS during 1984. These lessons, together with their respective Performance

Support information bases, and thirteen other single segment lessons (designed

to treat other topics) represent the resources for use during the first year.

.- urrent Air Force plans also call for the installation of TPSS at the newly

formed Acquisition Management Institute located at Brooks AFB, Texas.

I-W
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Maintenance Troubleshooting Simulation:
Adapting to the Trainee

C.3. Jeffrey Richardson, Ph.D.

Research Scientist
Denver Research Institute

-( ) Abstract

o' This paper presents a description of adaptive task
--" centered maintenance simulation. First, the nature of this type of
. simulation is presented from the perspective of the trainee. Next,

a method of on-line task analysis is presented through which
Sadaptive task centered simulations are developed and delivered.

Finally, the way in which the method of presentation, and even the
structure, of a simulation can be adapted or altered dependent on
evidence of student mastery is presented.

Introduction

Maintenance troubleshooting tasks certainly involve more than equipment
manipulations. Behind each manipulation is a series of mental decisions which establishes
its purpose. Therefore, a maintenance troubleshooting simulation must model not only
equipment manipulations, but also the cognitive component of the task. Once such a
model has been developed and used to generate a series of troubleshooting problems, it is
possible to adapt the way the simulations interact with the trainee in ways that focus
attention on unmastered components of the task, thus increasing training effectiveness
and efficiency. For example, simulations often offer a menu of alternatives at each
decision point. When a trainee demonstrates competence in selecting the correct option
from the menu, the learning task may be made slightly more difficult by not displaying
the menu. Now the trainee is expected to recall the response set from memory and then
select the proper alternative. As a second example, when a complex procedure is
simulated, task centered simulations require the trainee to explicitly state plans and goals
leading to equipment actions before performing them. Once individual equipment actions
are correctly performed, punctuated by explicit verbal statements of intent, the trainee
may be allowed to "chain" together commonly co-occurring equipment actions into
smooth sequences without intervening verbal mediation. This presentation will describe
research on maintenance simulation funded by the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

-. which has produced a maintenance simulation system with the capability of adapting to
trainee growth in competence in a way that is sensitive to differential rates of growth in
competence in each subcomponent of the task. This adaptability is achieved through the
use of an on-line task analysis which serves as a model of the trainee.

Interacting With a Task Centered Simulation

*_,P4
It will be helpful to the reader to understand task centered maintenance

simulations from the perspective of a trainee. The trainee sits before a keyboard and two
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K--. . video displays. One display represents the equipment. User interaction with this display
is done through use of a touch panel. A second display represents the cognitive or
problem solving component of the task. User interaction with this display is done through
use of the keyboard.

The equipment display is a standard color video monitor on which a picture data
base of the equipment relevant to the task is displayed. The monitor is equipped with a
touch panel and, in a fashion that has become almost standard in microform and videodisc
simulations of equipment, the student accesses controls, readouts, test points, and
components by indicating with a touch of a finger on the video monitor face that portion
of the picture to display in greater detail. For example, if a voltmeter range is to be set
from 100 to 10, one begins by touching the voltmeter drawer on a rack of equipment
dcohprpictured on the monitor. The rack picture is replaced with a picture of the voltmeter. .,'.-drawer. Next, the range control is touched and the voltmeter picture is replaced with a
picture of the range control, currently positioned at 100. At this point, the "10" on the

r range scale is touched and the range control picture with the range control set to 10 is
displayed. Now, the user might touch an area on the monitor screen labeled "done" to
indicate that this equipment action is complete.

The task display is a medium or high resolution graphics display on which text,
diagrams, decision alternatives, and feedback messages are presented. For example,
suppose the trainee is developing a diagram of the signal path involved in a
troubleshooting problem. The graphics display displays a skeletal block diagram, and a
text message asks students on which part of the diagram they would like to elaborate
next. At the bottom of the screen is a listing of the blocks from which to select a
response. Given a correct choice, the graphics display now displays the block selected
with the additional detail of the inputs and outputs. Now, the task is to identify for the
situation at hand, specific signals for those inputs and outputs. Hence, a text message
states: "Which signal would you like to add to the block diagram now?" At the bottom of
the display, the decision alternatives to be used in answering this question are displayed.
Continuing in this way, the task of detailing the signal flow would be completed.

A simulation proceeds from an initial task display in which the problem scenario
is set, through a series (,. task displays leading to the first equipment action, through the
equipment action simulated on the equipment display, and back to the next task display.

. This process continues, alternating between the task and equipment displays, until the
--..- . problem is solved. The simulation is task centered in the sense that planning and problem

solving activity controls access to equipment manipulation.

On-Line Task Analysis

On-line task analysis is used in order to develop and deliver adaptive
troubleshooting simulations.

An on-line task analysis is defined as a computer-resident data base representing
the set of goals and actions employed in accomplishing a task. It is a problem reduction

": tree (Barr & Feigenbaum, 1981-82). It represents a problem solving strategy known as

hierarchical decomposition or planning by abstraction, wherein the troubleshooting
problem is divided into simpler and simpler subproblems. This is done by repeatedly
asking the question, "In order to get the job done, what must I do?", until the answer
belongs to the assumed repertoire of the trainee.
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The nature of the relationship between the task and the equipment is neatly

represented by the on-line task analysis itself. The on-line task analysis has the form of a
tree. The root node of the tree represents the task. From it emanate several branches to
nodes representing the major subcomponents of the task. From each subcomponent
emanate branches to nodes representing their decomposition, and so on, until the task is
decomposed into elemental equipment actions. Therefore, all equipment actions are
terminal nodes in the tree.

.2.. The target task of this research project was the operation and maintenance of an
F-Ill avionics test stand (Richardson, 1982; Pieper, 1982). The full analysis tree is up to
16 levels deep and contains between 1,000 and 2,000 nodes.

There are several benefits derived from the use of on-line task analysis. These
include (1) the focus of the simulation is shifted from the equipment to the task, (2)
computer-based simulation courseware is developed by simply flagging a path through the
task analysis tree for each fault, (3) consistency in a problem solving approach is
promoted at the same time allowing for flexibility in simulation design, and (4) interaction
with the student at each simulation step can be adapted. These four issues are presented
and discussed in detail in Richardson (in press). Of interest to the current paper is the
fourth benefit.

Adapting to the Student

The way each step in a simulation can be individualized is by using a copy of the
on-line task analysis as a student model. For each trainee, the on-line task analysis is
annotated with a record of his or her performance at each node of the task analysis tree.
Within a given simulation, and in the course of completing a series of simulations, a given
node (representing a task component) will be encountered a number of times. A record of
correct performance on each node is kept in the student model and used to modify the
way in which the node is presented to the student. For nodes that do not involve
equipment manipulation, a series of presentatiap modalities has been established:
recognition, recall, performance, and summary.

Recognition means that the menu of selection options at the bottom of the

display are in fact displayed. The trainee need only recognize the correct alternative
. from a set of choices, each of which is a legitimate choice in some situations, but only

one of which is currently the correct choice. After the student has correctly performed
this node a threshold number of times, it will shift into the next modality, recall.

In recall, the decision alternatives are not displayed, and the trainee must now
recall the correct choice from memory, a more difficult learning task. Again, after
responding correctly a threshold number of times, the modality of the node will change to
performance.

With the performance modality, structural changes in the way in which the
I, student interacts with the simulation occur. As stated above, a simulation proceeds by

alternating between the task and the equipment displays. In general, each equipment
manipulation is preceded by a task display in which the goal to perform the equipment
manipulation is established. Trainees must "say" what it is they plan to do before they
"do" it. But as trainees master a task, it becomes appropriate to support the chaining of
commonly co-occurring equipment actions. That is, as a consequence of practice, a task
becomes familiar and it is no longer appropriate to force trainees to plan separately for,
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and then make, each elementary equipment manipulation. It is appropriate to allow the
trainee to select the goal of performing a cluster of equipment manipulations and verbally
stating each component manipulation within the cluster. With performance mode, the
detail or graininess of the simulation adapts to the trainee's advancing level of
competence. Again, this makes the learning task harder because the cognitive structure
of the task, which is a mental crutch for remembering what to do, is removed. As
competence progresses, nodes higher and higher in the on-line task representation shift to
performance mode with the consequence that the simulation is more and more equipment
centered rather than task centered.

_'S
The final modality is summary. Since it is the highest mode, by the time it is

reached, the task has been performed under the most realistic and demanding setting
within the context of simulation. The instructional assistance of the recognition and
recall modes has been removed. The task centered nature of the task component has
become equipment centered. Since the student has mastered this node, as evidenced by a
number of correct trials as in performance mode, it becomes reasonable not to require the
student to further practice this task component. Therefore, for a node in summary mode,
the results of the completed task component are presented to the student in lieu of
requiring the student to actually perform the task component.

The effect of this student modeling is to focus trainee attention on unmastered
portions of the task, potentially promoting training effectiveness and reducing the time
needed to complete a set of simulations. This is done on a completely individualized
basis. The project is currently in its evaluation phase and the results of an experimental

. test of the training effectiveness of this approach is forthcoming.
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Evaluation of the Electronic Equipment Maintenance Trainer (EEMT):
Individualized Troubleshooting Training I  "

Louis F. Cicchinelli, Ph.D. O
'a. Senior Research Psychologist

Denver Research Institute

Abstract
The two-dimensional Electronic Equipment Maintenance

C4).. Trainer (2D EEMT) was designed and developed by the Navy as a
generic trainer intended to overcome many of the problems
associated with using operational equipment for trainingO electronics technicians. The findings of the Training Capabilities

O " Test (TCT) indicated that the 2D EEMT, when used in conjunction ,
0... with operational equipment trainers, resulted in troubleshooting
I performance equivalent to that achieved when only operational

trainers were used. Thus, the 2D EEMT can reduce reliance on
"_ operational equipment and increase the opportunity for individual

student troubleshooting practice when used as a supplement to
existing laboratory equipment. The 2D EEMT was found to be O
suitable for use in the Electronic Technician "A'l School
environment, and its generic nature makes it adaptable to other
training environments with only changes in lessonware and the
picture data base.,

Introduction

1%%" Background. Operational readiness of naval electronic equipment depends, in
large part, on the ability of enlisted technicians to perform appropriate maintenance
actions. Effective technician training, which must be accomplished at reasonable cost, is
then a necessary condition for military preparedness. Based on the assumption that
maximum transfer of training will occur if technicians are trained on the same equipment
that they are subsequently required to maintain, the Navy has traditionally used
operational equipment to assist instructors in a variety of training tasks. In recent years, .
it has become clear that the use of operational equipment in training environments is not -

always the optimal approach to instruction. The use of operational equipment for training
can be costly, dangerous, inflexible, unsupported by training materials, and, in some .6
instances, the fleet is deprived of their full allotment of operational hardware. In
addition, the basic premise that the transfer of training will be enhanced if the same
equipment is used in the training and job environments is no longer as relevant. With the .
rapid changes in technology and the increased complexity and cost of electronic devices,
more often than not, schools are forced to train students on outdated equipment which is
itself difficult to maintain and no longer used in the fleet. S

In response, the Navy initiated an engineering effort to develop a general -

purpose EEMT system that could reduce reliance on actual equipment trainers at the "A"

l'This work was completed under contract with the Training Analysis and "
Evaluation Group, Naval Training Center, Orlando, FL. The views expressed in this paper
are those of the aut.or and do not necessarily reflect the view of the U.S. Department of
the Navy.
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School level, as well as provide an opportunity for increased troubleshooting practice
during training. The EEMT system, and the 2D subsystem in particular, is a descendent of
the Generalized Maintenance Training Simulator (GMTS). Field tests of the GMTS, a
microfiche based system, have indicated that students could develop troubleshooting
proficiency after practicing on the system and that students using the GMTS performed as
well on final tests as students trained on actual equipment. While the hardware has
changed substantially during this evolution from GMTS to EEMT, the functional
characteristics of the two training systems remain essentially the same. The TCT of the
EEMT system was designed to give equal emphasis to the evaluation of training
effectiveness, suitability and cost of the 2D EEMT--an approach clearly supported by the
Device Test and Evaluation Master Plan. The studies reported in this paper are part of
the comprehensive TCT. The TCT was conducted in the Electronics Technician (ET) "A"
School at Great Lakes Naval Station. All ET students receive training in Basic
Electronics and Electricity, Advanced Electronics, and Communication followed by 92
weeks of Radar Systems instruction. The primary application of the EEMT system was in
this final course. In particular, 10 2D EEMT units were placed in the Primary Power
(Area 1) laboratory section of Radar Systems instruction. This laboratory had 10 work
stations using actual equipment trainers. An additional nine 2D EEMT units were placed
in the extra study/remediation room associated with Radar Systems training.

EEMT system description. The functional training mission of the 2D EEMT was
based on the premise that the training system would be generic. It was anticipated that
more students could be trained in less time, more cost effectively, and to a greater
proficiency level utilizing the EEMT system than with current actual equipment trainers.
The 2D hardware consists of a microcomputer, instructor terminal, image and adaptive
displays fitted with touch-sensitive panels for user input, and a videodisc player. The
adaptive display presents text, problems, and menu choices; the image display presents
equipment images from a photographic data base. This data base is arranged o i
hierarchically and includes an overall system image together with successively more
detailed images of system components and subcomponents. Using both structured and
free-play lessonware, the 2D unit is primarily a stand-alone, interactive, videodisc-based
trainer. The 2D EEMT system provided trainees with practice on generic preventive and
corrective maintenance procedures through self-paced instruction, adaptable to the skills
and needs of individual trainees. The system provided computer-assisted and limited S

" computer-managed instruction such that student performance skills were tested and
recorded. As implemented, only limited feedback on performance was provided.

Study I: Analysis of Historical Performance Data

Purpose and procedure. Study I was designed to provide an initial assessment of
the 2D EEMT's training effectiveness through a review of historical ET School student
files. Student records were assigned to one of three independent groups as defined by the
time periods of Area 1 AN/SPS-10 Radar training. These three time periods correspond to I
different levels of operational and 2D EEMT equipment availability for laboratory and
extra study/remedial training. That is, students assigned to Group I received training on
operational equipment only. For group 2 students, only operational equipment was Oi. ~available for laboratory training, and the 2D EEMT equipment was available for extra i !

study/remediation. Group 3 students had access to both operational and 2D EEMT
equipment for laboratory training, and the 2D EEMT was also available for extra
study/remediation. Matched samples corresponding to the three time periods were
created on the basis of student sex and ET School achievement prior to radar training.
The resulting 3 samples of 72 students each were then divided into three equal subsamples
(24 students each) on the basis of prior achievement to indicate students of low, middle,
and high ability.
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Results and discussion. The primary measure of student performance was the
Performance Test administered individually to all students at the end of Area I Radar
training. This test was a hands-on, timed, single fault troubleshooting test conducted
using the operational AN/SPS-10 equipment.

Mean Performance Test scores as a function of training equipment availability
were 83.92, 87.79, and 88.14 for Groups 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Mean scores increased
from 79.88 for low ability students, to 86.12 for middle ability students, and to 91.75 for
students of high ability. A 3x3 analysis of variance revealed significant main effects of

both student ability [ F(2,207) = 10.05, p .001] and training equipment availability
F(2,207) = 8.07, p <.001 ]; the interaction between these variables was not significant.

Thus, students trained during time periods when the 2D EEMT was available (Groups 2 and
3) performed better than those who had only conventional AN/SPS-10 training.
Furthermore, this effect was apparently not dependent on the level of student ability as
defined by prior ET School achievement.

However, since both EEMT Groups (2 and 3) performed equally well, it appeared
that the locus of this effect was in the availability of the 2D EEMT for extra
study/remedial training. Introduction of the EEMT into the Area I laboratory did not

result in an additional performance increment. These findings also suggest that the EEMT
can reduce reliance on operational prime equipment, although the extent to which the
EEMTs were used for laboratory training (Group 3) was relatively slight. Finally, the
results support the hypothesis that the 2D EEMT improves the performance of poor,
moderate, and good learners. It must be noted that these findings are not conclusive since
only equipment availability was used to establish the study groups; the precise training
experiences of students were not known. Acquisition of the EEMT units was in part a
response to the need for increased student flow to alleviate a student backlog. It is not
clear to what extent this situation may have contributed to the higher performance scores
seen during the Group 2 and Group 3 training periods. The next study in this section was
conducted to provide confirmation of the Study I results.

Study 2: Training Effectiveness of the 2D EEMT

Purpose and procedure. The overall objective of this study was to determine the
impact of incorporating the 2D EEMT into the existing ET School laboratory and extra
study/remediation curricula. A total of 157 ET students were randomly assigned to one of
six experimental conditions defined by crossing the three levels of training mode (high
EEMT, low EEMT, and operational equipment only) with the two training formats
(individual and pair). An analysis of variance (three levels of equipment training mode by
two levels of training format) showed no significant differences among groups in prior ET
School performance. Assignments were mixed within classes so that the effects of
instructors, training shifts, and test problems were counterbalanced. The three training
modes were defined by the extent to which 2D EEMT equipment was used to supplement a
student's Area I laboratory and extra study/remediation training. Students in the
operational equipment only conditions were not allowed to use the EEMT for any Area I
training. Students in the high EEMT training groups worked an average of 3.90
troubleshooting problems on the 2D equipment and 1.18 during extra study. Students in
the low EEMT groups worked an average of 1.98 problems in laboratory and another 1.15
during extra study. The average number of troubleshooting problems worked on the
operational equipment during laboratory training for high EEMT, low EEMT, and
operational equipment groups were 4.18, 6.53, and 7.55, respectively. In terms of
operational equipment training time, these averages translate to 2.78, 4.59, and 6.24 hours
for the three conditions, respectively. Students trained in an individual format worked all
laboratory and extra study problems alone; those assigned to the pair format worked all
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laboratory problems with another student but were allowed to attend extra study on their
own.

Results and discussion. Performance test scores were the primary measure of
training effectiveness used. Mean scores were 82.59, 78.63, and 80.11 for high EEMT, low
EEMT, and operational only groups, respectively; 79.64 for individuals and 81.11 for pairs.
A 3x2 analysis of variance conducted on these data revealed no significant main effect of
either factor and no significant mode by format interaction. Mean time to completion
were 31.70, 35.66, and 29.57 minutes respectively for high EEMT, low EEMT, and
operational equipment only groups. Individually trained students took an average of 31.41
minutes and pair-trained students took an average of 34.19 minutes. 3x2 analysis of
variance revealed a significant main effect of equipment mode IF(2,141) 3.76, p '.05]
and a marginally significant effect of training format [F(1,141) = 3.41, p .11. The mode
by format interaction did not approach significance. Overall, then, while troubleshooting
accuracy was not influenced by the equipment training mode or training format,
troubleshooting efficiency was somewhat affected. Specifically, students trained on only
operational equipment appeared more efficient than those who received 21) EEMT
training, and students trained as individuals were slightly more efficient than those
trained in pairs.

Unlike Study 1, this study found no appreciable differences among students'
performance as a function of the training. The hypothesis that EEMT training improves
performance was not supported. Differences in efficiency were observed, but they were
easily attributed to familiarity with the Performance Test conditions; students who had
more experience working on the operational equipment or working as individuals were
faster in the individual operational equipment testing situation. The findings of Study 2
do suggest that the 2D EEMT can reduce reliance on operational equipment in ET training
when used as a training supplement. Specifically, based on the high EEMT conditions, it
appears that at least half of the operational equipment laboratory training can be
replaced by 2D EEMT training without a decrement in student troubleshooting accuracy as
long as EEMTs are also available for extra study/remediation purposes.

Study 3: Appropriateness of the 2D EEMT for ET "A" School Training

Purpose and procedure. This study was designed to evaluate the compatibility of
the 2D EEMT with the training environment and objectives, attention to safety issues,

" person-equipment interfaces and lessonware content. The information necessary to
evaluate these issues was obtained from structured interviews with 48 ET "A" School
instructors and supervisors familiar with the Area I AN/SPS-10 training program.
Additionally, student critiques were completed by 109 students following their Area I
laboratory training. All respondents were asked to use a five point scale to rate their 0
agreements with statements about the operational equipment training and, if applicable,
about the 2D EEMT training they received. Mean ratings were calculated and are shown
in parentheses. Two-tailed t-tests were then computed for each statement to identify
those mean ratings that differed significantly (at the .05 level) from a noncommital rating
(i.e., 3.00).

Results and discussion. In responding to statements that focused specifically on
the free play troubleshooting lessonware, the authoring software, and the management
aspects of the 2D EEMT system, instructors disagreed with statements that: on a class
basis, EEMT system management does not add significantly to the workload (2.42), student

~._ data produced by the EEMT system are helpful in student management (2.42), student data
produced by the EEMT system are useful in assessing student abilities (2.36), and the
authoring software provides an effective method of developing new lessons (2.39). It
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should be noted, however, that only five of the respondents indicated having hands-on
experience with the authoring software.

Of the 34 respondents who provided written comments on various aspects of the P
2D EEMT system, 11 instructors believed there was a general need to improve system
reliability and 9 more noted specific reliability problems (e.g., touch panel drift, system
lock-up) that interfered with training. Another major concern was the inability of the
system to provide appropriate safety training and/or monitor safety-related student
errors. Additional comments focused on the need for better representations of test
equipment use, improved data management, and expansion of the photographic data base. S
A frequent remark was that the EEMT is good for remedial/extra study applications but it
cannot take the place of the actual equipment for laboratory training.

Overall, student responses to I I statements that focused on EEMT training were
either noncommital or marginally favorable. Students believed that there was a variety
of lessons provided (3.49), the equipment was easy to use (3.50) and comfortable (3.36),
and that training time was mostly spent in troubleshooting (3.53). Students disagreed with
statements that the lessons were too long (2.43) and that training time on the equipment

-.. was often wasted (2.47). The most common student likes about the 2D EEMT training
were ease of use, comfort, reduced safety risk, availability for practice troubleshooting,
and ability to solve more problems in a given period of time. The most common student
dislikes were equipment malfunctions (particularly touch panel drift and EEMT lock-up), 0
use of test equipment, inability to access components properly (or read reference
designations), and the possibility of developing bad safety habits. Nineteen students
remarked that the EEMT is a good training aid but it should not replace the operational
equipment; 13 students thought the EEMT should be used for remediation and extra study;
six students preferred more operational equipment training.

When comparing the 2D EEMT with operational equipment trainers, students
* thought that training time was wasted more on the EEMT (2.47) than on the operational -

(1.67) equipment [T(95) = 5.40, p <.001] and that equipment breakdowns interfered more
with training on the EEMT (1.60) than on the operational (2.49) equipment
[T(94) = 5.91, p <.001]. With respect to the variety of lessons provided, however, the
EEMT (3.94) was rated slightly higher than the operational (3.49) equipment training S
[T(88) 3.18, p <.01 ].

General Conclusions

The 2D EEMT, a videodisc-based system, is an effective supplement to
operational equipment trainers in a hands-on instructional setting. It is particularly -.
appropriate for remediation/extra study in that it provides a relatively safe training
environment requiring little supervision. Some hardware modification is necessary to
improve reliability and the ease of operating the system. Although it is possible to group
lessons into pools based on difficulty, as currently configured, student progress and errors
in solving specif'c troubleshooting problems are not used to direct further instruction.
Changes in the software can be expected to make the 2D EEMT more responsive to
individual student instructional requirements.
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Factors Influencing the Selection of Individualized Instructional Approaches

Anita S. West, Ph.D.
Division Head, Senior Research Mathematician

Denver Research Institute

00 "Abstract

Recent research conducted by DRI for the Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory has focused on the selection and
implementation of self-paced resident training methodologies,
including factors that influence the selection of computer-based

0D technologies and factors impacting the successful implementation
0 of nonconventional instructional roles. The results of these

research programs are consolidated and presented in the form of a
~ *first cute decision aid for training managers faced with the

decision of whether or not to individualize their resident training
programs.

Introduction

i raining and learning research at the Denver Research Institute has been
focused, during the last few years, on various aspects of individualized instruction (1.I.) in
military training, from the evaluation of the use of simulators and applications of
artificial intelligence for teaching troubleshooting skills to the examination of factors
that influence the success of self-paced training and the development of decision aids for
managers considering the use of CAI for a given course or group of courses. Further, DRI
personnel have been investigating the role of the training instructor as it has evolved as a
function of the use of various nonconventional teaching formats. Through these research
studies, the advantages and disadvantages of various forms of individualized instruction
have been investigated. In many respects, each application and each training delivery
mechanism is different from the others and there are different factors that suggest the
match of each. However, some general kinds of guidelines about group vs. individual
instruction have emerged from these studies. This paper is an attempt to consolidate
some of these findings in a useful way for managers who have the opportunity and the
responsibility for recommending and selecting training delivery options. The paper first
briefly describes three research studies recently conducted at DRI and then translates
their collective conclusions through a "first cut" decision aid for those considering an
individualized training format.

Factors Influencing the Success of Self-Paced Instruction in
Air Force Technical Training

During the summer of 1982, DRI was funded by the Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory to take a critical look at self-pacing in resident Air Force training. The

0 concern was expressed that, in spite of a literature that produced a wealth of support for
. .. the concept of self-paced instruction, the Air Force was experiencing a considerable

amount of dissatisfaction with it and, in fact, the number of Air Training Command
courses that were currently self-paced had dwindled from a high of I10 in 1979 to only
about 25 in 1982. The investigation was conducted as a rather intensive 4-month study at
a level of effort of almost one person year using a case study approach. The full report on
the investigation written by McCombs, Back and West, is expected to be available as a

.' '.'- technical paper in early 1984.
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The study began with an exhaustive noncritical study of the literature to develop
an inclusive list of hypothesized factors. After organizing the factors into a conceptual

model to guide the data collection, six courses were selected that met study-developed
success criteria and another six courses were selected that were generally agreed to be
unsuccessful in their self-paced formats. An intensive case study analvsis of each of the
12 courses was conducted through interviews, observations and review of archival data.
The study then merged the three sets of case study data with the literature riodel. The

. data sources included (1) hard data on the course and the students, e.g., student flow,
student aptitute scores, course history, how long self-paced, etc., (2) observational data,
e.g., teaching methods and environment, study environment, presentation quality of
materials, etc., and (3) attitudes and perceptions of training personnel (through
interviews) and of field and student personnel (through written evaluations).

Results. An objective of the study had been to identify several individual factors
that one could point to and say "these specific characteristics or activities made the
difference" where those factors would be in addition to the factors normally associated
with the success or failure of any course. The study, however, resulted in a much more
complicated analysis where no single factor stood out as both a necessary and sufficient
condition for success. A number of factors, however, were consistently associated with
success and a number of others with failure and these, for the most part, were the mirror
images of one another. For example, high instructor motivation was associated with
success and low instructor motivation with failure. These two-sided observations were
interpreted to give additional reliability to the observations; however, it was not observed
in all cases, e.g., low reading ability was associated with failure but high reading ability
did not surface as a success criterion. What the study was able to produce was a
somewhat complicated relationship of factors grouped under the headings of Management
and Instructional Issues. An illustration and description of these factors appear in the full
report. Very briefly, it appears that self-pacing was effective (or at least not ineffective) S
in almost every case. An exception was the course that required frequent team
performance. However, in order to overcome the administrative costs and personnel
efforts required to put self-pacing in place and maintain it and the initial student and
instructor resentment frequently observed, there had to be a sense of "benefits gained" or
"value added" to make the efforts worthwhile. This generally meant perceptions of cost -'

and time effectiveness on the parts of both training personnel and students, and real O
opportunities for instructor control and flexibility.

Factors Influencing the Decision to Adopt CAI

In response to a perceived need among mid-level training managers to learn more
about computer-assisted instruction and various CAI options and to receive assistance
with the decision process, DRI researched and produced 'The CAI Decision Handbook,"
(Kemner-Richardson, Lamos and West, AFHRL, in press). The handbook was written for
two applications: (1) as a resource and reference guide for Air Force instructional
managers considering the adoption or expansion of CAI at some future time and (2) as a
decision aid for an instructional manager currently involved in the CAI decision process.
The use of the handbook is appropriate when considering the implementation of CAI in a -O
new course or in an existing course. Its contents are designed to be helpful where CAI
systems are already available to the trainers as well as in those cases where the adoption
of CAI requires new system acquisition.

Some assumptions were made by the authors regarding the target audience and
their needs. In general, it was assumed that readers possessed a significant amount of
knowledge about training and about Air Force instructional procedures, but had minimum
experienc, with computer-assisted instruction. One major section of the handbook
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provides basic information about various hardware, software and courseware options.
Entitled, "Critical Factors for Adopting CAI," it is a body of reference information on
many of the major factors, including relative costs, that need to be considered before
coming to even a preliminary decision about the use of CAI. In addition, a portion of the
handbook presents specific tools, in the form of worksheets, for evaluating the need for
CAI, for identifying configurations most closely matched to instructional needs and
practices, and for estimating the feasibility of initiating CAI implementation. It provides
a series of questions and a flow chart to help organize the planning and decision process.
A final section discusses some nontechnical issues of concern when introducing any kind of
change into an existing organization.

Results. The factors that suggest the use of individualized instruction in general
and CAI in particular fall under two major headings: Organizational Needs (critical
training throughput requirements, shortage of qualified and trained instructors, course
development/revision time available, the need to standardize content and procedures,
etc.) and Instructional Needs (course is procedural and practice intensive, students vary

S-widely in background and previous training, the course is currently self-paced and student
. - reading ability is inadequate for programmed text, etc.). After a determination that CAI

is indicated, a procedure for estimating the costs of appropriate CAI options is
recommended to ensure that all of the resources will be available and that the benefits
anticipated exceed the anticipated costs. A final caveat is provided that explains the
decision tu idopt CAI or forgo adoption of the medium cannot be made explicitly
prescriptive. The decision-aiding method merely highlights the many relevant factors and
issues.

Personnel Roles and Requirements for
Nonconventional Instruction

That instructor role definition is related to the overall success of
nonconventional instruction has been established (McCombs, Back & West, 1984) and these
findings are consistent with the general literature (Back & McCombs, 1984). '\

theoretical analysis performed by McCombs and Dobrovolny (1980) specified seven
theoretically ideal roles for instructors in a computer-managed environment. More
recently, DRI investigated the issue of whether the theoretical model developed for CMI

-..-. environments was generalizable to other nonconventional instructional (NCI) formats
found in Air Force technical training where each of the NCI environments can be
characterized as individualized instruction. The study also sought to identify the extent
to which these roles are invariant as a function of NCI format, the problems experienced
by instructors in performing their NCI roles and whether or not the roles and behaviors
currently performed by instructors could be more efficiently performed by non-instructor
personnel. Finally, the study looked for implications for the design of an instructor
training curriculum.

Since an accurate and adequate definition of instructor roles is necessary for
determining appropriate levels of staffing and instructor training, as well as being related

- to the effectiveness of the instruction and the success of the individualized instructional
format, the results of this study represent an important component in the examination of
factors that influence the selection of individualized instructional formats.

Results. Although absolute percentages of time in each role varied as a function
of each NCI format investigated, the analysis by McCombs and Lockhart indicated that

O. the ideal role order of counselor, modelor, evaluator, diagnostician, remediator,
implementor and planner was judged to be an appropriate model for the NCI instructor.
Study findings also indicated that NCI instructors spend almost 20 percent of their tine
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performing roles that were not included in the theoretical model, such as author,
equipment maintainer, supervisor, and a miscellaneous category that consisted of a

" variety of clerical and administrative activities. The complete findings and their
implications for instructor training are available in the final technical report (McCombs &
Lockhart, 1983).

Conclusions

Based on these and other studies, it can be seen that the preliminary selection of
an individualized instructional format, whether it be in a computer-based or manual self-

*pacing environment, can be rationally determined based on several factors relating to the
training mission and course objectives, the training management environment, and
instructor preparation and orientation. The two tables presented below serve to (I)
identify training needs that suggest for or against the use of individualized instruction and
(2) present the factors required for a successful implementation.

Table I

Indications For and Against Individualized Instruction

I. Training Objectives that Suggest Individualized Instruction _._

- pretrain in basic skills as a prerequisite to teaching required skills
- reduce student waiting time, especially where Trained Personnel Requirements

are sporadic

* accommodate highly variable aptitude/experience levels among students

e reduce requirements for highly experienced/field experienced training staff

* reduce amount of time away from job for training

* standardize course content and procedures from class to class

* reuse blocks of information that are non-AFSC specific in other classes

* provide training in a course that is procedural and practice intensive

II. Training Objectives/Conditions that Contraindicate Individualized Instruction

9 provide familiarity with dangerous or infrequently operating conditions that
cannot be simulated

* provide a great deal of hands-on experience that cannot be simulated

* train personnel to work predominantly as part of an integrated team

* provide a substantial degree of interpersonal skills for adequate job performance

" group-paced format is currently satisfying all administrative and instructional
objectives
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Taie 2

Factors Requirad lor Successfuil Implemertation

ugee:Factors Insrrumtona.1 Factors

0 StrOng .iarisg'en, Support 1. \iltnod Matched to Knowledige'
Perforrra-ce/Field Requirements

e Fiexnie lper-raTIO- 5
,pproac~. . Continual ISD Process

* E-ffective Scneouling of .irnitec o * Quaits Instruz-tiona \iateials
E q U;!) on en t

I o S-.aff Invol -ieer~:/Participators * Incorporation a! Teamn an-d Group
M iriage rner,.1 sc t I;t Ies

* 4 dcequate ctd f'lrinrj:,,or TairngnF 0 , Aoequxse Opportunity for
S tucentfinstructor inleractor

* tiieL Defined Instruczor Roles * -%oequate Mix of Media

I-in Istrcto \ethoc Matcneo to Student Needs11Dedication/ Moll Va!'o, (Aoilitv, Motivation, Maturity)

V'alue ;Ndded/Benefit
Perceived

Coat Savings Potentiais Instructor and Student Conveninc
at I.I. are Realizec Potentials are Realized

Rexisti: ssesmnad
Commitment ofRsore

Successful L.
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(V) The Structure of Processing Resource Demands
in Monitoring Automatic Systems

0 John Micalizzi

* 0 Ballistic Missile Office, Norton AFB, California

Abstract

-. Human operators are increasingly being called upon to function as
monitors of automatic systems. System monitors, as opposed to active
controllers, do not necessarily experience lower workload levels during
task performance. In fact, prior research has suggested that workload
demands may not be reduced but rather shifted to a functionally separate
processing "pool" according to a structure specific view of human atten-
tion. Sternberg's additive factors method may provide a useful workload
assessment technique for localizing the information processing demands of
task performance. The present study couples a primary failure detection
task with a secondary Sternberg task which employed a perceptual and
response load manipulation. The results demonstrated a significant overlap
of processing resources for the failure detection task and the Sternberg
perceptual condition. For the response load condition, there was no evi-
dence of shared resources between the two tasks. These results have signi-
ficant implications for task configuration and workload assessment

' * research.

Introduction

Background

The role of the human operator has undergone dramatic revision in
recent years with the continued encroachment of automation into the human
domain of man/machine systems. The human operator's function has steadily
evolved from that of a manual controller of dynamic systems to the role of

a monitor and supervisor of automated systems. Unfortunately, this evolu-
tion, in many cases, has not been accompanied by a corresponding develop-
ment of sensitive research methods to investigate the qualitatively
different demands which are placed on human monitors. Automation will
never eliminate operator effort and its introduction into tne task
situation may not necessarily serve to reduce the load experienced by human

monitors. The purpose of this study is to further explore the information
processing demands of monitoring automatic systems.

The Concept of Processing Resources

Workload assessment research represents a variety of concepts, models
and methodologies which attempt to quantify the demand placed on the
operator's limited information processing abilities. The concept of selec-
tive attention has been developed in an effort to account f r the pr-

. cessing limitations of human performance. While structural theorists
, (e.g., Keele, 1973) prefer to view processing resources as related to the @1
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discrete competition of tasks for specific processing mechanisms, propo-
nents of capacity theories (e.g., Kahneman, 1973) emphasize the flexible
nature of processing resources which permits allocation in response to task
demands.

The structure specific resource model represents a compromise between
the structural and capacity views of human attention. The notion of a

number of separate processing reservoirs (as opposed to an undifferentiated

pool) is consistent with many results reported in the dual task literature.
Wickens(1980) has reviewed the results of many dual task studies and his

efforts have led to several promising candidates for resource definition
* . including: stages of processing (perceptual-central processing-response)

modalities on input (visual-auditory) and output (vocal-manual), and
hemispheres of processing (verbal-spatial). This multiple reservoir view

envisions task interference as a function of processing pool overlap.

The secondary task methodology for workload assessment is a useful

technique for investigating the information processing demands involved in

task performance. If a capacity model of processing resources is adopted,
then workload may be conceptualized as the proportion of total resources
demanded by a particular task. The higher the workload of a primary task,

* the less "residual capacity" is left available for performing any con-
current secondary task. Decrements in secondary task performance can then
serve as an index of primary task demands (Ogden, Levine, & Eisner, 1979).

Sternberg's Additive Factors Method

The additive factors method is based on Sternberg's (1967) investiga-

tions into the scanning of human memory. The approach taken by Sternberg
assumes that the reaction time interval is filled with a sequence of inde-

pendent stages of pro-essing. Total reaction time, then, is simply tne sum

of the individual s age durations. When an experimental manipulation

(factor) affects reaction time for a particular information processing

task, it changes the duration of one or more of the constituent staaes of
processing. If two experimental manipulations affect two different stages,

they will produce additive effects on total reaction time. However, if two

experimental factors interact, so that the effect of one factor is depen-

dent on the level of the other, they must affect some stage in comm.n.

Workload Applications

The additive factors method has displayed an encouraging potential as

a methodology for assessing primary task workload (Spicuzza, Pcus &

O'Donnell, 1974; Crawford, Pearson & Hoffman, 1978). Variations of the

Sternberg paradigm have coupled a monitoring task with the centra, pro-

cessing manipulation to determine the locus of monitoring resource demands
(Wickens & Micalizzi, 1980). Preliminary results are inconclusive in

establishing the central processing reservoir as the source of monitoring
processing load.

The present investigation represents a follow-on to this monitoring

study, requiring subjects to passively monitor a dynamic system and d etect

• .' .3
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failures while performing a concurrent Sternberg secondary task. The quan-
titative demands of failure detection will be varied across subjects by -

manipulating the cutoff frequency of the random noise function. The'I Sternberg manipulations will load the perceptual and response processing
stages. Prior research has suggested that this failure detection task
demands primarily perceptual processing resources and, thus, should
interact with the perceptual Sternberg manipulation. These results would
suggest that Sternberg's additive factors method would provide a very effi-

141%,cient and effective tool for exploring the multidimensionality of workload
10 demands.

Met hod

Subjects

Eight right handed male undergraduate students from the University of
Illinois volunteered to participate in all experimental manipulations.
All subjects had normal vision and were paid $2.50 per hour plus addi-
tional bonuses.

Tasks

Failure detection. This task is similar to the automatic mode (AU) of
failure detection reported in Wickens and Kessel (1979). In the present
study, subjects were 'required to monitor a single axis pursuit tracking
display which moved horizontally across the Cathode Ray Tube (CRT). System
failures were simulated by a 10 second linear ramp change in dynamics fromS
a first to second order system. The computer recorded hit latency and

* false alarms.

Sternberg task. The general Sternberg paradigm required subjects to
recognize previously presented spatial information consisting of ran-
domized dot patterns. Subjects responded by pressing the aopropriate key
to indicate whether the test stimulus matched the memorized stimulus. A
perceptually loaded condition and a response loaded condition were utilized
to draw additional attentional resources from these stages of processing.

Experimental design

A within subject design was employed where each subject participated
in all experimental manipulations. The various Sternberg cinditions
included a baseline condition, a perceptually loaded conditiin and a
response loaded condition. The failure detection difficulty manipulation
varied the cutoff frequency of the random noise function from .32, Hz to .5
Hz. Each of these task manipulations was performed under both single andS
dual task conditions.

Result s/Discuss ion

The experimental results indicate that the interaction between percep-
tual load and the presence of the failure detection task was statistically
significant, F(2,14) =8.10, p < .01. Under dual task conditions, a signi-
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ficantly greater increase in Sternberg reaction times was obtained for the

mask manipulation compared to the no mask condition. In constrast, no -j
significant positive interaction was found between response load and failure
detection. The double key response reaction times were not as severely

disrupted under dual task demands as the perceptual load reaction times.

The ability of subjects to maintain consistent prima. f task perfor- " -

mance for both single and dual task conditions is an important requirement

for any interpretation of the dual task data. A comparison of the single
and dual ask failure detection data revealed essentially equivalent perfor-
mance for these two conditions, F(3,21) = 2.17, p > .122. In most cases,

subjects were able to maintain superior performance under dual task
demands. Thus, we can be relatively secure in the knowledge that similar
amounts of processing resources for the failure detection task were used in
single as well as dual task conditions. This assumption permits an
interpretation of Sternberg reaction time decrements as an indication of

task manipulations.

Although maintaining single task failure detection performance under
dual task demands is an important requirment for any'interpretation of the
reaction time data, an equally important consideration is the ability of

subjects to avoid utilizing a "resource tradeoff" strategy in producing the

observed reaction time decrements.

Under this interpretation, processing resources are assumed to be

diverted (traded off) from the Sternberg task (resulting in higher reaction
times) and applied to the failure detection task (resulting in lower hit
latencies). As a result, variations in reaction time performance across

- Sternberg conditions could be explained in terms of subject strategy
without reference to competition among hypothesized pools of processing

S. resources. A comparison of mean dual task failure detection latencies
across Sternberg conditions reveals no significant variations, F(2,14) =

,234, p > .794. The relatively higher perceptual load reaction times
observed under dual task conditions were not necessarily accompanied by

correspondingly lower hit latencies. The variation of dual task failure
detection performance is not large enough to account for the larger decre-
ments in reaction time performance.

Similar analyses of the error data for both the Sternberg and failure
detection tasks also failed to reveal a speed/accuracy tradeoff strategy.

The experimental results provide at least some support for the main
hypotheses adanced in the beginning of this paper. First, the significant
interact;on between perceptual load and failure detection demands i-.di ates

* °some degree of processing resource overlap between these two tasks within

the framework of the additive factors method. Second, the lack of a signi-
ficant interaction between response load and failure detection deman~s pro-

Y'i. vides evidence for the notion of a separation of the respective processine
resource pools.

S." The failure detection task used in this study appears to be primarily

perceptually loaded. This conclusion is consistent with previous stud' s
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(Wickens & Kessel, 1979) which investigated the resource demands of failure
detection with a different seconlarv task. in addition, these results a1lso

support a stages of processing di:nens i .,n for the st rIct lire specific

resource model which is particularly :ipplic ible to work'.)ad investi?,ations.

The general Sternberg paradigm urilized in this study his shown promise as

a technique for probing the multidimensionalitv of workioad demands within

the context of dual task methodology.
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MAGIC 1: A Study of 'anual Versus Vocal
Control Under Heavy Task Loading

S 0 David G. Curry
*Flight Dynamics Laboratory

Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

Abstract

0 The Microcomputer Applications of Graphics and Interactive
Communications study, Phase I (MAGIC 1) was designed to compare the
effectiveness of a voice activated control system with that of a

* I multifunction control panel utilizing a branching control logic

. under conditions of heavy manual-visual task loading. Eighteen Air
Force personnel were asked to perform fourteen different aircraft
subsystem control tasks using each of the control modes while
simultaneously performing a complex loading task. Results showed

that the subjects demonstrated significantly better performance on
three of the five dependent variables when using the voice system,
indicating that they.were better able to maintain concentration on

the loading task with this mode. Analysis of subjective data showed
an overwhelming subject preference for the voice control mode.

Introduction

One of the major problems facing both designers and pilots of high
performance aircraft is the explosion of instruments and controls which must
be incorporated into the cockpit. We have progressed from the French Spad of
World War One with its eleven controls and displays to the current F-15 with
more than 300. Clearly, this presents dificulties in s~imply finding room to

. physically locate a particular device within an extremely limited area; when
the problems of both rapidly locating and then accessing the device are
considered, the problem becomes enormous.

One method of addressing this situation is through the use of a speech
recognition system to provide the pilot with the option of using voice as a

control mode. Voice presents several advantages. First, speech is man's most
natural mode of interaction, one we are exposed to from birth; no new skills
need be learned. Second, such a system allows the pilot to keep his hands
constantly on the primary flight controls; there is no interruption in the
smooth operation of the aircraft. Third, it allows the pilot to keep his
attention focused outside of the cockpit, since he does not have to look
inside the cockpit to locate a particular control. Finally, the use of voice
as a second control mode allows the pilot to operate two separate controls

*' simultaneously if necessary (one manual, one by voice).

S.' Method

Apparatus: The dynamic mock-up used in this study was a single-seat

cockpit configured to F-15 dimensions (See Fig 1). The cockpit was fitted
with five color cathode ray tubes; the head-up display provided the subject
with the loading task, while the central CRT served as a multi-function

control unit on which the manual control operations were performed. A
separate digit entry keyboard was located on the lower left portion of the

" ." instrument panel. The other three screens displayed a stick map, engine
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status, and stores status, none of which were critical to the current study.
The speech recognition system used was a Votan V5000 (an isolated-word,
speaker-dependent system). The loading task was generated by a Colecovision
video arcade system equipped with a Cosmic Avenger cartridge. This task was
selected because it provided both high task loading and a motivation source .
for the subjects.

LOADING
TASK

DISPLAY

0 0

o 
0

MULTIFUNCTION r
0 CONTROL UNIT

S.0 0

ENGINE STATUS
WEAPONS STATUS DISPLAY

DISPLAY

STICK MAP

NUMERIC KEY PAD

Figure 1. Mockup Configuration

Subjects: The subjects selected for this study were eighteen Air Force
personnel possessed of prior video gaming experience. Potential subjects were
screened by being given one-half hour worth of training on the loading task
and then having their performance at the end of this period compared to a
preset minimum acceptable value.

Procedure: Subjects were first given an extensive initial briefing on the
cockpit, the loading task to be used in the study, and the types of subsystem
control tasks which would be performed. Following this they were given a
one-half hour training/practice/screening period using the loading task.
Minimum acceptable performance on the loading task was defined as an average
of 30 seconds survival time for each ship of a five-ship mission. If the
subject met this minimum criterion, he was then trained in the particular
control mode being evaluated first. For the voice control mode, this @1

* consisted of first loading the speech recognizer with the subject's voice
patterns for each of the words in the 55-word command vocabulary, then having
the experimenter walk the subject through two "dry-runs" of a similar series
of control tasks without the loading task, and then the subject operating the
system by himself with the loading task operational during a practice run.
For the manual condition, the subject was shown the particular series of
switch hits required for each of the control operations on an initial training
pass performed by the experimenter; next, the subject operated the controls
himself on a second pass under experimenter instruction, and, finally, a
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training pass with the loading task and control tasks both operational was
completed. D~ata collection runs for each mode were performed immediately
following the final. training pass. A post-mission questionnaire was given to
the subjects following the final data mission.

Tasks used in this study consisted of 13 standard control operations
using the communications, navigation, and stores management systems. These
tasks were vocally initiated by the experimenter in a randomized order..
Relative to the experimental design, the order of both the tasks and the
control modes were counter balanced by means of a Latin Squares technique to
eliminate any systematic order effects. Performance measures used in this

study included: 1) the average score per ship obtained on the loading task,
2) the number of times one of the subject's ships was destroyed during a
subsystem control task, 3) the amount of time required for the subject to
initiate a subsystem task after being commanded by the experimenter, 4) the 
number of control operation errors on the subsystem tasks, and 5) the time

required to complete the subsystem tasks.

Results

Control operation data and loading task performance data were analyzed by
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOA) using the Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences, Version 8.3 program (Nie, Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner,
and Bent, 1975) and significant effects are summarized in Figures 2, 3, and 4.
A significant main effect was found for the input mode, F(5,13)=16.16,

p<.00003. A Finite Intersection Trest (FIT), a simultaneous comparison test
for multivariate data, was utilized to determine which of the dependent
variables were most responsive to changes in the independent variable (Cox,
Krishnaiah, Lee, Reising, and Schuurman, 1980). According to the FIT, the
number of the subject's ships which were destroyed while operating subsystem

controls was significantly lower for the voice mode than for the manual,
F(1,34)=16.692, p<.Ol; the same was true of both the time required to initia e
a task and the time required to complete the tasks; F(1,33)=13.307, p<.s y and

F(1,31)=24.436, p<.Ol, respectively.

Subjective data from the post-experimental questionnaires was analyzed by
use of Kolmogorov-Smirnov one-sample tests (Kirk, 1968). Results showed that
the subjects found both the voice and manual modes to be from moderately to
very easy to use (a(18)=.544, p.Oil, and D(18)=.322, p.05, respectively), and

felt that the voice mode would prove to be a great advantage in maintaining
Siheads up flying (L(18)=.800, p<.01). When given a choice between the manual

and voice control modes, voice was universally ptreferred (D(18)=.633, p<.01).

Discussion

.The use of the voice control mode was seen to significantly reduce the
number of kills resulting from the subsystem control tasks; from this it. can
be inferred that the subjects could concentrate substantially more of their

attention on the loading task. In an actual. aircraft, this would translate to
a greater ability to maintain head-up flying, a desireable outcome at any
initiation and operation time also provides obvious advanaiges for time
citie, a heon ram or soin a e otie enir menrt. the secr sed ioth

variables is probably accounted for by the high correlation of the former with

a--'crietica tsks voiehme c wofl sigroven t e ar t ofvathge eror mandascore

the kills metric .5489), and the h i gh var anyre of the I at ter (353, 43) .
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Subjective data regarding the ease of use of the manual mult if L uct ion
control exhibited no significant clustering effect (p>. 0 5 ), with the subject's
responses ranging about equally between "somewhat difficult", "mod erately
simple", and "very simple." When the same question was asked for the voice
mode, responses were significantly clustered around the "moderately easv" aind
1"very easy" levels (p<.Ol), with only one subject assigning the system a lower
rating. All of the subjects preferred the voice entry mode to the manual,

-" regardless of their performance under each condition, suggesting that the
* perceived workload under the voice condition was sigificantly lower.

This agreement between the objective data supporting the voice control
mode and the subject's significant preference for it combine to suggest that
such a control mode would be a highly viable option for incorporation into the
cockpits of future high performance aircraft and, indeed, in any other
environment where space is critical and strict attention to a primary task is
of paramount importance. Other application areas might include nuclear
reactor control rooms and airport control towers.
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The Limits of Multiple Resource Theory in Display
Formatting: Effects of task integration

Christopher 0. Wickens, University of Illinois; David Boles, Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute; Pamela Tsang, NASA Ames Research Center; and Melody Carswell,
University of Illinois

Abstract 0

Multiple Resource Theory proposes that multi-variable displays
9~4 will be better processed when information is presented in several

different display formats (i.e., verbal, spatial, visual, auditory).
We argue here that this superiority of separate formats does not
hold if the displayed elements are correlated or must be integratedo into a single mental model. We report two experiments that confirm
this hypothesis: In experiment 1, subjects monitor two numerical

0 displays. If the Task calls for separate independent decisions
0. concerning the value of each display, performance is best when one

is spatial (analog) and the other verbal. If the task calls for -

integration of both displays into a common decision rule, performance
S is best when homogeneous display formats are used. In experiment 2

subjects monitor the display of several dynamic elements that compose
a dynamic system. Performance is found to be better if these cor-
related elements are integrated into a configural "ohject" display,
than if they are displayed as separate bargraphs.

Introduction

The concept of multiple resource theory has been proposed as a guideline
to formatting displays for complex multi-task systems (Wickens, Sandry &
Vidulich, 1983; Wickens, 1984ab). According to this theory the human opera-
tor possesses separate processing resources or capacities related to
auditory and visual input, and to the processing of spatial and verbal
material. Hence the time-sharing efficiency of several tasks will be better
if the information for the tasks is displayed using these different formats,
than if all information is concentrated within one format. For example,

iS. efficiency will improve if the information for one task is displayed visually
while that for the other is auditory. In a more general sense the guidelines
of multiple resource theory predict that time-sharing efficiency will be greater
the farther apart" the two tasks are displayed in some functional space defining
human processing capacities.

While the multiple resource quidelines have been well confirmed for
displaying information for two separate and independent tasks, the question
addressed in the present paper is whether these guidelines also hold when
information from two tasks must he inte2_rated into a single "mental model .
As an example of different sources of information that must be integrated

6 consider the X, Y &Z nositic s )f several aircraft in an Air Traffic Control
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display. It is imperative that the Air Traffic Controller maintain a single
mental model of the relative position of all aircraft in the airspace in order
to control effectively. In this case it is unlikely that best performance
would be obtained when information is distributed across the multiple resource
space. Instead, performance should be best when all information is presented
via the visual-spatial format (Wickens & Boles, 1983). We report here two
experiments that investigate this issue in greater detail.

Experiment 1: Integration of Numerical Information

Method. The purpose of experiment I was to determine if the requirement to 0
integrate two numerical indicators, rather than to process them separately,
increased the advantage of employing common display Codes (i.e., both verbal
or both spatial). Twenty-four subjects were presented a series of number
pairs. The pair could be displayed in either of three formats shown across
the top row of figure 1. In the Heterogeneous format, shown above the left
column, one numerical value was indicated by the vertically printed digit
name, and the other by a bar graph (either could range in value from 1 to 10).
In the two homogeneous formats to the right, the numerical information was
presented either as a pair of spatial bar graphs or a pair of verbal digits.
Three groups of eight subjects were randomly assigned to one of three tasks
to be performed on the digit pair. These tasks are listed down the left edge
of figure 1. At the top, the BOTH task was essentially a dual task pair.
Subjects had to judge if one number was greater than 5 and if the other was
an odd number, and indicate the response to each task with a separate button
press. The nature of the two responses are shown in the cells of figure 1.

"> DISPLAY TYPE

Heterogeneous Homogeneous

S (7) s Fe(6)1 4

e e v.- . Homogeneou s

._..____0- -- 0 Heterogeneous
3BOTH Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 80

(IE/

OR Yes Yes Yes E /"-700- -

0 p
_..ADD Yes Yes Yes V

.' r 600 --11
BOTH OR ADD

Figure 2: Results of Experiment IFigure 1: T7he 3 tasks and 3 display types (averaged over the 2 homogeneous
used in Experiment 1. The nature of the displav types).

. response(s) is shown within the cells )f
the matrix. The digit over each bargraph
representing its value was not present in

the actual display
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The bottom two tasks required integration. The OR task required the subject
to judge if either digit was greater than 5. The ADD task required the
subject to sum the two digits and indicate with a single response if the
sum was greater than 10. According to the predictions of multiple resource
theory, performance on all three task configurations should be best with
the Heterogeneous display configuration, since this configuration distributes
the load across verbal and spatial resources. On the other hand the modifi-

*-' cation of the theory proposed here predicts that this heterogeneous advantage
should hold for the BOTH task, but not for the integration ADD and OR tasks.

Results and Discussion. The latency to respond to the stimuli as a joint
function of display format and task are shown in figure 2. The data for the
two homogeneous display combinations have been averaged, and for the BOTH
task only the latency for the first of the two responses is indicated.
Figure 2 indicates the predicted interaction of display homogeniety and
task type (F2,18 = 9.34, p = .002). P-composition revealed the "crossover"
nature of this interaction. In the BOTH task the heterogeneous display

generated faster performance as predicted by multiple resource theory
(p < .01). In the ADD task this advantage evaporated, and in the OR task
the homogeneous display combination produced reliably faster performance
(p < .01). In summary the limitations of the multiple resource theory were con-
firmed in the predicted direction. The use of separate resources facilitated
performance in a dual task situation, but had either no effect, or actually
hindered performance when two information sources needed to te integrated or
compared before a single response wis made.

Experiment 2: Information Integration and the Object Display

Method. In experiment 1, "display proximity"was defined by use of the same

display format for both information sources. Experiment 2 investigates the

effect of proximity within a display format. l1 information is presented in
-. analog visual format. However, we contrast a format in which information is

displayed on a series of separate bar graphs (low proximity) with a format
in which the display dimensions are integrated into a single polygon object,
not unlike the iconic display used to present safety parameter information in
nuclear power plants (Wood, Wise & Haines, 1981). The task confronted by the

subject was to monitor two dynamic systems, each of which contained an output

driven by two inputs. The systems were either additive 0 = al +b1  or

11 12/

-F--

FIgure 3: 7he two svstemsq shown on the barRr.ph displav (left) and on the 7oi'c7on

displav (right). The short linet3 crossing each variable in the olvizon If;lay
indicate the zero point.
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multiplicative (0 a11 X 12 + b). Inputs were slow, semi-random functions
uncorrelated with each other. The pair of systems presented on a given dis-
play were always both of the same type (multiplicative or additive), but each
had different coefficients. Examples of the system pairs presented in each
display format are shown in figure 3. At unpredictable intervals, one system

* or the other would fail. A failure occurred when one of the coefficients
would gradually change its value, either increasing or decreasing to zero.
The subject's task was to detect which system had failed.

For each system, the task therefore called upon the subject to integrate
three sources of displayed information in order to compare these values
against a single internal model of the dynamics of a correctly functioning
system. As a consequence of this need for integration it was predicted that
performance would be superior with the "closer" object display. Eight students
at the University of Illinois received extensive briefing about the systems
they were to monitor. They were shown the defining system equations, graphic
representations of the relation between system variables, and examples of the
systems in operation with the occurrence of failures indicated by supplementary
visual signals. Following this training, a series of failure detection trials
were performed across three sessions.

Results and Discussion. Because of tne intrinsic nature of the ramp failures
in which the dynamics change became progressively more salient as time went on,
practically all failures were eventually detected. Hence the primary depend-
ent variable of interest was latency. These latencies are shown in table 1.
It is evident from these data that, as predicted, latency for this integrative
type of task is reduced for the "holistic" polygon display relative to the
separated bar graph display (p< .05). Latencies for the multiplicative systems
were shorter than for the additive systems. The advantage of the object
display was statistically the same for both system types.

* Additive Multiplicative .

Bargraph 5.1 4.4
Polygon 3.9 3.0

Table 1: Detection Latencies in Experiment 2 (seconds)

In interpreting these results, it is important to realize that the visual

were the amplitude and velocity of the variable changes. Hence the advantage2
to the object display cannot be attributed to the fact that it required less
visual scanning or gave rise to more salient display motion. Instead the
advantage seems to reflect the greater configural characteristics 'that resulted
when the variables were tied together by the object-defining contours. In
terms of the general theory proposed at the outset, the fact that the external
inputs were causally related by the system dynamics, and the fact that these
variables needed to be integrated in a single mental model, to determine if
the systems were functioning normally, produced superior performance when the
elements were tied more closely together in visual space."-o
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General Conclusions

Both experiments reported here obtained better performance in tasks
requiring information integration when greater proximity between display ele-
ments was achieved. In experiment 1 proximity was directly defined in terms
of shared processing codes of the multiple resource model. In experiment 2
it was defined in terms of the interconnectedness of display elements. These
results in no way invalidate the multiple resource model, but only define
limits to its applicability. For the dual task environment, as in the BOTH
task of experiment 1, the model is still perfectly valid. Furthermore, the
boundary conditions that define the limits can be specified a priori. Task
integration defines formally a situation in which the optimal response to one
stimulus or display variable cannot be specified without specifying the level
of another variable. Models that prescribe optimal system design are rarely
applicable under all circumstances. Once such models are developed it is
necessary to specify their boundary conditions. The present research has
attempted to perform this function.
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TRACKING WITH INTERMITTENT RADAR COVERAGE:

I.* INTERRUPTIONS AFTER EACH COLLECTED FRAME OF IMAGERY*

John R. Bloomfield and Raleigh K. Little

Honeywell Systems and Research Center
2600 Ridgway Parkway

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55413 _

0. Abstract

IImagery simulating the output of a moving target indicator
(MTI) radar was used in two experiments to determine the effect on
the ability of radar operators to track targets moving in one par-
ticular area, when the radar was being switched intermittently to
provide coverage of a second area as well. In both experiments, we
investigated the effects of switching away from the area of interest
after each complete scan of that area, varying the length of each
interruption that occurred before returning for another scan of the
primary area. The frames of simulated MTI radar imagery used for
each condition were shown in time compression to twelve operators in
both experiments. The results of the two experiments seem to present 2
a coherent picture. Increasing the length of the interruptions in
Coverage from 15*to 30 seconds had little effect on tracking perfor-
mance. With interruptions of 45 to 90 seconds, performance was
worse with smaller target units, containing ten vehicles, than it was
for larger units. However, with interruptions of 120 seconds, there
was a decrement for all target units, large and small, compared to
the level of tracking performance achieved with shorter interruptions.

-A.. Introduction

In a previous study carried out as part of the Stand-Off Target Acquisi-
tion System (SOTAS) program, Bloomfield (1981) investigated the effects on
detection performance of varyfng various display parameters. The imagery
presented to the operators who took part in that study simulated the output
of a moving target indicator (MTI) radar. The radar was assumed to be scan-
ning the particular area of interest once every fifteen seconds, so that the
data presented to the operators was updated four times a minute.

In a series of studies, the first of which is reported here, we explored
the situation in which a similar MTI radar would be used to provide coverage

V of more than one area of interest. If the radar were to be switched after each
individual scan, there would be an update on both areas of interest every thirty
seconds, although the two updates would be phased fifteen seconds apart. If
the radar were to be switched after two or more scans of either area, the update

*This work was carried out for the U.S. Army Electronics and Research Development
Command under contract No. DAAK2O-80-C0254.
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schedule would be more complex. In the two current experiments, we investigated
the effects of switching away from the area of interest after each complete scan
of that area. We varied the length of the interruptions that occurred before re-
turning for another single scan of the primary area.

In both experiments, the imagery was presented in time compression. With
this mode of presentation, first demonstrated by White (1956), several previously-
obtained frames of radar imagery are collected and stored. Then, they are played
back to the operator in the same order in which they were acquired, but at a
faster rate. Returns from a particular moving target appear on the screen as
a steadily moving dot.

Method

Imagery: The MT1 radar imagery used in this study was devleoped and shown
on the ground station simulator designed by Lorence, Kittleson, Ottoson, Baum,
and Graffunder (1980). Basically this simulator consists of the hardware and
software necessary for simulating a radar ground station, and of a set of com-
puter models capable of simulating radar returns and of converting those returns
into imagery.

Si. The imagery used in this series of experiments was taken from a set of 27
specially produced master sequences of simulated MTI radar frames. Each master
sequence consisted of 96 frames of imagery assumed to have been collected at f if-
teen-second intervals throughout a 24-minute period of time.

We wanted our experimental imagery to be representative of the kind of imagery
that would be collected by an MTI radar in a realistic operational setting. At the
same time, we needed to control the characteristics of the target and some nearby
units. These goals were not completely compatible. However, by basing our new
imagery on the Stand-Off Target Acquisition System Movement Scenario developed by
Stephens, Dolby, Plocher and Little (1980), wewere able to satisfy each of them to
a large extent. This Scenario was derived from the U.S. Army's depiction of a po-
tential attack on western Europe by Warsaw Pack force (see SCORES, Europe III).
It provides a detailed account of expected enemy tactical movement over an eleven-
hour period.

Three target areas were chosen from the Movement Scenario battlefield. Within
eac ara -ihytaeldrot a dniid edeemndwihsget

is,'..of those routes were masked from the radar, so we could select target paths that

varied in the extent to which they were masked on all three routes.

A tracking task was used in the experiments. On each trial the operator
w as asked to track a designated target as it moved along its particular path. -

This was not easy, both because of the masking, and because of the presence
of other sitmulated units moving in the vicinity. On each trial, there were
four of these other, distractor units. They were of the same size, contain-
ing 10, 25, or 50 vehicles, were in the same single-column formations, and moved

* at the same speed, 10, 20, or 30 kph, as the target unit. In addition, the paths
travelled by these units were selected in such a way that they would either in-
tersect, or come close to, the path of the target unit at a point in the trial
where it was passing through a masked area. Deliberately, these units were

4. made difficult to distinguish from the target. Fewer cues were provided than
might be expected in most operational situations. The operator had to rely
on the coherence of motion, and direction of that motion, in deciding which
of the units emerging from a masked area were the distracting units and which
the designated target.
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Design: The basic experimental design was a four-way analysis of variance
factorial design. For both experiments, four interruption conditions were com-
bined with the three target areas, three target unit sizes, and three target unit
velocities to give 108 unique trials. All 108 trials were presented to each oper-
ator taking part in each experiment. The trials were presented in a different,
random order to each operator.

The interruption conditions investigated in both experiments were obtained by
omitting various frames from the 27 master sequences of imagery. These conditions
are shown in Tables I and 2.

RATE OF NUMBER FRAME NUMBER
INTERRUPTION UPDATE OF FRAMES
CONDITION (SECONDS) OMITTED 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

A 15 0 X X X X X X XX X X X X X X X X X

B 30 ! X X X X X X X X X

C so 3 X X X X X

D 120 7 X X X

Table 1. First Experiment: Interruptions of 0, 1, 3 or 7 Frames

RATE OF NUMBER OF FRAME NUMBER
INTERRUPTION UPDATE FRAMES
CONDITION (SECONDS) OMITTED 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

% E 45 2 X X X X X X

F 60 3 X X X X X

G 75 4 X X X X

-4 90 5 X X X

*Note: Condition F in this experiment is identical
- to Condition C in the first experiment

Table 2. Second Experiment: Interruptions of 2, 3, 4, or 5 Frames,

The tables show the update rate for each condition, the number of consecutive
frames omitted, and then the particular frames retained of the first 17 in the 96-
frame master sequences.

Operators: The operators used in these experiments were selected from a pool
" of 21 veterans (10 ex-Army, 6 ex-Air Force, 3 ex-Navy, and 2 ex-Marine). They were

selected because they closely match the population of Army radar operators. Twelve." ' operators took part in the first experiment. For the second experiment, nine of

the same twelve operators were used again, with three new people.
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Procedure: At the start of each experimental session, the operator was seated
in front of a video display terminal, while the experimenter read the instructions
for the experiment and answered any questions the operator might have. At the be- S
ginning of each trial the initial frame of imagery was displayed and a cursor was
centered on the lead vehicle of the target. The imagery was presented in time com-
pression, at a rate of five frames per second. At the end of the trial, the last
frame in the trial sequence remained on the screen, and the operator indicated
where he or she thought the target unit had stopped by moving the cursor. Trials
could not be repeated. The operator was not told whether the responses were correct
or incorrect.

Results and Discussion

In both experiments, for each operator, there were nine trials with each
combination of interruption condition and target unit size. These trials were
the product of using three target areas with three target unit velocities. The
results were averaged across the twelve operators taking part in each experiment.

:-'.:,'.C a N v L UMER Of VEHICLES
m~~v " 14v.MCLES IN TARGET GROUP

HHH H ICL VEHICLES

On m VICAL EE H1oM 2 VHICLES
IF N VEHICLES

HP.I

S -

Figr 1. TrcigPromnea iue2 rcigPromnea

voH, U

Fucto of' Duato ofFnto fnerpin

= H.

a . .%

:--H

HFigure 1, Tracking Performance as a Figure 2. Tracking Performance as a ,-..
Function of Duration of Function of Interruption: '

Interruption: Data Aver- Data Averaged Across Twelve .-
aged Across Twelve Oper- Observers.
ators -
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Figure 1 shows a plot of the mean number of successfully tracked targets as
a function of the duration of the interruptions in the first experiment. When the
duration changed from 15 to 30 seconds, there was little effect on tracking perfor- 0
mance. With a 60-second interruption, performance deteriorated for the smaller,
10-vehicle target units, but not for the larger units, producing a statistically
significant interaction between unit size and interruption duration at the p <.05

, level. When the interruptions were as long as 120 seconds, there was a decrement for
all target units, irrespective of size: the effect of interruption duration was
significant at the p <.0005 level.

Figure 2 shows a similar plot for the second experiment. The interruption
conditions investigated in this case did not significantly effect tracking perfor-
mance, although the effect of target unit size was significant at the p <.0005
level.

The results of the two experiments seem to present a coherent picture. The
first experiment showed there was little effect on tracking performance when the
duration of the interruptions changed from 15 to 30 seconds. Then, for interrup-
tions of 45 to 90 seconds, performance was worse with smaller target units, with
10 vehicles, than it was for the larger units (second experiment, confirmed in
first experiment for the 60-second interruption condition). Finally, with an in-
terruption of 120 seconds, there was no difference in tracking performance that
was attributable to unit size, but, there was a decrement for all targets when
compared with the performance level achieved with the shorter interruptions
(first experiment).
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TRACKING WITH INTERMITTENT RADAR COVERAGE

II: INTERRUPTIONS AFTER TWO OR MORE CONSECUTIVELY-COLLECTED FRAMES OF IMAGERY*

Raleigh K. Little and John R. Bloomfield S

Honeywell Systems and Research Center
2600 Ridgway Parkway

Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55413

Abstract S

* N Simulated moving target indicator (MTI) radar imagery was used in

-. V) the two experiments performed in this, one of an on-going series of

studies in which we are investigating conditions of intermittent

C radar coverage. In the first of these experiments there were two,

0 and in the second experiment there were two, three, or four conse-

0 cutively-collected frames of imagery before each interruption in
0. coverage. In both experiments there were twelve operators and the

imagery was presented in time compression. The results of the two
experiments showed that the use of more than one frame of imagery
before the occurrence of the interruptions in radar coverage resulted

~f' in improved performance. For the larger, 25- and 50- vehicle units,
two consecutively-collected frames, and for the smaller 10- vehicle

units, four consecutivelycollected frames helped to prevent the
decrement in tracking performance that otherwise occurred with 120-
second interruptionsi,

Introduction

This is the second study in a series of investigations of the situation in

which a moving target indicator (MTI) radar is switched back-and-forth between two
areas, in order to provide coverage of both of them. In the first study, Bloomfield
and Little (1984) investigated the effects of switching away from one area after
each complete radar scan of that area and varying the length of the interruptions.
They found that there were decrements in the tracking performance of operators
with small, 10- vehicle target units with interruptions of 45 seconds or longer,

and with larger, 25-, or 50- vehicle units with interruptions of 120 seconds.
The two experiments reported here used imagery from the master sequences developed
by Bloomfield and Little, and were performed in order to determine whether
increasing the number of consecutively-collected frames before each interruption
would reduce or eliminate those decrements.

It should be noted that, the fact that there were interruptions in radar

coverage, did not mean that there were corresponding interruptions in the flow of
images being displayed to the operator. He or she did not see any blanks or
gaps. After selected frames were removed from the master sequences, in order to
produce the various experimental conditions, the remaining frames were shown in

" time compression. With this mode of presentation, several frames of imagery
are collected then played back in the same order that they were acquired, but
at a faster rate. The result is that returns from a particular moving target -

appear on an operator's display as a steadily moving dot. When only single
frames were retained before the interruptions, as was the case in both

This work was carried out for the U.S. Army Electronics and Research Development
Command under Contract No. DAAK20-80-C-0254.
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experiments in Bloomfield and Little's study, the effect was to lengthen the
update rate, reduce the number of images to be viewed and shorten the viewing
time. In the two experiments reported here, another effect was possible. The

use of or more consecutive frames before an interruption results in a variable
update rate, as can be seen in Table 1, which shows the interruption conditions
for the first experiment. It was possible that, when presented in time compres-
sion, imagery obtained with variable update rate would produce target movement

* that appeared to be spasmodic rather than smooth, and that target units might be
harder to track.

* FIRST EXPERIMENT: INTERRUPTIONS AFTER TWO CONSECUTIVELY-COLLECTED FRAMES

*Method. The generation of the master sequences of simulated MTI imagery was
*described by Bloomfield and Little. We obtained our experimental conditions by

omitting selected frames from these master sequences. The conditions are shown
in Table 1.

RATE OF NUMBER FRAME NUMIBER
INTERRUPTION UPDATE OF FRAMES

CONDITION (SECONDS) OMITTED 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 4

A 1s 0 X XX XX XX X XXX XX XX XX XX X

B 15,30 1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

C 15,60 3 X X X X X X X X

0 15,120 7 X X X X X X

TABLE 1. Interruptions of 0, 1, 3, or 7 Frames Occurring After Each Pair
of Consecutively-Collected Frames

The conditions used here were similar to those used in Bloomfield and Little's
first experiment: the interruptions were of the same duration, but two frames -

were retained before each interruption, instead of one.

The imagery was shown in time compression, with a presentation rate of five ki
frames per second. The experimental procedure was essentially the same as that
described by Bloomfield and Little.

Twelve operators were used. Eight of them took part in both of Bloomfield and
Little's experiments, three took part in their second experiment, and one was new.

Results. For each of the twelve operators, there were nine experimental trials
for each combination of four interruption conditions and three target unit sizes.
Figure 1 shows a plot of the average number of trials on which targets were
successfully tracked, as a function of these combinations.

An analysis of variance performed on this data showed the interaction between
the two main effects, interruption duration and target size, was significant at
the p <.0005 level. The interaction can be seen in Figure 1. For the larger

4/S
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units, with 25 or 50 vehicles, changes in the duration of the interruptions up to
"."120 seconds had no effect. On the other hand, for smaller, 10-vehicle units, a

decrement occurred with 60-and 120-second interruptions.

The fear that variable update rates might lead to displayed targets appearing

to move in a spasmodic fashion and, as a result, being harder to track, proved
to be unfounded, with the particular update rates used in this experiment.

exloWhen this experiment is compared with Bloomfield and Little's first experi-
ment, some interesting differences and similarities emerge. First, the differ-
ences: in the earlier experiment, there were decrements in performance for the

rO' two larger target units for 120-second interruptions, while here, with two conse-

~~cutive frames retained before each interruption in coverage, those decrements .
'-' have disappeared. Next, the similarities: with the smaller, 10-vehcle target""

.,. . units, tracking performance was significantly poorer with 60- and 120-second .
-' l-."interruptions, both when there was one, and when there were two frames of imagery . .

V

4before each interruption. The addition of the second frame did not help. Howeverit seemed possible that the addition of further frames, so there would be three or -SI
./. four of them before each interruption, might be beneficial. The next experiment i

,: .-. explored this possiblility.
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" ~ SECOND EXPERIMENT: INTERRUPTIONS AFTER THREE OR FOUR CONSECUTIVELY-COLLECTED

Method: Several changes in experimental design were made for this experiment.
Two target unit sizes, the larger, with 50 vehicles, and the smaller, with 10,

were used instead of three: the 25-vehicle units, which had produced tracking
*.. performance very like that obtained with the 50-vehicle units, were omitted.
j .:' In addition, only two interruption durations were used: 30 and 120 seconds.

There were, however, six interruption conditions. They are shown in Table 2

RATIO OF

RATE OF COLLECTED TO FRAME NUMBER

INTERRUPTION UPDATE OMITTED
CONDITION (SECONDS) FRAMES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

A 30 1/1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X

8 15,30 2/1 XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX

C 120 1/7 X X X X

0 1 5,120 2/7 X X X X X X

E 15,15.120 3/7 X X X X X X X X X

F 15.1S.15,120 4/7 X X X X X x X X X

Table 2: Interruptions of 1 or 7 Frames After 1, 2, 3, or 4 Consecutively -

Collected Frames

It should be noted that conditions A and C were similar to two conditions
(B and D) in Bloomfield and Little's first experiment. And conditions B and D
were similar to conditions B and D in the first experiment reported here. Condi-
tions E and F, with three and four consecutively-collected frames, had not been
tested before.

The imagery was presented in time compression to twelve operators, ten of
whom had taken part in earlier experiments in this series, and two of whom were
new.

Results. While the duration of the interruptions and the number of consecutive
frames were both varied, a full factorial experiment was not conducted. Hence,
an overall analysis of the data was not justified. Instead the results were
examined by means of several detailed, partial comaprisons. A series of t-tests
were performed using Dunn's procedure to control error rate (Kirk, 1968).

Two comparisons of the effect of changing the duration of interruption were
made. These involved comparing performance with 30- and 120- second interruptions
and one and two consecutive frames. With one frame, the reductions in tracking per-
formance from 30 (condition A) to 120 seconds (condition C) were not large enough to

-.' " be statistically significant, as they were in Bloomfield and Little's first
, experiment. It is possible that the higher-than-expected scores obtained here

for these two 120-second interruption conditions may, in part, have been the
O , result of practice. Ten of the twelve operators had taken part in one, or more,

* . previous experiments in this series. Also, since the same basic imagery was used
throughout the series, and, in addition, the particular characteristics of
conditions A and C had been utilized before, it is possible that some learning
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could have occurred. Some support f or this possibility is suggested by the fact
that the two operators who had not taken part in any of the earlier experiments
in the series did perform at a level comparable to Bloomfield and Little's
operators.

With two consecutive frames, with the larger units there was no decrement in
performance, while with the smaller, significantly fewer (at the p (.01 level)

* target units were tracked successfully with the 120-second interruption, confirming

the results of the first experiment reported here.

Two comparisons of the effect of increasing the number of consecutively-
collected frames of imagery were made: one with 30-second, the other with 120-
second interruptions. As might be expected from a comparison of the first

experiments in this report and in Bloomfield and Little's study, tracking perf or-
mance is similar, whether there there are one or two consecutive frames, for
both large and small target units, when there are 30-second interruptions in radar

coverage.

With 120-second interruptions, the main point of interest was, whether the
use of three or four consecutive frames of imagery before the interruptions, would
lead to improvements with the smaller target units. When there were two or three
consecutive frames, the mean number of 10- vehicle units successfully tracked was
significantly smaller than the number of 50- vehicle units (at the p (.05 level).
However, with four consecutive frames, the difference between the number of small
and large target units successfully tracked was not significant. The use of
four consecutive frames did result in improvements.

CONCLUSION

The presentation of two or more consecutive frames of imagery, instead of
-. .only one, before the occurrence of the interruptions in MTI radar coverage,

resutedin improved tracking performance. With larger target units, containing
25 or 50 vehicles, there was no decrement in performance, when two consecutive

frames of imagery were used with interruptions as long as 120 seconds (first
experiment). For the smaller units, with 10 vehicles, the use of four consecutive
frames of imagery reduced the decrement in performance, that otherwise occurred
with a 120-second interruption (second experiment).

So far, this series of experiments has shown that, as far as tracking
performance is concerned, there is no particular advantage in updating the MTI
imagery more frequently than every 30 seconds. Further, if four consecutive
frames can be acquired before the radar is switched to cover another area,
interruptions of up to 120-seconds can be sustained without a statistically
significant decrement in performance.
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Family and Work ir the Air Force

Mickey R. Dansby
Air Command and Staff College

Janice M. Hightower
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D'.. l~rrst Abstract

Multiple regression models relating attitudes on jobI performance, job related satisfaction, and retentior

-- in the Air Force to family variables are presented.
Variance accounted for ranged from 12% To 55%. with
member's oerceptions of family attitudes and soousal
attitude toward retent ion contributirn heavily.

In recent years, family issues have become increasingly im-

portarnt to the Air Force. This interest reflects many corcerns,
amono which are the imoact of the all volunteer force, problems in
recruiting and retaining personnel, and the effects of democraohic
changes, reflective cf society as a whole, in Air Force families.
Several major research efforts, such as the Kamilies in Blue
studies (Orthner, 1980; Orthner & Bowen, 1982), and comrprehensive
literature reviews (Black, 1982; Hunter, 1982) have highlighted
some critical research concerns in Air Force family matters.

Despite the increased concern for family issues, many
ouestions remain unanswered. Recently, the Air Force Leadership
ard Management Develooment Center (LMDC) at Maxwell AFB, Alabama,
developed the U.S. Air Force Soouse Survey (AFSS) as a research
instrument to helo invest iate the relationships between family
attitudes and job and retent ion variables (Ibsen & Austin, 1983).

K- An imocrtant feature of the survey is that it matches soousal
responses with the responses of the military member on another
survey, the Organizational Assessment Package (OAP), which
measures the member's attitudes on a number of relevant 2ob and
retention dimensions. Thus, one is able to examine direct
correlations between the attitudes of military members arid their
spouses. Based on OAP and AFSS results, the oresent research
develops models relatirng attitudes on job performance, job related
satisfaction, and retenticr to family issues.

":' :' Variables Ircluded in the Models

Many factors have been proposed as family influences on the
military member's job performance, satisfaction, arid decision to
remain in the military service. Not surorisingly, the factor
suggested most often is the influence of the spouse's attitudes
toward, and ccmmitmert to, the military lifestyle (Lund, 1978;
Orthner, 1980; Szoc, 1982). Spousal attitudes are oarticularly
important in influencirng the retent ion decision (Lund, 1978;

Orthner, 1980). Spousal support also appears to influence job
performance and satisfactior (Schneider & Dachler, 1978). Other
family variables suggested as influences on retention include
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0 • family seoarations (Lund, 1978), member's perceived impact of work
*"-. on the family (Schneider & Dachler, 1978), dual career consider-

ations (Black, 1982). traditional versus eoalitariar, farilily m, odels
--'. (Black, 1982), family integration into the military community

(Wood, 1982), time for family interaction (Szoc, 1982), auality of
life and family income (Szoc, 1982), and family disruptions caused
by the jcb, such as freauency of moves (Szoc, 1982).

In addition to the factors menti ored above, there are several
general family variables which researchers and theorists sugcest
may affect job variables. Included armonng these are family life
cycle, stress, and cohesion (McCubbin, Cauble, & Patterson,
1982) ; family size, co-ing style, and corimitmrent to the Air Force
(Orthrner & Bowen, 1983); family structure variables such as
single oarenithood, etc. (Orthner, 1.980); feelings of status,
spousal autornomy, and family oatterns of external social
interaction (Schneider & Dachler, 1978) ; marital satisfaction
(Szoc, 1982) ; and a variety of family economic and suooort (e.
medical care) concerns (Schneider & Dachler, 1978; Szoc, 1982).

Based upon these studies, a oeneral model was constructed 'or
predicting job related satisfaction (JRS), oerceived work group
effectiveness (PWGE), and career intent ion (CI) to rema:.n in the
Air Force (all measured by the OPP) from family variables (as
measured by the AFSS and OAP). After reduction of variables in
the AFSS via factor analysis, a multiple recression model was
developed including the following predictor variables from the
AFSS: time on present station; length of marriage; number of
childreni; number of children at home; spousal employment matterns;
compatibility of spouse's and member's work schedules; spousal
identification with the Air Force; perceived economic security;
family separation frequency and duration (i.e., temporary duty
[TDY] assignments); perceived influence of temoorary seoarat ions
on family life; satisfaction with job benefits; satisfaction with
recreation services; soiusal identification with the miilitary job;
satisfaction with basic family services; perceived time mressure
from the job; soouse's interest in the member's job; satisfaction
with medical/dental services; oerceived job-orovided status; atti-
tude toward move frequericy; soousal desire for career retention;
congruence between spouse's and merber's desire for a mi I itary
career; oerceived demands on soouse to "oarticioate" in activities
enhancing member's career; perceived imoortance of spousal
attitudes toward member's career decisions; and perceived ecuity
of compensation. One Predictor variable from the OAP, merber's .-
oerception of family attitude toward the job, was also included.

Results

The regression models were develooed based on the matched
resoonses of 4337 Air Force workers and their spouses. The wor-
kers included: 21% officers, 67% enlisted, and 12% civil ser-
vants; 20% with less than four years of service, and 37% between 4
and 12 years; 23% with less than one year on station, and 48% -.
between one and three years; 48% with less than one year in their
present jobs; 12% minority grouo members: 3% unmarried, 11%
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married to military socuses, 34% married to civilian em:icyed 0
soouses. 52% married to unemoloyed soouses. and 3% seoarated
aeocraohically from their soouses; 29% colle~e graduates; 50%
suoervisors of at least one oerson; 32% on shifts other than the
normal day shift; 15% rated oersonnel; and 90% males. The soouses
included: 25% ane 25 or under, 50% ae 30 or under, and 90% ace
42 or under: 30% married less than four years, 49% less than eight
years, and 91% less than 20 years; 52% living off base; 12% minor-
ity rouo members; 17% college graduates; 25% with no childrer, at
home, 24% with only one child at horme, and 35% with two children
at homez 72% (of those who worked) working normal day shift, and
40% of working sorouses working due to financial necessity.

Recressions for the full ro,dels obtained the following
results: (1) fcr JRS, R =.74 (R-square =.55), o <.001: (2) for
PWGE, R =.36 (R-souare =. 13), 2 (.001; and (3) for CI, R =.53

(R-souare =.28), o (.001.

Restricted models were constructed usino steDwise inciusion
where the criterion for inclusion was _D (.05. Regressions were
as follows: (1) for JRS, R =.74 (R-souare =.55), o (.001; (2)
for PWGE, R =.35 (R-souare =.12), p <.001; and (3) for CI,
R =.53 (R-souare =.28), p (.001. One oredictor variable,
member's oerceotion of family attitude toward the job, aooeared in
all three restricted models. Predictors included in the recres-
sions for both JRS and PWGE were number of children, soc, usal iden-
tification with the military job, and soouse's interest irn the
job. Predictors ur,ioue to the JRS regressicn included: oerceived
time oressure from-the lob, compatibility of soO~tse's and member's
wor.- schedules, whether or not the spouse was emoloyed, arid atti-
tude toward move freouency. Predictors unicue to-i the PWGE recres-
sion included: time on oresent staticn, family seoaration (TDY)
duration, and oerceived equity of ci-0moensation. Finally, oreoic-

tors unique to CI included: spousal desire for career retertoi,
length of marriage, number of children at home, conoruerce between
soouse's and member's desire for a military career, oerceived
influence of family separation on family life, satisfaction with
recreation services, family seoaration (TDY) frequency, perceived
economic security, and satisfaction with job benefits.

*- .' Beta weights indicated that member's oerceotion of family

attitude toward the job was the most imoortarit contributor in the
restricted regressicn models for JRS and DWGE. The second
heaviest contributor for JRS was soousal identification with he '
military job. All other variables in the restricted JRS model
contributed rcuohly ecually. For PWGE, all variables other thar,
oerceotion of family attitude conitributed about ecually to the
restricted model. The oreatest ccntributor in the restricted
model for CI was soousal desire for career retention. -his was
followed by lenoth of marriare, member's oerceDtion, of fari ly
attitude toward the job, and number of children at home, al with
similar weichts. The remaininn variables in the CI mode all
contributed lesser, and similar, weights..0O -o

Reoression models excludin the member's oerceotion of family .-7
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*attitude toward the lob were also derived. These rearessiocis
p3redicted JRS, PWGE, ard CI based only or sc~c-usal r e s 7 .rs es.

* Substantijal reduct ions in oredict ave ability accrued for JRS
(R =. 42, It r(.001) arnd PWGIE (R =.20, 2r.01) but riot for- C"'
(R =.51, (.001). In these realressioris, the heaviest co_-ntri bu-
tors were s0ousal ident ificat ion with the rmilitary lob (fo:r JRSS
arid PWGE), arid s3oUSal desire fcor career reterittori (for- CI).

Examinat ion of the siriie reuressions for oredictor variables
on JRS, PWGE, arid CI showed that ored icted scores all irilroved as
the member' s oerceotion of his/her fail's attitude toward the

*j.:b imioroved. Likewise, as soousal identification with the job
increased, so did JRS arid PWGE scores. There were also Oosit ave

* correlat ions between number of children arid both JRS arid PWGE.
Time Dressure contributed rieuat ively to JS. Pinal ly, for C.,
intent ion to stay in the Air Force correlated Posit ively with
sooCUsal desire for the member to stay in, length of time rii'_Arried,
arid number, cf chilidren at homie.

Di scu~ss ion

These results are ericouraoinp fo'r further exolorat ion of the
relatiorishios between job arid family. Aithouch there are
signi ficanit relat ionships between the two, causal seauences are0

* rot clear. Does the family's attitude toward the Air Force -cob
Cause the member to develoo similar attitudes, or is it the

*member's attitude that infects his/her family" Perhaps the
relat iornshio is synergist ic, with a 'iautual evolut ion and

- ~. reinforcement of attitudes bet weer the wriiember arid the famiily.
Research (e.g., Szoc, 1982) suggests niegative famiily attitudes
toward the member's military career, rno matter how thlese at t ides
develoo, have a niegat ive imoact or the-;rvertiber' s career irnterions.
Our assessmenit is that military leaders wo-uld be wise to cort irue
efforts to imorove family life in the Air 7Thrce as a way of
iriurovirna oroduct ivity arid reteriticor.

The oresent research suggests several steos :eaders m-.ght
take, where oossi ble, tc' imorove famil l i fe. F or ex(amrlo e,
leaders might try to: increase soc'usal identificationr with the 1 o b
by eXCoardinq the interface between the c'b arid the family (e. c.,
ooeni hcouses, etc. ).Considerat ion Co~uld be giveri to more timoe off
to be with family arid to scheduling~ members so that riember/s-.tse
work schedules arm cemoat ible. Camnily moves arid TDY seoarat i':s
should be held minimum. Atterntiorn should also, be directed
toward imrnovi- -omic security, recreat ion services, arid
medical/dental

Althoeugh +n .5 presented here show sicriificait
relatioriships bL-, . Family arid wotr14 variables, the ariount of
variarnce accounted fcmr is small tcs mcoderate (55% for- IRS, 121% for
PWSE, arid 28% for CD). Other family variables rot assessed in the
current AFSS, Such as marital sat isfact ion, may be needed to
improve the mocdelis. Furthermore, one should ro-t fov-3et that w~
inf luences Such as SUoervisory, co'-worker. arid tAsQ variables -
rnntriblute signiificaritly to JRS, PWGE, ard CT. 3; rice rerii-val f rrm - -
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the models of the member's oerceptions of family attitudes
substantially reduced predictive ability for JRS and PWGE, such
work-related variables may be more impo, rtant in influenciri the
worker's perception of how his/her family views his/her work than
are the actual views of the family. Further research is needed to
clarify the relative co'ntribut ions of work ard family variables to
the oroductivity arld reterition of Air Force 3ersonlnel.
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The Changing Roles of Military Wives:
An Analysis of Work-Related Values and Lifestyle Variables

(.%J Lorie L. Mazzaroppi
,- College of Business Administration at Madison

Fairleigh Dickinson University

0 Abstract

"-.This paper reports the preliminary results of a survey to investigate the

significance of the changing roles of military wives who are attempting to
find a balance between their desire for the responsiblity, satisfaction, and 6

- economic independence of a job/career, and the desire to have children and a. home life.

The sample for the analysis consists of 75 civilian military spouses who
.4"! responded anonymously to a questionnaire, accompanied by a transmittal letter, -_

distributed through the office of the *Military Family Member Employment
Program* established under a Civilian Personnel Office-sponsored effort at
the Fort Monmouth Army Base in New Jersey. One purpose of the study is to
provide the Military Family Member Employment Coordinators with a broad over-

.- view of the client users of the Program. This, in turn, will serve to enhance
the effectiveness of the Program as it relates to planning and programming _71t.
employment counseling services geared specifically to meet the needs of military
spouses• .

Introduction

The transformation of our society from one in which most women stayed
home most of the time to one in which most women work has wrought historic
alterations not only within the domestic household but within the workplace
as well (Dowd, 1983; Kagan, April 1983). Of all the changes in the workplace
none has been more significant than the dramatic influx of women into the job
market. For example, in March, 1981, about 25.5 million wives, or 51 percent,
were working or looking for work (Hayghe, 1982). In 1982, the labor force
participation rate was 53 percent with 47.1 million women in the workplace, and
is expected to rise to 65 percent by 1995 (Shellenbarger, 1982; U.S.News & World

"' Report, 1982).

- The data indicate that working women, working parents, dual career and
fdual worker families are a growing segment of American society and are the wave

of future employment (Hayghe, 1982; Shellenbarger, 1982; Quinlan, 1980). As a
consequence of these trends, the family is taking on new forms. The traditional
nuclear family now accounts for only 20 percent of households in the United
States. Families are in a significant state of flux and the uncertainty rever-
berates throughout society. The dual-work family and the single parent family
are having the most impact on the relationship between the work organization and
the family. Both forms of families have increased significantly within the last
ten years (Hunsaker, 1983). This study focuses on one segment of this new pheno-
menon in the American family, that is, the dual-income military family household. .';

In particular, this research concentrates on the civilian spouses of militarymembers,.!!;i-

q Studies have shown that military families are also clearly being influenced
by shifts in family values today. Attitudes toward parental roles, family leader-
ship, household responsibilities and employment of wives are all undergoing

changes. Many men and women are seeking new balances between work and family
responsibilities (Orthner, 1980; Stone, 1983).
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In fact, the 1980 Army Family Symposium held in Washington, produced
major recommnendations to improve the quality of military family life, including
the establishment of job centers, a world-wide skill bank system, and career
planning programs for family members (The Sunday Register, 1982; O'Beirne, 1982).

In response to this, the Department of the Army issued a directive request-
ing installation Civilian Personnel Officers consider establishment of an employ-
ment assistance program to meet the needs of military family members who desire
or need to work and whose career or educational goals are disrupted by Army moves.
This directive, in addition to suggestions made by the local Fort Monmouth Family
Action Committee, and with the commanding General's approval, led to the establish- 0
ment of a pilot program to assist family members whose sponsors were assigned to
Fort Monmouth. In February 1983, the Military Family Member Employment Program
became operative. The objective of the program is to provide comprehensive em-
ployment counseling and assistance to military family members and to provide a
central point of contact for Federal and Non-appropriated fund job information.

Therefore, the intent of this researcher is to present findings that will
not only add a new dimension to the current state of knowledge about military
spouses, but will provide the Military Family Member Employment Coordinators at
Fort Monmouth with an expanded profile analysis of the civilian spouses they
counsel especially regarding the importance these military wives place on work-
related values and their commitment to a paid job/career.

Methodology

Sample
al

The subjects in this study consisted of civilian spouses of military members
assigned to Fort Monmouth Army Base in New Jersey. Data was ccllected by a
questionnaire, accompanied by a transmittal letter signed by the researcher,
distributed through the auspices of the Military Family Member Employment Program
office to military wives at career planning workshops, as well as other locations
on Base including the Army Commiunity Services Office. In each case, participants
were recruited from the individuals in attendance and were reminded of the volun-
tary nature of their participation, as well as the anonymity of their responses.
A total of 265 questionnaires were distributed. The completed questionnaires

were returned by U.S. Mail in self-addressed envelopes provided with the ques- -

tionnaires. A total of 75 usable questionnaires were returned for analysis,

i ndi vi dual swho el ected to compl ete the questi onnai re. Thus, while there may be
some self-selection bias in this sample, such a problem is associated with all
surveys where individuals choose whether or not to respond to the questionnaire
(Emory, 1980).

Research Instrument m

V.. The questionnaire utilized for this study was primarily designed to elicit
demographic characteristics and respondent attitudes toward work-related values.
The demographic information included age, marital status, parental status, educa-
tional attainment, current employment information, as well as spouse's branch and -

rank of service. -
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The six work values under investigation were identifiable psychological
needs. These values have been defined by Eyde (1962) as the expressed need for:
'dominance/recognition,' 'economic,' 'independence,' 'interesting activity,'
'mastery achievement' and 'social.' The current study utilized the original .
Work Values Scale reported in earlier research by Eyde (1962) and later expanded
upon Tn a study by Wolfe (1969). The scale contained 84 statements broken down
into 14 sets; each set consisting of a work value item from each of the six
specific factors. The respondents rank-ordered their responses in each set.
Ratings range from 1 (the reason which best applies) to 6 (the reason which
least applies). 0

Analysis of Data

The ranking scores made by all respondents were combined to calculate total
scores for the six work values. Mean scores and standard deviations for the
values were computed for each variable. The six work values were used as de-

* pendent variables and the demographic variables were used as the independent
variables. A test for a measure of association was employed in a crosstabulation
of selected independent variables and the dependent variables.

Because of the exploratory nature of this research, no a priori hypotheses
are formally articulated. ore

Results and Discussion

Personal Data

Demographic characteristics derived from the analysis of questionnaire data t; ;

show that the respondents range in age from 20 to 50, with a mean range of 30-34.
Fifty percent of the respondents report a co~lege or advanced degree in such

- majors as the Social Sciences, Nursing, Business and Education. Of the sample
surveyed (N=75), 95 percent report presently married, with a majority (58 percent),
indicating length of time married from 1-10 years. The military rank of service
of the spouses reportedly range from Private Enlisted (E-2) to Colonel, with rank
of Captain, U.S. Army, reporting the larger number (17 percent). Eighty-eight
percent of the military members are with the U.S. Army, with 12 percent reporting
other military servicesincluding the U.S.N., U.S.A.F. and U.S.M.C. Of the
76 percent reported having children, 57 percent have one to two children, while
19 percent have three or more. Interestingly enough, a recent study by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that 75 percent of military families included f"NA
children, and three out of five of these families had one or more children under
age 6 (Jones, 1982).

Work Experience

According to Allyson S. Grossman, an economist with the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 50 percent of military wives are in the labor force (Jones, 1982).
This study revealed that 33 percent are working full time, having accumulated
an average of seven years in the workforce, while 28 percent are employed part
time with an average of four years. Of the number of hours reported working per
week for those employed, 41 percent recorded between 34-40 hours/week, and 22 per- ---S
cent recorded 10-30 hours/week. Employed respondents reported an average annual
salary range of $10,000 to $15,000. Interestingly, the Census data show that full-
time working wives tend to have earnings concentrated in a small range, from
$9,000 to $17,000 a year, regardless of their husband's annual salary (Pear, 1983).
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Occupational classifications range from professional/technical (43 percent),
secretarial (23 percent), sales/clerical (8 percent) and managerial/administra-
tive (7 percent); the balance (19 percent) reporting crafts and other services.
As for supervisory experience, 39 percent of the respondents reported from one
to five years, while 57 percent reported less than one year. Only four percent
reported six or more years. As to the type of company/firm, this study revealed

• '... 35 percent are employed by the Government, while 28 percent are employed by
service-oriented firms, and 34 percent by nonprofit organizations. Non reporting
accounted for the remaining three percent.

~Work Values

Figure 1 is a bar graph of confidence intervals constructed for mean responses

for statements pertaining to the six work values. The study reveals the respon-
dents demonstrated a high need for their work to yield the mastery-achievement
value --accomplishing things; doing a job well and completely. A survey conducted
by the Public Agenda Foundation, a New York non-profit organization headed by
Daniel Yankelovich which reveals that American workers have a surprisingly high
level of job commitment and job effort, corroborates the findings in this study

-' --:~that women in particular are more likely to believe in the work ethic and that
'..: they have the "inner need to do the very best I can, regardless of pay..".

Women's upbringing may be responsible for their high work ethic. Also, judging
by how well women tend to be paid, they would seem to be a first-class buy in
the job market (Kagan, 1983).

An overlapping pattern appears to exist with the remaining work values,
namely in descending order: social, interesting activity, independence,
dominance/recognition, and economic. As for social needs, these women expressed
their desire to make new friends, to be around others, and to seek social outlets.
The interesting activity value is closely tied into their expressed desire to
find social outlets. These military wives seek an opportunity to vary their ex-
perience, to avoid boredom and to experience different events. Independence was
only a moderate need. The respondents are not basically going to work to free
themselves from felt restraints; but there is some need to demonstrate that they
could be independent if circumstances should require. This finding appears to
be in line with the fact that military wives learn how to be flexible because
of their lifestyle with frequent moves and periods of separation that leaves
them solely in charge of home and family (Jones, 1983).

Money and power apparently are not what makes these military qnouses feel
good about their jobs. The Counselors should be aware of the fact that it will
be an unusual woman who feels the need to dominate others on the job. It is
curious that the military wives surveyed perceive as least important economic
rewards of work. At least with this population, Counselors should note this

.- factor and emphasize other values rather than economic. Although, in reality
• two-thirds of the 47 million women in the labor force must work to support

. themselves and their families (Mahoney, 1983; Linden, 1981).

Figures 2 through 5 illustrates in line graph format the results of testing
for a measure of association between selected demographic variables (age,

-.>, parental status, educational attainment, occupational classification) and the
six work values. Examining the mean scores, revealed the following results.
All women in the study regardless of age, parental status, education, or occu-
pation, placed the greatest emphasis upon the mastery achievement value.

. Therefore, this must be considered as the central work value for these military
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spouses. This means that the Counselors must always keep in mind that these
women need to derive a sense of accomplishment and satisfaction from their
work.

Following mastery achievement, other interesting highlights from the
Profile Analyses revealed that the importance of work providing independence
are ranked highest for those military wives without children, and for women
who have advanced degrees. The expectation that work would yield social re-
wards was highest for women in the age range 20-24, holding a high school
diploma, and with two children. Women with advanced degrees ranked dominance/
recognition highest, as did the professional/technical occupational group.
Although the economic value of work was low for all women, the value generally
tended to decrease in importance as a woman's education increased. Also, the
oldest age group (40 and over) placed the least priority on this value, as did
the spouses with no children.

A recent Bureau of Labor Statistics study predicts that more and more
military wives will be entering the labor market during the 1980s (Jones, 1982).
Recognizing the emergence of military spouses in the workforce, and the fact
that employment of spouses significantly affects the retention of military
members, this perspective implies that with a more informed insight into this
growing segment of the women's labor force by the Coordinators can ultimately
assist in accomplishing the overall goal of the Military Family Member
Employment Program of improving the quality of military family life.

Due to space limitations, Figures 1 through 5 and References will be
furnished upon request.
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:j (V)Isolation M~atrix: A Tool for- Discovery

,j ~T) Kath~leen P. O'BleirnejI* 0Industrial College of the Armed Forces

"Natty Bumpo didn't have a wife.'" The officers in Elective 246 at
S the Industrial College of the Armed Forces, "Military Family Studies,"

They remembered the hero of Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales and other
such heroes of American literature who had peopled their boyhood reading.

characters. They were cardboard creatures named for virtues like Honor ;i
and Chastity, even though prototypes for heroines abounded in remarkable

'N'. Today's Natty Bumpos, in the persons of American military personnel,
do. have spouses who share their potential for heroic stature. Opportunities
for meeting challenges above and beyond the commonplace do exist for
military family members. Their awareness of the noble dimensions that
are possible in their lives can be an important coping skill. Knowledge
of their strengths and weaknesses enables military families and their care6
providers to deal with their omnipresent challenge: isolation.

Recognition of the positive. as well as the negative aspects of
isolation can be aided by the following matrix. The five families of
which military family members may be a part are:

Nuclear Family -- one's spouse and children, if married; or one's
parents and siblings, if single.

Extended Family -- one's relatives (who may or may not live closeby)
and, for a military family, the network of very
close friends from one's hometown and from previous
duty stations.

Military Unit Family -- the personnel in the specific unit to which
~v. one is attached, and their families.

'C,.'-.Neighborhood Family -- immediate neighbors plus friends in the
community in which one lives, on base and off.

Service Famil - - the overall Army or other Service which provides
official and unofficial support services to
military families.

When an individual has support from four or five of these families,
he or she can function well. With only three, he experiences stress.
Fewer supports place him at risk.

ViThe vertical axis includes four major types of isolation (that are
due to the military setting vs. personality disorders):

Geographic -- physical separation
Social -- at the level of acquaintances, surface recognition
Emotional -- at the level of deep friendships, lasting ties.

recognition of one's abilities and thoughts
Cultural -- a catch-all category which includes:

ethnic - foreign born spouses; living overseas or in a new
% section of our own country

aesthetic - visual and performing arts, education, and
intellectual endeavors

spiritual -phi losophical -pursuits of a religious and et h icalI
nature
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Isolation Matrix
(c) 9/26/82________________

Kinds of Nuclear Extended Military Unit' Neighborhood! Service
Isolation Family Family Family Community Family

Family
Geographic

Social

Emotional

Cultural

*For practical use, this matrix must be much enlarged,.6

The Isolation Matrix can be used by a wide variety of participants. The
officers and spouses who are students in my ICAF course have found that
discussion of the matrix allows them to share insights that would be too
personal in other contexts, and it accentuates the complexity of the military
family lifestyle. An individual may fill in his or her own profile, spotting
strengths and weaknesses. A military unit group, such as the Key Wives in
the Cherry Point Marine Corps Air Station Family Readiness Program, can work
up a generalized profile which will enable them to pinpoint ways in which
they can provide support. They will also find areas which the Service Family
or one of the other five families could serve best. Service providers, such
as family service/support centers, could do likewise. '

Some of the examples of isolation that have been suggested by ICAF
students and Key Wives may trigger your own thoughts. The symbols(+,-)

and (+/-) indicate the evaluation they placed on each experience. Some

Geographic:

o Husband deployed or TDY; physically absent (-,but if
conmmunication is possible (1)

o Lack of phone, newspapers for junior enlisted ()

o Living at distance from extended, family:

()if family is supportive;
()if one joined military to escape bad situation at home
()if one learns independence.

o Living at distance from other unit families ()

o Lack of sponsor()
o Deployed units leave families behind (-). Cures: visit or

tour similar ship; use videotapes, films to show activities
at home and aboard ship.

o Chetto of military housing overseas (1)

o Lack of transportation from base or trailer park to town ()

a Fishbowl existence when living on post, no privacy ()

o Loss of vistas of one's youth; lack of natural ties
with the earth (-). Cures: annual visits "home;"
canoeing, hiking, gardening wherever one lives.
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Social:

o "Caging" of wife, association with neighbors or unit wives
forbidden (-). .-

o Very young children, especially if no $ for child care ()

o Lack of skills in making friends, especially true of those
S ~who grew up in small town ()

Cabin fever, often climatically induced().1
., o Difference of lifestyles (between member and extended family,

unit families, or neighborhood families) (-/+). Comment:
military families often outgrow a provincial background,
come to valure differences.

Strident separation of officer and enlisted families(-.I
Failure by Commanding Officer (CO) to initiate whole unit
activities which would help families identify with the
workplace, mission, and each other ()

o Isolation of very senior and very junior personnel unless
seniors initiate and assist C)

o Unit family is by chance, not by choice ()

o If unit is large, anonymity may result ()

o Military families seen as lower class by locals ()

o Social isolation of wife when husband is deployed ()

o Increase in number of working wives leaves less time for
socializing outside of family unit (1)

o Sense of immediate common bond with other military families ()

Emotional:

o Companionate marriage style strengthens a couple, but may
isolate them from natural support groups (1)

o Reliance on nuclear family due to frequent moves (1)

o Some military personnel of the lone hero variety exclude
- ~spouses and children from their world ()

o Differentiate between creative solitude (+) and loneliness ()

o Lack of continuity in location, hours of duty, roles, etc.
requires great emotional flexibility. An individual may grow
to this challenge (+), or may decide not to invest in order

* ~to avoid hurt upon separation ()

o Lack of family or close friends nearby to validate individual ()

o Loss of unconditional love of grandparents and cousins due
to distance ()

o Development of intense friendships with unit families due
to common experience ()

o Lack of knowledge of normal emotional rhythms common to
given military assignments (e.g. submarine wives' syndrome) ()

o Failure by unit CO to value family's role in readiness and
retention ()

0 Refusal by some to be more than sociable (i.e. will not risk
vulnerability, admission of hardships because it might hurt
career) ()

o Failure to know immediate neighbors ()

*o Strong ties to past unit or location may preclude investment

% %at new post ()
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o Lack of frequent contact with other military families ()

-. o Lower rank families feel like outsiders in the military
community ()

o Co-location of military family support services (+y

Cultural:

o Reliance on television families as "knowns" wherever one
moves vs. active cultivation of new friends ()

o Continuation of one's own traditions and artistic pursuits
as link with past and future ()

o Double cultu~re shock for foreign-born spouses to U. S.
military community ()

A o Culture shock of living overseas and re-entry (1)
o Loss of common class ethics or behavior, sense of being

different from others (teens, whether spouses or children,
feel this intensely) (1)

o Difference in cultural background (racial, ethnic, or
educational) of neighbors or military unit families (1)

o Change in living conditions from that of one's past
(rural ec 0 urban; density of housing, climate, location) (1)

o Lack of representation for military families on governing
bodies (e.g. School Boards) ()

o Lack of cultural opportunities for participation or
attendance ()

o Lack of understanding of military family traditions ()

o Lack of religious faith ()

o Non-valuing of military profession by others ()

The predominance of negative factors is common to a first listing;
problem areas are more rapidly identified than positives or "cures."
The next step in the use of the matrix is to focus on a specific area,
looking for positives that were overlooked in the first general
delineation.

For example, at pre-deployment briefings one might hear a wife say,
"Deployments give me time to really concentrate on my job or to pursue

some long-term projects." A husband might admit that he enjoys his time
at sea, and though he misses his family, he does not experience the daily
friction between his two commitments. A wife might recognize that her
self-sufficiency grows when she is responsible for finances, repairs,
and child-rearing. Both might see that the deployment is a growth

opportunity for all members of the family, an experience that their

civilian counterparts probably do not have.

Where negatives remain, the task is to think of preventives or
cures. One of the most productive exercises for pre-deployment briefings
is to brainstorm ways to keep the person leaving emotionally present
even if physically absent. This problem-solving can take place on all
levels, from the personal family level to the military unit and Service
levels. Although many suggestions that have grown out of such meetings
could be shared here, part of the value is the ownership generated by
coming up with solutions tailored to the needs of one's own family, unit,
or command.
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Military families can live lives with heroic dimensions. They
explore new domains, both geographic and emotional. They are often
alone. Their terrain is full of peaks and pits with very few plateaus.
The military lifestyle offers the opposing possibilities of greater
success or greater failure than are common to most of their civilian
peers. 4The environment most conducive to human development is one
sufficiently changeable to pose constant challenges, but not so
severe as to prevent successful response ' Use of the Isolation Matrix
will help families and their care providirs meet the requirements for
Arnold Toynbee's ideal environment.

'l
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(V)

A PILOT TEST OF THE USE OF TELEPHONE
METHODS TO SURVEY ACTIVE ARMY PERSONNEL

Authors: Ms. Donna Johnson, Major Scott Berry, Department of

the Army Soldier Support Center, Dr. Mary Beth Merrin,
WESTAT.

Abstract'"

This paper reports on the results of the first pilot
international telephone survey of Army personnel. The objective
of the pilot survey was to assess the feasibility of using
telephone methods for surveying active Army personnel. The
results represent a new development in the field of survey
methodology.-)

In the civilian sector, telephone methods have offered
numerous advantages over in-persci and mail surveys, including
shorter time periods for data collection and improved quality
control over the interview process. Despite these benefits, X
the feasibility of conducting telephone surveys in the military

J. community has been unclear.

This paper discusses the methodology that was developed
- ~ for conducting a telephone survey of Aroy personnel and explains

how it was implemented. The methodology is then evaluated
using several criteria. The results indicate that telephone
methods offer a viable alternative to more traditional methods
commonly used to survey military personnel.

Background

Telephone methods have become increasingly popular in
the civilian sector as a means to conduct surveys of various
populations. Telephone methods have offered numerous advantages
over in-person and mail surveys, including shorter time periods
for data collection and improved quality control over the inter-
view process. Despite the growing popularity of telephone
methods and the advantages they offer, their utility for surveying

* . active Army personnel had not been assessed prior to the conduct
of the work discussed in this paper.
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Several situations existed within the unique Army

environment that made the use of telephone surveys highly ques-
tionable. First, Army troops are scattered world wide. To
locate and interview soldiers who are so dispersed and often
mobile is no small challenge. Second, the Army has no centralized

91list of soldiers' home telephone numbers. Conducting a telephone
survey without such a list of telephone numbers was even more of
a challenge. Third, most of the unmarried soldiers and soldiers

• .- in lower grades do not have home telephones because they live in
barracks. For these soldiers, conducting a survey using barracks
telephones would have been unacceptable.

The unique problems posed by the Army environment made
it impossible to simply transfer the established methods used to
conduct surveys in the civilian sector to a survey of Army service
members. Therefore, a new methodology had to be developed. The
methodology was developed in a joint venture by the Attitude and
Opinion Survey Branch of the U.S. Army Soldier Support Center
and WESTAT, a civilian survey research firm. Details of this
methodology and how it responded to the distinct challenges
posed by the Army environment are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

The Methodology

V As we undertook the study, our problems compounded.
The topic could not have been more difficult. In addition to
the challenges facing any telephone survey of Army personnel,
the subject matter of this first pilot project posed additional
complications. The subject was the Non-combatent Evacuation

-" " Operation (NEO) policy and Family Care Plans. The NEO policy
concerns the removal of family members from overseas areas in
the event of a mobilization. Family Care Plans concern the
movement of dependents of sole parents to the NEO site overseas,
or in the continental United States (CONUS) to the home of a
designated caretaker.

This subject matter had dual implications for the
survey. For one thing, it required that the survey extend to
units overseas as well as to those in CONUS. In addition, the
subject matter suggested a unit sampling approach so that soldiers
and their unit chain of command be surveyed.

The overseas requirement prompted a decision to survey
* ;units in the major command (MACOM) of the United States Army

Europe (USAREUR). In order to survey units in USAREUR, we considered
various options. These options include using:

1. AUTOVON lines;
2. Commercial lines with an 800 toll-free number;
3. Commercial lines with a collect telephone call; and
4. Commercial lines with an appointment call.
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AL'TOVON Lines

One of the most obvious approaches to interviewing
soldiers in USAREUR'involved the use of AUTOVON which serves
most major CONUS installations and limited overseas areas. How-
ever, there were a number of problems associated with using
AUTOVON for telephone interviews. In addition to getting DOD
approval to allow a contractor to use AUTOVON lines, the largest
drawback centered on the poor quality of phone connections
between CONUS and USAREUR. Over-crowded circuits, frequent
preemption of telephone calls, and echoes in the background were
some of the most blatent faults.

Because the use of AUTOVON lines between CONUS and
USAREUR seemed impractical, the use of AUTOVON lines within the
USAREUR network was considered. However, there were additional
problems with this approach. Most notably, no space could be
found on the installations in USAREUR for setting up an interviewing
facility with adequate privacy and a sufficient number of tel-phone
lines. Therefore, the AUTOVON approach was quickly abandoned.

Commercial Lines with an 800 Number

One of the methodological concepts widely used in the
civilian sector which we had hoped to test in the study was the
use of a toll-free 800 number. While this approach posed no
significant hurdle for CONUS soldiers, we learned that this
methodology was not feasible for our European based soldiers.
It is impossible for soldiers stationed in USAREUR to either
direct dial an 800 toll-free number or use a European operator
to place the call.

Commercial Lines with a Collect Call

Similarly, while it is possible for soldiers to place

collect calls to the United States from European commercial

phones, this method was rejected because these lines are not

located in areas convenient for the majority of soldiers stationed

in Europe. To ask soldiers to walk/drive to a location either

on or off post to place a long distance telephone call would

have invited a dismal response rate.

Commercial Lines with an Appointment Call

While the use of commercial lines for soldiers to call

in to an interviewing facility had been rejected, the option of

using commercial lines for outgoing calls to soldiers from an

,.. 72
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interviewing facility appeared more promising.1  However, it was
not sufficient just to attempt telephone calls to soldiers. A
mechanism had to be developed which would assure that soldiers
would be in a location to receive these in-coming calls and be
interviewed. This problem was solved by the use of an Appointment
Call Method. This method employed a network of installation
points of contact (POC's). The Appointment Call Method together
with the POC network became central features of the survey
methodology, both in CONUS as well as in USAREUR.

To facilitate coordination with the units to be S
sampled, major commands were tasked to provide one POC per instal-
lation. WESTAT used the POC's to inform the installations of
all the details concerning the survey and to obtain sampled unit
commanders' and first sergeants' names and telephone numbers.
Additionally, the names of sole parents were passed to each POC
for confirmation by the unit for the purpose of setting up a
scheduled interview time in the unit orderly room. Soldiers
were then instructed by their unit chain of command to be in the
orderly room at the prearranged time to participate in the

- interview. Once coordination was completed, WESTAT commenced
the telephone interviews.

Since we were testing the feasibility of conducting
telephone surveys in the Army, a decision was made to test an
alternate method of data collection. This method also involved
the use of commercial lines and POC's. In addition, it entailed
the use of a toll-free 800 number. This approach was limited to
a random subsample of units in CONUS. WESTAT provided POC's
with information concerning who was to call, when, and the 800
number. The unit chain of command informed the selected soldiers
to call WESTAT during the time frame specified.

S

!The option of using a separate and established contracting firm
located overseas was also considered. However, a decision was
made not to use a separate firm to conduct the overseas portion
of the survey. This decision was prompted, in part, by the
objective to conduct all data collection from one central location
where rigorous quality control would be executed and calls could
be monitored by SSC-NCR and WESTAT staff. In addition, the same
problems facing the use of collect telephone calls applied here.

That is, soldiers could find it inconvenient to place a call
from a German telephone line.
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-urvey Resuls and Recommendations

By standards commonly used to assess the adequacy of
urvey efforts, the methodology, as developed and implemented,

was a success. The methodology was to facilitate telephone
contact with designated Army personnel and secure their participa-
tion in the survey. The major indication that this objective
was attained is the study's overall response rate, 62.8 percent.
The response rate for the major method of data collection
(Appointment Call) was 78.6 percent. The response rate for the
800 Number Call-In Method was 32.5 percent. While the response
rate achieved by the 800 Number Method was low, it is slightly
higher than our estimate of the response rate for a mail survey
with the same topic and population. While there were some problems

sQ' in getting through to units overseas (due to circuit congestion),
the response rate of USAREUR was comparable to the response rate
achieved in CONUS (76.8 percent vs 81.1 percent).

The actual data collection period spanned an interval

of 16 days. However, the entire survey process, from the initial
development stage through data collection and analysis, took
approximately 5 months. Had the survey been conducted using
traditional mail procedures, the total time frame would have

* . been slightly longer. For future efforts, however, the time
period for conducting a telephone survey could be considerably
shortened. Currently, the Army is engaged in testing a revised
methodology which is to reduce turnaround time considerably.

According to interviewers' assessments, the quality of
respondent participation was quite high. Respondents' general
attitudes towards the survey were overwhelmingly positive and
most demonstrated a very good understanding of the questions
asked.

Summary

In summary, telephone surveys appear to be a viable
way of surveying Army personnel, both in overseas as well as in
CONUS. Moreover, telephone survey techniques offer the Army "

improvements over other survey methods in several respects. The
quality control achieved by supervisory staff (as well as
SSC-NCR staff themselves) who silently monitored the interview S
process is noteworthy.

The Army might have been in the Dark Ages in terms of
telephone surveys in 1982. But today we are enlightened.
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Linkages Between Family Support Variables and

Military Career Commizments

Dennis K. Orthner & Joe F. Pittman, Jr.
University of Georgia

1 Abstract
A

COThis study is designed (1) to test an empirical model which
0 describes the linkages between the family and community variables which
0 contribute to Air Force member job commitments and spouse support for

members' Air Force careers and (2) to identify the preliminary impacts
of the Family Support Centers on the variables in the model. The dataO were collected from probability samples of Air Force members and spouses
and analyzed by means of path analyses. The results indicate that
family support variables contribute to over one-third of the job com-
mitments of members and one-fourth of the support provided by Air Force
spouses.,

Introduction

Study Objectives

This study has been designed to test several of the key assumptions under-
lying the U.S. Air Force Family Support (FSC) program. These assumptions pre-
dict that (1) family and community factors play a role in Air Force member job
and career commitments and that (2) improvements in proqrams and services for

Wr , families will result in increased family support for the Air Force and increased
job morale and commitments of Air Force members.

Linkage Between Family and Job Commitments

Interest in the factors that contribute to job performance, morale and com-
mitment has been growing. A great deal of attention in the research and human
resource literature has been given to the value of training, management and job
enrichment for human productivity. The importance of organizational support and
of psychological well-being for job commitment and performance is well established.
This has led to the development of many high quality personnel and human resource
programs to improve management competence, work environmental conditions, and
personnel support systems.

The potential importance of family factors to work related commitments has
been more recently suggested. In part, the reason for incorporating family con-
siderations into occupational support systems has been based on management studies
which have indicated that family factors are increasing in importance among those
who are making career decisions. They also appear to be influencing the level of

.,%stress or well-being which men and women bring to their job. In addition, demo-
graphic trends indicate that the composition of the family has chanqed from the
traditional model in which the wife and children were at home supporting the work- 94
ing husband to many models which incorporate employed wives, dual-career marriages,
childless couples, and single parents. These newer family forms sometimes require
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greater investment on the part of the worker and can add new strains which have
to be accomodated in the workplace.

The present study is part of a larger Air Force sponsored evaluation of the
FSC program. The overall project from which this study is a part is designed to
assess the high priority needs of Air Force families and determine the impact
that FSC's have on meeting those needs, on improving the quality of life on Air
Force bases, and on increasing the effectiveness and commitment of Air Force
personnel.

The overall objective of the study is to prepare and test an empirical model
which describes-the contribution of family and community variables to job and
career outcomes which contribute to the Air Force mission. The components of the
model have been selected because of their direct and indirect linkage to FSC
programs and services. The model, therefore, provides a statistical prediction
of the potential influences that the FSC program can have on the job commitmentS
of Air Force members.

Methodology

Sampling Procedure

The data were collected from probability samples of Air Force members and
spouses by means of mail surveys conducted in April, 1982. The data were origin-
ally collected as part of a baseline survey designed to devise guidelines and
offer recommendations for the planning, development, and operation of Air Force
Family Support Centers. The surveys included measures of the knowledge and
utilization of and satisfaction with current programs and services; methods ofS
coping with personal and family problems; and the quality of individual and

-. family life.

The surveys were conducted at nine Air Force installations. Five of the
installations had prototype Family Support Centers. Four matched installations
that did not have Family Support Centers were selected and surveyed as control
sites. The target-sample at each base consisted of 375 married Air Force members
and 375 civilian spouses. The mail survey was implemented following a four-wave
method designed to obtain a maximum number of responses. overall, the response
rates were a respectable 80% for married members and 72% for spouses.

Not all of the data collected were utilized in the present investigation. '
Since the focus of this study is on family influences on Air Force member job

* and career attitudes as well as the impact of the FSC on the factors that con-
tribute to those attitudes, a decision was made to reduce the sample size in order

* to test our hypotheses with the people most relevant to the issues under study.
First of all, only six of the nine bases are included in the analyses, These
included the three most operational FSC bases and their control bases. While
these three FSC programs had only been operational for four to six months, they
were beginning to generate impacts on the people in their base community. The

* other two FSC programs were not yet operational at the time of the study. The
sample was also restricted to include only those Air Force members with less**-

* than ten years of service. This optimized the variance in job morale and commit-
ment, the dependent variable in the study. -

As a result of these restrictions, the final sample upon which the data
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analyses were conducted includes Air Force members and spouses with less than
ten years service on six Air Force bases, three with FSCs and three without
FSCs. The final samples include over 1300 persons, 60% of which are members
and 40% of which are spouses. This sample size is more than adequate to stat-
istically test the path models and hypotheses developed for the study.

The data were analyzed by means of multiple-regression, path analysis
techniques. Two separate path models were developed, one for members and one
for spouses. The member model included factors predicting Air Force job commit-
ments while the spouse model included factors predicting support for their spouses .1
Air Force career. Together, these two models converge into a composite picture
of the family and community variables that statistically contribute to personnel
support for the Air Force mission.

Hypotheses '

A primary objective of this study is to evaluate the impact of operational
Family Support Centers on the attitudes and behaviors of Air Force members and
spouses. In addition to the primary objective, several other goals are considered
important. For Air Force members, these goals include: (a) assessing the utility j
of personal variables, familial variables, and program variables in predicting
the commitment of members to their Air Force job; and (b) studying the inter-
relations of these personal, familial and program variables. For Air Force
spouses, the goals are similar. Rather than predicting job commitment, however,
the focus is on the prediction of support for the member's job commitment.

In order to meet the above objectives, two theoretical models were developed.
These models illustrate the theoretical underpinnings of the more detailed models
that are developed and tested with the path analytic procedure.

The theoretical models indicate that personal and familial variables are
hypothesized to be important predictors of job commitment and spousal support
for this commitment. Furthermore, it is hypothesized that these two clusters
of variables will be strongly interrelated. Another cluster of variables, the
program variables,-is expected to be interrelated and a relevant predictor of 6
the personal and familial variables, but not a direct predictor of career commit-
ment. Finally, the FSC variables are expected to have their greatest influence
on attitudes and behaviors toward established programs. Therefore, the FSC is
expected to affect the quality of Air Force life through its effects on the per-
ceptions of, knowledge about, use of, and satisfaction with established base
programs. Furthermore, these FSC variables are expected to be affected, in a
reciprocal fashion, by the program variables that they influence. .*'-

Data Analysis

In order to test the two models, fourteen variables were incorporated into
two separate, detailed models. The first model was developed for the Air Force

members, while the second was developed for Air Force spouses. A path analysis
procedure was then run on each model. For Air Force members, the dependent crit-
erion variable of job commitment composed of several questions regarding job .'..

satisfaction, morale and career commitment. For spouses, the dependent/criterion -.

variable of spouse support is composed of questions regarding the spouse's will-
ingness to support the Air Force career of her husband.
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Findings

With a few exceptions, the results of the data analysis confirmed our hypo-
theses. For Air Force members, the variables included in the path model explained

00, more than one-third of the variance in the dependent variable (R = .3550). The
strongest predictors of job and career commitment came from two family variables, i.e.
spouse support (B .288) and the feeling that the Air Force is a good place to
rear children (B .171);and a personal variable psychological adjustment
(B = .280). We dia not expect any general program variables to directlv impact
on the job and career commitment of Air Force members but one variable did have
a significant impact: the feeling that the base was responsive to family needs
(B = .175). Thts indicates that base responsiveness to families is a more import-
ant contributor to job morale and commitment than we had earlier hypothesized.
It also suggests that Air Force programs need to impact on the overall quality of
life on the base, not just on the immediate personal and family concerns of people
in the base community. Apparently, the overall perception that the Air Force .7
cares for its families is very important to married Air Force members.

There are other factors in our statistical model that also impact on career
commitments, but they do so in an indirect manner. For example, marital satis-
faction does not directly impact on career commitment but it does have a strong
impact on the personal adjustment and well-being of Air Force members and also on
the feelings of these members that their spouse is supportive of their Air Force
career. This means that improvements in the quality of Air Force marriages will
have very important indirect effects on the job related attitudes of Air Force
personnel. Likewise, improvements in marital satisfaction have a direct impact
on the size and quality of the support network of Air Force members. This, in
turn, increases their feeling that the Air Force is a good place to rear children
which, in turn, increases their spouse support and their own support for the Air
Force. Therefore, even though improvements in marital quality are not directly
related to job and career commitments, they do have a strong indirect effect
through other personal and family factors which subsequently impact on the job
commitments of Air Force members. This "domino effect" of the variables sub-
stantially improves our understanding of how human service programs can ultimately . -

have an impact on the mission of the service.

Family and personal adjustment factors were also found to be very important
to the support spouses give to the careers of married Air Force members. Nearly
on -fourth of the variance in spouse support was accounted for in the path model 01
(R = .2214). The feeling that the Air Force is a good place to rear a child
plays a major role in spouse support (B = .342). The personal well-beinq of the
civilian spouse is also a significant predictor of her support (B = .176). Two
program related variables contributed significantly to spouse support as well:
the feeling that the base was responsive to families (B .081) and satisfactory
previous experiences with Air Force programs (.091). This latter finding suggests
that improvements in programs for families and improvements in the overall quality
of life for families are likely to continue to have a significant direct impact on
spouse support.

Given the fact that the Family Support Centers at these installations were
only beginning to become operational, it is not surprising to find that the
presence of these programs had little direct effect on either spouse support or
job and career commitments at the time the data were collected. In fact, it is
surprising that any statistically significant differences appeared between the
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FSC and control bases after only a few months of 9)puratior. til ,is hvpothe-
sized, the Centers were making an impact on several o! t p ;rs).-,im rel '.,iri-
ables in the model. The data indicated that Air Force me,-ijerj -nd spcsev it
FSC bases were significantly more knowledgeable about family programs an,1 survices
and they were more likely to feel that their base is responsive to fimily needs.
These findings are significant since they indicate a predictable pattern in FSC
developments and potential for future impacts through other intermediate variables
in the model.

Conclusions

The findings indicate that there are both direct and indirect ways through
which the Air Force impacts on family attitudes and the job mdrale and commit-
ments of its personnel. First of all, the Air Force directly impacts on its
personnel through its policies toward families. These are interpreted by many
Air Force members as supporting their ability to provide for their families.
This path of influence from the Air Force to the member is especially important
in the data. Since most married personnel are men and their definition of them-
selves as providers for their family is important to them it is not surprising
that their belief that the'Air Force backs them up in this role results in greater
commitment to their job and career. Indirectly, the Air Force has another rather
strong capability to influence members' commitments, this time through the spouses
and children. The findings from this study are very clear about the importance
that married members give to the attitudes of their family toward the quality of
life in the Air Force. Members who believe that their children and their spouses
are adjusting well to the Air Force are much more likely to indicate a desire to
stay in the service and more willing to report that their job morale and perform-
ance is high. The data from spouses supports this chain of influence. The
spouses themselves indicate that their support for their husband is very much a
product of their belief that the Air Force is supporting them and their family.
When that support is defined as weak, then the spouse is less willing to support
her husband's career.
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PANEL SESSION

PANEL SESSION: BIOFEEDBACK FOR ASSESSING AND DEVELOPING SELF CONTROL

SESSION CHAIR: Russell N. Cassel (Cassel Psych Center)

PARTICIPANTS: Russell N. Cassel (Cassel Psych Center)

Joseph Kamiya (Langley Porter Institute)

Mark S. Schwartz (May Clinic)

Patricia Cowings(NASA-Ames Research Center)

•S

PROCEEDINGS ENTRIES

"Biofeedback for assessing and developing self control" (Summary of program 9
and introduction)

"Biofeedback: What, why, when, for whom and by whom?" (Mark S. Schwartz)

"Autogenic feedback training for astronauts: The space adaptation

syndrome" (Patricia S. Cowings)

"The electrogastrogram as an index of motion sickness" (Joe Kamiya)
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BIOFEEDBACK FOR ASSESSING AND DEVELOPING SELF CONTROL (EUOFED)

Panel Memi-bers

Russel ) N. CasselI Colonel I Air Force Retired. (Chairperson)
Editor &. Publisher, PROJECT INNOVATION,
Director, CASSEL PSYCH CENTER,
A Computerized Eiiofeed-cbac:k Clinic:,
717 3rd AvenuWe,
Chuila Vista, California 9'201()

Jo~seph 1[amfiya, MD. (Psychiatrist)
LANGLEY PORTER INST ITLTEt
401 Parnassus)
San Francisco, Ca) iifornia :?4143

Mark S. Schwkartz, Ph.D.
MAYO CLINIC,
ROCHESTER, MINNESOTA 55901

Patricia Cowings, Ph.D.
NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER,
Mail Stop N239A-2t

*Moffett Field, California 94035

I n t roduIc t i on

Recent research S~UggeStS that biofeedback mi-ay have iriiportant
implications for mili tary and Other plurposes. Jack Sorenson,
Educ at ionaIl DirecT or, C ivi I A ir Pa tro I, Mon tgomery AFE:, AlIabamfa,
recently released a Study utSin-g the electroencephalograph (EEC)
to assess the learning effectiveness of more than 6,1000

*el ementary yoLungsters. These findings mi-ay be? pert inent to

technical training planning. Elr, Dlavid Tiedrran, formierl1y i"ii th
Harvard University, is using EEC as a measure Of k.e.akefti Inesst and
for career planning purposes. This may have iriipor tan t
i mpIi ca Ti o ns for pilot selection, and idenficat ion Of accident
prone individuals. The Cassel Psych Center has been experiment ing
with need grat ificat ion assessmf-ent for both the domi-inant and non
dominant sides of brain, This miay have important impl icat ions f or
dealing with personal adjUStmi-ent probleritis of people. Typical ly,
the use of biofeedback Utilizes a biofeedback loop f or the
dlevelIopmi-ent of self control of select aspects of behavior. Dri.
El mer Green, Menninger Foundat ion) Topeka, Kanlsas Suggests that
Such feedback loop is exper-ienced based, utilizin-g nondori-inant
brain. Because the dominant brain exercises veto powler over the
nondoriiinant brain, it is CrL-Cial that techniques be Lused to
i nvolIve the doriinant side of brain in LL5e of biofeedback. This
has impor'tant imi-pl icat ions for all experienced based le ar n ingq.
The three discussant memi~bers nj ilIl deal 'i.,it h aspects o f

biofeedbackpert inent to theii' oi.".n par-t il ar interss
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Mark S. Schwartz PhD
Mayo Clinic and Mayo Foundation

Rochester, Minnesota 55905 S

Both experimental and clinical evidence strongly support Lhe value
of biofeedback (BFB) in the treatment of various health disorders. The .
BFB field is maturing well and has entered its adolescence. Clinical
BFB has become an important part of health care and is used extensively
in many major medical settings. Real and "pseudo" issues, O
disagreements, and skepticism still exist but are diminishing. The
purpose here is to provide some of the rationale and considerations for
using BFB and to introduce the application of it to the prevention and
treatment of Space Adaptation Syndrome. Strictly speaking, BFB is the
use of electronic and electromechanical instruments and procedures for
accurate measurement, processing, and feeding back, to patients or S
subjects, physiological information of which they usually or always are
unaware. The goal is to enable them to develop some self regulation of
their physiological processes.

We all have BFB, i.e., "living feedback" -- already built into our
bodies. Much of our internal BFB occurs without our awareness, and
ordinarily this is preferable. Better terms for what we refer to as O
BFB are "augmented proprioception" and "external physiological or
psychophysiological feedback." The term "BFB" has been coined to
denote these augmented or external feedback systems. Approaches to
explaining the process and the outcome of BFB include use of
cybernetic, learning, and information-processing models.

In a more general and practical sense, BFB should, and often does, .
encompass much more than instruments feeding back physiological
information. Skillful ccgnitive preparation, observation, and
interviewing and the development of effective therapy and learning
paradigms are also very important. Additionally, the skillful
application of other physiological self regulatory procedures is most
often, but not always, an integral part of therapy. BFB is not a
simple procedure. Creativity, flexibility, "clinical" insight, and
interpersonal and educationa' skills and procedures all are
increasingly recognized as important.

There are many advantages to using BFB. It facilitates the focus
of the patient or subject on the development of self regulation,
emphasizes the relationships among thoughts, feelings, and
physiological effects, and makes one aware of what is otherwise
unavailable to awareness. It is an interesting approach for learning
what often is otherwise not learnable or less easily learnable. It

permits faster and more reliable learning. It also instills more
confidence in the patient or subject and in the therapist or teacher.

Current experimental evidence supports the value of clinical BFB in
the treatment of tension, vascular and combination headaches, Raynaud's
disease, several neuromuscular disorders, and fecal incontinence.
Clinical BFB is also justifiable for selected persons with other

.' disorders such as hypertension, bruxism, anxiety, and functional
vomiting as long as appropriate standards and guidelines are used and
cost effective procedures are followed (e.g., "stepped care"). When we
detect an abnormality in a physiological function that can be measured
accurately and reliably, amplified, transformed and meaningfully fed
back and whenever these abnormalities are believed to he contributing
factors to a d isorder and potent ional ly subject to some degree of
voluntary control, T think it is reasonable to consider uSing 5FIB.
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Ihe cognitive preparation of the patient or subject un'1 comp' 7'
also are major factors increas ing the likelihood of effective
outcomes. How the rationale, the procedures, and the goal s ;ire

presented and the content of those presentations are important to

effectiveness and they influence compl iance (oipliance is a co mx

concept, involving the patient's and the therapist's attitudes and

characteristics and their interpersonal behavior. Patients or sub jcts

must understand clearly and must he comfortable with and have

confidence in the therapist and the procedures. They also need to have

. or to develop reasonable responsibility for the achievement of the

- desired self regulation. These ingredients obviously take us far

*beyond listening to or looking at one's muscle activity or skin
temperature.

The BFB therapist or "teacher" should be familiar with both the

physiological and the psychological aspects of BFB procedures in the

general usage of the term. Requisite training and experience are

obvious. The Biofeedback Certification Institute of America (BCIA) is

he national agency for providing credentials in the use of BFB and is

fully recognized and approved by the National Commission for Health

Certifying Agencies (NCI{CA).
The future for BFB research and applications is bright. Despite

the costs of instrumentation, the delivery cost need not be

significantly different from that of other physiological self

regulation therapies used alone. With respect to other cost criteria,
BFB can be less expensive when it results in successful outcomes not
otherwise as likely, thereby reducing the costs associated with
continued symptoms.

It is relevant here to note that physiological self regulatory

therapies, including BFB, often have been reported to be effective for

-. functional emesis. The literature and my own clinical experience with

many patients have convinced me that some of these procedures can be

very useful in eliminating or greatly reducing the frequency and

duration of functional emesis. Drs. Patricia Cowing and Joseph Kamiya

will speak more authoritatively on the applications to ground motion

sickness and the implications for and application to the Space
Adaptation Syndrome. There are many facts and guidelines to consider

- in extrapolating from the experience with ground based application.s to

the needs of aerospace applications. Briefly, physiological arousal is
not highly related to subjective arousal; emotional factors, and the

associated physiological arousal, are commonly thought to be involved

in motion sickness, including the nausea and vomiting; BFB has been
shown to be useful and effective in facilitating physiological self
regulation of the autonomic nervous system.

We humans have far more potential to regulate our physiology than

0., we once thought. The frontiers of this field are as vast as are those

of outer space. It seems fitting that combining the two fields of

exploration and application should be encouraged.
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TITLE: AUTOGENIC FEEDBACK TRAINING FOR ASTRONAUTS:
THE SPACE ADAPTATION SYNDROME

Patricia S. Cowings, Ph.D. NASA-Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Ca.

During space flight about one half of all astronauts suffer symptoms
resembling motion sickness. Autogenic-feedback Training has been
effective in preventing motion sickness in ground based tests. Selected
Space Shuttle crewmembers will be given training with the method to
evaluate its effectiveness in space.

Autonomic Changes During Motion Sickness. In seven experiments at the
" Psychophysiological Reseach Laboratory at NASA-Ames Research Center,

physiological recordings of nearly 200 men and women have been taken
during motion sickness stimulation (rotating chair and vertical
accelerator). The measures taken have included heart rate, respiration,
peripheral vasomotor activity, and basal skin resistance. Increased
sympathetic activation is generally evident in these measures, but with
clear individual differences with respect to both the specific autonomic
measures that are most affected by motion sickness, as well as their time
course over the duration of motion stress. Motion sickness susceptibility

.* is associated with increases in heart rate in the early phases of motion
sickness.

Autogenic--feedback Training as a Treatment for Motion Sickness. Might
the symptoms of motion sickness be prevented or diminished by training
persons to increase their voluntary control of the autonomic activity ,
associated with such sickness? To answer this question a combination of
Autogenic therapy and biofeedback was designed to optimize the training.
Half the subjects who participated in the above studies were randomly
selected to serve as training subjects, while the other half served as
controls. The feedback signals used were analog and digital displays of
each of the above physiological functions. Starting with one display for
one of the functions, the number of displays was progressively increased
until all feedback signals were presented simultaneously. A total of 6
hours of training was administered in tweleve, half-hour sessions
conducted on consecutive days. Motion sickness inducing tests were
administered before, during and after training sessions to evaluate
physiological reactions to this stress. In all of the experiments
conducted, there was a clear effect of the training. The experimental
subjects showed significantly greater resistance to motion sickness than
their controls.

Space Shuttle Experiment. Scheduled to begin this year are two Space
Shuttle flights with selected astronauts who will be given Autogenic
Feedback Training prior to launch. To be able to evaluate the success of
the training as well as provide physiological information concomitant
with any of the symptoms of space flight, the crewmembers will wear
miniaturized versions of the continuous physiological recording equipment
used in the laboratory. Feedback displays will be available, for both
daily use to prevent symptoms occurrence as well as to counteract
symptoms if they should occur.
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TITLE: THE ELECTROGASTROGRAM AS AN INDEX OF MOTION SICKNESS

Joe Kamiya, Ph.D., University of California at San Francisco

Previous work by Cowings and Toscano at NASA-Ames has demonstrated that
several measures of autonomic function can be used as indicators of
motion sickness, in ground-based tests. lb extend these findings the
present study, also conducted at NASA-Ames, explored an indirect measure
of gastric activity. The electrogastrogram (EGG) of 20 young men and
wmen was continuously monitored during induction of motion sickness with
a rotating chair. The electrical potentials were recorded from six
bipolar surface DC electrodes placed in a circular pattern over the

,-. .~ stomach area, filtered with a band pass of 0.01 Hz. to 0.10 Hz, and
subjected to power spectral analysis.
Following resting baselines, the subjects were rotated at an initial
speed of 6 rpm for five minutes while they tilted their heads every two
seconds to the front, back, left, and right, in random order. The
rotation speed was increased by 2 rpm every five minutes until the
subject reported extreme maliase. Recording was continued for ten minutes
after the rotation stopped.

There was a steady increase in the amplitude of EGG activity starting
. from the beginning of rotation through the initial recovery period. This

was observed in each of four frequency bands of the total spectrum. The
higher frequencies showed less amplitude. The specific contribution of
stomach activity itself to the potentials can not be evaluated without
more direct measures.-However, the electrical potentials observed are a
promising objective indicator of the development of motion sickness
symptomatology. If confirmed in further studies, the BGG could supplement
the presently established autonomic indicators.

• 2.', , ...
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PANEL SESSION

PANEL SESSION: PERCEPTUAL FACTORS IN LOW ALTITUDE FLIGHT

SESSION CHAIR: Ralph Norman Haber (University of Illinois at

Chicago)

PARTICIPANTS: Edward H. Houle (Nellis AFB)

Grant McNaughton (AF Inspection and Safety Center)

Milt Miller (A-7 Fighter Weapons School)

Ralph Norman Haber (University of Illinois at Chicago)

PROCEEDINGS ENTRIES

"Perceptual factors in low altitude flight" (Summary of program

and separate paper)
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Perceptual Factors in Low Altitude Flightb
Program Organizer: Professor RlhNormanHae

t~eprtn1?nt of Psychology
* University of Illinois at Chicago6

Chicago, Illinois 60630

"4 General Abstract
mission requirements that compel low altitude fighter otperations have become
more and more common, dictated by weather, electronic and visual detection

* avoidance, and the presence of low flying aggressors. Flying low and fast0
gives no margin for error, and successful performance requires the pilot's full
understanding of the interactions of mission task demands, flight aerodynamics,
usefulness of available visual information, and allocation of attention. This

"I program summarizes what is known about these factors; how that knowledge is
applied to pilot training; and examines areas where further basic and training

N research is needed. The following topics are covered: what does flying low and
fast require ofl perception and attention; what aspects of the terrain provide

N correct information for ground clearance and terrain avoidance, as well as
target location; how is that information processed by a pilot; how can
available visual information be supplemented by useful instrumentation and
equipment design; and how do task demands interact with visual perception,
especially how the limitations imposed by the aerodynamics of low altitude9

eZ maneuvering affect attentional and perceptual processes.

Program Participants

mission Requirements in the Low Altitude Arena.
rdward H. Houle, Capt, USAF; Instructor, F-16 Fighter Weapons School
Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada.

Why does a fighter pilot have to fly low and fast? What are the tasks that he
has to perform? What are the maneuvers and operations typical of low altitude
flying, common to all fighters, as well as those specific to particular
aircraft and mission demands? What are the known aerodynamic limitations of
aircraft that become critical when flying very low and fast?

- Collisions with the Ground--What We Learn fromn Mishap Analyses.
Grant McNaughton, Col, USAF, MC. Chief, Life Sciences Division,
Directorate of Aerospace Safety, Air Force Inspection and Safety Center,
Norton Air Force Base, California.

Collisions with the ground while flying low altitude maneuvers is probably the
single largest category of mishaps in military aviation, reflecting the
special difficulty and risk of operations in this flying environment.

4Exhaustive analyses of each mishap have helped identify specific factors that
.' .' contribute to mishaps while flying at low altitude, and have suggested a

variety of improvements in training, mission specifications, and aircraft and
instrument design. A number of examples are described and discussed to

'Aillustrate these probleins and suggested improvements, as well as to highlight
instances in which we still have problems without clear solutions.
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The Visual Information Available for Terrain Avoidance--Can a Pilot See Where
lie Is and Where lie is Going?

Milt Miller, Capt, Arizona Air National Guard. Instructor, A-7 Fighter
Weapons School, Arizona Air National Guard, Tucson, Arizona.

To determine the usefulness of perception, it is necessary to know the sources
of information available to the visual sense from the terrain, the aircraft
instrumentation, and the pilot's knowledge of the particular environment. Such
analyses suggest that different terrains provide vastly different amounts of
information, of vastly different accuracy and usefulness. Equally important,
such analyses show that the different sources of visual stimulation are not
equivalent in providing information to the pilot about his altitude above the
ground, his range from specific features on the ground or other aircraft, the
direction of his flight path, or the rate with which any of these factors are
changing. These analyses are presented to show what information is available,
and what use can be made of it. one conclusion appears likely; pilots are
able to determine their direction of flight fairly accurately, but can get
little sense of their elevation above the ground or their range from specific
objects. However, there are still great gaps between what is known about the
visual perception of pilots, and how pilots can and do perform during low
altitude flight. Specific indications for further vision research are
labelled, as well as demands for inclusion of visual processing training in low

-~ =. altitude flight training.

The Processing of vector, Altitude and Range Information during Lowr Altitude
Flight: Interactions with Mission and Task Demands.

Ralph Norman Haber, Professor of Psychology, University of Illinois at
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.

How does a pilot use relative motion changes, or optical flow across peripheral
vision, or known size of objects, or texture density changes, or any other
visual source of information to perceive his position in space near the ground?
Can pilots be trained to attend to relevant sources of information, and to
avoid sources that might be mis-informative? Can pilots be trained to know
where to look, and what to look for? Can pilots be trained to attend to visual
information about ground clearance, even when mission demands require their
attention elsewhere? To begin to provide answers to these questions, the
visual processing of vector, altitude and range is described, to the limits of
our current knowledge. These factors are then integrated into a task analysis
that describes the interaction of perceptual and mission demands with the

* overriding task of avoiding a collision with the ground. Implications for
further basic and training research are outlined, drawing on the information
contained in each of the presentations in this program.
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- Perceptual Factors in Low Altitude Flight A

Ralph Norman Haber
University of Illinois at Chicago

(%JAbstract. The pilot's number one priority when flying low and fast is
C) avoiding the ground. The ground gives no margin for error. Survival and

successful performance requires the pilot's full understanding of the
C, interactions of mission task demands, flight aerodynamics, usefulness of

available visual information, and allocation of attention. This paper
~* o summarizes what is known about these factors. The following topics are

covered: the basic aerodynamic performance characteristics of concern during
O. low altitude flight; what aspects of the terrain and instrumentation provide

.... 1correct information about ground clearance and terrain avoidance; what flying
low and fast requires of perception and attention; and how the interaction of
mission task demands with the limitations imposed by the physics of the

~(aerodynamics restrict the conditions of attending and perceiving.

Introduction. A pilot is flying in a low altitude environment whenever
his prmry task is to avoid hitting the ground. If a pilot can plan his

upcoming activities for the next few moments without any concern about the
ground, then he is not flying at low altitude. Thus, low altitude is defined
by the tasks, not by the numbers. Given the speeds and maneuverability of
modern jet fighters, low altitude undoubtedly always includes the 1000 feet
closest to the ground, but may extend to 5000 or even 10,000 feet above ground
level (AGL) for some maneuvers. This definition stresses on the relative
importance of tasks. Low altitude means that the primary task is to avoid
colliding with the ground, and all other tasks must be handled during whatever
free time the pilot has when he does not have to monitor ground clearance.
Free time is what is available after ground clearance is handled, and into free
time must go all other tasks, including those pertaining to the mission, and to
threats.

Current analyses of accident rates (e.g., Miller, 1983) suggest that low
altitude flying is far more dangerous then outside of that enviornment. Miller
estimates that the probability of an accident (and fatality) is five hundred
percent greater when flying at low altitude than in any other category. Since
a high accident rate suggests that other aspects of performance are below
standard, it is likely that mission requirements are also sacrificed when
flying at low altitude. While flying at low alitude is both difficult and
dangerous, it is coming to occupy a a greater and greater percentage of flying
time for all types of military aircraft. It is this combination of increased
usage, higher accident rate, and presumed poorer performance that dictates theMO.
urgency of investments of time and research on problems of low altitude flying.
This is the topic of this paper.

I shall1 br ieflIy descr ibe f our components of an anal1ys is of low alIt itude
~5---flying. These include two concerned with physics, and two with psychology: the

physics of the aerodynamics of low altitude maneuvers; the physics ofe
information available from the terrain, gravity, and instrumentation; the
psychology of extracting and using information to perceive velocity vector,
AGL, attitude, and distance range; and the psychology of attention and
performance by which mission demands can be met while avoiding the ground.

ofaAerodynamics--The Physics of Flight. At high altitude, the consequences
ofachange in AGE, resulting from a maneuver are usually unimportant. But at

low altitude, the pilot has no margin for error. lie must know the physical
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consequences of each control input for each maneuver, consequences specified in
terms of change in AGL, attitude, speed, and velocity vector.

For example, when flying straight and level at 500 knots, it takes only
seven seconds to lose 100 feet altitude if the nose drops just one degree.
Recovering from the loss requires some human and aerodynamic reaction time, so
available free time (during which the pilot is free to ignore his ground
clearance) before inpact is inevitable is substantially less than seven
seconds. The pilot has to know these numbers since the aerodynamics of level
flight plus the handling characteristics of particular aircraft determine how
much time the pilot can spare from the overriding task of terrain avoidance
during which he can perform other tasks related to his mission.

As a second example, the most frequent single maneuver made during low
altitude flying is a level turn. This requires that the bank angle be exactly
compensated by the G forces. If not enough G, or too much bank angle, altitude
loss occurs. This descent rate increases with the square of time, so it is not

.'*/ a linear function--twice as much AGL does not give twice as much free time. S
Since matching bank angle to G cannot be quaranteed by instrumentation or by
feel, it is necessary to monitor ground clearance (or an altimeter or its
equivalent) to determine if the aircraft is converging with the ground during a
turn. Given the exponential function of altitude loss, the amount of free time
during turns is very small.

These are only two examples of how altitude, attitude, speed, and velocity
vector change with particular maneuvers. Pilot training for low altitude
flying must include defining terrain avoidance as the number one task, and must
explicitly teach the aerodynamic parameters of each maneuver in terms of the
arnouunt of available free time it allows away from ground clearance. The
physics is unforgiving, and therefore must be paid homage.

The Information About Ground Clearance. nformation comes from several
source--through the canopy as reflected lights, from instruments inside the
cockpit, and from changes in gravitational forces. These are all descriptions
in physical terms, since they represent available information, quite separate
from how that information is used or interpreted. Such descriptions have not
been carried out systematically for the low altitude environment, nor has
experimental psychology provided an agreed-upon model of how such descriptions
should be specified. Consequently, the demands for an understanding of low
altitude flying require development of new ideas, few of which have yet been
carefully tested.

It now seems likely that a pilot has no visual information that specifies
absolute distance from his aircraft to the terrain, neither that directly below
(AGL) nor down range distances to obstacles or targets. A pilot may be able to
estimate relative distances, or may be able to perform on-line computations to
arrive at an absolute value (e.g., note the amount of time it takes an object
to drift between two marks on the canopy when flying at a known speed), but 1=.
he probably cannot perceive distance in metric units. What he can perceive
quite easily is a change in his AGL or range from the information available in
the changes produced by relative motion as he flies past objects.

Miller (1983) has provided one analysis of the sources of information
about distance and position contained in different kinds of terrain features -
about distance and relative position. These include the presence of sufficient
density of features on the terrain, features that provide the content of optic
flow across the retina; the presence of features of known size that could be
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* used to perceive distance; and the presence of fine details on objects that can
be used to determine distance (while cacti come in many sizes, if you can see
the thorns, you have to be pretty close!). From this kind of list Miller

* argues that a pilot should be able to rate each terrain over which he is flying
for its informativeness. For example, water, snow, desert and dry lake beds
would score quite low on all three of these factors, showing that such terrains
provide the pilot with little informnation from which he can perceive his AGL,
range, or any change in AGL, attitude, speed or velocity vector. It is not
that some terrains create visual illusions for a pilot: rather some are more

* informative than others, and it is the under informative ones that pose special
* dangers for low altitude crossings.

The different sources described by Miller have very different properties.
* For example, known size and fine detail must be picked up by foveal vision,

requiring visual attention. But optic flow, resulting from the presence of
sufficient featural density, probably is informative to the peripheral retina,
and does not require an act of visual attention to see. Thus, the different
demands on attention by the various sources of information make their value
change as the flying tasks change. The permanency of the information also
varies. For example, pilots talk of a sense of ground rush when they get very
low, but ground rush and probably all aspects of optic flow adapt easily, and
are completely dependent on a fixed ground speed for their predictive
stability. Another source of visual information comes from the unmasking of a
far hill by a near one as the hills are approached. This is a critical cue to

* whether the near one will be cleared--if there is no uncovering of the far -

hill, the velocity vector is below the ridge of the near one. This very
specific component of motion perspective is perhaps more important than the
general case, since it provides a direct answer to an immediate question: will
I clear that ridge? We need to know -much more about all of the aspects of
motion perspective, including motion parallax, to isolate those aspects (such
as uncovering) that are informative to a pilot flying at low altitude.

At least at present, nearly everything a pilot needs to know is only
available outside of the cockpit. Information from instrumentation in cockpits

*is not used much. Most of what is available to pilots has a slow respond time,
or is not responsive to the most useful aspects of the terrain. Further,
pilots are naturally resistent to depend on instrumentation during low altitude

.. , maneuvering. The same applies to information from changes in gravitational
forces acting on the pilot. Current evidence suggests that most of what a
pilot can learn from vestibular inputs is either irrelevant or misleading, as
we are now learning from analyses of spatial disorientation.

The Processing of Visual Information. Given the available information
about AGL, velocity vector, attitude and speed, how does a pilot use it so he
can correctly perceive where he is, and where he is going to be in the next few
moments? One common answer is that adult visual perception is automatic and
inflexible, so that we do not need to worry about further training. Whatever
information is present will be used by a pilot to perceive the scene correctly.
This answer is wrong for low altitude flying, for a number of reasons.

(1) A pilot can be taught to assess the terrain over which he is flying

for its visual informativeness. Even more important, he can note whether he
can depend on optic flow to tell him about unintentional nose slices, or
whether he must use foveal vision directed by explicit visual attention to

subsitues ust e mde.Just as a pilot is taught to switch from visual to
instumet rues henappoaching a landing through a black hole, so must he
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learn when the different sources of information might be less useful, given the
character of the terrain. (2) A pilot might be tauqht to estimate absolute
distance and AGL through practice (with the use of his radar altimeter), so
that after practice, he can tell at a glance what 100 feet AGL looks like.
Maybe he can learn to use the presence of known sized objects for absolute
distance? We do not know the answers to these suppositions, though many
pilots claim they have done it themselves. (3) Can we train a pilot to
compensate for his peripheral vision losses during high G turns, so that the
missing optic flow information can be replaced by a substitute during the turn?
(4) Instructors suspect that pilots do not know intuitively how to predict
their ground track during turns, nor where to look during turns to determine
ground clearance. It is not obvious, and probably does need to be trained.
(5) Can we teach a pilot to be suspicious of information that is often
misleading? For example, an accelerating descent is usually perceived as a
climb, because of the positive G forces,' and has accounted for more than one
collision with the ground when the pilot thought he was gaining altitude. (6)
When can a pilot use a snap glance, as in checking six, and when must he make
an extended visual f ixation--how long does it take to acquire and to assess0
visual information of different kinds? We desperately need to know this,
because time is in very short supply at low altitude. (7) Current visual
selection of pilots stresses their fine detail acuity, and virtually ignores
abilities to respond to contrast among low spatial frequencies. Yet we know
that many critical flying tasks, such as detecting a distant aircraft,
requires the latter ability as much if not more than the former.

This list can obviously be increased. Each item is an example of where
training (or selection) might be expected to increase a pilot's ability to
perceive his position more accurately or more rapidly. The bottom line in low

* altitude maneuvering is that avoiding the ground is the number one priority,
and to do that the pilot must be continually processing visual information
about changes in his position in relation to the ground.

Division of Attention between Mission Tasks and Ground Avoidance. If all
a pilot had to be concerned about was avoiding the ground, he would invariably -

be successful. But training has to focus on ways of maintaining the number one
priority of avoiding the ground while still meeting the tasks requirements 5
dictated by mission and threats. The pilot must divide his attention between

multiple tasks. We already know that successful division of attention is
critically dependent on repeated practice, practice at integrating ground *
clearance with mission and threat requirements. But practice alone is not
enough. The low altitude environment imposes some special rules governing how
to divide attention.

(1) From a knowledge of the aerodynamics, and the sources of available
information, it is possible to determine, for every maneuver at a given AGL,

* how muczh free time the pilot has that he can take away from attention to ground *.*

clearance without increasing his chances of a collision with the ground. Thus,
in a level 6 G turn at 100 AGL, free time is one second, whereas when flying
straight and level at 100 AGL, 4 seconds is available as free time. This means
that during a turn the pilot cannot focus his attention on any other task than
ground clearance for more than one second--he cannot make a radio frequency
change, or a computer update, or arm missles, or search the skies for his
wingman, or anything else that takes longer than one second at a time. All of
those longer tasks must be delayed until after the turn is completed, unless

-' the pilot is willing to gain AGL. Flying in the low altitude environment
should be structured by free time limitations, and by a knowledge of how long
every task normally takes. (2) A pilot must learn how to husband his time,
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especially the time it takes to complete particular tasks. If he fails to
complete a task, he cannot persist, but must return to ground clearance first,
and then start over on the incomplete task. Further, he must learn where snap
glances are sufficient, in lieu of longer extended looks. (3) A pilot has to
know when to trade AGL for increased task demands. If free time is not
sufficient to perform the tasks demanded by the mission, then altitude must be
increased. If threats are pressing, then the pilot can come down, but only if
other free time tasks are dropped at the same time. There is a continual
interplay between tolerances regarding ground clearance and free time to be 1"""
used for all other tasks. If a pilot understands this, and is trained to go
back and forth, then he can always maxi-nize his free time use while avoiding
the ground. (4) As a final and very specific example, a pilot must monitor
ground clearance during low altitude turns, and cannot use that time for
extended looking at or for wingmen, aggressors, targets, missles they just -:
released, or the beauties of the day. Accident analyses pinpoint turning while
looking as the single most likely cause of collisions with the ground. . -

Summary. I have provided a brief overview of four components of an
analysis of low altitude flying. To survive in this environment, while
accomplishing his mission, a pilot must know limitations imposed by the
aerodynamic consequences of each maneuver made, so he can predict where he will
be located at each point in time as a result of the control inputs he makes.
Further, he must understand about the kinds of visual and other information
available that can inform him about his ground clearance and movement over the
terrain, including when that information may be compromised or even misleading.
From an understanding of the physics of flight and of the sources of
information, a pilot can be trained to extract and process the proper
information about their ground clearance in the most efficient manner.
Finally, he then can be taught the tradeoff between meeting ground clearance
demands and the demands-of the mission and threats, so that he has explicit
strategies for handling multiple tasks. Some of these four components are well
understood, and can be described precisely. Others are presented with less
confidence, in the hope that even this tentative description will help focus
the needed research to make them precise as well.
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instructors of the 162nd Fighter Weapons School of the Arizona Air National
Guard, including Lt. Col. Robert Cassaro and especially with Capt. Milt Miller.
Most of the concepts and proposals presented here came from their work, and
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* US Air Force Presentation - 9th DoD Psychology Symposium

Presentation made by: Dr. J. Robert Stevens
Director, Family Support Center
347 CSG/FS
Moody AFB, GA 31699
AV 460-3333

TOPIC - Supporting the USAF Mission

After more than two and a half years in operation it has become
evident that the Family Support Center can fit into the base
structure and become a relevant part of the support mission.
This is possible by having the following philosophy: immediacy,
problem(s) clarification, prioritization and decision(s),
development of an action plan, problem resolution, follow-up and
integration with the base units. This enables the Family
Support Centers to avoid the treatment approach and concentrate 'O
on short term intervention, information and proper referral to
existing base and off-base agencies.

In order to be able to work in this environment it is necessary
to understand the cohort group of our enlisted ranks between the -

ages of 18 through 23: young people who reached maturity at the O
end of the 1970"s. For many of them their educational skills in

- . the basics is troubled to say the least. In relation to the
earlier cohort groups of the late 60 s and 70's I find that these
folks are more down to earth and less "messed up." Because we
let them come in now with dependents we find that a larger

* - portion of this cohort group is married and has children as S
opposed to their civilian counterparts. The pressures of being
young parents has caused many of them to look- at the Air Force as
an "eight to four" job.

Unlike their civilian college counterparts they will not have a
prolonged adolescence. Although they take on more S
responsibility than their college cohorts they still exhibit
certain adolescent behaviors. The economy and a limited career
market has pushed them into being more serious about their
future. I think we can do a lot with them as they move throug-
the Air Force if we can assist them in coping with the very hea
responsibilities they have taken upon themselves. A special O
caveat is necessary at this point. I call it the "three D's";
which means Don't Develop Dependency. What we are striving

* . for is to develop "warriors, not weepers", and Family Support
* Centers can be very instrumental in this process. By getting - -
*O- these young people to improve their skills in problem solving and
S.coping, we can make them more productive and assure that they 0

will have a full career in the Air Force without interruptions.

lip."
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A common question that comes up is, are Family Support Centers
doing the jobs of commanders and first sergeants? They are
assisting commanders and first sergeants and enabling them to
spend more quality time with their good troops. One of the sad
things we notice is that commanders recognize problem individuals
whenever they visit a shop; what they don't do is give enough
recognition to the solid troops who perform for the unit on an
every day basis. If we can assist commanders and first sergeants
in caring for those who have problems and getting them back on
track, plus identifying those that won't ever make it, commanders
can then work procedures for channeling non-productive members
out of the service. We have then become a part of the quality

* control mechanism by freeing commanders and first sergeants to
devote their time and energies to those members we want to keep
in.

Single Parents - The Non-Issue Issue. Ever since I started in
Family Support Centers I was given a lot of materials about
single parents. I find that most single parents realize that the
military is one of the best places they can be. We don't nave to
spend large amounts of money to know what single parents would
like. Their needs are quite simple; free babysitting and the
freedom to take care of their youngsters when emergencies arise.
None of the latter are things that the military can provide for
single parents. We, just like civilian industry, are unable to
create special 2xceptions in the workplace. Being honest ana
explaining to single parents that this is part of the hardship
they must learn to bear and that we will try to support them as
much as we can; then we are assisting them in better coping with
the responsibilities they have. Responsibility puts a lot of
maturity on single parents. Programs for them are very nice, but
more often than not only brings up the problems that they
already realize they have,. Probably the best thing to do for
them is to deal with their needs on a case by case basis and see
if they can keep a military career and at the same time be a
responsible parent.

Why do we put so many resources into family support. Whether we
like it or not more and more of our members are heads of
families. We cannot order them to forget those family needs and
obligations. our assets of military hardware are extensive and
expensive. Unless we want the biggest static display of hardware -

the world has ever seen, we need to provide high-touch for our
high-tech environment. The support we give has the payoff in

-. -- .better mission readiness and effectiveness.

0.0
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Presentation made by: LTC James R. David, Ph.D.
Chief, Army Community Service Division
Office of the Adjutant General 0
Headquarters, Department of the Army
Alexandria VA 22331
(202) 325-9390 AV 221-9392

Family Matters - Everyone is an Expert

Theoretical underpinnings of Family Support Center model will be
presented and evaluated for continuing relevance in view of
societal changes and current Army emphasis. Operational pitfalls
such as, control vs. facilitation; my needs vs. commander's
desires; mechanic vs. engineer; and replacing vs. complementing
unit leaders will be examined. Non-negotiable essentiality of
professional staff involvement will be stressed; not everyone is
an expert.

I. INTRODUCTION

a. I could tell you about Army Community Services but I
won't (because it would be boring)

b. If I was going to tell you about it I would say:

1. Started 1965 to support families of deploying
troops

2. 162 centers

3. Roughly 5,000 paid and 5,000 non-paid staff

4. Annual budget of 22 million dollars

5. Decentralized management

6. 892,000 volunteer hours in 1982

7. Managed 4,000 child abuse cases
8. Over 5,000 debt liquidations ($22 million total

indebtness)

0, 9. 154,000 persons used Lending Closet S

10. 330,000 persons received orientation briefings

-197
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11. 840 Foster Care placements

12. Average cost per center 67 thousand dollars
(cheap)

c. Instead I want to talk about 3 areas:

1. Theoretical underpinnings of military Family
Support Centers

2. Some operational pitfalls

3. Relevance to military operations

I. Discuss

a. Theoretical Underpinnings (Great Society and Employee
Assistance Program)

1. Rooted in community

2. Continuing needs assessment

3. Outreach efforts

4. Coordination of like activities

5. Volunteer involvement

6. Serving commanders

b. Operational Pitfalls

1. Mechanic vs. Engineer (sending a boy/girl to do a
man/woman job)

2. My needs vs. commander's desires

3. Control vs. facilitation/coordination

4. Replacing vs. supplementing/complementing unit
leaders

c. Relevance to Military Operations

1. Army Family White Paper and action plan

2. Sinai Deployment

0 --O
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3. New Manning System

4. Mobil i zation

5. Research - Walter Reed Army Institute of Research S
and Army Community Service Program Evaluation

III. Closing

a. Non-negotiable Essentiality of Professional Staff

b. (Title of talk) most do think they are family experts

c. While everyone is a family expert, we must listen,
receive their input and evaluate it if we are to succeed.

499.
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US Navy Presentation - 9th DoD Psychology Symposium

Presentation made by: Ms Meg Falk
Navy Family Support Program
NMPC-66-OP-156 3
Navy Annex
Washington DC 20380
AV 224-1006

Topic- Navy Family Support Program

1. Mission - The Navy Family Support Program was established

with one fundamental responsibility: Support of the Navy
Mission.

The specific mandates for the Navy Family Support Program
are to assist commands in improving combat readiness, on the job
performance and retention of qualified Navy men and women. This
is accomplished by increasing the Navy's awareness of and access
to reliable information, resources and services that support and
enrich the lives of Navy families and single service members.

2. Program Responsibilities:

4 a. Family Service Centers

b. Family Advocacy Program

c. Ombudsman Program

d. Inter-cultural Relations

3. Specific Program Examples:

a. Family Service Centers

1. Pre, during and post deployment briefings

2. Assistance in home port changes

3. Return and reunion teams ..

b. Family Advocacy Program

1. Welcome Baby Program

c. Ombudsman Program
-- i

i1. The communication link between commanding officers
and family members

d. Inter-Cultural Relations

1. Orientation programs for Navy members and their
families to overseas living.
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US Marine Corps Presentation - 9th DoD Psychology Symposium

- Presentation made by: Major Mel Robertson
Family Program Office
Code MPH

.N Hq US Marine Corps
Washington DC 20380

TOPIC - Marine Corps Family Services Center

Mission - To support unit commanders by providing information,
assistance and guidance to military families.

Functions-

Information/Referral

Personal counseling

Financial counseling

Relocation assistance

Pre/post deployment assistance

Family Enrichment programs

Others

. Demographic Data on Usage

Camp Le Jeune Experience

Programs as result of 23 October Beirut bombing

Thanatos Group (for families of those killed)

Coordination of visits of family members of casualties

to Camp Le Jeune

Spring/summer of 1984 a psychologist (ex-Marine) will be
working with kil

Thanatos Group

Casualty assistance officers

Provide briefings at officers call 6
41"
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Presentation made by: Lt. Rosemary Pezzuto
Family Program Office
Commandant (GPS-2)
United States Coast Guard Headquarters
Washington DC 20539
(202) 426-2665

TOPIC - United States Coast Guard Family Programs

Coast Guard Family Programs have been in operation from April of
1983. In this short period the Coast Guard has developed a
three-phase approach to assisting families. The phases are,

-. (I) Proactive - Education enrichment for families in

assisting them to deal with the stresses of military life.
These stresses include mobilization, for reservists, operational
readiness exercises, deployments and mobility for active duty
Coast Guard personnel going from one station to another.

(2) Assessments and Referral - Increasing the awareness of
the commands to the problems of families, the ability to assess
them, and the means by which to refer them to community agencies
for treatment.

(3) Education - Coast Guard family education programs
include parenting skills, family wellness, spouse employment
development programs, teen workshops, and volunteer development.

The Coast Guard has been collecting a$ much data as possible on
the impact of their programs during this first year. Statistics
are available from April 1983 on child abuse and neglect.

One of the central problems that has to be addressed is the fact
that most Coast Guard stations are very small. They are isolated
from the main Coast Guard Command Centers and have to be very
reliant upon community resources. As a start it appeared quite
difficult for the Coast Guard with their small stations, to be
able to develop what is needed. The Coast Guard has met this by
educating commands and local commanders on how to make
appropriate referrals to available community agencies.

,' Headquarters. Coast Guard has also sent out a lot of materials to
station commanders so that they can act as a small self-contained
family services program specifically tailored for their local
needs. By monitoring the program and getting feedback from the
field, Headquarters, Coast Guard has been able to shape them so

"- that they have maximum effect in serving the special needs of
Coast Guard families.

, . ' "
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Presentation made by: Dr. Peter H. Neidig, Ph.D.
Dale H. Friedman, M.S.
125 south Ribaut Road
Beaufort, South Carolina 29902
(803) 524-3378

TOPIC -A Civilian Contractor's Observations of the military
Environment

Although it may seem presumptions for civilians to make
observations about the military, one is reminded of the fact that
although we don't know who discovered water, we can be pretty
sure it wasn't a fish.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONSS

The military is mission oriented. Individuals are valued
for their contribution to accomplishing the task and no one is
considered to be indispensable. The cost of rehabilitation must
always be weighed against the option of replacement. This is
reality and beyond debate. Remember who you are working for and
why they have employed you.

One who sets out to change the military system would be well
advised to recall G.B. Shaw's thoughts concerning teaching a pig
to whistle -- it requires a great deal of effort and only serves
to annoy the pig.

It is easier to ride the horse the direction he is going in
* - and it is easier to work with the military system than against
* it.

Mission readiness, morale and retention are a far more
effective basis for discussion than humanitarian appeals. The
term, "rebabilitation" is preferable to "therapy" and "training"
is more acceptable still.

Communications should be brief, concise and free of
psychological jargon. "I-thou encounters" and "dialogues" are
not held in the same high regard as they are in civilian social
service agencies.

Facts and figures rather than theories and generalities are
the coin of the realm.

Promptness and brevity are virtues which although relatively
rare in the social services, are highly valued in the military.

PUT IT IN WRITING - It is reasonable to assume that any
proposals or other written documents will be widely distributed
and carefully scrutinized.
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Choosing the right "port of entry" is critical. It is
important to get to the levels of authority where a decision can

*9be made but it is important to keep in mind that a project can be
sabotaged at almost any level. A solid working relationship
requires considerable investment of time, but it is worth the
effort.

Physical appearances can be important. First impressions
colored by obesity or sloth are difficult.

The military is still a male dominated institution.
Everything will be somewhat more difficult but not impossible for
a female to accomplish.

The military tends to be somewhat wary of civilians and
visa-versa. They may have concerns that one is out to "rip them
off" or to interfere in some manner with the primary mission; and
there may be an initial reluctance to let one get a peek at the
"dirty laundry". This period of wariness is usually short lived.

The chain-of-command and the command's need to know should
be considered inviolable. It is better to err in the direction
of providing the command with too much information rather than
too little.

The military is likely to be far more sophisticated about
program evaluation issues than the civilian consumer. Measures
of consumer satisfaction are unlikely to impress.

Things are apt to not move at all and then to move very
* quickly. Appointments are often scheduled for 8:00 am the next

morning rather than 1:00 pm in two weeks which seems to be the
convention in the civilian sector. Similarly, when a program is
finally approved, there may be the expectation that the delivery
of services begin immediately.

SPECIFIC OBSERVATIONS RELATED TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROJECT:

The military has recognized the value of the support
-p. available through primary groups. The cohesion of small groups

is systematically encouraged through training, insuring that
groups remain intact during deployments and in generally
encouraging group activities. As a consequence, service members
are much less reluctant to meet and discuss personal issues in a
group setting than are their civilian counterparts.

There is generally an acceptance that the line between one's
personal life and that which the military has a legitimate
interest in is nor nearly so clearly drawn. A man's home may

* well be his castle but not when it belongs to his employer. *-
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Domestic disturbances are much more easily quelled with far
less risk to the military policeman than in the civilian sectors

- where domestic disturbances are among the most risky activities
they are called upon to undertake.

Military personnel are used to following orders and -
complaining about following orders. Complaining should not be
mistaken for insubordination or non-compliance but rather as a
natural and perhaps even healthy manifestation. .

One function a male therapist can fulfill is to model
alternative forms of acceptable masculine behavior.

Do not be defensive or attempt to conceal failures from the
command. Your expectations in terms of cure rates is likely to
be higher than theirs. (A batting average of 350 will get you in
the hall of fame). Creditability can often be enhanced by freely
acknowledging when you have failed to rehabilitate an individual.",

In many ways the military is a healthy, restricted
population. One is not likely to encounter chronic alcoholics,
psychosis or other forms of severe pathology which are relatively
common place in the civilian community.

AL-
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Political Ideology and the Willingness to Enlist

Captain Robert P. Kane
United States Military Academy

Abstract

0 This paper will contrast the relative impact of patriotic and
.(V) apatriotic motives on decisions mrade by a group of college stu-
(V_ dents to enlist in the armed forces. The decision to contrast

differences in political ideology is made to assess the impact of
"-' the increasing reliance by the military to focus on levels of pay
-0 and other market-linked conditions of work to establish military

CD manpower policy. The central thesis of this study is that this
reliance on economic incentives disregards the political motives

0.. of potential members. The basic research design of the paper is
1 to ask who, by political ideology, is most inclined to enlist un-

O-" der presently constructed conditions axd then to repeat the pro-
"- cess after offering more attractive enlistment incentives. The

hypothesis that students whose responses indicate that they tend
to be ideologically apatriotic will show a greater propensity to
enlist is rejected. The principal conclusion is that patriotism
does play a role in determining the enlistment decision.

Background

A directional construct is often employed by theorists to explain the
military and its relationship with civilian structure and norms. The
military, modeled in this way, is placed on a continuum varying between
"convergence" and "divergence" with the greater society (Moskos: 1973).
Variation can occur along three dimensions: membership-how much does the
military replicate the formal bureaucratic organization of civilian insti-
tutions; skill differentials-how many military tasks are similar to the
tasks required by other organizations; ideology--do military members retain

*the same values of the civilian society. This paper will concentrate on
the last of these dimensions, political ideology.

.- Janowitz (1971) presents a convergent model of the military in his re-

search. The military, in Janowitz' view, has necessarily taken on many of
the characteristics of large bureaucratic non-military institutions. Fur-
thermore, technological advances in this century may result in military
confrontations on a global level. For these reasons, the military hierar-
chy must be prepared to consider the social (in addition to the military)
implications of decisioi.s in the advice it gives to civilian authorities.
Therefore, it is important for Janowitz that members of the military force
reflect the values of (converge with) the larger civilian society, and more
specifically, the broadly liberal values of contemporary parliamentary de-
mocracies.

Huntington (1957), also writing during this period, saw the military as
necessarily divergent with civilian society. He theorized that, given the
necessary autonomy to do its job, the military would maintain high stan-
dards of professionalism. These standards would ensure that the military
would remain responsive to civilian control, while at the same time, allow-
ing for the most efficient means to carry out the military function.
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In the last decade, with the creation of an All Volunte(,r For(., (AV1-
major changes in the structure of the military have taken place that Ix.ar
upon the convergence/divergence formulation. The founders of the, AV- u.on-
sciously designed policies with the aim of creating a representative mili-

tary force. To meet these requirements, an appropriate system of ,(*cn(mil
incentives was established (Bachman: 1973). The critical assumption undr-
lying these manpower objectives was that recruitment would fol l( rational
man and utilitarian economic incentives. Toward this end, a system of en-
listment bonuses and increased recruit pay was implemented. Non-economi c
factors were not part of the model.

The basic thesis of this study is that patriotic motives were incor-
rectly disregarded by the architects of the AVF and that enlistment deci-
sions are not based solely on decisions by rational actors acting according -OI

to a market model. Accordingly, the following hypothesis is advanced. If
the economistic rationale is correct, it will be the rational actor, or
apatriotic individual who will respond most to better enlistment incen-
tives. In other words, the first hypothesis is that apatriotic individuals

will most reflect marketplace conditions.

Method

Individuals selected for the study represented students enrolled in an
Introduction to Sociology undergraduate course at Northwestern University
during the 1981-1982 and 1982-1983 academic years. The survey was given in
the fall of 1981 and spring and fall quarters of 1982. The total popula-
tion usable for statistical purposes during this period was 927 students.
Due to the relative closeness of the three sample periods, all three sur-

. . veys have been combined and treated as one for statistical and analytic

ividpurposes.noPn

To test the hypothesis, it is necessary to understand the model of in-.. , dividual enlistment behavior that is used. Political ideology is placed on ~i

a continuum varying from patriotic to apatriotic. The model then assumes
that where the student falls on the patriotic/apatriotic continuum will in-
fluence the decision to enlist. A more extensive study that used national
service as an indirect measure of patriotism used this same research design
(Burk et al: 1982).

Patriotism: the independent variable

A measure of patriotism was developed from the questionnaire items "1
which was a fairly clearcut measure of willingness to serve one's country.
The item was: "Would you favor or oppose requiring all young people to give
one year of service to the nation, with a choice to serve either in the 0.
military or in volunteer civilian work?" Another item was a little more
focused, but still tapped the underlying sentiment of service to one's
country: "Do you favor or oppose the registration of the names of all young
men so that in the event of an emergency the time needed to call up men for
a draft would be reduced?"

S""These two measures-national service and draft registration-of the
independent variables were scored on a standard five-point scale. To the
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degree individuals fell on the strongly agree end of the continuum they
were termed patriotic, to the degree they fell on the strongly disagree end
they were termed apatriotic. Considerable analysis of the variables dis-
cussed here, and many additional ones, clearly indicated that the "no opin-
ion" was not a separate uninvolved grouping, but truly a midpoint category,
indeed a benchmark, on the patriotic/apatriotic continuum. This will be ap-
parent in the presentation of the tabular data. This can be considered one
important preliminary finding of the study.

p] Enlistment options: the dependent variable

To show the enlistment tendencies of students, two aggregate variables
were constructed. One measured economic propensity and another combined
student responses to both economic and educational incentives; therefore,

it was an overall measure of enlistment propensity. As an example, to test
the first hypothesis (that patriotic motives are diminished in the econo-
mistic models of the AVF), a national service question could be used as the
measure of patriotic motivation. Consistent with the hypothesis, a compar-
ison between apatriotic and patriotic groupings should indicate a greater
percentage of potential enlistees in the apatriotic grouping.

Analysis of data

The national service measure of patriotism and overall enlistment pro-
pensity variable are presented below (Table 1). In the most patriotic
category (those who strongly favored national service), fifty-eight per-

>" cent of the students are potential enlistees (indicating they would enlist
on one or more of the options in the combined propensity variable). This
was the greatest percentage of potential enlistees of any of the categor-
ies. At the midpoint of the continuum, those who answered no opinion, only
thirty-eight percent are potential enlistees. Further, there is a basic
monotonic decrease in the percentage of potential enlistees along the pa-
triotic/apatriotic continuum. Similar results were obtained in the analy-
sis using draft registratirn as the measure.

In brief, there is little evidence that the apatriotic individuals show
a tendency to enlist at greater rates than the patriotic individuals. In
fact, the opposite finding is true, the most patriotic show a propensity to
enlist at rates higher than the apatriotic categories. .0

TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF POTENTIAL ENLISTEES ACROSS

IDEOLOGICAL CATEGORIES USING NATIONAL SERVICE AS THE MEASURE

COMBINED ENLISTMENT PROPENSITY

POTENTIAL WILL NOT
" ENLISTEES ENLIST TOTAL (N)

Strongly favor 58 42 100 (156)
Somewhat favor 46 54 100 (313)
No opinion 39 62 100 (45)

* Somewhat oppose 33 67 100 (198)
Strongly oppose 29 72 100 (191)
Column total % (44) (56) (903)
CHI Square = 24.9 p= .0001
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To sharpen the focus and to test the hypothesis in a more direct fash-
ion, the same independent variable is used but the dependent variable is
changed to measure the effects of strictly monetary enlistment incentives
These are arranged in order of increasing cash incentives. This data is
presented below (Table 2).

.-. -This table indicates several interesting findings. First, under the
standard enlistment option, with no bonus, only 1.3 percent of the entire
sample would enlist. Under the regimental enlistment option, which offered
a large bonus and the same monthly pay as the basic plan, the number of po-
tential enlistees increased only slightly, to just 4.2 percent. However,
the final choice given to the students under the economic propensity vari-
able was the ultra-economic plan, which offered a slightly higher bonus and
a significantly higher monthly payment. Considering this option, the per-
centage of potential enlistees increased to 20.7 percent.

When comparing the patriotic/apatriotic continuum, there is a tendency
for the patriotic categories to reflect greater response to the better en-
listment options, the opposite of what was hypothesized. Also, the percen-
tages of potential enlistees increases as one moves up the continuum to the
patriotic categories. It appears that even the purely economic incentives
will not transcend patriotic motivation.

TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF POTENTIAL FNLISTEES ACROSS

IDEOLOGICAL CATE)GORIES USING NATIONAL SERVICE (N=914)

ECONOMIC ENLISTMENT PROPENSITY V

. STANDARD(a) REGIMENTAL(b) ULTRA-ECONOMIC(c)
Strongly favor 4 9 35
Somewhat favor 1 4 28
No opinion 2 13 29
Somewhat oppose 1 3 19
Strongly oppose 1 6 23
Column Total (1.3) (4.2) (20.7)
CHI Square = 33.2 p< .001

(a) Three-year Enlistment at $700 monthly pay
(b) Four-year Enlistment at $700 mnthly pay, plus $7,500 bonus at time of

joining
(c) Four-year Enlistment at $2,000 monthly pay, plus $10,00 bonus at time

of joining.

If this first hypothesis is incorrect, that is, we find patriotic indi-
viduals most responsive to improved enlistment incentives, then it may be
beneficial to consider to what extent patriotic individuals will enlist. If
the density of patriots becomes too great in the military, the ideological
representativeness ay become skewed, and the development of a separate
military ethos becomes a feasible outcome (Bachman et al: 1977). A second

. hypothesis, then would be the converse of the first: the most patriotic
individual will respond greatest to better enlistment incentives.
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It should be noted that the two hypotheses predict quite different out-

' comes of military organization. If the first hypothesis is correct, those
most likely to enlist are occupationalists, who make rational choices to
join the military, and, see the military akin to a job. If the second hy-
pothesis is correct, those most likely to enlist are the most patriotic (in
the pro-military sense), who could constitute a force of political ideo-
logues that retain few linkages to civilian society.

Sunmmry and Conclusions

The data summarized in this paper disagree with the widely held belief
that youth no longer join the AVF for patriotic reasons. The principal
conclusion is that patriotism does play a significant role in determining
the composition of the AVF. Consequently, explanations of enlistment de- --
cisions based solely on the dominance of the market model of the military 70-1
are not likely to explain entirely the enlistment decision. Quite clearly,
there are not just economic factors, but many rea3ons that go into naking a
decision to enlist.

Finally, economistic models of the military may lose sight of the im-"
portance of normative and non-economic components in the enlistment pro-
cess. Indications of this were shown in the data, as students in the pa-
triotic categories consistently displayed greater enlistment propensity
than those in patriotic categories.

These findings indicate that patriotic motives clearly crosscut and
transcend economic and educational incentives. This is true even among
college students at an elite university, as their choices reveal patriotic
motives when making potential enlistment decisions.
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Young Germans between Compulsory Military Service 6
... and Conscientious Objection

,- Heinz-J. Ebenrett

.. (Y Psychological Service of the German Federal Armed Forces

• 0 Abstract 6

.[ Sample inquiries among young Germans give way to the
S.-* . assumption that the present rate of conscientious ob-

--: ~jectors will still increase. Most of the potential
conscientious objectors originate from educated classes

of society and show an emotional affinity to the peace
movement. The preparedness of the young people in total

to render military service does not seem to be jeopar-
dized; with a further increase of the rate of objectors,
however, a sociological imbalance with regard to a just
distribution of the defense burdens will be imminent.-

Background

Since 1979 civil polling institutes carry out an annual sample inquiry by
direction of the Federal Ministry of Defense among those age groups who
are up for conscription. In each of those inquiries about 1500 young men
between 16 and 18 years of age are questioned in individual interviews on
relevant attitudes and positions regarding defense policy. The data
enable us to show trends of development and to relate them to political
events, military relevant decisions or other changes of the exogeneous

"" .- social factors.

General trends

The Fedvral Republic of Germany is the country with the lowest birth rate
in the world. Already at the end of this decade the number of young men
needed will be lower than the nresent requirements for conscripts.

In view of this perspective it will be of the utmost importance whether
the expected deficiency will not even be a rgravated by an increasing rate
of conscripts who claim their right of conscientious objection and who
vote to render civilian suostitute service. The Basic Law of the Federal
Republic of Germany provides for such an individual decision for reasons
of conscience. It is, however, considered to be an exception and must be

by no means lead to a situation in which only specific sociological groups

1£ 'will render military service and other will not.

There are indications for such a danger. Already today such young men are
overrepresented among the conscripts who have a relatively low education,
who have worked prior to their conscription and who come from rural areas.
Young men with a secondary school educition, pupils and students from
large cities, in many cases even without close religious bindinGs, in-
creasingly tend to conscientious objection. S

The existing problems will even be aggravated by current demoi-raphic trends.
Thus, for example, tae portion of the rural population with close
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religious bindings and a traditionally good defense motivation continues
to decrease. On the other hand the portion of young peonle with secondary
education has more than tripled since 1950. In addition, youth organiza-
tionfand institutions as traditional conveyors of social values and obliga-
tions continue to loose their importance. They have been replaced by in-
formal small groups and idols advocating a superficial individualization.

Attitudes towards the Federal Armed Forces

A relatively high majority of two tLirds of the young men still consider
the Federal Armed Forces to be "very important" or "important", respective-
ly. Nevertheless this degree of acceptance means an essential step back-
wards as compared to previous years when each time three quarters of the
young people supported that opinion:

Fig. 1: Significance of the Federal Armed Forces (answers in percent)

1978 79 80 81 82

very important 26 32 35 27 21 22
-, important 50 48 47 48 54 42

less important 15 11 8 13 13 18
unimportant,

-. '.' harmful etc. 9 9 9 11 11 18

. _ The losses of esteem of the Federal Armed Forces are accompanied by a
decreasing confidence in the defense capability of the Western Alliance. ,

Fig. 2: An attack from the East... (answers in percent)

1981.82 8

can be repelled 41 36 30
not sure 47 47 49 O
cannot be repelled 12 17 21

This increasing scepsis must be seen in connection with increasing reserva-
tions against the employment of nuclear weapons and against the United
States as allies. Only every fourth of the young people supports an em-
ployment of nuclear weapons in wartime. In addition, only every second
thinks that we can depend "completely" (17%) or "predominantly" (33%) on

" . the United States in wartime. The presence of US forces in Germany, how-
'  ever, is not questioned by the majority:

Fig. 3: Who profits by the presence of US forces in the Federal Republic

of Germany? (answers in percent)

1an2 1983

* both sides 52 50
, above all we 22 17

above all the United States 18 22
nobody 9 11

" --
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Furthermore it is interesting that only a minority (34%) of the young 0
*people questioned thinks that the Federal Republic of Germany is not mili-

*tarily threatened. Out of that minority again only every second (16.5%)
deems it right that the Federal Armed Forces should not fight in the case

*of a military attack. As in the past the by far overwhelming majority of
the young people still considers a national military defense necessary-

Salthough without nuclear weapons.

It is alarming that the manifestation of morale is not accompanied by poli-
tical and military technical knowledge. The greater such knowledge of the
young people is - i.e. the more relevant questions they were able to answer
correctly - the greater are, for instance, their doubts about a successful
repulsion of an attack by the alliance.

Voluntary enlistments

In our samples the percentage of young people who consider a voluntary pro-
longed duty had remained the same during the past years with just under
20%. In 1983, however, it decreased considerably to 16%:

Fig. 4: Personal attitude towards military service (answers in percent)

eonscientious objection 13 10 10 9 9 9 13
objection or military service 22 15 14+ 13 16 14 19
military service 43 52 59 58 57 58 51

replcompulsory military service
*or voluntary enlistment 12 12 10 11 9 10 8

voluntary enlistment 10 11 7 9 9 9 8
In contrast to the trends of the answers in our samples, however, the actual
number of applications received by the recruitingdetachments has rather in-

hcreased, especially for officer careers:6'-

Fig. 5: Actual number of applicants
1981 82 L

applications for officer careers
(without medical service) 6,500 8,800 11,300
voluntary enlistment 2
NCOs/lower ranks 58,000 49,000 59,000

A provable connection between the respective number of applicants and the
situation on the labor market shows; that many volunteers base their deci-
sion on a rational cost-benefit analysis. In former years those applicants
only tended towards short-time enlistment; in the meantime, however, an
increasing number also apply for long-term duty. Nevertheless it cai be
said that most applicants for long-term duty are characterized in the first
line by a strong affinity to the military, i.e. they have a positive emo-
tional relation to the military. In our sample the item which most clearly
reflected that emotional relation was the following question: "Can you
imagine yourself collecting weapons?"
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Conscientious objectors

The present increase of the number of options for conscientious objection
(see Fig. 4) must be seen in connection with the discussion on rearmament

during the past year. Obviously it is rather based on superficial atti-
tudes analogous to the "spirit of the time" than on real decisions of con-
science. This assumption is supported by answers on an additional question
according to which only every second option would be retained if the civil-
ian substitute service were made "uncomfortable":

Fig. 6: Firmness of the decision for "conscientious objection"

(group specific answers in percent) O

1978 79 80 81 82 8.

full-time nursing of
patients confined to bed 55 52 53 49 52 45

2 years civilian service 42 37 54 53 57 49

quartering in barracks 59 59 62 54 66 55

large distance from the
place of residence 54 54 59 53 62 51

Potential conscientious objectors are not evenly distributed among the

population but predominantly come from certain social groups:

Fig. 7: Sociodemographic characteristics and inclination to conscientious

objection (data as of 1982)

Percentage of potential

conscientious objectors: 15 % 61 %

characteristics: upper classes of high school diploma
elementary school ("Abitur")
catholic/protestant large city
professional training father: secondary

education

In addition it is a characteristic of potential conscientious objectors
that they are not members in a sports club and show an emotional affinity
to the peace movement. .-.

Peace movement

According to our data only 11 % of the young people questioned consider 5

themselves "a part of the peace movement". An additional 62 %, however,
* show sympathy for its aims. Only 19 % show little understanding for the

peace movement and only 8 % reject it categorically. The following ten-
dencies of the answers clarify basic attitudes:
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Fg. Opinions about the peace movement 1983 (answers in percent V

N = 1525)

correct" "wrong" not sure

4%"- is necessary because of
the arms race 63.0 20.5 16.5

- is composed of idealists 70.0 11.1 18.9

-represents interests of
the Soviet Union 13.6 68.8 17.6

endangers the friendship
with the United States 23.5 59.3 17.2

The data prove that a clear majority of the young people questioned has
a positive attitude towards the aims and arguments of the peace movement.
In this context the basic attitude is, however, neither defeatist nor
pacifistic: a similarly vast majority of young people would be willing to
repel an attack on the Federal Republic of Germany by force of arms. 'O
Furthermore a threat from the East is still considered relevant. To an
increasing extent, however, the large-scale armament of both super pcwers is -

experienced as just such a threat.

Summarizing contemplation

Many of the observations and current empirical trends can be attributed -
to an increased "emotionalization" as the basic psychological variable.
That emotionalization of young people occurs together, for example, with
indications for an "interiorizationi (stable partnerships, youth religions),
"sensibilization" (civil rights, environmental protection), and "solidari-
zationi (peace movement, Third World). Furthermore, the following three
social phenomena which are generally in contrast to the objectives of
defense policy are of special military psychological importance:

1. The discussions on the defense capability of the Alliance, the reli-
ability of the United States, the nuclear threat, etc. are characte-
rized by an "atmospheric increase of negative perceptions".

2. The emotionalization is accompanied by an increased polarization.
Willingness to compromise and tolerance are decreasing.

3. The feeling of one's own powerlessness promotes regressive behavior
patterns in the private sphere and tendencies towards neutralization
or nationalization, respectively, in the political sphere.

Those three phenomena seem to characterize attitudes and behavior of young
.ermans in a special way. The latest inquiry data, however, which show
that obviously the young people no longer have a predominantly pessi-
mistic view of their personal future and that for the first time in years
a majority expects an overall economic recovery give hope for a "turn of

*O; ' events". O
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THE IMPACT OF INFORAION QUALITY ON CAREER DECISION MAKING

(V ~ John R. Bruni Thomas WV. H. Backman

Navy Personnel Research and Development Center 0

.' .%C0

0 Patricia L. Randolph

I Texas Christian University

Abstract

The present study examined the use of thirteen information sources for career planning activi-
ties in a sample of 2859 Navy Officers. Based on component analysis, four use dimensions were
identified and were related to the attributes of perceived source accuracy, honesty, and availability.
The results indicate differences in usage frequency, but with source being positively correlated with

* source attributes. However, separate source regressions made for use indicate that only accuracy and
-: availability of the information source predict source use. These results generally agree with prior

research in the decision making area.,

Introduction

The relationship of individual decision making effectiveness and information quality has re- .r
ceived considerable attention in the organizational literature (Caldwell & O'Reilly, 1983; Culnan, 1983;
O'Reilly, 1982). These studies demonstrated that as the quality of the information availability in-
creases, so does the quality of the decisions made. Other studies have also shown that there is a posi-
tive relationship between information use and the level of environmental uncertainty (Blandin &
Brown, 1977). These findings would suggest that when faced with a highly uncertain environment, the
decision maker should make greater use of the available accurate information sources in the decision
process in order to reduce uncertainty (Galbraith, 1973). However, a number of authors have noted
that there are factors that may interfere with use of different sources to obtain accurate information.
It has been suggested that an information source that is perceived as providing more accurate informa-
tion is more likely to be used (Caldwell & O'Reilly, 1983; O'Reilly, 1982; Zmud. 1978). However.
several studies have found that perceived source accessibility, rather than the expected accuracy of the
information source, determined both source selection and use (Blandin & Brown, 1977; O'Reilly, 1982).
Additionally, perceived trustworthiness has been found to hve a major influence on source use (Griffin,
1967). These studies suggest that under conditions of high environmental uncertainty, perceptions of

N, several source attributes affect both source selection and use.

An area where this research would seem particularly relevant is that of career decision making.
:7Z- Thus, the primary purpose of this research is to investigate the influence of several perceived attributes

of information sources on an individual's decision to use a particular source regarding career decisions. 7

While the earlier literature hai recognized the importance of information source use, the bulk of this
work has focused on initial career choice. Given the dearth of available literature on mid-career deci-
&ion making, the present study sought to examine the following issues: (a) what is the underlying
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dimensionality of information source use, (b) does evidence exist which supports an order of informa-
tion source preference, and (c) what are the source attributes which determine their preference?
More specifically, and based on previous decision making research and work by Holzback and Morrison
(1982). it was expected that information sources could be grouped into three or tour primary dimen-0
sions. Additionally, previous research has found differences among decision making in predispositions
to use certain types of sources (Holland, Stead, & Leibrock. 1976). It was therefore expected that there
would be differences in use of information sources, with primary preferences for the interpersonal
channels. Finally, information source use would be expected to positively correlate with source attri-
butes of perceived availability, accuracy, and honesty. However, it also was hypothesized that source
availability would be the best predictor of source use.

Method

Subjects and Procedure.

The sample for the present study consisted of 2859 U.S. Navy commissioned officers. The
present sample represented a 37% return rate. Subjects were selected by commission year (i.e., time in
the organization) based on a random stratified sampling design. The resulting sample represented 30%
of the total surface warfare community. When the sample was compared to the total sample on demo-
graphics, no significant differences were found. The average age of responding officers was 33.1 years
(SD=5.89); pay grade ranged from 0-1 to 0-5. The modal level of completed education (68%) was 16
years (baccalaureate degree) with the next largest group of officers, some 26%, having completed a mas-
ters degree.

Selected officers were mailed the Officer Career Questionnaire, a return envelope, and cover
letter describing the purpose of the research. Subjects Were informed that participation was voluntary
and assured that their responses would be confidential. Quesionnaires with ten percent or more missing
data were eliminated. Data for the present research is part of a larger study investigating career related
issues among Navy officers. For a more detailed description of sampling procedures and measures see
Morrison and Cook (1983).

Measures.

Measures used in the present research included-

Information Source Use. Based on the work of Morrison and Holzback (1982), thirteen
sources of career information used in career decision making were identified. These included CO
(commanding officer), XO (executive officer), department head, other Senior Officers 'in My communi-
ty,' senior officers 'outside my community,' peers, detailers, 'Perspective,' IM Officer Career Plan-
ning Guidebook,* 'Commanding Officer's Addendum,' 'Officer Billet Summnary,' 'Navy Times.' and
public media. For each of the information sources, subjects responded on a 7-point scale ( very low ...
7-very high) on how frequently they used each source for career planning information and guidance.

Information Source Attributes. To measure source attributes subjects were asked to asses the
availability, accuracy. and honesty of each of the information sources. These attributes were rated on a
7-point scale as they applied to each information source. r

Demographic information on education and tenure in the navy was obtained from organiza-
tional personnel data files.

Analyses.

Separate principal components analyses were conducted for information source use as well as
for the source attributes of availability, accuracy, and honesty. Salient variable component scores (Gor-
such, 1974) were calculated by summing responses to variables with loadings of greater than or equal to

* .40 on each source and attribute component. Paired t-tests for differences between information source
use components were conducted to assess differences in patterns of use. Finally, correlational and re-
gression techniques were then used to relate source use and source attributes.
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Results

To assess the dimensionality underl)ing the relationships among the information sources, a
principal components analysis of the 13 sources was conducted. Four components with cigenvalues of
greater than or equal to 1.0 were found, which accounted for 60% of the trace. The first four com-
ponents were then rotated to varimax simple structure; component loadings and communalities are
shown in Table 1. To facilitate interpretation, only items with loadings of greater than or equal to .40
are presented. The first component reflected use of detailers in combination with the printed materials
of 'Perspective,' 'URL Officer Career Planning Guidebook,' 'Commanding Officer's Addendum.' and
'Officer Billet Summary.' This component was labelled 'Formal Career Sources.' The second com-
ponent reflected use of CO, XO, and department head. This component was labelled 'Immediate Supe-
riors.' The third component, 'Other Professionals,' reflects use of senior officers 'in my community.'
senior officers 'outside my community,' and peers. The fourth component, 'Informal Public Sources,'
reflects use of 'Navy Times' and public media. These results support the expected multidimensional
structure of information source use and are consistent with previous research in decision making. Reli-
ability estimates (coefficient alpha) for the four components were .73, .74, .58, and .73 respectively.

Separate principal components analyses of the source attributes of source availability, accuracy,
and honesty resulted in simple structures. In other words, for each attribute four components were
identified with similar patterns of item loadings as observed with source use. Reliability estimates for
the source attribute components ranged between .58 and .81.

Correlations of education and tenure in the navy with information source use dimensions
ranged between -.05 and .01, which indicated that source use was not affected by those variables.

Table 2 presents the means, standard deviations, and correlations among the four use com-
ponents. Two items are worth noting. First, the intercorrelations were all significant, positive, and of
moderate magnitude. Further, these values suggest only limited amounts of 'halo' among the sources.
Second, an inspection of the means revealed that the primary source of information was Immediate Su-
periors, followed by Other Professionals, Formal Career Sources, and lastly by Informal Public Sources.

"- .'.,'. When t-tests were used to examine the reliability of differences between pairs of the use sources, all
differences were found to be significant (p< .01). These results provide clear support for the expecta-
tion that individuals would differ in their preference for source, with greater use of interpersonal
sources (Immediate Superiors and Other Professionals).

Relationships between the four information use dimensions and dimensions of the source attri-
butes are summarized in Table 3. All the correlations were significant and were in the expected direc-
tions. High source use was associated with perceptions of greater accuracy, honesty, and availability.
However, except for Immediate Superiors, correlations of source use with source accuracy were larger
than with availability, which was counter to expectations.

In order to further investigate the use-attribute relationship each information source use di-
mension was regressed on its respective three attributes. All four regression equations are significant.
For three of the four equations the regression weight for honesty was non-significant; for the dimension
of Immediate Superiors, significant but small. Perhaps the most noteworthy finding was that the regres-
sion weights for both accuracy and availability were approximately equal for two of the use dimensions,
Formal Career Sources and Immediate Superiors. Additionally, for the remaining source dimensions, .
Other Professionals and Informal Public Sources, accuracy rather than availability had the larger
weight. This last finding was opposite to that expected.

" Discussion .
._

The present study addresscd questions of information source use dimensionality and the effects
of perceived source attributes on their use for career planning activities. The results of this study sup-
ported a multidimensional conceptualization of information source use. Additionally, the source use

*D, ' dimensions were similar to those dimensions that have been found in the decision making literature -*
(Culnan. 1983). Also consistent with previous research, the frequency of use of the four source dimen-
sions indicated a preference for the interpersonal channels of career information. Although not report-
ed here, when use of the individual sources making up the dimension of Immediate Superiors and Oth-
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cr Profcssionals were compared. the two persons most interpersonally proximal to the individual were
the most used. Of some note was the relatively moderate use of the formal career sources in an
individual's career planning activities. This is particularly surprising given that included in this dimcn-
sion was the detailer, the individual who is the principal organizational representative tasked with as-
sisting the officer in managing his/her career.

The finding that accuracy was either as good or better a predictor of information source use
than source availability was unexpected. Before exploring this result, it is important to look at each of
the use attribute relationships separately. In terms of the source availability and use relationships,
research indicates that this relationship may by reciprocal in nature. Use of an information source im-
proves perceptions of source availability, which in turn leads to increases in its use (Allen, 1977). The
importance given to the accuracy of a source is quite understandable given the career implications of
decisions based on inaccurate information. Unlike previous decision making research in which indivi-
duals making decisions may know that the effects of a wrong decision are often ameliorated by other
organizational factors; a bad career decision may be career fatal. O'Reilly (1982) also noted that infor-
mation in organizations is often contradictory or vague. This is particularly true in terms of career in-
formation in organizations where an individual career is subject to periodic changes in organizational
career emphasis. Given this about career environments, it appears that more emphasis should be placed
on source credibility. A possible explanation can be found in the high correlation between accuracy
and honesty.

In summary, the findings of the present study suggest the value of a decision making perspec-
tive for studying career decision making. Additionally, the integration of decision making and career
literature suggests new areas for research. This latter point can be seen in the present research. Little
research has explored the importance of and processes by which an individual manages his/her career
after the initial career choice. While the results of the present study are generally consistent with the
decision literature, the equal importance of source accuracy and availability is not. Whether this
reflects generalizable differences in career decision making versus managerial decision making, or mili-
tary versus civilian organizational differences could not be answered in this research, and future inves-
tigations on these topics are suggested.
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TABLE I TABLE 2

Principle Component Analysis for Infrmnation Source Use Means, Standard Deviations and Correlations

Rotated Component Structure
_________________Information Source Use X SD 1 2 3 4

Items. Ii It IVh . Formal Career Sources 3.28 1.26 -

2. Immediate Superiors 3.97 1.77 .25*
1. CO 85 .7

3. Other Professions 3.81 1.45 .32* .38**
2. XO .85.7

4. Informal Public Sources 2.85 1.73 .34* .10- .21
3. Department Head .64 .53

4. Other Senior Officers
in my Community .74 .64 -p < .01.

5. Senior Officers outside TABLES '
my Community .72 .56

Relationship Between Informtation Source Use and Source Attributes
6. Peers .64 .45 _________________________________

7. Detailers .49 .44 Information Source Use

8. 'Perspective' .72 -54

Source Formal Immediate Other Informal9. 'URL Officer Career Attributes Career Superiors Profes- Public
Planning Guidebook' .79 .63 Sources sionals sources

10. 'Commanding Officer's
*Addendum* .71 .57 r p

11 OfcrBle umr' .3.3Accuracy .40 .27" .49 -36- .50 .39" 355 .54-

12 ayTms.8.1Honesty .37 .01 .38 -.06" 1,U .04 .45 -D2

13 ulcMda.5.7Availability .39 '14"' -51 .38- .45 -27*' .26 .1111.

R= .45 .58 -55 .56
Note: Onty those items with loadings a! .40Oae reported. R 2= .1.4.03

Note. All zero order and multiple correlations wiere ingnfcant at P < 01

A. Ftitmated values are iiandardired reression weighits

'P. 05.
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The Stability of Vocational Interest - Career Examination (VOICE) Scores
Ot

Michael D. Matthews
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Brooks AFB, Texas

ABSTRACT

The Vocational Interest - Career Examination (VOICE) is designed to assess O
vocational interests and to predict job satisfaction in various career fields
for Air Force enlisted accessions. An issue that has practical and applied
ramifications concerns the stability of interest scores over an extended
period of time. Previous research on commercially available interest inven-
tories indicates relatively high test-retest correlations over periods of
time ranging up to 35 years. However, these inventories were normed on and

designed for so called "white collar" occupations, and stability analyses
utilized college student or college trained populations. The VOICE, in con-
trast, is designed to assess vocational interests for "blue-collar" jobs re-
presentative of work activities in enlisted occupations. Accordingly, the
purpose of the current study was to assess the stability of VOICE scores
over a two to three year period. A sample of 932 1979 and 1980 enlistees
were administered the VOICE on the sixth day of Basic Military Training (TI)

and again two to three years later (T2). Overall, the results indicated
moderate T, - T 2 correlations, ranging in value from .52 to .70. Prelimi-
nary analyses also indicated that the scores of females were somewhat less

stable than those of males, especially for nontraditional career/interest
areas (e.g., heavy construction, mechanics). The results have implications
for the operational use of the VOICE, especially as a counselling tool for

personnel changing career fields following the completion of their initial -

. tour of duty. Additionally, the results have theoretical implications con-
cerning the malleability of vocational interests as a function of experience.
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-.. INTERELATIONS AMONG CAREER COUNSELING, ORGANIZATIONAL
-V" COMMITMENT AND CAREER SATISFACTION

(V.) Thomas W. H. Backman and John R. Bruni
* 0 Navy Personnel Research and Devclopment Center

0.-, Patricia L. Randolph
Texas Christian University

ABSTRACT

The present research is an exploration of the relationships among career counsel-
ing, organizational commitment, and career satisfaction. Questionnaires returned by 5051
Navy Aviation Officers contained items forming the above three scales as part of a larger
study of career retention of high quality Navy Officers.

Results indicate that there is a strong correlation between organizational commit-
ment and career satisfaction, but the relationships of these two correlates with career counsel-
ing is weak. Also, an argument is made that career counseling is actually career advice con-
founded with internal recruiting. Implications for a redefinition of career counseling are dis-
cussed.

INTRODUCTION

Career counseling can best be described as a subset of the relatively new concept of
career management (Gutteridge, 1976; Morrison & Holiback, 1980; Pinto, 1976; Schein, 1978);
and here refers directly to the interactions of an individual with organizational representatives
regarding the organization's career system, norms and values, and opportunities. For example,
the Navy has created the position of the detailer who along with the officer's CO and other
superiors, are charged with counseling officers and directing them on appropriate career path-
ways. The detailer is actuahy a career manager, with counseling being one of many functions
in the career management system (recruitment, performace assessment, etc. being others)
(Morrison and Holzback, 1980). With appropriate career counseling, career satisfaction and or-
ganizational commitment have been hypothesized to increase (cf. Aviation Commanding
Officers' Fact Book), but to date this relationship has not been empirically tested. .0

Organizational commitment has been found to have important implications for a
number of individual and organizational variables, such as job absenteeism and turnover, atti-
tudes and expectations. Organizational commitment is here defined as the relative strength
of an individual's identification with and involvment in a particular organization,' after Porter
and Steers (1973) and Mowday, Porter and Steers (1982).

This concept includes the factors of:
a) a strong belief in and acceptance of the organiation's goals and values; %

b) a willingness to exert considerable effort on behalf of the organization;and

c) a strong desire to maintain membership in the organizations (Mowday, Porter,
& Steers; 1982).

4. Although a behavioral component is implied (see b above) organizational commit-
ment is, in fact, an attitude, that has been positively related to performance (Porter, Cram-
pon, & Smith, 1976) and tenure (Mowday ct al., 1979; Steers, 1977) and negatively related to
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*.. absenteeism (Mowday et a., 1979; Steers, 1977) and turnover (Angle & Perry, 1981; Horn, Ka-
terberg, & Itulin, 1979; Koch and Steers, 1978).

Organizational commitment has been of interest to the Navy's career counseling
system because of its particular relationships to performance, turnover, and tenure. With the
latter variable, however, it is difficult to discern whether tenure enhances commitment or
commmitment directly influences tenure. For this reason, the present study proposes to exam-
ine the relationships between organizational commitment, career counseling and career satis-
faction while partialling out year of service (and/or rank/grade).

Career satisfaction is an individual's emoticnal reaction to his/her career. It is ex-
pected that career counseling will be positively correlated with career satisfaction. Based on
the assumption that career counseling should help the individual's clarify their career aspira-
tions and/or assist them in finding ways of achieving their goals within the organization. This
form of counseling should lead to a reduction in career ambiguity which in turn would lead to
greater satisfaction.

METHOD

Subjects and Procedure

The sample of 5051 US. Navy pilots and Navy flying officers were served with a
career questionnaire (Morrison & Cook, 1983). The present sample represented a 41% overall
return rate, 38% for the pilots and 48% for the flying officers. Subjects were selected by corn-
mission year (i.e, time in the organization) based on a stratified random sampling design. The
selected officers representing pay/rank grades 0-1 to 0-5 were mailed the Officer Career Ques-
tionnaire, a return envelope, and cover letter describing the purpose of the research. Subjects
were informed that participat'on was voluntary and assured that their responses would be
confidential. Questionnaires with 10% or more missing data were eliminated. Data for the
present research is part of a larger study investigating career related issues among Navy
officers. For a more detailed description of sampling procedures and measures see Morrison
and Cook (1983).

Measures

Organizational Commitment was devloped from the scale by Mowday, Porter, and
Steers (1982). Career Satisfaction was developed from the scale by Morrison and Cook (1983).

A measure of the amount of career counseling received was derived from a set of
questionnaire items such as "I've been counseled on how the Navy's system works for members
of my community" (agree-disagree 7 pt. scale) and "I've had good counsel on the Navy's norms
and values for officers" (agree-disagree 7 pt. scale). Only those officers whose grades were 1
between LTJG and CDR were included due to the ensigns' low knowledge of the Navy career
system, along with the low sample of respondents in this grade. "-

Principal component analyses were conducted on the various statements. Items
which loaded highest on the factor that best represented the overall construct of the amount
of career counseling received were then selected to form a career counseling scale. Items
within this scale that were found to have the highest estimate of internal consistancy reliabili-
ty were then chosen to construct the final composite score. 0
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TABLE I

* . "Principle Component Analysis (Varimax rotation) of Career C~ucseling

Component Structure

Items. II h

m0
1. Importance of having someone avaliable .79 .63

with whom I am comfortable and trust
to discuss my career.

2. Officers need a special career counseling .75 .59
system for them.

3. My senior officers interact with me .58 35
frequently

4. I've been counseled on how the Navys * .81 .66
career system works for members of my
community

5. I've been counseled on the Navy's career .69 .49
opportunities outside of my community.

6. I've been counseled on the timing and .84 .71
" proper career progression which will help me

reach my career goals in the Navy.

7. I've had good counsel on the Navy's norms .77 .59
and values for officers.

Eigenvalue 2.81 1.22
" Percent of Variance 40 17 (total=57)

Items used to construct a sc.e to measure the amount of career counseling received.

Note: Only those items with loadings ..40 are reported.

alpha of 'component I = .81

alpha of component II = 34
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RESULTS

Component Analyses

Utilizing the criteria of valid principal components as those with eigenvalues
greater than or equal to 1.0, two emerged from the analysis. The first component (Table 1)
was interpreted as measuring the amount of counseling received and the second component as
a measure of the perceived importance of career counseling. Of interest to this study is the
first component. Five items correlated greater than or equal to .40 with the factor labeled asI!•" Career Advice; these loadings ranged from .58 to .86 and accounted for 40% of the variance.
However, when an estimate of the internal consistancy was tested for these 5 items, one item -.

was found to slightly decrease the a';pha ("my senior officers interact with me frequently").
Therefore, 4 out of 5 items were retained to form the final career counseling scale. The alpha
of .81 also represents the lower bound estimate to the Population Reliability based on the for-

,. mulas of Woodward and Bentler (1978). -

Correlation analysis

Correlations among the three scales were calculated across all ranks. Additional
analysis were conducted controlling for rank. Rank was found to explain less than 2 percent
of the variance, and so is not further described. 0

TABLE 2

Correlations among scales

variable n x sd Organizational Career Career
Commitment Satisfaction Counseling

Commitment 4745 5.0 0.82 .726- 303"
Satisfaction 4745 5.8 1.0 .311"
Counseling 4745 4.5 13

, . .- p < .01. "

DISCUSSION

The Amount of Counseling Received scale for the aviation community produced a
similiar reliablity and content as measured in the additional officer samples (Backman,
unpublished). The scr-'e had a positive and low correlation with the other scales, Career Satis-
faction and Organizational Commitment (Table 2 ). The larger correlation between Organiza-
tional Commitment and Career Satisfaction might shed some light on causal factors to organi-

zational commitment. Although these analysis were not conducted to show causal relations, an
argument can be made that factors which cause a person to become commited to the Navy are
also personally satisfying. We examined questionnaire comments from the respondents, inter-
views from detailers, interviews from CO's and written "counseling materials' to verify and
elaborate that to the navy 'counseling" is a surrogate word for advice and internal recruiting
on how to persuade the individual to select positions that are compatible with the Navy's man-
ning and retention requirements. The term "counseling" is, however, misleading, based on
contents of materials provided to the individuals.

Organizational commitment was found to be positively correlated with rank ( a sur- S
rogote for tznure) but not enough to confirm the findings of Mowday ct al. (1979) or Steers
(1977). However, the decision to remain in the Navy beyond the minimum service requirement
is strongly rcated to rank (Backman, unpublished data). Thus, organizational committment is
depende it upon factors other than tenure. From a resarch perspective we now ask the
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questions: 1) What are the underlying common factors which link organizational commitment
and career satisfaction? 2) What are the causal mechanisms of organizational commitment and
career satisfaction? Once the factors and mechanisms are understood, we can address the
problem of devising a career counselig program, as part of the detailing system, that would
aid an officer in choosing the appropiate career path. Such a program must include informa-

-. .tion on the Navy's retention and manpower requirements, information on methods to increase
the individual's organizational committment, and information on methods to increase the

* . individual's career satisfaction. Because of the strong and positive relationship between organi-
zational commitment and career satisfaction it may be possible to target one aspect (for exam- o
pic career satisfaction) and achieve the other objective simultaneously.
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Identifying Variables Influential to an Officer Promotion Nomination Board Ol
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Abstract '

" This study surveyed the decision strategy of an Air Force major command
promotion nomination board to below-the-zone major. The board members

, responded to survey questions to provide influence ratings for 15
promotion folder variables. Analyses addressed: time 1/time 2
influence measurements; board members' intraclass correlation; and
measuring specific interaction effects using the Policy Specifying O
modeling technique; and converged on a subset of influential
variables. Additional uses of this approach are also discussed.

* -The Air Force promotion process plays an important role in the ;
officer personnel management system. Promotion results provide
valuable feedback to Air Force leaders about the present and future
quality of Air Force officers. The promotion process has also been
examined emperically. Moore and Trout (1978) developed the
"visability theory" of promotion which described how interpersonal

, . networking in addition to performance were necessary for advancement.
Glenn (1977) used the judgement analysis technique, JAN, (Christal.
1968) to identify key factors that randomly selected officers
incorporated for their "whole person" concept of promotability.

.Malmstrom et. al. (1982) also surveyed randomly selected officers to
identify variables from the Officer Career Brief listings that were
important for selection to a command position. These studies have
been very valuable in shedding light on the promotion selection
process but are limited in specificity. Moore and Trout's theory and
its validation are globally oriented explanations of the promotion
process, while the results from MalMstrom et. al. are generalized to

O the promotion process. Finally Glenn's JAN application derived a
promotion.policy from hypothetical promotion records scored by
hypothetical promotion board members.

The purpose of this study was to examine the officer promotion
process in greater detail. An Air Force major command (MAJCOM)

O promotion nomination board was surveyed to determine the effect of 15 .0
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promotion folder variables on their nomination decisions. Spec if ic
issues examined included: independent importance ratings for each .-

variable; time 1/time 2 measurements of 'he variables'I importance;
board members' interrater reliability; an explicit weighting of
interactive effects between specific variables.

Method

Subj ects

The subjests were 10 Ai. -orce colonels, members of a MAJOOM
promotion nomination board. As board members they were assigned to
select eligible captai. for nomination to promotion below-the-zone to
the rank of major. The captains selected by this board would compete
with nominees from other MAJGOMs for below-the-zone promotion at a
central promotion board conducted at the Air Force Manpower and
Personnel Center.

Procedure

The subjects were surveyed continuously during their week-long
board activities. The f ir st survey was administered at the beginnling
of the week to gather independent ratings of influence toward
promotion nomination for 15 variables using a 9-point rating s cale .
The variables, listed in Table 1, were chosen because they were

* quantifiable, easily identified in the promotion folder and
described officers and their careers. A re-administration was
conducted at the end of the week for time 1/time 2 measurements.
Throughout the week, self-explicated utility ratings (Hoepfl and
Huber , 97)were collected for specific interaction (i.e. multi-
plicative) effects between the 15 variables. The subjects were
instructed to use a 10-point unanchored utility scale to describe6
"the benefit to the Air Force of selecting a Captain with the listed

- - characteristics for promotion." Interactions were measured by
heuristically pairing the variables into three domains: (1) a
performance characteristics domain primarily containing variables
from the front side of the Officer Effectiveness Report (QER);
(2) a total formal education domain containing advanced degree and
Air Force training programs completed; (3) a job characteristics
domain which describes the characteristics of the officers'
assignments. As an example, the performance characteristics domain
and four interaction questions are shown in Figure 1 . In all, these

0. domains created the necessary framework to measure specific
interactions between the variables and constructs using the Policy
Specifying technique (Ward, 1977, Ward, Pina , Fast and Roberts , 1979)
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Analysis

The analyses addressed four questions about the promotion process. 01

They were: (1) What promotion folder variables initially
influenced the board members?; (2) Did the week long experience of
reviewing records affect the variables' relative importance ratings?;
(3) Were the board members in agreement about the variables'
importance at both the beginning and the end of the week?; (4) What

. variables both independently and interactively enhanced officer's

- chances for the board's below-the-zone nomination?

-" Results

The variable "Demonstration of Leadership Ability" had the highest ,

influence rating in surveys at both the beginning and the end of the

week. The variables ratings and ranks are listed for each survey
administration in Table 1. There were some changes in the variables'
rank-order between surveys but a Spearman Rank-Order correlation
indicated that a week of reviewing records had very little effect -

on influence order (0 = .76, p < .01). The intraclass correlation
coefficients, r,, , (Winer, 1971) for the first survey was .94 and .93 CO
for the end of week survey.

The most pronounced interaction was within the performance
characteristics domain between the variable "Demonstration of
the Ability to Handle Stress" and the construct "Growth Potential".
The board's explicit weighting of this interaction revealed the ;
officers will have low promotion potential if either have a low
ability to handle stress (regardless of growth potential) or
low growth potential (regardless of their ability to handle
stress). Conversely, promotion potential was enhanced multi-
plicatively for increasing levels of both growth potential and an
officers demonstrated ability to handle stress.

Discussion

The benefit of this approach over the research described earlier
is that it combines elements from the three studies. The surveys'
results converge on a subset of data that can be developed into a
global description of the type of officer likely to be nominated;
incorporates importance ratings from promotion folder data; and
measures specific interaction effects which can be used with the
policy specifying technique to develop promotability equations.

-. Most important, however, is that the data were gathered from actual
board members during their activities as board members. I

.The construct "Growth Potential" is a synthesis of the following
,5, variables: Demonstration of Creativity; Demonstration of Written -O

Comm Skills; Demonstration of Oral Comm Skills; Demonstration of
Leadership Ability; Demonstration of Management Ability; and
Number of Decorations.
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Although the results may not appear surprising to some, they

actually provide insight to factors that enhance promotability of

officers in this particular command; namely the factors found on the
front side of the OER. By collecting measures at all board activities,

important career progression variables can be identified and emphasized

in each officer's career plan. Assignments can be monitored and

particular jobs enriched to provide substantive progression in areas

identified from this type of promotion board analysis.

Additional benefits will come if this approach is used Air Force

wide. Major Command nomination boards' influential variables and

their interactions can be compared with one another as well as with

*." the Air Force central board's influential variables. The total effect

will be a more productive force with a career development program more

closely aligned with the "whole person" concept that is the corner

stone of all selection and promotion boards. S
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ABSTRACT

A survey conducted by the U. S. Army Research Institute (ARI) in Fiscal
Year 1979 identified the number and types of aviation warrant officers (AWOs)
who were leaving the Army and the factors that influenced the AWOs' decisions
to leave. Despite an increase in retention of AWOs since the survey was

* conducted, the need for continuing concern about AWO retention exists. ARI
currently is developing a separation questionnaire that will be administered to
all AWOs who leave the Army. Data yielded by the questionnaire, along with
selection and classification data, will be used to establish an AWO Force
Management System. The system will enable the U. S. Army Military Personnel
Center to react more rapidly and more appropriately to deficiencies, as well as
overstrengths, in specific occupational specialties. The separation question-
naire development is discussed and a training cost analysis that demonstrates

-.. the value of the system is presented.,

BACKGROUND

In Fiscal Year (FY) 1979, the U. S. Army Military Personnel Center
(MILPERCEN) noted a trend toward decreased retention of Aviation Warrant
Officers (AWOs). Retention data indicated that, for those AWOs who had
graduated from flight training in FY 1976 and FY 1977T and who were eligible to

.- leave the Army in FY 1979, retention beyond initial obligation was approxi-
mately 45 percent. In contrast, during the three previous years, retention of

AWOs at the same career point had remained relatively constant at approximately
65 percent (see Figure 1).
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MILPERCEN was concerned that, if the trend toward a decrease in retention
of AWOs continued, the Army's aviation readiness and combat effectiveness
would be seriously reduced. The concern prompted MILPERCEN to request that
the Army Research Institute (ARI) provide research support to investigate AWO
attrition. In response to MILPERCEN's request, ARI conducted a worldwide
survey of Army aviators that identified (a) the number and types of AWOs who
were leaving the Army, and (b) the factors that influenced the AWOs' decisions
to leave.

The ten factors that attritees identified as having the most influence on
their decisions to leave the Army can be classified into three major areas of
concern: (a) pay and benefits (e.g., unequal flight pay, erosion of benefits,
etc.), (b) supervision and leadership (e.g., lack of technical knowledge about

aviation matters by the chain of command, etc.), and (c) assignment and career
factors (e.g., lack of opportunity for assignments to desirable installations,

uncertainty about future career opportunities in the Army, etc.). These
factors subsequently became the focus of a series of initiatives developed by
MILPERCEN to improve retention of AWOs. The most publicized initiative was

equalization of flight pay between warrant officer and commissioned officer
aviators. The research and the resulting initiatives are described in detail
in a series of U. S. Army Aviation Digest articles (Everhart & Sanders, 1981;
Morgan & Johnson, 1981; Rogers & King, 1981; Sundy, Ruffner, & Wick, 1981).

IMPACT OF THE INITIATIVES

Since the initiation of the AWO retention research in FY 1979, retention
of AWOs has steadily increased. The retention rate for first-term AWOs who
were eligible to leave the Army in FY 1980 was approximately 54 percent; the
retention rate for first-term AWOs who were eligible to leave the Army in FY
1981 was approximately 59 percent; and the retention rate for AWOs who were
eligible to leave the Army in FY 1982 was approximately 60 percent (see
Figure 1). Because of the transition from a 3-year to a 4-year initial

obligation for AWOs who began flight training after 1 October 1978, few

first-term AWOs were eligible to leave the Army in FY 1983.

Feedback from individuals in the field suggests that the continued

increase in AWO retention is due, in part, to the Army's concern as expressed
in the retention initiatives that were enacted during FY 1982. In addition,
there is evidence that the decline in the economy has limited the availability

10 .r of civilian jobs during recent years. The decreased chances of finding a
" civilian job might have encouraged retention of AWOs who would have chosen to

leave the Army.

REASONS FOR CONTINUING CONCERN

Despite the recent increase in retention rate, there are reasons for S
- continuing concern about AWO retention. One of the primary concerns is the

high cost of training each time the retention rate declines. For example, in

response to the high AWO separation rate in FY 1979, the Department of the
Army (DA) directed the U. S. Army Aviation Center (USAAVNC) to increase the

'' AWO training rate from 420 in FY 1979 to 853 in FY 1983. Figure 2 illustrates

the dramatic increase in AWOs trained at USAAVNC over the past few years.
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While a higher training rate increases the number of AWOs who remain in

* -. the Army, mathematically it also increases the number of AWOs who may leave

the Army--even with an improved rate of retention. For example, in FY 1979,
when retention rate for first-term AWOs was 45.2 percent, the Army lost 142
AWOs at the end of initial obligation. However, a projected retention rate of
60 percent for the AWOs trained in FY 1980 would represent a loss of 239 AWOs
in FY 1984.

The problem of AWO retention becomes of even greater concern when the
losses are viewed in terms of training replacement costs. An AWO who

V % separated from the Army at the end of initial obligation in FY 1979 repre-
sented a minimum training replacement cost of $189,111 (see Table I)" an AWO .0O
trained in FY 1983 will represent a minimum training replacement cost of -
$254,661 at the end of initial obligation (see Table 2).

TABLE I

FY 1979 ESTIMATED MINNI'" REPLACEMENT COST OF A UH-3 AVIATION WARRANT OFFICER

YEARS OF ANNUAL CUMULATIVE COST
S ERV ICEZ AS COST OF OF PROFICIENCYE

* AVIATOR FAC I ANNUAL DOD ESTIMATED PROFICIENCY TRAINING TOTAL CUMULATIVE
" . COST OF (INITIAL FLIGHT HOUR COST PER TRAI NING (CUMULATIVE COST OF TRAINING

- - IERW OBLIGATION) REQUIREMENTS FLIGHT HOUR (COL 3 . COL 4) TOTAL OF COL 5) (COL I - COL 6)

() {(2) () (4) (5) (6) (7)

$121.431 1 96 $235 $22.560 $ 22.560 $143,991

121.431 2 96 235 22.560 45,120 166.551

121.431 3 96 235 22.560 67.680 189.1, .

TABLE 2

Fy 1983 ESTIMATED MINIMUM REPLACEMENT COST OF A UN-I AVIATION WARRANT OFFICER 01

YEARS OF ANNUAL CUMULATIVE COST
SERVICE AS COST OF OF PROFICIENCY
AVIATOR FAC I ANNUAL DOD ESTIMATED PROFICIENCY TRAINING TOTAL CUMULATI t .

COST Of (INITIAL FLIGHT HOUR COST PER TRAINING (CUMULATIVE COST OF TRAINING

Irw OBLIGATION) REQUIREMENTS FLIGHT HOUR (COL 3 x COL 4) TOTAL OF COL 5) (COL I - COL 6)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

127.173 1 96 $312 S31,972 S 31,872 $159.065

127,173 2 96 332 31,872 63,744 190.917

327.373 3 96 332 31,872 95.616 222,789 - "

. 327.173 4 96 332 31.872 127,498 254.661
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The loss of 142 AWOs in FY 1979 represents a total loss of approximately
$27,000,000 (142 AWes multiplied by $189,111 training cost per aviator; see
Table 3). In contrast, a projected loss of 239 aviators in FY 1984 would
represent a total loss of approximately $61,000,000 (239 AVOs multiplied by
$254,661 training cost per aviator; see Table 3). Since the projections of
future losses are not based on inflated dollars and do not include the costs
of additional aircraft qualification courses, the actual loss represented by

these aviators will be much greater.

~TABLE 3

•STIMATED NUMBER AND TRAINING RRPI.ACFENT COST OF AwOS WHO
LFAVF. THE ARMY AT THE FIND OF INITIAL OBLIGATION

NL-NA-' OF A.;.). ESTIKATED
FLIGHT SCHOOL NUMBER OF AWO. END OF INITIAl. PEFRCENT 610 LEAVE MINIMUM TRAINING
COMPLETION TRAINED OBLIGATION ATTRITION (COL 2 1 COL 4 REPLACREIT COST

" Y 1976 259 FY 1979 54.8 14,2 $27,000,000
'Y 1971T 123 Vy 1979 52.8 65 12.000,000

VT17629 T19954814 12,00,000

FY 977 488 FY 1980 46.1 225 43,000,000

FY 1978 456 VY 1981 41.0 187 35.000.000

FY 1979 420 VY 1982 40.0 168 32,00,000

FY 1980 597 FY 1984 40.0 projected 239 61.000.000

FY 1981 800 FY 1985 40.0 projected 320 81.000.000

T 1982 816 FY 1986 40.0 projected 326 83,000.000

.Y 1983 853 Fr 1981 40.0 projected 341 81.00,000

CURRENT AWO RETENTION ACTIONS

The financial loss shown in Table 3 supports the conclusion that the Army

needs to continue its AWO retention effort. As a part of the Army's ongoing
effort to improve the retention of AWOs, ARI currently is developing a separa-
tion questionnaire designed specifically for AWOs. ARI was tasked by
MILPERCEN to develop the questionnaire as a follow-on Lo the retention survey.
A preliminary version of the separation questionnaire currently is being field
tested.

Once the separation questionnaire becomes operational, it will be admin-
istered to all separating AWOs as a part of their general outprocessing from
the Army. Information provided by the questionnaire will be used to establish
a system that yields continuous feedback about AWO attrition. The system will
provide current information about the number and types of AWO losses to the
Army and about the factors that influence the AWOs to leave the Army.

Information about the AWO losses can be used in the Aviation Warrant
Officer Force Management System (see Figure 3) to determine aviator replace-

ment needs, assess training requirements, and forecast AWO force strength.
The information can also be used to determine the optimal number of AWOs that

* must be retained in order to meet the Army's projected AWO requirements at a
minimum training rate. Information about the factors th':t influence attrition
can be used to help personnel managers assess the effecL of specific policies
and decisions on AWO retention and to develop programs to maximize the reten-
tion of high quality aviators.
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" The goal of ARI and MILPERCEN is the developmenit of an Aviation Warrant
Officer Force Management System that will have efficient and interactive
selection, classification (assignment), and retention programs. Such a system
will enable MILPERCEN to react more quickly and more appropriately to specific
personnel occupational specialty deficiencies or overstrength situations. The
current personnel management system does not effectively address specific
occupational specialties or experience levels, nor does it contain a quick
feedback mechanism or a data base for long-term personnel projections.
Therefore, the AWO understrength problem experienced in FY 1979-8t has become

.-. an overstrength problem in 1983. An efficient Aviation Warrant Officer Force
Management System will minimize the magnitude and duration of the perturba-

tions experienced above and below the AWO authorization line. The development
of such an Aviation Warrant Officer Force Management System is being pursued
jointly by ARI and MILPERCEN.
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0 The Relationship of Role Congruity to
Air Force Pilot Turnover and Performance*

David P. Lohmann Michael J. O'Connell
ir Force Management Engineering Agency Air War College

CDi Abs tract

cv- The performance and retention of pilot trainees was relaced to the
. degree to which their self concept matched the role expectations of others

(I) who have performed well in that role. Role congruity was found to be
related to performance in pilot training and performance on active duty.
The relationship with retention was not significant.

BackgroundI
This research explores how and why some new entrants to a new

. occupation adapt and perform successfully while others do not. We hypothesize
"- that an entrant with a congruous match between his or her own self concept and

role expectations of others who have performed well in that occupation will
have a greater propensity to stay in that occupation and perform well. A
person with a dissonant relationship between self concept and institutional
role expectations will be more likely to leave the profession's training
institutions or perform poorly in training. If such an entrant does complete
training, we expect that he or she will more likely leave the chosen occupation
or perform at a lower level than a person with a more congruous match. Others
have hypothesized that an individual entering a vocation or an organization is
searching for consistency between his or her self concept and the role hehavior
that the selected vocation or organization demands. According to Super (1957)
the young man or woman facing the decision to select a vocation tries to find a
medium in which to implement his or her self concept as the person believes it
to be and as he or she believes the expectations of the vocation are. Conflict
between role expectations and self concept lead to anxiousness and ineffective-
ness. As a result, the individual suffering conflict may leave for another
career or remain and suffer the frustrations inherent in the continued

- - conflict. Less than optimal performance is one outcome from these decisions.

To explore these relationships the integration of Air Force pilots into
a unique and challenging occupation was studied. Two phases of pilot
socialization were analyzed: (1) performance and retention in pilot training,
and (2) performance and retention during the nine years following pilot
training. We hypothesize that completion of and success in pilot training and
subsequently in their Air force flying roles is directly related to how closely
their self concepts match those of the idealized Air Force fighter pilot. The
role of the fighter pilot is suggested as the ideal Air Force pilot hehavior

. model. The keys to success in air combat leadership is captured in the fighter
- pilot role model. World War II research demonstrated that those most likely to

succeed in combat had a love of flying, a desire to contribute, and a sense of
aggressiveness which led to a desire to use aircraft to fight (Bond, 1q52).
This research concluded that the opportunity to satisfy deep aggessive drives
was more significant in determining combat success than unit identification,
hatred of the enemy, leadership or character dispositions.

-Both authors are on active duty in the U.S. Air Force. The views expressed in

this paper are their own and do not necessarily reflect thoso of the
Department of Defense or the U.S. Air Force.
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Recent studies of successful NATO pilots found characteristics similar to those
of successful World War II pilots, namely, aggressiveness, self-confidence,
courage, teamwork, responsibility, determination, and self-discipline (Advisory
Group for Aerospace Research and Development, lq73).

Method 0

Research samples

Three different groups of junior officers entering Air Force pilot
training were selected to analyze their adjustment to ad performance in this 0
unique training environment: (1) 141 1979 graduates from the Air Force
Academy, (2) 161 1980 graduates from the Air Force Academy, and (3) 208
officers from various commissioning sources who were in pilot training in 1972
and 1973. Groups one and two trained at different bases throughout southern
United States. Group three trained at Williams Air Force Base in Arizona and
was composed of different sections who had started pilot training in different
months. When role congruity was collected in 1973 a number of sections were
near graduation and had already experienced training losses. Group three was
used only to analyze performance in piiut training and turnover and performance
during the nine years following completion of pilot training.

Measurement

Role congruity is the degree to which a person's self concept is
siminlar to the role perceptions of the idealized occupational persona in
question. It, therefore, requires comparable measurement of both the self -

concept and the idealized role. The semantic differential wa used to measure .--.

two concepts "fighter pilot" and "m,self." Four bipolar adjective sets were
selected, based upon established high factor loadings in previous research, for
each of three dimensions in semantic space: evaluative, potency and activity.
The twelve bipolar adjective pairs for each dimension were:

Evaluative -- superior-inferior; good-bad; satisfied-dissatisfied;
contented-di scontented.

Potency -- serious-humerous; strong-weak; violent-gentle; hard-soft.
Activity -- lively-sluggish; active-passive; fast-slow; spirited-lifeless.

Each adjective pair was scored on a seven point scale with "7' indicating the
best evaluation, most potent, or most active description. The score for each
dimension was the average of the four adjective pairs. Additional details on
this instrument and scoring procedure are given in Lohmann (1973).

The Euclidian space distance (D) between the individual's self concept
and the role standard was used to measure role congruity. An illustr-ation of
the D statistic is shown in Figure I where:

S = fighter pilot role standard in semantic space
C = individual trainee's self concept in semantic space

ES = evaluative score of the role standard
AS = activity score of the the role standard
PS = potency score of the role standard
EC = evaluative score of the 4ndividual trainee's -If ,
AC = activity score of the individual trainee' 9,

PC = potency score of the individual train,,' sv
and -- -S/



Figure 1

P ES

-P ESEvaluative

D =Distance from S to C

Activity

Measuring Role Congruity in Semantic Space

The self concept measures, EC, AC, and PC in equation (1), were
obtained from samples one and two when these people entered the Air Force
Academy in 1975 and 1976, respectively. The same self concept measures wereor
obtained from sample three during their pilot training in 1973. Perceptions of
the fighter pilot concept, ES, AS, PS in equation (1), were obtained from 50
operational fighter pilots in 1973. Data for sample three and the fighter
pilots were collected in conjunction with research reported in Lohmann (1973).

Turnover. Attrition from pilot training for samples one and two and
from active duty for sample three was determined from pilot training and Air
Force personnel records. Table 1 summarizes the losses from each group.

Pilot Training Performance. Two performance measures were used: (1)
class standing, a composite of academic and flying evaluations expressed as a
percentile rank in the class, and (2) average flying grades based on a 4.0 for
an excellent checkride, 3.0 for a good one, 2.0 for a fair one, and 0.0 for an
unsatisfactory checkride. These data were compiled from records at the Air

Training Command Headquarters in San Antonio, Texas.

Table 1 
.

Summary of Losses from Different Samples

Lost Lost On
Entered from Graduated from Active
Pilot Pilot from Pilot Active Duty

Sample Training Training Training Duty (Nov 82)
1979 Academy Grad 141 12129**
1980 Academy Grad 161 2213 *

1973 Pilot Trainees 20* 7 2 187 (156)*** 103 53

*These groups are not allowed to resign from active duty until 1985 for the
class of 1979 and 1986 for the class of 1980.

*More than 208 entered pilot training, but at the time the initial data were
collected in 1973 only 208 remained.

SWhile 187 graduated from pilot training usable data on their Air Force
flying assignments were obtained for only 153 pilot training graduates.
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Operational Pilot Performance. For sample three a special scale was
constructed to reflect the hierarchy of pilot assignments a pilot might
eventually achieve. Using records on flying assignments in the nine years
following graduation, performance was quantified by assigning points for
serving in various positions according to these rules:

Non Rated or Navigator Specialty, Entry Level, Co Pilot 0 points

Aircraft Commander, Instructor Pilot, Flight Examiner,
Aggressor Squadron Member, Special Air Mission Pilot 1 point each

Weights were established by having a panel of senior Air Force pilots
reach consensus on the relative merits of each flying position. Scores ranged
from 0 to 3 points. Scores of two or three indicate that the pilot had
successfully passed rigorous screening to identify superior flying performance.
Because a pilot might achieve a score of one simply by longevity, we compared
26 high performing pilots scoring 2 or 3 with 127 pilots with scores of zero or
one.

Results

Turnover and Performance during Pilot Training

Those who completed pilot training had marginally, but not S
significantly, greater role congruity with the fighter pilot role standard than
those who attritted from training. That the trainee's self concepts were
measured four years earlier may explain the weak support for this hypothesis.
Because a number of people with self concepts incongruous with the fighter
pilot role standard did not enter pilot training, restriction of range may also
explain the weak results. Table 2 shows the correlations between the D
statistics for the three samples and f~e two measures of performance in pilot
training. The significant negative correlation indicate that greater role
congruity is associated with better performance during training.

-~ Table 2

Correlation of Performance in Pilot Training With Role Congruity

Flying Class
Sample Performance Standing.
197 Ai oc.cdeyGauts,.2.3

1979 Air Force Academy Graduates -.1293 -.1369

1973 Trainees -.119 *-.132*

*p < .10, **p < .05

Turnover and Performance after Pilot Training

The 103 pilots who resigned between 1973 and 1982 had an average D
statistic of 1.76 compared to an average of 1.53 for the 53 still on active
duty in 1983 (p=.12). This difference shows that stayers had more role
congruity in 19,73 than did leavers, but the difference only approaches
statistical significance . For the 26 who had achieved positions indicating

* superior ability average role congruity was 1.44, while the 127 who had
advanced no further than the position of aircraft commander had an average role
congruity of 1.78 (p<.05).
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Conclusions

This study demonstrates that congruity between a person's self concept
and the idealized role standard of a fighter pilot is directly related to
successful socialization into and performance in the Air Force pilot
occupation. We know from previous research that abilities, prior training, and
the nature of flying tasks encountered probably also play a role in the

• successful transition to a flying career. Additional research is warrented to
better understand the dynamics of role congruity overtime, the possible

" moderating impact of other variables including personality measures, and the
ramification of using other role standards or methods of measuring role
congruity. Because role congruity is so closely intertwined with the self
concept, additional studies should attempt to clarify the differences of these
two key variables.
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Psychophysiological Tools in Engineering Psychology

0 Emanuel Donchin, Arthur Kramer, Amir Mane,
" % Demetrios Karis and Earle Heffley

I -Cognitive Psychophysiology Laboratory

LI Department of Psychology
University of Illinois
Champaign, Illinois

Introducti on

The event related brain potential is a record of the specific response
of brain tissue to external, or internal, events. It can be extracted, by
computer-aidea signal averaging, from the Electroencephalographic recordings
that can be obtained from awake, behaving, human subjects. The subject from
whom the ERP is recorded can perform, with very little encumberance, fairly
complex tasks. Therefore, the ERP provides a unique avenue for observing
brain activity that may be associated with cognitive processes. This
possibility has become particulalry intrigui g when, in the middle 1960s,
several "endogenous" components of the ERP weXre discovered. These components " "
are interesting because they are not obligatory, "sensory", responses to
external events. Rather, they seem to be invoked by the processing
activities associated with the task the subject is performing.

Within the context of Engineering Psychology these ERPs promise to
provide a monitoring tool that is unique in its ability to examine processes
activated during task performance even when these processes are not readily
observable by more traditional means. However, the language spoken by these
components can not be understood without resorting to a detailed analysis of
their functional significance. The process involves the conduct of an
extensive program, focusing on each component. The first stage of such a
program requires the explication of the antecendent conditions for the
component. That is, the investigators need to identify the attributes of the
task that call for the elicitation of the component. They also need to
determine which independent variables control the amplitude, latency and
scalp distribution of the component.

% ad From this analysis there emerge various hypotheses regarding the
functional significance of the components. These hypotheses suggest the
specific information processing activity that is manifested by the -V
component. The theory is tested by testing predictions about the
consequences of the component. In the course of these analyses much useful
data is acquired that allows the utilization of the ERP as a tool in the
study of cognitive function even before the component's significance has

. been explicated. As will be shown by the presentations in this symposium it
is possible to use the amplitude of the P300 component as an index of
resource allocation between tasks. It is also possible to use the latency of
the P300 to measure the duration of mental activities.
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In this introductory talk, we will illustrate the manner in which basic
information about ERP components, focusing especially on the P300 component,

-> is acquired. We will endeavor to show how the data accumulated over the last
two decades is leading to the view of P300 as a manifestation of updating
activities in Working Memory. The manner in which this hypothesis is derived *-

and tested will be discussed. The relation between this approach and the
- * specific application of ERPs in Engineering Psychology will be reviewed.

Selective Attention in Human Engineering

I-selective attention is a crucial component of task performance in
virtually every man-machine system. Thus, theoretical and practical
considerations relating to attention should be a primary focus in several
domains within the human engineering of such systems. In the realm oft0
design, a general psychological understanding of attentional capacities and
mechanisms should guide the development complex systems. In systems
evaluation, limitations in the ability to attend to multiple information
sources should be a primary consideration in judging the merits of various
prototypes. In the selection of operations personnel for complex systems,
individual differences in the ability to selectively attend to relevant
information channels can be an important factor in the prediction of future6
performance. Research on the relation of human event-related brain

I;,'-~.potentials to selective attention has made contributions to our theoretical
understanding of attentional capacities and has yielded several methods for
the practical application of ERPs to human engineering problems,-'

In the domain of theory, the study of ERPs has given insights into the
-: extent to which information is processed in the nervous system, given

various stimulus configurations and with differing task requirements. The
research has ranged from investigations of "early filtering" of sensory
channels (Hillyard and Hansen, 1984) to experiments on higher-level stimulus
categorizations in multiple task situations (Kramer, Wickens and Donchin,
1983). Experimental results relating P300 to the processing of
unpredictable task-relevant events is particularly applicable to the
evaluation of systems which present the operator with multiple sources of

.~. ~information of varying levels of significance. Because the P300 gives an
index of information processing that is not dependent upon manual responses,
investigators have proposed using P300 to obtain a fine-grained analysis of
the depth to which significant signals are processed (Isreal , Wickens,
Chesney and Donchin, 1980). Thus, ERPs are beginning to be considered as a
tool for the human engineer in the evaluation of complex systems. In the
realm of personnel selection, a program of research is investigating the
power of a battery of ERP tests to predict future performance of candidates
in a task wihmultiple control and processing elements (Karis, this panel).
We are also evaluating ERPs as a means to add further power to
attention-switching tests (Gopher, 1982) that when given to fighter pilot
candidates have yielded significant correlations between behavioral measures

L in the task and future success as pilots.

L Mental Workload

The P300 component of the ERP has been shown to be a sensitive index of
perceptual/cogntive workload. The sensitivity of the P300 to changes in
cognitive workload has been demonstrated in both primary and secondary task
workload assessment techniques. In the secondary task paradigm, subjects

.* s perform a primary task such as monitoring a simulated air traffic control
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display for course changes (Isreal , Wickens, Chesney and Donchin, 1980) or
tracking an object in three dimensional space (Kramer, Wickens and Donchin,
1983) while also counting covertly the total number of one of two types of
visual or auditory events (i.e. bright flash or a high pitched tone)
presented in a Bernoulli series. The P300s are elicited by the counted and
uncounted secondary task events. Increasing the perceptual or cognitiveK difficulty of the primary task results in a systematic decrease in the
amplitude of the P300s elicited by the secondary task events. The amplitude ,
of the P300 is presumed to index the resources allocated to the secondary
task performance and therefore would be expected to decrease with increases
in the difficulty of the primary task (for a discussion of resource theory

* . see Kahneman, 1973; Wickens, 1980). If P300 is in fact an index of
processing resources then it would be predicted that P300s elicited by
discrete primary task events would increase in amplitude with increases in
the difficulty of the primary task. The direct relationship between P300
amplitude and primary task difficulty was demonstrated in an experiment in
which subjects performed a pursuit step tracking task at different levels of
system order (Wickens, Kramer, Vanasse and Donchin, 1983). P300s were
elicited by changes in the spatial position of the tracking target.

These results have both applied and theoretical implications. P300 -

provides a measure of workload which is sensitive to a specific type of
difficulty (perceptual/cognitive). In addition the P300 elicited in the
primary task does not require an extraneous response and therefore does not
intrude on primary task performance. On the theoretical side, P300 has -

provided support for the models of attention which poist a resource
structure underlying overt performance.

Training and SilAcquisition

The acquisition and performance of a complex skill has been a topic of
investigation in the CPL for the last three years. A computer controlled
video game "Space Fortress" was developed for research purposes. Briefly,
this game requires the player to control a vehicle in a frictionless
environment and to use a discrete weapon system to "destroy" enemy objects.

Our first goal was to establish an objective procedure for analyzing a
complex task into its components. The additive factors procedure
(Sternberg, 1969) was devised to assess the independence of human
information processing stages by using reaction time measures. In the
present study, we adapted this procedure to determine the interrelations and

* interactions among components of a complex task and the skills associated
with their performance. Specifically, we manipulated orthogonally the
difficulty of four aspects of the task, and used analyses of variance to
assess the effects of these manipulations on a variety of performance
measures. Results indicate that the task can be analyzed into at least
three components: appraisal, motor, and perceptual-motor. The appraisal and
motor components are essentially isolable. The perceptual-motor component is
not isolable since it interacts with the other two components. -

* .' This work was followed by an analysis of the susceptibility to stress
of the different task components as identified previously. Stress was
imposed by requiring our subjects to perform the task for long duration
missions, which involved 12 hours of almost continuous performance.
Subjects performed both day and night missions. We also compared the
performance of both naive and expert subjects. Finally, we incorporated
measures of the ERP to determine the utility of these measures as indices of
specific psychological resources. Those results indicate (a) that some
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components of the ERP are consistent over a 12 hour recording period, (b)
systematic changes occur in other ERP components over time. There is some
indication that these changes are associated with different types of
performance decrement.

Another direction of research focused on training methods. Based on
the task analysis a set of subtasks was devised. Part training on those
subtasks prior to the training of the task as a whole was compared to
training of the task itself. Another comparison was made against an .6
adaptive training regime, in which the time-pressure which is embedded in
the task was reduced and then gradually increased according to the trainee's
progress. Prior training on the subtask produced better performance. The
results of the Adaptive Training indicate that there is a potential
advantage in the use of this method but it has to be weighed against
specific lisadventages which arise from negative transfer.

The project has grown into a major research effort which will be
' conducted simultaneously in a number of Universities and research

institutes. The topic of investigation common to all is training strategies
which can be used in the teaching of a complex skill.

Prediction of Performance Quality in a Complex Perceptual Motor Task

Training pilots of tactical jet aircraft, or operators of complex
dynamic systems, is time consuming and expensive. Consequently, the
desirability of effective screening and selection instruments is well
recognized. We are presently assessing the feasibility of using information
from ERPs to aid in the prediction of performance on a complex, highly
skilled task. Since ERPs provide information on cognitive processes not -'

obtainable via behavioral measures, the likelihood of obtaining useful
predictors is high.

We designed an ERP battery to provide information on a variety of ERP
components in several experimental paradigms. We are currently examing the
relationship between these data and performance in our criterion task, a T
complex and demanding arcade-like game, which we call "space fortress". In
this game the subject must maneuver a space ship, identify and evade mines,
and fire lasers to destroy the mines and, ultimately, a space fortress.

Forty right handed male subjects (ages 18-25) have completed four ERP
sessions, followed by three sessions playing space fortress. In addition, a
variety of psychometric instruments have been administered to each subject
(e.g., Raven progressive matrices, symbol digit modalities test, a
personality inventory). The ERP sessions include "oddball" paradigms, an
S1-S2 go - no go choice RT paradigm, a Sternberg paradigm, and a dual-task
tracking paradigm. These constitute our ERP battery. There is substantial
research indicating that in these paradigms various ERP components (e.g.,
P300, the CNV) reflect the time necessary for stimulus evaluation and

-... categorization, "context updating", resource allocation, and preparation for
perceptual and motor processing.

Since we are also collecting traditional behavioral measures (e.g., RT
and tracking performance), as well as information from the psychometric
tests, we are able to evaluate the predictive utility of our ERP battery
apart from the contribution of the more traditional measures.

Our criterion task, Space Fortress, was developed to reflect many of
the cognitive components required for flying advanced jet aircraft. Given
the value associated with an ability to accurately predict pilot
performance, any increases in our predictive ability will be welcome.
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* Individual Differences in Learning Rate

David L. Payne and William C.Tirre
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

4.'. 00
Mv Abstract

This study examines the use of direct measures of learning rate
as predictors of learning outcomes. Air Force recruits learned ao list of name-number pairs to either 1, 2, or 3 successive error-free
repetitions. After a break of several minutes, retention and ease --O of relearning to two perfect repetitions were measured. Resuits

Om showed that initial learning rate was better than conventional in-
-* I telligence scores in predicting retention and ease of relearning.

Imposing a stringent learning criterion tended to diminish the dif-
* ~ferences between fast and slow learners in relearning only. The

~4 practicality of overlearning for slow learners is discussed.

As part of the Learning Abilities Measurement Program (Project LAMP) we
are investigating the use of direct measures of learning rate as predictors
of future learning and task performance. It is proposed that direct measures
of learning rate collected under controlled laboratory conditions will help us
to identify recruits who may score low on conventional tests, but have the
potential to catch up with or surpass current high scorers in learning some
new occupational skill. Given the present Air Force policy of assigning indi- V
viduals to an occupational area on the basis of that area's rated learning 7
difficulty, direct measures of learning rate could have great utility for
future selection and classification procedures.

There are several unresolved issues concerning the use of measures of
* *learning rate as predictors. In this paper we focus upon the use of learning

rate as a predictor of the following learning outcomes: school achievement,
knowledge re-ention, and ease of relearning. ~-

4The fir! issue is whether or not learning rate predicts future learning
achievement -Aer than conventional selection tests. Surprisingly few studies
have addressL. this issue. Gettinger and White (1979) measured learning rate
as the number of trials required to reach a criterion level of performance on
several academic learning tasks. Trials-to-criterion was a stronger correlate
of school achievement than was a group administered intelligence test. Using
a paired-associates task (nonsense syllables paired with either words or fig-
ures), Stevenson, Hale, Klein, & Miller (1968) measured learning rate as the
amount learned in a controlled time period. Learning scores, as compared to
IQ scores, correlated slightly better with school grades for male seventh
graders, but the reverse was true for females. These studies suggest the .0
relationship between learning rate and achievement will depend upon the kinds
of learning task used, the achievement area predicted, and the population
sampled in the study. In the near future, Project LAMP will explore this
issue with both in-house and contractual efforts.

* ,.Another important learning outcome is knowledge retention. Do fast
learners retain more (forget less)? This issue has received more attention, -Op
though no final verdict has been reached. Underwood (1954) argued that if
fast and slow learners are brought to the same strength of association, there
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should be no difference in retention. Early studies (Gregory and Bunch, 1959;
Stroud and Schoer, 1959) reported slight advantages in retention for the fast
learner. Later studies which equated level of learning in fast and slow
learners via speeded versus unspeeded study times (Shuell and Keppel, 1970;
Gentile et al., 1982) reported no differences in retention over repeated tests
for the two groups. However, with academic learning tasks Gettinger (1983)
found a correlation of -.81 between time-to-reach 100 percent mastery and
delayed recall. Again, we lack closure on an important issue.

Highly related to knowledge retention is ease-of-relearning. The issue is
whether or not students who learn fast initially also relearn fast after
forgetting occurs. Individual variation in ease of relearning has not been
researched thoroughly. Most attention has been on the effects of
overlearning. For example, Schendel and Hagman (1980) found that a group of
Army reservists who had been trained to a mastery level equal to twice the
number of trials needed to attain proficiency, subsequently needed fewer tri-
als and committed fewer errors in relearning the task back to proficiency.
These results corroborate the traditional finding that degree of learning
directly influences retention (Slamecka & McElree, 1983).

The interesting questions that emerge are (a) whether fast learners retain
.. more and relearn more quickly; (b) whether individual differences in retention

and relearning can be minimized by overlearning; and (c) whether general in-
telligence scores can substitute for direct measares of learning rate in the
prediction of these learning outcomes. We addressed these questions in an
experiment in which recruits first learned a list of name-number pairs to one

.. of three degrees of learning, then took a delayed retention test and relearned
the list.

Method
*- - Subjects

The subjects in this study were 226 recruits in their sixth day of basic
training at Lackland AFB, Texas. All subjects were tested in groups of 30 at
individual testing stations. Each test station was equipped with a TERAK 8510A
microcomputer outfitted with two dual density disk drives for data storage and
a keyboard for response entry. After being briefed in a classroom on the
purposes of the testing, subjects were assigned to testing stations and were
familiarized with the computer keyboard.

Experimental Design and Test Procedure
A paired associates learning task consisting of 13 name-number pairs was .

administered via computer. After a study phase in which each pair (e.g.,
JONES = 13) was presented for three seconds, subjects began the test phase.
In this test phase, each stimulus term would appear without its response term
(e.g., JONES = ?) and the subject had to type in the correct answer. Upon

"'-" answering, the computer would respond with "The correct answer is ."_,__
, The experimental variable was the degree of learning imposed. Subjects p

.7- were randomly assigned to one of three different groups and required to
achieve criterion levels of 3, 2, or I error-free, successive repetition(s) of
each item. Pairs were dropped from the list as the criterion was reached.
Upon completion of the learning task, subjects were told that they would move
on to a new task after a short break. Time on break was either 6, 12, or 18
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minutes and this was crossed win degree of learning. Subjects were in-
structed to remain quietly at their stations during the break. After the
break, subjects began relearning the same list as before, this time to a cri-
tenlon of two error-free successive repetitions of each item.

The dependent variables were retention, measured as percent recalled on
the first pass through the relearning of the 13-item list; and ease of
relearning, measured as the number of trials needed to reach criterion on the
relearning task. The independent variable, initial learning rate, was defined

as the percentage of pairs learned in the first pass through the 13-item list
immediately after the study phase. Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB) General composite scores were obtained as a measure of general intel-
ligence.

Results

As was expected, percent correct recall increased as degree of learning

increased (M = 33, 59, 69 and SD = 21, 24, 21, for the I, 2, and 3 correct
repetition(s) conditions respectively). In a likewise manner, trials to
relearn decreased (M = 11b, 62, 46 and SD = 79, 4U, 24, respectively). Recall
for the three-correct-repetitions group was over twice that of the one-correct
repetition group, and relearning trials less than half. Time spent on break
had virtually no effect; the same amount of forgetting was found for each
level. For this reason, means were collapsed across break times. Initial
learning rate correlated .46 with later recall and -.37 with number of trials
to relearn the list. General intelligence (ASVAB General) correlated .25 with
recall and -. 28 with the relearning score. Thus, it appears that initial
learning rate is a better predictor of learning outcomes than is general in-
telligence.

The questions of interest for the regression analysis are: (a) Does recall -,0

increase and trials to relearn decrease as level of learning increases?, (b)
Does increasing the level of learning requird diminish differences in reten-i
tion or relearning between fast and slow learners?, and (c) Does initial
learning rate account for learning outcome variance unaccounted for by general
intelligence?

As the regression summary in Table I shows, both recall and
ease-of-relearning were enhanced by increasing the required level of learning.
The answer to the second question is no for retention and yes for relearning.
The interaction effect for degree of learning by learning rate (DOL X LR) is
small but significant, accounting for only 2.9 percent of the relearning vari-
ance. The regression slopes relating relearning to initial learning rate are
-198, -107, and -39 for the 1, 2, and 3 perfect repetition(s) groups respec- .1
tively. This decrease in slopes indicates that the difference between fast --

and slow learners in trials needed to relearn becomes smaller if both groups -"-"
are brought to a high level of learning.

:~41
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TABLE I
Summary of Regression Analyses for Recall and Relearning

RECALL RELEARNING
SOURCE R df F_ R df F

Degree of .017 2 4.U* .055 2 10.5**

Learning (DOL)
Time .000 1 ns .003 1 ns
ASVAB-G .001 1 ns .028 1 10.6**

Learning Rate (LR) .084 1 4U.O** .088 1 33.6**
DOL x ASVAB-G .010 2 ns .0U5 2 ns
DOL x LR .008 2 ns .029 2 5.5*

Full Model: R2 = .546, F(9, 216) = 28.9** R2 = .436, F(9,216) = 18.5**
N=226
* P. .05
**p< .01

The regression analysis also shows that learning rate is a better
predictor of retention and relearning (_ = .498 and -.514, respectively) than
is intelligence (1 = .086 and -.329). This would suggest that if our goal is
to predict learning criteria, we need direct measures of learning ability in
our selection devices.

Discussion

The results of this study suggest that fast learners retain more and
relearn more quickly than slow learners. These findings appear to contradict
Underwood and others who suggest that no differences in forgetting should
occur if the groups were equated in original learning. A critic might argue
that simply bringing all learners to 100 percent mastery does not guarantee
equivalent levels of association for fast and slow learners. The same critic
might be pacified by our finding that individual differences in relearning
were reduced somewhat by increasing the original level of learning, i.e.,
forcing subjects to overlearn the list. However, even with this reduction,
slow learners (bottom 10 percent) in the 100 percent overlearning group re-
quired 25 times the number of trials to relearn as did fast learners (top 10
percent)--a finding which suggests that overlearning may be a very expensive
compensation strategy.

One possible effect of our method of equating original learning was that l
slow learners experienced more within-list interference. Slow learners had
more trials intervening between early learned items and later recall. By the
time the more difficult items were learned, the easy items may have been for-
gotten. For this particular experimental design, the faster one learns the
less likely one is to experience interference.

The finding that learning outcomes are predicted better by learning rate s
than by general intelligence must be interpreted with some caution. Yet to be
determined is how well learning rate generalizes across tasks. The predictive
advantage could be lost. Rather than one general learning ability, we suspect
that there are several, each involving related but distinctive component proc-
esses. As part of Project LAMP, we intend to identify the primary components
of learning and to use this knowledge in devising new selection tests.
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TWO FOR THE MONEY--SPEED AND LEVEL SCORES FROM A
COMPUTERIZED VOCABULARY TEST

Raymond E. Christal
William C. Tirre

Patrick C. Kyllonen
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Abstract

O0 A speeded two-alternative computerized vocabulary test was con-
o structed which yields both speed and level scores, but which takes

considerably less time for administration than the ASVAB Word Know-
OS ledge test (7 vs 11 minutes). The level scores from the vocabulary

test yielded higher validities than the Word Knowledge test for
five paired-associates learning tasks included in an experimental

S battery, and the vocabulary speed (latency) scores proved to be
Suseful in predicting individual differences in performance deterio-

ration under conditions of information overload,.

Introduction

As we enter the information age, many jobs are gaining new requirements
for information generation, storage, retrieval, processing, and transmission.
Even the pilot is becoming less an operator and more an information proces-
sor. There are two important aspects of information processing: accuracy
ind speed. We can do a pretty good job of predicting accuracy under normal
circumstances with our present conventional tests. However, there has been
no systematic effort by test psychologists to measure individual differences
in information processing speed. Yet the ability of an individual to main-

A tain processing accuracy under conditions of high information flow is criti-
cal in many military jobs during periods of emergency.

benThe concept of measuring information processing speed is not new. It has
bena standard procedure employed by cognitive psychologists in laboratory

experiments for the past two decades. However, most of these studies have
dealt with group data and have been oriented toward the development and

~Ii evaluation of theories relating to general, invariant mental processes and
structures. Test psychologists also have attempted to extract both level and
speed scores from conventional paper-and-pencil tests by using total test
time and the number of correct responses. However, as Lohman points out
(1979, pp 186-7), these studies are flawed. "Either the level scores are
invalid because items are too simple, . or the speed scores reflect time
for guesses, abandonments, and incorrect responses as well as time for cor-
rect responses." The availability of microcomputers makes it possible to
obtain response latencies for only those items answered correctly, which
suggests that we should now be able to derive meaningful information process-
i ng speed scores from conventional tests. The present paper discusses a
first attempt to accomplish this. A vocabulary test was selected for the
experiment since the items are homogeneous with respect to processing steps,
and since a large variety of processing tasks contain a verbal component. A
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set of elementary cognitive tasks was also included in the experimental bat-
tery to relate the verbal speed scores to scores from standard information
processing tasks. Finally, a series of learning tasks with varying associated
learning times was included to determine whether the verbal speed scores
predict deterioration in performance as a function of learning speed require-
ments.

Method

Description of the Tests and Administration Procedures

Six predictor and five criterion tests were constructed for computer
administration. The predictor set included a 94-item vocabulary test and
five elementary information processiny tasks: (a) simple reaction time; (b)
two-choice reaction time; (c) physical identity; (d) letter identity; and (e)
category identity. Stimuli for all of the predictor tests were presented on
the screen in the form of a triangle, with a stem word on top and two re-
sponse alternatives on the right and left below. Subjects were requested to

- . respond as fast as they could without making mistakes, and to use the "D" key
to select the left alternative or the "L" key to select the right alterna-
tive. The only exception was for the simple reaction time test, in which the
"L" key was used to respond to the first detection of light on the screen.
The criterion tests were five word-word paired-associates learning tasks,
differing only in the exposure times for the learning stimuli, which were 8-,
4-, 2-, 1-, and .5-seconds, respectively. Each of these 40-item tests was
made up of four 10-item learning and recall blocks. Hal f of the 5x4=20
blocks were administered at the beginning of the testing session, and the
other half at the end. The blocks and items within blocks were assigned a

randomly to subjects. The tests between the beginning and ending learning
blocks were administered in random order. /The entire battery was admini-
stered to 589 airmen in their sixth day of basic training at Lackland AFB,
Texas, during the months of November and December 1983. Subtest scores from
the Armed Forces Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) were retrieved from
operational files and included in the data analyses.

Description of the Analyses

Microcomputer administration of the vocabulary test made it possible to 11
compute the mean response latency for each subject using only those items
answered correctly. However, there are two problems with using such scores
as measures of verbal processing speed. First, there is a bU-50 chance of
getting an item correct by guessing. Second, individuals with low scores
correctly processed only the easy items, while individuals with high scores
correctly processed both the easy and the difficult items. In order to avoid
these problems, 40 very easy items were included in the test for computation
of mean latency scores. Mean response latencies were also computed as speed @
scores for all of the information processing tasks. Percent correct scores
were computed for all tests, including the learning tasks, as indicators of
processing accuracy. Corrections for guessing were not necessary, since all
items in all tests were completed by all subjects. Means, standard
deviations, and intercorrelations were computed for all scores. Reliability
estimates were computed using the odd-even split-half correlation technique,
corrected to double length by the Spearman-Brown formula.
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Results

The primary analysis results are presented in Table I. It can be seen
that, as predicted, performance on the learning tasks deteriorated as a
function of stimulus exposure times; the mean accuracy being nearly 79
percent at the 8-second rate, and only 37 percent at the .5 second rate.
Since the learning tasks contained 5-alternative items, the mean accuracy
score for the .5-second level would have been only 19 percent if corrections
had been made for guessing. This indicates a moderate floor effect for this
task. The reliability coefficients show a modest drop-off at the I-second
rate, and a substantial drop-off at the .5 second rate, suggesting the need
to correct for attenuation in order to avoid distortions in the predictive
validity patterns.

Table 1: Validities of Selected Predictors for Five Learning Tasks

Learning Task Criteria Predictor Validities
1 2 3 4

Exposure Vocab Vocab Multiple Word
Time M SD rli Latency Level 1&2 Knowledge

0.5 37.5 12.4 .62 -.42 .42 .52 .41
1.0 51.9 17.3 .81 -.33 .41 .47 .36
2.0 66.6 18.5 .86 -.24 .37 .40 .34
4.0 73.9 18.8 .90 -.19 .29 .31 .27
8.0 79.0 17.3 .89 -.14 .30 .31 .27
NOTES: Predictor validities corrected for attenuation in the criteria.

Table I reveals that the vocabulary latency scores added validity to the
vocabulary level scores in predicting the learning task criteria, especially
at the I- and .5-second stimulus presentation rates. The verbal scores from
the experimental vocabulary test had higher validities than the ASVAB Word
Knowledge test for all of the learning tasks. The combination of vocabulary
level and speed scores was a substantially better predictor of learning per-
formance at the 1- and .5-second exposure rates than the Word Knowledge test
(.b2 vs .41 and .47 vs .36). This is especially encouraging in light of the
fact that the experimental vocabulary test took considerably less time to
administer than the ASVAB Word Knowledge test. The mean latency for items in
the experimental vocabulary test was 1.931 seconds with a standard deviation
of .9045 seconds. Allowing two standard deviations above the mean for slow
subjects, and adding .5 seconds for inter-trial times, it is estimated that
the 94-item vocabulary test for the type described in this study can be ad-
ministered in about 7 minutes. This is a little more than half of the time

*.:- required for the ASVAB Word Knowledge test, and only slightly more than that
required for administration of a Word Knowledge test in the computer adaptive
testing (CAT) format.

Table 2 reports the correlations among the vocabulary level, vocabulary
latency and standard information processing task scores. Vocabulary level-;... and vocabulary latency correlated only -.27, indicating that individuals with

high vocabulary scores do not necessarily process vocabulary items quickly.
With the exception of the category and letter identity tasks, none of the
information processing tasks had a significant relationship with vocabulary S

'. level. On the other hand, all of the information processing tests correlated
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significantly with vocabulary latency. The category identity test had the
highest relationship (.754), which was as high as could be obtained from a
multiple correlation of all five tests (R2.34567 = .754). It appears, then,
that the processes measured by the vocabulary latency scores are very similar
to those measured by the category identity task.

Table 2: Reliability Coefficients and Intercorrelations
of Vocabulary Latency, Vocabulary Level and

Five Information Processing Test Scores

Variable
# NAME 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ri

1 Vocab Level -.27 -.16 .06 -.04 .04 .03 .87
2 Vocab Latency -.27 .75 .56 .36 .34 .19 .97
3 Category Identity -.16 .75 .72 .48 .45 .27 .98
4 Letter Identity -.06 .56 .72 ---- .58 .52 .29 .98
5 Physical Identity -.04 .36 .48 .58 .39 .21 .99
6 2-Choice Reaction .04 .34 .45 .52 .39 ---- .38 .98
7 Simple Reaction .03 .19 .27 .29 .21 .38 ---- .98

-. The ASVAB Word Knowledge test (not shown) correlated .75 with the experi-

mental vocabulary level, which is reasonably high, but lower than would be
expected from virtually alternate forms. Inclusion of the vocabulary latency

.- scores in a two-variable raised the correlation to .81. Vocabulary latency
correlated -.48 with the Word Knowledge test, which is somewhat surprisingV..

considering the fact that vocabulary latency only correlated -.27 with vo-
cabulary level. This may be an indication of a speed-accuracy trade-off
factor operating in the vocabulary test.

Discussion

This study has demonstrated how latency scores obtained from a computer-
administered vocabulary test can be useful in predicting individual differ-
ences in performance deterioration which takes place as a function of in-
creases in information processing speed requirements. This finding has
implications for selecting personnel for positions which demand the mainte-
nance of processing accuracy in high information flow environments. The ex-
perimental vocabulary test took considerably less time to administer than the
ASVAB Word Knowledge test (7 vs. 11 minutes), and yielded level scores having
higher validities for all five learning tasks included in the experimental
battery. As long as a subset of 4U easy items are included for computation
of the latency scores, there is no reason why the rest of the vocabulary test
could not be administered in the CAT format, thus having the best of both
worlds. It also might be possible to compute latency scores from complex
items if some method could be developed for eliminating items answered cor-
rectly by guessing. In a two-alternative item test, the expected value for
the number of items answered correctly by chance is equal to the number of
items answered incorrectly. The authors are presently investigating schemes
for identifying the particular items which must be eliminated for each sub-
ject in order to compute latency scores for correctly processed items. If
this is successful, the second step will be to use individual regression
equations to rescale mean latency scores for all subjects to a common item
difficulty level .
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Results from this study suggest that latency scores may be uniquely im-
portant for predicting performance in situations where speed is required.
Additional studies using a variety of materials and performance criteria are
planned in order to fully investigate the utility of latency scores as pre-

." dictors of information processing efficiency.
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SOME PEOPLE THINK FASTER: CAN WE
MEASURE IT AND WHO CARES?

Patrick C. Kyllonen
~ ~1 Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Abstract

Many Air Force occupations require high speed filtering
of incoming information and fast actions based on the informa-
tion. Air traffic controllers are constantly engaged in situ-
ation evaluation and fast decision-making. Key-punch operators
and other clerical workers scan numbers and letters and punch
them extremely rapidly. Administrators scan reports, looking
for relevant data, then make quick decisions based on what they
see. In all these examples, there are tremendous differences
between people in how quickly and accurately they are able to
accomplish their tasks, even when the level of experience and
training is held constant. For optimal manpower utilization,

-~ the Air Force must assign the fast scanners and decision-makers
to jobs demanding those skills. In the current selection and
classification system an individual's aptitude for these kinds
of occupations is presumed to be indicated by his or her score
on the Administrative composite in the ASYAB. The problem
with this score, as we have determined empirically, is that it
largely reflects speed of filling in answer sheets and only to
a small extent reflects other components of high speed thinking
that enter into most occupations. In this study we present a
method for measuring directly the various components of high
speed thinking and acting, and suggest some possible relation-
ship to occupations that require them.
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0 Assessment of Learning Abilities using Rate Measures0
Gary L. Allen and Ben B. Morgan, Jr.

. Old Dominion University

Abstract

4Provided in this presentation is a description of progress
in a unique research effort examining the utility of learning
rate measures as predictors of learning abilities. Complex Exper-
imental Learning Tasks (CELTs) have been developed in response to
the challenge of devising a technology for measuring learning
rate. CELTs provide a real-time sample of learning performance
on criterion-free, face-valid memory tasks. Microcomputer-based
administration affordms detailed records of learing activities
while facilitating efficient data management. Subjects' perfor-
mance is described by plotting performance indices (e.g., accu-
racy, speed of responding) over time. Slope and intercept para-
meters from these functions hold promise as valid measures of
learning rate. Efforts are underway to (a) determine relation-
ships between traditional aptitude measures and learning rate
measures from CELTs and (b) explore the predictive value of these
rate measures for classroom performance.
,q~I.

Introduction

The effort to develop a technology for using learning rates
to predict learning abilities is one thrust in a multifaceted
research program aimed at advancing the state-of-the-art in abil-
ity testing. The goal to which this research program is dedi-
cated is that of providing the empirical foundation necessary to
update and improve the instruments used for military personnel
assessment, classification, and selection. Within this context,
the present research represents work toward the objective of
combining microcomputer technology with an information processing
approach to cognitive ability testing to arrive at a new perspec-
tive on the chronic issue of how best to assess an individual's
capacity to learn.

. The measurement of learning abilities has obvious implica-

tions for effective personnel decision-making in military set-
___ tings. To date, learning abilities have been inferred from per-

formance on pencil-and-paper tests measuring knowledge and cogni-
tive skills acquired prior to the time of testing. Christal
(1979, 1981) has questioned the efficacy of this practice and has
suggested that rate of skill or knowledge acquisition might be a
superior predictor of learning abilities. Because learning dur-
ing training is a dynamic rather than static process (in that it
involves change over time), it is reasonable to posit that a
dynamic measure of learning might have advantages over aptitude
test scores as predictors of future training success.
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The advantages of, as well as the problems inherent in,
measuring rate of learning have been well-documented (see
Cronbach & Snow, 1977). The development of Complex Experimental
Learning Tasks (CELTs) represents an effort to obtain these
advantages and avoid these problems. CELTs are computer-admini-
stered tasks yielding a sample of learning performance. Each
CELT is designed to (a) demand multifaceted processing in the
sense of involving different cognitive factors or multiple cogni-
tive operations; (b) place heavy demands on information encoding,
storage, and retrieval; (c) impose no a priori performance cri-
terion; (d) permit asymptotic performance to be achieved while
allowing individual differences in final performance level; (e)
bear some resemblance to generic real-world learning tasks while
minimizing the influence of specific knowledge acquired prior to
testing; (f) yield acquisition curves in less than one hour of

..! administration time; and (g) readily lend itself to computerized
administration to populations varying greatly in test-takingS*,
sophistication.

Underlying this approach to the measurement of learning rate
is the assumption that learning abilities are actually combina-

Ae tions of cognitive skills and activities pressed into service in
response to task demands rather than specific entitites per se.
Accordingly, a number of different CELTs have been devised cover-
ing a range of processes from numerical operations through spa-
tial orientation. In addition, it is assumed that a clearer
understanding of these skills and activities is obtained when
they are sampled in combinations rather than assessed with factor
-referenced aptitude or ability tests.

CELTs have been used to measure learning rate in three
experimental studies at the Center for Applied Psychological
Studies at Old Dominion University. The first of these was to
determine the extent to which rate of learning early in a CELT

'" could predict asymptotic levels of performance in that task and
in other CELTs, both in an original testing session and in a
second testing session two-weeks later. The second study in-
volved determining the relationship between performance on CELTs
and performance on traditional pencil-and-paper tests of cogni-
tive abilities. The third study was designed to explore the
predictive utility of learning rate measures from CELTs for
performance in training-oriented academic classes. Only the
first of these three studies has been completed (Allen, Secunda,
Salas, & Morgan, 1982); additional information regarding this
study is provided in the following Method and Results sections.

Method

Subjects @.

Data were collected from 73 male subjects ranging in age
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from 18 to 25 years, none of whom had more than one year of
college education. Each subject received payment for approx-

* imately eight hours of participation.

Apparatus

CELTs were programmed and administered on Terak 8510 micro-
computers, which feature standard LSI-11 microprocessors and dual
eight-inch disk drives. Tasks were developed for administration
on unmodified keyboards. Standard twelve-inch monitors provided
320 x 240 resolution. All programming was done in Pascal using
UCSD-Pascal Operating System (Version I1.0). Each microcomputer
was located in a separate testing cubicle.I

Learning Tasks

Four CELTs were used in the study. Each task was presented
in an introduction phase, in which instructions were provided,
and a test phase, in which items were presented continuously for
50 minutes. Practice items were presented in the introduction
phase, and feedback with regard to accuracy and response time
was provided after each item in the test phase. The CELTs in-
cluded (a) the Coded Messages task, which required subjects to
learn associations between words and symbols and to determine
whether messages written in symbols were the same as verbal

% messages; (b) the Emergency Procedures task, in which subjects
learned an ordered series of steps in an imaginary emergency
situation and determined the accuracy of statements regarding the
ordinal relationships among steps; (c) the Time Check task, which
involved comparing digital time presentations with analogue time
presentations while accounting for time zone differences; and (d)
the Security Check task, which required learning a route through
an imaginary military base and later answering questions about
the location and security designation of various features.

Procedure

A repeated measures design was employed in which subjects
were tested in two sessions separated by 10 to 14 days. In the
initial session, subjects were administered the introduction and
test phases of the Coded Messages, Emergency Procedure, and Time
Check tasks. In the second session, they were administered the
test phase of the Coded Messages and Emergency Procedure tasks
and the introduction and test phases of the Security Check task.

Results

The primary analytic objective was to determine the extent
to which subjects' learning rate early in the Coded Messages and
Emergency Procedure during the first sessions could be used to
predict asymptotic levels of performance in all four CELTs in
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both sessions. To achieve this objective, several measures wereU derived from subjects' acquisition and re-acquisition curves,
which were constructed by plotting the net correct responses
(i.e., the number of items answered correctly minus the number
answered incorrectly) per minute of testing time. Initial learn-
ing rate was represented by the slope and intercept of the ini-
tial 17 minutes (the first one-third) of this curve. The inter-
cept reflected the subjects' ability to profit from instruction;
the slope reflected a gain in accuracy and speed over time.
Asymptotic performance level was measured in terms of the average
net correct responses per minute over the final ten minutes of
testing in each session.

Multiple regression analyses revealed the combination ofK:> slope and intercept to be a significant predictor of asymptotic
performance level, in both the initial (multiple R's ranging
from .51 to .76) and follow-up (.38 to .55) testing sessions.
As expected, multiple R's were highest for within-task predic-
tions. The evidence indicated that fast learners tended to 0
achieve higher levels of performance than did slow learners.

An additional finding of interest was that asymptotic level
of performance on a CELT in the initial testing was a strong pre-
dictor of both (a) performance decrement between the end of ses-
sion one and the beginning of the second session and (b) the
initial level of performance in the second session. In short,
the results indicated that despite the fact that those subjects
who acquired more knowledge/skill in initial learning showed a
larger inter-session decrement than did those acquiring little
knowledge/skill, higher achievers began performing in the
second session at a level above that of lower achievers.

Discussion

The results of this exploratory study do not provide the
empirical base necessary to revolutionize the field of aptitude
testing. However, in demonstrating how computer-based technology
and the process-oriented approach to cognitive assessment can be

" married in attempts to develop new approaches to old problems,
these findings at least contribute to the revolution that is
already underway. Clearly, the value of CELTs, as well as the
concept of using rate of learning to predict learning abilities,
will be determined only after more research is dedicated to stan-
dardization and validation.

In this regard, two studies are currently in various stages
of completion. One of these efforts has involved determining the
relationship between performance on CELTs and performance on a
battery of pencil-and-paper tests of cognitive abilities. In --0,
this study, subjects completed a battery of CELTs (either the
four described in this report or three additional tasks featuring
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verbal, numeric, or spatial components) and tests of verbal,
numeric, spatial, and memory abilities. The remaining study en-
tails the prediction of classroom performance in training-orien-
ted academic classes (e.g., engineering) from learning rate
measures from CELTs. Results from these studies will help to
determine the utility of this research thrust.
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PANEL DISCUSSION

A\N IN SPACE: SPACE TECHNOLOGY AND THE BEHAVIORAL ASPECTS

Ted Schroeder

. -.£. Air Force Space Technology Center
- '..

John W. Ord and Ralph Lucianni

Headquarters AMD

Daniel H. Spoor

Headquarters Space Command

Len Gardner and Gary Coulter

NASA-Johnson Space Center

William L. Derrick

U.S. Air Force Academy

SESSION ABSTRACT

Military man-in-space is a reality. An Air Force individual has been scheduled 5

as a Manned Space Flight Engineer to attend a military payload. Aerospace Medical

Division and Space Division are exploring man's utility in military space systems.
Space/Command is working on mission definitions and these, in turn, will determine

man's application to the systems design to effect those missions. This panel has

j 'been designed to discuss these aspects in a dynamic, flexible manner. The panel
will be sensitive to audience interaction as it seeks to develop an understanding '-S

of the mission and support of man in military space systems.

The U. S. military community has been exploring various manned military space

vehicles such as the transatmospheric vehicle (TAV). These future vehicle con-

cepts have military mission-unique crew requirements that neither the military

nor NASA have addressed adequately to date. The TAV may require quick response -O]
deployment and long term presence of military crews in space for effective

space-based C3 systems. The C architecture for conflict management involves

man-machine integration and has, in fact, mandated studies by Electronic Systems

. Division (ESD) and Aerospace Medical Division (AMD). Military biotechnology

research is required for optimizing vehicle design, crew station development,
* and manned performance in space.

The panel will emphasize the two major functional areas, man-machine integration

*- and crew protection:

a. The objective on man-machine integration would address enhancement of

*O,' man-in-the-systems, both when grounded and space based. .

b. With respect to crew protection, the problems of additional stressors

(e.g. accelerations, information displays, conflict management systems) might

also be addressed.
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Characteristics of Navy Recruits on Reading Comprehension
o and Related Variables: A Quarterly Three-Year Profile

for FY 1981-83

Norman J. Kerr
' Chief of Naval Education and Training

Harry L. Bowman
-- Memphis State University

Abstract

The purpose of the study was to describe the Navy's recruit
population on reading comprehension and related variables by
calendar quarter during the 3-year period of Fiscal Years 1981-83.
Quarterly computer reports were the source of data on educational

-* background, aptitude, and reading comprehension level of 233,749
recruits. The data revealed that approximately four fifths of the
subjects are high school graduates while the typical recruit has
completed slightly less than 12 years of school and reads near the
mid-11th grade level. A significantly higher percentage of high
school graduate recruits (3.73%)-than non-high school graduate
recruits (2,.47%) are deficient in reading comprehension based on
the 6.0 reading grade level (RGL) criterion. Recruits who score

9> above the 6.0 RGL have a higher aptitude score mean than recruits
who score below the 6.0 RGL. Variability on educational background
and reading comprehension level was observed when the data on
recruits were compared across the 12 quarters of the 3-year period.

Introduction

In June, 1978, the Secretary of the Navy issued a policy statement that
addressed the need for training in basic educational skills among some
personnel in order for the Navy to achieve its mission: "It is the policy of
the Department of the Navy to provide, when indicated, on-duty remedial
job-relevant basic skills training in order to fill personnel requirements"
(SECNAVINST 1510.3, 1978, p. 1). The definition of job-relevant basic skills
is "those capabilities prerequisite to efficient completion of Navy training
programs, adequate job performance and career advancement. Notable among these
are literacy, study and computational skills" (p. 1). In addition to new
programs being developed as a result of the policy statement, fundamental
skills training programs that were already operational were given official
recognition. One of the operational programs, Academic Remedial Training
(ART), provides instruction for recruits in basic reading and verbal skills

* needed to complete the demanding academic requirements of recruit training.
The ART Program was initiated officially by the Naval Technical Training

Command in 1967 at the Navy's three Recruit Training Centers as a remedial
._,-- reading course. The courses at the three sites evolved with highly dissimilar

curricula and testing plans. The Chief of Naval Technical Training
standardized the reading curriculum and testing procedures of ART andimplemented a prescribed curriculum in 1978 (CNTE(.HTRAINST 1540.42). A verbal

T".- skills curriculum that focuses on listening and speaking skills primarily for
recruits who speak English as a second language was added to the program at the
Orlando and San Diego Recruit Training Centers in 1981.
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- When the standardization of the ART reading course occurred, a requiremnent
was introduced that involved use of a Computer-Managed Instruction (CMI) system
to perform test scoring functions and to maintdin records containing data on
recruits. The records that are created are used to prepare monthly and
quarterly CMI reports on the educationally related and reading comprehension
characteristics of the total recruit accessions for the period.

The problem defined for this study was to investigate the educationally
related characteristics and relationships among selected variables that de-
scribe the Navy's recruit population by quarter during Fiscal Years 1981-83. •
The variable of primary interest was the recruit's grade level score on reading
comprehension with secondary interest in years of education, aptitude score,
high school graduation status, and quarter of entry into the Navy. The
significance of the study is based on (1) identifying factors on which the
recruit population varies across quarterly time periods and (2) demonstrating
the use of CMI system data to monitor and manage the ART Program.

Procedures

The data utilized in this study were obtained from the quarterly CMI re-
ports on Navy recruit characteristics and test performance. Data were avail-
able on 233,749 recruits who entered the Navy between October, 1980, and
September, 1983. The reports provided data on four variables used in this
study: years of education, high school graduation status, aptitude test score,
and reading grade level (RGL) score on comprehension. A fifth variable,
quarter of entry into the Navy, was defined by the quarter for which each -

report was prepared.
The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Comprehension Test (1978) and the Armed

Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (1967-80) are the two tests for which data
were reported. The Gates-MacGinitie, Levels /)-F, is used as a screening
instrument with all recruits who enter the Navy. (Only Level D was used prior
to November, 1982.) The recruits who score below the 6.0 RGL on the first
administration of the Gates are retested with an alternate form of Level D.
(The data from the first administration of the Gates are used in this study.)

. Recruits who score below the 6.0 RGL on the second administration of the Gates
are candidates for assignment to ART. The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB) is administered to all recruits before they enlist in the Navy.
The recruits included in this study had taken one of two series of ASVAB tests:
Series 5-7 or Series 8-10. The aptitude score used in the study was the Armed
Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) score. The AFQT is a normative percentile '.•s
score that is derived from a composite of selected ASVAB scores.

The quarterly CMI reports provided means for years of education, AFQT
scores of recruits classified by the 6.0 RGL criterion (above or below), and
RGL scores. T' median was calculated for RGL scores by quarter. Frequency
distributions were compiled and percentage distributions were computed for
selected data sets. Proportions were calculated for high school yraduate and
non-high school graduate recruits who scored below the 6.0 RGL criterion. The -

Chi-square procedure provided comparisons of frequency distributions for RGL[ scores, high school graduation status, and the 6.0 RGL criterion and high
school graduation status by quarter of entry into the Navy. Confidence
interval limits were computed to compare the proportions of high school
graduates and non-high school graduates who scored below the 6.0 RGL. The .05 _

level of significance was used with the inferential analyses.
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Results

The means on years of education were derived for recruits by quarter ot
entry into the Navy. The means varied from 11.6 years in the first, third,
fifth, and seventh quarters to 12.1 years in the last two quarters. The mean
for the 3-year composite group was 11.8 years of education. The data re-
vealed a slightly increasing tread for quarterly means on years ot education.

The AFOT (aptitude) percentile score means were obtained for recruits
classified by 6.0 RGL criterion and quarter of entry into the Navy. Among the
recruits with RGL scores below 6.0, the quarterly means for the AFOT ranged

." from 30.9 (Oct.-Dec., 1981) to 42.3 (Oct.-Dec., 1982). The AFQT quarterly
means for recruits with RGL scores above 6.0 varied from 56.8 (Oct.-Dec., 1981)
to 61.9 (Apr.-June, 1983). The means of the two composite groups were 35.8 for
the recruits who had RGL scores below 6.0 and 59.1 for the recruits who had RGL
scores above 6.0. While a pattern of change was not observable, the differ-
ences in the quarterly means for the high and low RGL groups were generally in
the range of 20-25 percentile points. These differences suggest that the two
RGL groups are relatively distinct with regard to AFQT scores.

The means and medians on RGL were determined for recruits by quarter of
entry into the Navy. The means were relatively stable as evident hy a range
from 9.7 RGL (two quarters) to 10.0 RGL (four quarters) with a composite group
mean of 9.9 RGL. The medians varied from 10.6 RGL (July-Sept., 1982) to 12.8
RGL (Apr.-June, 1983) while the composite group median was 11.4 RGL. After the
introduction of multi-level Gates testing in November, 1982, the quarterly
medians were consistently above the 12.0 RGL. The medians exceeded the means
for all quarters, reflecting the negative skewness of the score dis-
tributions that is due to the population composition and the test norms. 0

The frequency and percentage distributions of recruits by high school
*!- graduation status and quarter of entry into the Navy were analyzed. The data

for the composite group showed that 82.32% of the recruits were high school
graduates. During the first seven quarters, the percentages were in the range
of about 75-81%. In the next three quarters, the percentages were at the mid-
dle to upper 80% level. A temporary measure was instituted during June-
September, 1983, that limited Navy enlistment, with few exceptions, to high
school graduates. The effect was that 92.61% of the recruits in April-June,
1983, and 99.46% of the recruits in July-September, 1983, were high school
graduates. The Chi-square comparison of the frequency distributions of re-
cruits by high school graduation status and quarter of entry revealed that the
distributions differed very significantly (Chi-square = 8,504.403, p <.001).

High school graduate recruits were classified by the 6.0 RGL criterion and
quarter of entry into the Navy to obtain frequency and percentage dis- -.-
tributions. Within the composite group, 3.73% of the high school graduates
scored below the b.0 RGL on comprehension. The percentages varied by quarter
from 2.54% (July-Sept., 1983) to 5.11% (Oct.-Dec., 1982). The quarterly
percentages were essentially stable during the first eight quarters. After the
highest percentage occurred in the quarter when multi-level Gates testing be-
gan, the percentages declined steadily during the last three quarters. The
Chi-square analysis of the frequency distributions of high school graduate re-
cruits classified by the 6.0 RGL criterion and quarter of entry indicated that
statistically significant differences existed (Chi-square = 177.654, p < .001).

The frequency and percentage distributions of non-high school graduate re-
cruits were compiled by the 6.0 RGL criterion and quarter of entry into the
Navy. The data for the composite group showed that 2.47% of the recruits who
were not high school graduates obtained scores below the 6.0 RGL on
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comprehens ion. Across the twelve quarters, the percentages ranged from 1.10%
(Jan.-Mar., 1983) to 3.60% (Oct.-Dec., 1982). Cyclic increases in percentages

ourred during the first four quarters and the next three quarters with a
decrease between the fourth and fifth quarters. The percentages were erratic
during the last five quarters. The results of the Chi-square comparison ot
frequency distributions for non-high school graduate recruits classified by the
6.0 RGL criterion and quarter of entry revealed significant differences
(Chi-square = 48.951, p < .001).

The recruits who scored below the b.0 RGL criterion were classified by
high school graduation status and quarter of entry into the Navy to derive
frequency and percentage distributions. Based on the composite group data,
87.55% of the recruits with RGL scores below 6.0 were high school graduates.
The quarterly percentages varied from 79.43% (Apr.-June, 1982) to 99.56%
(July-Sept., 1983). While the quarterly percentages remained near or below 88%
in eight of the first nine quarters, a consistent increase was evident during
the last three quarters. The Chi-square comparison of the frequency dis-
tributions for recruits scoring below the 6.0 RGL criterion classified by high
school graduation status and quarter of entry indicated that significant dif-
ferences existed (Chi-square = 250.461, p < .001).

.%%% Analyses were performed to compare the proportions of recruits who scored
* below the 6.0 RGL classified by high school graduation status and quarter of

entry into the Navy. The data on the proportions of recruits scoring below
the 6.0 RGL are discussed separately above as percentages for high school
g raduates and non-high school graduates. The relative proportions of the two
groups who had RGL scores below 6.0 showed higher proportions for high school
graduates than non-high school graduates in each of the twelve quarters and,
consequently, during the 3-year period. The proportions of the two groups who
scored below the 6.0 RGL were compared by computing confidence limits for the
differences in proportions using the .95 level of confidence. The results
indicated that the proportions for the two composite groups differed
significantly because the confidence limits did not include 0 within the range.
The proportions also differed significantly for 11 of the 12 quarters,
excluding only the last quarter (July-Sept., 1983).

Concl usions _

The Navy's recruit population is described in this study utilizing data on
selected variables that apply to the recruits entering the Navy during a 3-year
period of time. The conclusions are derived from the descriptive andA
inferential analyses of the data on these variables.

With regard to years of education, the typical Navy recruit has completed
almost 12 years of education. Four fifths of the recruits are high school
graduates. The inferential analysis on high school graduation status indicates
that higher percentages of high school graduates are included among the
recruits in the latter quarters of the 3-year period.

The aptitude of recruits as reflected by means on the AFOT does not appear
to vary in any consistent pattern among the recruits with RGL scores below 6.0

or above 6.0. The means indicate that recruits who score above the 6.0
criterion have greater aptitude than recruits who score below the 6.0 RGL
criterion. The difference in the aptitude score means for the two groups
suggests that they are dissimilar populations.

The reading comprehension means of recruits exhibit relative stability
across the 12-quarter period, placing the composite group near the 10th yrade
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level. The medi an reveals a disjuncture with the introduction of multi-level
Gates testing in November, 1982. Prior to this time, the median was in the
10th to 11th grade range while it was in the 12th grade range afterward. The
median for the 3-year period places the group near the mid-11th grade level.

Separate analyses of the distributions of high school graduate and
non-high school graduate recruits classified by the 6.0 RGL criterion and
quarter ot entry indicate that differences exist across the 3-year period .
within each group. Among the high school graduates, the percentages who scored
below the 6.0 RGL systematically decreased after the beginning of multi-level
Gates testing while among the non-high school graduates, the lowest percentages O
occurred after initiating multi-level Gates testing.

Differences exist in the quarterly distributions of recruits who obtain
RGL scores below 6.0 when classified by high school graduation status and
quarter of entry into the Navy. Higher percentages of the recruits who scored
below the 6.0 RGL were high school graduates in the latter quarters of the
period. A higher proportion of the composite group of high school graduate
recruits scored below the 6.0 RGL than was found in the composite group of
non-high school graduate recruits. Significant differences exist for the
composite groups and for the monthly groups in 11 of the 12 quarters.

This study indicates that the recruits who enter the Navy are likely to
*vary across fiscal year quarters on some important factors. As a result, ART

management personnel need to plan for adjustments in the requirements for re-
". sources as the recruit population changes. By being aware of the variability

in demands, more efficient allocation and utilization of resources can be
. achieved for ART. The study also demonstrates that information is available

-. through the CMI reports on Navy recruit characteristics to improve the
effectiveness of program management. Consistent monitoring of these reports

*and basic analyses of the data would enable the staff to determine the changes
occurring in the composition of the recruit population that affect the ART
Program.
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Abstract

The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory was administered to

1930 male active duty U.S. Army soldiers. After screening all subjects on
a number of validity criteria, 1032 subjects were retained in the study and
their data used to generate new normative tables for the MMPI. Since age .
and IQ levels have been found to significantly effect MMPI scores, the new
normative tables are divided both by age and IQ. Preliminary work with the
new normative tables is also presented. r

Introduction

While the MMPI is likely the most widely utilized psychodiagnostic in-
strument with active duty military populations, little has been done to in-
vestigate the appropriateness of using the original MMPI normative data as a
comparison group for military populations. Considering that the original
normative data base for the MMPI was collected some 45 years ago (Dahlstrom,
Welsh, and Dahlstrom, 1972) comparison of military MMPI scores with this
data would appear, at least on the surface, to be inappropriate. Original
normative data for the MMPI was collected in t~e late 1930's and early
1940's. While the data was refined some years later (Hathaway and Briggs,

1957) until very recently (Colligan, Osborne, Swenson, and Offord, 1983)
there was virtually no contempory MMPI standards for normal individuals.
Faschingbauer (1977) has suggested that while the original normative data
was appropriate for use in the 1940's its usefulness in the 1980's is
questionable.

Dahlstrom, Welsh, and Dahlstrom (1975), in reviewing research on the
use of the MMPI, concluded that variations do appear to exist on the basic
scales as a function of background variables such as age, sex, race and
regional origin. The description of the normal 1940 Minnesota adult given
by Dahlstrom et al. (1972) as being 35 years old, married, with eight

years of schooling and living in a rural area stands in sharp contrast to
the 25 year old, single, urban high school graduate who is the soldier of
the 1980's. In addition, our society has dramatically changed in the last
40 years and these changes have had an effect on the individual's per-
ception of his environment. Some behaviors that were considered patho-
logical in the 1940's are today seen as appropriate and even healthy.

eI:I To date, MMPI research with military populations has focused almost
exclusively on identified psychiatric populations. Only Bloom (1977) has
examined a military population from a normative perspective. In his
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study with U.S. Air Force basic trainees Bloom found a large number of
subjects produced elevated MMPI profiles, but were reported to be free
of psychopathology on subsequent interview by a psychologist or psy-
chiatrist. While this data suggests MMPI scale differences between
the Minnesota normative group and a military sample it has some lim-
itations in applying the results to the military in general. First

the Bloom (1977) data has a restricted educational and IQ range.
Second, all subjects were in a stressful period, i.e., basic training,
which could account for the elevated profiles. And finally, the Bloom
data represents a rather restricted age sample since all subjects were
in basic training.

Furthermore, MMPI researchers (Colligan et al., 1983) have begun

to question the T score transformations utilized with the original data.
A common assumption among clinicians is that the T scores on the MMPI
represent a normal distribution of scores. This assumption is faulty
in that the T score transformation in common use for the MMPI simply

does not alter the underlying distribution, but rather preserves the

-- ~ skewed underlying distribution.

The purpose of this study was to obtain MMPI's from a representative
sample of active duty military personnel and generate an appropriate
normative base for the use of the MMPI with this population. Addi-

, tionally, it was deemed paramount to develop transformations that would
avoid the hazard of using simple linear transformations such as the T
score transformation on non-normal distributions.

Method U

Subjects

Subjects were 1930 male active duty U.S. Army soldiers stationed at
various locations throughout the United States and Europe. All subjects

were at least 18 years old, had one year or more of active duty service and
had volunteered to participate in the study. Ninety percent of the sub-
jects were enlisted and 10 percent were officers. Ages ranged from 18
to 32 with a mean age of 25 years and a mean education of 12 years.

Job description was representative of the Army as a whole with 60 percent
of the subjects being in support branches and 40 percent being in combat
arms branches. I.

Procedures

Along with completing the MMPI subjects were administered the
Shipley Institute of Living Scale Vocabulary and Abstraction Test.
Subjects also completed a 43 item background information form. While 0
the background information questionaire provided demographic data on
the subjects, the Vocabulary and Abstraction Test yielded an IQ score
(Boyle, 1967) Standard MMPI group form booklets were used and the answer

sheets machine scored using an optical scanner. Only fully completed forms
*. -~were utilized in the analysis and any partially completed forms were discarded

along with the rest of the subjects' materials.

.

7
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Results

The data were screened for validity using criteria suggested by Greene
(1980) and Dahlstrom et al. (1972). An MMPI profile was considered valid
and the subject eliminated from the sample if: (a) 30 or more questions
were left blank, (b) scale F had 25 or more questions answered in a critical
direction, (c) the Carelessness Scale (Greene, 1980) was 6 or higher.
Furthermore, subjects with an IQ score below 75 were not included because
of questions as to their ability to fully understand the questions and possible
low reading levels. Several other criteria were also considered important
in producing a normative population. Soldiers who reported a felony conviction
or court marital were not included in the sample. Subjects endorsing a
psychiatric hospitalization, suicide attempt, psychiatric treatment of any
nature or treatment for drug or alcohol problem were also excluded from the
sample. While no amount of screening can completely produce a "normal"
population the above criteria were considered strenuous enough to produce
a sample of relatively healthy, well functioning active duty soldiers.

4qA total of 898 subjects (46%) were eliminated from the study based on one
or more of the screening criteria. This left 1032 subjects (514%) as the data
base from which to develop new normative tables.

An examination of the distribution of raw MMPI scores revealed all scales -

to be significantly skewed, a finding consistent with that found on the original
MMPI data gathered in the 19140's and also more recent data collected in Minnesota
(Colligan et al., 1983). Since a simple linear transformation such as the T
transformation would do nothing to normalize these distributions, a Box-Cox
power transformation technique (Box and Cox, 1964) was utilized to find a
transformation that would produce normal, Gaussian distributions of scores.
Scale F was not transformed, but rather left skewed because the scale's
original development was as an "infrequent item scale" thus a positive skew

9' in the distribution of this scale was to be expected and was retained to avoid
increasing false positive elevations. Table I summarizes the transformations
used for each scale.

Development of Aeand IQ Tables

Age and IQ levels have been found to have considerable effect upon
the MMPI (Greene, 1980; Fishburne and Parkison, 19814). In view of these S
findings it was considered desirable to develop specific tables of norms
by age and IQ levels. This would permit the clinician to not only compare
an individual's MMPI scores to others in the Army, but also to compare the
score to other scores from the appropriate age and IQ group, thus accuracy
of description should be improved. Initially, subjects were compared across
each age year. Examination of the data revealed that while there was very6
little difference across some age groups, others showed significant differences.
Thus, age could be grouped based upon the points of significant variations.
Ages were eventually grouped into 4 levels; 18-20, 21-23, 214-26, 27-33.
The process for grouping IQ level was virtually identical and produced 3
distinct IQ groups; 75-98, 99-110, Ill and above.

Use of these normative tables is quite straight forward and involves
knowing the subjects raw scores on the MMPI, age and IQ level from the Shipley
Hartford Institute of Living Scale. The subject's age and IQ determine what

4- table is appropriate and the MMPI raw scores of the subject are converted
to the T-scores from the table.
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TABLE I
Transformations and Summary Statistics

Scale Transformation Y SD Skewness Percent with T
(X) (Y) Coefficient of Y 30 70

L Y=\FXTI 2.22 0.51 0.10 1.84 2.42

F Y=X 9.07 5.83 0.75 4.36 0.00

, K Y=X "8  7.43 2.33 0.11 1.45 1.36

1+K Y:Log 10 (X+1) 1.15 0.14 -0.10 2.71 2.62
' 2 Y=X "3  2.44 0.19 0.09 1.94 2.62

3 Y: -+I 4.53 0.57 0.12 2.13 3.00

4+K Y:X -  4.88 0.49 0.00 0.97 1.36

5 Y=\X- 4.92 0.48 -0.02 4.36 2.42

6 Y_(X..1) 2.72 0.36 -0.05 2.03 2.91

7+oK Y=fF- 5.34 0.58 0.07 1.07 1.36

•. 8+K Y=Log(X+1) 1.50 0.12 -0.11 1.55 1.45
.8

9+K Y:X. 12.67 2.04 -0.04 1.74 1.07"8
0 Y=X" 14.67 3.52 -0.07 1.84 2.81

Discussion

The development of these normative tables represents a considerable
improvement in the MMPI data base available to clinicians working with
active duty soldiers. There are several advantages to using the MMPI
tables developed from this study. First, the clinician will be able to
compare his patients' MMPI results with those of other active duty Army
soldiers. Second, the clinician may now compare his patients' results
with the results of other individuals of the same age and IQ level. Final-
ly, since these tables are developed from normal distributions, inferences

.. may more accurately reflect deviations from normal limits of psychological
- functioning.

Further work needs to be completed to develop female active duty norms -
and expand the current age level limitations in the data. Additionally both
racial and regional differences on the MMPI scores appear to be fruitful

;* .' areas of investigation.

Due to limitation in allotted space a copy of the normative tables was
not included, but is available on request from the senior author.

..N .0
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o MMPI Profiles
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Abstract 0

Age affects on response patterns to the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory have been recognized by the creation of separate
norms for adolescent, adults and aged adults. This study examined the
effects of age within a normal Army adult male population on MMPI response
pattern. Of the validity and clinical scales only scales L, 3 (Hysteria)
and 5 (Masculinity-Feminity) showed no significant age effects. Scale
means and percentage of respondents scoring above 70T (non-K-corrected
Minnesota Adult Norms) across age groups both showed scale age clusters
which substantiate the n'eed for age appropriate norms within the adult
Army male population., tOe

Introduction

MMPI literature suggests that age is an important influencing vari-
able on MMPI response patterns. This study was designed to examine if
age effects within the 18 to 33 year range are sufficiently variable to
warrant construction of normative tables which take the age effect into

consideration.

Gynther (1979) provides an excellent review of the literature ex-
amining age effects on the MMPI. Two studies, Swenson (1961) and
Hathaway and Monachesi '1963) compared special age groups of normal sub-
jects, aged and adolescent respectively, with the Minnesota adult normal
group. Statistically significant findings of differences between several

-" scale means of the special age groups as compared to the Minnesota adult
normal group have led to the development of separate normative tables for
adolescents and aged populations. Other studies using normal groups which
were reviewed by Gynther examined differences between older and younger
subjects and identified characteristics of older subjects. Gynther

pointed out that although statistically significant differences were often
found, the mean scale scores were not clinically significantly deviant
from the Minnesota adult normal mean. Gynther did not define what he

meant by clinical significance. Thus, Gynther appears to question if
small statistically significant mean scale differences are meaningful in
terms of clinical significance.

Within military populations evaluated in mental health clinics and
hospitals it has been common to find elevated, 70 to 80T, MMPI profiles
given by soldiers who have demonstrated reasonably adequate adjustment.

___ Bloom (1977), using Air Force basic trainees, found a large number of
.-. airmen who produced highly elevated, up to 90T, MMPI profiles who, when

given a mental status exam by a psychologist or psychiatrist, were judged
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to have no pathologically deviant personality characteristics. Bloom

administered the MMPI to a large sample of male and female airman train-
ees and found statistically significant differences between the mean scores
of the trainees and the Minnesota adult normals. Using scale means pro-
vided in Bloom's (1977) study and the non-K-corrected Minnesota adult con-
version table (Dahlstrom, Welsh, and Dahlstrom, 1975) only one scale for
males, Ma, and no scale for females reached a T-score of 60 or higher.

Greene (1980) reviewed the studies related to age norms and reported
I No that ninth graders (Hathaway and Monachesi, 1963) had mean K-corrected

scores on scales 4, 8, and 9 which were approximately 10-T score points
higher than Minnesota adult normals. Swenson's (1961) aged group had no
mean K-corrected scores on any scale which deviated as much as 10-T score
points above the Minnesota adult normals. Despite Gynther's implication

that a statistically significant mean difference may not, in fact, result
in clinically significantly deviant profiles, separate normative tables

4:" have been developed and published for adolescent and aged populations.

e This study examines the relation between age and MMPI scale scores of

normal Army soldiers who have made a successful adjustment to the military
environment.

Method

Subjects

Subjects were 1930 male active duty U.S. Army soldiers stationed at
various locations throughout the United States and Europe. All subjects
were at least 18 years old, had one year or more of active duty service

and had volunteered to participate in the study. Ninety percent of the
subjects were enlisted and 10 percent were officers. Ages ranged from 18
to 33 with a mean age of 25 years and a mean education of 12 years. Job
description was representative of the Army as a whole with 60 percent of
the subjects being in support branches and 40 percent being in combat arms
branches.

Procedures

Along with completing the MMPI subjects were administered the -
Shipley Institute of Living Scale Vocabulary and Abstraction Test.
Subjects also completed a 43 item background information form. While
the background information questionaire provided demographic data on the
subjects, the Vocabulary and Abstraction Test yielded an IQ score
(Boyle, 1967). Standard MMPI group form booklets were used and the an-
swer sheets machine scored using an optical scanner. Only fully completed
forms were utilized in the analysis and any partially completed forms were
discarded along with the rest of the subject's materials.

Two-way analyses of variance were utilized to examine main and
interaction effects of age and intelligence on the validity and clinical

kW scales. In order to identify the number of respondents above 70-T
(non K-corrected) using Minnesota adult norms, histograms showing the
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distribution of scores on each scale by one year age intervals, 18 t, 33,
were generated. Scale means by one year age intervals, 18 to 33, were
computed and converted to non K-corrected T scores for comparison across

--- ages.

Results

The data were screened for validity using criteria suggested by Greene
(1980) and Dahlstrom et al. (1972). An MMPI profile was considered invalid

.- and the subject eliminated from the sample if: (a) 30 or more questions were
left blank, (b) scale F had 25 or more questions answered in a critical
direction, (c) the Carelessness Scale (Greene, 1980) was 6 or higher.
Furthermore, subjects with an IQ score below 75 were not included because
of questions as to their ability to fully understand the questions and pos-
sible low reading levels. Several other criteria were also considered
important in producing a normative population. Soldiers who reported a

-* ] .. felony conviction or court marital were included in the sample. Subjects
endorsing a psychiatric hospitalization, suicide attempt, psychiatric
treatment of any nature or treatment for drug or alcohol problem were also
excluded from the sample. While no amount of screening can completely
produce a "normal" sample the above criteria were considered strenuous
enough to produce a sample of relatively healthy, well functioning active

-" duty soldiers. A total of 898 subjects were eliminated from the study

- based on one or more of the screening criteria. This left 1032 subjects
-. in the data base for this study.

TABLE 1

Two-way Analysis of Variance: Significant
F-Ratios for Age, IQ and Age x IQ Interaction

lop

Scale Age IQ Age x IQ

- " L 0.11 23-37*** 1.09
F 25.51*** 52-48*** 0.43
K 4.67** 6.57** 1.66
1(Hs) 5.20*** 33.86*** 0.95
2(D) 2.94* 16.87*** 1.71
3(Hy) 1.63 2.57 1.16
4(Pd) 12.69*** 17.44 1.09

5(Mm) 0.83 17.84*** 1.16
6(Pa) 11•91"** 27.84*** 0.42
7(Pt) 22.20*** 31.11*** 0.76

0O 8(Sc) 35.10*** 54.02*** 0.42
*o. 9(Ma) 24.26*** 20.05*** 2.93**

O(Si) 4.13** 16.36*** 1.03

'* p/. 0 5 ** p<.O1  p .O01

O Table I shows results of the two-way analysis of variance for age
and intelligence. Interaction effects of age and intelligence were
only significant on scale 9(Ma). Except on Scale 3, all main effects of
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IQ were significant. This finding will be addressed in future studies.
Main age effects which are significant were found on all scales except

L, 3, and 5.

Table II

T Scores for Scale Means (Minnesota Adult Norms)

Non K-Corrected in the Army Sample

18 21 24 27 30 33 "
(N=39) (N=127) (N=86) (N=37) (N=38) (N=28) - -

L 50 50 53 50 50 50
F 70 66 64 60 60 60
K 48 49 49 53 53 53
lCHs) 60 58 56 51 53 51

2(D) 60 58 56 58 58 58
3(Hy) 58 56 55 56 55 56
4(Pd) 68 65 63 58 58 58
5(Mm) 59 57 57 57 59 61

6(Pa) 65 62 62 56 56 56
7(Pt) 66 60 59 54 53 52 O

8(Sc) 78 67 63 57 55 55
9(Ma) 70 68 68 61 61 59
O(Si) 56 54 54 53 54 52

Mean scale score conversions to T-scores (non K-corrected) were computed
for each scale by year group to determine the relative deviation of the
soldier means from the Minnesota Adult norms. Table III shows the means for
the year group at three year intervals between ages 18 and 33 (because of
space limitations full data for tables II and III are not provided but can
be obtained from the senior author). Scales 7, 1, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9 all
show a trend of higher to lcwer scale mean T scores from younger to older
year groups. On several scales shifts in mean scale scores show relatively
smooth linear changes across year groups, e.g. scale 7, and on others a
somewhat sawtooth pattern with several year orroup means remaining the same
or nearly the same before a drop in the mean occurs. e.g. scale 6.

Because the underlying distribution of scores in the Minnesota
Adult normative table are not normally distributed, the distributions

are skewed generally to the right (Colligan, et. al., 1983), is also
important to review age effects on the number of respondents by year
groups who fall beyond 70T on the Minnesota Norms. Table III shows the

percentage of subjects by scale that fall beyond 70T on the scale in the
Army sample for each third year group. As would be expected from Table

II data, the percentages decline from younger to older year groups on

scales F, 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9.

Discussion

The data in this study show a significant effect of age on MMPI re- --

sponse patterns within a normal group of Army males. The scale means
and percentage of subjects who score above 70T when raw scores are cor-
rected to T scores using non K-corrected Minnesota Adult norm tables

.,o



Table III

Percentage of Subjects in the Army
Sample with Non K-Corrected T Scores

(Minnesota Adult Norms) Over 70 T

18 21 24 27 30 33
(N=39) (N=127) (N=86) (N=37) (N=38) (N=28 "

L 0.0 0.0 1.2 2.7 2.6 0.0
F 38.5 29.1 20.9 16.2 13.2 14.3

K 2.6 0.0 3.5 0.0 2.6 0.0
1(Hs) 12.8 11.8 11.6 5.4 7.9 3.6
2(D) 25.6 18.9 11.6 13.5 13.2 17.9 O
3(Hy) 7.7 7.1 5.8 10.8 7.9 3.6
4(Pd) 33.3 33.9 22.1 5.4 15.8 17.9

5(Mm) 10.3 11.8 4.7 10.8 5.3 7.1
6(Pa) 20.5 23.6 16.3 13.5 5.3 0.0
7(Pt) 33.3 19.7 17.4 18.9 0.0 7.1

8(Sc) 61.5 36.2 24.4 18.9 10.5 17.9
9(Ma) 61.5 39.4 34.9 13.5 15.8 7.1
0(Si) 5.1 3.9 2.3 8.1 7.9 10.7

show patterns of differences across the year groups where younger year
groups have clinically significantly more deviation than older year groups.
A single combined normative table for this population would tend to over-
classify in the younger year groups and underclassify in the older year
groups.

The underlying distribution needs to be transformed to normal dis-

tributions and then clinically significant differences between year groups

can be identified to arrive at the best year groups combinations for
establishing Army normal tables (See Parkison and Fishburne, 1983).
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'4' Abstract

The U. S. Coast Guard has revamped its Enlisted Performance Evaluation
System on 1 July 1983. The new system was developed by a five member project
team which analyzed in detail the problems and shortcomings of the previous

. system, and re-defined needs and uses of the new system. The prime consider-
- - ation in designing the new system was to better identify performance levels

and provide feedback of strengths and weaknesses to the evaluee.

Introduction

On 1 September 1982, an effort began to revise the enlisted evaluation
system which had served the Coast Guard for over 25 years. The system was in
need of a major overhaul to keep up with the growing personnel management
requirements and because evaluation scores were generally inflated. The
shortcomings of the initial system were analyzed in detail and later helped
define the goals and purposes of the new evaluation system. This report will
provide a brief and comprehensive background on the process used to design the
new Enlisted Performance Evaluation System, which affects over 40,000 active
and reserve enlisted members of the Coast Guard.

Background

The initial evaluation system was developed in 1957. Prior to that the S
Coast Guard had no formal appraisal system for enlisted personnel. The
primary purpose of the system was to "differentiate between the outstanding,
the excellent, the average, the below average, and the unsatisfactory," which

provided a numerical gauge of performance to support personnel policy deci-
sions in areas such as advancement, special assignments, awarding the Coast
Guard Good Conduct Medal, and eligibility for discharges and reenlistments. S

The system measured work performance of all enlisted members from pay
grades E-1 through E-9 on the same form, using three performance evaluation
categories: Proficiency, Leadership, and Conduct. Proficiency measured the
enlisted member's performance on the job, and was loosely defined as
.. " skill, efficiency, and knowledge of specialty, and demonstrated ability to

perform effectively." Leadership (applied only to pay grades E-3 to E-9 )
measured the personal qualities which one should or does possess to perform .-

managerial responsibilities, and was defined as ". . ability to plan and assign
work to others, and to effectively direct their activities, and his/her
ability to maintain proper military relationships with other service
personnel. Ability to recognize and carry out his/her civil rights/human "
relations responsibilities." Conduct measured the members ability to conform
to rules, regulations, and military standards.
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The system provided only one mark in each area, numerically indicated
under a "four-point-O" (4.0) system. Proficiency and Leadership marks were
frequently identical, and Conduct was almost always 4.0. Although the form
provided "some" performance standard definition for each point on the scale, 6
i.e.,"Grossly Inadequate" for 0, "Excellent" for 3.7/3.8, and "Ideal" for
4.0), evaluators were free to apply their own interpretations of these defini-
tions. The form defined "average" performance as 3.3, but the servicewide
view of "average" was in correlation to the pay grade (i.e. E-4 to 3.4, E-5 to
3.5, E-6 to 3.6, etc.) creating inflation.

As a result the -system did not provide adequate differentiation between
members of the same pay grades. Junior and senior enlisted members were
evaluated on the same form at the same time. The system did not provide the
evaluee with information on what his or her strengths/weaknesses were. Profi-
ciency, Leadership, and Conduct were broadly defined, and all the evaluee was
privy to was the AfinalO three marks, with some understanding that these marks
would refer to terms such as "Outstanding, Excellent, or Average.' The mark
assigned in each category was an "average* of the items that made up that
category. Therefore, the system did not provide any meaningful feedback on
job performance, only final marks.

Discussion

Structuring the New System

After a good deal of study of the shortcomings of the system, and several
discussions with the "users" of the system (personnel management policy deci-
sion makers), the structure of the new system began to take shape. By I
December 1982, a outline plan for designing and implementing a revised system
was submitted to the Chief, Office of Personnel with a planned implementation
date of 1 July 1983. There were three specific purposes for the revised
evaluation system:

(1) To capture a valid and reliable assessment of the performance of
enlisted members to allow the Coast Guard to promote and assign them
with a high degree of confidence, and to perform other necessary
administrative actions such as reenlistments and discharges.

(2) To provide feedback to show each member how well he or she is perform-

ing in the areas measured. The evaluation will identify areas where
each member can work to improve his/her own individual performance,
and will provide details to support counseling whether requested by
the individual or deemed necessary by higher authority.

(3) Emphasize important Coast Guard values.

The outline plan was broken down into three phases: design, implement, and

monitor.

The views and ideas of the organization regarding enlisted performance
appraisal as expressed in various study papers and memos indicated a desire to:

(1) Strengthen the ability to differentiate in order to identify highperformers so as to better use and reward them, the middle performer

so as to train and further develop them, and low performers for
purposes of initiating corrective actions or discharge.
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(2) Expand the role of the present system by identifying the needs of the
individual and then develop a process that will, where possible, ful-
fill these needs. O0

*. (3) Have an enlisted evaluation system that is not intimidating or complex
to use.

Coast Guard officers Stumpff and Chevalier prepared the first in-depth
analysis of the enlisted evaluation system. In their 1976 graduate thesis
they demonstrated statistically that the system was not adequately differen-
tiating between the pay grades, and thus not supporting the intended uses of

*' the evaluation system. They found fault with the evaluation process and noted
- ."that the system provided no feedback to the individual and had no monitor or

control system. They advocated an approach that captured instances of behav-
ior both good and bad by recording the information on a "Significant Incident
Form," that could be used as the basis for a periodic evaluation and as the
foundation of a performance feedback system. Stumpff and Chevalier's proposed
system also called for the use of multiple evaluation forms, to provide dif-
ferentiation of responsibilities between the pay grades.

In late 1976, to deal with the problem with a lack of differentiation
between the enlisted pay grades, Ohio State University (Cornelius and Hakel,
1978) was awarded a contract to develop an improved enlisted personnel evalua-

" * tion system. The study had four objectives:

(1) determine how many different evaluation forms there should be;

(2) develop prototypes of the proposed evaluation forms; .

(3) develop system maintenance procedures;

(4) propose a field tryout of the new developed system.

The study concluded that a series of forms based upon job rating clusters
(i.e. Aviation, Deck/Watch, Engineering, Electronics, etc) as determined by an
extensive job element inventory were impractical and that a more satisfactory
approach involved forms based upon pay grade groupings (non rated or E-1 Ij-- -
through E-3, petty officer or E-4 through E-6, and chief petty officer or E-7

through E-9). They advocated an approach that began with a high quality
measuring instrument, training the evaluator to improve his or her evaluation
skills, and motivating the evaluator to do well by use of a monitor or control . .I
system. The recommended proposals from the results of the OSU study were not
adopted by the Coast Guard.

Design and Implementation Phase

The design phase was broken down into identifiable tasks for each project
member so as to build a scheduled and systematic work plan use the information
from the OSU study, the graduate theses, and direction from the Commandant and
the Chief Office of Personnel. An organizational requirement was that the
design of the new system involve "Coast Guard participation." Competent
officers and enlisted personnel were selected from field units. Their
experience and input helped design the system and gave them some "ownership"
which helped in the implementation process.
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The selection of performance criteria and the development of performance
standards by this group allowed the system to reflect the attitude of the
working Coast Guard towards various aspects of performance appraisal. This
was done by organizing three project field panels, one for each pay grade
group: E-1 to E-3 (nonrated personnel), E-4 to E-6 (petty officers), and E-7
to E-9 (chief petty officers). Each panel developed personal performance
characteristics and mixed anchored rating scales for the pay grade group they

- were assigned. This "critical incident technique" (Flanagan, 1954), resulted
in a series of performance scales specific to the job for which they are

- created and retains all the terminology used by evaluators to describe the
- job. A similar method was used in developing the Coast Guard Officer
"-.. Performance Evaluation System in 1980, and the Canadian Forces Performance
*: Appraisal System in 1981 (Shields, 1982). The panel groups defined only three

scales: Marginal, Middle, and High. Marginal describes performance that is
"below the minimum a7cceptable -leT l," middle describes "the Coast Guard's
expected standards of performance," and high describes "the exceptional
performer." The panel members were a cross section of subordinates and super-
visors, as well as executive and commanding officers of various ranks and pay
grades.

The three panels provided over 130 personal performance characteristics
.. many of which were tautological, with the low, middle, and high rating scales

defined for numerous categories. After these categories were refined by the
project staff, they were then sorted into "factors".

.-' The project team also organized an advisory group made up of the users of
the system (such as enlisted assignment managers, personnel management policy
decision makers, etc.) and command enlisted advisors. The advisory group
provided a review of the panel results, and helped to decide if the personal
performance characteristics would be useful in eyeryday decisions that
involved the use of enlisted evaluation marks. Decisions on which of those
characteristics that should be kept were based on which would help:

(1) identify training needs;

*....-, (2) provide feedback to evaluee on job performance;

. ~ (3) identify potential for advancement;

- : (4) make selections for job assignments/transfers;

(5) identify the marginal/submarginal performer for possible
separation/discharge from the service or reduction for
incompetency;

(6) determine eligibility for Coast Guard Good Conduct Medal;

(7) determine type of discharge/reenlistment.

The final results were streamlined into 51 personal performance character-
istics. The characteristics were consolidated on the forms to 29 for non-
rated, 38 for petty officers, and 37 for chief petty officers. A majority of .
the characteristics were used for all three groups. Those characteristics that
were the same or had the same meaning were given different performance stan-' dards to allow for the different responsibilities between the pay grade groups.
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For example, the low, middle, and high standards for a chief petty officer
(E-7) were written higher than f or a seaman (E-3) because the organization
expects a higher caliber of performance from the senior member. This methodo-
logy was also designed to promote the "different pay grade, different stan-
dards" theory.

* Participation and involvement from the Coast Guard population in designing
the new system was also advantageous in the implementation phase. Sixty-f ive
facilitators were selected from each of the twelve Coast Guard districts to
conduct a month long servicewide orientation and training program on how to
use the new system. These "hand-picked" facilitators made up mostly of non-
commissioned officers from various vocational backgrounds, knew nothing of the
new system, and were selected on their personal and professional abilities and
qualities as effective communicators. The facilitators underwent an intensive
30 hour training program on the philosophy and mechanics of the new system.
Af ter completing the program, they conducted eight hour orientation and train-
ing programs at Coast Guard units in their respective geographic areas.

Summary

* The shortcomings of the old system and many of the proposals recommended
by the theses and OSU study were addressed in the design of the new system.
The system emphasizes a clean break from the old system. A three form concept
will separate the pay grade groups, with each form having a different number
of characteristics. The pay grades will have separate evaluation periods to

* stress the differences in experience and responsibility. A seven point numer-
ical scale will be used, with the even numbers assigned the marginal,
expected, and exceptional performance standards. These standards as mark<ed,
will provide feedback from the supervisor to the subordinate. Although it
gives a more extensive evaluation, the new system is only slightly more
complex than the old. The guidelines remain simplistic and require only a
period of structured orientation for people newly exposed to the system.

The revised system is currently in the monitoring stages, where the
project team will be analyzing the fall and spring evaluation periods to
determine if the new system has met the organization's expectation, and if the
personnel management policy decisions that are tied to the system are suffi-
ciently defined.
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Use of Self Assessments in Estimating Levels of Skill Retention
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Abstract

The focus of this research was on one approach toward predicting task
retention and refresher training requirements--self assessment. Prior to
zeroing their weapons for annual M16AI rifle qualification (record fire), 153 [e
permanent party soldiers completed a questionnaire designed to collect
information on their previous marksmanship experiences as well as their
beliefs about how they were going to shoot at record fire.'- No special
instructions were provided about the meanings of questions or possible
responses. Questionnaire items then were correlated with rifle qualification
scores based on 40 target exposures.~ Predicted scores accounted for about 10%
of the variance associated with record fire scores. However, for those

*soldiers whose confidence in the accuracy of their predictions exceeded 90%,
predicted scores accounted for 25% of the record fire score variance. The
best predictors of record fire performance were remembered most recent record
f ire performance and predicted performance. Subjects, generally,
overestimated their actual performance and were biased heavily toward
predicting success. The usefulness of the self-assessment approach to skill

dretention estimation is discussed together with practical suggestions toward
refining the precision of questionnaire techniques.

Introduction

Most Army jobs require that soldiers achieve and maintain proficiency on
scores of tasks. Because of resource constraints it is impossible to train
every soldier on every task to the degree necessary even to minimize
forgetting. As a result, some amount of periodic refresher training must be
provided. This much is clear. What is not clear is how frequently

-.. *individuals require refresher training to sustain proficiency on particular
tasks. As Schendel and Hagman (1982) indicate, if time intervals between
successive sessions are too long, then performance may fall below acceptable
levels and entail considerable risk. Emergencies may arise requiring

.2, corrective action before an individual has had a chance to retrain. If time
~ intervals between sessions are too short, then administrative costs

necessarily are inflated.

What can be done to remedy this problem? one possible approach toward

managing refresher training involves the use of self assessments . Under this
approach, priorities would be assigned to tasks to be trained (managerial
decision). Unit commanders then would determine where they are weakest, next
weakest, etc by sampling soldiers' estimated skill levels on these tasks.
Priorities would be weighed against weaknesses as well as resources (time,
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travel requirements, equipment constraints, etc) and unit refresher training
schedules developed accordingly. Of course, self assessments need not be used
alone. They may be used to identify soldiers requiring training on particular
tasks and, consequently, may be used to refine predictions derived from other,

more generalized approaches (e.g., Rose & Ford, 1982).

The advantages of the self assessment approach are that it is simple and i
economical--self assessments can be collected using only a questionnaire.
Self assessments also can be very accurate (e.g., Levine, Flory, & Ash, 1977).
The main disadvantage of self assessments is that they are subject to
distortion, both intentional and unintentional. For example, the stereotype
of a "good soldier" may influence self assessments. As a result, soldiers may
be reluctant to admit needing training on tasks which they should know.
Alternatively, soldiers may unintentionally overestimate their abilities to
perform a task as a result of their overconfidence. Several methods for6
handling these problems are discussed later in this report. Many of these
methods also have been covered by Burnside (1982). This research examines the
feasibility of using self assessments in predicting soldiers' task retention

N and refresher training requirements.

Method '

Subjlects

The subjects were 153 male (ni 147) and female (a 6) permanent party
soldiers assigned to the 1st and 2d Infantry Training Brigades and Infantry
Training Group at Fort Benning, Ga., who fired record fire between 26 and 27
March and 4 and 5 June 1982, and who volunteered to participate in this
research. Subjects completed the quescionnairr in groups ranging in size from
approximately 15 to 60. Reported times since last record fire ranged from 1
to 60 months (n1 - 147, 11- 12.80, SD -10.93).

Materials and Procedure

Questionnaire data. Prior to firing record fire, soldiers reported to a
25-meter range to zero their weapons. Zeroing involves firing series of
three-round shot groups at a specially designed 25-meter target and adjusting
the rifle's sights until point of bullet impact coincides with point of aim.
Prior to zeroing, soldiers assembled in bleachers to receive a safety
brief ing. After soldiers had assembled in the bleachers but before they had

* received this briefing, they were informed about the purpose of this research.
Subjects were told merely to answer the questions as accurately as possible.

* No special instructions were provided about the meanings of questions nor were
possible responses discussed.

Performance data. After zeroing, all soldiers were transported to an
M16AI rifle qualification range. on arriving, each subject was assigned
randomly to one of eight firing lanes. All scoring was done by independent
support personnel. These personnel were fully informed about scoring
procedures and the purpose of this research prior to the onset of testing. In
addition, an experimenter and numerous range personnel were available to

9assist in scorekeeping and to answer questions.
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The course-of-fire consisted of 14 "F-type" silhouettes and 26 "E-type"

silhouettes. F-type silhouettes are designed to appear like the head and

shoulders of a man and were seen at 50 (n = 5) and 100 (a = 9) meters. E-type

silhouettes, designed to appear like the head and torso of a man, appeared at

150 (a = 10), 200 (n = 8), 250 (n = 5), and 300 (a = 3) meters. The first

half of this course was shot from the foxhole supported position; the second

half from the prone unsupported position. Targets fell when hit. Record fire

scores and related shooting classifications are as follows: 0 to

22--Unqualified; 23 to 29--Marksman; 30 to 35--Sharpshooter; 36 to 40--Expert.

Results

Pearson correlation coefficients ( s) first were computed on all

subjects' questionnaire and record fire data. Subjects' predicted and actual
record fire scores correlated positively, r = .26 (a = 150, p < .01). A

similar result was obtained when computing the r between subjects' predicted
.- - shooting classifications and their actual classifications, r = .25 (a = 152, .

< .01). While these rs appear low, they were much stronger than others which

we expected may be quitestrong. For example, reported experience outside the
Army firing a rifle or a shotgun failed to correlate with performance at

record fire, r - -.10 (n = 152, p > .05).

One of the best predictors of record fire performance was soldiers'

remembered shooting classifications from their most recent record fire, r =

.38 (n = 133), R < .01). Remembered most recent record fire scores also
correlated with record fire performance, r = .29 (p = 121, p < .01). Also,

remembered classifications and scores related highly to those predicted.
Remembered classifications correlated K = .65 (n = 132, 2 < .01) with
predicted classifications and r - .53 (D = 130, p < .01) with predicted

scores; remembered scores correlated r - .67 (u = 120, R < .01) with predicted

classifications and r - .63 (a = 118, p < .01) with predicted scores.

More extensive analyses then were carried out on questionnaire data
corrected for internal consistency. This correction involved determining

%,v -. whether each subject's response to the question "How many targets out of 40 do

you think you will hit at record fire?" was consistent with his (or her)
responses to the following questions: "What is the highest number of targets
out of 40 you feel you are likely to hit today?" "What is the lowest number

of targets out of 40 you feel you are likely to hit today? For example, if a

subject indicated he (she) believed he (she) was going to hit 27 targets at

record fire, but then indicated that the highest (lowest) number of targets he

(she) felt likely to hit was less (more) than 27, the subject's data were not

included in the analyses that follow.

0 Most of the Ks computed following this correction were similar in
magnitude and direction to the rs reported above. Particularly noteworthy,

however, was the r between soldiers' predicted and actual record fire scores
which showed some improvement, r - .32 (n = 124, U <.01). In addition, the r,
between reported months since last record fire and record fire performance
achieved significance, r -.19 (n - 123, p < .05). Reported months since

* last record fire should correlate negatively with record fire performance, at
least to the degree that this variable reflects the length of the interval
between successive refresher training periods.
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As indicated earlier, subjects were asked to predict their shooting
classifications. They also were asked to estimate their chances of beingm correct in these predictions. In general, subjects who estimated their
chances of being correct at 90% or 100% were more accurate in their
predictions than subjects who gave lower confidence estimates. In particular,
predicted shooting classifications and record fire scores correlated r - -.01
(Bi - 36, p > .05) for subjects who estimated their chances of accurate
prediction at less than 60%. This r was .24 (Li - 47, .05 < p < .10) for
subjects who estimated their chances of accurate prediction as being between
60% and 80%. And, r equalled .42 (n - 41, p < .01) for subjects who estimated
the likelihood of accurate prediction at 90% or 100%. Similarly, the rs

* between predicted and actual record fire scores were nonsignificant for
subjects who estimated their chances of accurate prediction at less than 60%,
r - .23 (Li - 36, R > .05) or between 60% and 80%, r~ - .04 (Li 47, R > .05).
However, this r was highly significant for subjects who estimated their
chances of accurate prediction at 90% or 100%, r .50 (p 41, p < .01).

Estimation errors (i.e., algebraic errors) were inversely related to
record fire scores, r --. 73 (11 - 124, p < .01). An examination of these
errors indicated that the predictions of subjects who fired well at record001
fire, generally, were more accurate than those who fired poorly. This
suggests that subjects who performed well also were more skilled at self
assessment. On the other hand, this result may merely reflect a general
tendency to overestimate shooting ability: 75% of the subjects predicted they

*would hit more targets than they actually hit. If most subjects thought they
would do well, good shooters naturally would show less error in their
predictions than poor shooters.

Only five (4%) subjects predicted that they were going to fail to qualify
(i.e., hit less than 23 targets). Actually, 34 (27%) subjects failed. More
interestingly, however, three of the five subjects who predicted that they
were going to fail did in fact fail. And, the remaining two who passed,
passed only by two points. Conclusions are limited by the small sample size.
However, this result suggests that, while subjects were biased heavily toward
predicting success, those who predicted failure were quite accurate.

Discussion

Correlations between predicted and actual scores were not high. At best,
predictions accounted for only about 10% of the variance associated with
record fire scores. Nevertheless, these data must be regarded as encouraging

for the following reasons:

Record fire scores are notoriously unreliable. Equipment failure, scorer___

Fl to this unreliability (e.g., Marcus & Hughes, 1979).

No special instructions were provided subjects as they completed the
questionnaire. The idea was to obtain a baseline estimate of soldiers
abilities to assess their own skills under field conditions.
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The data appear logically consistent. Predicted and actual performances
correlated positively as did predicted and remembered performances. The
correlation between predicted and actual scores showed some improvement when
data were corrected for internal consistency. And, subjects who expressed the 0
most confidence in their predictions also were most accurate.

Future research should focus on the problem of improving the accuracy of
subjects' self assessments. Several manipulations already are known to
improve this accuracy (e.g., Burnside, 1982). Our experience conducting this
research suggests at least three further manipulations:

1. Provide subjects as much information relevant to the formation of
accurate self assessments as possible. This information is conveyed largely
by descriptions of the task, conditions, and standards. However, it also may
be beneficial to remind subjects how they did previously or to refresh their
memories for a task using a demonstration.

2. Have subjects provide confidence ratings along with their self
assessments. Confidence ratings appear a good index of the accuracy of these !
assessments. In this research, the predicted scores of subjects who estimated
their chances of accurate prediction at 90% or 100% accounted for 25% of the
variance associated with record fire scores. Similar results have been
obtained by Fischhoff and MacGregor (1981).

3. Instruct subjects to check their responses for internal consistency
as they complete their self-assessment questionnaires.
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Comparing Two AFOQT Norming Groups Using Weighted

Multidimensional Scaling

Bennie W. Roach

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Brooks AFB, Texas 78235

Abstract

SIn test development, finding a sample of subjects
(" that is both accessible and representative of the target

O group is often a difficult process. The Air Force Officer

0 Qualifying Test (AFOQT) is administered to civilian

. college students and graduates applying for

* . precommissioning programs. If Basic Airmen undergoing
. training at Lackland AFB are a sample of the civilian

applicant population, they can be used as a convenient and
inexpensive source of research subjects for development of

new items and subtests for the AFOQT. This study used the
individual differences option of the PROC ALSCAL

multidimensional scaling procedure to compare a sample of .

Basic Airmen with a sample of actual AFOQT examinees.

AFOQT subtest intercorrelations were used as input
stimulus data. Analysis of subject spaces representing

the two samples indicates that there is essentially no
variance and, therefore, the two norming groups are from a

single target population..

Introduction

The Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOOT) is a test battery S

used as an aid in the selection of applicants for precommissioning

training. The test is also used to select and classify new ."

commissionees into pilot and navigator training.

Applicants for precommissioning training in the Air Force are -.O

limited to college students (Air Force Academy and Air Force Reserve 7!

Officer Training Corps) and college graduates (Officer Training

School). However, the norming and standardization of new test forms
has traditionally used enlisted high school graduates who are

undergoing Basic Military Training (Basic Airmen) since they are
readily available for large-scale testing. Both samples are

administered the AFOQT. The Basic Airmen are administered the test

involuntarily far research purposes. The actual AFOQT examinees are

administered the test on their request for the purpose of applying for

one of the precommissioning programs in the Air Force.

Although never verified, it has been generally assumed that Basic

SOi Airmen (who are high school graduates and mental Category I & 1I) and
actual, or "true," applicants for precommissioning are essentially two
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samples of the same population. If this is true, Basic Airmen can be
used for field testing of new test items, subscales, and forms. The
distribution of performance by Basic Airmen can then be adjusted for
ability between the two samples in order to develop new conversion 0
tables. However, if Basic Airmen and actual applicants are from two
different populations, no amount of psychometric adjustment will
provide accurate conversion tables.

The problem investigated by this study can be stated as follows:

Is the group traditionally used as a normative base in

the development of the AFOQT test battery a sample of
the same population which includes actual applicants
for Air Force precommissioning training?

This problem can be restated as the following hypothesis:

Basic Airmen and actual AFOQT examinees are two samples

of the same population.

Methodology

The AFOQT is a test battery composed of the following 16 subscales:
Verbal Analogy, Arithmetic Reasoning, Reading Comprehension, Data

Interpretation, Word Knowledge, Math Knowledge, Mechanical
Comprehension, Electrical Maze, Scale Reading, Instrument
Comprehension, Block Counting, Table Reading, Aviation Information, 0
Rotated Blocks, General Science, and Hidden Figures. These 16

subscales were used as the input variables. Although each subscale of
the AFOQT is designed to test a unique facet of aptitude for training,
there is a certain amount of similarity between the subscales. The
product-moment correlation coefficient was used as the measure of
similarity. In multidimensional scaling terms, each subscale served
as a single "stimulus," and the correlation between pairs of subscales

(paired stimuli) served as indicators of "proximity." For each of the
two samples, the lower, off-diagonal (120 elements) of the 16 x 16
matrix of pair-wise proximities was used as the input to an individual
differences (weighted) multidimensional scaling model.

Subjects

The most recent version of the AFOQT, Form 0, was administered to
a first sample (Sl) composed of 952 Basic Airmen in an experimental
setting. The test battery was also administered to 17,059 actual
applicants for precommissioning training. This second sample 2  0
took the test at Air Force bases and Military Entrance Processing
Stations throughout the United States.

";-' %*
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Analysis

Since the purpose of this study was to determine if the twoUsamples of AFOQT examinees came from the same population, it was
necessary to separate information that was common to both samples from
information that was unique to each sample. This was accomplished by

treaingthe two sets of input proximity data as representing two
sigesbjets The PROC ALSCAL multidimensional scaling software

contained in the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) was used to
transform the two sets of proximity data into distances, to configure

*these distances in a multidimensional space, and to compute individual
subject weights on each dimension. The dimensional differences

-* .~.between the two subjects were determined by means of the PROC ALSCAL
individual differences option. The critericn for the appropriate

* number of dimensions required for the solution is interpretability,
with goodness of fit, as measured by "stress" and "1squared
correlation," being used as aids in making the final determination.

Results

PROC ALSCAL was performed on the proximity data for two-, three-,
and four-dimensions. Solutions of higher dimensionality were not used
because of difficulty in interpretation. The results of the measures
of goodness of fit are provided as Table 1. The amount of stress for
each matrix and the average of the two matrices were reduced with the
addition of each new dimension, while the amount of squared
correlation increased. Thus, of the three solutions, the one using
four dimensions provided the best fit.

Table 1

Measures of Goodness of Fit

Number of Squared
Dimensions Matrix Stress Correlation

2 Sl .213 .748 All
S2.196 .768

Average .205 .758

3 Si .145 .832 -

S2.132 .853
Average .139 .843

S2 .085 .929
Average .096 .908
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The individual differences option on PROC ALSCAL provides a plot
of the group stimulus space for each two-dimensional combination and a
corresponding plot of the subject space for each combination. Due to
limitations on the length of this paper, the plots were not included.
The subject space provides a spatial representation of the weights for
each subject (matrix). Table 2 provides the respective subject
weights for each of the three solutions.

Table 2

Subject Weights

Number of Dimension

Dimensions Subject* 1 2 3 4

2 1 .5648 .6551

2 .6846 .5473
Average .6247 .6012

3 1 .6549 .5602 .2993
2 .6730 .5674 .2791

Average .6640 .5638 .2892 hi
4 1 .6450 .4072 .4118 .3692

2 .5744 .5154 .4790 .3226
Average .6097 .4613 .4454 .3459

*Subject I = Basic Airmen
*Subject 2 = AFOQT Examinees

The four-dimensional solution provided two-dimensional plots for
the group stimulus spaces and subject spaces for each of the six
possible pairings of the four dimensions. The group stimulus space

for Dimension I versus Dimension 2 provided the most perceptual
meaning. This two-dimensional plot displayed the subscales in
clusters which represented the composites to which they belong. .

While the four-dimensional solution is interpreted as the optimum
solution, the initial problem has yet to be answered, e.g., are the
two samples from the same population. The answer is obtained by
performing a statistical analysis of the subject spaces obtained from
the four-dimensional solution. The subject weights were normalized O
and the statistics computed for the total solution and for each of the
two-dimensional spaces. The mean resultant length and the index of
angular variation for each of the six two-dimensional pairings are

"'r" provided in Table 3.
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Table 3

Subject Space Statistics
(Solution in Four Dimensions)

Mean Index of
Horizontal Vertical Resultant Angular
Dimension Dimension Length Variation

1 2 .9965 .0035
1 3 .9980 .0020
1 4 .99999 .00001
2 3 .9998 .0002
2 4 .9961 .0039 *"
3 4 .9976 .0024

- The index of angular variation uses a 0 to I scale to indicate the
degree of clustering of the subject vectors based on normalized
subject weights. Thus, when the index is zero there is no variation
and the subjects are identical. The total angular variance
represented by the index is separable into "within" and "between" -. -"

* .'.-,components (similar to ANOVA) with a procedure called Analysis of -
Angular Variation (ANAVA). As Table 3 shows, none of the index values
were greater than .004. Therefore, there is no statistically Ail
significant difference between the two samples, and the null
hypothesis is accepted that the two subjects (samples) are from the
same population.

Conclusions

Two conclusions are supported by the results of this study: (I)
for purposes of AFOQT testing, Basic Airmen (Cat I and II) and actual
AFOQT examinees can be considered as two samples from a single
population; (2) multidimensional scaling models provide a more
in-depth approach to comparing samples than the more traditional.
procedures, which do not evaluate differences in the dimensional --,'
composition of samples.
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reinforce traditional decision-makinp processes. At the

0- same time, complex technologies and environments suggest 0
" - more creative decisions. This research focuses on how

-? I experienced decision-makers can be trained to he more
..: creative.

Introduction

%' Our purpose is twofold. First we examine how decisions are

.. l made. Examining models of decision making may help us to better

,.' understand the nature of what we do and where creativity fits in.
* Second our task is to study the research in creativity,

developing a model that relates it to decision making.
''The major focus is integrating the two models--decision-

a making, and creativity--in a theoretical framework. '['his is a
first step; before a training program can be developed, th"
theoretical roots must be verified.

-lethod

One decision-making theory is described. Second, an ex-
planation of the creative process is given. •Third, we integrate
the two models. Fourth, we discuss the implications for
encouragin, and training peoole to be more creative dccision-
makers.

Decision-MIaking. Decision theory is a complex body of
literature which attempts to prescribe how decisions should be
made as well as defining the variables that systematically affect
our decisions. Our focus as we begin, is with events occuring at
the cognitive level, understanding the processes and strategies g...
used in integrating discrete units of information into decisions.

In the 1960's and early 1970's researchers found linear
models could describe cue weiohting policies in a laboratory.

Research then moved into real-world jud-ments where business
managers, military officers, accountants, Air Force Cadets and
theatrical plays were studied. This approach has been able to
account for most of the predicted variance in specific complex
jud-;ments made by individuals within these respective areas. It
has also provided useful descriptions of the jud, es' cue .
weighting policies--pinpointing the sources of interjulge dis-
a' reement. Because of the practical utility of the repression
approach, a specific regression theory, ;ocial Judgment Theory
(ammond, 1975) is selected for use.

Social Judgment Theory uses correlation statistics t o-
provide judgmental models in realistic settings It smu, nts
ind ividuals must necessarily learn to function and to adapt to
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situations in which the informa t ion they have available is not a
completely reliable indication of soci ] reality. It is the task
of the individuat to identify the most useful sources of inform-
ation and combine them in order to maximize one's adaptation to
the social environment. The individual must identify the most
important cues, using those in iaking effective judgments. The
lens model diagram (Rrunswick, 1956) best portrays Social
Judgment Theory. The lens model may he viewed as any situation
in which an individual is making judgments. The individual's task
is to identify the most useful sources of information and learn
to employ them skillfully. "'.0

"a r x .Achievement

,.1 . ?xN LENS MODEL .-

.". " ~l - -S----

31 Yoz

'~~Jc a_ n --I-

iterlop I rTo '.' "]

(13

;.To OA8 %e
.1r rmental ealveProletbl~y ontrol

pdredtctabl Ity .."

eritolon Judgment
-Sa r1 *e * Knowledge

Ye = Actual Criterion.
Xl . Xi= cues available to judge.
Ys = Actual Judgement.

ra = Achievement: the judge's success in predicting over a
number of trials.

rXiYe = cue validity (ecological validity).
rXiYs = Cue Utilization: an index reflecting the extent to which

a judge is depending upon a particular item of information.
Rs = rYsYs = Cognitive control: this is the degree of consistency

a judge employs from time to time based on one set of cues. -
G= Knowledge: a measure of the extent to which the individual

has correctlv detected the properties of the task.

The focus here is on capturinR the coonitive pol icy of the
i ndividual. That is, identify the cues an d weighting schemes

0 used by the individual decision-maker (a jude).
,-e ' ve isolated Social Judgment Theory for our

" purposes because of its wide applicability for a1I types of
"'. .jtjudgmonts. Its major strengths for our purposes are the theory's

a a bility to indicate whnt cues people use when mn'<ing decisions,
plus the level of importance People att-ch to these c u .S

* Knowin,, an individual's cues then allows one to provide feedbac.
t o i nd i v i d ia I s r e ga r di n g how th e- v are r Ii n t ho c 11s C I en
makino personal decisions. This feedback can serve a variet' of
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functions one of which is as the basis for a training, program for
improving efficiency in making decisions.

Creativity. Within the field of creativity, there is much
information which remains a mystery. One area of study relates
to the creative process, or the specific problem solving methods

used by individuals who are considered creative. The

- identification of the cognitive components of creativity are
best described in terms of the components of the problem solving
process.

A five-step model proposed by Dewey (1910) has been
selected for use because its terms can be easily operationalized.

. This model includes recognition, analysis, generation of
solutions, testing, and judgment. Our emphasis is on recognition
and analysis, which encompass problem formulation, and the gene-

ration of solutions. In these three stages there is a direct
relationship between creativity and problem-solving.

-. Recognition: the perception of past and present environmental
experiences which aid in defining the specific nature of a

. problem. In this stage, an individual demonstrates a
sensitivity to problems and then systematically examines the
environment to determine the source of the problem.

Analysis: the discovery of the location, nature, and meaning of 0

the problem based upon the perceived experiences.
Synthesizing the environmental cues leads to a clear state-
ment of the problem.

In specific instances, recog-nition and analysis may be
combined into a single stage. This would be the case when

one is presented with a problem and must then come up with a All
* . solution to the problem. In this instance, no creativity is

required to formulate the problem.
Generation of Solutions: involves the development of any

number of potential solutions for a problem. Fluency and
flexibility of thought are critical to the generation of

solutions. The creative person will develop more potential
solutions than the less creative person. The quality of the

solutions also distinguishes the creative from the less
creative individual. Potential solutions must be relevant,

practical and unique.
--- Testino: the process of comparinc a solution with every other
-. solution so that the best solution can be determined.

Judgment: the selection of one solution from all those possible

solutions; the solution with the greatest overall value.

Tntegration

S A model of the integration of decision-making and creativity
.r-"provides a useful starting point in the effort to show that

creativity and decision-making involve two aspects of the same
process, problem-solvinp,. Hopefully, by gaining a fuller

u nderstanding of this process, we can he-in to maximize our
decision-making potential.

.'.
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The first step is that of problem recognition. One could
delineate two distinct problem types. The first (Type I) would
involve an individual's sensitivity to the environment such that O
an existing problem is recognized. The more creative person
while existing within his/her environment, notices something
amiss and self defines a problem. In a Type II situation the
problem has been previously defined. The person is aware of the
problem to which the decision should apply and initiates an
analysis of the problem at ti-t time. Thus, one need not deal
solely with an already defined problem and thus limit oneself to
measuring the creative product. Being open to one's surroundings
and recognizing and defining a problem is also part of the
creative process.

Step 2 is the analysis of the problem. Here one uses
information offered by the immediate environment, searches the ,
environment for information or retrieves information from memory.
The available information must be uti ized to determine the exact
nature of the problem before attempting to generate alternative
solutions. At this point, the problem should be dissected into
its smallest elements; breakin- down what we know and tearing
apart the structures which cause our generally routinized *.

decision-making.
Once the problem has been torn down a buildinq up process

can begin. By putting the elements presently recognized and
. those from past experience together in new and different ways s -%

alternative solutions are generated (Step 3). A creative
individual will rearrange these elements many times in order to AS
generate a variety of solutions. The non-creative person will
simply do a cursory job of problem analysis and use only past
and existing information in old, non-novel combinations to
generate a very few redundant solutions. In essence, the
creative person will show more fluency in thought during the
generation of solutions, resulting in the production of moreS
possible solutions than the less creative individual.

After a number of potential solutions are generated the
individual will determine a variety of cues, based upon past
experience and relevancy to the problem, to evaluate the now
available alternatives (step 4). In a creative person, past cues
will no longer be salient, hence new cues w.ill be ,enerated. In
the less creative person the past cues are selected.

At step 5 each solution is tested accordin- to nany-
combinations of the proposed weights. Flexibility permits one to
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rearrange the cues in terms of their si,,nificance to the problem
and assi-n them a variety of .eights. Thus, each solution may he
pondered and weights assigned in a number of ways as various
conditions are reweiphted.

V. At step 6 the weighting of the cues for each solution is
* .. complete. A comparison is made among the alternatives. Finally

at step 7, the alternative with the highest utility is decided
upon. Thus, we have a model which indicates the creative process
impacting on decision-making at three major points: when an
individual notes, recognizes and interprets a felt difficulty as
a problem; in the novelty of solutions generated; and how the

".individual uses the cues. Are many or only a few cues generated?
Does the individual weipht and reweight solutions when initially
trying to use these new cues? These are key indicators.

Social Jud-ment Theory allows usto break downovr
judgments and infer the cognitive processes which occur. An

additional concept, creativity, can be seen as a concurrent
problem solving process. An examination of these two processes
sug ests they are not distinct parallel cognitive processes.

Conclusions

Everyone has the ability to be creative. The thing that
seems to inhibit the development of creative potential is the
environment in which we live and work.

If we really want people to be "more creative" in their
decision-making, we must reward the product that results. Simply
by asking people to take another look at an issue, consider
unfamiliar alternatives, or start over again, we give the signal
that another alternative might be appropri.t'.

!% ,e can ask for several solutions to a problem. Tfhen, by
asking questions (bein interested in some of the more unlikely
solutions), a message is sent that the tried and true response
might not be the one most desired. By casting about for multiple Mal
solutions, we automatically extend the range of interest, thereby
forcing people to consider things they wouldn't have thought of
before.

Encouraging creativity is time-consuming. Thus, we don't .

want to change behaviors relative to all decisions. The focus
can be limited--with specified problems or opportunities we ex-
pect more creative products to evolve. Tn essence, we develop

" two classes of decisions: 1) the routine, patterned responses,
and 2) the non-routine, creative responses. There are different
processes for each.
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On the Meaning of the "Whole Person" Concept
and Achieving Wholeness

00 
Charles Jacob Yoos II

United States Air Force Academy

Abstract

Production of a Owhole person' is a key feature in the
Om, architecture of many professional military development programs,
Iincluding that of the Air Force Academy, but the concept of

wholeness" is widely misunderstood to mean variety of knowledge
and experiences rather than integration of them. In this paper,
I define what wholeness really means, and explain why it is so 4
easily misconstrued. Then, I offer four methods of achieving
wholeness: archetypal emulation, metaphors, mysticism, and
metatheory, and argue a preference for metatheory.

The "whole man concept" (I will use the more contemporary, genderless .0
"whole person concept") has been a fixture in the Air Force Academy's ideology,
but it is generally misunderstood. Most officers who espouse it convey the
perception that a whole person is produced by causing that person (here, the
cadet) to be exposed to, experience, and learn a great variety of things, and
the greater that variety, the "more whole" the person will be. Some also
perceive the need for juxtaposition, or logical sequences, of certain of
those things.

These perceptions miss the mark! It is critical that cadets be given a
broad and rich regimen in some systematic Fashion, but that alone does not
render them whole any more than the Space Shuttle assumes identity merely by
getting together, in order, x tons of titanium, y miles of cabling, and z
numbers of ablative tiles--it is obvious that the integrity (which, by the
way, means wholeness) of the Space Shuttle depends on the appropriate config-
uration of the pieces, so that they all "fit" together. What seems not to be
realized by most is that the analogy holds: no person can be said to be
"whole" unless all the pieces of their knowledge and experience are coherent.
A person with less, but better integrated knowledge is actually more of a
whole person than one with more, but not well put together, information.
Wholeness cannot be arrayed on the customary dimensions of intensity and
extensity, or even sequence--it is orthogonal to them. This point must be
given explicit attention in our stewardship of professional military develop-
ment programs.

At the Academy, the faculty officer who decides that intellectual whole-
ness is served by an interdisciplinary course offering, and approaches it as a
"you take so many lessons And I'll take so many lessons" proposition, falls
prey to the wholeness fallacy. The Commandant's staff officer who strives to
produce whole 2nd Lieutenants by assembling the body of knowledge that "every
2nd Lieutenant needs to know" conducts a futile search. The athletic
instructor who tries to arrange bodily wholeness by exposing the cadet to a
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host of basic and "carry-over" sports, commits the same error. In each case,
they mistake accumulation for conglomeration.

Why is the essence of wholeness so easily misconstrued? Here are several
interrelated reasons:

-- It is a difficult concept to operationalize. On the other hand,
if it is (mis)understood to mean nothing beyond exposure to more and
different things, then that is more easily implemented, so it is
natural that a mind grappling with wholeness is prone to this error.

-- The process is outside our locus of control as instructors,
commanders, coaches, etc.--it can't be engineered, and no algorithm
describes it. Like the sprouting of a seed, it can be nurtured, but
it occurs on its own.

-- The process of becoming whole is time consuming, and hence
expensive. What is more, there are no tangible indicants along the
way (like graded recitations) to reassure of progress. The time
required for it can't be scheduled, and some of that time even appears
to be idle.

For all of these reasons taken together, the mind, which strives for cognitive
consistency within a means-end framework, tends to block out an interpretation
(however accurate) with which it cannot, or prefers not, to cope.

How can wholeness be achieved? One classic strategy is to create an
archetype, sculpted as a paradigm of wholeness, and then enforce compliance.
This does not guarantee success, but in a relatively closed system like the
Academy, if the initiate is diligent and sincere, then the chances of becoming
whole through archetypal emulation are enhanced. One variant on this theme is
to incarnate the archetype by emulating an actual appropriate "great person"
who is seen as whole. A child who emulates a parent is an ordinary but not
trivial example. If, as seems likely in the professional military situation,
the great person is historical, then getting information and transferring
contexts can be problematic--suppose that I decide to be like General George
Catlett Marshall (1880-1959): can I learn enough about him to emulate

K-.i successfully; even if I can, will I be an anachronism? This problem is
obviated, of course, by emulating a contemporary--expanding the concept of a
"role model" to that of a "whole model," but the fact that wholeness is usually
ratified by time completes the dilemma.

* . If the archetype remains disembodied, then a comprehensive codification

is typical. The image here is of medieval knights, becoming whole through
0 chivalrous conduct as pages and squires. The crux of any such approach is to

fully delineate and sanction "what it means to be us." Aside from the inherent
problems of constructing and administering a code robust enough to result in
wholeness, there are two other troubles with this alternative for a military
service academy in our society:

9. -- Such a paradigm, which usually incorporates lofty standards of
conduct, lends itself to popular manifestation as a caste system,
where "we" are perceived by others to consider ourselves to be
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better than "they," and this is anathema to a society premised
on class equality. The paradox is that taxpayers have every
right to expect a superior product for their investment, but it
must be packaged advisedly in this regard.

-- A single archetype for emulation denies the diversity of
excellence that an institution like the Air Force Academy can
provide to the Air Force and society, where graduates are
expected to be superior, but not uniformly so.

A second method of achieving wholeness is to invoke metaphors. The power
K ." of a metaphor is not isomorphism; rather, it is in finding striking similarity

within stark difference. Here, the search is for a seemingly unrelated domain
of meaning where "wholeness" is vivid. Earlier in this paper, for example, I
asserted a similarity between a whole person and the Space Shuttle, a metaphor
designed to confirm the distinction between the assemblage and the integrity
of parts applied to people as well as machines, but not intended to convince
you that a whole person might blast off and orbit the earth! Another metaphor
might be to think of a whole person like a symphony orchestra, not that one's
esophagus is like a bassoon, but that whole thought is harmonious.

Two aspects of metaphors bear emphasis. First, it probably works best to
entertain a richness of many metaphors of wholeness, allowing them to converge
in the mind. A "master metaphor" of wholeness is unlikely. Second, my years
of using metaphors with undergraduate students in organization theory have
taught me that a metaphor can be offered to, but never imposed on, an inquiring
mind; indeed, the most potent metaphors spring from within. Thus, making aO

metaphors for wholeness (or anything else) ought to be presented as exploratory
technique, not particular solution.

A third means for wholeness, though one which might well be viewed as
unacceptable from our occidental cultural perspective, is mysticism. Here,
through instruction followed by contemplation, meditation, and ultimately
inspiration, holistic wisdom is thought to be achieved. Exactly what is
instructed, contemplated and meditated varies over several strains of mystical
tradition and is beyond the scope of this paper, but a common theme is the
dialectic which reconciles opposites, which finds unity in diversity.

It is unfortunate that the mere possibility of wholeness through mysticism '
would likely be dismissed out-of-hand and ridiculed by most people, who are

2. probably ignorant that the most staid of the classic sciences, namely physics,

is currently entering the throes of a paradigmatic revolution, led by the
Belgian Nobel Laureate Ilya Prigogine (1980), the atomic physicist David Bohm
(1980), the neurosurgeon Karl Pribram (1971), and others, which promises to
reconcile the atomistic and the mystical-wholistic views of the world. In
short, these eminent scientists believe that there "is something" to mysticism,
and that mystics may well have beat the scientists to knowledge-in-wholeness.

A fourth method for becoming a whole person is to adopt a metatheorz, a
viewpoint which serves to integrate the varied accrued knowledge and experience.

SO This is more than a weltanschauung, in that it must be capable of translating -I
and reconciling all inputs.
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The general systems model is a metatheory appropriate to wholeness--it
provides a conceptual overlay onto which all other ideas may be mapped. The
systems metatheory holds that it is advantageous to construe the world as a
set of recursive systems, where the behavior of any system cannot be under-
stood by examining the behavior of its parts in isolation. Ancillary ideas
like synergy (the output of the whole is greater than the sum of the outputs
of the parts), entropy (the inexorable tendency of systems to a state of dis-
order), and equifinality (a system may achieve a given state via many different
inputs and processes) flesh out the systems skeleton.

As with mysticism, several strains of knowledge have developed to apply
the fundamental notion of system. Cybernetics treats systems as adaptive
mechanisms, responsive to control through feedback. Natural systems theory
makes the analogy of social organization to organism. Gestaltism seeks the
understanding of configuration totalities, surely familiar to a psychology
symposium audience. Cosmogenetic systems theory proposes that the systems
comprising the universe are necessarily evolving, responding to perturbation
by transcending to higher order existence. Each of these and other strains,
while germinating from the common conceptual seed called system, has blossomed
in a different (though not contradictory) way, with its own postulates and
methods, but what is important to recognize here is that wholeness is the gist
of the metatheory.

Metatheory as a method for achieving wholeness is my intellectual
preference, for three reasons:

1. It is less troublesome than the other methods. Unlike
archetypal emulation, it does not require identification of S
a relevant historical or contemporary other person, nor does
it require comprehensive codification of rules. Unlike
metaphors, it does not depend on the creativity of the seeker.
Unlike mysticism, it does not subject the seeker to the alien
regimen of mysticism. It does, however, require the seeker to

-- --. embrace the metatheory.

2. By definition, it reconciles the other methods, providing a
"wholeness of wholeness methods." Operating from the meta-
theoretical plane of thought provided by systems thought, the
seeker can relate the archetype as an equilibrium system to the
tao of mysticism, for example.

3. Perhaps most compelling, it is adaptive. As the world about
the seeker changes, and new knowledge and experiences are had,
then archetypes may become obsolete, metaphors may become trite,

, and the mystic tradition is immutable, but a robust metatheory
can accommodate the changed circumstances and sustain the
vision of the whole.

Wholeness is a legitimate objective, perhaps even the sine qua non, of
professional military development. No raw amount of knowledge and experience,

S however, even sequenced intelligently, will produce a whole person. Only the
recognition that becoming whole demands integration, not collection, and the
use of a valid method, will suffice.
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Behavioral Issues in the Management of Technology

0') Vince Luchsinger, Major General, USAFR
University of Baltimore, Baltimore, MD

Abstract0

o Considerable discussion today reflects pessimism .
concerning the effects of technology, and the ability of man
to control or manage technology. This paper presents techno-

I logy as a human activity, capable of being managed. This ca-
p.bility is subject to better understanding and use of human
behavior factors involved.

" I*1

Introduction

The face of technology is usually painted with a mechanistic
.-. mien, and pessimistic predictions are made that technology is

ruling man in contemporary organizations. This is especially
heard in defense organizations and related industrial settings.
This paper will look at technology from the management view, and
examine some options for improving man's use of technology. Those
options will be based on the findings and practice of behavioral_... s c i e n c e .,i . ,

Technology and Management. Technology, according to Peter Drucker

in his celebrated book, Technology Management and Society (1970)
is know-how. This know-how consists of the means that man has
devised to help man operate upon his environment, for his
purposes. This know-how can be material or non-material.

Material technology comprises devices and machines built
with the applications of science and materials that provide extra
means for man. This includes aircraft, computers, digital clocks,
and ball-point pens among other items. The business of warfare

.. has been an active developer and exploiter of material technology
to improve an advantage over potential adversaries. The rise of
"high" technology has dealt with rigorous and sophisticated
developments of radars, smart weapons, space-craft, and other
deviceF of advanced nature. Lower technologies also play a role
in the guise of improved helmets, combat rations, arctic and
desert combat clothing. Material technology constitutes a
dimension extending from high to low which extends and improvesK", the ability of man to project power.

Non-material technology consists of knowledge, practices,
methods, and other non-tangible means of improving man's capabil-
ity. This includes training, strategy, tactics, logistics techni-
ques, and other means of conducting organizational affairs toward
objectives.

In the world of business and industry, that technology (or
9 know-how) is embodied in people, plant facilities, laboratories, -.0

and equipment. Effective use of appropriate technology results in
a manufactured process. a product, or a service that, consider-
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ed as a resource, can be managed to provide a competitive edge in
the marketplace. A similar case exists for the military use of
technology in the projection of power.

Technology just doesn't happen. Whether as process or
product, technology is contrived to provide new options and •
capabilities for man in pursuing goals. Technology is a means,
rather than an end. As a means, technology extends and improves
upon man's capabilities.

Some recent reports on technology by the Booz-Allen and
Hamilton organization (1981,1982) deal with the provocative issue
of technology management. They indicate the key elements are:

1. developing the "right" technology strategy,
2. integrating it with the business strategy, and
3. ultimately making it a part of the total business

strategy.
The reports further cite the need to enhance the role of

technology in business by greater top-management commitment to
longer term results, improved long-range planning of technology,
higher R&D expenditures, greater emphasis on integrating technol-
ogy, and a higher coupling of technology and strategic planning.
The reports are not behavioral in nature, but chastise the
behavicr of decision-makers in business. We can note that
decisions and strategies are generated by humans, a crucial -
thesis of this paper. Technology-related thinking and organiza-
tion behavior are very relevant topics.

Technology and Man. The history of technology accompanies the
history of man. In the Stone Age man worked with primitive tools
to deal with his environment, and in this Machine Age, man is
using rachines. Technology is the product of technical activity
by man. Our future will be determined by how we deal with
technology. This challenge is affected by the difficulty with
which we can see the pattern of our technological environment.
Cases of myopia and tunne,-vision abound.

The popular issue of technology transfer is such a case. -'O
Technology taken out of the cultural context that produced it is
often misused and underused. Machines alone don't make a society
technological, a finding seen today in developing countries.

Invention (new processes or products) and innovation
(applications) were described by Schon (1967) as the cornerstones
of technological progress. Note that Americans developed powered -O4
flight, but military applications (innovation) were made on the
European continent in WWI while military aviation languished in
this country. Application depends upon factors such as public
acceptance, economic incentives, and a developmental climate.

Technology is a symptom of our culture, an observation
difficult for many to accept. Heidegger (1977) has pointed out 0
that technology is not only a means to an end, but that techno-
logy is a human activity. Truly, technology begins not with the
tool, but with human imagination and creativity. Imagining,
creativity, invention, and using tools and machines are human
acts. Technology as a human activity is part of culture and
reflects human preoccupations and concerns of the time. - ,

Invention and innovation occur in a social context and
milieu. As Rybczynski (1983) has pointed out in his excellent
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book on technology, the optical lens presents a case in point.
Lens were known to Muslims as early as the tenth century. Wide
practical use (innovation) did not occur until four centuries
later in Europe. A period that supported literature and reading
brought the use of lens in reading glasses at the same time that S
printing came into use. Some three hundred years later a military
innovation used lens in military telescopes for artillery spot-
ting. This is a typical role of military innovation in tech-
nological development.

Bcok printing is a related example. Printing was not an
object but a human process that extended human capabilities of .
writing and reading to provide insights and information. Human
discovery was enhanced by printing, as will hopefully be the case
with the computer in the technological environment of today.

Controlling material technology must not only consider the
technical and mechanical factors, but the human factor as well.
The example of the Lordstown experience of General Motors has al- 01
ready cntered the folklore of industrial management. We hopefully
learn that the challenge is more than generating a technology
with a happy face, but to recognize and deal with the human com-
ponent present in all technology, whether material or non-
materi al .

Our attitudes toward machines often lead to a romantic S
nostalgia that may be dysfunctional for the future. Sailing ships
are romantic, but lack the conveniences expected today. While
the word processor is replacing the typewriter, many frown on the
dot-matrix printer because the product doesn't appear "typewrit-
ten"! A similar case may exist regarding missiles and spacecraft
in the Air Force because we are enamoured of airplanes. This
could represent a serious crisis in the future management of
aerospace technology.

Behavioral Guides for Managing Technology

Man's greatest discovery is the use of his mind in
" -"converting knowledge and science to invention and innovation in

the form of tools. Managers are finding themselves as translators "
and multipliers of advancing technology in making decisions and
solving problems to advance the welfare of mankind.

As a multiplier of technology, the manager uses organization
and management to bring products of science and endeavor to the -.O0
advantage of society. Managers today are vitally concerned with
invention, innovation, and the diffusion of knowledge.

Stephens has described managers as conduits of technological
change (1977). This managerial role involves the acquisition and
processing of knowledge to extend man's intellectual capability

0. by means of technology. This process is rife with uncertainty, O
complexity, and often lacks the rational order desirable in the
scientific method.

*' *'-.The conclusion to be drawn is that many old rules of
management and organization need modification for success in the
Machine Age. Clearly, what always worked might not work in the

*- future. The old folklore of "If it ain't broke, don't fix it" is -!
most inadequate to prepare for management of technology in the
future.
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Further, the refinement of machines does continue with the
excellent work done in laboratories and research centers. The
Booz-Allen and Hamilton studies have attracted wide attention for
their findings that point out we have good machine technology,
but are not properly introducing it into organizations and 
operations. This can only be done by man. Machines can't
introduce themselves into strategy and planning, let alone
operations. Here again it is wise to remember the previous note
that technology is a function of human activity.

-  Technological change must be accepted as a given. This
"2 applies to management style, training, job design, and communica- 0

tions. While accepting the benefits of change in terms of upgrad-
ed standards of living, the loss of security and comfort of
nostalgic old practices provides a bittersweet outcome. It should
be remembered that writing, printing, decimal numbers, and the
discovery of money were also technological changes in their day.

Organizational implications of our technology probably will
bring flatter organizations, broader jobs, upgraded management
control systems, and emphasis on planning and resource use.

Behavioral science will be in the thick of the fray to use
what we know about human behavior to advance technology as a
human activity. As in the Booz-Allen studies, behavioral inputs
will constitute an important segment of human technology in the
more successful organizations. Our current best seller In Search
of Excellence by Peters and Waterman reflects just that
behavioral orientation.

Key Areas. Some vital areas of behavioral management of technol-
ogy will follow. These areas provide opportunities for initiative. .

Training will become even more important. The continual
upgrading and maintenance of skills and capability will be aided
by technology. However, the investment and planning for training
will b' one of the most fruitful areas of organizations. In lower
technological organizations, training will mean survival. In the
high technology organizations, training will provide the fine
edge that augurs competitiveness.

Management style will be keyed to flexibility and standards.
The standards will indicate levels of desired performance, while
permitting flexibility in means or process. Flexibility will in-
dicate sensitivity for change processes. This flexibility will
accompany a search for improvement, denying the comfort of cus-
tom and habit.

Communication will be a key variable. The technology manager
must be informed, and keep his relevant colleagues informed. Open
and continuous channels will be maintained, while selectively
establishing needs and priorities for information to preclude
information overload. 0

A sense of "limits" of technology will give the technology
manager an awareness of the returns to be generated from ventures
or strategies. The technology limit curve interestingly
approximates the ogive learning curve, and portrays the marginal
productivity of additional technology inputs.

40., The culture of the organization will be recognized for its
-- vital relationship to technological coping and competitiveness.

The corporate culture consists of the values, priorities, history
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and leadership climate. Successful organizations are seen to
possess an enhancing culture which doesn't spring up overnight.
The corporate culture will become a very important variable in
providing the launching pad for invention, innovation, and dif- -
fusi on 

Tolerance for risk, complexity, and uncertainty is a prime
ingredient in managing technology. While related to the corporate

"> culture component, this tolerance can be a personal behavioral
variable as well as a factor in management style. This tolerance
is a supporting element in promoting invention and innovation.
The "high tech" industries are characterized by an atmosphere
that encourages taking risks, bringing order out of complexity,
and reducing uncertainty. This is the classic "uncertainty
absorption" role of the systems manager. When mid-managers '1
typically revert to risk-aversive tactics, it is most important
for senior management to reaffirm the risk-taking ethos of the~~~enterprise., O,

In summary, technology can be managed, but it requires a
conscious awareness and direction of effort. Since technology is
a hum?.n activity, managers will play a key role in stimulating
and implementing the contributions and discoveries of scientists
and researchers. We are talking about shaping human behavior to
extend the capabilities of man through technology.
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0 Abstract

0. Two theoretical models are presented for the study of
- organizational structure. These models are described and used in

pilot 'work in two functional areas at eight Air Force installa-
tions. A method for collecting rich data which can be analyzed
within each model is described. The theoretical and methodological
frameworks allow researchers to look at vastly different structures
and help "standardize' results.

Recent research literature indicates a great deal of information has
emerged in the past ten years concerning various non-traditional approaches
to designing organizations (see, for example, Daft, 1983). This interest has
been sparked by an increased awareness of the environment and its affect on
human resource management. Interest within the Air Force over the past few
years has been highlighted by the numerous requests for research studies to
investigate more efficient and effective ways of utilizing people.

The growing practice of using non-traditional organization structures is
driven by the need to cope with rapidly changing technologies, unique cus-
tomer requirements, and the need for multi-disciplinary teams to solve com- q.g
plex problems. Other key factors are financial and human resource con-
straints which impel managers to organize and utilize people in the most
efficient way. Thus, changes in the political, social, and economic environ-
ments of organizations, coupled with the high rate of technological change,
produce a turbulent environment. In this environment, an organization striv-
ing to maintain a dynamic relationship with forces in the environment finds
that it cannot substantially reduce the risks and uncertainty under which it 'SI
must operate. The consequence has been growing concern with developing
structural forms in the organization that will adapt more easily (Davis,
1979).

1 The authors wish to thank Major Richard Hayes for his contributions to

this paper. Space limitations prevent a complete discussion of the LMDC
organizational design pilot study referred to herein. A complete report on
this study and its findings is available from LMDC/AN, Maxwell AFB, AL 36112.
The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not

. necessarily represent those of the U.S. Air Force.
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Importance of Structure

When structure fits the needs of the organization, it is hardly noticed.
However, when organization structure is incorrect, when it is out of align-
ment with organization needs, one or more of the following problems may
appear (Child, 1977; Duncan, 1979).

1. The organization does not respond quickly or innovatively to environ-
mental changes.

2. Too much conflict is evident.
3. Managerial decision making may be delayed or lacking in quality. 0
4. Employee motivation and morale may be depressed.
5. Resource utilization may be uneven.
6. The organization will not achieve performance goals.

These symptoms are indicative of the ways that structure impacts far reaching
issues within organizations. Further, this impact seems apparent in either
civilian or military organizations.

Air Force Perspective of Organization Structure

Functional grouping has been the traditional Air Force approach for many
years. Air Force Regulation (AFR) 26-2, Organization Policy and Guidance (1982)
emphasizes that the most effective functional groups are made up of functions
that have a common goal. USAF principles, objectives, and policies indicate
functional grouping is to be the predominant form of organization structure.
However, in an organization as large and complex as the Air Force, the functional
approach does not always apply, and variations or alternative approaches can be
more effective. Regardless of the organization design, it is important to

.. realize the basic objectives of the Air Force organization as outlined in AFR
26-2. These are to (1) maintain a structure that operates effectively with the
least expenditure of resources; (2) standardize the organization structures as
much as possible; (3) keep pace with technological advances, changing missions,

-"'- and concepts of operation; (4) streamline the decision-making process; (5) ensure
that the organization of improvements in one part of the Air Force are applied
elsewhere, when applicable; and (6) to develop organizational nomenclature that

has precise meaning throughout the Air Force.

HQ USAF/MPM (Headquarters, United States Air Force Manpower and Organization)
has requested studies be conducted to investigate non-traditional methods of
organizing people and skills. According to a letter from MPMZ, dated 4 Dec 81,

"The Air Force does not have a capability to make an objective, a
priori comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of alternate
techniques of organizing and utilizing people to accomplish mission

Sorequirements

, Subsequently, the Leadership and Management Development Center (LMDC) initiated
studies to address this problem. This paper reports on the issues of identify-
ing models and developing methodologies for addressing this long term assignment
by describing the design and conduct of the initial pilot study.

Description of the Models and Pilot Study

Two models were used for data collection purposes in the study. Each model
is effective in understanding the complex framework within which structure is
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determined. Future assessment will be conducted to select the most appropriate
model for a given structure. On the surface, each model appears to assimilate
important data, and it may be that a combination model may be the best
solution.

Descriptive Models

The first model deals with a continuum for assessing alternative organiza-
tional structures. The structural allocation of responsibility, division of
labor, and grouping of departments within organizations typically follow one of
four structural forms. These structural forms are reflected in the design of
the organization chart, and are typically identified as follows:

1. Functional structure. People and departments are grouped together by
common functional activity.

2. Program structure. People and departments are grouped together by
program, product, or geographical area.

3. Hybrid structure. Part of the organization has a functional structure
and part has a product structure to gain advantages of each.

4. Matrix structure. Product and functional structures are implemented
simultaneously and overlay one another. A complex form of structure
used only for unique circumstances.

An underlying theme that governs the use of these structural alternatives is
efficiency vs. effectiveness. Organization structure can either be slanted _
toward achieving internal efficiency or toward achieving effectiveness in
response to external demands. Organizations that are structured to achieve

* internal efficiency typically exist in stable environments and have technologies
that are routine and predictable. These organizations try to make the most
efficient use of human resources. At the opposite extreme are organizations
that must ignore internal efficiences in order to accommodate explicit demands
for external effectiveness. These organizations must respond to changes in the
external environment and work with the technologies that are non-routine and
unpredictable. These organizations must be designed for innovation and
coordination. Figure 1 illustrates a continuum anchored at each end by internal
efficiency and external effectiveness. A specific structure should be adopted
based upon advantages for the organization's specific needs.

The second model, adapted from Galbraith (1977), views structure as highly
* interdependent with a number of additional organizational characteristics. Like

most modern perspectives on organizational design, this framework sees the
structure utilized by an organization as a variable aspect of the organization's
strategy. More specifically, the choices of how an organizational unit should
be structured are part of the general strategic decision process and cannot be
made independently of decisions regarding the organizations goals, the techno-
logy used to pursue those goals, the environments in which the organization will

*function and its people. The structure utilized by an organizational unit
depends (or should depend), therefore, on other aspects of the corporate
strategy. Galbraith identifies four such elements which are (1) goals and
objectives, (2) environment, (3) human resources and (4) technology. The net-
work of interrelationships is shown in Figure 2.
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Pio Study nA ttL~~ht

Data used in the initial pilot work were collected through a series of
structured interviews across selected bases within several major Air Force6
commands. Four experienced interviewers were used during the data gathering

- phase. The interviews were standardized to the degree that two forms were-
developed to guide the interviews. flaily meetings were held to discuss prob-
lems, terminology, trends and common themes.

Two separate sets of data were collected. One set of data was focused L0
within the Air Force aircraft maintenance community, and the Galbraith model
served as our analysis paradigm. The interview solicited information con-

-. - cerning the nature of the job, the mission and associated goals, technology,
interaction and communication patterns, climate and organization structure.
In particular, structure questions focused on the differences in the organi-
zational methods that currently exist in maintenance. Those interviewed were
also requested to comment on particular strengths and weaknesses of the
structures from their own viewpoint. Finally, effectiveness criteria were
discussed.

*The other major functional area that contributed to this effort was that
associated with research and development organizations. The structures
studied were varying forms of product/project management, most typically in
some form of matrix structure. These data included information about the job
and its associated complexity, mission and goals, amount of change, inter-
action and communication patterns, climate and structure. Particular emphasis
was directed to interaction patterns in this fairly complex arrangement. Once -

again, we sought information regarding particular strengths and weaknesses and .
measures of effectiveness.

Interviews were scheduled for one hour, although the actual duration of
the interviews varied. Generally, the lower in the organization, the less
knowledge and experience the individuals had with the issue of structure.
Nonetheless, their input was valuable in assessing job demands and communica-
tion interaction patterns.

Those interviewed included personnel from eight different sites. We
interviewed a total of 74 personnel within the matrix structures and 106
people from varying maintenance structures. The people were selected by the
research team by position to insure both representativeness and consistency
across units. The selection was purposely stratified at a high management
level to help quickly assertain more global issues and to assure widest

~ p aamounts of varying experience in organizations.
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Discussion and Conclusions

We have considered several issues in this paper regarding organization
structure. Included are theoretical models for structural variations and
alternatives and a methodology which can be used to study structural issues. The
use of this methodology and theoretical foundations would seem to provide

:- ' advantages when studying organizational design and structure.

First, use of the models and methodology form a process which provides an
opportunity to look at organizational structure on a general scope. It 0
allows the researcher to look at vastly different types of structures and to
make comparisons as a matter of course. The theoretical foundations provide
a convenient way not only to "standardize" results but to consider the
application of one type of structure to another organization and anticipate
positives and negatives ahead of implementation. In addition, the process is
one which may be widely applied within the Air Force. While space was not .
available to present results of the current LMDC organizational design study,
the application of the process provided a framework within which to make
future organizational structure decisions. This is an opportunity which has
apparently been lacking in the Air Force and one which may be fairly easily
done by a wide range of Air Force people.

- . . In the final analysis, the ease of application may be the biggest advantage
of the process. It provides a "roadmap" of theory and practice which others
may follow. All too often, we seem to create structures which people must
work around to get the job done. If we are to "do more with less," structure
seems a crucial place to start in helping people be more efficient and
effective. The process outlined here is meant to help Air Force people do ,
precisely that become more efficient and effective.
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Abstract "

Managership is quantifiable and measureable while leadership is qualitative and personal.
Though the two concepts are not opposed to each other, there are differences. This paper
discusses specific Air Force situations to show that leadership extends beyond manager-
ship, particularly in computer applications areas. For a mere manager, computers make

* . decisions; for a leader a computer is only one tool in decision-making. Exclusive O
managership leads to narrow thinking and predictable tactics. Leadership includes people,
weapons, and a consequent dynamism which yields innovative thinking and tactics.

McCarron: A visitor to our Air War College seminar recounted a personal experience
that well illustrates the difference between leadership and managership in the Air Force.

.- When the first operational F-16 landed at Hill Air Force Base, Utah, half the base came
out to welcome the pilot and the airplane. A "manager," viewing the situation, observed,
"Don't these people have something better to do with their time?" A leader, viewing the
same situation, said, "Where's the other half of the base?"

Although leadership and managership are not necessarily opposed to one another,
. there are distinct differences. Managership is appealing because it is quantifiable,

measurable, tangible. One can just see a military manager calculating the hours lost as
civilian and military workers at Hill gathered around that electric jet. Leadership is more
difficult to detect: it is qualitative, earned, personal. You can't add up leadership hours
and include them on a slide for the wing mission briefing at Hill AFB, but you know if
leadership is there, or if it is not.

Any military commander has authority because it comes with the job; he or she has it
*.' by virtue of the office whether that office be the base commander, a squadron executive

officer, or a crew chief. We presume that a commander is a good manager because that is
how a commander will be judged on a daily basis. Management of resources is the
military hierarchy's ultimate measuring stick for how well a unit is doing, and those
resources include the traditional three "Ms": material, money, and men. Every inspection,
or combat sortie, or military exercise reduces itself to how well did the unit use its
equipment, in terms of dollars expended, to achieve an objective. The competent
commander and battlefield manager will be able to click off responses about men, money,
and material quicker than a supply officer can quote from an inventory sheet. That's as it

0should be, particularly in the age of computers, distributed information systems, and word
processing. S

Increasingly in the modern world, computer technology drives military managership.
For example, high-speed integrated circuits and microprocessors currently enable the Air
Force to construct an air combat maneuvering instrumentation system. Fighter pilots are

O,, literally able to see their missions recreated in large video-game format thanks to Heads- -
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Up Display cameras and advanced instrumentation. The shapes moving around the screen
are not Space Invaders or Pac Man, but recreations on film in three dimensions. What a 0
management tool! The guesswork is now taken out of basic fighter maneuvering

evaluations. Gun tracks, missile shoot cues, movement indexes, and G-loading are there
on the debriefing screen for the fighter pilots to review.

There is, however, an inherent danger in literally such "micro management." The
commander who is management-oriented can concentrate too exclusively on the quant-
itative and can forget the qualitative. Of the three resources mentioned above, the
military traditionally considers the people resource the most important. In quantitative
terms, the Air Force can manage money and material, but a strictly quantitative
managing of people is another matter. It is as if members of a military unit were so many
pieces on a war gaming board. The whole concept is too impersonal. We lead people, or
we follow them; we don't manage them. To manage people is to conceive of them as S
pawns on a checkerboard; to lead them is to become part of the game-to join them on the
war gaming board-to become part of the action.

Harvey: In a gesture that is humorously symptomatic of concentration of the finite
and the measurable, Time magazine recently named "the computer" as their 1982 "Man of
the Year." Desk-top computers are now nearly as common to Air Force homes and offices
as file cabinets and telephones. Information exchange and retrieval are the orders of the
day. For example, each F-16 aircraft maintenance unit in the Air Force has a dedicated
computer which shows the status of each F-16 line replaceable unit (LRU) in the Air
Force inventory. Thus, Air Force managers can inquire worldwide about needed LRU's
with the punch of a few keys. The computer is a distinct benefit as a management tool,
but it is not necessarily a leadership tool. The computer can yield a matrix for decision "
theory, but it must not make the decision. Leaders do that. Computers have logic gates,
intergrated circuits, huge memories on microchips a fraction the size of a human
fingernail. Leaders can never manipulate information with the rapidity of a computer,
but only leaders can achieve insight into human problems and make connections that
convey loyalty, honesty, and integrity. Computers can digest discrete bits of information;
only a leader has the qualitative insight to know when and how that information serves a
mission, a unit, and the people who work there.

It may be a bit unfair to set the computer up as a strawman for the issue of
leadership versus managership. Taken by itself, the computer is an indifferent tool. As
Aristotle reminds us, tools are only material causes; thus, computers take on meaning in
relation to how a man or woman uses them. Computers help in managing money and -
material, not men. But even then, there are dangers-like when the automated system
becomes more important than the problem you're trying to solve. My first assignment in
the Air Force was at a large intelligence wing. The wing had been using a intelligence
data handling system since the early seventies and was then in the process of replacing it.
The system had started out as a simple system designed to meet the needs of imagery
interpretation and collection. But as the decade went on, more functions were added to
the system, till it became so complex that it wasn't meeting the needs of even the
imagery interpreters. But like most large systems, people learned to live with its
inadequacies. The chance to replace the system in the early eighties, however, provided a
great opportunity to correct these shortcomings.

Accordingly, the command hired consultants to come into the building and study our
situation and make recommendations on what type of new system we might need. This
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was a good idea, it seemed, but I started to get nervous when the consultants never came
around to our work area. After all, we were the ones using the system. I found out, years
later in a course I took on implementing information systems, they were using the 0'
"innovative apporach" to designing a system. That is, they refused to look at the older
system so their ideas and solutions to our requirements would be fresh, unhampered by the
old, outdated approaches we'd developed. But how can you design a system to solve a
problem when you don't know what the problem is? In our command the situation was
made worse because the consultants didn't have the proper security clearance to gain
access to the materials we were working on. Thus, they couldn't even talk about our
problems, let alone solve them.

The situation came to a head months later while I was on the Source Selection
Evaluation Board at the Air Forces Computer Acquisition Center at Hanscom AFB. I
spent a whole month reading the proposals that came in bidding for the contract. The
proposals for the most part were exactly what the Air Force, at the consultants' request,
had asked for. All the companies proposed large, state-of-the-art mainframes with
supersophisticated graphics. But as I sat there reading, I took a pad of paper and started
writing down questions. Later, I'd approach one of the computer technicians and fire
away. "Why do our requirements ask for all these graphics?" "Graphics, son, are the most
exciting area of computer design these days; they're state of the art." "Oh, but we don't
use graphics." "Well, now you're gonna have to, I guess. Excuse me..." The next big

. question was, "Will photo interpreters be able to access the master list of installations?"
"No, I'm afraid not."

Such managership situations are not uncommon and they're costing the Air Force
millions. And the problem is not unique to SAC, nor any other command in the Air Force.
Until we put computers in their place, as mere tools, until we stop worshipping at the
shrine of technical expertise, and force the technicians to pay attention to the users, until
we stop oohing and ahhing at color graphics when what we need is a simple filing system,
and until we learn to treat the machines in the same way our secretaries do their
typewriters, computers run the risk of costing us even more, and still not doing the job.

One version of a computer familiar to many Air Force people today is a word
processor. Take the situation in our department's front office for example. We have one
head secretary and four educational technicians (typists). Each has a typewriter, but we
also have a word processor. The AD types call it a unique, stand-alone, dedicated word
processor. It works great! All of our clerical personnel have learned to use it. The
Academy, however, has been forging its way into the "information age" and wants to put a
word processor in every department. Great idea. I couldn't agree more.

But then I found out the resources for the new word processors had been put on hold

until AD could find a suitable distributed data base system. A distributed data base is

different because the department won't have control over it. I was incredulous. "Why
Fcan't the departments have what they know will satisfy their needs?" An information

systems manager would answer, of course, "The user doesn't know what he needs." But I
think behind his snobbery is a real fear: he's afraid that the user does know what he
needs, and what he doesn't need is the information system manager. And that's the point.
Too often in the Air Force, or any other organization, the desire to automate takes on a
life of its own. It grows in cost and complexity till the computer types are secured in a
job, and the users are either confused or have forgotten what their original needs are, or
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- -. they are unsatisfied. And as for getting information to the manager or the leader, well, 1
don't think that's the issue any more.

McCarron: The problem of worshipping at the shrine of computer technology arid
ignoring the needs of the congregation is not, by any means, the exclusive bailiwick of the
Air Force. Industry, government agencies, universities are battling the same problem.
The syndrome of the "the system is the answer" just isn't true. It ignores the people who
must see if the system meets their needs. We're conscious of this fact; the Europeans
even have a fancy name for it: ergonomics, or human factors engineering. The Air Force,
industry, private corporations are interested in how people interface with the system.
But, ergonomics goes both ways; it is also how the system interfaces with the people. And
lots of people are struggling with this second half of the ergonomics equaton!

A manager says, "A computer solves my problems." A leader says, "A computer helps
me solve somb of my problems." A manager is left sucking silicon bytes. A leader knows
when to wean himself or herself from the machine. A manager depends on high
technology. A leader depends on what John Naisbitt (1982) calls "high tech/high touch":
"When we fall into the trap of believing, or more accurately, hoping that technology will
solve all our problems, we are actually abdicating the high touch of personal responsi-
bility."

If there is any one thing that distinguishes a leader from a manager-whether the
battlefield be actual or a problem with computers-it is a willingness to mix and maneuver
with the troops, to reach a deep understanding of people problems. One doesn't have to
wear ivory-handled pistols, nor wave floppy discs. The less ostentatious, the better. A
friend of mine recently assumed command of an aircraft generation squadron, and the
pressures were on him from day one to implement a better management system, to get rid
of the "hangar queens" that occupied space along the flightline, and to improve the sortie
generation rate. He did all these things because he was a solid manager; he did more,
though, because he was a leader. He takes each Friday afternoon off and wanders through
his aircraft maintenance units, pausing to talk to a young airman who has just returned
from a two-week deployment with the F-5 Aggressors or stopping to discuss a problem -

some of his NCOs are having keeping the tech orders up to date. It means he has to work
a Saturday morning and it means night work a few days a week but, as he puts it, "It gives
me a chance to visit with the night crews before I head home. They're the ones getting
the planes ready for Red Flag the next day."

Whatever a leader's association with the troops, it cannot be mere tokenism. It must
be substantial. The people who follow you must do so not to elevate you, but because they
know you care about them and the mission at one and the same time. Leadership is
genuine concern, not a contest to see who the most popular colonel on base is. Popularity
contests are for fashion magazines and Hollywood where how one looks counts more than
what one is as a person. Leadership is fatigues and crawling under an airplane with a
"slick sleeve" airman and letting him or her tell you what pneudraulics repair is all about.

0 It's a phone call home to a wife or husband asking to have dinner kept warm in the oven
because you have some problems that need attention, not just some papers to shuffle or
some bar talk to exchange. Leadership is knowing how to tackle deep squadron or wing
problems, not just manage their surface solutions.

Leadership in the modern Air Force is rarely sensational and on the electronic 0.
* battlefield, it's unlikely that a Patton or MacArthur will emerge quite as readily as inl the
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past. Whatever leaders emerge will be people who know their people because a leader is

first a leader and then a manager. Still, what the military demands of us most of the time
is solid management: so many flying hours logged, so many flight control computers on
line, so many successful launches of AIM-7's and AIM-9's. But, today's Air Force isn't just
a business, measured in terms of a Dow-Jones Industrial average. The rise or fall of the
fortunes of war will depend on how well each of us knows our people. A computer may be
Time Magazine's "man" of the year, but Air Force men and women are leaders and
followers each day of the year.

Harvey: I've been taking courses on managing information systems for the last year
and can't count the times I've been reminded to beware of the "non-technical, computer
illiterate user." But the term "user" sounds like it belongs in a courts-martial proceeding,
and what the teachers and texts and students are forgetting is that it's these "users" who
have the real job that the system is supposed to make eaiser. The "user," mainly a high
school educated airman or a young officer who would love to do a professional job,
becomes frustrated using a computer system that was designed to be impressive, but not
to solve his problems. It doesn't take a lot of experience and education to see how much
money was put into a machine to have pretty graphics and how useless it is in his own job.
And when it becomes obvious to the airman he's there to serve the machine rather than
the other wa- round, he loses interest and the quality of his work suffers. I saw it happen
hundreds of times during my first assignment. Bright, hardworking young men and women
came into the outfit, spent a few months working on the computer to produce intelligence
reports, and finally lost interest because the computer was an obstacle rather than a tool,
because it looked nice in briefings, but the briefings never covered what the real job was.
And they developed an instinctive distrust of the system-not just the computer system,
but the whole system, the Air Force -and knew that the new computer wasn't really going
to be any different. And, you know, they were right. The final tragedy, of course, is that

. the Air Force loses these airmen and officers. The moral of the story is simple and
information system leaders need to take heed: If you treat your men like USERs, they'll
act like USERs; if they're treated like people with a job to do and the computer system is
made to solve their problems-not the system designers'-the job will get done.

McCarron: It is precisely a leader's concern for people each day of the year which
underlies the comments of General Gabriel (1983): "In reality, our "magic weapon" is our
people-people who are well-trained, who seek and practice innovative tactics, and who
apply our Country's technological advantages. . . .We have a superb Air Force today
built upon a sound qualitative foundation and will make it even better tomorrow with
innovative, disciplined thinking, and strong leadership". For a leader, people are "magic
weapons"; they count more than the high tech weapon systems-including computers-the
managers love to inventory. For a leader, innovative tactics win in combat, not just
approved tactics which are safe but predictable. Leaders transcend managers on the vital
issues. They advocate weapon systems and tactics that are people-oriented and geared to
win. Managers count; leaders have people they can count on. Managers measure; leaders

mO' make sure their people measure up.
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Leadership on the Future Battlefield: Systems-Wide Perspectives

'n J. G. Hunt and John D. Blair
Texas Tech Universitycv}

Abstract

O The battlefield of the future is described and seen to be chotic and
0'" stress invoking to a degree not encountered heretofor. A heuristic
0. systems-wide model is developed to deal with arms leadership and organiza-

tional requirements imposed by the battlefield.

A number of works included in an upcoming book dealing with the above
.- topics are briefly discussed within the context of this systems-wide

model. These papers help form the basis for a much needed research road- 9
map to assist the Army in the extensive change efforts required.

Leadership on the Future Battlefield

The battlefield of the future is predicted to be one of enormous destruction
resulting in great confusion and high levels of fear among all involved. The
Army has developed the Air-Land Battle (ALB) 2000 concept which attempts to
look ahead to the Year 2000 and portray what the battlefield would look like
in a major confrontation in Europe between NATO and Warsaw Pact forces.

Conventional weapons have become far more lethal than before, and the possibi-
lity of chemical and tactical nuclear warfare is very real. Electronic war-
fare may make communication between units in the field and their commanders at
headquarters impossible. Even attempts to communicate may result in destruc-
tion from weapon systems that lock on to radio signals. Soldiers will have to
fight continuously with little or no rest because of night fighting capabili-
ties. Rear areas, which have normally been relatively secure, are likely to
be effectively attacked, and battle lines will be very unclear with both sides
operating behind each other's lines with substantial forces.

What are the implications of this type of battlefield for soldiers and their
commanders who must lead them and manage their activities and resources, and
for the Army organization which must be designed and structured to function
under these turbulent circumstances? These are among the issues addressed by
several authors whose work we will summarize here. Their work will appear as
chapters in the book we are currently editing on leadership on the future
battlefield (Hunt & Blair, in press).

There is a cross-cutting integration of these works. Their theoretical and
research efforts are generally focused within a heuristic systems model, which

4is outlined below. It includes organizational and environmental factors,
leadership and managerial behavior factors, unit and individual subordinate
factors and a range of effectiveness outcomes. in the following sections, we
describe the overall conceptual perspective of the book, and report on these
attempts to examine specific issues from a system-wide perspective.

Leadership on the Future Battlefield: A Conceptual Frame of Reference

Neither past traditional academic nor military definitions of concepts like
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leadership or management should constrain or limit the perspective that
researchers bring to their analyses. Leadership on the future battlefield is
an extremely complex topic and requires one to go beyond the concerns of most
traditional leadership studies. Here, leadership also includes managerial 0

- "behavior, and both are examined in the context of the organization and its
. environment. Thus, there is room for broader concerns from the subfields of

organizational behavior and organization theory as well as human resource
management. In addition, leadership and management can be seen as different
and, at times antithetical. However, both types of behaviors must be included
since troops must not only be led in battle, but the organizational systems 0
within which they fight must also be managed.

, We have taken a very broad perspective on the range of variables and issues
that should be examined under the goneral topic of future battlefield
leadership. Such variables include macro and micro contingency factors
affecting leadership and managerial behavior and the consequences of those
behaviors for individual and unit outcomes. The contingency factors also
directly affect the same individual and unit outcomes.

The model of these factors is shown in Figure 1. It indicates the major cate-
gories we consider important but is only suggestive of all the individual
variables that make up each general factor. Here leadership on the future
battlefield is seen as a highly complex and interrelated set of dynamic pro-
cesses involving an open system with extensive feedback processes. By
attempts to convey the extensive range of factors which will likely influence
leadership on the future battlefield, the model thus points to the breadth of
specific topics necessary to examine systematically the general topic. Of
course, the ultimate challenge is to develop a very parsimonius model of the

- key variables.

-" -"-. FedbackLEADETS)HIP AND"

MANAGERIAL BEHAVIOR

| FACTORS AN NDIVIDUA

" - IEnvironment EFFECTIVENESS

Organization context,
structure, process

"X,, ~~ MCOosCONTINGENCY

Unit and individual
Characteristics .

Feedback

Figure 1. A Heuristic Model of Leadership on the Future Battlefield

Current Research from a Systems-Wide Perspective

The heuristic model argues strongly for a systems-wide perspective in looking
dt future battlefield theory and research. Current Army policy and doctrine
s also consistent with this thrust. This in itself is a significant move
rward for much of the current leadership research lacks a consideration of

.ontext within which it is embedded (Haythorn, in press; Osborn, in
Tosi, in press). A key problem with much of the Army's earlier 0

_', was that it tended to be restricted to narrow segments and lower
,-' ,on levels. Recognizing this, the Army is now beginning to express
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doctrine for the future in terms of systems concerns. The development of
leadership policy and doctrine is elaborated by Grunstad (in press). Thus,
the managerial/leadership behavior breadth and depth issues addressed by Hunt
(in press) and by Van Fleet and Yukl (in press) are treated, and the impor-
tance of synthesis as opposed to aralysis is recognized by both Osborn (in
press) and Clement (in press).

The systems approach to leadership concentrates heavily on senior level
leaders and argues that to meet the Army's difference in kind (as opposed to
difference in degree) leadership requirements for the future, senior Army
leaders will need to be involved with the following organizational activities
in order to achieve the multiple outputs of productivity, adaptability and
stability.

First, they are responsible for setting Army vision--creating the future to be
dealt with: This moves then into symbolic, charismatic, and ideological kinds
of concerns as articulated by Hunt (in press), by Segal (in press), and by Van
Fleet and Yukl (in press), and calls into question existing organizational
paradigms as discussed by Whitehead & Blair (in press).

Second, they need to design interdependencies among appropriate organizational
subsystems. These interdependencies are important because of anticipated
future battlefield conditions. Involved here is developing control mechanisms
so that individuals and subsystems can provide their own control on the
battlefield. Thus, understanding the intent of the commander and being able
to function autonomously are important in a turbulent battlefield environment
with unrealiable command, control, communications, and intelligence (C31)
capabilities.

Third, senior leaders will need to create or recreate the organizational cli-
mate or culture. Five dimensions are envisioned here: supportiveness; trust,
confidence and credibility; participative decision-making; openness and goal
clarity among all concerned. ..

Last, Army leaders will need to establish information systems. This involves
making sure that information processing functions are being adequately per-
formed, that people are the key in an information processing system and that
adequate feedback mechanisms exist throughout the organization.

The above four subtasks form the basis for planning and action and emphasize
synthesis and integration rather than analysis and differentiation skills.
The former are argued to be the dominant thought processes at
the senior management level. Systems leadership is seen as providing support
to the central concept of skills varying by organization level.

-- Concern with Strategy

Again, with a senior level emphasis and systems leadership is a concern with . :
strategy. This also focuses on the macro and managerial behavior/leadership

-. ' . factors in the model. A particularly interesting approach involves analogs
from corporate planning presented by Barton and Baliga (in press). The thesis
is that even though leadership requirements differ by level, conceptual fra-

-"- meworks for decision making should be as similar as possible at all levels to
help ensure the "intent of the commander" under the chaotic future battle- "1*
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field. The frameworks are designed to help deal with extremely high
complexity and uncertainty. The notion of "screens" is introduced through
which organizations can be viewed by people at different organizational levels
in order to provide a common strategic frame of reference. The authors use S
corporate analogs and tie these to Army requirements to illustrate their argu-
ment.

Concern with Organization Design

Besides an emphasis on strategy, senior leaders will need to be concerned with 0
organizational designs to enhance the concepts of systems leadership. Thus,
the traditional mechanistic, bureaucratic organizational structure which has
served modern armies successfully will no longer be appropriate. Whitehead
and Blair (in press) argue that an organizational paradigm shift will be
called for. This shift will mean thinking "paradigmatically" by those in the

* Army with mixed mechanistic and organic structures needed to meet the highly -
uncertain and complex future requirements.

Paradigmatic thinking is .important because, without it, individuals are likely
to be too wed to traditional mechanistic structures and modes of thinking
which will no longer be sufficient by themselves. Thus, like Clement, (in
press), these authors emphasize a way of thinking that allowsfor the kind of
future organizational flexibility needed. Command, decisional, authority,
control, reward and informational structures throughout the organization--as
well as perspective, culture and behavior of the organizational members--will
have to be managed.

* In a companion piece, Blair and Whitehead (in press) conceptualize a systems- .
wide change model to be used to help move senior leaders and subordinates at
all levels to the kind of paradigmatic thinking outlined above. In par-
ticular, the authors focus on developing ongoing systems-wide capabilities to
innovate and adapt, i.e., to learn how to learn.

Osborn (in press) also discusses the kind of organization needed to deal with
the complex, uncertain, future battlefield. He uses Weick's notion of tight
and loose coupling along with organizational diversity notions called for by
varying battlefield conditions. He links these with leadership requirements ..-

by providing examples of two kinds of coupling and diversity: tight
coupling/little diversity and loose coupling/ extensive diversity. Leadership
is conceptualized in terms of instrumental dimensions versus collective
leadership emphasis involving value consensus. Finally, he stresses emphasi- -

zes the differences between the kind of collective value consensus leadership
called for at senior levels and other quite different kinds of leadership
needed at lower levels. For Osborn, as others, leadership is not immutable

-O (varying only by degree); there are differences in kind, and not just degree,
between senior and lower levels.

Tosi (in press) again contributes to this organizational perspective by pro-
posing a model that examines the relative impact of formalization, technology,
socialization, selection, reward systems, work relationships and leadership on

*, predictability of behavior at different levels in organic and mechanistic
organizations. He reminds us again, that with systems thinking many factors -.
besides leadership are likely to be important. Furthermore, the relative ..

importance will differ depending on level and type of organization. He then
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extends the discussion into future battlefield scenarios.

Isenberg (in press) helps round out a treatment of systems-wide senior level 0
leaders through his nontraditional treatment of what these individuals do and
the skills they are likely to need. Based on systematic observations of top
level civilian executives he concludes there is: (1) an absence of clearly
discernable decision-making; (2) a heavy reliance on intuition; (3) a heavy
reliance on process; (4) an emphasis on managing problem networks; (5) an
emphasis on tolerating ambiguity; and (6) a premium on perceiving and under- .0
standing novelty. The contrast between the senior leader here and that
revealed in Haythorn et. al's (in press) review of existing senior leadership
research work is quite dramatic. Isenberg includes a very innovative
discussion of battlefield implications of these observations and briefly
treats selection, training, and development and discusses the importance of
"managing decision contexts."

Concluding Concerns

As a wra3 up, Segal (in press), among other things, reminds us that the future .1
battlefield scenario outlined here may be only one mission in which the future
army is likely to engage. The peacekeeping role appears to be an increasingly r - S
common one (e.g., Lebanon and the Sinai). He points to this and indicates how
it is quite different from the ALB 2000 concept. These differing missions
also remind us that, not only does there need to be a concern with organiza-
tion and leadership on the hi-tech battlefield, but the Army must also func-
tion effectively in peacetime and quasi-peacetime as well. Segal and Blair
and Whitehead also point to the uncertainty of what ALB 2000 will look like and
to the fact that further changes can be anticipated.

Finally, Segal emphasizes the importance of environmental factors as he
discusses implications of societal forces on selection and development of
individuals for the future Army.

Discussion

There is perhaps no more important issue for the military today than how to
prepare for the future battlefield. ALB 2000 tells us that there is less than
twenty years to deal with far reaching changes. Indeed, the time is so short,
and the changes are so important, that the Army has begun the first steps toward
massive change largely without using research (Grunstad, in press). Such
research in its current state, even with its limitations, has the potential to ..
make substantial contributions to the Army if it is appropriately used. Thus,
we have summarized a number of works by a range of scholars from several
disciplines and subspecialties. However, all of their works point to the impor-
tance of conceptualizing leadership as a systems-level phenomenon that both -

*0 affects and is impacted by macro-level factors and to the overall importance of
adaptability and learning how to learn. These issues and implications, can
serve as the departure point for a research roadmap which can focus on systems-
wide issues of importance in moving toward this future Army. There are also a
number of micro concerns discussed by the authors along with these systems-wide ..-

ones. Space has precluded their treatment here. -OI
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"') A SYSTEMATIC COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF

o"'CONDITIONS ANALOGOUS TO LONG-DURATION SPACE MISSIONS

_0 . ,Jack Stuster, Ph.D. .
Senior Scientist

" Anacapa Sciences, Inc.

Abstract

This paper presents interim results of a NASA/Ames Research Center study to
systematically analyze conditions of isolation and confinement analogous to a proposed
space station. A methodology has been developed to evaluate the relevance of candidate
analogues in terms of 14 dimensions or variables. Candidate analogues include research
vessels, military outposts, offshore oil platforms, long-distance yacht voyages, and
remote scientific stations, to name a few. Using the comparative method and focusing
on critical incidents, we explore the behavioral, psychological, and social issues affecting O
human adaptation and productivity in isolation and confinement. The objective of the
research is to develop specific design guidelines to enhance human productivity during
long-duration space missions.

INTRODUCTION

Many attempts have been made to draw behavioral inferences from situations
simulating long-duration space flight. However, with the exception of Sell's (1973)
attempt to develop a taxonomy of confinement and isolation, little attention has been
given to the relative appropriateness of the analogues, or to the likely utility of the
inferences. Although the comparative method has been recognized by several investi-
gators as a potentially valuable source of data, there has been little attempt to discrimi- -

nate between the relative values of the many alternative analogues. There are several
problems associated with a priori judgments in this area. For instance, a submarine
making a 90-day submerged voyage is very similar to the proposed space station in length
of tour and perhaps in the hostility of the outside environment, but fundamental
behavioral differences may arise as a consequence of substantially different crew sizes
or other dissimilarities.

Several features distinguish our approach from other efforts to study behavior in
the naturally occuring laboratories of human experience. Most notably, our approach
avoids a priori judgments regarding the relative merit of the many conditions of isolation
and confinement which may be compared to the proposed space station. Others have
assumed that underwater habitats, submarines, or Antarctic research stations, to name aO6
few, provide good examples from which to extrapolate concerning human behavior

... aboard a space station. We make no such assumptions. Instead we have developed a
methodology to evaluate the "relative degree of relatedness" of several candidates, or
alternative analogues.

In order to evaluate alternative analogues, it was necessary to first prepare a list S
of dimensions, or metrics, to be used to define space station conditions. In developing
these definitions, we were interested in establishing the parameters or assumptions
concerning expected onboard conditions; these are required to allow the comparative
evaluation of alternative analogues. To satisfy this objective, we compiled the following
list of dimensions.
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' Size of group 0 Composition of group
: Type of tasks * Psychological isolation
* Perceived risk 0 Preparedness for mission
* Duration of tour 0 Physical quality of habitat

*. •Physical isolation 0 Form of social organization
Personal motivation 0 Hostility of outside environment

= Amount of free time * Quality of life support conditions

Certain of these dimensions are, in fact, variables rather than givens. For
instance, the quality of food is considered within the dimension, "Quality of Life Support
Conditions." Clearly, the quality of food that may ultimately be served aboard the
proposed space station--along with many similar decisions--has certainly not yet been
determined. Also, in apparent contradiction, studies such as the current effort may be
used to affect determinations regarding issues such as food. It is important, however, at
an early stage of this project to specify conditions as completely as possible for purposes
of comparison with alternative analogues. Even the dimensions which are clearly
variable require some degree of specification--if only in general terms--in order to
allow a systematic comparative effort.

A research instrument was developed which inciuded a restatement of our list of
" ... : 14 dimensions and definitions. This description of a NASA space station was followed by

descriptions of several alternative analogues. The summaries of the analogues used the
same dimensions (e.g., size of group, type of tasks, etc.) as the space station summary to
describe conditions.

The Evaluation Methodology. The space station definitions were used as target
conditions against which alternative analogues could be compared. This evaluation
effort involved a dimension-by-dimension comparison and the use of a seven-point scale. ".AO
Data collection sheets were provided for those participating in the study to record their
evaluations; each data collection sheet concerned a different descriptive dimension.
Together the data collection sheets formed the matrix reproduced in Figure 1.

'...

%Size of Group- -.- , . .+

Composition of Group
SForm. of Social Org..nizat on

Duration of Tour

Typeo of lnkks -.

,Prepoiredness for Mission -

Personal Slotivstion

Hostility of Otside Enoironment
-. '.-. ". Perve~ved [(t.k - -

Psychologic.l tsohtion 41 t.

Amount of t-ree Tini'

ua ity of Life Support Condlitons

-p=° Physical Quality of Iirbt t

, Figure 1. Matrix formed by combining data collection sheets (Appendix A).
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An example of the seven-point scale is provided as Figure 2.

1 7 ]--"'
Not Close Clos to•
to Target Target -

Conditions Condtions

Figure 2. Seven-point scale used when evaluating "relatedness" of alternative analogues.

The procedure followed by evaluators was rather simple. For example, our space
. station summary assumed a group size of eight personnel. Those participating in the
'. evaluation effort were required to select numbers on the seven-point scale to represent

how closely they believed each alternative analogue corresponded to the assumed space
station condition. An analogue with a group size of nine might receive a relatively high
score on that dimension (corresponding closely to the crew of eight assumed for the O
space station). A group size of 90 would probably receive a relatively low score.
Certain dimensions were more problematical than others--for instance, when comparing
the physical quality of an analogue's habitat to that estimated for the proposed space
station. Judgments such as these were made and recorded on the data collection sheets
for each alternative analogue in terms of each of the 14 dimensions.

We recognize the difficulties inherent in quantifying subjective phenomena. We

believe, however, that by providing systematic descriptions and then combining the judg-
ments of many behavioral scientists and design engineers, we apply a more scientific
method and, consequently, transcend the customary anecdotal approach to this subject.
A systematic comparative effort is important because the results of the evaluation are
being used to guide our efforts and determine our focus in a subsequent phase of the S
project.

Statistical analyses of the results of the evaluation have been conducted to -.

identify those alternative analogues with greatest overall fidelity to expected space
station conditions. The evaluation has also indicated which analogues correspond closely
to expected conditions in terms of specific dimensions. Further research activity will be '.
concentrated on those analogues indicated to be most promising by the analysis. By
applying quantitative measures to comparisons of somewhat subjective conditions, we
derive empirical rather than solely intuitive measures of relative analogy.

What follows is the summary of space station conditions included in the research

instrument. Results of the evaluation and design guidelines were not available at the .
time this paper was prepared. Preliminary results were discussed, however, during the

.. presentation of the paper.

NASA SPACE STATION (ASSUMPTIONS)

Introduction. It is likely that the construction of the space station will be an S
evolutionary process. In the earliest phases it may be a single cylinder attached to an
enormous wing-like array of solar cells. Gradually, additional modules will be added
until the space station will appear, from the flight deck of an approaching shuttle, as a
grand, high-tech tinkertoy. It will not conform to our popular conceptions of what a
space station should be. It will lack the lyric quality of orbiting stations depicted in
novels and films; there will be no gleaming giant wheels rotating to the pleasant strains -
of a Strauss waltz. Rather, by the closing years of this century, the U.S. space station
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will be a busy factory in the sky. It will be, first and foremost, a place of work.
Onboard operations will likely involve facility and satellite maintenance, astronomy,
basic science, and the commercial production of precious commodities.

Size of Group. Since the construction of a NASA space station would be an
evolutionary process, we have selected the range of 6 to 12 persons for our definition.
We assume a resident crew of 8 within two years of station deployment.

Composition of Group. It is expected that composition of station crews under
routine conditions will be somewhat mixed in terms of sex, age, ethnicity, education, and
work history.

Form of Social Organization. It is assumed that the form of social organization
that has evolved within NASA for STS missions will be applied to the organization of
work aboard a NASA space station. That is, a quasi-military structure with a
commander, mission specialists, and payload specialists.

Duration of Tour. We anticipate tours of 60 to 90 days under operational
conditions. Schedules of personnel rotation cannot be specified at this time.

Type of Tasks. Although specific information regarding the tasks involved in
zero-gravity electrophoresis and materials processing are clouded by proprietary issues,
we may safely assume that most onboard tasks performed by station crew will be of a
vigilant and hand manipulative nature. Repair and replacement of components may be a
frequent function. Extra vehicular activity (EVA) to service unmanned platforms and
satellites, which is quite strenuous, will also be required.

Preparedness for Mission. It is expected that a great degree of preparation for ,*
space missions will continue to play a substantial, yet diminishing role in the future.
Space station crews are likely to be at the extreme on this dimension compared to all
other analogous conditions.

Personal Motivation. It is anticipated that there will be many more volunteers
for positions aboard a space station than there will be positions available. It is also
assumed that government pay scales are not primary motivating factors for application.
For these and other reasons, it is assumed that the personal motivation of crew personnel
will be other than financial. 2

Hostility of Outside Environment. Without mechanical means, human life cannot
be supported in the environment outside the space station. u,4

Perceived Risk. Exposure to risk will be substantial. In addition to the risk of
system failures, we must consider the potential for micrometeorite collision, solar flare
danger, and critical human error. The possibility exists that personnel will be required to
spend a maximum of 21 days in an onboard "safe haven" awaiting rescue from a .
catastrophic incident.

Physical Isolation. Since the proposed NASA space station will be occupying a
low earth orbit, the physical isolation from the outside world will be complete.

Psychological Isolation. It is frequently impossible to separate physical from
psychological isolation. In the case of a space station, we assume that the capacity to
communicate with ground control personnel and even with family members will be
allowed in order to reduce the crews' feeling of psychological isolation. We anticipate
that periodic, scheduled calls home will be a part of routine station operation.
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Amount of Free Time. Although this dimension is of a clearly variable nature,
we feel that it is necessary to estimate the amount of free time available for purposes of
comparison with analogous conditions. For instance, there appears to be an abundance of
free time during Antarctic winters, but very little is expected onboard a space station.
Based upon the need for maintaining high levels of productivity to justify costs and on
the experiences of previous space missions, we assume approximately 21 hours per day
will be available for recreational pursuits.

Quality of Life Support Systems. It is assumed that the atmospheric pressure
would be maintained at 14.7 psi, the same as standard sea-level conditions; the
atmosphere would likely consist of 79% nitrogen and 21% oxygen, again similar to earth
conditions. EVAs and emergency operations would be conducted in compartments or
suits of 8 psi. These estimates are based on current STS conditions.

"* It is anticipated that food onboard a NASA space station will be somewhat better

(variety, texture, etc.) than is currently available on STS missions. It must also be -

expected that improvements will be made in the areas of hygiene. We assume, however,
that full body showering will remain a luxury.

Physical Quality of Habitat. Since the building blocks that will be used to
construct a NASA space station must be shuttle-compatible (i.e., they must fit in the "
orbiters' cargo bays), it is assumed that Spacelab-type modules will be used. For this
reason, we assume that the physical qualities of the station will be similar to those
aboard the orbiters and Spacelab, although modified for long-duration occupancy.

Sells, S.B. The taxonomy of man in enclosed space. In J.E. Rasmussen (editor) Man In
Isolation and Confinement, 1973, pp. 281-303.

*NOTE: This presentation summarizes interim results of research sponsored by the
Manned-Vehicle Systems Division of the NASA/Ames Research Center (NAS2-11690).
Conclusions drawn from the research are the author's responsibility and do not
necessarily reflect NASA opinion or policy.
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Criteria for Selecting Subjects for the Assessment

of Advanced Crew System Concepts

Gilbert G. Kuperman
Air Force Aerospace Medical Research ILaboratory

LC)
Abstract 0

"A five-Laboratory working group was
0 tasked with the assessment of crew system
0 concepts being considered for the dual role
*- fighter. The methodology employed was based

on exposing rated TAC personnel to these S
concepts through the 'role playing' of a
highly structured mission scenario. Because
many of the avionics subsystems of interest
are developmental, the issue of subject
experience was considered to be critical to
the validity of judgements elicited in subject
de-briefing.

Introduction
Ae

The human factors practitioner, particularly in a military
research laboratory environment, is frequently confronted with
the task of evaluating conceptual (i. e., pre-breadboard)
approaches to the man-machine interface. Most often, this
tasking must be carried out in a context in which the machine
side of the relationship involves systems whose capabilities are
based on developing technologies rather than on existing
hardware. A variety of paradigms (e. g., Kearns, 1982) have been
attempted to provide at least first order insight into the
effectiveness of the design approach. In the Air Force, and with '

specific regard to the design evolution ot aircraft cockpits,
these approaches have included artists' concepts, scale paper
cutouts, and a variety of scale and full sized crew station
mockups. These approaches can provide an excellent environment
within which the researcher can explore expert opinion as to the
facilitating and limiting aspects of the conceptual crew station
design.

The Tactical Air Command (TAC) validated a Statement of
Operational Need for a dual role fighter (DRF). This weapon
system is to be a replacement for the F-4D and is to exhibit
increased range and payload capabilities in both the air-to-air
(A/A) and air-to-ground (A/G) arenas (hence the "dual role"
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• - descriptor). A derivative version of either the F-15 or the F-
" 16, equipped with suitable weapons, sensors, and avionics, is to

provide the airframe. The weapon system is to be capable of
through-weather navigation and under-weather target acquisition

. and weapon delivery, day or night. Ritchie (1983) provides a
* ]colorful description of the DRF mission.

* As a preparatory step in the weapon system acquisition
process, the Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) requested that

...- the Air Force Systems Command laboratories provide early
assessments of the conceptual crew stations being developed for
the F-15 and F-16 variants (Berry, 1983). This request was
responded to through the formation of an - bc working group "1
composed of representatives of the Air Force Avionics, Flight
Dynamics, Armament, Human Resources, and Aerospace Medical

Research Laboratories. Close coordination with the weapon system .
user, the Tactical Air Command (TAC), was accomplished through
the participation of Headquarters TAC, local TAC Systems Office,
and operational unit personnel throughout the course of the

* . assessment effort. Communications between the working group and
-I the aircraft developers (McDonnell Aircraft Company for the F-15

and General Dynamics/Ft. Worth for the F-16) were maintained
through the ASD System Program Offices.

.... System Issues "

TAC required that the DRF be crewed by a pilot and a weapon
system officer (WSO). The conventional F-15 and F-16 aircraft
are single place. The ability of the crew sys.em to support
situation awareness and crew coordination were selected as
assessment dimensions.

The DRF is to be equipped with a variety of advanced
avionics (e. g., the LANTIRN terrain following radar, laser
designator/ranger, missile boresight correlator, and target
acquisition and navigation forward-looking infrared sensor pods)
and advanced weapons (e. g., AMRAAM and precision-guided

- munitions) in order to be capable of accomplishing the dual role
mission. Allocation of crew duties and crew workload were also
selected as crew system assessment dimensions.

The DRF crew will have to overcome the high level of
complexity inherent in applying a suite of advanced technologies
under conditions of high threat, adverse weather, ar] darkness in

0.: carrying out missions which may combine both A/A and A/G tasking.
The capabilities of the crew/system interface to support weapon

. .. system mission effectiveness was selected as a fifth dimension
"'-"" along which to perform the assessment.

Kearns (1982) provides a detailed description of the use of
static (i. e., non-interactive) crew system mock-ups in the

/. evaluation of alternative or conceptual aircrew station designs.
Basically, full-scale plywood stations are overlayed with
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photographic renditions of all panel-mounted controls and
displays. Other control heads (e. g., stick and throttle) are
included as non-functioning models. Subjects (Ss) are walked 0
through representative tasks at a level that includes switchology
inputs and display responses. Kuperman, 21 Al. (1983) provide a
discussion of the application of this "role playing"
familiarization process for the case of the DRF.

RtdPersonnel .-

The Ss used in the DRF crew system assessment acted as a
panel of experts providing the experimenters with informed
opinions, anecdotes, and qualitative judgements regarding each
design concept. The "role playing" and the "ground school"
activities which prepared the Ss for participation were
essentially highly structured approaches to concept orientation
and control/display familiarization. Rated personnel were
required in order to assure understanding of the mission,
validity of approaches to avionics and weapons utilization, and
for face validity in assessing potential acceptance of the crew
system concepts by the using community (i. e., TAC).

Weap~on Syt EpEr-i¢_ "-

It was felt that the Ss should be drawn from rated TAC
personnel who were current on one of four present-day aircraft:
F-4, F-15, F-16, and F-Ill. F-4 personnel were desired for two
reasons. First, since the DRF is intended as a replacement
weapon system (albeit with greatly improved capabilities), F-4
crew members should be most familiar with the mission. Second,
the F-4 is also a two place aircraft and Ss drawn from this
population should be experienced in the areas of crew
coordination and allocation of functions between crew members.

Since the DRF will be a variant of either the F-15 or F-16,
personnel current on these single-place aircraft should be most
familiar with the capabilities of these aircraft and with the A/A
aspects (threats, tactics, weapons) of the DRF mission. Although
two-place versions of these aircraft exist, they are pilot
trainers and Ss drawn from the F-15/-16 communities are pilots
and have not received the specialized training provided to WSOs.

The F-Ill is also a two-place aircraft and provides Ss who
are either pilots or WSOs and who are sensitive to the issues of
intra-crew coordination and allocated duties. The overriding
reason, however, for selecting Ss from the F-1ll population was
because this weapon system possesses a terrain following radar
and, when equipped with the PAVE TACK forward-looking infrared -O.
(FLIR) pod, is the currently -perational weapon system with
capabilities very similar to those required for the DRF.
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The DRF will be equipped with an avionics suite equal to the
complexities of its mission. Berry (1983) and Ritchie (1983,
describe many of the avionics and other capabilities to he
represented in a DRF weapon system. These required capabilities
include:

- terrain following radar
- navigation and target acquistion forward-

looking infrared sensors (FLIRs)
- wide field-of-view head-up display (HUD)
- multi-mode (A/A and A/G) radar
- missile boresight correlator
- target designation/ranging laser
- secure communications
- advanced fire control computer
- advanced navigation (map) display

Further, the DRF must be compatible with the accurate delivery of
both gravity ("dumb") and precision-guided (smart") eo.
Many of these hardware-supported capabilities are based on

technologies only now undergoing development (e. g., the LANTIPN
HUD). As has already been suggested, the F-ill and F-4 PAVE TACK
configurations provide the closest approximations to these
avionics capabilities in the present-day inventory.

i ~Subjects" O

Twenty TAC personnel were actually employed in carrying out
the "role playing" activity. Eleven of these Ss were rated
pilots and nine were experienced WSOs. Role playing was always
conducted with a pair of Ss (one pilot and one WSO) working
together as a crew. The five pilots who participated in the F-15

"- DRF portion of the exercise had an average of approximately 2500 -

flying hours experience while the six F-16 pilot Ss averaged
about 1900 hours. Two were current in the F-15, two in the F-16,
two in the F-4, three in the F-1ll, and two in the F-5. The WSOs
were all current in either the F-4 or the F-ill. The average
experience level of the WSOs was approximately 1500 hours (F-15
Ss) and 1080 hours (F-16 Ss), respectively.

B en _fita -][ the P ro ces-a

The use of carefully selected Ss in carrying out the crew
I system assessment process resulted in a very high level of face

validity. Using command (TAC) acceptance of the results was
K<. strongly supported by the participation of using command

personnel in attaining them. (In fact, the author was invited to
participate in a TAC Cockpit Configuration Working Group which
addressed "missionizing" the crew system.) Weapon system

S. development organization (ASD) acceptance was demonstrated by the
briefing of findings and recommendations back to the respective
contractors prior to their submission of formal proposals for the
DRF. Further, these findings and recommendations were included
as part of the proposal evaluation process.
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If Ss r selected on the bases of well thought out
c r ite r ia, relatively simple methods of assessing the utility of
ad vanced man-machine interface concepts can yield meaningful
results. Basing such criteria on operational requirements for
the subject weapon system helps to assure using command
participation in the process and acceptance of its results. The
early acquisition of expert opinion data as to the merits and
liabilities of a proposed crew system can be used to guide the
application of more sophisticated (and expensive) assessment
tool01s. Spencer (1983), for exai zale, describes the use of
computer-based, highly interactive simulation facilities to the
refinement of the F-15 DRF crew system.

Berry, F. Clinton, "The Revolutionary Evolution of the F-I6XL,"
Air Force Mg.Azing November 1983.

Eydj--in Final Technical Report, AFWAL-TR-81-3 175, Air
Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, Wright- Patterson

SAB, Ohio, February 1982.

Kuperman, Gilbert G., Moss, Richard W., and Bondurant, Robert A.,
"Crew System Assessment Methods applied to Dervivative

, Fighter Cockpits," Proceedings 91 .tn e c-woan ieod meanif
211b Annua Meeting, Norfolk, Virginia, October 11-14, 1983.

Ritchie, Steve, "An Eagle for All Arenas," MopFeaQor.ce iem n
November 1983.

Spencer, David C. "F-15 Dual Role Fighter Cockpit Integration,"

i] ~~ ~ ~ ththjetwapnssem help &t assure us~ging command

* .f a e yi o Eper opinin dt Long beach California,
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... 0 Relationship between Crewmember
0 Characteristics and Tank Crew Performance

Bruce Sterling
1A United States Army Soldier Support Center

Abstract

Numerous prior studies have shown relationships between individual
soldier characteristics (such as general and specific mental abilities,
education, etc.) and individual performance. However, few studies have :1
demonstrated a valid relationship between individual crewmember
characteristics and crew or weapon system performance. This study examined
relationships between individual characteristics of tank Commanders (N=166) 1W
and gunners (N=165) and performance in a crew drill - Table VIII gunnery.
Results suggested that for gunners, mechanical ability and experience
related to crew performance, while for tank commanders overall mental-.
ability related to crew performance. Results could be used in assignment of
soldiers to these crew positions.

Introduction

The question concerning what sort of people make the best fighters has
been asked for at least several thousand years, as we shall see later.
However, the first scientific (that is, data based) attempts to answer the
question took place during World War II (Stouffer, Lumsdaine and Lumsdaine,
1949). Soldiers in infantry squads were divided into three categories of
fighting effectiveness (below average, average, or above average) by
individuals familiar with their behavior under fire. Soldiers for whom
substantial agreement on fighting ability could not be reached were dropped
from the analyses. Comparison of background characteristics of these groups
showed that better fighters were older (25 or over), more likely to be
married, had higher mechanical aptitude scores (top two of seven categories)
and were more often at least high school graduates. A similar study
differentiating fighters from nonfighters was performed during the Korean
Conflict (Egbert, Meeland, Cline, Forgy, Satchler, and Brown, 1957).

W Results of extensive psychological tests and interviews with fighters and
nonfighters showed that fighters were more intelligent, more masculine
(e.g., enjoyed contact sports), doers (e.g., had more hobbies), more
socially mature (e.g., took responsibility for others) and preferred by
peers, more emotionally stable (e.g., had fewer anxiety symptoms), better
leaders (e.g., had higher social status with their peers) and were
physically healthier ?e.g., less reported illnesses . They also reported a
more stable and happy home life, had a greater fund of military knowledge
and greater speed and accuracy in manual/physical tasks.K . . . Individual characteristics (particularly intelligence) have also been

"-"-' shown to relate to soldier performance during peacetime. Vineberg and

Taylor (1972), Armor (1981) and Shields and Grafton (1983) showed that over
a variety of Military Occupational Specialties individuals in higher mental
categories were more likely to have passed their Skill Qualification Test, a
measure of individual job performance.
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However, a growing number of today's weapons are crew served. Would
similar factors relate to the combat effectiveness of crew members of the
high-tech crew served weapon systems prevalent in modern combat? To answer
this question, Wallace (1982) conducted a study comparing the mental
aptitude of tank crewmembers with weapon system performance in the 1981
Canadian Cup international tank crew competition. This was called the
Gideon study, after the individual who led 300 soldiers hand-picked by the
Lord to an overwhelming victory over the entire Midianite Army (see the Book
of Judges, chapters 7 and 8). Results indicated a rather large and reliable
relationship between Armed Forced Qualification Test (AFQT) scores of tank
commanders and points scored by the tank crew in the competition. However,
this study has several serious flaws. For instance, crews in this
competition were highly selected and thus probably nt typical of armor
crews in general. Also the number of crews involved was quite small (N=15)
and two of these observations which did not fit the regression line were
dropped. This study represents an attempt to use archieval data to examine
the relationship between crewmnember characteristics and weapon system
performance.

Method

Subjects -:"

Subjects were 166 U.S. Army tank commanders (TCs) and 165 gunners who
took part in crew live fire exercises in Grafenwohr, Germany during mid-1982.

Instrument
The Weapons Crew Performance Information System was developed by the

U.S. Army Training Support Center (ATSC). This form can be used to collect
information (e.g., weather conditions, vistbility, crewmembers' social
security numbers, crew performance, etc.) on live fire exercises.

Procedure oa"

The above form was used to collect data on TCs and gunners of crews
undergoing table VIII qualification runs at Grafenwohr, Germany during
mid-1982. Using the social security numbers, Soldier Support Center was
able to obtain enlisted master file (EMF) data on 331 of the 509 (65%) TCs *.

and gunners who completed the form. Using the two data bases (EMF and ATSC -.
form), the following information was recorded for each TC or gunner: rank,
AFQT percentile, mental category, combat subscale score, general technical
subscale score, mechanical maintenance subscale score, education (high
school graduate/non high school graduate), position (comanarder/gunner).
Table VIII qualification results (distinguished, qualified on first round,
qualified on second round, unqualified), months assigned with this crew,
months since last live-fire exercise, visibility on range (good/poor) and
whether they were a platoon sergeant/first sergeant or not.

Results

Analyses were performed separately for TCs (n=166) and gunners (n=165).
Pearson correlations were performed between Table VIII qualification results
and commander/gunner rank, AFQT percentile, combat subscale score, general
technical subscale score, mechanical maintenance subscale score, months
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assigned to crew and months since firing. Results, presented in Table 1,
show for TCs, a reliable but small positive relationship between AFQT
percentile rank and performance in Table VIII gunnery. The correlation
between Table VIII performance and the mechanical maintenance subscale score
was actually larger, but because of the smaller number of TCs with this
score in their records, it did not achieve statistical significance. For
gunners, small but reliable positive relationships existed between Table
VIII performance and rank, mechanical maintenance subscale score and months
with the crew.

K. Table 1

Pearson Correlations With
Table VIII Gunnery Qualification

Results

Tank Gunners
Commanders
N= 166 N= 165

Rank r= .115 r= .191
P= NS P 4. .05

N= 164 N= 164
AFQT %ile r= .197 r= .003

P (.05 P= NS

N= 50 N= 137
Combat r= .005 r= .148

P= NS P= NS

N= 158 N= 161
General r= .149 r= .066
Technical P= NS P= NS 0

N= 51 N= 137
Mechanical r= .256 r= .168 I
Maintenance P= NS P z..05

N= 166 N= 165
Months in r= .137 r= .167
Tank P= NS P 4..05

N= 166 N= 165
Months Since r= .095 r= .043
Firing P= NS P= NSv-;.- ;,-

Note: NS = not significant

Chi Squares were computed between Table VIII qualification results and
TC/gunners' education, range visibility, platoon/company leadership position
(yes or no) and mental category. While no statistically significant
relationship emerged for either crew position, it appeared that there might
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be a relationship between mental category and whether a TC's tank at least
qualified on the first round or not. When performance on Table VIII was
dichotomized between distinguished/first round qualified and second round
qualified/unqualified, a statistically (and practically) significant
relationship was found between Table VIII performance and mental category of
TCs (see Table 2). While 100% of the Category I TCs qualified on the first
round, only 56.5% of the Category IV TCs performed similarly.

Table 2

Relationship between TCs
Mental Category and Table
VIII Gunnery Qualification

Results

MC1 MC2 MC 3A MC3B MC IV

Distinguished/ N=4 N=46 N=24 N=46 N=13
Qualified 1st Rnd 100% 86.8% 82.8% 83.6% 56.5%

Qualified N=O N=7 N=5 N=9 N=10
2nd Rnd/Unqualified 0% 13.2% 17.2% 16.4% 43.5%

Chi Square = 11.40
degrees of freedom = 4

P C .05

Any significant relationships with Table VIII qualification results are
surprising considering the low amount of variance in the dependent
variable. That is, overall 2.4% of the tanks were distinguished, 77.7%
qualified on the first round, 14.8% qualified on the second round and 5.1%
did not qualify. Thus with a performance measure which discriminated more
among tanks, the relationships between these variables and crew performance
could become much larger.

Discuss ion -

Overall, results show that for tank commanders, overall mental ability,
represented by AFQT percentile or mental category, was most related to crew
performance. While the magnitude of the AFQT correlation was small, the
mental category results showed that over 25% fewer category IV TCs
qualified, compared to any other mental category. These results could
attain practical significance for the Army in combat. For example, if it
were true that only tank crews qualifying on the first round are combat
effective, about four of five tanks with an MC I to III B TC would be combat
effective while only about one of two tanks with an MC IV TC would be combat
effective. .1

For gunners, rank (a surrogate measure of experience, maturity and many
other things), the number of months spent with that particular crew, and
mechanical maintenance ability related to Table VIII performance. Overall
mental abillty,(l.e., AFQT score or mental category) did not relate reliably
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to performance. These results differ from a recent Israeli study (Tziner
and Eden, 1983) where overall mental ability of all tank crewmembers (save
TC who was not studied) were related individually and collectively to
superiors' ratings of crew performance.

This pattern of results suggests that mechanical ability and experience
may influence gunnery, while overall information processing/decision making
skills may be more critical for TCs. This makes sense given the nature of
the two jobs.

These data suggest that instead of one position being more important
than another in overall weapon system performance, each position may be
important. However, different abilities/characteristics affect system
performance at different crew positions. These results should guide the
design of future studies and research in crew performance.
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o Field-Expedient Maintenance Experiences0
* o of M60-Series Tank Crewmen

CL Bob G. Witmer

I US Army Research Institute-Fort Knox c
N Abstract

Although most tank crewman duties involve operating rather
than maintaining their vehicles, the ability of crewmen to
make expedient repairs in the field could be crucial to the
crew's survival. Preliminary reports suggested that tank
crewmen occasionally employ unauthorized field-expedient re-
pairs during training exercises when a mechanic is unavailable.
To determine the types and effectiveness of field-expedient
techniques, 76 incidents of field-expedient maintenance were
collected during interviews with 33 armor NCOs. The incidents
were reviewed and grouped into eight categories representing
different types of field-expedient techniques. Each of the%
eight categories represents a generalized maintenance approach

* that might be useful in a number of emergency situations where
expedient repairs are essential.

Introduction

Standard Maintenance Procedures

Under normal circumstances, most troubleshooting and repair of complex
military hardware such as tanks is performed by qualified mechanics and tech-
nicians. These mechanics and technicians, trained in approved troubleshooting
and repair techniques, accomplish the repairs using procedures prescribed in
detail in voluminous technical manuals. In theory at least, these mechanics% 4

1.. *and technicians make repairs by the book, using authorized parts and proce-
dures to effect repairs in the required manner. In practice, however, tech-
nical manuals cannot possibly cover every problem that might occur with a comn-
plex weapon system; thus mechanics and technicians must depend to some extent
on their troubleshooting skills to correctly diagnose system faults.

Siegel and Jensen (1955) have suggested that effective troubleshooting

A involves hypothesizing the cause of a malfunction from observed symptoms and
testing the hypothesis by making diagnostic equipment performance checks. Not
every malfunction, however, requires such careful troubleshooting. In some
cases the cause of the malfunction will be obvious, even to a relatively inex- A

perienced mechanic. Extensive experience in evaluating and repairing malfunc-
tioning equipment often allows the experienced troubleshooter to go directly

from the symptom to the repair without making any diagnostic checks. Sc .
shortcuts may be effective, especially in those cases in which an observed
symptom is almost always associated with a particular fault. On the other
band, shortcuts may lead even the most experienced technicians to misdiagnose
the cause of a malfunction (Chalmers, 1957).
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Field-Expedient Maintenance

Unlike trained mechanics and technicians, tank crewmen are given little
formal training in troubleshooting and repair procedures. Crewmen are trained
to perform routine checks and services and to refer all other malfunctions to

* organizational maintenance. This division of responsibility between tank
crewmen and skilled mechanics works well enough in peacetime, but combat pre-
sents special problems. When their tank sustains damage or malfunctions dur-0
ing combat, and trained maintenance personnel are not readily available, crew-
men may be forced to rely on their maintenance skills to extricate themselves -

from life threatening situations. Because of the immediacy with which the re-
pairs must be accomplished and the lack of approved repair parts, crewmen in
these situations may have to resort to the use of unauthorized materials and
techniques for effecting the repairs.

While tank crewmen have long recognized the value of making a timely re-

pair in the field, armor experts have only recently begun to see the advan-
tages of field-expedient techniques. Some armor experts are now suggesting
that senior NCOs and other leaders be trained to perform field-expedient tech-
niques. But detailed information on field-expedient maintenance has been
lacking. Only spotty informal reports of field expedient maintenance have
been available.

Critical Incident Technique

Because performance of field-expedient maintenance does not occur with
any predictable regularity, obtaining sufficient information about field-

expedient maintenance through direct observation is not feasible. However ob-
servations of field-expedient maintenance can be gathered indirectly through a
method known as the critical incident technique (Flanagan, 1954). This tech-
nique was developed by Flanagan and his colleagues for determining what be-
haviors were critical to effective and ineffective performance of job activi-
ties by Army Air Force aviators. The critical incident technique has since

% .4 4Pbeen used to determine the critical requirements for effective performance in
a variety of different jobs (Fivars, 1973). The technique involves asking

competent observers to describe incidents in which the behavior of an individ-
ual was particularly effective (or ineffective) in performing a prescribed
activity or job. The critical incident technique is used in the present study

to obtain information about the kinds of unauthorized procedures used by tank
* crews to repair their vehicles.

METHOD

Procedure0

~ N Thirty-seven armor NCO' s were asked to describe incidents in which they,
% as members of tank crews, performed or saw others perform unauthorized mainte-

nance techniques that were clearly effective in restoring a disabled or mal-
functioning tank to operation. To ensure the inclusion of pertinent informa-

* tion, each NCO was asked a series of questions about the incidents described.
Questions asked for: (1) the circumstances under which the maintenance oc-
curred; (2) initial symptoms suggesting a malfunction; (3) troubleshooting

-. *. -. checks made by the crew; (4) symptoms leading to fault diagnosis; (5) the
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faulty system or component; (6) how the repair was made; (7) tools used in
making the repair; and (8) how long the repair took. The NCOs provided the
information anonymously during individual structured interviews conducted by
interviewers from the Army Research Institute.

Analyses

The above procedure yielded two kinds of information: (1) field-

expedient maintenance incidents based on the personal experiences of armor
NOOs; and (2) profiles of the incidents, characterizing incidents along each 1
of several dimensions. The field-expedient maintenance incidents were sorted
into groups of similar incidents, which became the basis for eight distinct
categories of field-expedient maintenance. Fifty of the 76 incidents were

used to derive the categories initially; these categories were then used to
classify the remaining 26 incidents. On the basis of the successes obtained
and difficulties encountered in classifying the remaining'incidents, the cate-
gory definitions were refined. As a measure of the reliability of the cate-
gories, two persons not affiliated with the study independently classified the
76 incidents. The percentage of agreement among the classifiers was computed.
The information contained in the incident profiles was evaluated by deter-min-
ing the proportion of incidents falling under the different levels of each
dimension.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

* Descriptive Analyses

Descriptive analyses of the incident profiles revealed some interesting
results. Approximately two-thirds of the field-expedient maintenance experi-
ences occurred during collective training exercises, such as ARTEP's, field
problems, and gunnery. In looking for the source of malfunctions, crewmen "
seldom reported making troubleshooting checks, other than a quick visual in-

spection of the suspected component. Only 24% of those interviewed reportedI
using troubleshooting procedures to isolate the problem. When tools or sup-
plies were required to make the repair, soldiers reported selecting from is-
sued items (e.g., wrenches, sockets, track jacks, flashlight batteries) and
non-issue items such as sticks, electrical tape, or a spring from a ball-point
pen. Some soldiers carry special tools and supplies for the express purpose
of making field-expedient repairs, such as vise grips, 90-mile-an-hour tape, a
green sticky tape for repairing air hoses, and canned ether for starting a

* cold tank engine. Some repairs are made without using any tools or supplies
whatsoever. For example, a soldier might manually operate a broken steering ---

linkage or spit on the back of a round to increase conductivity so that it _

fires. Using available tools and supplies and their imagination, the soldiers
completed the typical field-expedient repair in an hour or less.

Maintenance Categories

* Table 1 shows the eight categories of field-expedient maintenance. While '0
the categories listed in Table 1 were based entirely on the experiences of

V, M60-series tank crewmen, the categories may apply to field-expedient mainte-

naceo other systems as well. Due to the relatively small number of inci- .-.

dents collected, however, new categories may appear when maintenance of other
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weapon systems is consid-

ered. Still, the cate- , iI LId-IdIellt 44,11 .Leila I L ,. (

gorization of field- P ... I- I .I catel ut.a..1,.r i ed)- Una.thor lz d A I.td a n. e pfrI.a L...

expedient maintenance has .'"' .t ip.i probi~ns.ii-.l Aslsit - Th, eoidier physically inserts hiself as part of a malilc-d ii in iystem aand manuaIly assists the system as t operates.

proaches that may be used -.toea khesthat aybe fiee/d t- w/o Replacement - A faulty component Is taken out of the system
to make field-expedient .nd the sy.tm is operated without it, or the component is bypassed so that itrepairs in a wide variety no longer unctions a. part of the syst..

of situations. For exam- Reposition or Adjust - A component that has become displaced, bent, jamsed,locked, looe or out of adjustment is returned to its normal operat ingple, soldiers might be ositioo.
taught that when a faulty Substitute Component or Part - A part or component is removed and replaced ", I

part or component is known with an unauthorized subatitute part.
to be interfering with Remove & Replace With Authorized Part - Either a component is removed and re-
carrying out their mis- placed that the crew is not authorized to remove or replace, or the manner in

which the removai/replacement is accomplished (e.g.. tools used, method used)sion, and cannot be does not follow accepted procedures.

mended, then they should Clean or Mend - A component is cleaned, patched, or mended by unauthorized
consider using a substi- personnel using approved methods or materiala or by any personnel using un-

tute part, bypassing the .od d r-i

part, or removing the part Mechanical/Electrical/Ciemical Assist - A vehicle is Induced to operate or as-p r orr-n t a sisted in operation by applying an external mechanical, electrical, or cheml-completely and operating cal stimulus or boost.

without it. Similarly,
soldiers could be made
aware of other approaches

(e~g , ann al ssit) hatTable 2. Examples of Field-Expedient Maintenance by Category
might be useful in certain Preventive timantenance - Due to vibration, the wedge bolt worked itself loose

during an ARTEP. To prevent the wedge bolt from working loose again and even-kinds of situations. tually falling off, a hammer and chisel were used to notch the wedge bolt.

Manual Assist - During a field exercise at Fort Irwin (National TrainingThe adequacy and re- Center), a tank was making a hasty attack across an open field laced with
guilyo. The tank, moving at a fairly rapid clip, hit a deep gulley, causingliability of the categories the shifting linkage at the back of the etiglne to anap. The crew had to moveof field-expedient mainte- the tank to avoid artillery shells that were being dropped behind them as they

moved across the field. To move the tank, the TC got out on the back decknance were determined by And. directing the driver's actions through the external phone system, manu-
comparing the author's ally operated the shifting linkage.

classification of the 76 Bypass/Remove w/o Replacement - An M60AI tank was on line preparing for an in-spection at Fort Sill, Oklahoma. The start button was pushed, and nothingincidents with that of each happened. Under the direction of a turret mechanic, one crewman used a wire

of two independent classi- to short across the starter relay, and the tank started.

f iers. The first classi- Reposition or Adjust - The gunner was unable to adjust the brightness on thepassive sight during a gunnery exercise. In examining the problem, the tank- fier placed 72% of the in- commander (TC) noticed that the whole reticle switch rotated when any attemptcidents in the same cate- was made to adjust it. He knew immediately what was wrong with it. He tookthe plate off of the back of the switch and tightened a small nut that keepsgory as the author, and the the switch steady.

' second classifier catego- Substitute Component or Part - When the driver's seat does not move properly,rized 82% the same as the the tank is normally deadlined. During an ARTEP a pin broke in the mount of
the driver*s %eat where the handles are so that the aeat would move neitherauthor. Working independ- up, down. forward, or backward. The tank commander substituted an Allenently the two classifiers wrench for the broken pin and the seat worked perfectly. b

agreed on 72% of the inci- Remove Replace With Authorized Part - On a road march In Germany, during op-drat ions preventLve maintenance checks and services suggested that the blowerdents. motors ere dJefective. To return the tank to operation the malfunctioning
blowr motorb were removed and replaced with good blower motors from a dead-
lind tank.

Table 2 contains one
i tl ... t.nJ - [hir iug tank gunnery .. er ises at Fort Polk a cr.,.,an on Anexample from each category 4, AI tank -.slhld a wire burning. The crewman Visually checked for a burnt*-. of field-expedient mainte- or broken wire. Whe. the wire was located toe soldier used Wl (como) wire

to splice the broken ends back together. The exposed wire where the splicenance as reported by the was made was then wrapped with tape.
armor NCOs. Incidents are Mvchanical/tlv.2trical/Clinical Assst - During cold weather in Germany, a tank'a, .'.' listed for illustrative would not start even when the crew tried to jump start It. To get it started.the TC injected "Start Pilot" (canned other) into the air intakes. By usinge a, purposes only, and their ether the TC was able to start the engine.
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inclusion does not constitute a reconunendation for their use. In the interest
of brevity and clarity, the examples in Table 2 are paraphrased versions of

the actual incidents. The incidents in Table 2 comprise only about 10% of

those collected in this study, but even this small proportion demonstrates the

ingenuity and creativity that tank crewmen exhibit in performing field-

expedient maintenance.
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Abstract

The use of feedback was investigated in five battalion command group training
exercises provided by CATTS, the Combined Arms Tactical Training Simulator, at Fort
Leavenworth in 1982-1983. Data were collected by interviews and questionnaires.
A pre-training interview asked the battalion commander and his staff to describe

* both their unit and their personal goals for the exercise. A post-training inter-
view explored (,I) the degree to which unit and personal goals had been met and (2)
the players' perceptions of the individual and group feedback that they had received.
The results were analyzed with non-parametric statistics.

Some of the principal results were as follows: (I) There was great diversity
in the goals of different command groups. (2) Within a group, however, the commander ""

and his staff often had similar unit goals. ( Reactions to feedback varied widely:
• ". although most welcomed it, some wanted less. (4) The feedback did not always address

the players' goals. (5) Commanders who stated more goals evaluated the feedback as
less adequate.

Introduction

' '' Background

No concept is more basic today to theories of human communication than feedback,
the loop by which information about actual performance is used to control future
actions. Feeding information about performance back to individuals and interacting O
groups is also assumed to be a powerful means for enhancing organizational effective-
ness, and most models of organizational effectiveness have a feedback component.

' Downs, et al. (1984) conducted a thorough review of the studies of feedback, and the
predominant conclusion that could be substantiated by all of them was that feedback

does indeed affect performance. The feedback process, however, is rather complex in
that source, content, media, and receiver variables produce many different contingencies
that affect the way individuals respond to feedback.

Feedback has obvious potential for maximizing effectiveness in training, and an
* *. opportunity arose to examine the feedback phenomenon in a military training setting.

In 1982-1983 the Combined Arms Tactical Training Simulator (CATTS) at Fort Leavenworth
introduced an expanded feedback component--an innovation which had not been present
in previous training exercises--into the training of five battalion command groups.
And in cooperation with the Army Research Institute and CATTS, the following field
research was conducted.
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Research Objectives

Most of the literature about performance appraisal prescribes some sort of goal
identification, and Ivancevich and Mc~ahon (1982) demonstrated that goal setting had
a more pronounced effect on performance than a situation with no goals. From) their
review Downs, et al. (1984) concluded goals have a positive interaction with feed-
back in promoting performance. Therefore, this research focused primarily on the
interaction between goals and feedback.

Coals

In an organizational setting, there is the possibility of having conflicting
goals, and there is the question of who sets the goals. For example, previous re- P.
search has failed to examine whether superiors' goals are internalized by subordinates. .--
In the GATTS exercises, no goals had ever been set formally by the training groups;
they were assumed to be present. Nevertheless, the naturc of the training allowed
for unit and individual goals to be set informally. Consequently, the research
addressed the following research questions related to goals:

1. What kinds of goals were being set a) for the units? and b) for each
individual position?

-e 2. To what extent were thq unit goals between the battalion commanders
and their subordinates similar and different?

3. To what extent were the objectives generated by subordinates similar
to those set by Battalion Commanders for their respective positions?

4. How did the similarities and differences in goals affect their

S. responses to the feedback given?

Feedback

Two forms of feedback were given: 1) the entire command group shared their view-
points in a group session, and b) each member of the command group was given feedback
in a private session. Consequently, the following questions were framed:

5. How did the subjects evaluate the usefulness of the feedback?

6. How did reactions to the group and individual feedback sessions
compare in terms of a) information adequacy, b) usefulness,
c) completeness, and d) ease of understanding?

7. To what extent did the participants' number of a) unit and b) personal
objectives and their similarity with those of the Battalion Commanders
relate to their evaluations of the group and individual feedback sessions?

Participants

The participants were army and air force personnel in five battalion command groups
which elected the CATTS training in 1982-1983. They participated in computerized
battle simulations over a four day period. Each command group included a battalion

commander (BC), Si, S2, S3, S4, air liason officer (ALO), and fire support officer
(FSO).
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Procedures

A pre-training interview occurred after the initial briefing but prior to the
beginning of the exercise. Data collected from all but the battalion commanders
focused on a) their individual goals, b) their unit goals, and c) the goals which they J
thought their battalion commanders had set for them as individuals. The battalion
commanders, on the other hand, were asked to identify a) their goals for the unit,
and b) their goals for each individual in the unit, including themselves. All of
these interviews were taped with the permission of the participants.

Post-training interviews and questionnaires were administered after the com-
pletion of the training exercises. Data collected from the battalion commanders
included the following: 1) changes in their unit training objectives, 2) changes in
their personal training objectives, 3) perceptions regarding the adequacy of feed-
back information relative to all training objectives, 4) evaluations of the general
usefulness of group and individual feedback sessions, and 5) preferences regarding
the ways feedback could be given. The post-training interviews for the rest of the
battalion staff collected the same data except for the changes in unit training

objectives. All participants evaluated the group and individual feedback sessions
using Likert-like scalar items, counterbalanced to control for ordering effects and
alternately stated in positive and negative forms to control for random responses.

Because the data did not satisfy parametric assumptions, non-parametric statistics
(Spearman Rho correlations, Mann-Whitney U tests, and Kruskal-Wallis tests) were used.

Results

1. There was great diversity in the goals of different command groups, and it
-. was instructive merely to list these objectives while the simulation exercises re-

mained the same. Both battalion commanders and battalion staff across the groups
had very different kinds of goals. This, of course, makes planning to relate feed-
back to goals difficult.

2. Within a command group, however, the BC and his staff often had similar
unit goals. Generally, less than half of the unit objectives stated by the BCs were
also mentioned by their subordinates. (In the pre-training interviews, BCs averaged
5 unit objectives while their subordinates listed only 2-3.) However, of those
training objectives listed by the subordinates, most of those goals were similar
to those of the BC (Goal Similarity in Unit Objectives x = 2.0). In general, the
higher the number of unit objectives that subordinates could state, the more similar
they were to those of the BC (Number of Unit Objectives with Goal Similarity in

.- Unit, rho = .93). By command position, the subordinates most similar to and least
dissimilar to the BC were the FSO, SI and S4. The subordinates most dissimilar to

O the BC were the ALO, S3 and S2.

3. Within the superior-subordinate dyads, the commander and his individual
subordinates had more similar goals than the subordinates anticipated. In terms of
personal training objectives, most subordinates listed three, while their similarity
to those of the battalion commander for the position was one or two objectives. In

,' general, the higher the number of personal objectives set by the subordinate, the
more dissimilar they tended to be from those set for them by the BC. On the other
hand, the similarity was more than the subordinates anticipated. When asked to identify
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what personal objectives their commanders might have set for them, the subordinate's
% similarity with their battalion commanders actually decreased (from x = 1.6 to

x = 1.3 similar objectives).

U- 4. Personal objectives tended not to change during the course of training. 0
The correlation between Goal Similarity in Personal Objectives before and after the
training was .92.

A major research focus was subject reaction to the feedback that they received.

The commanders conducted group feedback for their staffs and then were given feed-
back from representatives of ARI who were studying various communication processes.
Each staff member participated in the group feedback session and was also given in-
dividual feedback by the CATTS personnel. Some commanders gave individual staff
members individual feedback, too. There was, of course, the presence of self-
feedback, but it was not studied directly.

5. Individual reactions to the feedback sessions varied widely. Most subjects S
welcomed it, but there were some who wanted less of it. In general, however, all
members of the command groups evaluated both group and individual feedback favorably.
They rated the sessions on Likert-type scales of 1-7 with I = strong agreement and
7 = strong disagreement.

Group Feedback Individual Feedback

1. Agreed that the feedback was Useful x = 2.26 x = 2.43
2. Agreed that it was Easy to Understand x = 1.86 x = 1.46

3. Disagreed that the information was
Incomplete x = 5.74 x = 3.73

4. Disagreed that the information was
Negative x = 6.37 x = 4.33

These data indicate that the group sessions were viewed slightly more favorably than
were the individual sessions. This may be explained in part by the comments made
by many participants in which they expressed a desire for more detailed and more com-
plete evaluation in the individual sessions.

. 6. Command group members felt that sufficient time was devoted to group feed-
back sessions and that there was sufficient involvement in them by CATTS personnel.

7. Four of the five battalion commanders would have liked more time in individual
feedback sessions. Some even commented that they would have liked a much more detailed
analysis than the overview often gives. Actually, the battalion commanders received
no feedback specifically on their own individual performance. ARI representatives .":
talked with them privately about general unit performance only; consequently, the only
feedback received about their individual goals was self-feedback. With the exception

W.1_
,' of the S2, the other members of the command groups desired no more time in the individual

feedback sessions.

8. Individual and group feedback sessions appeared to serve different functions.

Group sessions focused on the unit objectives and the general training exercise.
It was in the individual feedback sessions that personal goals and individual achieve-
ment was pursued.....S
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9. Commanders who stated more goals evaluated the feedback as less adequate.
In other words, there was a strong relationship between the number of goals set and
perceptions of feedback adequacy. Normally, the battalion commanders would state
four or five unit objectives. Of these, they reported receiving adequate information
on three objectives and inadequate information on the rest. Some discovered that certain
of their training objectives did not fit the CATTS program.

10. Similarly for command staff, the number of personal objectives was strongly
related to their perceptions of feedback adequacy regarding those objectives (rho = .64). mg
They averaged three goals and reported receiving adequate information on at least
two of them (x = 2.23). Those personnel who reported receiving inadequate information
about an objective tended to be the ones who had Goal Dissimilarity Regarding Personnel
Objectives with their battalion commanders (rho = .32). These same people viewed the
group feedback session as more incomplete than did the others. Conversely, those who
reported a higher number of personal objectives on which they received adequate feed-
back evaluated the information given in the individual feedback more favorably.

Conclusions

The conclusions from this research must be tentative because of the limited num- NO
bers involved; it is hard to generalize from 5 groups. Nevertheless, this research
can be seen as a first step in investigating two concepts that have immense potential
for practical application in military training.

1. Participants felt that they benefitted from both the group and individual
feed-back sessions. Because they served different purposes, they supplemented one
another. fhe group session related to unit performance, and the individual session

-o.-. related to personal performance. ARI has also collected comparative data which demon-

...- . strates that these groups using feedback showed greater gains than did previous groups
in CATTS which did not receive the specially designed feedback package.%'%

2. While positive receptivity to feedback was not universal, comments about
*.-..- the weaknesses in the sessions were not an indictment of the desirability of feed-
,- -" ~ back. Rather, they were expressions that the sessions could offer more. Frequently,
.o-.,- comments in interviews suggested the feedback sessions should have been more specificallv

aimed at improvements. Battalion Commanders particularly desired more detailed, help-
-- ful feedback in individual conferences.

3. Goal setting was directly related to perceived adequacy of feedback. When
subjects had feedback about their specific goals, thev rated the feedback higher.
Since formal goal setting was not the standard operating procedure for these training
exercises, perhaps having the commander and subordinates talk about goals would
enhance the training. These objectives could become targets at which to aim for
performance improvement. k

4. The results of this study indicace that the impact of I,-tis and t-edh ack

on military training should be investigated on a wider sCle.

.4 . . .4
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An Examination of Air Force Supervisor-Subordinate
Communication Relationships and Outcome Variables:

n .,A Review of the Findings1
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Abstract

Over the last three years, the authors have examined a
series of questions dealing with the communication relation-
ships between supervisors and subordinates and some possible
outcome variables in the military. The basic research question
was to try to determine what types of supervisor communication
lead to changes in performance, satisfaction and retention.
In addition, the authors examined the effect of age and
affiliation on the communication-outcome relationships. The
paper will be a compilation of the findings over the last
three years.,

" ".Introduction

There has been a great deal of interest recently in the relationships
among communication, motivation, performance, and job satisfaction (Hawkins
and Penley, 1978; Huseman, et al., 1978; Muchinsky, 1977b; Downs, 1977; Penley
and Hawkins, 1979, 1980; O'Reilly and Roberts, 1977). The Air Force has also
been interested in these relationships (Boyle and Krebs, 1979; TIG Briefs, 1977,
1979a, 1979b).

Although an increasing amount of research has been conducted in this area,
few, if any, practical communication strategies have been developed. In order
to develop practical implications for this direction in communication research,
it is important t -ine what kinds of communication are important, for what
types of people. " s exactly the type of contingency approach called for
by Huseman, et dl. and Alexander and Penley (1981).

This paper is pirt on our findings after developing a set of perceived 7%.
. communication behav,, variables that could be related to outcome variables in

an organizational setting.

0 1This is an edited version for the Proceedings. A more complete copy -_a4

.aith references can be obtained from Major Peterson.
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Finding 1

Performance was found to be higher when the supervisor was more receptive
to listening to the subordinate. Performance was also found to be higher when
the supervisor provided more information on how the employee was doing on his
job. Both of these findings are consistent with prior research and are
conceptually consistent with theory.

The finding that information from memos is negatively related to perfor-
mance is harder to explain. The low performance associated with high receipt
of memos may reflect an overload problem. Based on post hoc interviews, it
appears that the organization uses written information to correct behavior.
This policy is consistent with the negative sign. A discriminant analysis
between those persons involved in high and low memo usage failed to show any:Z
demographic or organizational variables to explain this difference. MS

The findings concerning propensity to remain are interesting, but the
non-findings may be more important. Only managerial receptiveness and respon-
siveness were significantly related to propensity to remain. The greater the
extent to which an employee receives communication from upper management and
perhaps feels part of the bigger picture, the more likely he or she is to stay
with the organization. The fact that supervisory communication variables are
not related to a person's propensity to remain is most interesting. A great
amount of emphasis has been placed in the military on the supervisor's
communication role in retention. These results, however, may suggest that the
supervisor's impact is minimal. Although performance and satisfaction can be
influenced by the supervisor's communication patterns, the intention to stay
in the organization is evidently influenced more by the individual's
personal characteristics. These findings tend to suggest that the overall -

managerial patterns or climate are extremely important and deserve more
organizational attention to guarantee less turnover.

The results also indicate that older employees are more likely to stay
in the organization. This makes sense in terms of the individual reducing
dissonant feelings toward the job as he stays longer. The fact that older
people are more likely to remain is also explained in terms of the lower
potential of mobility of older employees.

The findings on job satisfaction are also consistent with prior theory.
Those employees with the highest satisfaction are older, receive more perfor-
mance information and management information, and their supervisors are more
receptive. This scale reflects an affective response and hence is related to
supervisory behaviors that indicate a personal interest in the employee.

Finding 2

-. .. The objective of the second analysis was to examine the relationship
among five communication variables and the performance and job satisfaction
as moderated by age difference between supervisors and subordinates. Age
difference was computed to categorize the subordinate as a younger employee
(more than five years younger), peer group employee (t five years of the
superiors s age), or older employee (more than five years older than superior).
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9.

Analysis of covariance was employed utilizing multiple regression techniques
to control for the effects of ethnic difference and supervisor tenure.

Although a strong main effect exists among four of the five communica- S

tion variables and job performance, these findings mask the results found when

age difference is used as a moderator variable. In three of the cases,
including the one insignificant main effect, age difference did not signifi-

. ;.. cantly contribute to the regression model. However, in two of the regressions,
the moderation by age difference indicated that there was a significant
relationship to performance only for older subordinates paired with a younger
supervisor. The relatively flat slopes of the communication-performance
relationship for the younger and peer group subordinates indicate that regard-
less of the supervisor's communication effort, performance will be essentially
unaffected.

The steep slope, however, for the relationships between policy and
personal communication with performance for older subordinates paired with a

V younger supervisor would indicate that there is very real potential for the
manager to affect performance of this group by increasing his or her communica-
tive efforts.

Turning to the relationship between these communication variables and
employee satisfaction, the results are even more masked without using age
difference as a moderator. There is a significant main effect for all five
communication variables with job satisfaction. However, just as with the
performance results, this masks the impact of difference in age. The relation-
ship between satisfaction and the communication variables was extremely strong
for younger subordinates. For younger subordinates, communication from an
older supervisor directly and strongly impacted the employee's satisfaction.
However, there was virtually no relationship between personal and career
communication with satisfaction for the other two employee groups.

The same pattern of moderation also was found with task and policy
communication. Although the relationship with satisfaction for peer and older
subordinates was positive, it was significantly more positive for the younger
subordinates paired with an older supervisor.

These results indicate that there is a differential impact of communica-
0-2. tion on outcome variables, depending on the age difference of the superior and
Psubordinate. These results seem to indicate that communication most strongly

affects satisfaction for employees who are younger than their superiors, but
it tends not to impact their performance. The reverse is true of subordinates '. " -

who are older than their superiors. In this case, communication efforts of
." younger supervisors impact their older subordinates' performance, but it has

much less impact on satisfaction. Communication did not impact peer group @1
subordinates to any significant degree.

J
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Finding 3

The third research question was to determine if affiliation (military or
civilian) of the supervisor and subordinate has an effect on the relationship
between communication and propensity to remain (PTR). In this research,
supervisor-subordinate pairs of affiliation were computed (e.g., CIV-MIL,
CIy-CI, MIL-MIL, MIL-CIV). In the analysis, each supervisor-subordinate
combination was treated as a categorical variable by using dummy variables.
Propensity to remain was treated as the dependent variable.

-~ Task Communication indicates that there is significantly greater
propensity to remain for both of the civilian-supervised groups when compared
to the military supervisor-military subordinate group. Similarly, theI
civilian-civilian employee category was found to have higher propensity to
remain when compared with a military supervisor and civilian employee. The
relationships of task communication to performance was strongly moderated by
supervisor-subordinate pairings. There was a significant and positive relation-
ship between more communication on the task and an employee's propensity to
remain, when the supervisor was a military supervisor. There was virtually no
relationship between task communication and PTR when the supervisor was a
civilian employee.

Policy Communication indicates the same basic pattern of results as Task
Communication. The slopes of the relationships between Policy Communication
and PTR showed strong, positive association when there was a military super-
visor. Again the pattern of employees having overall better Propensity to .

Remain when supervised by civilian supervisors was found, with even greater
statistical differences.

While the other three communication variables (Personal, Career,
Managerial) showed a main effect with Propensity to Remain, they did not show
a significant moderating effect when the supervisor-subordinate pairings were
added to the regression.

Conclusion.

The findings in this paper represent another step in showing the
importance of the relationship between communication and other organizational

r* variables. The findings point to the differences from one outcome variable
to another in terms of the communication variables which are related to them.

In addition, the research shows the importance of examining simultaneously
the source, message, and receiver characteristics in examining the relationship
between communication variables and the Propensity to Remain variable. Finally,

S. 0:
the findings indicate the influence that age difference plays on the relation-
ship between communication and job satisfaction and job performance.

A further step in this line of research is to continue efforts to
validate the communication indices which were developed as a part of this
study. Efforts should also be made to determine whether communication variables
are moderated by other demographic and organizational variables.
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DEFINING THE CRITICAL PARAMETERS OF COMPUTER LITERACY (LTRCY)
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Russell N. Cassel, Colonel, Air Force Retired.
Director, CASSEL PSYCH CENTER,
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Chula Vista, California 92010

George E, Uhlig

COMPUTER LITERACY, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND NATIONAL SECURITY

The microcomputert 59 million of .hich will have been sold
and installed in the United States by 1989, is only the tip of a
very large technological iceberg* This metaphor can be expanded
if that iceberg is considered to be floating in a giant ocean,
growing, ocean of information. It is generally agreed that we I
have now left the industrial and agriculture economy based
society, and are in the information and service based one#

Information access is a severely limiting factor to world

developmentt as well as to national security. New technologies

are available which provide high-powered satellite delivery of 2
information at a rate which in a 24-hour period is the equivalent
of one million books. Receiver technology using a standard
television set could cost less than $500 per household. @-
Microcomputers, as they exist in several million hc.mes, could be
used for storage and data or word processing of received
informat ion,

At a time when the nation's schools are criticized for
falling test scorest increasing attrition rates, and the goo

.7. inefficient use of public fundst many homes are becoming
"learning centers" where youngsters are enriching and
complementing school-based instruction with personalized learning
experiences which are centered around the personal computer,
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modem, and telephone line. In the view of many, youngsters having
access to this sophisticated technology is a two-edged sword;
many are becoming extremely well prepared for an affluent future 6
in the field of electronics and computers; while a highly visible

V- : few are vandalizing national data structures. However, highly
sophisticated strategies for security of data bases and
transmissions systems are available.

Many believe that the national security of the United States 0
will be highly dependent upon what the students arid members of

. the military of today and tomorrow understand about technology,
and specifically microcomputers There is a real need for
a curricLlum of national security which includes specific
competencies in R.O.T.C. programs at all levels and for students
in all schools. P

'4-..o

DEFINIING THE CRITICAL PARAMETERS OF COMPUTER LITERACY

Russell N. Cassel I

It has been reliably estimated that some fair degree of
computer literacy is essential for reasonable success in maybe as
many as 75 percent of all job careers today. The question of what
constitutes effective computer literacy is being debated with

.. great fervor, but there is little agreement as to what should or
must be included in the concept. Now in the 3rd generation of the I
computer2  with the lazer threatening to become a fourth
generationt the debate continues.

Placing Computer in Technology

Thomas Clayton, as Acting Director of Educational
Technologyt maintains that modern technology is but one life-time
old, having begun in 1900. Civilization is maybe 800 life times '4
old, and with 650 of those lifetimes being spent in a cave* About -.
every 10 years, since 1900, there has been a major break-through
in modern technology: 1900 Henry Ford made every man a neighbor;
in 1910 the Wright Brothers gave us the airplane; in 1920 Marconi

c . gave US the radio; in 1930 Warner Brothrs gave us motion
40 pictures;in 1940 Hitler gave us the missile; in 1950 television

came of age; in 1960 came the computer; in 1970 came systems
analysis, The age of the computer had arrived.

Systems Analysis

The basis principles of systems analysis have served both
the military and industry alike for many years in identifying
critical elements essential for achieving well articulated

o'".. goalsli.et, B-52 Weapons System, etc, The first and most basic
ll principle involved in systems analysis is a careful art iclation Iat-01

of goals. The second principle involves designing techniques for
assessing progress towards those goals. The third principle seeks
to ideniify available alternatives. The fourth and fifth
principles deal with hazards and consequences for the

#.2 656
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alternatives. By use of these principles we are able to establish
the critical parameters for computer literacyt and nothing short
of this will suffice

Computer Literacy Goals

Every weapon system, every venture into space, and nearly
every aspect of one's daily life inviolves cormputer based
functions# Each day it seems these functions are becoming more
and more sophisticatedjioet, the first generation robot could
only sense things by feel, but the seond one could sense them by
sight, It is obvious for us to achieve only modest goals in this
regards, computer literacy mLlst be comprehensive in naturep and

_- must be evolutionary in perspective.

Cassel Computer Literacy Test
Parallel forms of the Cassel Computer Literacy Test have

been developed for purpose of assessing computer literacy, The
six part *scores suggest the general content of this instrument:
I. Computer Development t II. Technical Understanding, III,
Computer Structure, IV, Information Processing, V. Information
Retrieval, and VI# Communication System. Alsot TOTAL SCORE, as
overall computer literacy. The parallel forms permit assessment
both before and after individuals are exposed to select computer
learning.

i* Major Factors in Computer Literacy

A computer literacy workshop developed at The University of
South Alabama for a Friday evening and all day Saturday depicts
clearly the major factors involved in computer literacy. There
are five independently organized modules used in this workshop,
each containing one of the major factors presumed to be involved
in computer luteracy: MODULE I - Computer Evo I Lut ion and
Historical Development, MODULE II - Computer Structure, Jobst and
Languages; MODULE III - Information Processing and Statistical
Analysis; MODULE IV - Data Base Management Systems and Memory
Retrieval; and MODULE V - Word Processing and Communication.

J..5
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THE INFORMATION UTILITY
AND COMPUTER LITERACY

Robert S. Block

Telease, Inc.

In the mid-1970's, the United States entered the "Information Age." Shortly
thereafter, the other industrialized nations followed. Since then, information,
information technology, and communications technology growth have been accelerating
at an increasing rate. This exponential growth is also increasing the information
gap--a phenomenon most discussed in relation to developing countries, but one
which is significant even within the most developed nations. Computer literacy
is one aspect of this information gap.

' '4 'Awareness of information has always been a major factor in the development
ofindividuals, organizations, and societies. Increased access to information

_e4 inevitably leads to increased awareness and thus to an improvement in performance.
For all sectors of society, government, the public, and business, the need to know
will grow.

When we consider technology trends, the growing need to access a growing
volume of information, and the efficiency of electronic distribution of infor-
mation vs hard-copy distribution, it is easy to envision the establishment of
a satellite-based Information Utility. Such a Utility could be initiated in this
country within a few years and by the end of the decade could spread worldwide.
The Information Utility would provide a vast library of information available at
almost every point on the earth's surface. The amount of information that could
be delivered in a 24-hour period by high powered satellites would be the equivalent
of millions of books each 24 hours. Hundreds of thousands of megabites of infor-

- .. \.*mation would be available everywhere, every day. Indeed, the amount of information
that could be handled by the Utility is virtually unlimited. Receiving antennas
would be 2 to 4 feet in diameter, depending on location. Equipment capable of71
receiving, decoding, and displaying data, interactive displays (similar to video

-: %~4game technology), or full color motion on standard TV sets will cost less than 4

4.' $500, based on current technology. In the next few years, this price Tpay include
storage and data processing means as well.

The Information Utility is likely to begin as a one-way system which '
schedules transmission of information, based on its nature, the number of sub-
scribers, and other pertinent factors. Some information may be transmitted con-
tinuously with loop time measured in seconds 'or fractions of a second. Other
information would be available in minutes, hours, days, or weeks. From a user
point of view, even in this one-way mode the system would have interactive
characteristics. Receiving equipment could be programmed to automatically capture
and store specific blocks of information at the scheduled transmission time for
later user access and interaction. Storage requirements would be manageable,
since storage would be necessary only for information to be used between scheduled .

transmissions. For very large subscriber and data base systems, this down-loading
approach continues to appear to be more useful than on-line inquiry, even when S
two-way implementation becomes practical.

V..
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The Information Utility will probably resemble a common carrier, requiring 7
data base suppliers to provide information in standardized formats at the

appropriate time ready for encryption and transmission. Periodically (probably

monthly) a unique decryption key will be transmitted addressed to each sub-
scriber terminal. The key will permit decryption of specific information services.
Based on usage, access time and data base fees will be securely accumulated in

the subscriber terminal. The accumulated monthly charges will be displayed or
printed for the subscriber. Timely payment of these fees will be required for

future access to fee-based information.

Most of the elements necessary for the successful launch of the Information

Utility are already available. Telephone-based data networks, teletext and
videotext data and graphic systems, pay television networks, personal computers,
videogame technology, secure encryption, and electronic billing are all available
today. The high powered multi-channel satellite technology needed for direct
broadcast satellite (DBS) will be available by 1986. The unused capacity of
currently operating low and medium powered satellites is far more than the
Information Utility would need. Using these satellites will require larger
receiving antenna (about 7 feet) or terrestrial retransmission through cable
or by multi-channel MDS systens. Initiation of the Information Utility requires
the structured organization and integration of these elements and the subscribers t."O0

- :- to use it. Once implemented, the Utility would give each user enormous capacity
to access information.

A fully integrated system such as the Information Utility will not only
permit the use of computer data and interactive graphics, but also full motion

color, sound, and perhaps information for other senses as well. The big job
will be to train people to access and use that capacity. That should be the

- goal of computer literacy.

K..
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A Summary of U.S. Air Force
Computer Literary Needs

Robert S. Feingold - Headquarters Space Command

The U.S. Air Force is perhaps the most technically oriented of all the
services. Air Force personnel daily operate and maintain complex equipment and
weapons systems, Of necessity, Air Force personnel come in close contact with
the most modern state-of-the-art technologies and concepts. Integrating these O
technologies and concepts into effective fighting systems and efficient support
operations requires that Air Force personnel be educated and trained to quickly

adapt to new situations where their systems will be employed.

Computers play a central role in modern weapon system operation, maintenance
and unit support. In addition to the well known impact computer technology is

having on weapons system design, computer technology has become a key factor in
the design of effective combat support systems. For example, the Air Force
supply system is computer based and provides direct support to fighting units,

not only at their home base but while these units are deployed. Computers
utilized in support of the supply function help reduce the manpower required by

this functional area, reduce the costs associated with maintaining the large

pipeline of replacement parts, and, most importantly, reduce the time required

to effect weapon system repair thus enhancing readiness.

Many other support areas rely on computer technology to enhance mission

support. But, in no case is computer technology a guarantee for mission
success without trained personnel to employ it. Accordingly, the Air Force
invests a great deal of time and energy in training personnel to effectively

use computers properly. This training is directed toward achieving computer

literate personnel who can effectively develop and maintain computer based
". -!/ systems and those personnel who use computer based systems for the mission.

Not only do Air Force technical training centers provide basic skill training

but comprehensive programs of on the job training provide unit unique training

on a continuing basis.

The Air Force has recognized that computer technology is one important key to
mission success and has committed the necessary resources to assure that Air

' Force people are comfortable with computers in their work environment.

--
..--....
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The Situational Computer Literate

by

Verne A. Weber, Jr.

The traditional meaning of literacy is the ability to read and write. 0
What is literacy to a laborer may be heresy to a grammarian, however. The

criteria depend on the situation.

The concept of computer literacy is a function of the circumstances, too.

At the most fundamental level, a computer literate must understand frequently-
used jargon, be aware of what computers can do, and be able to log on and run

simple programs. He should know how to retrieve, manipulate, and save informa-

tion.

The literate does not necessarily need to know how a computer works, any
more than an auto driver need be a mechanic. The start of being comfortable
with a computer is any active participation with one, perhaps merely playing a

video game. What is important is realizing that a computer is not an ogre, but

just an incredibly useful and terribly stupid tool. Most people can leave com-
prehension of the innards of a computer to the architects and bit-fiddlers.

User-friendly interfaces and (for programmers) high level languages have seen
-S". to that, creating Pascal users and other "quiche eaters."

After the literate has obtained a core of knowledge, he can sharpen his
skills to fit his situation. He should look for ways to apply a computer in

overcoming tedious tasks and improving productivity.

For the average user, this means finding out what is available in the way
of hardware and software for a home or small office computer. He would need the

ability to read consumer-oriented articles and carry on a conversation with a
(down-to-earth) computer salesman. Financial management, word processing,
reminders of things to do, recipe files, and whatever else he can imagine are

only a keyboard (or mouse or joystick) away.

For the professional user, literacy is somewhat more complicated. A person
who expects desired results from a systems analyst must be able to write specifi-

cations for what he wants, participate in design sessions, monitor progress, read

the documentation, and test the products.

Finally, for the computer designer or the programmer, literacy may imply

minimum competency in his craft. Writing code is not enough to keep a programmer's

supervisor happy. \wareness of issues like run-time, memory usage, hardware

restrictions, and support software availability are crucial. Debugging and

testing skills and careful documenting must be second nature.

Thus, all who claim to be computer literates should possess a common core

O0" of knowledge about computers. However, the situation dictates what computer
literacy is for the individual.

66
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Terrain Travel Simulation: Data and Application

(-" Nancy Mitchell, Army Research Institute

_--Robert Kraft, Grinnell College

0 Anne Martin, Decisions and Designs, Inc.

Abstract

Research in visual representation of terrain supported the
development of images for simulated travel. Results showed that
observers can estimate distances in photographs, both from the
camera station to a target and between targets; this performance
is analogous to distance estimation in the real world. Distance
estimation performance is affected by the focal length of the
camera lens at which the picture is taken. Visual coherence (the
appearance of travel) can be maintained when photographs are taken
at steps greater than the ten feet used previously.

Introduction

Background

The Army travels and fights primarily on land; therefore, the ability to S
visually simulate travel over land is of critical importance in both the sys-
tem development and training arenas. If terrain simulation were available,
human-machine interface and training issues could be addressed both earlier
and more frequently in the development of a system which is dependent upon
visually guided behavior such as the ability to move or guide a system over
land. In order to address these needs, the Army Research Institute (ARI), in O
cooperation with Decisions and Designs, Inc. (DDI), has developed an inter-
active visual display of terrain at eye-level under a project titled, Advanced
Terrain Representation (ATR).

ATR is an interactive visual display which simulates travel over open ter-
rain. Interactive connotes control by the user; simulated travel refers to the _S
ability to travel visually; and "over open terrain" means that visual travel is
not confined to roads but would allow the user the same mobility available to
a tracked vehicle.

In earlier work (Lippman, 1980), still photographs were used to generate
videodisc based surrogate travel. The user had control over CRT images which S
moved in response to the user's command which was transmitted to a microcom-
puter. The microcomputer sent a message to the laser reading the videodisc to
"skip a groove" and to go to the appropriate picture. It is because of the
videodisc's variable presentation capability (skips pictures) and the computer
control, that the travel simulation was completely interactive.

Lippman's surrogate travel constrained users to travel over streets;
forward, backward, right and left. The objective of ATR was to extend this
technology so that the system would emulate the ability of a tracked vehicle
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to travel independently of roads, over open terrain. While the resulting
visual travel is not as smooth as a moving picture, the effects of user control
seem to be adequately compensatory.

* Research Issues

The ATR project had two general objectives: the resolution of the logical
problems involved in extending surrogate travel to a less restricted form of

'~* movement; and the determination of the optimal visual (spatial and temporal)

resolution for producing an impression of motion.

The logical problems were resolved by utilizing a grid as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Each point on the grid represents a camera location. At each location,
16 photographs were taken with the direction of view being represented by the
solid lines. Each direction of view is also a travel direction, and the brokenj
lines show that travel can take place between any two adjacent points on theMe
grid. *

Computer control mandated that all photographs be taken with the camera on
a level plane. Pilot research showed that visual travel up a hill was unreal-
istic under these circumstances if the hilltop was not in view. Increasing the
camera lens angle provided the appropriate compensation but, at the same time,
made objects in a scene appear more distant than they would appear if the focal
length of the lens were set at "normal." The need to determine the effect of
the camera lens angle (lens focal length) on the ability of humans to judge

. ..distances from observer to target and between two targets within a scene had
critical implications for formatting the visual material to be used in this
project.6

Surrogate travel in Aspen was based on photographs taken at ten foot in-

tervals. However, greater distances between photographs might still produce
the desired visual coherence, the appearance of travel. If the photographs are
too far apart, however, a viewer would become lost while traveling in a
straight line because objects that should appear from scene to scene either0
change inappropriately or disappear altogether. The two experiments reported
here vere done to guide the development of ATR relative to the proper camera
lens angle and the step size between pictures (visual coherence).

Experiment I

The perception of distance from the camera station to a target in a photo-
.~ . ~ graph can vary as a function of the lens angle at which the photograph was
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taken. Camera lens angle, or angle of view (AOV). is a direct function of the
lens focal length which ranges from telephoto (90m,, 300 AOV) to wide angle
(35--, 60" AOV). As the angle of view widens, objects appear smaller and
farther away (Mascelli, 1965; Coynik, 1974; Giannetti, 1976).

There is a surfeit of psychological literature on how distance is per-
ceived but very little information on real-world perception of distances over

" . the range of interest to this particular project, from lOm to lO00m. The data
which does exist (Gibson and Bergman, 1954; Gibson, Bergman, and Purdy, 1955;
Teghtsoonian and Teghtsoonian, 1970) indicates that subjects increasingly
understimate the distance to a target as that distance increases. When apply-
ing a power function to these data and those of Widen (1973a; 1973b). the
exponents range from .67 to .86.

The purpose of this experiment was the determination of the viewing angle
which most nearly induces the distance estimations produced in the real world.
It was hypothesized that viewing angle would significantly affect the per-
ceived distance tetween viewer and object in the manner specified by the
aesthetic film literature. It was also hypothesized that the perceived dis-
tance between objects in the scene would remain unaffected by changes in view-
ing angle.

MethodS
uteewas preceded by a title slide. The slides were pro-

Subjects. Twenty-four collage studente were paid five jected onto a screen with a Kodak Carousel slidedollars an hour to serve as subjects. Subjects were run projector. Subjects were seated from 8 to 12 feet
in five groups of two to six. and there were approximately away and recorded their responses on a prepared data
equal numbers of males and females, sheet.
Stlmuli and Apparatus. A total of forty standard 35s. Procedure and sign. Each subject viewed forty
color slides were taken: four apiece at ten locations. slides. While each slide was in view, the experi-

*. Four Of the locations were in lightly wooded terrain, vienter pointed out the target whose diatance ws tofour in open terrain. At each of the ten locations, the be Judged by the subjects. Subjects were told to put
four separate ehots differed with respect only to focal themselves "in the scene as if taking the picture" and
length of the camara lens. The four focal lengths and the to judge the distance from themaslves to the target.
corresponding angles of viaw were s follows: 48=. In addition, the slides of lightly wooded terrain con-
48 28vn, 720; 24v, 84; and 17m. 104*'. Each slide tained objects separated by sows distance that the
contained three naturally occurring target objects, one subjects were to judge as well. A new slide was pre-at each of three distances; near. ild, and far. for sented only after all subjects had responded to thelightly wooded terrain, near was 0-50m. mid was 51-100m, previous slide. The slides were presented in one of
far was 101-250m. For open terrain, near - 0-150M. four orders: 1. 2. 3, 4; 2. 3, 4. 1 etc. and all
aid - 151-450m. far - 451-1000.. The slides were or- subjects responded to all slides. The design was a ' Oranged in four ats of ten with each of the ten Ince- 2 (terrain) by 4 (viewing angle) within subjects
tione represented once in each set. There ws a design with three levels of object distance nested
practice set of two slides. and each set of slides within terrain.

Results and Discussion

There was a highly significant effect of viewing angle for both lightly

wooded terrain: (F(3,69)m53.07, p <.0001, MSe=2116.l]; and open terrain
[F(3,69)-11.37, p <.0001, MSe=109,048]. As viewing angle widened, judgments
of distance from observer to target increased accordingly. The resu.lts sup-
ported the notions of film theorists concerning the function of viewing angle.

The effect of differences in distances, i.e., near to far target, was also
significant. For lightly wooded terrain, main effects were [F(2,46)-104.51,

"' p < .001, MSe-16,130.5]; for open terrain [F(2,46)-27.31, p <.0001, MSe=.
476,6071. The interaction between distance and viewing angle was also signifi-
cant for both types of terrain, p <.0001 in both cases. Finally, there was no

,'. significant effect for order of presentation for either type of terrain.

Table 1 is a sunary of the average judged means over three targets per pic-....
ture compared to the actual mean for both types of terrain at each lens angle.
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When the Steven's power function was applied to these data, the exponents
were .83, 45° viewing angle, .84 for 72° VA, .89 for 84* VA, and .79 for 104 °

VA. The exponents for distance judgments on actual terrain ranged from .67 to

.86.

Human observers can judge distance in photographs in the same manner as
they judge distances on real terrain. While viewing angle does have an effect,

the range of exponents for photographs was more narrow than the range of ex-
ponents for actual terrain judgments. This is probably the result of having
only subject and viewing angle variance. The actual distance estimations
exponents were compiled across experiments and experimenters, as well.

72 to 84 degrees is the more desirable viewing angle, since the mean 0

judgments were closer to the actual means while still being underestimations,
a distinguishing characteristic of human performance on real terrain. The

judgment of distances between target within the photograph was unaffected by .'-

the camera lens angle.

Experiment II

A terrain based travel simulation must be visually coherent if it is to

have an applied or research value. Visual coherence means that what the user

is seeing "sticks together" in some orderly way, the display makes travel sense

to the user. In the case of ATR, visual coherence is a function of step size
f0 on the grid (distance between photographs) and directions of view and travel O

(number of photographs) at any grid point (see Figure 1). The results from the
experiment on anAular displacement are outside the scope of this paper, how-

ever, the minimum number of 16 directions of view were used in the demonstra-

tion.
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Method Nwo Kodak Carousel slide projectors were con-
nected to a Model 2 Kodak Carousel dissolver in order

Subjects. Twoenty-four university student@ were paid to present the sequences with no blank time on the
r .f v e o l l r s n h o r t s e v e s s u j e c s . u b j c t *s c r e e n . T h e e f f e c t w a s a r o u g h a p p r o x i m a t i o n o fIIware run to five groupa of three to eigh~t and there movement from slide to slide.were equal numbers of malts and femahloa. Procedure and Design. After seeing each sequence. all
Stimuli and Apparatus. The stiuli ware eight six- subjects used a special answer sheet with 10a hash

%* %, shot sequences of 35a slides. The first four shote marks to indicate their perception of type and amountwere taken at 10m Increments. noe distance between of displacement between shots four and five. and thenslides four and five ranged from 10-40m for lightly between shots five and six. T'here was also a "don'twoodd trrai an fro 1575. or pen errin.know" option If they saw no relation between shotsDistance between shots five and six duplicated the four, five, or six.distatnce between shots four aod five. In addition, Data were analyzed separately for terrain typethere were eight sequences with random displacements with first and second displecement judgments analyzed
between shots four and five. The sixth shot in the separately and pooled. Since lightly wooded terrain
random displacement sequence was systematically re- and open terrain could be formatted differently with-
lated to the fifth shot. There wore also four In the final system, there was no need to pool data
practice sequences with feedback. across terrain type.

Results and Discussion

Data were analysed on the basis of a frequency count of judgments for .-.linear, random, or angular displacement. A chi-square analysis for lightly
wooded terrain yielded a significant effect of displacement level, fx2 6)-36.4,
p <.0011. For open terrain, displacement distance was significant [x (6)-
12.4, p <.051.

In lightly wooded terrain, the perception of coherent travel began to fall* apart at 30m displacements and became markedly worse at a 40m jump. Jump size
in open terrain was coherent up to and including 35m. The 75m jump actually
produced a greater number of responses indicating coherence than the 55m dis-
placements, but this could well have been an artifact of the number of distinc-
tive objects in the display. This number was not controlled by count in the
creation of the stimuli.

Conclusions

The results of these two experiments have shown us that the parameters fordeveloping a system such as ATh are wider than was initially assumed. ATR was sqimplemented using 12m steps between grid centers. This creates a step of 27.
S on a diagonal and the conjunction of these step sizes may be disconcerting and

require adjustment. However, the results which indicate that distance estima-
C.. tion where photographs are stimuli is analogous to distance estimation on real

terrain leads us to believe that performance which requires distance, speed,
and time-of-arrival estimations can be trained on ATR with reasonable assur-
ance of training transfer. If this proves to be the case, then ATR can become
a useful tool in the early evaluation of a system design relative to predicting
human perfnrmanne on that system.
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STATIC vs. DYNAMIC PRESENTATION OF VISUAL
o. CUES IN SIMULATED LOW LEVEL FLIGHT

CO Edward J. Rinalducci, Kiebeel J. Patterson-
School of Psychology

Georgia Institute of Technology
CV') Atlanta, GA 30332
O and

4,.-'. (Joseph DeMaio_ Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory/Operations Training

-" William& Air Force Base, AZ 85224

Abstract

The present study examined three visual
display environments (i.e., a valley floor, a
valley floor with walls, and a valley floor
with walls and inverted pyramid terrain
features) using different display
presentation modes (i.e., slides, static
video, and dynamic video). Both pilot and
non-pilot subjects were employed.
Differences between pilot and non-pilot
objects were obtained for the accuracy of
altitude estimation with the former being
more accurate. Although the results were 2
complex, both pilots and non-pilots, showed
in general, an improvement in altitude
estimation with the dynamic vs. the static
mode of presentation and with increasing
complexity of the visual scene. Resolution
of the display image was also shown to be an
important factor. The results of this study
have relevance to the development of CIG and
the evaluation of the simulator visual
environment.

.. ... ''.-

Introduction

Background

.."- ~ There has been a growing emphasis in pilot training on
the simulation of low level flight. This has lead to an

C I increased research effort into the nature of the visual cues
required by pilots to maintain altitude. Pilots must be able
to learn to judge their altitude with some accuracy in low
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level flight operations.

:'p

The research described here examined the effects of a
.dynamic mode of presentation of a simulator visual

environment compared to a static 
presentation on the ability

of observers to accurately estimate altitude. Static scene
presentation, as defined here, refers to the use of still
photographs (35 am slides) or video projection (i.e., without
movement). Dynamic visual scene presentation refers to
visual scenes with motion such as that presented through
video projection (i.e., with movement). It has generally
been assumed that the presentation of terrain features and
depth cues in a dynamic scene is preferable to a static
scene, especially when examiming various aspects of visual
space perception and visual information processing relevant
to flight simulation. Empirical support on this issue,
however, is lacking, and the present study provides relevant
data. The objective of this research was to evaluate the0
nature of the mode of visual scene presentation and visual
environment detail on the ability of observers to estimate
altitude. It was hypothesized that altitude estimates in a
dynamic scene mode of presentation would be more accurate
than those made from a static scene presentation. Flight
experience was varied by employing both pilot arnd non-pilot '
observers.

Methods

Materials

Stimulus materials consisted of 35 mm slides and video
taped simulated flight segments. Slides were taken with a 90
degree field-of-view ens in the F-16 cockpit of the Advanced

Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPT) located at Williams AFB,
AZ. Video tapes of 5-second flight segments through three
simulated visual environments were also made. Airspeed for
the dynamic mode of presentation was 450 KIAS. Slides and
tapes were made for eight altitudes between 50 and 400 feet

and separated by equal log intervals (i.e., about 0.13 log
units). There were three display modes consisting of slides,

dynamic video, and static video (still frames from the wh
dynamic portion of the flight segment). There were also
three visual display environments or conditions. Display
environment I was a textured valley floor, environment 2 was
a valley floor with walls, and environment 3 was a valley
floor with walls and inverted pyramids. The pyramids had
black sides with white tops and were 50 feet tall with a mean
distance between them equal to about 1500 feet.
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Eight altitudes were presented for the three visual
display environments for a total of 24 slides, static video
frames, and dynamic video flight segments. The display
environments were randomized within each display mode and

-" presented three times.

Subjects

Twenty-one pilots (with approximately 400 to 3000 hours .1
flying experience) undergoing simulator training at Williams
AFB and 24 non-pilots (i.e., undergraduate students at
Georgia Tech) served as subjects in this study.

Procedure

At the beginning of each session, the experimenter
explained the purpose of the research, and that a sequence of

*- 24 slides, static video frames, or dynamic video flight
segments would be presented. Subjects were told that the
presentatons would show three different simulator
environments. Since none of the subjects had ASPT
experience, they were told that the range of the altitudes
would be 50 to 400 feet. Subjects were then given response
sheets and told that when the first visual display enviroment
was shown, they were to estimate the altitude above ground
level (AGL). Estimates for subsequent visual environments
were to be made relative to the first. That is, if the
estimated altitude for the first visual display was 100 feet
and the second visual display appeared to have been taken
from an altitude twice as high, the second estimate should be
200 feet, and so on for succeeding visual displays. Thus,
the psychophysical method employed was a variation of
magnitude estimation using a free modulus technique (Engen,
1972). In a previous study (Rinalducci, DeMaio, Patterson,

-' •and Brooks, 1983) the method of magnitude estimation was
shown to be a sensitive technique for the evaluation of
simulator display systems. Each slide and each static video
frame was presented for eight seconds. Each dynamic flight
segment was presented for five seconds. Due to time
limitations, the pilot subjects were only partially
counterbalanced for the three display modes, while the
non-pilot subjects were completely counterbalanced.

Results

a t ath let t r h c a tu

The first display mode sequence was treated as practice
t- ;,,and the altitude estimates from the second and third runs -

only were analyzed. A linear regression function was
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determined relating log estimated altitude to log actual
altitude for each display mode-display environment

S-. 'combination. The least squares technique was used to solve

for the slope and y-intercept of the linear regression
function. The dependent measure analyzed was the slope of
the linear regression function which is the exponent of the
power function obtained for each subject. The exponents were
treated as individual data points. The values of the
y-intercept were not analyzed. The data for both groups of
subjects are shown in Table 1. In terms of the power
function, an exponent (or slope of the log-log plot of the
linear regression function) of 1.0 is indicative of accurate
estimation of altitude. An exponent greater than 1.0 is
indicative of expansion or overestimation of changes in
altiude and an exponent of less than 1.0 is indicative of
compression or underestimation of changes in altitude.

* ,Table 1

Power Function Exponents of the Altitude Estimation Functions
for the Static and Dynamic Visual Display Environments

Display Static Dynamic
Environment Slides Video Video

Valley Floor 0.20 (0.37)* 0.007 (0.29) 0.26 (0.72)

Valley Floor
with Walls 0.27 (0.54) 0.17 (0.58) 0.38 (0.61)

Valley Floor

with Walls
and Inverted
Pyramids 0.59 (0.78) 0.26 (0.55) 0.53 (0.84)

*Pilot data in parentheses

A 2 x 3 x 3 split-plot analysis of variance was
performed on the data. The ANOVA for the data showed
statistically significant differences (p less than 0.0001)
for both the two within-subject variables (display mode with
F x 40.63 and df = 2, 86 and display environment with F ,
46.51 and df a 2, 86) and for the between-sub3ect variable
(flight experience with F = 31.76 and df = 1, 43).

Discussion

In general, pilot subjects were more accurate in their
altitude estimates than non-pilot subjects, as is shown in
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Table 1. It can also be seen that for pilots and
particularly non-pilots, increasing the complexity of the
visual display environment usually leads to an increase in
the accuracy of altitude estimation independent of display
mode. In addition, the dynamic mode of presentation appeared
to result in more accurate estimates of altitude, especially
when compared to the static video mode. The tendency for

- slide presentation to produce more accurate altitude
estimation compared to static video suggests that clarity or
resolution is an important factor in simulator visual
displays.

Owen and Warren (1982) have indicated that individuals
with no prior flight experience have still had exposure to
global optical flow rates equivalent to those encountered in
actual flight situa tions. However, for nearly all
combinat.Lons of display modes and environments, the pilots of
the present study did significantly better in altitude
estimation than did non-pilots. One possible explanation may
be related to the type of flow pattern experienced by pilots
vs. non-pilots. There may exist some qualitative differences
in the flow patterns experienced by both groups with pilots
being sensitive to certain differences which result in
increased accuracy. Therefore, the addition of optical flow
in the dynamic mode may partially compensate for the lack of
complexity and cues in the least complex display environment
(valley floor alone). Pilots showed no significant
differences between the least complex display environment and
the most complex display environment (valley floor with walls
and inverted pyramids) in the dynamic mode which was not the

*-"."case for non-pilots.
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NOSC-Hawaii Perceptual Sciences Research Program

Ross L. Pepper
Naval Ocean Systems Center 0

". This paper describes NOSC-Hawaii's involvement in

research in perceptual sciences, especially in teleoperator
vision systems research and development. The major problem
identified at the outset is that the rapid pace of technologyo has outdistanced the applied research community's progress in

.- evaluating the utility of new techniques and devices designed
-a. to provide sensory information to the human operator.

The approach taken by NOSC-Hawaii is to develop a method-
. ology and supporting test facilities which will facilitate the

development of a general theoretical model capable of describing
and accurately predicting all aspects of teleoperator system
performance across a wide variety of operating conditions and
tasks.

To date, NOSC-Hawaii has developed a capability to con-
duct human performance evaluations of visual system components
that exist in no other location. Our approach, which employs
a method of analysis which we have termed the "display-
performance transform," is unique and comprehensive. Its
simplicity enables clarification of interacting system
elements, provides standards of evaluation, and promotes
conceptual dialogue on theoretical issues.

A description of past work conducted by the Hawaii
Laboratory is presented. The value of this section is that it J0,

establishes for the reader the continuity of NOSC's efforts '1
and provides ready access to previously published work.

The final section of this paper addresses the need for
continued cross disciplinary research and development. In it,
the directions taken by NOSC-Hawaii are revealed. The role of
the Perceptual Sciences Group is clearly underlined and the

future potential for expanding man's performance using tele-
operator systems is described.

PROBLEM: Advances in teleoperator technology have outpaced our research efforts
S-to identify and assess the usefulness of new products and procedures available to

enhance performance. -..

Technology Growth

There are several issues here that require clarification. The first is the
technology problem. The creative productivity of the 70's and 80's has resultedin the emergence of a robotics and teleoperator technology that involves many

applied sciences (there is no common terminology, standard testing procedures,
etc.). Furthermore, most of the technology has been designed to satisfy other
needs. The roots of this emerging technology are as disparate as one can imagine:
From man s vision of space exploration, and subsequent need for unmanned space
probes, the first truly autonomous vehicles were developed. Earlier but now
parallel development has occurred in the Navy's efforts to work in the deep ocean
environment. These two environments represent the extremes in hostile working --
conditions, and both have spawned a variety of autonomous and teleoperated .j..-*.
vehicles to satisfy mission-specific objectives. The problems and applications
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have not diminished. Today many scientists and engineers sense a new vitality, a - .

new interest to be served in these traditional arenas.

Task Requirements Problem @.

A second issue, which goes hand-in-hand with the technology growth problem,
is of special significance to those involved in the design and development of
teleoperator systems. This issue has to do with the task requirements problem.

In order to evolve teleoperator systems which can perform increasingly
complex tasks, requiring real-time intelligent analysis of a variety of sense
data, we must understand the dynamics of the information-gathering, processing,
decision, and reaction processes in much greater detail.

We must understand the opportunities and complexities involved in augmenting
man's performance, in sensing information, as well as in responding to various
task contingencies. We must evaluate man's continuously evolving role in relation
to the increasing capabilities provided by advances in computer and cognitive
sciences. And, at all times, we must strive to design teleoperator systems to
fit the human operator by employing analytic approaches which are teleoperator
friendly.

OBJECTIVE:~ The broad objective of our group is to develop an understanding of
the dynamic interaction which occurs between the human operator and the sensors,
controls, and displays of remotely manned systems (teleoperators). The emphasis
is placed on establishing a fundamental understanding of man's perception of
information received from sensors and displays amd his performance using control
systems and their associated manipulator devices, in order to produce increasingly
intelligent, skilled performance across a variety of specified tasks. In order
to accomplish this objective, we have begun to develop a general model of remote
operator performance that will ultimately have broad predictive ability. A
fundamental prerequisite for the development of this model is a data base of
performance derived both from empirical tests as well as from predictions based
on existing models of perception and motor-skill performance. Such models are
generally described in the psychological literature (see AdaA 1967; Bilodeau,
1966).

The scope of our group's interests necessarily includes elements of basic
physiology, sensory psychology, and cognitive psychology as well as some of the
more traditional engineering approaches in control theory and mechanical systems.

Background

NOSC has a long history of involvement in research to support the develop-
ment of remotely manned work systems and undersea vehicles. Initial work in
visual systems research was funded by the Office of Naval Research. These
efforts were directed toward conducting an evaluation of the utility of stereo-
scopic TV compared to conventional TV as an aid to operator performance.

0. Until recent years, it was widely held that stereoscopic, as compared to ;0
T monoscopic, viewing systems contributed little to the successful performance of

remote manipulation tasks (Pepper and Cole, 1978; Kama and DuMars, 1964). This
general conclusion stood in contradiction to a large body of psychophysical
evidence showing that object location, form detection, and recognition perform-
ance were greatly increased with binocular compared to monocular viewing condi-
tions (Graham, 1965). With this contradiction in mind, we performed a detailed
analysis of display system variables affecting operator performance in undersea
teleoperators and concluded that performance is determined by a complex inter-
action of numerous factors including the spatial information available at the
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remote site, its transmission and display to the operator, manipulator capability,
task demands, and human operator capabilities including perceptual and perceptual-
motor learning skills. Our experimental efforts to date have focused on the

Va effects of visual display parameters on overall system performance.

".-, theOur earliest experiments (Smith, Cole, Merrit, and Pepper, 1979) assessed

the effects of task factors, learning, and visibility conditions at the remote
- . work site on purely perceptual as well as perceptual-motor (manipulative) per-

formance. Using a simple target positioning task with highly practiced subjects -
to minimize learning effects, mono and stereo TV performances were measured at
three levels of visibility. As predicted, stereo performance was superior to
mono under all conditions tested. Performance using both mono and stereo displays
was affected by degraded visibility. In another experiment, a messenger-line
feeding task was employed which required subjects to thread a length of rope
through a complex set of hoops. Results of this experiment indicate that the
stereo advantage increased with decreases in visibility. A similar pattern of O
results was observed when performance time was taken as the dependent measure.
Thus, performance of a complex task was both faster and more accurate under
stereo viewing conditions, with stereo providing greater advantage under degraded
viewing conditions.

Among our most recent studies are those investigating the possible advantages
of using head movement in conjunction with bench-mounted stereo displays in order
to enhance stereoacuity (Cole, Pepper, and Pinz, 1981). In these experiments,
stereoacuity was measured with a modified Howard-Dolman apparatus which had
different-sized standard and comparison rods. Since our TV cameras remained in a
fixed position throughout testing, observer's lateral head movements relative to

- the stereo display did not produce true motion parallax cues to depth. However,
the apparent motion of objects in the scene is, like true motion parallax,
proportional to their distance from the convergenc2 plane of the remote cameras.
but in the opposite direction of that encountered with true motion parallax.
Despite the illusory nature of this effect, it seemed reasonable to suppose that
the relationship between the apparent distance of cameras and the degree of
pseudo-motion parallax" of those objects could be evaluated by the visual system .,1
in much the same way that true motion parallax is evaluated. Our original study
of this phenomenon, however, did not confirm this hypothesis. While stereoacuity
under stereoscopic viewing conditions was superior to that under monoscopic
viewing conditions, pseudo-motion parallax cues provided by operator head move-
ments were found to neither enhance nor degrade stereoacuity above the level of
performance associated with the use of stereo viewing conditions alone.

Another area of interest in our recent studies (Pepper, Cole, and Spain,
1983) is lateral camera separation, which results in a magnification of the
retinal disparity cue to depth in stereo displays. With judgments of the relative

. depths of luminous disks set against a dark background, we have found that wide
camera separations can actually enhance stereoacuity beyond levels found under

*O, comparable direct viewing conditions. Whether this advantage will persist for S
more complex visual or manipulative tasks will be assessed in future studies

* -using more naturalistic scenes.

In our most recent studies (Pepper, Cole, Spain, and Sigurdson, 1983) we
have employed a helmet-mounted stereo TV display (HMSD) and an isomorphic head-
motion tracking system developed by NOSC engineers which allows us to convey true
head motion parallax cues to an operator. Our preliminary results with this
system have been encouraging. Stereoacuity for both simple and complex percep-

* tual tasks is consistently superior with head-motion camera-coupling under both
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stereoscopic and monoscopic viewing conditions. However, the complexities of the
particular head-motion camera-coupling system which we are using at present are
considerable. Our HMSD might also place additional demands on the operator which
may or may not be offset by performance gains associated with the added degree of S

.-. complexity and sophistication.

While these results have had significant application to the development of
remote viewing systems for specific applications, they have exposed two glaring
deficiencies in our understanding of such systems. The first is a lack of a
complete, theoretical model of human spatial vision. Some theories have been
proposed to deal with limited aspects of visual perception (see Gogel, 1977), but
to date no one formulation is comprehensive enough to accommodate all of the
empirical evidence. An even greater deficiency results from the discontinuity
between direct and remote viewing. Under direct vision, two parameters, conver-
gence angle and distance to a reference object, determine retinal disparities.
In the stereo TV display condition, retinal disparities are determined by seven
parameters: occular convergence angle, eye to display screen distance, camera to
reference object distance, camera separation, camera convergence angle, camera
field of view (i.e., magnification), and display screen width. Viewing a scene
directly and viewing it through a display introduces a whole new level of factors
that can affect visual performance. One serious consequence of this inadequacy
is the fact that existing psychophysical data do not provide accurate predictions
of visual performance employing remote displays, and therefore are not an adequate
basis for making informed engineering decisions about features to be incorporated
into teleoperator displays.

In the absence of any great progress in the development of a psychophysics
- of teleoperator systems, the current advances in electronic technology have

produced increasingly sophisticated devices which can be employed to extend man's O
performance using remotely operated systems. Additional advances in computer
sciences and cognitive psychology have also produced a need to understand the
relationship (both perceptual and cognitive) which exists and/or can be developed
to augment man's performance with teleoperator systems. In order to attain the
goal of a detailed specification of teleoperator system components and param-
eters, we believe that it is necessary to assess the effects of each of the 'O
factors of the man-machine system both independently and in various combinations.

Approach

In the preceding section, I have tried to identify some of the issues which
need to be addressed in order to make progress toward the goal of a mature
teleoperator technology. One of the major milestones which will enable us to
attain that goal is the development of a model of teleoperator performance. The
utility of a good model cannot be overstressed; it can clarify ambiguity and lead
to predictions which might never be entertained.

The first step in model development is the necessity to obtain a clear,
ordered set of data. We have developed a program of research which includes a
laboratory with the capability for remote task simulation as well as for basic
research in the visual perception of objects in remote environments. We have

- . evolved a method of analysis in order to understand how man's perception of
displayed information from the remote world is altered, compared to real world
information. We have termed this method the display-performance transform. The
basic tenent of this method is that the relationship between displayed informa-

-. tion and man's performance is lawful and ultimately predictable. To date,
however, the level of understanding of these transformations is currently impre-
cise. Often, the performance transformation which occurs can be traced to
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specific camera or display qualities. However, due to the complexity and inter-
active nature of the hardware components available to produce information to the
operator, as well as the wide range of perceptual motor-skill performance required
of the operator, the ability to predict this transformation is limited.

In summary, the display-performance transfer method is an empirical approach
which produces standard measures of performance. These measures are the funda-
mental data necessary to reveal how various system elements interact. They
additionally provide a basis for the development of a general model of tele-
operator systems. Ultimately, the model development will enable tests of con-
flicting theoretical or conceptual interpretations of man's remote performance.
It will also provide a practical, predictive basis for the selection of newly
developed hardware devices and/or teleoperator features. At yet another level,
this approach also produces an objective basis for determining costs versus
benefits associated with teleoperator system components.

To my knowledge, no other laboratory has attempted to develop a systematic, .

multi-level test and evaluation facility. Ours has been limited to visual
perception. We intend, over the next several years, to broaden our efforts to
include manipulator and control systems so that the entire remote system is
incorporated within our analytic framework.
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Factors Affecting Visual Performance
Cwith Stereoscopic Television Displays

.. by

Edward H. Spain
Naval Ocean Systems Center

ABSTRACT

A geometrical model describing retinal disparities produced
by stereoscopic (stereo) TV systems is experimentally tested for

* various configurations of camera separation and magnification.
Operator visual fatigue is also measured. Although varying
configurations affect perceptual performance, they do not affect
it in a manner consistent with the simple geometrical model.
Observers appear capable of perceptual adaptation, benefitting
from enhanced disparities when they are available. No
differences in visual fatigue were found for any of the camera
configurations tested.

INTRODUCTION

Stereopsis involves simultaneously viewing some aspect of
the external world from two slightly separated vantage points and
perceptually blending these two distinct perspectives into a

" unitary mental representation of external space. Though not a
prerequisite to adequate spatial perception in many real-world
situations, stereopsis is frequently a powerful adjunct to other
visual spatial cues, particularly with regard to precise 'S
localization of objects in depth. Because of this stereo TV is
an important feature of teleoperated systems which must interact
efficiently and intelligently with their environments. While it
is theoretically possible to exactly reproduce the pattern of
stimulation available at a remote site, technical limitations of

- video systems have thus far fallen short of this ideal. Efforts S
are underway to improve video hardware as well as to
systematically vary the perceptual cues in video imagery of
remote environments in order to enhance an observer's perception
and ultimately the operational efficiency of remote teleoperator
systems. Given worldwide interest in stereoscopy for well over a

,O. . century, it is surprising that the available scientific/technical O
literature of visual performance with stereo TV displays is so
limited. Conclusions and technical guidelines in many of the
available reports are based on faulty methodologies as well as
untested and questionable assumptions regarding the perception of

--. spatial relationships in remote scenes. Perceptual testing of
*0¢ ' sophisticated video systems often requires a concerted effort on -.

the part of display engineers and perceptual scientists and is
usually both time consuming and expensive. Many designers of
stereo TV systems have relied solely on their own immediate

'o subjective impressions as the sole means of assessment. This
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overly simplistic approach often confuses functional and
aesthetic aspects of image quality, fails to provide a basis for
generalization of findings from the laboratory to the operational
environment, and provides no useful information regarding the
nature of the perceptual processes involved. Scientifically
controlled investigations of space perception with stereo
displays are few and of recent origin. "

Under direct viewing conditions, unfusable images for
central vision are almost never encountered because observers
automatically adjust the optical axes of their eyes to produce
fused images. A typical observer with no ocular abnormalities
can readily adjust his eyes to fuse objects from 6 inches out to 'g.
infinity. With stereo TV systems, there is frequently a danger
of providing the operator with disparities that exceed the limit
for fusion and stereopsis. Unlike the human eyes, which are
relatively fixed in the head with respect to directly viewed
objects, stereo camera systems are variable in terms of camera
separation and image magnification. Like the eyes, these systems .
can be converged and diverged, but the range of values within
which they can be adjusted is obviously much greater than that of
the eyes. Thus, there are many more possible combinations of
retinal disparities, object sizes, and textural gradients under
stereo TV viewing conditions than are possible under direct
viewing conditions. Stereopsis with stereo TV systems is similar A--
to stereopsis under direct viewing conditions insofar as retinal
disparities are a potent cue to depth perception, but there are
several important differences between direct and TV viewing
conditions. These differences can exert strong effects on the
perception of depth with video displays and involve the number of
geometrical parameters determining disparities, information
carrying capacities of present-day video systems, and perceptual
cue conflicts.

Two parameters, convergence angle and distance to a
reference object, determine retinal disparities under direct
viewing conditions. In the stereo TV display viewing situation, S
retinal disparitiess are determined by 5 additional parameters.
Precise geometrical formulas relating these parameters to retinal
disparities are well-known (see Shields, Kirkpatrick, Malone, and
Huggins, 1975). Taken together, they provide a precise
mathematical model for estimating retinal disparities from
objective linear and angular measurements of the observer, the 9
viewing station, the TV hardware configuration, and distances
between sensors and objects in the remote environment. Of
particular interest are the parameters of camera magnification
and camera separation, both of which can be readily manipulated
in stereo systems in order to increase or decrease image sizes
and retinal disparities. As camera magnification increases, the .
angular sizes of displayed objects and their associated
disparities increase. Increasing camera separation magnifies
disparities associated with objects without altering their sizes,
and also brings about an enhancement of perceived depth.
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The fundamental flaw of all purely geometrical formulations
of space perception with stereo TV displays is an overemphasis on S
retinal disparities as the dominant cue to accurate depth
perception and a tacit disregard for other powerful spatial
cues. Depending on the combination and distribution of these
cues within a remote scene, they may reinforce, mitigate, or
override perceptual information provided by retinal disparities
alone. Stereo TV viewing conditions constitute a special case of "
space perception, a case in which the pool of cues may be
substantially different from those available under direct viewing
conditions in physically subtle but perceptually powerful ways.
Because of this one cannot assume that findings reported in the
traditional psychophysical literature are applicable to stereo TV
viewing. Controlled empirical investigations of the type *O

described below are essential to the advancement of TV
stereoscopy. Since the geometrical model describing retinal
disparities frequently plays a prominent role in the design of
present-day stereo TV systems, it is important to test the model
for its ability to predict perceptual performance. In
particular, how do variations in camera magnification and camera O
separation (both of which exert highly predictable effects on
retinal disparities) independently and interactively influence
the perception of depth intervals in a remotely televised scene?
Do variations in these parameters have differential effects on
visual fatigue? The following experiment was conducted to
provide preliminary answers.

METHODS

Four observers, two females (ages 33 and 22) and two males
" . (ages 33 and 18), participated in an experiment designed to study

the main and interactive effects of camera separation and lens 9
magnification on the perception of depth intervals in a televised
space. All were screened for ocular anomalies. Prior to
testing, each observer was given no less than five hours of
practice in making depth judgments with stereo TV displays,

" -. i though two observers had approximately ten times as much
practice. Testing consisted of thirteen one-hour sessions with

each session measuring observer performance under a single set of
TV system parameters derived from a factorial crossing of a) four 2
levels of camera separation ( 0 in. (monoscopic), 1.25 in., 2.5
in., 7.5 in.), b) three levels of magnification (IX, 2X, and 3X),
and c) six objecti.e depth intervals ( 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 in.).

Within a single testing session three brief measures of
.... visual efficiency were administered immediately before and after

testing with the stereo TV system. Observers first answered a
'...-.short visual fatigue questionnaire. Next, they were administered "-

a timed near-far test of visual acuity which required rapid

- alternations of convergence and accommodation of the eyes between
a Landolt test object .5 meter distant and a target 6 meters -i
distant. Gaps in both near and far test objects subtended a
visual angle of 1.5 arcminutes at the viewing station. Next,
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observers adjusted the flicker rate of a circular patch of red
light set within a darkened background. On four trials they
started at a clearly visible flicker rate of 25 Hz and adjusted
frequency to the critical flicker fusion frequency (CFF). CFF
was measured because many studies have suggested its usefulness
as an indicator of central nervous system fatigue.

Visual performance was next measured across 60 experimental
trials with a polarizer stereo TV display similar to that used in
our previous studies (Cole, Pepper, and Pinz, 1981). The

* * . televised remote scene consisted of two black rods of equal
"..." diameter which were positioned in front of an illuminated but
* .*.'. patternless white background. Distance from the cameras to the

null point around which the rods were adjusted in depth was 2
.-.. -meters. The rods were laterally separated by 12.7 cm. For each

trial, observers first verbally reported which of the two rods
(left or right) appeared closer. Next, they reported how many
inches the rods appeared to be separated in depth. Finally,theY
adjusted the depth of a sliding peg relative to a fixed peg so
that it matched the apparent depth between the rods in the
televised scene. The latter measure is referred to as a haptic
adjustment. Observers were provided immediate verbal feedback as
to how far and in what direction (i.e., "short" or "long") their
haptic adjustment errors were made. Immediately following stereo
TV testing, the observer was again administered the CFF measure,
the near-far acuity test, and the visual fatigue questionnaire.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Testing yielded 5 sets of scores for preliminary statistical
analysis: a) error scores for verbal reports of perceived depth,
b) error scores for haptic adjustments indicating preceived
depth, c) scores for the visual fatigue questionnaire, d)
response times for the near-far acuity test, and e) fusion

%P. thresholds for the CFF measure. All analyses were
repeated-measures analyses of covariance. Assumptions of the
analyses were empirically tested and adjustments were made to
F-ratio tail probabilities when appropriate. Since similar

.. patterns of results were found for haptic adjustments and verbal
reports of perceived depth, only results for haptic adjustments
are reported here. Geometrical theory predicts that as values of
camera separation and magnification increase, disparities
increase and therefore the perceived depth associated with fixed
depth intervals should also increase. The analysis revealed
significant main effects for camera separation (F=73.13, p<.O01)
and the interaction of camera separation with lens magnification
(Ff8.43, p<.0 2 ). Camera lens magnification did not exert a
significant main effect on perceptual performance even though,
according to the geometrical theory, it did have a multiplicative
effect on disparities in the imagery. The analysis of visual
fatigue primarily concerned with pre-post comparisons of

.o. questionnaire reports of eyestrain, the near-far acuity test, and
• '. CFF measures failed to show any statistically significant
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differences.

Camera separation exerted an influence on both verbal and
...- haptic measures of perceived depth but did not do so in a manner

consistent with the simple geometrical model of retinal
disparities. When disparities increased beyond "normal" levels
as a result of increasing camera separation, perception of depth
in the remote environment became more accurate, not more 'O
distorted. Rather than responding in a simple, stimulus-bound
manner, observers appear to have actively adapted to stereo

, viewing conditions on the basis of other information available
within the testing situation. That is, foreknowledge of the range
of possible depth intervals in the scene and immediate feedback
following each trial may have been used to gauge the relationship S
between disparities in the stereo images and depths in the
televised scene.

Magnification was not found to have a significant influence
on perceived depth. Although it did affect disparities, it did so
to a lesser extent than camera separation. It did not disrupt
the effects of camera separation. Targets used in this
experiment were unpatterned, and so a major benefit of
magnification, that of increased detail resolution, was not a
significant factor in determining depth perception.

Measures of visual efficiency taken before and after testing
with the stereo TV system failed to show any statistically
significant differences in visual fatigue across the set of
values for camera separation and magnification tested. It should
be noted, however, that great care was taken in balancing and
aligning the two channels of the TV system and that average
testing time on the stereo display was only about 20 minutes.
Thus, moderate exposure to "unnatural" disparities produced by a
carefully tuned stereo TV system do not appear to engender very
much if any visual fatigue in observers. Longer exposure times
will be necessary to reveal differential effects of stereo
viewing system parameters on visual fatigue. How these factors
influence the perception of depth when scenes of greater
complexity are viewed through a stereo TV system is a topic
currently under investigation in our laboratory.
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seeing changes in direction are longer for certain spatial arrangements of moving dot
patterns than for others. When a stationary pattern of dots overlaps a moving pattern of
dots, the amount of adaptation measured by motion aftereffect is significantly attenuated.

- *t-This is particularly true when collisions occur between dots. An explanation of these
motion - pattern interaction is offered in terms of a vector model of motion perception.--

Introduction

The visual environment both inside and outside the aircraft cockpit is becoming
increasingly complex, especially in the domain of motion perception. Development and-
testing of a theory of motion perception which can handle this complexity and allow --

prediction of potentially disastrous misperceptions is increasingly urgent, Earlier work
(Marshak, 1981) proposed a theory for motion perception called the vector model, which is a
form of multichannel motion processing loosely based on known physiology. Unlike some
perceptual constructs, the vector model is specific how the multiple channels will interact
and makes unambiguous predictions about the perceptual process.

j.Three stages of motion information processing are proposed in the vector model. The
first stage consists of motion sensitive units which are maximumly active with motion in.p

* -, one direction, but respond less to adjacent directions of motion. The activity of these units
-C.::are dependent on the temporal frequencies generated by motion (Pantle, 1974) which are the

combined result of the spatial Frequency or pattern of the moving target, its direction of
motion and the velocity of motion. The temporal frequencies along orientations adjacent to
the direction of motion moderate with a cosine function,

These motion sensitive units are not independent. There is lateral inhibition among the
units. Units increasingly inhibit adjacent units with increasing angular difference up to
approximately 20 degrees and then the amount of inhibition falls off. Such a mechanism is a
form of neural sharpening which enhances the accuracy of perceived direction. This
mechanism is revealed by the repulsion of different directions of motion viewed overlapping
observed by Marshak and Sekuler (1979) and Mather and Moulden (1980).

Finally, the vector lengths greater than threshold levels are combined in a vector
summation process to determine the perceived direction of motion. The second stage neural
inhibition acts as a limiter of the range over which summation occurs, allowingA
distinguishing of multiple directions.

Consider two possible consequences of the vector model. The stage one generation of
activity in motion sensitive units is dependent in part on the pattern of the moving object,
more specifically the spatial frequency contribution to the distribution of temporal
frequencies. If spatial energy were to be concentrated along a particular orientation, the
temporal frequencies generated along that orientation may be greater than along the
adjacent directions of motion. This would result in a measurable increase in reaction times

F t to changes in direction off the energy loaded orientation.
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A stationary pattern affects the motion sensitive elements of the vector model in the
following fashion. Some activation in all units results from stationary stimuli, summation
of this activity in all directions would be a zero sum or perceived stationarity. There would
also be inhibition generated among all the units as weli, but it to would balance out, If a
stationary pattern were overlapped with a moving pattern, the global inhibition might
depress the activation of the units responding to the motion, Long duration motion
combined with a stationary pattern would result in less adaptation than without the
stationary pattern. The result on motion aftereffect would be an attenuation of the
aftereffect,

Experiment I

Each trial consisted of a stimulus pattern moving in a direction of 180 degrees (polar) or
leftward for a randomly chosen interval between 1.5-2.5 seconds at four degrees of visual
angle per second and with a suprathreshold contrast, After this 180 degree motion, the
whole pattern abruptly changed direction to a new one. This new direction was plus or

- minus 10,20,30 or 40 degrees from 180. One independent measure was the size of directional
change.

The second independent measure was the kind of moving target. Three different stimuli
". were employed. The first was a random dot pattern containing 600 points. Spatial

frequency energy is equally distributed in random dot patterns. The second pattern were
dots arranged in parallel vertical lines, Inter-dot distance was sufficient that the
individual dots were discernable at the viewing distance, Each dot subtended .028 degrees
of visual angle and the distance between dots were .070 degrees. These vertical lines of
dots appeared at regular horizontal intervals of .383 degrees. The lines extended vertically
from a random starting position on theY axis, These vertical lines were one-third the
screen's length so that the ends of the lines were visible, although they may wrap around
the vertical axis, Spatial energy in this stimulus should be loaded perpendicular to the

- verticals, or along the axis of initial motion, The third stimuli were lines constructed
similarly to the vertical lines, Their start points were distributed equal distant along the
horizontal axis of the screen. Unlike the 'vertical line' stimuli, the orientation of the lines
are random and appeared as random line or 'pick-up stick' stimuli,

Four observers served in both the experiments, Three were naive and inexperienced in
psychophysical experiments, The fourth observer was myself. Vision of the observers was
6/6 or corrected to that acuity. Each observer saw each of three stimuli move in the eight
directions for four repetitions, Thus, the experiment consisted of 96 trials,

Results

--9 The mean reaction time for all four subjects for each stimulus and at each direction of
6 motion is plotted in figure 1. The data was analyzed using a repeated measures analysis of
6.F variance.

6, %The results are quite striking. There is a significant direction effect (F=12,936, df=7/21,
p.001) . It takes longer to see a small direction change than it takes to see larger changes.

; ! Reaction time is longer with 10 degree changes in direction, but seems to asymptote by the --

twenty degree direction change.
The is also a significant stimulus effect (F=71,548, df=2/6, p<,001). Reaction times to

random dots and non-parallel line patterns were virtually the same . Each exhibits the
elevation of in reaction time with 10 degree changes. The whole reaction time curve for
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parallel vertical lines was elevated across all but the most extreme (40 degree) direction
-. .*" change. This is consistent with the vector model of motion perception proposed in my
. .. dissertation and the research proposal, The spatial energy of the parallel vertical lines is

". loaded along the horizontal orientation, coincident with the direction of motion, When the
-'"stimulus moves in the new direction of motion, the spatial energy distribution produces

significant temporal frequency energy along in the leftward direction masking the change of
direction and elevating the reaction time,

There is also an interaction between stimulus and direction (F=4,435, df=14/63, p<.O01).
The range of directions of spatial influence on reaction time is much larger for the parallel
vertical line stimulus than for the other two stimuli, The effect tapers off gradually with

o* increasing directional change. Temporal frequencies generated by motion generate
frequencies in directions adjacent to the direction of motion. The frequencies fall off with
increasing difference or direction by a cosine function. The gradual tapering in elevation of
reaction time with increasing directional change observed with vertical line stimuli is
consistent with the cosine function of temporal frequency attenuation,

Experiment 2

The second experiment uses a different method to reveal spatial influences on motion
perception. Instead of using motion perception, the experiment studies the closely related
phenomenon of motion aftereffect (MAE), At issue is whether stationary patterns can
influence the amount of MAE experienced.

The independent variable in this experiment was the adapting stimuli, Three moving
stimuli were used to adapt four observers. The first stimuli consisted of 300 moving
random dots. The second adaptation stimulus consisted of moving 300 random dots
superimposed on a stationary pattern of 300 pseudo-random dots. The stationary dots were
positioned along the horizontal axis so that collisions with the moving pattern occurred, but
not simultaneously, Thus, each moving dot collided with one stationary dot once during each
screen transit, The third adapting stimulus consisted of moving 300 random dots
superimposed on another stationary pattern of 300 pseudo-random dots, This stationary
dots never collided with the the horizontally moving dots.

A control independent variable was direction of motion. Motion leftward and rightward
were both employed to minimize adaptation carrying over trials . The order of stimuli and
directions was random but equal in occurance.

Size, contrast and velocity of the dots were the same as the first experiment. .
Adaptation consisted of one of the three stimuli moving at 4 degrees per second for 25
seconds, The same four observers were instructed to maintain their gaze on the centrally
located fixation point during adaptation and resist the powerful tendency to follow the
moving pattern. This was immediately followed by presentation of the dot pattern that had
moved, now stationary, for 30 seconds. The observers watched the MAE experienced with
the now stationary dots and recorded the end of MAE with a button press, They continued
to watch the pattern the full 30 seconds to dissipate any residual MAE. A five second *j.

inter-trial interval separated each trial, during which the screen contained only the central
fixation point. Each subject made 18 observations using the three stimuli at each of two
directions with two repetitions.

Results

The resulting durations of MAE for the three stimuli are plotted in Figure 2. The
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direction and repetition effects were not significant, as expected. The main effect for
stimulus indicates that the presence of a stationary coincident pattern significantly reduces
the amount of MAE experienced by the observers (F=48.979, df=2/8, pC.001). This effect is
largely a result of stationary dots reducing the amount of adaptation that took place. The
overlapping dots produced the least adaptation as expected, but the difference between this
condition and non-overlapping dots was small. This reduction in adaptation is caused by "
stationary dot patterns exerting a powerful inhibitory effect on the motion sensitive
elements resulting in less adaptation.

Discussion

The vector model is capable of accounting for two very different findings in the domains
of immediate perception and aftereffects. Experiment I indicates that powerful loading of -

spatial energy in the motion of direction of a moving target can result in increased latency
in seeing direction changes. Experiment 2 demonstrates how the presence of stationary
patterns during adaptation can attenuate motion aftereffect, Exact modeling of the
excitatory, inhibitory and summation mechanisms will allow precise prediction of the
accuracy of motion perception in the laboratory and the environment.

The increased latency to changes in direction of motion supports the vector model, but is • -

likely only a laboratory phenomenon. It takes a substantial amount of spatial energy to
create the reaction time increase, Such dramatically shaped objects are rare in the
environment, Since most direction perception in the aviation environment probably are the
result of judging displacement of the target, it is unlikely that the low level processes
proposed in the vector model are important.

The attenuation of motion aftereffect does explain why in our dynamically moving world,
we do not experience more motion aftereffect, Pilots who fly at low level in bubble
canopies which lack stationary elements in their visual environment may be susceptible to
MAE, They may experience severe motion aftereffect which the present results suggest can
be attenuated by etching stationary grid patterns inside the canopy.
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PANEL SESSION

Cognitive Strategies Training

Larry W. Brooks, Chairperson

U.S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences

Abstract ..

The purpose of this panel discussion is to present current DoD in-
house research on cognitive strategies training. Specifically, the

first presentation will be an overview of learning strategies training
within a military setting along with examples of applied research in

this area. The next three presentations will cover three areas of basic
research in this domain: direct comprehension strategies, direct
utilization strategies, and indirect affective strategies. The four

presentations will be critiqued by a discussant.

Introduction

Military personnel are required to process large amounts of complex
information in order to adequately perform their jobs. Because of the
demands placed on the cognitive skills and abilities of military

personnel, military research psychologists have initiated a growing
number of DoD in-house efforts to investigate individuals' acquisition
and utilization of cognitive strategies. IV

Cognitive strategies can be referred to as those procedures and

techniques which allow a learner to gain and use new information in an
effective manner. Strategies may either have a direct influence on how
a learner acquires and uses information, or they may have an indirect .4

influence on the learner's manipulation of existing information. -,

""-'"Direct cognitive strategies may be used primarily for the
acquisition and comprehension of new information, or for the utilization
of already acquired information to perform a given task. Comprehension
and acquisition strategies would include techniques such as outlining

text for studying or the creation of mnemonic elaborators to remember a
list of items. Utilization strategies would involve the use of problem
solving techniques and the use of strategies to facilitate the transfer
of knowledge from one domain to another. Indirect strategies typically
concern the affective and motivational state of the learner. These
strategies would include skills for managing anxiety and techniques to
increase positive feelings toward a particular learning situation.

-.'-. The purpose of this panel discussion is to present current DoD in-
house research in each of these three areas of cognitive strategy
training: acquisition and comprehension strategies, utilization
strategies, and indirect strategies. The first presentation by Ruth
Phelps serves as an overview to cognitive strategies training in the
military, and introduces two areas of applied research in this area. In
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the second presentation Larry Brooks discusses the role of metacognitive 6
and cognitive strategies in the acquisition and comprehension of text
material. Meryl Baker, in the third presentation, covers the use of
computers as tools to investigate individuals' problem solving

. strategies. In the final presentation, Barbara McDonald discusses the
importance of affective variables to cognitive strategies research.
Barbara McCombs serves as discussant for the four presentations. 0

Learning strategies and problem solving training in the military (Ruth
Phelps, U.S. Army Research Institute):

In this presentation the use of cognitive strategies in functional
environments, such as work settings in the military, is emphasized.
After the presentation of a general overview of cognitive strategies,
two applied research efforts will be discussed. One effort concerns
cognitive strategy training for conducting military intelligence
analysis. This training program was developed to improve military
personnel's acquisition, retention, and use of information by employing
a systematic procedure for organizing their understanding on the basis
of a conceptual framework, and subsequently using this framework to
solve military intelligence problems. A second effort concerns the use
of an interactive videodisc format to teach infantry soldiers problem
solving skills. The emphasis in this applicaton is on role-modeling of
simple heuristic problem solving strategies across a variety of
situations including combat scenarios.

Text processing and metacognitive strategies (Larry Brooks, Doris

Bitler, David Shurtleff, U.S. Army Research Institute):

The focus of this presentation is on the use of metacognitive

strategies to comprehend text. Metacognitive strategies are those
strategies which a learner can use to increase his or her knowledge
about how well they understand, or do not understand, new information.
For example, in playing a game, a person may not realize that he or she

"* does not know all the rules for that game until the situation arises
where that rule is applicable. The research to be discussed in this

presentation was conducted to investigate the effectiveness of teaching
metacognitive strategies, in conjunction with cognitive strategies such
as outlining, as aids in acquiring new information and using that
information to solve simple problems. In addition, the role of
individual differences (e.g., verbal ability, knowledge of cognitive .
strategies) in the acquisition and use of metacognitive strategies was
assesed. Results and implications of this reseach for military training 6
will be discussed during the presentation.

Generalizable cognitive strategies (Meryl S. Baker, Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center):

6 In this presentation preliminary research concerning the use of
computers to collect data on how individuals solve problems will be
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discussed. The primary aim of this research is to develop a methodology

which allows the researcher to isolate specific processing components
involved in the solution of logical problems. This methodology, which
is an outgrowth of previous research involving protocol analysis, is one
attempt at overcoming some of the problems involved in collecting

declarative knowledge from expert problem solvers. The results of this
study will be fundamental in developing a tentative cognitive model that
incorporates current notions of automaticity into a hierarchically
structured set of procedures for solving problems. Results of this

study and instructional implications will be discussed during the
presentation.

Cognitive and affective processing: Implications for learning

strategies (Barbara McDonald, Navy Personnel Research and Development
Center):

The emphasis of this presentation is on the relationship between
affective and cognitive processing within a training framework.
Theories of information processing typically do not specify how ,
cognitive and affective/conative variables interact. The purpose of
this presentation is to show that a better understanding of the

. relationships among cognitive and affective variables will result in

- more comprehensive theories of cognitive processing, and also provide
the educational researcher with a framework within which to formulate

strategy training programs. Past research on the relationship between AD
*i cognitive processing and emotional states has shown that learners tend
. to recall more information if they are in the same emotional state as

when they first acquired the information. Previous work in learning
strategies has demonstrated that students can learn to monitor their
moods and maintain a positive mood during the acquisition of new
knowledge. This typically results in an increase in the amount of '5

information acquired. Preliminary data from the present study will be
presented and, based on this data, a tentative model of the interaction ..

-' between affective and cognitive variables will be proposed.

Discussant (Barbara McCombs, Denver Research Institute):

A critique and discussion of the four presentations and cognitive
strategies training in the military will be presented.'

IThe opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect official U.S. Army or U.S. Navy policy.
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PANEL SESSION

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER - NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY AND
THE SCIENTIFIC AND ACADEMIC COMUNITY

Cecile Shure Landrum and Patrick McDermott

B-K Dynamics

C. David Hartman
Technology Transfer Intelligence Committee

James Dearlove "
Defense Intelligence Agency

ABSTRACT

It wasn't until 1982 during a speech before the American Association for the

Advancement of Science and in a Senate Governmental Affairs Subcommittee on
Investigations Hearing on Technology Transfer that the Academic and Scientific
Community was brought into the public debate concerning the loss of technology
to the Soviet bloc. Then Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence Agency,

Adm. Bobby Inman made issue that there was a 'hemorrhaging" of technology to
the Soviets and one of the channels was the U. S. Scientific Community.

Scientists and engineers, on the other hand, are concerned about the control
.- of scientific information by government. Beyond some strictly procedural

questions (who reviews and passes judgement on specific publications, for ex-
ample) there are cultural and value questions at stake or at least perceived to
be at stake in dealing with this issue.

1) Academic freedom -- This ranges from concern over constitutional
questions regarding the authority of government to impose sanctions on the flow
of information to some more practical outcomes in limiting scientists in their
communication with one another.

2) Personal identity -- The scientist as a contributor to society has one

major product: knowledge. This is the scientist's base of power in a very
competitive society. This knowledge contribution is made via publication.

3) Science as an international endeavor -- Control of scientific infor-
mation for reasons of national security contradities another deeply held sense
among many scientists that scientific discovery "belongs to the world." Each .. I "

scientist's endeavor is thus linked to a 'historical progression in which -""1
generations of scientists build a common knowledge base for the benefit ofhumanity.. ..-. !.

The Scientific Community responded with concern and established a panel on
scientific communication and National Security Committee on Science, Engine-
ering, and Public Policy, and headed by Cornell President Emeritus Dale
Corson. The purpose of the panel was to "examine the various of the appli-
cation of controls to scientific communication and to suggest how to balance

t* , competing national objectives so as to best serve the general welfare." -O@1
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The result, in addition to the thoughtful and comprehensive study were a new
appreciation and working relationship between the intelligence community and
the academic and scientific communities.
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Using Comparison-Based Methods
for Predicting and Designing

O Gary A. Klein Sallie E. Gordon
0. Klein Associates

740 Wright Street
Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387

4 Abstract
Effective planning requires that we can predict the outcomes of different

options, but it is difficult to make predictions when we have limited
knowledge of the relevant causes and their impacts. Comparison-based methods
are proposed as a means of generating predictions despite uncertainty and
missing data. The methods have the further advantage of providing an audit
trail describing the basis for the predictions: the comparison case used, the

'. operational data collected, the adjustments made along with their rationale.
4.::

Planning and decision making often require predictions about the consequences
of actions. In most cases the outcomes are to be predicted in the context ..,-..-.

- , of open systems rather than closed systems. That is, the outcomes are in
natural rather than laboratory settings, and they are influenced by a
multiplicity of causes, many of which are not well recognized or understood.
It is a formidable task to make predictions in the face of considerable
ignorance that usually exists about the causal factors affecting the variables :
we wish to predict.

One hope for a way out of this dilemma rests in the growth of scientific
knowledge. As empirical research creates a pyramid of knowledge, then there
may become available a firm data base for generating predictions.

Unfortunately, our confidence in empiricism has become weakened. The
work of Kuhn (1970) suggested that science may progress through revolutions
rather than through the accumulation of linked findings. Each revolution
finds a new way to think about problems, and makes previous research appear
irrelevant. For fields such as psychology, this would explain why we are not

3.1 relying very much on data collected from operant conditioning studies with
rats and pigeons. Therefore, we may never develop a firm data base in
psychology, whereby laws gradually replace theories.

Even more alarming is a recent suggestion by Manicas and Secord (1983) that ..-

basic laboratory research may never be able to answer applied psychology
questions. Their argument is that scientific laboratory research occurs in
a closed system, a laboratory, which is designed to manipulate one causal
variable at a time for the purpose of determining whether that variable
does indeed have an influence on the dependent variable being measured.
However,natural environments contain countless factors that can act together
to influence the dependent variable. 5cientific procedures are not designed
to handle open systems. Scientific knowledge can be used to suqgest the cau,,al
variables that might be relevant. But that is all that can be expected from
scientific research. The rest is up to the applied p,;\choloqist who must
anticipate how all of the relevant causal factors will interact .
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How can we account for the interaction of causal factors when we may riot
even know what they arc or how they work?

It may be instructive to see how this is done in a laboratory context,
in order to fashion a strategy for a natural environment.

In the laboratory, the standard method is to randomly assign subjects
to experimental and control groups, and make the manipulation of the .-

independent variable the only difference between these two groups. One of
the things that this accomplishes is that the control group will reflect all
of the other relevant causes affecting the variable that is measured. An
experimenter can use the control group as a comparison case, to reflect all
kinds of causal factors, whether these are understood or not, or even whether
they are completely unknown.

For example, if we think that a certain type of food additive temporarily
increases activity levels, we can set up the study and draw conclusions even
if we do not know all the factors affecting activity levels, or how any of them
work or interact. We can be crushingly ignorant about the causes, and still
draw a valid conclusion, because the control group serves as a comparison case
to reflect all of the causal factors in the same way that the experimental
group dues.

In most applied settings, it is not possible to set up a control group
that can match on all the relevant causal factors except the one being studied.

* One thing that can be done is to find a comparison case that can act as a
surrogate control group.

This approach was taken by the method of Comparability Analysis,
*formalized by Don Tetmeyer and his co-workers in the Air Force during 1971-72

as a way of predicting the reliability of new aircraft subsystems. For a given
situation, A, if there is a prediction target, At then Comparability Analysis
would attempt to identify a comparison case from a similar situation, B. The
actual data, Bwould be collected and used as the prediction for A . Now this
is clearly too simple-minded since situations A and B are likely to 6iffer
in some important ways. Comparability Analysis recognizes this. It uses

~ ? Subject Matter Experts to estimate the type and magnitude of the differences
between target and comparison case, in order to generate an adjustment factor.
Thus, the data point Bt is adjusted to reflect the known causal differences
and provide a more accurate prediction of A *

In one case that we studied, an engineer attempted to predict the
r eliability of the B-1 hydraulic system in 1976, before any B-1 aircraft were
built. Hie used the B-52 as a comparison system, and obtained the operational

* data on the B-52 hydraulic reliability. He adjusted these data to reflect
pressurization differences between the B-I and 1,-52, and obtained his prediction.

Notice what Comparability Analysis is doing. The comparison case is
ftirwtiurtin in the place of a control group. The failure to set up a matched
conrol gIroup mean5 that there can be differences in the way that causal factors

* sper~tetor the target and the comparison cases. An attempt is made to take
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this into account by identifying important causal differences and adjusting -
for them. What about differences for which there are no straightforward
adjustments'? In some applications, this is enough to reject the comparison
case. What about differences involving causes that, mayr not be recognized? .- '
It is these "mysterious" causes. outside of our knowledge, that create the
biggest problems. In scientific research, these kinds of causes are handled
by virtue of the matched control group. For Comparability Analysis, there is
also a potential for handling these causes with the comparison case. Thus ,
we may not know how the flight profile affects subsystem reliability, but
using one type of bomber as a comparison for another should generally account
for the variable of flight profile.

But what about other causal factors that we do not know about and that
operate differently in the comparison and target cases? [his is a definite :
weakness of Comparability Analysis. It is why we would have less confidence
in the results of such a study than in a formal laboratory experiment.
Comparability Analysis does have a way of addressing this problem because it
leaves an audit trail of the rationale behind the prediction. Thus it is
possible to determine which comparison case was used, what adjustment was
made, and why. The reasoning is explicit, so that someone else may conclude that
critical factors were ignored. While this is not a solution to the problem
of accounting for unknown causal factur:; it is a way of building in a
safeguard that may limit the problem.

How valid are the results of a Comparability Analysis'? This will depend
on the area being studied, the level of effort provided b, the Subject Hatter
Experts, the quality of the operational data that are available. In a stud\
of the predictive validity of the method, Widenhouse and Romans '1977.
examined the Comparability Analysis predictions for the A-10 aircraft
reliability, as opposed to the actual reliability data after the aircraft
completed flight testing and were delivered to the Tactical Air Command. In"
the derivation of the Comparability Analysis predictions, each aircraft
subsystem was compared to a subsystem of an operational aircraft-, and the
data for that subsystem were adjusted. The major causal factors used in the

adjustments were differences in complexity for the target and comparison
subsysteos; differences in sortie length; and differences in aircraft maturit\.

The original Widenhouse and Romans Technical Report only presented the .
predicted arid actual values, without any attempt to compute correlations.
However, we were able to calculate Pearson Product-Momenit correlations as
a way of measuring predictive validity. For [.ean Time Between Failures. the
correlation was .76, which accounts for over 57, of the variance. For Hean
flaintenance Hours/Flying Hour, the correlation was .84. The ,aliditv was
lower for predictions of Task Times; two different compari son:;!1 \i eLded ...
correlation coefficients of .46 aid .36. Overall. the,,;e da t a how reaso a, h , l.he
levelsi of accuracy, Ihe major 'problem encounte|red was thfat IAL' 'hwnged the
typical maintenance procedure for this aircraft. nme' ill \I ,ew rainteai 'e.... -
technicians were aSsigned when an ai rc raft was f ir!;t fh, 1 i ,'erd. Ior I he A- 10"
the technician:; I h -L had worked( on it du rigcI flight I e!t ing were reas;s; icned .
to.,ta'. with it. w.hen it was (Jel1.,,ered to IM'. I hi; te('dd to improve .
reliability over what had heen predi('ted. In defense, o)f ('mp;rabi lit\

hlhe comparis;on itat a reflected mat ore ;1i m'w-ratft , ',J i t'h ;1,t' n 1\ m1t' e
PPeIiable. whereas; the valI i &0 ion fat a were I)I- i1i t i:l ])\r1('l.nt
when re.liabi lit', i; nn ] ' .illv lower'.
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Z ', Analysis, it is not clear that anv predictive technique could account. for
changes in standard procedures unleSS Jubject Hatter Lxperts take note o.

these changes and their consequences.

Since we were impressed with the potential capabilities of Uomparabilit\

Analysis as a general predictive method, we attempted to understand the logic

behind its application (Klein & Weitzenfeld, 1978: Klein & Weitzenfeld. 1982,.
Our goal was to be able to improve it and increase its range of apolication
beyond reliability and logistics. We concluded that Comparabilit\ Analvsis
is an application of the inferential process known as reasoning by analog\ .
[he comparison case is the analogue used to generate -n inference in n new
situation.

luch of the current research on analogical inference is limited in applic-
ability, since it either focusses on one proportion paradigm (A:B::C:D) used
in IQ and other tests, or on situations where all the terms of the target and "
comparison cases map onto each other. Part of the power of Comparability
Analysis is that it is designed for situations where the analogy is not
perfect. Ihis is fortunate, since the mapping is rarely perfect. Comparabiltiv
Analysis includes a means of making adjustments to reflect this imperfection.

We have studied several models of analogical reasoning (Klein & Weitzenfeld.
1978, 1982) including the proportional model examined by Sternberg (1977), the
philosophy of science model presented by Hesse (1966'. and the similarity
matching model of Kahneman and Tversky (1973) before arriving at a model
featuring the role of causal factors (Klein, 1982: -,Leitzenfeld & Klein, 1982).
Briefly stated, this model states that for situation A. there are a number
of causal factors. (x, y, z .... ) that together determine the prediction target, O
A. A comparison situation B can be used if it reflects the same causal
factors affecting an analogous variable: (x, y, z.... determine B . Where
we know that there are differences between the levels of a causal v ariable such
as x, we can adjust for these differences. It is the only model of analogical

* . reasoning that we have examined that fully addresses the use of comparison

cases for making predictions. *'

Our analyses have suggested that there are a set of strategies for using
comparison cases to generate predictions. We can refer to these collectivel\
as Comparison-Based Prediction. Comparability Analysis is one strategy, a
relatively straightforward one. More complex strategies include the use of
multiple comparison cases and multiple Subject Hatter Experts. One potential
problem with a single comparison is that if you have selected the wrong
comparison case, you will be mislead. The use of' several comparison cases

-. .reduces the chances that this will occur. We have also experimented with using
. a more precise method for identifying the causal factors that diff erentiate the

comparison case and the target case, so that the adjustment factor can be moe
explicitly tied to specific causal variables.

'. During the course of our work, we have succeeded in extending Coimparison-

Based Predictions to domains such as predicting the e feetieness of new
training devices ,K lein, 0'82) and predicting the number of clients; who would

-" "t us ;e a new treatment facility (Klein & liili ams, 1983 "

We c;an ee s;ome of the advantages, of 'sing 'oriipar i son-is met bo s to
make predictionis in app1iPt settings. It is designed to hatIndle unknr)wn()n ind
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poorly understood causal factors, and missing data. lherefore it is rob,t,-
especially compared to formal models. The use of formal models; to Make
predictions can appear to increase predictive validity. However, it. P; dif fi cult
and time consuming to construct these models, and it may not be po.;sible to
develop adequate models unless we have a great deal of knowledge about :fl"
of the relevant causal variables in a given area. Comparison-based methods;
appear to be an improvement over simple use of expert judgemerit. since it
generates an explicit audit trail of the rationale behind the predicLiuri. Tmo the
extent that it uses experts, it asks them to make relative judqemeints which
seem to be easier to generate than absolute judgements about predicLed values.

It is unreasonable to expect that comparison-based methods will always
generate perfectly accurate predictions. As the resources and data quality
are reduced, validity will be reduced. Comparison-Based Prediction methods

* have some definite limitations. Nevertheless, it can be argued that for 0
generating predictions under ccnditions of high uncertainty there are no
alternative prediction approaches that can perform as well.

We are currently extending Comparison-Based Prediction methods in the

domain of training device effectiveness. We have recently completed a study
that attempted to predict the effectiveness of Army maintenance training devices.
and we are also in the process of generating predictions about Army training
devices for tank gunnery tasks. In addition, we are exploring the use of
comparison cases for generating recommendations as well as predictions. In
our effort involving maintenance training devices we also were able to use
comparisons between different types of trainers to form the basis for
recommendations about improved training device design. -

The use of comparison cases for generating design recommendations is not
entirely novel. Every time a design engineer handles a requirement by
searching for a previous application that just needs some modification in
order to satisfy the present need, we have an instance of comparison-based
design. Usually this is done in an informal manner. Our work may allow us to
create an audit trail showing the comparison case used, the areas of mismatch.
the modifications proposed and their rationale. This may support the design
process and facilitate evaluation and communication about design features.

Based on the research and analysis that we have performed thus far, we are
A optimistic about the potential for using comparison-based methods to address a

variety of Department of Defense needs in the areas of prediction and design
recommendations. It is an explicit technique that can be applied to problem.
where there is incomplete understanding of the causal parameters involved.
The methods have limitations. They cannot create knowledge out of ignorance.
they cannot extract wise judgement about adjustments From Subject Hatter Exper'tS
who lack intelligence. They cannot provide guaranteed alciori thins for hnnd1(i .
unknown causal factors, but these limitations will affect, alte'rnaitie meth ds 1"-
as well. Comparison-based methods appear to be an effecLi~e way to get the q
most use out of the existing knowledge for a given proiem area.

REFERENCES

(Due to space limitations, references have been omitted from this edition of
the paper. References are available upon request from the author at the address
given at the beginning of the paper)
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VY) The Dual Meaning of the Term Context:

0. Implications for Research, Theory and Applications 0

0_ Delos D. Wickens

Colorado State University

Abstract

The term context has two psychologically different meanings. The first
simply refers to the environment in which some activity takes place; the second

to the situation where an event is ambiguous and requires additional information
(context) for it to be precisely defined. It is suggested that they be dif- -Oe

ferentiated by adding the suffix alpha to the former and beta to the latter. A

w.- literature survey shows context alpha to vary greatly in its effectiveness and
reasons for the variation are suggested as well as a theoretical interpretation
of how it operates. Context beta is described and related to its underlying .-

psychological mechanisms. Applications of both to Human Factors work are 69
suggested.

During recent years, the term "context" has occurred more and more often in

the technical literature of psychology, the concept being used with increasing
frequency to account for many behavioral phemonena. If one looks up the word
"context" in some standard dictionary, one finds that it has two different
meanings. Webster's Third International Dictionary lists the following: (1)
the interrelated conditions in which something exists; and (2) the part or parts

of a written or spoken passage preceding or following a word or group of words

and so intimately associated with them as to throw light upon their meaning.

The first of these definitions, simply refers to the environmental surroun-
dings in which some event exists or occurs, and it contains no implication that
the context influences that event. The second definition, states essentially

-. ..- that the context is needed to clarify the meaning of a particular word or group
of words, or some action; otherwise the event is ambiguous. Psychological Li

* :research on context has used both of these meanings somewhat indiscriminately,
and, since the underlying mechanisms involved in determining the behavioral out-
come differ depending upon which meaning of context is being investigated, it
would seem to behoove a science to make a clear conceptual and linguistic
distinction between the experimental operations appropriate to each meaning.
Hereafter I shall refer to two meanings as context alpha and the second as con-

text beta. I have chosen these suffix terms because they carry no potentially

*0 " confusing excess meaning.

Context Alpha.'....'.4'.

Context alpha refers to the situation in which the context--the particular

environmental surrounding--is essentially irrelevant to the central task, whose
demands and characteristics remains the same regardless of the context. Thus .-

the basic aims of a lecture remain unchanged regardless of the room in which it
is delivered; if one must learn a list of French-English vocabulary words, the
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pairing of the words in the two languages are constant wherever the list is stu-

died; the pattern of gear shifting in a car is unchanged regardless of the occu-
pants of the car or the local scenery. It is to this type of context that
McGeoch in his classic 1932 paper referred when he wrote "the learner is

forming associations, not only intrinsic to the material being learned, but also
between the parts of this material and the manifold features of the context or
environment in which the learning is taking place" (p. 365).

Thus in the instance of context alpha various aspects of the environment
4.- present at the time of learning have some likelihood of becoming associated with

the learned response and may, at some later time, influence the probability of
occurrence of that response. The term "some likelihood" is used because, as
research to be reviewed will show, the magnitude of the context effect is quite
variable. Logically, context alpha, intrinsically unrelated to the central task
as it is, is not a necessary condition for the occurrence of the response. Nor
on the other hand should context serve as a sufficient condition for a given
behavior. If so, in a conditioning or a monitoring situation where the "true"
signals are randomly spaced in time, the intertrial responding or false positi-
yes would be so great that even when the response occurred shortly after the
onset of the appropriate signal, it could not be unequivocally considered to be

a true CR or a true hit.

Experimental designs on context research. The paradigms employed on con-

text research have been addresssed to the two outcomes mentioned above, namely

context as a facilitator or inhibitor of performance. One class of experiments
falls into the realm of research on transfer of training and the other into the

realm of memory, but they are essentially two sides of the same coin. The
transfer design requires a minimum of two major groups which are each given
equal training on some task in a particular environment (context) and later one
group is tested in the same environment and the other in a different environ-
ment. I will hereafter refer to these groups as Stay and Change. Typical

.'examples of this type of context alpha manipulation are: Abernathy

" - (1940)--different classrooms; Smith (1979)--different laboratory rooms; Godden &
Baddeley (1975)--underwater or open air with scuba divers. In the memory design ,
the two major groups learn two potentially interfering tasks. The Stay group
learns both tasks in the same context and recalls one or the other task in that
same context. The Change group learns each task in a different environment and
the recall test is usually conducted in the context in which the target task was
learned. Typical experiments investigating memory and context alpha are .
Bilodeau and Schlosberg (1951)--different laboratory rooms; Dallett and Wilcox
(1968)--marked visual differences; Smith (1982)--different class rooms.

.... In the transfer design one is concerned with the extent to which the level

- of performance is degraded by executing the task in an environment different
*.- from that in which it was originally learned. In the memory design, wherein two

potentially competing activities must be learned, the interest is whether or not
the interference can be reduced if the two tasks were learned in a different

environment.

The magnitude of the context alpha effect. In this section a few of the
many context experiments with both humans and lower animals will be reported in

6 order to demonstrate the wide variation in the effectiveness of the manipula-
- tion. This is being done to indicate the need for systematic research iden-
" tifying the basis of the variation to be reported.
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A prototypical transfer study is an experiment by Abernathy. During the
regular course in introductory psychology, special lectures were given on such
topics as sensory functions or principles of learning, for which carefully stan-
dardized tests had been developed. Later the examinations were administered in
the same room with the same proctor on in a different but standard classroom
with the chairs rotated 180 from normal and with a different proctor. The

change in context produced a decrement of only 4 percent, a result that was not
significant. Smith (1979) had college students learn a list of words in a

pleasantly furnished laboratory and recall them a day later either in the same
room or in a sound-proofed chamber. His Stay group performed about 50 percent
better than did the Change group. Godden and Baddeley (1975) presented verbal
material to scuba divers via auditory communication either while they were
underwater or on land and then tested them under a Stay or Change condition.
The Stay condition was superior to the Change condition by about 50 percent.
The animal literature on context alpha shows an even greater variation in its

effectiveness. Bouton and Bolles (1979) established a CER in one chamber and 4
then extinguished it in a very different chamber. When the animals were
returned to the original chamber, their CERs did not differ from those of a

* group that had never undergone extinction. Thomas and McKelvie (1982), using
the key peck response of pigeons, found a difference beween the two groups--Stay
and Change--of about 45 percent. In summary, the transfer effect has ranged
from being infinitely large, as in the Bouton and Bolles work to little, if any, -
in the Abernathy study, and es !ntially the same disparity holds in the memory
design (Bilodeau & Schlosberg; Wickens, Tuber & Wickens, 1983).

The basis for variation in context alpha effectiveness. It seems obvious
that for context alpha to be effective at all the subject must perceive at some
minimal level the context change, and furthermore it would seem that the more "

salient the change the greater the magnitude of the differential in performance
beween the Stay and Change groups. Given this latter assumption, one would

expect to find a considerable context change resulting from learning underwater
and recalling on land or vice versa, but the magnitude of the context alpha
effect was about the same in the Godden and Baddeley experiment as in the Smith
laboratory research.

The far greater effect of the Change condition in animal compared with

human research suggests another reason for the variation. Animal researchers
tend to use naive subjects who, after living only in their home cage, are placed
in an experimental chamber and given some experimental treatment, usually a
shock. It is small wonder that this context becomes so significant to these
subjects. Contrast this condition with that of college students who are simply
moved to a different classroom. This suggests that the degree of prior
experience in many different environments is highly related to context effec-
tiveness, with the more widely experienced individual being less context depen-
dent. From a human factors point of view this would suggest that the degree of

0.f" similarity of the trainer to the task itself might well differ as a function of

the amount of experience of the typical user.

How context alpha operates. In many tasks the subject is required to make
different responses when different cue stimui occur, as in a vocabulary list.

How can a static environment select the currently correct response; how can con-
*. text facilitate or interfere with performance? It can do so if its role is to 0

increase the availability of all the responses in the task so that they are more
readily triggered when their appropriate cue stimulus occurs. Context alpha can
be understood as a mechanism which makes more available the responses which
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individually form the class of responses required by that task. In support of
this interpretation is the fact that the context effect is absent in recognition
memory. This is to be expected since in recognition memory the experimenter
supplies the correct responses, depriving context of the role it would otherwise
play.

In summary, it is proposed that coutext alpha has its effect by increasing
the availability of the class of response (or single response) which have been
acquired in that environment or context. By doing so, the context increases the
probabiity that the response will be made when its appropriate cue is presented.
This interpretation assumes that the context is not itself discriminating about
which one of the multiple responses it has made available will be given at any

particular time. That is determined by the cue or stimulus associated with that
response. In the transfer design the Stay group is favored by the increased
availability produced by the context. But, in the memory situation context

makes both classes of response available if they are experienced in the same

context. Hence, the Stay group is inferior to the change group.

Context Beta

Context beta refers to the situation in which one stimulus combines with
another stimulus event to define the correct response. Each stimulus or stimu-
lus attribute by itself is ambiguous and the concurrence of the two classes of
environmental events is a necessary condition for indicating the correct or
appropriate response.

Most of the research on acquisition and performance with context beta has
been done with intrahumans. These studies indicate that such tasks are more
difficult to learn and more likely to produce occasional errors even after they
have been fairly well mastered. These results are generally interpreted to be
due to the development of both inhibitory and excitatory tendencies toward the
specific stimulus since it is correct or incorrect depending upon its current

context.

Perhaps the most obvious and important application of the context beta principle
to human factors is found in computer usage. The instance is, of course, where
a different mode will change the meaning of a particular key or keys.
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Research Integration: An Essential for Department of Defense >
Psychological Research

Laurel W. Oliver
US Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

-. Abstract

* ~~ This paper presents a proce.iL.re for integrating the findings0
of psychological research of interest to the Department of

S Defense (DoD). In recent years, there has been increasing
0D emphasis on applying more objective, quantitative methods to the

CD integration of research results. This paper reviews various
CL approaches to research integration, describes the meta-analysis

approach of Glass (1977), and suggests some directions for the
application of meta-analytic procedures to military psychological

Introduc tion

The number of research studies has rapidly increased in many
disciplines, including psychology. Within the psychological
arena lies a sizable body of research of interest to the
Department of Defense (DOD). For decades, a wide variety of
psychological research has been conducted in military settings
and with military populations (Oliver, in press). Yet this
proliferation of research seems not to have advanced the state of
science to the extent that one might have expected. In
considering the problem of so much research and the relatively
few conclusions that can be drawn from it, Frank Schmidt
concluded that "the most important problem in psychology and the
social sciences today is the failure to produce cumulative
knowledge" (Schmidt, 1980).

Accordingly, the purpose of this paper is to review various
approaches to research integration, to describe in more detail
the meta-analysis approach of Glass (1977), and to suggest some
directions for the application of meta-analytic procedures
to military psychological research.Al

Approaches to Research Integration

In this paper, research integration refers to combining the
research results of a group of studies. Several procedures that
can be used to integrate research findings are described below.

-~ - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* 1The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and do -
not necessarily reflect the views of the US Army Research
Institute or the Department of the Army.
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Literary approach. The literary or narrative approach has

been the traditional procedure for integrating research findings.
The reviewer reads the studies on a given topic and attempts to
derive generalizations about the outcomes of that body of
research. This can be an extraordinarily difficult task, 0

especially if the number of studies is large or the results
conflict. In addition, due to the subjective nature of this

prc ess, different reviewers may reach different conclusions when
integrating the results of essentially the same body of research -
(Smith, Glass, & Miller, 1981). Such reviews typically end witha call for more research to resolve the conflicts. 0

Box-score approach. In the box-score or vote-counting
approach, a directional hypothesis is assumed. The reviewer
classifies the findings of each study into positive significant,
negative significant, and nonsignificant categories and tallies
the results. (Reviewers usually do not indicate the direction of--
the nonsignificant results.) Again, the results may conflict and
make it difficult for the reviewer to draw firm conclusions about

the research being integrated. One objection to the box-score
approach is that it does not take into account the magnitude of
the significant results. Hedges and Olkin (1980) have also
demonstrated that the probability is high of failing to conclude
there is a positive effect when in fact there is and also that
the probability of making this error may increase as the number
of studies increases.

Meta-analysis. According to Glass (1977), meta-analysis is
the statistical analysis of the analytic results from a number of
independent studies. To accomplish such an analysis, the
findings of the individual studies must be quantified. The

approach developed by Glass and his colleagues (Glass, McGaw, &
'. Smith, 1981) is described in the next section of this paper.

However, there are other, related meta-analysis procedures.

Hunter, Schmidt, and Jackson (1982) have expanded their validity
generalization techniques into a full-fledged meta-analytic

approach. Hedges and Olkin (1980, in press) have advanced
statistical theory and applications to meta-analysis. Also,
Rosenthal (1978) has summarized a number of methods for combining
the probabilities obtained from the result of two or more

studies.

The Meta-Analysis Approach

The meta-analysis procedure most frequently employed to date
(and the one which will be described below) has been the one
developed by Glass and his colleagues. The unit of analysis in
this approach is a standardized mean difference called the effect

size.

To calculate the effect size. In their meta-analysis of
*, psychotherapy research, Smith and Glass (1977) (see also Smith,

Glass, & Miller, 1980) have defined the effect size as the
difference between the means of the experimental and the control
groups on a given dependent variable divided by the standard
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deviation of the control group. That is,

Effect Size :M E - M -

SDC

Using this formula, it is possible to express the standing
of the average experimental group subject in terms of the control
group distribution (see Smith & Glass, 1977; Spokane & Oliver,
1983). As McGaw and Glass (1980) warn, effect size is a simple
concept, but its calculation can be complicated by differences in
experimental design and the metric used. These authors suggest
using the control group standard deviation as the denominator
(McGaw & Glass, 1980, pp. 106-123). Hunter et al. (1982) agree
with Glass that the experimental group treatment may affect the
experimental group standard deviation as well as the experimental
group mean. However, they argue for using the within-group
standard deviation because the control group standard deviation
has more sampling error and also because research reports are
likely to contain values for t and F and fail to report the F. A
control group standard deviation (Hunter et al., 1982, p. 101).

Reports lacking means and standard deviations. If the data
(means and standard deviations) are not reported in the study in

question, it may be possible to estimate or retrieve the required
- . data from those statistics that are reported (such as t and F ).

Procedures are also available for calculating effect sizes from
correlation coefficients, nonparametric statistics, and
dichotomous outcome variables (Glass et al., 1981).
Occasionally, data can be obtained from the author of the article
or report, but this procedure is time-consuming and generally
unproductive (Oliver & Spokane, 1983).

Sometimes it is impossible to retrieve enough data (either ..-

from the research report or the author) to calculate effect sizes
(Oliver & Spokane, 982; 1983). The inadequacies of research
reporting were dramatically apparent recently when the author and

a colleague surveyed the research on senior leadership to
determine the feasibility of using a meta-analysis approach on . .
this literature. Of the 64 studies previously identified as
empirical studies of senior leadership (Kimmel, 1981), only about
10% were suitable for use in a meta-analysis. This was a
disappointing outcome, for senior leadership is currently of
great interest to the Army. It had been hoped that a

quantitative synthesis of the empirical findings in the area
would be useful to the leader development research program being
conducted by the Army Research Institute.
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Suggestions

Following are some suggestions for capitalizing on research
already accomplished and providing direction for future research
in the DoD.

The meta-analysis approach has been used to integrate

research findings in dozens of topical areas, primarily in the
disciplines of psychology and education. It is important that
such efforts be continued in order to determine what we can
confidently conclude from our research as well as to identify
gaps in our knowledge. In fact, it is likely that journal

editors eventually will require that a meta-analysis approach be
used for all literature reviews.

Until now, most research integration has concerned the
civilian sector. These findings will have their greatest
applicability for DoD civilian research. Little quantitative
integration seems to have been accomplished for research relating
to military populations and settings. At present, we are not
certain to what extent findings based on civilian populations
apply to the military. It will be important to use the
meta-analysis approach to integrate the military research and

then to compare the resulting findings with those of research

conducted in the civilian sector.
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gm% What Training Is
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(0'" Depends on Who You Ask -

D. M. Kristiansen, B. G. Witmer,
~~B. A. Black, and S. L. Burroughs.--

o US Army Research Institute, Fort Knox Field Unit

* Abstract

Repeated in-depth interviews were conducted with all
levels of the chain of command in two tank battalions in

Europe during a training effectiveness analysis of a tank

system. The purpose of the interviews was to describe the a,

state of training in the battalions across a six month time
frame. Interviews were conducted with the battalion com-
manders, all the company commanders, over 80% of the platoon
level leaders (platoon leaders, platoon sergeants, and tank
commanders), over 70% of the crewmen, and over half the
mechanics, and maintenance supervisors. The resulting de-
scriptions of the amount of training conducted/received and
the nature of that training differed remarkably at three
levels of the chain of command when training was rigorously
defined and when training was undefined. Implications for
data collection and interpretation of field data are drawn.

In October 1982, the Army Research Institute Field Unit at Fort Knox
(ARI) conducted in-depth interviews with all levels of the chain of command in
an armor battalion in Europe. The research objective was to pilot a method

and prototype data collection format for describing the state of training in
an operational unit. Project personnel were in the battalion for two weeks
which permitted the collection of a large sample: the battalion commander, e,
all the company commanders and first sergeants, over 80% of the platoon level
leaders (platoon leaders, platoon sergeants, and tank commanders), over 70% of
the crewmen, the battalion maintenance supervisors, and over half the mechan-
ics. Out of these interviews ARI personnel were able to document, in consid-
erable detail, the state of training in the unit as seen by unit members at

various points in the chain of command. 14

How to define "training" for these interviews became an issue during the--- planning phase. It was decided that a relatively restrictive definition was
preferable because it would exclude those activities on the unit training
schedule that were mission operations, that is, details, inspections, the con-

0 [ duct of maintenance, physical training, etc. Accordingly, training was de-
fined as "an event whose purpose was to train MOS or Soldier's Manual tasks."

When the team arrived in Europe, the logistics of collecting the data led
to a change in the original planning. The ARI researchers did not conduct the

interviews of company commanders and first sergeants. These interviews were 'A

conducted by members of an accompanying organization. The ARI researchers,

ro. .:..x._

.. ? __ remembering long discussions with members of the accompanying organization -'
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concerning the definition of training, assumed that these interviewers used
the same definition.

0
All respondents were asked how much training had taken place in the two

week period preceding the data collection period. Company level leaders (com-
manders and first sergeants) were asked, on the interview forms, to describe -

training in three different ways: they were asked to estimate the percentage
of scheduled training that was actually conducted, to estimate the number of
hours of scheduled, unscheduled, individual, and collective training that had
actually been administered, and the number of hours of training that they had
personally monitored or supervised.

Table I displays the results of TABLE 1

this line of questioning for scheduled
training. The estimates of training AVERAGEUESTIMATED TRAININGOF HOURS

conducted were substantially higher ADMINISTERED COMMANDERS 43
among company level leaders than among FIRST SERGEANTS 32

platoon level leaders and crewmen.
CONDUCTED PLATOON LEVEL LEADERS 0Estimates of unscheduled, individual,

and collective training showed similar RECEIVED CREWMEN 1

patterns.

Table 2 shows the percent of re- TABLE 2

spondents that said that "no" scheduled PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS INDICATING ,
training (zero hours) had been conducted THAT "ZERO" HOURS OF TRAINING HAD BEEN:

by platoon level leaders or received by CONDUCTED COMMANDERS a

crewmen. This discrepancy between com- PLATOON LEVEL LEADERS 75

mander's estimates and the estimates of RECEIVED CREWMEN 80

platoon level leaders and crewmen could
have arisen in two ways; commanders
really did have higher estimates or the commanders were including activities
in their concept of training that crewmen were not.

When the added interviewers were queried after data collection, the ARI
team discovered that they were not aware of the restrictive definition of
training and, hence, did not define "training" for commanders and first ser- ..

geants. This suggested that the differences between the estimates of training
were differences in kind rather than differences in magnitude.

The discrepancy appeared to be a measure of the difference between two
conceptions of what constitutes training. When training was not defined, com-
pany level leaders were quite willing to include any and all activities on the
training schedule (for example, guard, drill and ceremonies, maintenance oper-
ations, and other mission operations) as training because they felt that all
these activities had training value. Training, for the company level leaders,
was something that the unit did; it was a "unit" activity.

At the bottom of the chain of command, however, training is what happens
to "individuals." The platoon level leaders and crewmen reported that, essen-
tially, no training in MOS or Soldier's Manual tasks had taken place. Many

* felt they were not being trained in skills they needed and said that they
wanted this training.

., -...
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major exercise and preparing for a major inspection. The leaders were con-
*-cerned with insuring that the unit passed the inspection. They spent much of

the two week period "managing the process of" preparing for this inspection.

Requirements from higher headquarters and routine actions requiring their per- ~
-. sonal attention kept them from doing much "in the motor pool" supervision.

* Table 3 shows the extent to which respondents reported being involved in main-
tenance, inspections, and details. Entries in the Table are the average num-
ber of responses within respondent and mission categories. Platoon level
leaders who were closer to what was actually happening in the unit reported W
somewhat less involvement in maintenance and details. Crewmen, who were the
performers of these maintenance and detail activities, reported still less in-
volvement.

This data collection experience suggests that "training conducted" and
"training received" are quite different. If one has the task of determining,
by questionnaire or interview, what training activities are occurring in a
unit, a careful definition is in order. Had the team not defined training
carefully for platoon level leaders and crewmen, they may have come away with

* ~ an interpretation vastly different from what they did. They certainly would
not have found out that no training in MOS of Soldier's Manual tasks was

Jr.."taking place.
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Second and third visits to Europe in 1983 provided an opportunity to de'-
* termine if these differences were really differences in kind or magnitude.

This actually became necessary because the definition of training used by ARI0
in the October 1982 visit came under considerable criticism by military per-
sonnel. They objected to the restrictive definition of training and asked
that, during a visit to the battalion and a sister unit in April 1983, ARI .

purposely did not define training for respondents. The idea was to see if
the results obtained during the first visit were dependent on training being
rigorously defined. There was a feeling that if the term "training" were left '
undefined, the responses given across different levels of command would be
more homogeneous.

* . ~Table 4 shows that, essentially,TAL4
*the same results were obtained. Com-

manersreprte mre imedevtedtoHOURS DEVOTED TO TRAINING
mandrs epotedmoretim deote to(LAST TWO WEEKS)

training than platoon level leaders who,PLLEL
in turn, reported more training than CORS LEADERS CREWMEN

crewmen. The differences are not as UNIT SPENT IN 25
marked but still suggest different views TRAINING

of the training world at two relatively SPENT SUPERVISING 20
close points in the chain of command. TRAINING

SPENT INSTRUCTING 16

Representatives of the different SPENT IN TRAINING 13
* levels of the chain of command also dif-

fered in what training they said had
taken place during preparation for a
major tank unit exercise - Level I Gun-

-... nery. For example, Table 5 shows that TABLE 5

commnder reorte tht thir nitshad PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS REPORTING TRAINING
conducted Tank Crew Proficiency Course EXERCISES IN PREPARATION FOR LEVEL I GUNNERY

- -~and Tank Crew Gunnery Skills Test exer- PLT LEVEL
*cises prior to Level I Gunnery. Few CORS LEADERS CREWMEN

crewmen reported taking part in such NO TRAINING 0 77 22
exercises. Observations during the con- TN RW8 91
duct of a Tank Crew Proficiency Course PROFICIENCY

illustrated the problem. The company COURSE

commander and all six platoon leaders TANK CREW GUNNERY 62 23 0
SKILLS TEST

and platoon sergeants were present at
the exercise. Fewer than half the crew- MN-AKRNE 3

men in the unit were present, however, CREW DRILLS 37 8 0

because of guard duties and other de-
tails and the normal, day-to-day func- *

tions that pull men from a unit.

.2 The implications of these findings seem clear. The perspective of the
* - respondent must be clearly defined when designing interview formats and inter-

preting interview data and the perspective of one level of the chain of com-
mand cannot be assumed for any other level. Data collection at only one point

* in the chain of command, or at two points closely related (i.e., battalion and
company), will yield a biased picture of what is actually going on. Command-
ers respond in terms of unit involvement. Unit involvement does not necessar-

* ily imply the involvement of sizable numbers of men. Soldiers respond in
terms of what has happened to them. Both perspectives are necessary toZ.
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accurately describe the state of training in a unit. And, of course, the in-
" terview referent must also be carefully defined (or undefined) for all levels

of the chain of command.

0
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Video Gamnes:

WA Hunian Factors Guide @

to Visual Display Design and Instructional System Design

0~I Douglas J. Bobko

UJS Army Research Institute

Abstract

Electronic video gamnes have many of the same technological and i
psychological characteristics that are found in military computer-based
systems. For this reason, the video game is both a fascinating object of
study and a valuable experimental apparatus. The results of two on-going
research programs, both of which employ video games as experimental stimuli,
are presented here.

The first research program seeks to identify and exploit the
characteristics of video games in the design of game-based training devices.
The second program is designed to explore the effects of electronic video
display characteristics on perceptual judgments. The empirical results of
these two programs are shown to have practical application in training device

* design and visual display design.

Video Games and Training Device Design

Although games in general have been employed as learning vehicles, the
especially compelling characteristics of electronic video games have not been
fully explored for possible exploitation in the design of computer-based
training systems. In fact there is little empirical evidence regarding the
perceived or salient qualities of these new electronic video games.
Accordingly, the following experiment was designed to determine those
dimensions along which electronic video games are perceived to vary.

Method

Twenty right-handed male first-year college students served as subjects.
*The experimental stimuli consisted of ten commercial electronic video games

and an "ideal" video game. The "ideal" video game was defined to subjects as
their notion of the best or ideal video game, whether imaginary or real.

The twenty subjects were asked to make pairwise comparisons of the "
similarity of the eleven video game stimuli. Judgments were made with the use
of rating scale in which 0 was defined as "these two games are not at all

* similar" and 100 was defined as "these two games are exactly alike." All
Judgments were made in a commercial video game arcade closed to the public.
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Results and Discussion

The game similarity data were subjected to a multidimensional scaling
(MDS) analysis. Given judgments or measures of similarity, MDS provides a
spatial representation of stimuli that reveals dimensions relevant to an
observer. For example, if two stimuli are judged to have a similar quality,
they are placed near each other in a multidimensional space; stimuli judged to
be dissimilar are located distant from each other.

A three-dimensional MDS solution was deemed appropriate after examining
the squared correlations (RSQ) associated with solutions for different
dimensional spaces. The RSQ is a measure of the proportion of variance of
monotonically transformed data accounted for by the MDS model. The RSO's for
a one-dimensional (ID) solution through a five-dimensional (5D) solution for
the game similarity data are: ID-0.225; 2D-0.294; 3D-0.31 4;
4D-o.289; 5D-0.292. Here, the RSQ decreases at the 4D solution and clearly S
indicates that no more than three dimensions should be considered for

interpretation. This decrease in RSQ reflects the subjects' insensitivity to
differentiating the games on more than three dimensions.

The first dimension, called "Destructiveness", orders games according to
the type of response stragegy necessary for successful play. One end of this
dimension is anchored by games which involve the destruction of alien objects
by the proactive manipulation of a "mother-ship" capable of firing
bullets/lasers/etc. The other end of this dimension is anchored by games
which require reactive, avoidance strategies (e.g., avoidance of ghosts,

. alligators, or barrels). Thus, the first dimension ranges from proactive
destruction to reactive avoidance. i-

4".

The "ideal" game was positioned near the center of the "Destructiveness"
dimension. An examination of the raw similaritv scores indicated that
subjects fell into two groups with respect to the characteristics of an ideal
game on this dimension. Specifically, destruction of opponents is an ideal
characteristic of video games for half the subjects; the other half prefer '6
games which require avoidance strategies.

The second dimension, called "Dimensionality", locates games according to
' the number of physical dimensions (on the video screen) in which the player

can maneuver. On one end of this dimension, the player's "piece" can be
effectively moved in only one dimension (left to right on the visual.

L screen). In the games near the center of this dimension, player movement is
two-dimensional (left-right and up-down). Finally, the games on the opposite
end provide the visual appearance of movement in three-dimensional space.

It is noteworthy that most subjects found simulated three-dimensional
" games quite difficult to master and that, at the same time, the "ideal" game

is placed between the two- and three-dimensional game groupings. This
phenomenon is consistent with so-called "optimal-level" theories of motivation
which postulate that moderate levels of cognitive/physical complexity are
maximally arousing. Hence, games which allow movement in only one dimension
may be too "simple" and three-dimensional games too "complex", in so far as
these games are presently configured. Two-dimensional games (or something

"--.- "between" two- and three-dimensional games) may be maximally motivating. As
.... experience or familiarity with these games increases, one would expect game

/' 
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preference to shift toward the more "complex" or "difficult" ones.

The third dimension revealed by MD, "Graphic Ouality," orders games by
their degree of color vibrancy and resolution. At one end of the continuum, 0

games are characterized by a relative lack of color and by relatively low
graphic resolution. At the other end, games are characterized by vibrant
colors, fine detail, and high graphic resolution. On this continuum the

.- "ideal" game is located at the graphic quality extreme, suggesting that
* subjects prefer games with high quality graphics. 7

Applications and Future Research

These results have several applications in the design of computer-based
video training systems. For example, the findings suggest that video game-
based lessons will be more compelling if they are designed with high quality
graphic displays and simulated movement in two or three dimensions. A second
application derives from the finding that some subjects prefer avoidance to
destructive behaviors (i.e., reactive to proactive behaviors). Implied here
is the need for a fit in personnel training between this cognitive preference
and the type of task required for successful completion of a game-based
training lesson. Consider, for example, a mathematics lesson embedded in a
game where correct answers result in the avoidance of falling barrels. Such a
lesson might be most compelling (ideal) for those subjects who prefer games
which require reactive, avoidance behaviors. Conversely, subjects who prefer
proactive game behaviors would find the same mathematics lesson most
compelling if correct answers result in the destruction of alien objects.

Finally, the present results may be recast in an individual differences -
framework. That is to say, the psychological predispositin toward destructive
(or avoidance) game behaviors may be a valid instrument for classifying
personnel and predicting future success. This classification would be of
special use when, say, the task to be learned is inherently destructive (e.g.,
shooting enemy aircraft) and difficult to embed in a game-based training
device that required avoidance behaviors. In such a situation, subjects who '
prefer avoidance game behaviors would not be selected for training. Hence,
future research should consider the role of personality variables as a
moderator of game-based training success.

Video Games and Visual Display Design

The modern military environment is increasingly characterized by the
electronic exchange and display of large amounts of information. It is
important to determine whether and understand how the characteristics of these
visual information displays affect perceptual judgments and consequent
decisions.

The effect of visual display characteristics on the perception of time has
received little attention. However, the accurate perception of time is of
increased importance in job environments where decisions are time-critical and

* where information is received via electronic visual displays. These
implications are best highlighted by means of a hypothetical example:
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The commander of an armor battalion sits inside a mobile command post

several miles behind the forward edge of the battle area. The battalion
commander is receiving information about the battle on a computer screen 0 •

. .~ which simulates the terrain and troop strength of his forces and the enemy
forces; the screen is 4 inches on its diagonal. He finds that his
position is under heavy conventional weapons attack and that the enemy is
close to overrunning his defenses. Division command informs him that
reinforcements will not arrive for another 30 minutes. He is further
instructed to hold his position no matter what the cost and he is S '
authorized to use a theater nuclear weapon if the defensive line is
broken.

Will the commander misjudge the passage of time because of the
characteristics of the visual display? One characteristic of interest is the
scale of the information presented on the visual display. Accordingly, the • 0
purpose of the following experiment was to determine whether the perception of . -

time is affected by the scale of the visual display.

Method

The subjects were 72 first-year college students, half of whom were O -
female. The independent variable for this exDeriment was the screen size of a
television monitor which was connected to a commercially availahle video
game. There were three levels of screen size: a 5 inch (on the diagonal)
screen, a 12 inch screen, and a 23 inch screen. The subjects were randomly
assigned to one of the three screen size levels with the restriction that half
the subjects assigned to each screen size were female. 01 .S .

The subjects were asked to play a computer video game which displayed a
simulated combat situation on the television screen. 'The object of the game
was to shoot and destroy moving enemy targets by using a joystick to aim and
fire a gun.

Each subject was given 55 seconds of playing time. At the end of this
interval, the subject was asked to estimate (in seconds) as accurately as
possible the length of time the simulated combat situation had lasted. These
time estimates served as the dependent variable for the experiment.

Results and Discussion 4 V

A 3 x 2 analysis of variance was performed on the time estimates. There
were three levels of screen size: 5 inch, 12 inch, and 23 inch. There were
two levels of the second variable, sex of the subject.

The effect of screen size on time estimates was found to be significant S S
(p .005). The mean time estimate for the 5-inch screen was 120.5 seconds;
the 12-inch screen mean time estimate was 76.1 seconds; and the mean estimate
for the 23-inch screen was 67.9 seconds. In other words, the perception of
elapsed time for a given clock interval (55 seconds) increased as screen size
decreased.

The effect of sex on time estimates was significant at p : .06, and
females tended to give longer time estimates at each level of screen size.
The interaction of screen size and sex did not approach significance.
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Applications and Future Research

The preliminary results of this research clearly suggest that the scale or
size of a visual display affects the perception of time. The most pronounced
"distortion" of time perception was found with a 5-inch visual display -- this
is typical of the size of visual monitors found in aircraft, ships, and tanks.

Because This research is in its early stage, the scope and generality of
the findings for the design of visual displays is not certain. Nevertheless,
the results reported here have potentially dramatic significance for
environments in which information is visually displayed and in which decisions
are time-critical.

Summary

The popularity of electronic video games is of interest because these
games have qualities similar to those found in various military computer-based
systems. Moreover, the commercial video game arcade is an in vivo proving
ground for the "fittest" of electronic games -- hence these games may provide
design guidelines for system developers.

The exploratory and preliminary results discussed above clearly
demonstrate that the video game is both a valuable object of study and a
useful experimental apparatus. The results also serve to define the direction
of video game research now underway.

I-
Footnote

The views, opinions, and/or findings contained in this report are those ' -

of the author and should not be construed as an official Department of the
Army or Department of Defense position, policy, or decision, unless so A
designated by other official documentation.

Requests for further information regarding this research should be sent

to Dr. Douglas J. Bobko, US Army Research Institute, ATTN: PERI-II, 5001
Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, Virginia 22333.
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